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The phenomena of metalliferous deposit by solfataric action
at Sulphur Bank and Steamboat Springs have tended strongly
to confirm what I had previously believed to be the most prob-
able theory of vein-formation, and at the same time to give it

more clearness and definiteness. This paper, therefore, may
be regarded as a continuation and development of the thoughts
started in the previous ones.*
The structure, the mode of occurrence and the contents of

metalliferous veins leave no longer any room for doubt that

they have been formed by deposit from solutions. If any
doubt still lingered on this subject, they are now dissipated by
the phenomena of deposit still in progress at Sulphur Bank anct

at Steamboat Springs. Among metallic ores cinnabar has long
been considered a possible exception to this mode of deposit.

The extreme volatility of this sulphide, the extreme irregularity

of its veins, and its frequent occurrence in the immediate
vicinity of comparatively recent volcanic action, have suggested
that it may have been deposited in irregular fissures, cracks,

cavities, etc., by condensation of its vapors, sublimed by vol-

canic heat beneath. But the phenomena of Sulphur Bank and
Steamboat Springs ought to settle this question forever. Cin-

* This Journal, vol. xxiv, pp. 23, 1882, and xxv, 424, 1883.

Am. Jour. Sci.—Third Series, Vol! XXVI. No. m.—July, 1883.



2 Joseph LeConte— Genesis of Metalliferous Veins.

nabar as well as other metallic sulphides are now being
deposited there along with silica, from solutions. And yet so

strong is the prejudice in favor of the sublimation theory for

this sulphide, that Rolland after examining the phenomena of

Sulphur Bank, after recognizing the complete saturation of all

the rocks and earth with the up-coming solfataric waters and
even truly describing the occurrence of the cinnabar in recently

.deposited silica in such wise that the two must have been
deposited from the same solution—still talks vaguely about
vapors and emanations of mercury.*

Admitting them as established, the view that me1
veins have been deposited from solutions, the most difficult

questions still remain. What are the conditions under which
deposit takes place? And what in addition to simple water
have been the solvents ?

Conditions of deposit.—In answering this first question it must
be remembered that the chemistry of nature is far more subtle

and refined than that of the laboratory—that substances which
are regarded as practically insoluble in the latter cannot be so

regarded in the former. The infinite patience of nature and
the infinite slowness of her operation must

#
be taken into

account. In the perpetual circulation of subterranean waters
infinitesimal deposits, continued and accumulated through
almost infinite time, produce large results. Thus mineral veins
may be composed of substances of extremest insolubility atvl

yet be deposited from solutions. In fact such extreme insolu-

bility, or at least very feeble solubility would seem to be a

condition of mineral vein formation, for otherwise the materials

would in most cases be brought to the surface instead of being-

deposited below.

Again, it must be borne in mind that solubility, even the
feeblest, is notably increase*

I by heat, especially "super-heat,

and by pressure. The effect of heat and especially of super-
heat, in increasing* solubility, is universally recognized: but
pressure is usually regarded only as a necessary condition of

super-heat, and not as itself an active agent. But, in fact,

but also directly as an active agent in increasing the solubility

of nearly all substances. Mr. Sorbyf has not only proved this

by actual experiment on a great variety of substances, but has

shown that it is a necessary consequence and beautiful illustra-

tion of the law of correlation and conservation of natural forces,

and that we have in this as in the case of fusibility an example
of the equivalency of mechanical and molecular forces. For as

in the matter of fusibility, in all cases in which expansion takes

f Proc. i S38, 1863.
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place in fusion, pressure by resisting expansion, raises the

fusing point, while only in those exceptional cases like ice, in

which contraction takes place in fusion, pressure by assisting

contraction, lowers the fusing point; so also in the matter of

in which contraction takes place in solu-

tion—i. e., in which the volume of the solution is less than the

combined volumes of constituents—pressure by assisting con-

traction increases solubility, while only in very e-

cases, as for example sal ammoniac, in which expansion takes
place in solution, pressure by resisting expansion diminishes
solubility. These latter cases, however, are so extremely ex-

ceptional, that we may assume as a law, the increased solvent
power of water in proportion to pressure. It is even possible

by experiment thus to determine the mechanical equivalent of
the chemical force of solution of any given substance, and in

ias been so determined for several substances by Mr.
Sorby.

There can be no doubt, then, that the solvent power of water
may be ineo .it, by corresponding increase of
heat and pressure. It is quite certain, therefore, that water
deep in the interior of in volcanic regions,

and therefore under heavy pressure and super-heat, would have
its solvent power greatlv increased, not only by the super-heat,
but also by the pressure. It is believed that few substances
could resist entirely its solvent power. Such waters coming up
slowly toward the surface through fissures, large or small,
would have their solvent power diminished, both b
and by relief of pressure and must of necessity deposit in their

courses and form mineral veins.
Other solvents.—But the solvent power of su >U , i ican w ters

is still further and verv -ivati\ ;:.-:v : s- d for most vein-matters
by the presence of alkali in the form of alkaline carbonates, or

mlpbides or both. This is especially true of the com-
monest of vein stuffs, viz: quart/: and lime carbonate and the
commonest form of metallic ore. viz: metallic sulphides. The
solubility of silica in alkaline carbonate waters is well known.
and with excess of raro, • be acid in the waters ; 1 ti c eart van i

metallic carbonates arc also -soluble. The solubility of many
. 'biles, espe-

cially with excess of In Inn- - le,* under pressure and
super-heat can no longer be doubted; for iron sulphide and
mercuric sulphide are "now being deposited from bu
both at Sulphur Bank and at Steamboat Springs. Mr. Christyf
and others have proved the solubility of mercuric sulphide

* The affinity of these two feeble acids for bases are so nearlv balanced, that
- - ... •

,

,.. ... ' • .. - '
'

U)
* aiirl H,s : r -..ifataras.
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under pressure and super-heat by actua] experiment ; and these

are among the most insoluble of metallic sulphides.

It is certain, then, that metallic sulphides are soluble to a

limited extent in alkaline sulphides forming doubtless double
sulphides. It is certain also that the solubility is increased by
superheat and pressure. It is therefore also certain that hot

waters containing alkaline carbonates and alkaline sulphides,

circulating at great depth and therefore under heavy pressure,

would take up silica, earthy and metallic carbonates, and me-
tallic sulphides, and that coming up slowly toward the surface

they would deposit these substances in theirr courses, partly

by cooling and partly by relief of pressure, and thus form
metalliferous veins.

We have given what seems to be the most usual cause of

deposit, viz: cooling and relief of pressure; but this is prob-

ably not the only cause. There are many chemical reactions

by which the same result may be attained. "We will mention
only the more obvious of these, (a) Organic matters are of

almost universal occurrence in subterranean waters, and their

agency in reducing metallic oxides and metallic salts is well

known. The more we study the chemistry of nature, the more
we are impressed with the importance of organic matter as a

universal reducing agent. Organic matter in form of hydro-
carbons is almost invariably found in connection with cinnabar.

Its agency in reducing iron sulphate to sulphide is seen every-

where. It is not improbable therefore that organic matter cir-

culating in the same solution with metallic sulphates may be a

frequent means of reducing these and depositing them as metal-

lic sulphides, (b.) Again : alkaline carbonate and sulphide
waters, dissolving silica and metallic sulphides and coming in

contact in their course with decomposing organic matters, may
be neutralized by the acids of organic decomposition and thus

compelled to deposit their freight. This apparently takes in

deep hydraulic mines in the silicification of wood and possibly

in the deposit of iron sulphide, (c.) Lastly : it is possible that

in some cases water from different sides and carrying different

materials may meet in the same fissure and deposit by reaction.

For example, metallic sulphates thus meeting alkaline sulphides
would by interchange produce alkaline sulphates and metallic

sulphides, which latter would be deposited. This seems to be
the reaction at the California Geysers where a black inky de-

posit of iron sulphide is produced by the action of alkaline

sulphide on iron sulphate. If this reaction had taken place

sufficiently slowly, it is possible that the sulphide would have
been crystalline. All these methods and perhaps many others

not yet imagined may occur ; but the first, viz : by cooling and
relief of pressure is probably of most universal <
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Such, we believe, is an outline of a true theory of the genesis

of metalliferous veins, a theory apparent!}* confirmed by the
study of causes now in operation at Sulphur Bank and Steam-

ngs, and probably many other places in California and
Nevada.* We are now prepared to still further confirm the
theory by applying it to the explanation of all the phenomena
of veins. But before doing so it is necessary that some grave
objections recently raised should be removed.

Recently Dr. F. Sandberger has published a very important
treatise on veinsf in which he takes ground against what he
calls "the ascension theory" and urges strong reasons, as he
thinks, in favor of "lateral secretion" or " levigation theory."
According to him metalliferous veins are filled not by deposit
from ascending waters, but by lateral secretion or leaching
from the immediate bounding walls of the fissures. He thinks
that ascending waters or springs will not deposit in their con-
duits, but only at the surface in contact with air and by oxida-
tion. He cites the case of iron ore which is thus abrindnntly
deposited. He admits the deposit of vein-matters both silica

and metallic sulphides, at Sulphur Hank and ac Steamboat
Springs, but thinks that these are only superficial deposits

i by contact with the air, that they are not true veins
and throw no light on the process of mineral- vein-formation.
He thinks that in ease of solfataric waters depositing metallic
sulphides, these waters in their ascent have traversed previ-
ously existing veins, a small portion of the metallic contents of
which are dissolved and redeposited at the surface. For ex-
ttmple: the metallic sulphides and gold found in the deposits
of Steamboat Springs, according to him. were -fathered from
auriferous quartz veins in the neighborhood. He admits, also.

however that the question might be definitely determined by
deep explorations at these places, but is apparently unaware
that such explorations have already been undertaken at Sul-
phur Bank. According to him. moving water will not deposit,
for in order that deposit s 10 ild take pine the water must be
stagnant. Therefore, lor him. mineral vein-formation is always

ited phenomenon, and we may never hope to see the
process still going on, or investigate directly the causes still in
operation. \ n hnef his view seems to be. that the closed cavi-
ties of great fissures, like the closed fossil-cavities of stratified
rocks and the closed vapor-cavities of eruptives are filled by
teachings from the immediate bounding wall-rocks of the fis-

sures. The process is a sort of aggregation of soluble matters

* Feeble solfataric action is still going on and probab

t tntersuchungen uber Brzgange." F. Sandberger, Wiesbaden, 1882. I
ave not seen the full work, but only a tho rt on genesis of
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into open spaces, an oozing and congelation of a coagulable-

plasma mending the broken parts. For such congelation-

quiescence, stagnation seems to be a necessary condition.

The arguments which he urges for this view are mainly two.

1. That vein-contents both metallic and other, even in the same
fissure, change with the country rock, as if derived immediately
from its walls. 2. That by actual analyses of igneous and
metamorphic rocks he finds in them all the matters, including
the metals, contained in veins. This latter is his principal and
as he thinks demonstrative argument ; and his investigations

on this subject are undoubtedly of very great interest and
value. Previous investigators have also ; tt<

;
ted to find the

valuable metals widely distributed in the rocks, but with indif-

ferent success because the analyses have been mostly undis-

criminating analyses of the whole rock (bausch-analysen). Dr,
Sandberger's analyses on the contrary have been selective

analyses of the principal minerals. By this method he finds

the valuable metals in notable quantities especially in the more
basic rocks. Olivine, hornblende, augite and the dirk micas
he finds rich in a great number of metals, while the lighter-

colored micas, feldspar, quartz and therefore the granites and
gneisses, he finds poor. He thinks therefore that metals are

derived mostly from igneous rock especially from the newer
and more basic, and that veins are often rich when they inter-

sect metamorphic rocks only because the metals are leached
into them from the neighboring igneous rocks.

Such is a very brief statement of Dr. Sandberger's views.
On account of his great ability and wide experience, they are
certainly entitled to great weight. But it seems to me that all

his objections to the ascension theory and all his arguments
secretion" theory are based on a misconception

n exaggerations of the distinction

between the two. The view which he apparently takes of the
ascension theory is an extreme view which allies it with the
vapor, or sublimation-ascension theory. According to the
ascension theory, as he imagines it, the water comes up, and the
materials are derived, from the unknown interior of earth

—

from the region of the sources of volcanic activity. This is

plainly shown by his strongly contrasting it with his own
theory as distinctively a levigation theory ; also by the great
importance which he attaches to his rock analyses as a crucial

test for deciding between the two theories. Now I am quite
sure that no one, in this country at least, holds to any such
view. All speculators on this subject, I think, now hold that

the mineral contents of veins are wholly derived by leaching,
from the rocks forming the fissure-walls. The ascension theory
(if we use this name at all) as properly understood, i. e,, the
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theory which connects vein-formation v

wholly a levigation theory. According to this theory as I un-

derstand it, the vein matters including the metallic ores are not
derived from an unknown mysterious region of volcanic fires,

but are gathered by leaching from the whole wall rock from top
to bottom of the fissure ; but mainly from the deeper parts, be-

cause these are under heavy pressure and superheat. Subterrane-
an waters gathering soluble matters from wide areas and great
thicknesses of rock find their way into fissures, and these then
become their natural channels back to the surface from which
they come. The theory may be formulated as a depositing of
materials, mainly in the return course of circulating meteoric
waters. The materials are gathered widely by leaching, the
deposit is mainly in the ascending portion of the course, be-

cause determined by cooling and relief of pressure. The only
difference between great fissure veins on the one hand, and
small infiltration veins, amygdules and geodes, etc., on the other,
in their mode of filling, is that the latter are filled with matters
contributed by the immediate bounding rocks only, while the
former are filled in each part by matters gathered from all the
rocks over wide areas and through the many thousand feet

thickness through which the fissure breaks, but especially from
the lower portion because hot. This is the reason of the great
variety of the contents of these as compared with the other.
In the one case the contribution is local, in the other more
general

; the one may be regarded as the gatherings of a nui-
:j '""i;;i! rax, the other"of a national tax; but in both cases the
tax is drawn from home sources, not from unknown foreign
sources. Dr. Sandberger's analyses indeed proves that leaching
is the source, but proves nothing as to the wideness of the
leaching, and is therefore no objection to the ascension theory
as properly understood. So also the change of vein contents
of the same vein with change

t
of country rock is precisely such a

change in degree and kind as we should expect on a true ascen-
sion theory. The change is often considerable, but not 'so

- would be the case were the contribution strictly

local— not so complete as we actually find it in infiltration
veins and amygdules. The reason is obvious. In true metal-
liferous veins the surface country rock is a factor, true: but
<>ni_v one of the least of many factors determining the result.

v̂ ith the removal of this misconception, we believe all his

objections fall to the ground ; but we will also briefly notice
some of these objections. Dr. Sandberger maintains that in

order to make deposit, the solution must be in a state of qui-
escence inconsistent with the idea of water issuing in springs.
iSut evidently the quiescence can be only relative. Some move-
ment of the water is necessary in order to bring indefinite
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vein—unless indeed we resort to

know nothing. All subterranean

waters are in movement— in a circulation which completes itself

only by issuance on the

or rapid. The issuanc<

evaporating on the surface, or may be in the form of springs of

every degree of boldness. Now it is probable that a very slow

movement is most favorable for mineral deposit in fissures, and
that for two reasons. In the first place if the supply of water
is abundant the percentage of soluble matter may be too small

to deposit. We see illustration of this in the phenomena of

the forming and filling of limestone caves. At one time when
the supply of water flowing through them was abundant, they

were hollowed out by solution ; but now that the water is

reduced to droppings they are filling by deposit. In the second
place, rapid movement of abundant water is unfavorable for

deposit in conduits, because the cooling on approaching the

surface will be too slow. The water will carry its own tempe-
rature with it instead of borrowing it wholly from the adjacent
rock. For these two reasons therefore, decided springs are apt

to deposit only on the surface, where, only, the cooling is suffi-

cient and where deposit also takes place by evaporation and
oxidation. In a word all subterranean waters are in movement
and such movement is necessary to bring sufficient supplies of

feebly soluble matters. Also, all or nearh
ters terminate their journey on the surface. Whether their

issuance on the surface be called springs or not is purely a

question of relative abundance of the waters ; but it is espe-

cially in cases of slov movement, and issuance without deci-

ded fountains, that the conduits or waterways are most apt to

be filled by deposit.

Again, Dr. Sandberger thinks that metamorphic rocks de-

rive their vein-contents from the igneous rocks in their vicin-

ity. We on the contrary regard the igneous rocks as contrib-

uting not so much the materials as the heat necessary for their

solution. There is pi ;nce in the
n of igneous and sedimentary rocks. They
i each other and are often so converted by

alternate disintegrations and re-fusions.

Again, Dr. Sandberger thinks that solfataric waters at Sul-
phur Bank and elsewhere deposit only at the surface and in

contact with the atmosphere—that these do not fill their con-
duits and thus form veins, and therefore we are not to look to

these as examples of the process iferous veins
are generated. He thinks that deposits of vein matters at Sul-
phur Bank is wholly the result of oxidation by contact with
air, and likens it to* superficial iron ore-deposits which as is
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well known are due wholly to peroxidation by contact with
the air. Now there is here also a partial truth in Dr. Sand-,
berger's view, but not such as interferes with the view that

metalliferous veins are formed by solfataric action. It is true,

as I have shown in a previous paper,* that at Sulphur Bank
the down-going acid waters formed by oxidation meet and
neutralize the up-coming alkaline waters and determine abund-
ant deposit of silica and metallic sulphides at the point of

meeting, which is only about 20-30 feet from surface ; but the

deposit of these vein matters is not confined to this point nor
determined only by this n action, b it takes place also far be-

yond the influence of the atmosphere. What Dr. Sandberger
has himself proposed as a test of this question, viz : deep ex-

plorations beneath Sulphur Bank, has already been accom-
plished and the question decided ap inst him. In the "wagon
spring cut'

1

the solfataric waters have been followed down far

below the influence of oxidation and acidification to a region
where the water is strongly charged n-ith a k;i line carbonates
and alkaline sulphides with excess of CO, and H,S and the
deposit of metallic sulphides is still abundant there. But what
is still more conclusive, a shaft has been sunk to a depth of

310 feet _ and horizontal drifts run at five different levels.

These drifts have pierced the vein which is a brecciated vein
very rich in sulphides of iron and mercury. That this is not
an old vein through which the solfataric waters have happened
to rise, redissolving some of ti • es and rede-
positing them at the surface by oxidation, but a veritable vein
filled by sol ?oing on and still doing its work
of vein formation, is shown by the fact that the deposit of

gelatinous condition. It is evident that Dr. Sandberger is un-

acquainted with the most recent investigations at Sulphur
Bank. He has also wholly misconceived some even of the
surface phenomena. He is apparently unaware of the funda-
mental distinction between the surface phenomena and the
deeper phenomena—between the chemical effects of the down-
going acid waters and the up-coming alkaline waters. He
even speaks of the white chalky product of acid decomposition
of the surface rocks as an acid clay instead of pure
really is.

Again, Dr. Sandberger thinks that when solfataric waters
deposit metals, these have been derived from previously exist-
!!

'4 veins traversed 1>\ the ascending waters. This may pos-

rhe theory.
For we probably rarely or never see any rock which has not
derived its material from previous rock's by disintegration,
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transportation, sedimentation and reconsolidation, and yet we
study the process now going on as a type of what took place

in earlier times. So also it may indeed possibly, though I

think not probably, be true that we rarely see metals deposited

from solfataric waters which have not been derived from pre-

viously formed metalliferous veins, and yet none the less is the

process in the two cases the same, and we rightly study the one

to throw light on the other.

Finally, Dr. Sandberger regards the whole phenomena of

mineral vein formation as deep-seated and forever removed
from direct observation ; and therefore we may not hope ever

to see these causes now in operation. This view it seems to

me removes the subject forever from the clear light of induc-

tive research where recent observers had hoped to place it, and
remands it to the limbo of more or less probable conjecture..

But we have now shown that his reasons for so doing are not

conclusive, and that we may still hope to see in solfataric action

the analogue of the process by which metalliferous veins were
formed.

After this discussion, which we hope has served the purpose
of placing the ascension-theory in clearer light, we return with
increased confidence in our previously formed views, and will

now proceed to apply them in the explanation of the phenom-
ena of mineral veins.

1. Assocvxi ,,i.— if metalliferous veins are

formed by solfataric action, then we at once see why they are

usually associated with the evidences of volcanic activity re-

cent or past, and especially with metamorphism of the country
rock: for solfataric action is but the feeble remnant of preced-
ing vulcanism, and metamorphism is undoubtedly produced by
superheated water under heavy pressure; and the presence of

alkali is also an important factor. Our view as already stated

is not that igneous rocks alone supply the materials, but rather
that igneous action supplies the heat necessary for solution.

2. Absence of surface effects of solfataric actu n. - If metallifer-

ous veins were formed by solfataric action, at the time they
were forming, if alkaline sulphides predominated, white chalky
siliceous residue of acid tvomp«i*it i (as at Sulphur Bunk),

. !

•:.,,-•

Steamboat Springs), must have existed at the then surface.

But as such surface deposits are never more than 20 to 30 feet

thick—they must, except in cases where the process is still go-
ing on, have long ago been entirely swept away by erosion,

and therefore the deeper parts only, i. e. the true veins exposed
to view. In ordinary mineral veins we have the deeper de-
posits revealed but the process of filling has been hitherto ob-
scure. In solfataric springs on the other hand we have the
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process revealed, bat the true vein deposits have hitherto been
concealed and obscured by surface-products and surface reac-

tion. At Sulphur Bank alone, and only by means of the deep
mining operations recently undertaken there, both the surface

process and the deeper results in rilling the conduits are clearly

demonstrated. As the present condition of the theory of erup-

tive rocks is the result of observation not only of surface

effects as shown in active volcanoes, but also of exposures by
erosion of the deeper roots of extinct eruptions, so also a

rational theory of genesis of metalliferous veins must be based
not only on the study of the deeper parts of such veins ex-

posed to view by erosion, but also on the study of similar phe-
nomena still in progress in active solfataras. The light thrown
on the theory of metalliferous veins by the deeper works at

Sulphur Bank is precisely similar to what would be thrown on
some of the obscurest questions connected with eruptions, if

we could tunnel beneath a volcano, or still better beneath a

great basaltic or rhyolitic overflow, and tap the conduit dykes
which supplied it.

8. Variation in vein contents.—If mineral veins are formed
by deposits in conduits from hot waters containing alkaline

carbonates am] alkali! e sulphides, then the nature of such de-

posits i. e., the vein-matters, and especially whether they be met-
alliferous or not, will depend upon the relative proportions of

these two ingredients. Alkaline carbonates are the main solv-

ents of vein stu \\ viz: silica an 1 earthy and metal
while alkaline sulphides are the main solvents of metallic sul-

phides. This is well shown in the contrast between the phe-

nomena at Sulphur Bank and at Steamboat Springs.* At
Steamboat § axbonates predominate, and there-

fore the surface deposit is in the form of a thick cake of sinter,

only stained here and there with metallic sulphides and metallic

and therefore the deposit is rich in metallic sulphides ;
but there

is no crust of silica formed, becau of the sul-

phides by co i revents the
silica from reaching the surface. 1 i i place of a deposited crust we
have here a chalky silice*ous residue of acid decomposition of

surface rocks. Doubtless all gradations between these extremes
may be found. The richness or poorness of veins in metals

depends on similar diil'en icvs in aseemlin- waters of previous

geological epochs. Xo doubt, however, the abundance and
rapidity of circulation of the waters was also an important ele-

ment in det for, as we have already shown,
very slow circulation is favorable for deposit in conduits ; abund-
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ant waters coming up in bold springs deposit mainly at the

4. Variation of riehnes with depth.—If metalliferous veins

are formed by deposit of soluble matters from superheated

waters, coming up from great depths, and slowly losing heat

and pressure, then the level at which deposit will commence
will obviously depend on the percentage of freight of soluble

matters carried. It will commence whenever by loss of heat

and pressure the point of saturation is reached, and will con-

tinue thereafter to the surface. On the one hand, the percentage

may be so small (either because so little has been met with, or

because the waters are too abundant and rapid-moving) that de-

posit will take place only on the surface by drying and oxida-

tion ; on the other hand, the water may be so saturated when it

enters the fissure, that it will deposit equally, or nearly equally,

all the way up. Between these extremes there is every grada-

tion, and deposit may commence at any level and continue to

the surface. The same is of course true of each individual Bub-
stance in solution. Each will deposit when its own saturating

point is reached. Applying these principles to actual vein
stuffs: silica and other common veinstones being abundant
everywhere, we may regard the waters as usually saturated with
these, and deposit of these will usually take place equally at all

depths. But metallic matters are very sparsely and ir

I in the country rock, and the percentage of these in

subterranean waters, depending as it does on the composition
and the temperature of the water and the quantity of the metal
met with in its course, must be very variable. If the water is

already saturated for that temperature and pressure with these
substances when it enters the fissure, then deposit will com-
mence immediately, and continue, and the vein will be equally
rich at all depths ; but if the saturation is not complete, then
deposit will be delayed until by loss of heat and pressure the
saturating point is reached, and the vein will be richer near the
surface. We have thus far supposed all the materials derived
from the lowest depths only. But this is not true. Contribu-
tions may be added at every step in the upward course by trib-

utary waters from the wall rock. Whether these ware
or decrease deposit will depend on their percentage of metallic
freight as compared with that of the main up-coming stream.
On the one hand, it is more likely to diminish it, because super-
ficial waters are less apt to contain metallic contents than deeper
waters ; but, on the other hand, it may sometimes increase it'by

cooling more quickly the ascending waters. Again, we have
supposed the deposit to take place only by loss of heat and
pressure. This is doubtless the most obvious and widely occur-
ring cause ; but there are also, as we have already shown, many
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chemical reactions by which deposit may take place. These
may occur in any part, and determine exceptional richness in

that part Taking all these causes into account, we easily see

why many veins grow poorer, some hold their own, while a few
grow richer, in depth.

5. Origin of the alkaline and metallic sulphides.—The ques-

tion of the origin of the alkaline sulphides and metallic

sulphides is only remotely connected with our subject. "We
find the alkaline sulphides in subterranean waters— such
waters deposit metallic sulphides. This would seem sufficient

for our purpose. But the question of origin is an inter-

ne, and a few words in explanation may not be out

. Alkaline sulphides are now forming under our
eyes in many places by the reducing action of organic matter
on alkaline sulphates. A notable and familiar example of

this is the formation of alkaline sulphides (of magnesium and
sodium) in salt marshes, by the reducing action of decaying
organic matters of the marshes upon the sulphates of sea water.

The subsequent decomposition of the sulphides, form the sul-

phuretted hydrogen, so easily detectable by smell. Now organic

matters in solution are of almost universal occurrence in subter-

ranean waters, and organic matter is the most powerful and
universal reducing agent in nature. Organic matters, in the
form of bituminous hydro-carbons, are found at Sulphur Bank,
and at other cinnabar mines. It seems not improbable, there-

fore, that alkaline sulphides found in solfataric waters have
been reduced from alkaline sulphates b\ this agency.

It is probable that the metal! we find in

solution in solfataric waters, and especially in mineral veins,

have been formed in the same way, i. e., have been reduced
from metallic sulphates by organic matters. It is probable,
therefore, that we never see either alkaline or metallic sulphides
which have not been reduced from the corresponding sulphates.
But, on the other hand, it is certain that we never see any alka-

line or metallic sulphates which have not been oxidized from
corresponding sulphides. The original form was doubtless sili-

cates. These have passed through many changes as carbonates,

sulphates, bg tin changed into sulphates in per-

petual cycle. So is it with everything constituting the earth
crust. We certainly never see any soil that has not been rock,
nor any rock that has not been soil. We never see any strati-

fied rock that has not been igneous rock, nor, I believe, any
igneous rock that has not become so by refusion of stratified

rock. Thus the whole material of the earth crust has been
worked over and over again many times, passing thus through
a perpetual cycle of changes.

6. Heat not always necessary.—We have said that the solutions
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depositing metalliferous vein matters have been hot Such un-

doubtedly they were in most cases. Metalliferous veins are

usually assoc v of dykes and other evidences

of igneous action. They are usually associated with tilting,

folding and metamorphism of the rocks. The water cavities of

vein stones have often a vacuous space, showing that the water

has cooled and contracted since the veinstone was consolidated.

We find deposits of vein matters, both matrix and metallic ore,

now going on in hot alkaline waters, and therefore presumably
they were deposited from similar waters in previous epochs.

But heat is evidently not necessary in all cases. For example,
(a) deposits of iron, as we know, often belong to an entirely dif-

ferent category. This metal may indeed be often found in

veins, and is then probably deposited like other vein metals;

but it is deposited also, and more abundantly, in beds, being-

leached out of rocks and soils by solutions of organic matter at

ordinary temperatures, as first v>. !'. and after-

wards more fully M Sterry Hunt, (b) Lead also occurs very
fioundantly in undisturbed regions and in unchanged, even

3, strata, mostly limestones. In the lead regions of

Illinois, Iowa and Missouri, for example, it occurs in fossilifer-

ous Paleozoic limestones, in immense deposits, partially or

wholly filling irregular cavities of great extent between the
strata and between the joint-blocks (gash veins). Tin 1 cavities

have been formed, like cavities in limestones everywhere, first

bv shrinkage, and then enlarged by the solvent power of water
containing CO,. The lead sometimes wholly fills the shrinkage
cracks, but often these have been enlarged by solvent power of

water to veritable caves. In such cases a red clay, the residue
of a solution of impure limestone, is found associated with the

galena in the cave.* That lead in these cases was deposited
from solution is certain

; that the solutions were alkaline sul-

phides is probable; but that the solutions were hot seems im-
probable, (c) Lastly, small cracks produced by crushing of the
rocks, and small vacant spaces of any kind, such as fossil-cavi-

ties, vapor-cavities, etc., are filled by percolating waters at

ordinary temperatures. This is so well known that further

mention of these is unnecessary. These also may be, although
they are nol Eerous.

7. Occurrence of gold.—We have seen that hot waters con-
taining alkaline carbonates and alkaline sulphides, corning
slowly towards the surface, and losing heat and pressure.

will hold in solution and gradually deposit in their courses
quartz and earthy carbonates, metallic sulphides and car-

bonates. These are by far the commonest forms of vein

* Whitney's "Metallic Wealth." p. 410 et seq. I can also confirm this from
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matters. Most other forms are accounted for by subsequent
changes in these. But there are some metals which occur

nearly always; mercury and silver frequently; copper some-
times. It is well to observe that the occurrence in a native

condition is common just in proportion to the feebleness

of the affinities of the metal. In the case of mercury, silver

and copper, it is almost certain that the original condition was
sulphide, and the native condition the result of subsequent
change, the nature of which may sometimes be traced. May
we not then conclude that the same is probably true also of

gold and platinum? We wish, therefore, to apply the fore-

going theory also to the genesis of auriferous veins, for the

occurrence of this metal is probably the most difficult of all to

account for, by this or by any other theory.

The conditions under which gold usually occurs, viz : asso-

ciated with metallic - le, in quartz
veins, leaves no doubt that it also wa3 deposited from solutions.

Was there any peculiar solvent liiV< • ._ from what usually
occurs in subterranean waters depositing metals? I think not

Gold is freely soluble in a solution of free chlorine, but as this

is not found in nature it is not a probable solvent of gold. Gold
is also feebly soluble in salts, especially persalts of iron, proba-
bly forming with them double salts. This is a possible solvent
in some cases. Again, gold in form of sulphide is deeidedh
soluble in alls name with them a double sul-

phide. But the sulphide of gold, like its oxide and salts, is

extremely unstable, and on the slightest provocation gives up
its sulphur and is reduced to the metallic condition. It seems
to me most probable, therefore, that the gold, like and along
with other metals, was in solution as a sul]

at the same time, but that on account of its feeble affinities it

gave up its sulphur to tin alkali a: tin moment of its deposition.

Auriferous quartz veins have been filled, like other veins, by
hot alkali u carhonat. m-l i

' ai ne sulphide wa
tt-rs. holding o. soluth n metallic Mtlphides, among which was
gold sulphide. The deposit took place probably by loss of

-sure, the g< M giving up its sulphur'to the alkali.
''--

: o. ... ..- - ..
'

.
•

' .- ,.-. - • ... -; 'n
acid at the moment of its deposition. If the gold sulphide was
the only metallic sulphide present, then the gold would be found
free in the pure white quartz, as is often the case in California

;

but if other metallic - iron sulphide, were
-

-

'

W1w lhe ir°n sulPhide would be enclosed in the latter.

We have preferred to ascribe the deposit to loss of heat and
pressure, but any one of the reactions given on p. 5 may accom-
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plish the same result. For example, if a double sulphate of

iron and gold may exist in the presence of alkaline bicarbonate

and alkaline sulphide (which, however, seems more than doubt-

ful), then we may well imagine that organic matters in solution

would reduce these to sulphides, the gold returning to the me-
dition as before. Or acids of organic decomposition

might neutralize the alkali and force it to deposit the metallic

i in solution, the gold as before returning to the metallic

I have assumed that the gold is in a native state. This is by
no means certain in all cases. Gold exists as telluride, and may
exist as sulphide along with other sulphides. In that case the

difficulty of explaining the deposit would be much less.

These views are, I believe, substantially sustained by the

observations of Arthur Phillips on there-solution and re-deposit

of gold probably still going on in the deep placer gravels of

These gravels have been, and still are, traversed by
alkaline waters, certainly alkaline carbonate, and probably also

alkaline sulphide. The waters were certainly at one time, if

not now, hot ; for the gravels are deeply covered with lava.

These alkaline waters dissolve out the silica from the slate bed-
rock and the slate and volcanic pebbles, leaving these as tough,
soapy blue clay (putty stones), and re-deposit the silica in their

course, cementing the gravels and petrifying the drift-wood.*
On the partially petrified drift-wood, in some places the silica is

still found in a gelatinous condition, showing that the process
is still going on. That the same waters carried iron in solution

is proved by the abundant deposit of iron sulphide on the drift-

wood. That they also in some cases carried gold is shown by
the fact that in a few cases the iron sulphide thus deposited,

when dissolved in nitric acid, leaves gold in crystals, threads
and scales, like those found in true auriferous veins,f
Such are the phenomena. Now the explanation. Since in

this case the water is now at ordinary temperature and moving
nearly horizontally, and therefore not losing heat and pressure,

the simplest explanation seems to be as follows : alkaline car-

bonate and alkaline sulphide waters, circulating through the
gravels, dissolved and redeposited the silica, cementing the
gravels and petrifying the drift wood. They dissolved also

both iron and drift gold found in their course, and carried

them in solution as sulphides of iron and gold. Coming
contact with decaying drift-wood, the alkali was neutralized by
the acids of organic decomposition, the silica and the two me-
tallic sulphides were all deposited, the gold giving up its

sulphur at the moment of its deposition. Or if it be possible

* Old River I- rati, vol. six. p. 176, 1880.
' .-. i H. 1872.
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(which I think it is not), that iron and gold should exist as sul-

phates in the presence of alkaline bicarbonates and bisulphides,

we may suppose these were reduced to sulphides by organic

decomposition and the gold set free as before. In the deep
gravels with the lava cap above, the slate bed rock beneath and
solfataric waters flowing between and depositing silica and
metallic sulphides in their course, we have exactly the phenom-
ena of metalliferous-vein-formation, except that in this case
the water-way is horizontal. It is in fact a horizontal vein.

8. Different kinds < / i > ins.—If we assume then as probable the
main principles sustained in the preceding pages, it is not diffi-

cult to account for all the different kinds of veins described

: ! works. It is certain that metalliferous veins have
been filled by deposits from circulating subterranean waters.

These waters may have been at any temperature, but mostly hot,

because these are the more powerfully solvent. They may
have circulated in any direction—up-coming, down-going or
horizontally moving—but the up-coming, especially in volcanic
and metamorphic regions, deposit most abundantly, because
they are hot, under heavy pressure and usually contain alkaline

carbonates and alkaline sulphides.
a. Fissure veins.—Again : Subterranean waters deposit in

their courses, i. e., in water-ways ; but these subterranean wa-
ter-ways are infinitely various m character. The most perfect
water-ways—the highways of up-coming subterranean waters

—

are the great fissures made by crust-movements. The fillings

of these therefore form the richest, the most reliable and the
most typical of veins, i. e., veins with their vein stuff, their
selvage and their walls, all quite distinct. The clay selvage
which is so characteristic of a true fissure vein is evidently
wall rock leached of its silica by alkaline water. It is exactly
analogous to the putty stones of the deep placers, and to the
tough blue clay found at Sulphur Bank in the course of the
ascending solfataric waters.

b. Incipient fissures—Irregular veins.—But crust movements
often produce, not clear open fissures, but only incipient fissures,
i. e., slight irregular fracturing and loosening of the rock along
certain vertical or highly inclined planes. Such a plane of
slightly and irregularly fractured and loosened rock inevitably
becomes a water-way and by deposit forms an irregular vein
composed of an infinite number of small veins branching and
running together again in all directions, and enclosing masses

rock between. Many irregular veins without dis-

uous wall, like some of the cinnabar veins of Cali-
fornia, and possibly some so-called segregative veins, come
under this head.
c Brecciated veins—Or sometimes by repeated back and forth
Am. Jocr. Sci.-Thikd Series. Vol. XXVI. No. IoI.-Jcxy, 1888.
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movement, the rock along such a fractured and loosened plane

may be broken into small fragments like rubble. Such a plane

of shattered rock—such a fissure filled with rubble of country-

rock—by deposit forms a brecciated vein, i. e. a mere rubble

of country rock cemented with vein matteroften rich in metals.

Examples of such veins are not uncommon. In the Bassick

mines near Silver Cliff, Colorado, the vein consists of a rubble of

trachytic rock cemented together with argentiferous galena.

A fine specimen of this remarkable vein stone, is now in the

University Museum* In the carbonate mines, San Francisco

distri st, Heaver Co.. Utah, the vein which is 2 feet thick, con-

sists of andesitic breccia with a cement of galena.f In the

Cinnabar mine at Sulphur Bank, Lake Co., California, the vein

is a rubble of shale and sandstone country rock, cemented
with silica and sulphides of iron and mercury, and the process

is still going. $
d. Substitution veins.—Again : if the country rock be soluble,

as for example limestone, then the country rock may be re-

moved in the course of the subterranean waters, and similar or

different and less soluble matters may be deposited in its place.

These are substitution veins. In fact the stalactitic and sta-

lagmitic deposits in limestone caves may be regarded as substi-

tution veins on a large scale, the mere change in the abundance
and therefore in the degree of saturation of the waters having
determined deposit instead of solution. For as the relative

amount of suspended matters in superficial waters determines
whether there be erosion or deposit along their channels ; so

the relative amount of soluble matters in subterranean waters

determines whether there be solution or deposit along their

water-ways. The lead veins of Illinois, Iowa and Missouri,

and also of Leadville§ come under this head. Probably also

many so-called segregative veins may come under this head.

They are irregular substitution veins.

e. Contact veins.—It is obvious that immediately along a

plane of contact between igneous and stratified rock, or between

* The breccia of Bassick mines is somewhat similar to that of Si

It consists of fragments of country rock slightly rounded at the corners and
edges and covered with sev< ;' ..> evidence of

raters is complete. For an interesting account by
Cral.ill. <»f this rcmarkaUe mine, see Trans, of Am. Institute of Mining
Engineers for 1882.
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one igneous rock and another erupted at a different time, there

will be a plane of weakness, and as such liable to be opened
by crust movements. Every such plane of weakness will in-

evitably be found by subterranean waters and become a way
of ascent. The filling of these form contact veins.

/ Irregular ore deposits.—Even porous strata, -as gravel or

sandstone may become a water-way and metals may be widely
and irregularly deposited in them. Such deposits in proportion
to the wideness of their distribution are poor ; but in many cases

the water following certain channels will deposit more richly in

irregular streaks
; or else the "deposit is determined by the pres-

ence of organic matters, such as fossil plants or animals, and
therefore richer in irregularly distributed spots. Such are

the copper and silver-bearing Triassic sandstones of

New Mexico and Utah,* and the process is now reproduced in

the deep placer gravels as already explained. It is not improb-
able that some segregative veins may fall under this head.
Even down-percolating waters may deposit metallic sulphides as
shown by the occurrence of theseas stalactites depending from
the roofs of cavities.+

unnecessary to explain still other kinds of veins or

s such as gash veins, stockworks, fahl bands, etc.

hich are minutely described by practical writers—because
once clearly apprehended the pri

deposit everywhere in their courses when conditions are favor-
able, and all these infinite varieties lose their significance.

Thus then, subterranean waters of any kind, but especially

at any temperature, but mostly hot, circulating in any
direction, but mainly up-coming, and in any kind of water-way,
but mainly in open fissures, by deposit" form metalliferous
veins. It is evident, therefore, that the form, appearance and
mode of occurrence of veins must be infinitely various, but the
mode of formation is substantially one. The study of these

may be and doubtless is," very important to the prac-

•r and the mining expert, but is hereby shown to be
of little value to science proper, except as illustrations of the
one principle.

Berkeley, Oa)., March 27. 1883.

Report of Nacemiento Copper Mines. N'ew Mexico
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[Read before the St. Louis Acad, of Science, May 7, 1883.]

Lsr the April number of this Journal, Professor Brewer gives

a table of data for the number of horses capable of making or

beating various speeds ranging from 2m 308 to 2m 11 s
, for the

series of years from 1843 to 1882. The three variables deter-

mine a surface, having the equation

N=/(,,T)

where N represents the number of horses capable of trotting a

mile in s-seconds or better, and T represents the year estimated

from any origin in time. This surface was constructed from

the values given by Professor Brewer, and it was at once

observed that for the lower speeds 2m 30" and 2m 27 s
, the sur-

face was not continuous with the other speeds. The surface

changed abruptly between the speeds 2'27 and 2"25. This

abrupt change is perhaps explained by the fact that when 2 '30

was called a fast time, less general attention was paid to breed-

ing trotters, so that N did not increase as rapidly as now. In

later years when such animals are only considered valuable as

roadsters and unfit for breeding for the turf, it is probable that

an increasing number has been lost sight of, or remain undis-

covered in private hands.

In plotting the values log. N and T, each of the speeds gave

a straight line, the lines for the speeds 2 "30 and 2 27 being rep-

resented by the equation

log. N = 0-075 T

while for all the higher speeds we have, very nearly at least,

log. N=0-10T
where for each line, T has its origin at the intersection of the

line with the time axis. These lines are shown in figure 1.

It is evident by inspection that the values for 2'27 and 2 "30

are incomplete, as the lines for 2*27 and 2*25 would cross at the

year 1880, indicating that as many horses could make 2'25 or

better as 2*27 or better. I have therefore thought it improper
to use the data for the speeds 2 -30 and 2*27 in the subsequent
discussion.

Referring now to the lines which represent the other and
it the intersect'

the date whe
other words

iay be suppos<

language ha\

time axis, determines the date when for that

s zero or N is 1. In other words it gives us
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erence to real physical conditions, it determines the date when
•the amount of horseflesh capable of making this speed had

increased to one horse. It is clear that this date, based as it is

upon all the succeeding values through a series of years, is

much more reliable than the date when some accidentally occur-
ring trotting match revealed the fact that the horse capable of
making the speed had already come.
The dates for the origin of the 211 and 113 speeds cannot

jet be determined very exactly, and in the following discussion
this is to be borne in mind. The same holds true for speeds
originating prior to 1840, and the additional consideration that
the interest in breeding such animals was much less general

n now, the conditions of evolution being therefore dif-

l of such data for the presentferent, has caused the

The following table gives the calculated dates for the origin
or the various speeds, where s represents the time required to
trot a mile. In the third column the change in speed per
nnum js glven? De|ng calcixlated in a well known manner from

Alternate differences in the first two columns.
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omewhat iOn plotting the values of -=, and s.

ular series of points which, however, are represented fairly well

by the equation

This line is shown in figure 2. It will be observed that the

two points, which are farthest from the line, correspond to the

speeds 211 and 2-13.

The values of the constants in equation (1) :

by well known graphical methods to be

. It is evident that the condition giving the limiting speed is

^=0. This condition in (1) gives the maximum speed to

which the American trotting horse will constantly approximate
but never reach. This speed is a mile in 92 seconds or 1*32.

Equation (1) can be put into the form

where L is the limiting speed or -j.

This equation admits of direct integration as follows

:

fA=»f«,/T

or performing the indicated operations

or putting the absolute term equal to A
l(s-L)=A-bT

or finally for the primitive function

6~L+eA-6T
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where e is the Naperian base, and where A is

l(s— L) at any arbitrary zero in time, T being,
years from the same zero. The following table

logarithms of s—L for the correspondii

o variables are also nlotted in figure 2.

common logantnms 01 s— ±j ior ti

these two variables are also plotted
I

dates, and

Year. .-L log(«-L) T (*-L) calc. diff.

53 1-724 52-7 -0-3

51 1-706 50-8 -02
1861-0 49 1 690 48-9

1864-7 47 1-672
1869-0 45 1-653 + 9-0

1872-6 43 1-633 43-1
1878-3 1-613 + 13-3 40-5

18810 39 1-591 + 21-0
i

393 + 0-3

•:th:r

;ing T from the year 1860 and taking common log-

;ve obtain, by graphical methods, from the plotted

log (*-L)= l-694—0-0047T (5)

Substituting in this equation the values of T, and re-calculating
the values of s-L as given in the fifth column of the table, it

is seen that the greatest difference between the calculated and
observed values of s, for any date of the table is half a second,
which corresponds to an error of about a year in the date for a
given speed. The differences in the final column show that a
readjustment of the constants in eq. (5) would make the agree-
ment better, but at present it is hardly worth the trouble, as
the values would not be materially changed.
By making s-L=l in (5) we have

1-694—O-0O47T=rO
or T=360 which is the number of years after i860 when the
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. be reduced to within one second

It will be understood of course that it is not claimed that

the numerical values here determined are at all precise. In
all probability the true value, L, is somewhat larger than 92
seconds, and may possibly be as great as 100. This value can
probably be determined' with considerable accuracy in the

course of ten years. It is, however, quite clear that the limit-

ing speeds of trotting and of running horses, can differ at most
by only a very few seconds.

bv Charles A.

[Published in advance by permission of the Director of the U. S. Geological

Traversing those portions of Colorado, Wyoming, Mon-
tana and Dakota which are occupied by the Laramie Group,
one often observes that portions of its strata which are ex-
posed in the bluffs and buttes have a conspicuous brick-red

color. Upon close examination of at least a large part of these

reddened strata it is evident that they originally bore the buff,

bluish or yellowish colors of their associated strata, and that

they have received their present red color from the same source
that bricks do, namely, from heat. Also scattered upon the

slopes and among the debris where these reddened strata exist,

there are frequently to be seen masses of slag, such in appear-
ance as results from furnace fires or from the consumption of

impure coal. Much of it is plainly seen to consist of partially

fused rock, and masses are common which have the appearance
of true volcanic lava ; to which source indeed majiy persons
have believed them due.

Dr. Hayden made mention of these phenomena in his re-

ports and others have done the same to some extent ; but
probably the fullest and best description of them that lias ever
been published was given by Mr. J. A. Allen in the Proceed-
ings of the Boston Society of Natural History, volume xvi,

pages 246-262.

Professor James D. Dana has also some important remarks
upon the subject in his Mineralogy (1880), page 763 ; but my
object in again calling attention I make some

is as to the origin of these fires and the time within

which they have taken place.

During my examination of the Laramie Group in North-
eastern Montana last summer I had good opportunities for
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making observations upon the phenomena connected with the
burning out of lignite beds there. In that portion of Montana
which is traversed by the lower portion of Yellowstone River,

the Laramie Group contains several distinct beds of lignite

which occur at irregular intervals, ranging from near the base
of the group to its summit. These lignite beds vary from
mere carbonaceous seams to five or six feet or more in thick-

ness. Practical tests that have been made of the product of

many of the beds show it to be readily combustible, but it is

not so durable and serviceable a fuel as could be desired. In
all that region, not only in the valleys but upon the uplands,
the Laramie strata have by erosion become abundantly ex-
posed in the bluffs and bad-lands in and near the valleys. nn<l

also in the knolls and gullies upon the upland surfaces. Beds
of lignite are frequently brought to view in the larger of these

exposures and traces of them are also occasionally seen upon
the grassy upland surfaces. Although the beds have been
fired at hundreds of places it is only in a few places that those
which are now exposed are seen to have so suffered near their

present exposures.
In several instances, however, I was able to trace within a

short distance, a bed of lignite from a point where it was un-
changed and associated with yellowish and carbonaceous sandy
shales and sandstones both above and beneath it, to a point
where it had been burned out. At such points the place of
the lignite was represented by a thin layer of unmistakable
ashes containing masses of slag which had resulted from the
burning of the lignite together with impurities, and the shales
for several feet in thickness above and below had been reddened
by the burning. Furthermore, I found at three different places
in that region, a bed of lignite still burning beneath the sur-

face. Smoke was given off through fissures in the earth and
the odor of burning coal was perceptible at a considerable dis-

tance. Heat was perc< at the surface and it

was too great for the hand to bear when thrust down into the
fissures which were caused bv the falling: in of the superin-
cumbent strata as the lignite was consumed. The burned-out

ar by presented a like appearance with thai which
has just been described, and where the fire had
extinguished.

There being no question as to the fact of the burning of
these lignite beds beneath the surface, I endeavored to learn
how the ignition had taken place, and when the beds began to
be burned out. There seems to be onlv two wuv? in which
their ignition could have been accomplished. One is by spon-
taneous combustion and the other by contact at exposed places
"°t prairie fires, or fires caused by human agency. While
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forest fires may sometimes have resulted from lightning, it is

not thought probable that a bed of lignite in situ could be

thus ignited. I believe that in a great majority of the cases

ignition has taken place spontaneously, like that which is often

seen in progress in the piles of refuse coal that collect about

the mouths of coal mines ; and yet it is probable that in some
cases the firing has been caused by the burning of grass and
other vegetation upon the adjacent surface, caused by human
agency.

Although, as already stated, beds of lignite are still burning

at a few localities, there is evidence that of the many thou-

sands of cases of such burnings that are known to have oc-

curred, a large part of them are very ancient, probably more
ancient than the artificial introduction of fire upon the conti-

nent.

The great erosion that the strata of the Laramie Group have
everywhere suffered, even in regions where they have been
little disturbed, has already been referred to. Upon the up-

lands of the region examined by me last summer numerous
buttes and knolls occur upon the very summits of which are

little patches of the heat-reddened shales, and the slopes of

which are strewn with the slag of former lignite-fires. These
are evidently the only remaining traces of beds of lignite that

once existed at or above the horizon of the tops of these knolls.

Furthermore, on the upland surfaces more or less distant from
such knolls, one often meets with masses of the well-known
slag which could have been transported there by no known
agency, but which have doubtless settled down from the

horizon where they were produced by burning lignite, as the

surface was afterward lowered by erosion. These examples do
not occur where erosion has been most rapid, but on the con-

trary they are where the minimum rate of erosion has occurred.

Such examples seem to prove conclusively the great an-

tiquity of many of these lignite-fires, and if, as is supposed,
ok 'these fires took place by spontaneous combustion as the beds

of lignite became by erosion successively exposed to atmo-
spheric influence, there is no necessity for considering the limit

of their antiquity with reference to human agency in the pro-

duction of fire. Indeed, taking this view of the "matter there

appears to oe no reason why the earliest ot these n

Laramie lignites may not have occurred as early

earlier than, later Tertiary time.
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Art. IV.

—

On the Paramorphic Origin of the Hornblende of the

Crystalline Rocks of the Northwestern States; by E. D. Irving.

The crystalline rocks of the northwestern States belong to>

the Archaean formations and to the Keweenaw or Copper-Bear-
ing Series. The hornblende-bearing kinds are distributed

among the three general classes of (1) crystalline schists, (2)
granites and syenites, and (3) greenstones—the last term being
used to cover all the basic massive rocks.

are hornblende-gneisses and hornblende-schists. The horn-

blende-gneisses are much more abundant in this region than
true mica-gneisses, although the latter not unfrequently occur.

Transition forms, in which hornblende and mica are associated

in all proportions, are more common, however, than kinds
without any hornblende. The hornblende-schists are merely
more highly lamellar and fine grained varieties than usual of
the gneisses into which they grade. These schists present a
groundmass of fine particles of quartz, often with some ortho-

clase, carrying relatively large and generally predominant horn-
blende grains. Transition forms between the hornblende-schists
and true mica-schists (biotite-schists) also occur.

During the last three years I have examined a large number
of sections of these hornblendic gneisses and schists, coming
from the Flambeau* River re-ion' in northwestern Wisconsin,
from the upper Wisconsin Valley + in central Wisconsin, from
the Menominee River region in northeastern Wisconsin, from
the Penokee region \ of northern Wisconsin, and from the
Mississippi Valley in Minnesota. In the larger number of

these sections augite occurs, either as a prominent accessory, or
even as a dominant chief ingredient. Moreover, as was first

shown by Mr. C. E. Vanhise, who did most of the work in the

examination of the sections from the Wisconsin Valley, both

hornblende-gneisses and hornblen into kinds
in which augite completely replaces the hornblende. Along the

Wisconsin Eiver and several of its tributaries in southern Lin-
coln and western Marathon counties, § augite-gneisses and augite-

schists are prominent rocks. Even in the miea-gneisses, when-
ever hornblende appears as an accessory, augite is met with
also.

1 The hornblende of all these schists is the more common
* Geology of Wisconsin, iv, p. 617.

t " Crystalline Rocks of • by R. D. Irving and C. R_
Vanhise. Geology of Wisconsin, iv, pp. 627-704.

} Geology of Wisconsin, Hi, pp. 92-99.
v, pp. 692-696, 702-707.

I Geology of Wisconsin, iv, pp. 628, 631-635, 640-642.
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variety, yielding greenish sections, but it shows all gradations

from "the fibrous forms generally regarded as characteristic of

uralite, to large, non-fibrous, strongly cleaved, and deeply col-

ored crystals.

The first to notice augite in any of the northwestern crystal-

line schists was Dr. A. Wichman, who in the third volume of

the Geology of Wisconsin announces its occurrence, in a va-

riety near to sahlite, in the hornblende-schists of the Huronian
of the Menominee and Marquette regions of Wisconsin and
Michigan.* He also noted its occurrence in a few sections of

gneiss and mica-schist. Kalkowsky, however, had already

made the same observation on certain European gneisses and
mka—ehists.-f- Shortly after the appearance of Wichmaus
publications I studied the Flambeau River schists above men-
tioned and found them to be identical with those described by
him from the Menominee region, save that in some sections the

augite assumes a greater importance. My suspicions were
then aroused that all the hornblende of these rocks might be
but a paramorphic product of the augite, and when, somewhat
later, I came in conjunction with my assistant Mr. Vanhise to

study a suite of specimens representing a large area in the
Wisconsin Valley, I was on tbe outlook for evidence on this

point. We soon found my suspicions abundantly confirmed,
for not only did we find augite occurring almost universally in

the hornblendic gneisses and schists of this region, and even
wholly replacing the hornblende, as above stated, but a num-
ber of sections were observed in which the augite distinctly

occurs as cores to the hornblende, which is at times fibrous
like uralite, but oftener is without fibrous character.

Granites and Syenites.%—The granites of this region are in

considerable part merely dependencies of the gneisses, but irreg-

ular areas of massive granite, plainly of an eruptive nature, also

occur. These are sometimes mica-granites, but are also often

hornblendic. Nearly all sections yet studied of the latter kind
of granite show augite as well as hornblende, and frequently in

the si; i]>e of cores to the hornblende, which appears not only
of the uralitic and ordinary green varieties, but also in the kind
known as basaltic, which yields rown, very
deeply absorptive sections.

A prominent instance of a granite containing hornblende is

the coarse-grained rock of Big Bull Falls on the Wisconsin River.
The following is quoted from a summary description of the
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of a number of thin

"These rocks are all very much alike in their chief charac-

teristics. The feldspars, which are always a good deal decom-
posed, are in all cases the dominating constituents. The three

species—orthoclase, oligoclase and microcline—are always pres-

ent, the latter being usually the most abundant one. Apatite
is present in all the sections, though varying greatly as to size

and number of crystals. It is a constant inclusion in the feld-

spars, and is also often to be seen in the quartz, diallage and
hornblende. The quartz, except in two or three slices, is a

subordinate ingredient. Both primary and secondary quartz

appear to occur. Apparently primary are the large integral

grains filling interstices between the other ingredients; but in

some sections a portion of the quartz is arranged within the

feldspars in such a way as to suggest its secondary nature or at

least its deposition after a certain amount of decomposition had
affected the feldspars. The augitic ingredient in most cases is

plainly diallage, and all that does not show the characteristic

cleavage of diallage is much decomposed. The diallage occurs
both independently, and even quite without any associated

hornblende in the slice, and also in the shape of cores to uralite

or hornblende individuals. It appears probable that all the

amphibole is an alteration-product of the diallage. In support
of this position are the following facts : The hornblende occurs
both as greenish fibrous uralite, enveloping centers of diallage,

and also in the shape ot ordinary basaltic hornblende without
included diallage, and with the characteristic color, cleavage and
dichroism. Again, the latter kind of hornblende occurs as a
mere border about a diallage center, and from this condition in

every stage of replacement up to the complete disappearance of

the diallage.f Finally, both uralite and basaltic hornblende are

found, not only with a single core of diallage to each crystal,

but with several or many spots of the original mineral."

True syenites, that is, massive granular rocks composed of

hornblende and orthoclase as chief constituents, seem to be very
rare in the Archaean of the northwest. Wichman only has

described one or two instances from the Marquette region of

MAohigta. Among the Keweenawan eruptives, however, there

is a peculiar kind of granite-like rock composed chiefly of red

feldspars, [\ irently near

oligoclase, as well as the predominating orthoclase, but in which
augite also occurs in subordinate quantity, so that I have else-
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where described them under the name of augite-syenite* In
most sections of these rocks quartz is present, and in the more
distinctly granite-like kinds may be of a primary nature, but most
of it is plainly secondary, or at all events has been deposited

after the crystallization and solidification of the rest of the rock.

The augite of these rocks is always in very subordinate quan-
tity ; it is nearly always very much altered, the more ordinary

forms of alteration being to a mass of nearly opaque ferric

oxide. In some cases, however, the change has been to a true

hornblende or uralite.

Greenstones.—The greenstones of the region in question may
be divided as to their mineralogical composition into the four

groups of peridotite, gabbro, diabase and diorite ; and as to

their geological relations, into the three groups of Laurentian,f
Huronian and Keweenawan greenstones.

All four of the forms of greenstone mentioned are met with
intersecting the older gneisses, much the most common being
the diabases. The peridotites, since they never have been
found to carry hornblende, do not need to be considered here.

Hornblende has, however, been met with in the gabbros and in

every case yet studied it is plainly derived from augite or dial-

lage.+ The diabases include both olivine-free and olivinitic

kinds, the sections so far as examined being usually free from
hornblende, but whenever this mineral occurs it is always
plainly altered augite. The diorites are not common, the only
sections thus far examined coming from Rib River in the west-
ern part of Marathon county, Wisconsin.§ (N. W. £, Sec. 26,
T. 29, R. 5 E.) These represent a coarse-grained rock which
may be seen macroscopically to be composed essentially of dark-
green lustrous hornblendes, and large-sized feldspars which often
show striations. In a tbin section, however, a large number of

the hornblendes are seen to contain cores of augite or diallage,

often several cores in a single individual.

The greenstones or basic massive rocks of the Huronian
have been studied microscopically in the Marquette and Meno-
minee regions by Wichman.|| I have myself studied them in

the Penokee region of northern Wisconsin, and in the Thunder
Bay, Pigeon River region of the north shore of Lake Superior,

* Third Annual Report of the Director of the U. S. Geological Survey, p. 114;
.:'-.<''' ...v.,.

tin; puW'i it n-.'tioF - !,,„] survey. 1 hn u.u.ic w hum
,.

, ..,;,;

quartz. It grades through semi-porphyrii rhaps he called

;;t to coin a new
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•where they occur on a grand scale in what has been called by
Hunt the "Animikie Group." This group has been described
by Logan, Bell and others as the lower part of the Copper-bear-
ing series, and by Hunt as much newer than the latter series,

but it is plainly, as I have elsewhere tried to show,* the exact
equivalent of the Huronian of the Penokee region, and of the
south shore of Lake Superior generally. In the Huronian of
the Menominee-Marquette region the greenstones include all

of the four types above named, but the diabases are by far the
most important, occurring not only in dike form, but also in

the shape of inter-bedded flows.f Hornblende occurs in some
of these diabases as an unimportant accessory, and although
Wichman failed to show its paramorphic origin,:}: in the few
sections that I have myself seen this mineral is plainly of a
secondary nature. In the diorites of this region, however,
Wichman found augite crystals more or less completely changed
to hornblende.§ Greenstones are rarer in the Penokee Huronian
than in that of the Menominee region, and have as yet been only
imperfectly studied microscopically, most of the work upon them
having been done some years since, before any suspicion of a
paramorphic origin for the hornblende was entertained. So
far as later investigations have progressed the indications are
that the hornblende of these rocks also is secondary.
The greenstones of the Animikie group are displayed in a

magnificent way along the shores of Thunder Bay, and inland
to the west and north from there, occurring both in dikes and
in great interbedded sheets. These greenstones include several
varieties of gabbro and several of diabase, which I have else-

where described.| Hornblende is not often met with in sections
of these rocks, but when occurring seems always to be beyond
question secondary.
The Keweenawan greenstones include several varieties of

each gabbro and diabase. I have described them in detail

elsewhere. Tf Hornblende on the whole is unusual in any of
these rocks, but when it occurs it is almost invariably uralite

;

that is, plainly secondary to augite. In the sections of one
nnusual variety of gabbro met with in Ashland County, Wis-
"' -"> which I l,..\e d.-ctibcd as hornblende-gabbro,** in place
of the ordinary uralite, or in addition to it, there occurs a deep

tor of the U. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 159-163.

M7-386.
i Huronian have been described by Brooks

ua otners as u, : as to their

ruptive origin. \ Geol. of Wis., iv, p. 607.

^ •' !. of Wis., hi, p. 628.

J Third Annual Report of the Director of
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brown intensely absorptive basaltic hornblende. Pumpelly
first described this rock in the third volume of the Geology of

Wisconsin, under the name of augite-diorite,* this name being

given because he regarded the hornblende as primary and the

rock as intermediate between diabase and diorite. In the same
volume I suggested that the hornblende was secondary and
that the rock was merely an altered gabbro.f This opinion I

find sustained by a re-examination of Pumpelly's sections, and
by the study of a number of new sections The hornblende is

found in every stage of growth from an augite crystal, with a

slight border of hornblende, to a completed crystal without

trace of augite.

Thus, after an examination of about a thousand thin sec-

tions representing the crystalline schists, acid eruptives and
basic eruptives of a region some four hundred miles in length

by 300 in width, and of three distinct geological systems, I

have found no hornblende that is not either clearly, or very
probably, secondary to augite.

February 1, 1883.

1. The Bishopville Meteorite.

The meteorite which fell at Bishopville, South Carolina,

March, 1843, has been regarded as an interesting and peculiar

one. Professor C. U. Shepard in 1846 (this Journal. [I, ii,

380-381), described from it, under the name of chladnite, a

mineral which he regarded as a tersilicate of magnesia, and as

forming over two-thirds of the stone. The color was snow-
white, rarely tinged with gray. Luster pearly to vitreous, trans-

lucent. H. 6-6-5 ; sp.gr. 3'116. Fuses without difficulty before
the blowpipe to a white enamel. He further describes as

apaloid some very rare, small, yellow, semi-transparent grains,

having a hapdness of 5 '5. A third mineral which he named
-of a pale smalt-blue color, vitreous luster, brittle.

Hardness 5*5-6. Fuses easily with boiling into a blebby, color-

less glass. This was found only in a small quantity.

Later, Shepard gave a fuller account of this stone, holding
that it eon* ety percent, anorthite six per
cent, nickeliferous iron two per cent, and two per cent of mag-
netic pyrites, schreibersite, sulphur, iodolite and apatoid. The
chladnite was analyzed and the results will be given below.

(Ibid., 1848, II, vi, 411-414).

*p. 36. fp. no.
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The stone was next investigated by W. Sartorius von Wal-
tershausen. He described it as chiefly made up of a white sili-

ceous mineral forming a finely crystalline mass, with here and
there little points showing metallic luster, also grains of mag-
netite and brown oxide of iron. The hardness of the white

mineral was given as six, and the specific gravity as 3'039.

His analysis is given below. His results indicated that the

siliceous portion of the meteorite was composed of 95 -011 per

cent of chladnite and 4*985 per cent of labradorite. The
former he found to be monoclinic and related to vvollastonite

in specific gravity, color, texture, hardness and crystalline form
(Ann. Chem. Pharm., 1851, Ixxix, 369-370). Later Professor

J. Lawrence Smith stated that from some of his investigations
" chladnite is likely to prove a pyroxene" (this Journal, 1855, II,

xix, 163); and in'time 1 e p iblished a further discussion giving
an analysis which will be found below. As a conclusion from
his results he said of chladnite: " It is identical in composition
with Enstaiite of Kenngott" (ibid., 1864, xxxviii, 225, 226).

Earlier than Smith's last paper, some investigations were made
upon this meteorite by Professors Carl Rammelsberg and Gus-
tav Rose. The former held that the yellowish-brown and
bluish-gray particles (theapatoid and iodolite of Shepard) aros<

from the oxidation of the nickeliferous iron or the alteration

of the pyrrhotite.

The analysis of Rammelsberg is here given in connection
with those of Shepard, Waltershausen, and Smith.

Total, 99-79 100-61 100-29 99-928 10005

Rose's examination showed that the chladnite fused before
the blowpipe only on the edges to a white enamel (Abhandl.
Berlin. Acad., 1863, pp. 117-122).

* Rammelsberg, in the con-

tinuation of Ins work, later dtviared that no Hd-par was to be
found in the stone (ibid., 1870, pp. 121-123).
Through the courtesy of Mr. •> ' the Cura-

tor of the Boston Society of Natural History, I have been per
mitted to make a microscopic examination"of a small
of this meteorite now deposited in the collection of that society.

Am. Jour. Sci.—Thibd Sebies. Vol. XXVI, No. 151.—Jult, 1888.
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The portion examined is a grayish-white mass resembling, as

Shepard remarked, a grayish- white granite (albitic), with brown
and black spots. Under the microscope it is seen to be com-

posed of an entirely crystalline mass of enstatite, augite, feld-

spar, olivine, pyrrhotite and iron. The structure is essentially

granitic, and it appears to belong to the gabbro (norite) variety

of the basalts as defined by myself in " Science" for March 9th,

The enstatite is clear and transparent. It shows a longi-

tudinal cleavage parallel to the line of extinction, and in some
specimens this is crossed by a cleavage at right angles. It also

has a cleavage which is often, well marked and breaks the

mineral into rhombic forms with angles, as approximately
determined by several measurements, of 73° and 107°. The
principal cleavage is parallel to the longer diagonal of these

rhombs. It is this rhombic cleavage, probably, which has led

observers to believe that chladnite crystallized in the mono-
clinic or triclinic systems.

The enstatite is found to contain many glass inclusions with
polyhedral outlines, the planes being presumably, as is usual in

such cases, the planes of the inclosing mineral. While many are

arranged in the enstatite parallel to the cleavage planes, others

are placed at every angle with those planes. The glass inclu-

sions carry bubbles, microlites and rounded lenticular forms.

The last are frequently at the end of the inclusion, and in

some cases show the cherry-brown color of some chromite.

This material, besides forming inclusions in the glass, is in len-

ticular and irregular rounded grains in the enstatite itself. It

sometimes extends in a series of grains across the entire ensta-

tite mass and at others is in isolated forms. These inclusions

microscopically are seen to be composed of a center of nickel-

iferous iron or pyrrhotite, surrounded by a band of dark material,

chromite or magnetite possibly. These ferruginous materials

are in many cases surrounded by a yellowish-brown staining

of iron which sometimes extends over a considerable portion of

the mass and along the fissures. Along one plane in the en-

statite numerous vacuum or vapor cavities were observed.

The inclusions are seen to be crossed and cut by the cleavage

and fissure planes of the enstatite, showing that they were of

prior origin to the fissures.

,

The feldspar stands next in abundance to the enstatite and is

in irregular masses held in its interspaces. It is water-clear,

and almost invisible by common transmitted light. Much of

it is seen to be plagioclastic ; but the twinning bands are so

exceedingly fine and the polarization colors so bright it does

not as a rule show well this character, except with high powers
and when the mineral is near the point of extinction. The
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feldspar contains numerous yellowish-brown, dark and almost
colorless inclusions, sometimes irregularly scattered but more
commonly arranged along planes like the fluid inclusions in

quartz. These glass inclusions are of various dimensions and
many contain a small bubble. Some microlites were also seen.

In the feldspar at one end of a section the enstatite was
found in minute crystals extending outward from a center

forming stellate or rosette-like forms. The structure is like

that observed in terrestrial rocks in minerals formed from
alteration or solution. This apparently might have been pro-
duced in this case, either by the rapid crystallization of enstatite

material of a liquid felds[ athie m tss. or by secondary alteration

through water action on the rock itself. The absence of any
other signs of alteration, except in the ferruginous materials,

seems to negative the latter supposition. The ferruginous
alteration can probably be accounted for by the absorption of
moisture by this friable fissured stone since it reached the earth.

The bands of inclusions were seen in several instances to ex-
tend from the feldspar through tin e statite and in one case
pass into another feldspar on the opposite side. This indicates
that the cause of these inclusions was a general one for the rock
mass, and not limited to any one mineral. The enstatite was
found in a few cases inclosed'in the feldspar.
The monoclinic pyroxene or augite is less abundant, and its

determination less sure than is the case with the enstatite and
feldspar. It is crossed by fissures in a very irregular manner,
but shows in some cases the approximately right angled cleav-
age of augite. In its optical c :iract< rs it 'resembles that min-
eral; but its polarization is more brilliant than that of terres-

trial augite and resembles that of olivine. All the transparent
minerals of the section are clearer and lighter colored than their

mundane representatives and hence tend to show in polarized
light, clearer and more brilliant colors. The augite is not
however so water-clear as the enstatite, but has a very faint

tmge of yellowish-green. The ferruginous inclusions are the
same in this as in the enstatite.
The determination of the olivine is more doubtful, since it

only appears in small irregular -rains and masses, which hold
a similar relation to the other minerals that the olivine of ter-

restrial gabbros usually does. I

optically these masses are like o\v
mineral.

This stone in its mineralogical composition, its structure,

bubble-bearing glass-inclusions, and microlites is like terrestrial

eruptive rocks and it t it had a similar origin.
If the common methods of lithological nomenclature were
followed by the writer it would be proper for him to give this
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rock a name as a rock species, but in accordance with the prin-

ciples of his classification he prefers to regard it as belonging to

the gabbro variety (norite) of basalt ; for he holds to the essen-

tial unity of the universe and sees no necessity of employing
different names according as the rock comes from above or

From the description of the mineral constituents of this

meteorite it would seem that regarding the presence of the

feldspar, Messrs. Shepaj iisen were correct while

Rammelsberg was not. This shows the inability of the ablest

mineralogical chemists to draw correct conclusions regarding

the mineral constituents even of an unaltered rock. The
trouble appears to reside with the instrument employed

—

that is, with a defect in the method. Chladnite ought no longer

to be regarded as enstatite of the purest kind as stated in most
mineralogies but rather as a mineral aggregate of which enstatite,

ad augite are the principal constituents.

While these observations give an approximate solution of

the Bishopville meteorite puzzle of twenty-seven years stand-

ing, it would be well if some one having larger amounts of this

meteorite at their disposal could make a chemical analysis of it

as a whole, and also analyze the minerals by the modern micro-
scopic—specific gravity—chemical method.*

2. The Waterville Meteorite.^

At about midnight, sometime in Sept., 1826, a meteor was
seen to pass over Waterville, Maine, by Captain Josiah Crosby
of that town. It came from the southeast and passed in a curved
line with a regular motion towards the earth. A moment after

it disappeared from sight, a report like that of a small cannon
was heard, A few days later Mr. Crosby picked up in a field

about one-third of a mile from the place where he stood when
he saw the meteor, a specimen which he regarded as a frag-

ment of it. Bearing upon the question whether it could be a

fragment of anything else or not, he stated that no glass works
twisted in that part of the State, but that common brown earth-

ern-warc was formerly manufactured about one-third of a mile

from the spot on which the meteorite (?) was found. "It was
a solitary stone, the soil consisting entirely of sandy loam.

There was no stone or accumulation of stones within two miles.

The specimen, when picked up, appeared to be a newly de-

tached mass. The grass \i\m\i ,viuci it lav was short and
close to the ground, and was entirely unchanged in appearance."

* Read before the Boston - April 4th. 1883 ;
Science,

f Briefly mentioned in Science, 1883, i, 377.
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The stone was presented by Mr. Crosby to Yirgil D. Parris,

and by him to Professor G. W. Keely of Waterville College
(now Colby University). A portion of the specimen was .:iven

by Professor Keely to "Professor C. U. Shepar i. w h published
an account of it in this Journal (1848, II, vi, 414, 415), from
which account sufficient has been taken to render this' paper
intelligible to those who have not access to Professor S
original publication. His analysis gave the following results:

Si0 3 A1 3 3 FeO MgO CaO Total.

_

It was regarded by Shepard as a doubtful
his later catalogues has been omitted. My attention was espe-

led to it from the description ai

that it belonged, if a meteorite, to a group of which only one
authentic specimen is known (J_a-t), although s.wem' lo u htiul

ones exist. It was then a matter of importance to ascertain

-. On in mir\ of mv friend and colleague
Professor C. E. Hamlin, I learned' that the mam mass of the
specimen was presented to the cabinet of Colby University bv
Professor Keely in 1871. Through the load oiiiees of Profes-
sor Hamlin, who is now a trustee of that college, the specimen
was placed in mv hands for microscopic examination.

It is a small triangular eindcrdike mass, cellular, laminated.
and on the fresh fractuiv of an ash <rrav color. The laminate i ap-
pearance is produced In a series ot ihittened rolls surrounded bv
•' black vitreous mass.' The original surfaces arc coated vith a

'-tav. red-brown and bluish ! ack crust formed by fusion. The
formerly upper portion of the mass, when examined under a
lens, is seen to be worn and polished, as siliceous rocks are apt
to be when exposed to rain, while the remaining parts of the
surface are found to be coated to some extent by earth v ma-
terial the same as rocks are when lying in a dry sandy soil.

contain in places a tine brown matted mass formed
-< f growing oi, ii ts, ami un ler the microscope their

-a< t -r can read l\ b d^tiiuruished.
The specimen then when

j
icked up by Captain Crosby could

not have been a n. ad been for a long

led in the soil, and of course could not have
been a portion of the meteor which he saw. It remain, then
to consider the very improbable supposition : is it a fragment

me former period ?

Microscopically it is seen to be a cellular ulassv
has begun todevitrifv. ami pr<- asla-like

i- 1 lonu exposed to the action of at:.

agencies. The sections were cut across the laminations, and
showed a ii . .,, g. A feu

|

U artz -rains
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vhich were cracked and fissured were
mmerous ferruginous globulites had
quartz showed evident signs of having oeen exposed xo strong

ieat. Adjacent to the flattened, as well as some other cells, is

i black and brown ferruginous material.

The sections show not the slightest trace of characters belong-

ng to any meteorite that has yet been exam i>

• hei b\ i. \ sell 01 by others, so far as can be ascertained by
iheir published descriptions. It is apparently a slag and most

probably derived from the earthern-ware manufactory at some

No blame attaches to Mr. Crosby, for he undoubtedly acted

;o the best of his knowledge in making his observations and
statements ; and it will be noticed that his remark, that it lay

lpon the surface while the grass was untouched, was opposed
:o its meteoric origin and in accord with the results of my

Cambridge, Mass., April 14th, 1883.

Art. VI.—A Simple Method of Correcting the Weight of a Body
for the Buoyancy •</' the Atmosphere when the Volume is un-

known; by Josiah Parsons Cooke. (Contributions from
the Chemical Laboratory of Harvard College.)

It is a fa ' method of accurate

that of the equipoise. But, as in all ordinary processes of

chemical analysis the analyst deals solely with relative weights,

the presence of a perfectly dry atmosphere does not influence

his results, unless the conditions of temperature and pressure

have changed between the successive weighings: and even then

the effect is insignificant in most cases. Still when the volume
of the vessel weighed differs from that of the weights by as

little as twenty-live cubic centimeters—for example in weigh-
ing the absorption tubes used in "organic analysis "—the error

caused by variations in the density of the atmosphere may be

sufficient to seriously impair the accuracy of the result.

In weighing large vessels—as in determining the density of

a gas---the effect of any variation of buoyancy is eliminated by
the well known methods of calculating the results. But the

formulas, usually given for that purpose, involve as known
quantities, the volume of the vessel, the volume of the weights,

the density of the air under the standard conditions, as well as

the temperature and pressure at the moment of the several ob-
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servations ; and since the calculations are somewhat complex,
and the required data not always readily obtained, the formulas
are seldom applied unless the volume of the load is quite large.

Moreover in these formulas the effect of each factor can not
readily be traced, and most analysts are probably r

the extent to which their weighings may be ini

changes in the density of the air due to variations of tempera-
ture and pressure. In seeking to fix the weight of certain ab-

sorption-tubes (in connection with my work on the revision of

the atomic weights) I have been led to a method of correcting
the weights of such tubes for variations of buoyancy; which,
while it does not involve the determination of any u

the temperature and tension of the air in the balance-case, and
is as simple in its application as the calibration of a

gives a clear conception of the effect of each variable on the
weight.

It is assumed that the air of the balance-case is dry ; and with
one of Becker's balances I have not been able to trace any
effect on the weight of a glass vessel from variations of hygro-
metric condition when two open dishes of sulphuric acid (three
inches in diameter) were kept in the case, which has a volume
of about 37 cubic decimeters. Under such conditions the only
causes which sensibly modify the weight of a small glass vessel
(like a closed potash bulb-tube) are the variations of tempera-
ture and pressure. The relative effect of these two variables
will appear from the h tions, which suggested
the method I am to describe.

If we assume thirty inches as the standard of barometric
pressure it is obvious that the variation of each tenth of an
inch from this standard will determine :. change of ^th in
the resultant effect of the buoyancy of the air on the load and

ise. Again, if we assume 27° C. as our standard of

temperature—that is 300° on the so-called "absolute scale"—
then according to the law of Charles the variation of each de-
gree from this point will also cause a change of yfoth in the
same resultant. In other words, counting from these standards,
:! variation of one degree in the centigrade thermometer indi-

cates the same effect on the density of the atmosphere—and
therefore on its buoyancy—as the change of one-tenth of an
] nch in the mercurial barometer. In our climate the barometer
changes slowly, and its fluctuations do not ordinarily exceed
one inch. On the other hand the balances in our chemical
laboratories are liable to rapid variations of temperature which
otten exceed twenty degrees, the equivalent of two inches.
Hence of the two vari are is by far the more
important.

If we select the two standards of temperature and tension
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here assumed, we can easily correct for temperature by simply
adding to the observed height of the barometer (in tenths of an

inch) the difference between 27° C. and the temperature ob-

served. Of course the correction becomes negative if the tem-
perature exceeds 27° C. Having thus eliminated the effect of

re we can (after taking a few weighings under as

great a variation of temperature and pressure as we can com-
mand) easily find the difference in weight which corresponds to

a variation of one-tenth of an inch in the barometer, and we
thus obtain a constant for the vessel (or other object weighed)
by means of which we can rapidly reduce the weights to the

standard of thirty inches barometric pressure, having previ-

ously reduced them to the standard of 27° C. for temperature.

The weights, having now been corrected for buoyancy, can be
compared, and although the standards may be as unusual in

their association, as is one of them in its value, they are as

legitimate as any others and will be found in practice more

To apply this method w
on the balance, shifting the

noting the corresponding temperatures and pressures, until a

sufficient difference has been observed; and a difference corre-

sponding to 20° C, or two inches of mercury, is adequate in

most cases. The process corresponds to calibrating a flask, and
the constant, once obtained, can be afterwards used for the
same vessel, unless the weight of its contents is materially
altered. The following examples will show the application of

the method.
In each case the load was a closed absorption-tube of pecu-

Dut not much lamer in volumerly irregular

than those generally a vsis. We give in the

: first, the date; secondly, the observed
thirdly, the temperature of the balance-case; and,

fourtl ly, the height of the barometer at the time of

These are the observed data. In the fifth column we give the
reduced heights of the barometer for 27° C, and these values
are obtained by simply subtracting the observed temperatures
from 27°, and adding the remainders to the observed baro-
metric heights. Below the tables we print in each case the
largest weight observed over the least weight observed, and on
the same hues the corresponding reduced barometric heights.

Dividing, now, the difference of weight in milligrams by the
difference of height in tenths of an inch we obtain the value
last given, which we then called the "constant."' With this

constant we can readily reduce all the weights to the common
stniidai 1 of thirn inches and tin- ac do by multiplying the

difference between 300 and the reduced barometric heights by
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, and adding or subtracting the product, a

r from the observed weights.

The balance here used is onlv sensitive under such a load to
the tenth of a milligram, and hence the constancy of the
results obtained is very striking. There can be no question
that the mean of several weighings is accurate to the full limit
of the sensibility of the instrument used. Moreover .luring
the course of the observations it was also evident that the slight

variations observed (only ,^ti>s of a milligram between the
extreme limits) were owing to a want of exactness in the meas-
ure of the temperature of the balance-case. We used a com-
mon thermometer reading only to whole centigrade degrees;
although, as afterward appeared, a difference of onlv yyths
of a degree, caused a difference of J.th oi' a milligram in

the weight, and a difference of a whole degree corresponded to

the extreme difference between the observations. In the second
le with the same tube but different v mounted) we

"^'
1 a st , ,!,.

j
,'

, rmo„ >te , ,<},. - r's iake)n ding t ) tenths
of a degree, and the results are all that could he expected with
the instruments employed. The obs, rvations v.. re made. ne\
ertheless, under the most unfavorable conditions, during ex-
c.' '' i^lybot weather when the temperature was rapidly chang-
ing; and it was evident that the i

ces remain-
ing arose from the circumstance that the thermometer was not

<itive as the air in the balance-case, following tin

- :

•'.;•'.

time. It was curious to notice tht slight increase of weight,
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caused by the radiation of the body while weighing, followed

only after some time by a rise of the very sensitive thermometer
employed, and this effect was obtained in weighing a vessel

-.laced only about 75 cubic rnt;'

Second Series,

Xo. 1883. Weight. 0.° H

The limits in the accuracy of the method here described are
obvious ; but it will be noticed that the accuracy of the method
is exactly proportional to the requirement. The greater the

volume of the load, and hence the greater the effect of buoy-
ancy, the more accurately can the " constant " be found, by
which the correction, required in any case, may be calculated

;

and, as the above examples abundantly prove, the accuracy is

sufficient for the purpose in view. When the volume of the
load is large it becomes necessary to measure the temperature
and pressure with great precision, and to protect the balance
from radiation and from all causes of rapid change of tempera-
ture. It was a great satisfaction to the writer to find that by
so simple means the relative weight of glass vessels of consid-

erable size may be det< iracy to the tenth of a
milligram, an accuracy which is fully equal to that of the

most refined processes of chemical analysis, and which enables
us to attain a great degree of precision in many processes which
otherwise would not be susceptible of such refinement.

From the tiara given, and from the known normal density of

* In combining only the extreme weights we must obviously take care that

tain value of be observations,

aown methods. This comiiii m necessary, as
... • ... ,,. ;.. ....

. ; .... .-. . - ,. . .
. ,.... ......
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the atmosphere, it can be easily calculated that in the first

series of weighings the volume of the tube and mountings ex-

ceeded that of the weights by about 75 cubic centimeters.

With this difference of volume we have a variation of ^ths
of a milligram in weight for a difference of -j^th o? an inch
of mercury in tension, or one centigrade degree in temperature.

Hence with a difference in volume of one hundred cubic centi-

meters we should have a variation of weight amounting to

about four milligrams for every difference of one inch in the

barometer, or of ten degrees in the centigrade thermometer

;

and these data will furnish the basis for a rude estimate of the

effect in any given case. If the difference of volume amounts
to 2,500 cubic centimeters, then a difference of y^h of **»

inch in the barometer, or of y^th of a degree in the ther-

mometer, would cause a variation of y^th of a

in the weight So also a variation in the intensity of gravity

amounting to only ^uro^ of the whole amount would pro-

duce a similar effect, and a sensible variation would follow any
marked change in the purity of the air. Hence the balance

might be used to detect exceedingly minute changes in any one
of these variables, provided the others could be exactly con-

trolled
; and, although, with our better methods, these applica-

tions of the balance may be of no practical value
;
yet the con-

siderations, here adduced, will serve to show how sensitive the

instrument is to the slightest changes in the density of the

atmosphere when loaded with vessels of large volume. The
best method of controlling the weight in such cases is that

adopted by Regnault in his classical work on the density of

the more permanent gases. Thi oing the ves-

sel, whose contents are to be weighed, with a second vessel of

equal volume, the two hanging side by side in a case lined with
thick felt. The balance is set over the case and the vessels

suspended from th'e pans by means of platinum wires, which
hang freely through holes in the base of the instrument.
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Art. VII.

—

Recent Inx ng the Southern bound-

ary of the Glaciated Area of Ohio ; by G. F. Weight.

atural History, March 7, 1883, by

Preliminary Work.

In the autumn of 1880, and the summer of 1881, Professor

H. C. Lewis and myself, under the direction of Professor J. P.

Lesley, traced the southern boundary of the glaciated area of

Pennsylvania. We had also been together over a considerable

part of the line marked by the terminal moraine which Pro-

fessors Cook and Smock have so carefully mapped in New
Jersey. I had also, from the first, been familiar with the gla-

cial accumulations along the southern shore of New England,
especially those near Wood's Holl, which Mr. Clarence King
explained as belonging to the true terminal moraine of the gla-

cial period, and which were first described by Mr. King in a

communication published by me in 1877 in the Proceedings of

the Boston Society of Natural History (see vol. xix, pp. 60-63),
and afterwards were more fully examined by Mr. Warren
Upham, and described in vol. iii, of the New Hampshire Geo-
logical Report, pp. 300-305, and in the American Journal of
Science and Arts for August and September, 1879.

General Remarks.

The accompanying map of Ohio shows the boundary line

explored by me during the summer of 1882. This does not,

as "some may have surmised, represent merely a line which I

have traversed, but a line which I have zigzagged, and along
which I have fixed with certainty the glacial boundary upon
nearly every mile of its course. I believe that in nearly every
township I have been far enough south of the line hei

to make it sure that I was beyond the limit of glaciation.

Down to this line the marks of glaciation are everywhere
abundant and unmistakable ; south of it the absence of glacial

marks is equally striking. The average depth of the glacial

deposit over the area in Ohio north of this boundary line ia

estimated by Mr. E. W. Claypole (see Proceedings of A. A. A.
S., vol. xxx, p. 151), to be fifty-six feet. No one at all familiar

with the region will be disposed to think this estimate
exaggerated.

The glaciated area of Ohio consists of a rolling surface essen-

tially like the prairies farther west, except that it was originally-

covered by timber. The pre-glacial channels have nearly all

been buried out of sight, and it is rare that the rocks anywhere
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ciated fragments of a great variety of rocks, all of v
from the north. It is not unusual to find, many feet below the
surface, granite from Canada, Corniferous limestone, and frag-

ments of sandstone, all striated, and intimately mixed together
in the paste formed by the grinding up of tbe Erie shales.

^ W^
-Large granite bowlders are thickly i

of this glaciated area. Some of the largest found in

occur upon the very border of the glaciated region. A granitic

bowlder found in Columbiana county, near New Lisbon, is

13x11x8 feet out of ground. Another, near Lancaster, in

Fairfield county, is 18x12x6 feet out of ground. Granite

bowlders from three to five feet in diameter are too numerous
to mention.

Upon the southern side of the boundary line which we nave

Indicated, the whole face of the country immediately changes

its aspect; till suddenlv ceases to occur; no scratched stones

are to be found
;
granite bowlders and other transported rocks

except in the valleys of the streams. Over the

whole of this unglaei

r

* Sow in narrow chan-

nels cut through the horizontal i of the coal i

five hundred feet, and rywhere lined by of
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gravel which are far above the present high-water mark. The
Ohio River, from far below Cincinnati to the bead waters of

the Alleghany and Monongahela Eivers, a distance of more
than fifteen hundred miles, occupies a narrow pre-glacial val-

ley, and was the great distributer of the drift brought into it

by the streams from the north which all along emerged during
! period from the ice-front, and which in some places

I to within a few miles of the river. Upon the high-

lands in this unglaciated region the soil is shallow, and consists

of the remnants of the rocks in place which have been disinte-

grated by sub-aerial agencies. The contrast between the gla-

ciated and the unglaciated areas of Ohio appears upon the

pages of the Annual Crop Eeport. According to the Report
for September, 1882, the average production of wheat per acre

in the glaciated area, reckoned by counties, is in many cases

twice as great as in the unglaciated. The average production
per acre in the whole glaciated area is about fourteen bushels,

and in the unglaciated, nine bushels.

The southern margin of the glaciated area of Ohio is not
everywhere marked by such a relative excess of accumulation
of glaciated material as is found through Cape Cod, on the
Elizabeth Islands and Long Island, and at various places in

New Jersey and Pennsylvania. The limit, however, every-
where is very sharply defined, and at various places, soon to be
mentioned, in Stark, Holmes, Fairfield and Ross counties, the
marginal deposition is on a scale equal to anything which can
be found on the south shore of New England.
The glacial limit enters Ohio from the east in Columbiana

county, twelve miles north of the Ohio River, and continues
nearly west to the middle of Stark county where it turns more
to the south, crossing the northern part of Holmes county, to

the northeast corner of Knox, where it turns at right angles to
the south, running through the eastern part of Knox and Lick-
ing counties, the western part of Perry, turning here so as to

pass through Lancaster in Fairfield county; touching the
western edge of Hocking and entering Ross at Adelphi, in the
northeast corner. Here it turns to the west, crossing the Scioto
Valley a few miles north of Chillicothe, and emerging from the
county at its southwest corner, proceeding thence through the
southeastern corner of Highland, the northwestern of Adams,
reaching the Ohio River in the southern part of Brown county,
near Higginsport, Cincinnati was completely enveloped by
ice during the Glacial period, and extensive glacial deposits
exist in the northern part of Campbell and Boone counties,
Ky., and near Aurora, in Dearborn county, Ind.
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More Detailed Account.

Through Columbiana county as in the adjoining counties of
Pennsylvania, south of the heavy deposits of till there is a
fringe from one to three miles wide. Over this margin there
are scattered evidences of glacial action, consisting of granite
bowlders and patches of till here and there upon the highlands,
at an elevation of from three hundred to five hundred feet above
the Ohio Eiver. North of this fringe the till is continuous and
everywhere of great depth. At Palestine, on the eastern edge
of the county, and at New Alexandria, near the western side,

wells are reported in the till fifty feet deep. New Alexandria
is upon the highest land in that part of the country, and the
glacial deposits are marked in moderate degree by the knobs
and kettle-holes characteristic of the moraine upon the south
shore of New England. A mile or two west of Canton, in

Stark county, the accumulations of glaciated material are upon
a scale equal to anything upon Cape Cod. The northern part
of Holmes county is covered with till which is everywhere of

great depth, and in numerous places near the margin displays,

though in a moderate degree, t
: lies of the

New England moraine. After the southern deflection in Knox
county, the glaciated region is entered near Danville, from the
east, on the Columbus, Mount Vernon, and Akron Eailroad,
through, a cut in till a quarter of a mile long, and from thirty
to forty feet in depth. At the old village of Danville near by,
upon a neighboring hill, wells are reported as descending more
than a hundred feet before reaching the bottom of the till.

Through Licking countv, both north and south of Newark, the
depth of the glacial envelope is great up to a short distance of
its eastern edge. At the old reserv r' in Perrv countv. the

distinct features of a moraine come out. The hill upon which
Thornville is built is a mass of glaciated material in which
wells descend from thirty to fift iking rock.

This is upon the highest land of the vicinity. The reservoir
itself seems to be in a great kettle-hole or moraine basin. All
through Fairfield con; - of a great

depth down to a very short distance of its margin. But per-

haps the most remarkable of all the portions of this line in Ohio
is that running from Adelphi, in the northeast corner of Ross
county, to the Scioto River. Tht ae nun iti< . at Adelph is

more than two hundred feet, and continues at this height for

many miles westward. Riding along upon its uneven summit,
one finds the surface strewn with granite bowlders, and sees

stretching off to the n cent and fertile plains

of Pickaway county, while close to the south of him, yet sepa-

rated by a distinct interval, are the cliffs of Waverley sandstone,
rising two hundred or three hundred feet higher, which here
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Highland county ;md the northwestern of Ada
accumulation is less marked than in Ross county ; still trie

boundary of the glaciated region is easily determined. It ap-

proaches" the river in the vicinity of Ripley and Higginsport in

Brown county, and crosses it from Clermont county, so as to

enter Kentucky a half mile north of the line between Camp-
bell and Pendleton counties. Cincinnati was, as I have said,

covered with ice during a portion of the Glacial period. There
is an undoubted deposit of till, at the railroad station at Wal-
nut Hills, nearly 400 feet above the river. At North Bend
the tunnel of the Indi ti and LaFayette Rail-

road, leading from the Ohio to the Miami, is through an accu-

mulation of till which rises 200 feet above the river.

But the most interesting fact of all is, that the ice extended
across the Ohio River into Campbell, Kenton, and Boone coun-
ties, Ky., leaving granite bowlders and deposits of till upon the

hilltops more than five hundred feet above the river. The glacial

boundary first crosses the Ohio River twenty-five miles above
Cincinnati, entering Kentucky near the southwestern corner of

Campbell county, nearly opposite Pt. Pleasant, in Clermont
county, O. Till, containing granite bowlders and scratched

pebbles, covers the hills in the vicinity of Carthage, Campbell
county, and continues, to a greater or less extent, south along
the ridge road as far as Flag's Spring. Here all signs of glacia-

tion suddenly disappear. At Flag's Spring occurs an extensive
deposit of water-worn pebbles which have been cemented to-

gether by lime. The pebbles are themselves mostly of lime.

The deposit is in a valley tributary to Twelve Mile Creek
(which runs to the north), and rises from twenty to thirty feet

above the present valley. It resembles in nearly every respect the

J conglomerate known as "Split Rock," at the mouth
of Woolper Creek, about twenty-five miles below Ci

where the glacial boundary recrosses the Ohio, and enters Indi-

ana near Aurora. Whether there are granite pebbles in the
ate at Flag's Spring I am unable to say, owing to the

haste with which I was compelled to examine it. But at

Woolper Creek, granitic pebbles in small quantity form a

it element of the conglomerate. One was observed
which is two feet in diameter. The limestone pebbles in this

conglomerate are frequently three or four feet in diameter. As
pointed out forty years ago by Prof. Locke, and noticed later

by Dr. Sutton, this conglomerate at Woolper Creek is not
confined to the immediate vicinity of the Ohio; though there

it rises more than one hundred feet above low water mark.
The conglomerate is conspicuously developed on the summit of
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the hills for three or four miles southeast, and four or five hum
dred feet above the river, and here, as at Flag's Spring, on the

other side of Cincinnati, the formation marks the true glacial

boundary. It would seem, however, that the ice nowhere ex-

tended into Kentucky more than four or five miles from the

river. Near Burlington, in Boone county, on one of the tribu-

taries to Gunpowder Creek, which flows to the south, and whose
source is between five hundred and six hundred feet above the

river, there is a noticeable collection of granitic bowlders mark-
ing the southern extent of the ice. Fifteen or twenty of these,

from one to three feet in diameter, were counted in a s

Three or four of these were composed of a metamorphic con-

glomerate containing jasper pebbles peculiar to the eastern

shore of Lake Superior.

Prof. Lewis supposes (see Journal of Franklin Institute,

April, 1883) that near Olean in New York, where the ice ex-

tended for a short distance across the Alleghany River, a

sub-glacial channel was kept open. It would scarcely seem
hat this was the case at Cincinnati ; for the trough of

the Ohio is considerably wider than that of the Upper Alle-

ghany, and not far from fifty miles of the Ohio^ Valley, border-

ing Campbell, Kenton, and Boone counties, Ky., must have
been covered by glacial ice. Probably, for a short time, the ice

at Cincinnati formed an obstruction to the channel. But what
was the course of its overflow I am not prepared to say. The
obstruction must have been at least five hundred or six hun-

dred feet in depth, this being the height of the watershed be-

tween the Licking River in Kentucky and the Ohio River on
either side. Such an obstruction would set back the water of

the Ohio far up into the valleys of the Alleghany and the Mo-

nongahela, submerging the site of Pittsburg three hundred feet.

(The low wat inati is 441 feet above the sea,

that of Pittsburg 715 feet.) It remains to be seen how much
light this may shed upon the terraces which mark the Ohio and
its tributaries in Western Pennsylvania.

Terraces.

An important point of observation has been the height

and character of the terraces marking the streams where thev

emerge from the glaciated area. I will content myself with

giving some of the most important measurements and a few

facts connected itl each s earn mentioned. In genera *

streams in their course through the glaciated area have much
more gentle current, and much less list met \ leys, t min tl

unglaciated area, and the point where • -' earn emerges from a

:ea is pretty sure to be - °f excep-

tional height, and exceptionally coarse in their composition.

Am. Joms. Sci.—Third Sebies, Vol. XXVI, No. 151.-July, 1883.
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1. Big Beaver Creek, in Pennsylvania, emerges from the gla-

ciated region at Chewtown, in Lawrence county. Here, the

terrace is, according to White, 160 feet above the level of the

stream, and is strewn with granitic boulders. At the junction
of this stream with the Ohio, fifteen or twenty miles below, the

terraces are remarkable and instructive. The highest is from
280 to 300 feet above the Ohio River. The towns of Beaver
and Rochester are built upon a lower terrace, which is 120 feet

above the level of the Ohio. The composition of that part of
ngle upon which Beaver City
l the junction, differs remar*

from that upon which Rochester is built, on the angle ups
ilt, and down stream from the junction, differs remarkably

from the junction. In the angle below the ju

is composed of rounded pebbles of quartzite, gneiss and gran-

ite, many of them even near the surface being a foot or

two in diameter. In the angle above the junction, granitic

pebbles are exceedingly rare, and pebbles of any kind more
than two or three inches in diameter are scarce. The ex-

planation is evident. To use Prof. Dana's term when speak-
ing of the Connecticut River (see this Journal, Dec, 1881,

p. 466), the Ohio is the great distributer, and the Beaver
is here the principal contributor, of drift material. The Ohio
does not itself have direct access to bowlders which have been
transported by glacial ice. The drainage basin of the Beaver
is, however, strewn with glacial debris; and, as the granitic

bowlders of that area were borne along by the swollen torrents

at the close of the glacial period, they would naturally, on
he onward, but less rapid current of the broader Ohio,

be deposited at the junction of the streams, and in the angle
which was down stream.

Passing now in order from east to west, the more important
terraces of the various streams of Ohio as they emerge from
the glaciated area, 'are as follows : the measurements unless
otherwise indicated, were made with a hand level, and in most
cases the uncertainty can scarcely be more than a few inches.

2. The Middle Fork of Little Beaver emerges from the glaciated

area at New Lisbon. The terrace here shows no distinct stratifi-

cation : pebbles from 10 to 15 inches in diameter are numerous
;

the height above the river at railroad station is 36 feet ; and it

extends, with some interruptions, five miles down the river to

near Elkton, but at a diminished height These terraces are

extensively mined for kidney iron ore. Granitic pebbles are

abundant. At Teegarden, five miles above, the channel is nar-

rower ; the terrace, 48 feet ; material, very coarse, some of the

pebbles being four feet in diameter.

3. East Branch ofSandy Greek—This is a branch of the Tus-
carawas, which empties into the Muskingum. At East Roches-
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ter, in the southwest corner of Columbiana county, occurs an
extensive kame-like deposit, filling the valley which is here
about one half mile wide, granitic pebbles from three to six

inches in diameter are abundant. The valley runs nearly east

and west. The kame, however, which is thirty feet in height,

with a slope of 30°, crosses the valley at right angles
against the hills upon the south. A small fork of the creek which
comes in here from the north, probably explains the peculiari-

ties of the accumulation. Following down the Big Sandy, for

six miles, to Minerva, we find the accumulations of gravel
gradually diminishing, both in amount and in coarseness.

4. The # <e a branch of the Tuscarawas,
and emerges from the glaciated area at Canton, Stark county.
The gravel deposits in this vicinity are enormous. On the

east side of the city the terrace is forty-one feet above the flood

plain. All the pebbles are well rounded. The majority are

granitic, but many are of local material. It is not uncommon
to find them sixteen inches in diameter.
On the west side of the city the terrace rises in successive

stages to more than eighty feet, and the surface grows more
and more uneven, until about two miles back from the creek,

it emerges into an enormous kame running nearly north and
south and known as " Buck's Ridge." This ridge is identical in

its structure with the kames of New England. Where it is in-

tersected by the Fort Wayne and Chicago R R, the kame rises

eighty-five feet above the plain, is eoarselv stratified, contains

itic pebbles, one of jher than the

railroad, measured 55x46x18 inches. There were large spaces
in which n.: red. Pebbles upon the summit
from two to five inches in diameter are numerous. The section

exposed shows a base of 570 feet, with an altitude of 85 feet.

The slope upon the east side, towards Canton, varies from 18°

to 25°, on the west side it is a little more gentle. An extensive
sandy plain full of gentle swells and ridges stretches to the

westward, while the space toward Canton is occupied by the

more nearly level terrace. 150 yards north of the section just

described begins a series of enormous dry kettle-holes, whose
rims are upon a level with the top of the kame. One measured

300x200 feet, was 4"
:

- - •

»| >ing inward 24°.

A granitic bowlder in one of these measured 51 X 25 X 31
inches. This series of kettle-holes stretches northward, and

connects with a line of glacial lakes extending to Akron,
which occtt] atershed between the valley of

the Cuyahoga and that of the Tuscarawas.
South of Canton one mile an below the

junction of the two branches of the Nimishiilen, there are two
well-marked terraces, *

ta much the broader,
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i but thirty-eight feet above the stream. The upper ter-

pon the east side is seventy-four feet above the stream,

1 the west side seventy-nine feet. The pebbles in the

terrace are a mixture of granite and local rock, many of

i foot in diameter; one granite pebble measured more
wo feet.

°ke Tuscarawas River emerges from the glaciated region

iles above Bolivar, on the boundary between Stark and
Here upon the north side of the river

(which makes an immense ox-bow opening to the south), is an
enormous kame-like accumulation, very coarse where exposed
near the summit, and running for a mile or more pa;.

the river (nearly east and west), and bearing upon its back
numerous granitic bowlders. The terrace from which this

kame rises is thirty-six feet above the river, and the kame itself

rises 154 feet. The ox-bow is occupied by a gravel deposit

whose surface is fifty-one feet above the river. From this

point down, the stream occupies a narrower valley, with dimin-
ishing terraces, but at Zoar, five miles below, wells sunk thirty

feet are still in gravel. Above the ox-bow, and upon the west
side of the river, a terrace sixty-one feet in height continues
for a mile or more without change.

6. Sugar Creek, another tributary of the Tuscarawas, emerges
from the glaciated area at Beech City, a few miles west of Bol-
ivar. Extensive kame-like deposits mark the course of the

railroad for several miles north of this point. One and a half

miles below Beech City, towards Deardoff 's Mills, the accumu-
lations of gravel in the valley are immense. The valley is

here about one mile wide. The gravel is frequently thrown
up in hummocks and ridges enclosing kettle-holes, the summits
of which are from twenty to thirty feet above the general level.

Below this point, as seen from the cars, the gravel deposits

seem gradually to diminish and become of finer material.

Below New Comerstown much of the way the valley is bor-

dered with a terrace of fine gravel from fifteen to twenty feet

high. At Coshocton, where the Killbuck and Tuscarawas
rivers unite, the terrace is noteworthy for its extent, but there
does not seem to be much increase in its height, while the

pebbles scarcely ever exceed two or three inches. At Dresden
Junction I had opportunity to examine more carefully. The
valley ia about one half mile wide. Pebbles from one to three

inches in diameter are abundant, and are largely granitic. At
Zanesville the valley seems narrower, but there is no percepti-

ble increase of terrace. A glance at the map will show that

from Zoar station to Zanesville the river is nearly parallel

glacial boundary, and from fifteen to twenty miles
ly receiving tributaries whose headwa-

the glaciated region.

Li..- _ ;

;, and i
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7. The Killhuck unites with the Tuscarawas at Coshocton to
form the Muskingum. It emerges from the glaciated region
at Millersburg. Below this point it occupies a narrow valley
from four hundred to five hundred feet below the tops of the
plateau. A mile and a half below Millersburg, upon the west-
ern side of the stream, the terrace which is about a quarter of a
mile wide displays numerous kame-like ridges and knolls, the
summits of which are 102 feet above the flood plain. This
terrace gradually merges into the till which covers the hills to
the west. Two miles farther south the terrace is composed of
finer material, is level topped, and but seventy-one feet above
the flood plain. Three miles farther south, at' Oxford, there is

a terrace upon the east side of the stream, extending across the
open ends of an ox-bow formed by the stream, which is sev-
enty-six feet above the flood plain. Not far from here Shim-
plins Run, a small stream coming from the glaciated region
west, joins the Killbuck. Near its mouth the terrace con-
taining some granitic pebbles, is sixty-one feet above the flood
plain

; but it gradually diminishes in height towards the sources
of the streams. Above Millersburg there is no terrace for a
mile; but at Holmesville, five miles above, where three or four
streams meet, there is a gravel deposit two miles or more in di-

ameter about twenty-five feet above the flood plain. On the
east side of this plain, near the junction of Martin's Creek and
the Killbuck, there is a kame-Ii'ke accumulation extending one-
eighth of a mile northwest by southeast. The surface is very
much broken, displaying many kettle-holes. A railroad cut-

agh it shows some scratched stones in the material,
and exposes a depth of sixty-one feet. A little to the north it

rises forty feet higher.
8. The Mohican, the principal tributary of the Killhuck, is

formed by the junction of Jerome and Black Forks, and issues
from the glaciated region near the northeast corner of Knox
county, not far from the point where the glacial boundary
turns bo sharply to the south. Jerome Fork is bordered for

feet abov
above the junction by a terrace which

nd is composed largelv of coarse granitic

pebbles. This terrace also extends for a half mile below the

junction. AtGbanns! low, there are exten-
sive deposits of rather fine gravel.

9. The Licking River emerges from the glaciated region at

Newark. Three forks unite here to form the main stream, and
as usual in such places there is an extensive grave] plain

above the
river. T v resort for
the mound builders. For a mile awl a hull below the city, the

nver as it e - bordered on the north
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byal
Thet
feet.

10. Jonathan Greek is a tributary of the Muskingum, rising

in Thorn township, Perry county, near the eastern end of the

Licking Summit reservoir. The valley in which it runs af-

forded an important outlet to the glaciated region. It is about

a mile wide, and kame-like ridges of gravel, from fifteen to

twenty feet in height, extend for a mile or more down the val-

ley, keeping near the middle. The ridges are here flanked and
partly covered by extensive deposits of muck. Near the res-

ervoir the kames are very distinct, and much higher. Follow-

ing the line of the Baltimore and Ohio railway to the southeast,

low terraces are continuous, until turning to the south, up
another creek, whose headwaters are near Somerset, and out-

side of the glaciated region where terraces and all other signs

of drift are altogether absent.

11. The Hocking River issues from the glaciated area at

Lancaster. I did not examine the present valley of the stream

below Lancaster, but the Cincinnati and Muskingum railway

occupies the natural glacial outlet (now nearly dry) for several

miles east. This is in the north part of Berne township, and
just north of a continuous escarpment of Waverley sandstone,

which rises abruptly 250 or 300 feet. Extensive gravel de-

posits extend for an ii long the course of this

outlet. Gravel is specially abundant where small tributaries

have come in from the glaciated region just to the north. At
the mouth of Eaccoon Creek, near Berne station, gravel depos-

its rise in hills sixty feet.

12. The Scioto River occupies a much broader valley than
any of the preceding, and is much the largest stream issuing

from the glaciated region before reaching the Ohio. The gla-

cial boundary crosses it a few miles above Chillicothe, and the

terraces from Circleville down are worthy of close study ; but I

must confine myself to the gravel deposits near the glacial

boundary. In the southern part of section 29, Green township,

three miles east of the river, there are enormous kames rising

(according to barometer) 150 feet above the general level, and
running in a north and south direction." The material of this

kame is rather fine, and consists principally of limestone peb-

bles. Above this point the plain is very broad and extensive;

below this, the valley contracts to ;i width not over two miles,

and is bounded upon either side by precipitous sandstone hills,

which rise 500 or 600 feet above the valley. On going from
these kames to the river, westward, three broad parallel ridges

are encountered, each one in order toward the river extending

farther south. The second one of these rises abruptly to a
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height of 48 feet above the flood plain. Kame-like ridges also

appear upon the west side of the river, near the southeastern
corner of Union township.

13. Paint Creek—Professor Orton (Second Geological Survey
of Ohio, vol. ii, pp. 653-655), briefly describes one of the most
interesting results of glacial action, occurring upon Paint
Creek, about 5 miles west of Chillicothe (see map). Paint Creek

enters Ross county near its southwestern corner, and up to the

point mentioned, flows while in the county about 40° north of

east, occupying a valley about half a mile wide, which is

bounded by precipitous hills 500 feet high. The natural con-

tinuation of this valley to the northeast intersects that occu-

pied by the North Fork (running 20° S.E.) about two miles

beyond the point we are considering. It is evident from the

whole configuration that such was the preglacial course of the

creek, but this extent i< immense deposits of

drift, and the main creek disappears in a narrow gorge running
to the southward, cut through precipitous cliffs. This post-

glacial gorge is about three miles long, 300 feet in depth, and
not over 200 feet wide at the bottom. Immense kames stretch

across the old valley from the N near Cat

Tail Run. Some of them are at least 200 feet above the

present flood plain of the creek. Near the summit of these

kames pebbles two feet through are interstrati

coarse sand, and grar>itic bowlders three feet in diameter rest

upon their summits. A few rods above the junction of Cat

Tail Run is a gravel deposit facing Paint Creek and 140 feet

high, enclosing immense kettle-holes. For four or five

miles up Paint Creek there continues to be a terrace from 100
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to 150 feet above the stream. It is pretty clear that the ice did

not extend into this portion of the valley ; but it certainly

surmounted the hills to the north, and all the small streams

coming down from them must have been gorged with water

from the melting ice. At Bainbridge, twelve miles southwest,

on the creek the terrace is twenty feet above the flood plain,

great number of pebbles four or five inches

towns of Ripley, Higginsport and New Richmond, above Cin-

cinnati, are built upon gravel deposits that are about sixty feet

above low-water mark. These towns were all flooded in Janu-
ary last. The upper portion of the old part of Cincinnati is,

however, upon a glacial terrace that is about sixty feet higher.

The junction of the Miami with the Ohio below Cincinnati, is

characterized by gravel deposits of enormous extent. The val-

ley is here from three to four miles wide, and above Aurora,
near Lawrenceburg, is bordered upon the west by a terrace whose
surface is seventy-eight feet above the flood plain of the river,

upon which Lawrenceburg is built, and 112 feet above low-

water mark. The terrace is here from one-fourth to three-

fourths of a mile in width. The gravel deposit upon the Ken-
tucky side of the river opposite Lawrenceburg is of equal
height, but much narrower. Four miles below, this gravel
deposit, upon the Kentucky side, is cemented together by
infiltrations of lime, and constitutes what is called the " Split

Rock" formation. Two miles above Belleyue, and about the

same distance below " Split Rock," occur some kame-like ridges

upon the Kentucky side, whose summits are more than 107
feet above low-water mark.

It is not best at present to speculate too freely upon these
facts. Each of these tributaries to the Ohio should be care-

fully studied through its entire course, and much remains to

be done upon the Ohio itself. Enough, however, appears to

give new interest to the whole question of the glacial period,

and to raise the hope that the amount of erosion a

the streams of the interior will afford some additional evidence
concerning the date of the close of the glacial period in Amer-
ica. The full report of mv last summer's work, with more de-

tailed maps, will be published by the Cleveland Historical

Society, whose friends have borne my expense in the field.
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Art. VIII.— On (he Variation of the Specific Heat of Wafer; bv
G-. A. Libbig, Student of Physics in the Johns Hopkins
University.

Until the year 1877 it was generally believed by physicists
that the specific heat of water increased regularly from 0° to
100°. During that year, however, Professor Rowland proved
by his researches on the mechanical equivalent of heat* and In-

separate experiments, using the method of mixture, that the
specific heat of water did not increase regularly with increase
of temperature, but decreased from 0° to a minimum at about
30°. In 1882, F. Neesen,f of Berlin, investigated the sub-
ject, deducing the variation of the specific heat of water
from the specific heat of platinum, which he had previously
determined; and although his results are not qua;
the same as Rowland's they are so qualitatively, i. e. they show
that the specific heat of v ater decreases from 0° to a minimum
somewhere near 30°. Owing to the general interest and im-
portance of these conclusions, I have, at the instance of Pro-
fessor Bowland, undertaken during the last few months a new
series of experiments. The apparatus used was that devised
and employed by him in his researches, and the method of
procedure was also as nearly as possible identical with his.

The two thermometers (Nos. 108,947 and 108,954) necessary
for the work were made by Hicks, and graduated in mil-

limeters. They were carv! >, <-., rated and compared with
the University Standards,:}: after which a table of temperatures
was constructed for each. They were found to agree very
closely with the air lag the conclusions
reached in the article before referred to, that thermometers
made of English glass are characterized by this property.
Some idea of the form of the apparatus used can be had

from an inspection of the accompanying figure (taken from
Professor Rowland's paper), it consisted of three essential

parts
; a reservoir A . broken ice, or warm

water according as the experiment was to be made at low or
"i-ii temperatures, connectim: b\ means of a three-way stop-

< >ek vith an interior vessel 13 ai .1 a tii the vulcanite spout C ;

fitted closeh i ,
- . . * M v mhi umding the

calorimeter. The reservoir' and spout—which was very short
- wtre wrapped with a cloth to obviate change of temperature,

+ Ann. Physik o Yviii. L883.
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and the calorimeter was held in place by three vulcanite strips-

to prevent conduction to the jacket. Although when experi-

menting at low temperatures the vessel B was useless, still it

was often kept in place and the water from the melting ice

allowed to flow through it before entering the calorimeter. In

no case did the temperature of the water from the ice, when in

the vessel B, differ appreciably from zero. The opening into

the stop-cock was always covered with tine wire gauze to pre-

vent particles of ice from being carried into the calorimeter
with the flowing water. The calorimeter was made of very thin

copper and lightly plated with nickel ; three orifices on the top
permitted the insertion of the vulcanite spout and the two
thermometers. The aeter was 388*5 grams
and its calonri i it; >54 gntms During tin course of-the

investigation, the stirrer II having been broken, it was neces-

sary, in order to repair it. to unsolder and afterwards resolder

the top of the calorimeter. In this way the weight of the

c l.-.r etei n..-re sed four grams. But as the increase was due
entirely to solder, nor a removed or added,
the new capacity was reuddv determine.!. Tims, assuming sol-

der to be composed of equal parts of tin and lead, its specific

heat between 0° and -fo would be about -0-t3, therefore

•043 X 4= -172

Ided to the former value of the capacity, mak-
i weight 392-5 grams.
oi experimenting was as follows : the vessel A
ed with broken ice, the thermometers were im-

it ten or twelve minutes their zero
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readings taken. The calorimeter was, in the mean time, filled

about two-thirds with water, weighed and placed in position

within the jacket ; one thermometer was then removed from
the ice and immersed in the water in it. After a sufficient

lapse of time, readings were taken every minute for six or

seven minutes, to determine the time correction for radia-

tioD. The stop-cock was then turned, water flowed from
A into the calorimeter, and the other thermometer having
been placed in the latter, the flow of water was discontinued,

and readings of both thermometers taken every minute as be-

fore. In this way the final temperature of the mixture was
given as the mean of the readings of the two thermometers,
one of which approached it from above, the other from below.

The mean must therefore have been very nearly correct, even
if thermometers, as is supposed, lag behind the true tempera-
ture. Corrections for the calorific capacity of the thermome- .

ters (equal to about 11 gram for each) and for protruding stem
were always applied, as well as a time correction for radiation.

The temperature of the jacket was always noted, but, because
it never differed more than one or two degrees from that of the

surrounding air, and owing to the befoie-mentioned corrections,,

it has not been thought necessary to give it. As an example,
the following experiment is given in detail

:

Let W be the weight of the calorimeter alone.

Let W, be the weight of the calorimeter + water before adding
water from vessel A.

Let W
lt
be the weight of the calorimeter -f water after adding

water from vessel A.
t = temperature of calorimeter before, t,— temperature of mixture.
tn= temperature of water in vessel A.

Then with the proper corrections

_TW^-- W)(^— <)xsp. heat between t and t
t __constant t jjen

f^r-WJj^^)x sp. heat between tu and t
t

~~ *

sp. heat between tu and t,_ (W,—W)fo— t)

sp. heat between t, and t
~~ (W„-W,) («„-*,)'

W = with added solder 392-5 ; \V = 1574-8 ; W„ = 2419-9.
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Readings on Thermometer.

47f 143-60 140-68

48| 143-70 140-74

nning from time 45£ to 46^, therefore ten

*75 corrected -(--019 for zero and -f- 046 for stem — 33-507

i-40 corrected + -019 for zero and — 004 for stem = 19-741 )

>-53 coiTected 0-00 for zero and - 004 for stem = 19*729
j

- 19° _(1574-8-3925 + 35'6 + M) (33-507 -19-735)
_

t are on the absolute scale. The
concise form in Table I In this

table the first two columns give the weight of the calorimeter

and contained water before and after the addition of water from
the reservoir A. The next eight, of which four are devoted
to thermometer 108,947 and four to 108,954. are occupied by
the readings, temperature of surrounding air, correction for pro-

truding stem and reduced temperature (absolute scale). In

each experiment the initial temperatures are placed on the

upper row and the final temperatures, i. e. those of the mix-
ture, occupy the lower row. The ratios of the specific heats

between the assigned limits will be found in the last two col-

umns, one of which is taken up by Rowland's figures.

Although it was attempted to make the limits coincide with
Rowland's, still in many cases this was impracticable and
blanks have in consequence been left in three or four places.

Where the temperature intervals are comparable it will be seen

that there is great similarity in the results.

It may be interesting to further compare these values with

1 1 can be computed from the tables given in Pro-

fessor Rowland's paper on the mechanical equivalent of heat.

The specific heat vane's directly as the mechanical equiva-

lent; it is therefore only necessary to plot a curve with the
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G. A. Liebig—Specific Heat of Water.re-

values of the mechanical equivalent (given in table LIII) at

different temperatures as ordinates and temperatures as ab-

scissa. Then measuring off ordinates as averages between the

required limits, and dividing one by the other, the ratios of

the specific heats between the same degrees of temperature will

be obtained.

Tesr Mech.equivalent
Bo^ana. >_* IM*.

_0-U
1-0046 .... ~Too^~

iSl 1-0056 1-0027 1-0015

n-29
1-0067 1-0024 1-0079

tS? 1-0063 1-0025 1-0099

i|r|j
1-0065 1-0067 1-0111 10057

19333-
1-0066 1-0062 10053

2^1 1-0064 1-0051

0-21
10060 1-0045 1-0358 1-0032

"o-24

1-0059

1-0068 Z
1-0045

24-29

iSs 10013 •9983 •9794 •9980

21-24
1-0012 •9989

29-36
25-27

1-0007 •9954

•9995

55=S
•9996

A glance at table II will show how these compare with the
results of other determinations. It will be remarked that,

although in no case do the figures (with the exception of Nee-
sen's) differ very greatly among themselves, still there is a re-

markable discrepancy in the indications of the position of the
minimum. The values deduced from the mechanical equiva-
lent certainly place the minimum at about 30°, while those

obtained from direct experiment as surely place it at about
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23°. There can be no doubt that experiments on the mechani-
cal equivalent can be made with far greater accuracy than
those on the specific heat by the method of mixture, and the

total variation between 0° and 30° is only about one per cent;

nevertheless it does appear surprising that three in •

series of results (two by one method and one by another) all

agreeing so closely on this poin i the orig-

inal value given by the mechanical equivalent. I have in vain
sought its cause in any constant error which I could detect

inherent in either method, and have now no explanation to

offer of this minor discrepancy, but reaffirm as the result of

direct experiment that the specific heat of water decreases from
zero to a point between twenty and thirty degrees centigrade.

Baltimore, May 16, 1883.
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sis of Prout does not rest on a more or less solid found
Other experimental laws, as for example, that of Boyle and Mar-
riotte, vary within certain narrow limits. May not Prout's hypoth-
esis be true under conditions not yet understood ? To ask such a
question is to deny the absolute constancy of atomic weights.

But if we put aside the atomic theory of the physicist which
regards atoms as actual indivisible particles, then the atomic
weight of an element represents only a certain quantity of matter
by weight, the carrier of a fixed quantity of chemical energy.
For other forms of energy, the quantity is far from being fixed by
the mass of matter ; on the contrary, the mass may be the same
and the energy increase, as when the velocity increases. Why
may not the same thing take place for chemical energy, although
confined within certain narrow limits ? At first it appea
to admit the possibility of a variation in the composition of a defi-

nite chemical compound. Carbon dioxide, for example, will no
longer be a body containing absolutely 32 parts of oxygen for 12

parts of carbon (or rather 31'92 for 11 -97); it will be a combina-
tion of carbon and oxygen in which the relative quantity of the
constituents may vary, for instance, between the limits 12:32 and
11-8:32. But will these varieties of carbon dioxide constitute

I lie same chemical compound ? Certainly up to a cer-

tain point. There will no longer be absolute identity, but the
properties in genera! - properties will re-

main the same. In fact the properties of a compound are only
the result of the reciprocal action of the elements which mutually
combine with and saturate each other, this state of saturation
remaining unchanged in all cases since the relative quantities of
chemical energy acting on the side of each element remain the
same in spite of the changes in the mass of the carriers of this

After the presentation of the above paper to the Chemical Soci-

ety of Paris by Wurtz, Schutzenberger gave his views on the

subject, enumerating the facts which led him to the conclusion that

the law of definite proportions was not absolute as generally sup-

posed. According to his analyses, a body such as water may
vary in composition between very narrow limits, the differences

not"sensibly affecting its properties. Between these limits, there

is a ratio corresponding to the maximum stability which in the

majority of cases is attained. A crystallized body, such as copper
sulphate or ferric oxide, is generally constant in 'composition, the

crystallization rigoroii-ly determining t\\< ratio; but i

ary the composition of bodies by varying the cir-

• which thevare formed. Ot'this he Jives the t'ol-

CnO and a current of oxygen, show always a loss o

1 to 1^ per cent when effected at a low temperature an<

where no carbonous oxide or empyreumatl
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products could escape. (2) When diamond is burned at a high

temperature in pure oxygen, the carbon dioxide formed has oxidis-

ing properties which it does not possess when produced by the com-
bustion of an organic compound at the expense of CuO. (3)

Barium carbonate obtained by precipitating baryta water pure.

boiling, by an excess of CO,, washing and drying at 100°, then at

Uu°, contains, a* I ^rzelius showed, 21*7 per cent CO, for 7S-.5 per

cent BaO. Heated to a red heat in a current of dry oxygen, it

increases considerably in weight without losing C0
2 ;

and the pro-

duct gives 22-0 to 22-05 of CO, to 76-5 of BaO. (4) In calcining

cream of tartar at a red ! i. it md lixiviating, i solution is obtained

which, on the addition of boiling baryta water, gives a homogene-
ous crystalline precipitate in fine needles, drying to a yellowish

powder, increasing in weight and becoming white by calcination

in oxygen. Before cab imuioi . ir contained 2T6 C0
2
to 76*5 BaO;

afterward 22*05 to 76-5. The potassium carbonate from the black

flux, previously heated to redness in a current of oxygen, gives

with baryta water in ebullition a white amorphous precipitate,

with a tint on drying rather blue than yellow, containing -j-j-ii

CO, and 70-5 BaO* (>>) When copper oxide is reduced by CO,
the ratio of the CO to O in nine of being 14 :8 is 14:8"05; while
it' the reduction is effected bv hvdrogen the ratio is 1 : 7'96. One
equivalent of CO can therefore remove 8'05 of O from CuO at a

dark red heat ; while <

iperature only 7"96. Ifjthe equivale

is] 1-91 and thi

the reduced copper and the water formed, it is found that the rat

of O to H is not constant, but varies with the state of division ai

of saturation of the ..xid.-. tin- duration of contact'ot the wat
formed with the oxide, an iture, from 7'95

8-15. The latter value is obtained with a saturated and divid.

oxide filling the tube; the former with oxide in lumps filling tl

tube for a space of 25 cm. With a larger empty space, the rat

has fallen to 7-90. (7) When the synthesis of water is effect,

by weighing the hydrogen consumed (as by dissolving a knov
weight of zinc in HC1) and the water formed, the ratio diffe

according to the contents of the combustion tubes. If it contai

granular CuO over a length of >f> mi. h-atcl to redness, the rat

of O
: H i- :•..,, to t-.»— 1

- ar a h»w f:r i-rature, 7'90to7'93;
the CuO is renl oxn 7'89 to 7*93. (8) Whe

than the precipitate, 1 oxide, Sn(>„ t"r. m calcined metastannie

contains more oxygen tl oxidizing the 1

Am. Jour. Sci.—Third Series, Vol. XXVI, No. 151.—July, 1888.



vhich has absolutely
hi pure water, decomposes this liquid rapidly with

<>f hydrogen and the production of ma:

S,-U/ititf< I '

oxygen than the formula requires. Ferric oxide obtained from
, gives the atomic weight 54 for Fe, from the formula

Fe
a
O

a ; while the ferric oxide obtained by roasting ferrous oxalate

gives 56. Lead oxide, when produced by calcining the nitrate

gives for lead an atomic weight of 207'2; while that obtained by
calcining the carbonate in nitrogen, contains less oxygen. The
same differences are observed with cadmium, zinc, and copper
oxide.—Bull. Soc. Ch., II, xxxix, 257, 263, Mch. 1883. g. f. b.

2. On Platinized Magnesium as a Reducing Agent.—Baixo hai

called attention to the fact that ma_
er, decomposes this liqui«

of platinic chloride. He
tneretore n ; magnesium as a reducing agent.

Some nitrobenzene, mixed with a few cubic centimeters of water
and enough alcohol to bring it into solution, was treated with
magnesium

;
no chloride,

action began and a feeble evolution of gas appeared. The liquid

filtered from the excess of magnesium and the hydrate, contained
aniline, the reduction being complete. For the detection of ni-

trobenzene this method has the advantage that the base is pro-
duced in the free state.

—

Ber. BerL Chem. Ges., xvi, 694, Apr.

3. On a New Synthesis of Anthracene.—In the hope of produc-
ing an isomeric tetraphenylethane, Anschutz and Et/izbackki;
studied the action of aluminum chloride upon tetrabromide of
acetylene dissolved in benzene. From the products of the reac-

tion, a hydrocarbon was easily isolated, difficultly soluble in the
ordinary solvents, which instead of the expected tetraphenyleth-
ane proved to be anthracene. The reaction may be represented
as follows :

—

C
6hJ H'+J^ [[[ Br+ H' CA=C 6

H
4ri ^C,H

4
+(HBr)

4^M CH
The importance of this synthesis is evident. In the first place it

affords the first experimental evidence for the assumption gener-
ally made that the middle carbon atoms in anthracene are direct 1}

united. And in the second, it i-
•

. i. , j,),. re;l(
*.

tion in which a single benzene molecule gives up r

atoms to unite with a hydrocarbon residue.

—

Ber. BerL Chem.

4. On the Preparation of Acetol from Sugar.—Acetol is the
alcohol of acetone. Emmkhlino and Looks ha\e prepared it from
both dextrose and saccharose. Anhydrous dextrose is fused in a

retort and half its weight of caustic potash added in small pieces.

With active evolution of empyreumatie fumes, a li-p;

over which r fci n m fcbecoJd. On I

a combustible liquid was obtained boiling at 80°. But the dehy-
drating process is difficult ; so that the presence of the acetol was
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proved: 1st, by oxidation with < gave acetic
and carbonic acids; and 2d, by reducing copper oxide with it.

Saccharose also yields acetol by this treatment.

—

Ber. Burl. Qhem.
G-es., xvi, 837, April, 1883. g. F. b.

5. On the Product of the slow Combustion of Ether.—Tbe
peculiarly penetrating odor produced by the slow combustion of
ether has been examined by Legler. From 150 to 200 c. c. of
ether, 25 to 30 c. c. of the crude product was obtained. This
exposed for ten days over sulphuric acid gave crystals in rhom-
bic prisms resembling ice flowers, soluble in water, alcohol, ether
and chloroform, fusing at 51°, neutral in r<

-> numbers' leading to the formula t.\,ll
s;
,O

a:
. With

evolves hydrogen, formic acid an
^ ith ai ni; ( . • gives oxygen with the other bodies. Li, '.;,,

Ann., ccxvii, 381, April, 1883. g. f. b.

'

6. CurveJ <i;fraction yratinys.—Mr. R. T. Glazebbook enters
mto a mathematical investigation to show that the concave grat-
ings of Professor Rowland are subject to aberration effects. He
shows that concave gr;vfin--s may have too large a surface, ami
that better effects can h \\vz over a certain por-

tion of the ruled surface. He finds that in one grating " if its

size be reduced to f of what it actually is, the extreme lateral

aberration will be reduced to about ^ of its actual value, thus
becoming about^ of a centimeter, and the extreme dim rence of

••. - "... ....• -. ' ..-. -

than a concave grating.—/3
/;;/. May., June, 1883, 414-423.

7. Reymeratic theory of Solar action—Under this title Mr.

evidence is toi i
I i u t me!ar\ ttm sph >-<• i differei < u . >m-

position at hi-h and low altitudes. (thv-Lu-kc and Tlmnard
collected air in a l.allo.m at an elevation of 7,000 meters and
found that it contained • xaeth the >ame prop, rtionai quantity »i

oxygen as that collected at the same time in Paris. Brunner
air collected at the top and at the bottom of the

Faulhorn and found the same proportions of oxvsien and nitro-

gen. Frankland has found that the composition of air up to

altitudes of 14,000 feet is constant. There is therefore, no ter-

restrial < \ i.iei ce ot the - paration of tie c istit n ms of the atmos-
!''-"-< which th, tin -rv suj.p,.sev Aicaiu the evidence for the
theory deduced from the composition of meteorites is not conclu-
sive.

^
In "certain meteorite- a verv large proportion of carbon

dioxide is found

—

nr — in our atmosphere.
This would seem toind 3 through an
atmosphere very ricl - shown that
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proportion of water is contained in the porous structure of
"" he and Prof. Smith have also detected the presence

of carbonaceous substances in meteoric bodies. When the meteor
is raised to a high temperature by coming into contact with our

atmosphere—the water of constil imposed, the

hydrogen being set free and the oxygen would then combine to

form magnetic oxide. The fused shell of the exterior of the

meteorite would thus enclose gases at a high pressure. Since all

the planets are also immersed in the supposed atmosphere—of Dr.

Siemens, an a- rial current should form constantly in the northern
hemisphere from the northeast, and in the southern from the

southeast. These currents would be opposed to the " return

trades." Mr. Cook discusses the dissociation effects in the atmos-
phere of the sun, and finds that the constitution of the gases pro-

ject e( I into space would be very different from that supposed by
Dr. Siemens. The spectroscopy of the stars moreover affords no
evidence of Dr. Siemens' hypothesis.

—

Phil. 3Iag., June, 1883, pp.
400-405. j. t.

8. Effect of Pressure on the melting point of ice.—The experi-

ment of Bottomley, which apparently illustrates the fact that in-

creased pre-- ! water, is well-known.
A wire weighted at both ends is thrown over a cake of ice and
cuts through it. The ice melts beneath the wire and freezes abov
it. Professor Guthrie, al

in London, April 28th, II

the wire conducts heat to the ice from the atmosphere and that

the experiment does not illustrate the well-known fact that in-

creased pressure lowers the freezing point. A silk wire, weighted
to the same amount as a metallic wire, will not cut through a

block of ice. j. x.

9. Electro-technische Bibliotliek; Vienna, 1883 (A. Hartleben's
Verlag) : II, Die elektrische Kraftubertragung und ihre Anwend-
ung in'.ler Praxis, mit bosonderer Pficksicht auf die Fortleitung
und Vertheil o Stromes, dargestellt von Eduard
Japing. 239 pp. 12mo.

III, Das elektri-.-lit !.'• lit und die hierzu angewendeten Lampen,
Kohlen und Beleuchtungskorper, dargestellt von Dr. Alfred von

v. 223 pp. 12mo.
IV, Die galvanischen Batterien Accumulatoren und Thermo-

-aulen, eine Beschreibung der hydro- und thermo-elektrischen
!i mit besonderer Rucksicht auf die Bediirfnisse der

Praxis von \V. Ph. Ilauck. 320 pp. 12mo.
XI, Die elektrischen Beleuchtungs-Anlagen mit besonderer

s gathered from the title-
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The individual volumes are small, and yet they cont
amount of in! into a -mall space,

pie the volume on the Electrical Light, after tin- discussion of the

light and

live heads: first, the incandescence lights based upon imperfect
conductive power; second, those with imperfect contact; third,

the arc lights which are regulated by an electro-magnet; fourth,
the electrical candles; fifth, the lamps with inclined carbons.
Under these five heads, some 80 forms of lamps are described,
most of them with the assistance of excellent figures. Volume
XI of the series, by the same author, discusses the remainder of

the subject, that is the productioi I be electrical

current used to produce the light, and the various other related

topics. Volume II on the distribution of energy of the electrical

•urn nt. and volume IV, on galvanic batteries, contain a clear,

and in so far as the space allows, satisfactory discussion of these
subjects.

II. Geology and Mineralogy.

1. Geological tinification.—Tha Swiss "Comite <f ujiifc.ithn
G;,;/,.gi,/m , ( ,f which Prof. Renevier is President, held it- third

meeting at Berne, on the 9th of April last, and was occupied with

a discussion ot questions submitted to it in a circular from Pro-
frsx.r C'apellini of Bologna. President of the last Congress. These
questions are to be acted upon at the mating at Zurich in August
next. The points of widest interest are the following :

(1) In the scheme for the chart of Europe, which has 27 strati-

subdivisions, the committee proposes to have the number
"t di\ isions of the Cretaceous made thr>> instead ot' two, and the
Permian to have but one in place of two. The Gault and Ceno-
monian mak< the middle Cretaceous.

(2) The uniting of the Rhetian to the Lias is recommended, to
'- eks and fo>sil> it is allied. In Switzerland the Rhe-

'
i - - • .. i - _ , ii , i t« 1 tiassic which

is ordinarily without fossils.

(4) The separation of the Flysch from the Eocene and its union
with the Olio-oceiie would h< impossible in the larger part of the
s «"i^ A ps. T e \ imuiulit . beds an of'

the Flysch.

(5) The Silurian group with its three divisions, of which the

lower corresponds to the C imbrian. sin uld be represented on the
'»<!> by a single color, of three different shades, as r,

^vnth by Professor Hebert before the Geological Society of

a paper aiming to pn> should be

;-u ;i s it< lowest subdivision. The view cor-

responds to Bar ramie's three Silurian faunas, the fr.it. .<><;,..

I

accords wit: Vmeriea. A separation of the

Cambrian from the 9) '

ifl above proposed, is



higher at Bologna (see this Journal, xxiii, 151, 1882
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not sustained by any sufficient paleontological or stral

The Carl. | bave its three subdivisions, the

Culm (Subcv .- and Permian; and so

also the Devonian.
A gray color is recommended for the Carboniferous ; an olive

green for the Devonian, and brown tor the Silurian.

(7) The term Series should be used for the highest subdivision.
"" Group for the third in grade. Group was suggested for the

.his Jo
.idered also other points. It regards hv

shades of yellow for the Tertiary as more than can be made dis-

tinct, and recommends four. A bright yellow^ is recommended tot

the Drift, or Dilu\ iru d. {...sit-, nul the same dotted lor the Pliocene
which "ne sont la plupart du temps que les formation- marines
contemporaines des depots erratiques anciens, dits <piaternaires

ou diluviens."

The grouping with reference to eruptive rocks proposed at

Bologna is objected to.

The division " porphyritie ro<'ks" is based, it states, only on
mode of texture, while, in other cases, the reference is to chemical

)gran-

:

nic rorks is, objected to, it inclu'diug truehvtic as well as basaltic

kinds. The Swiss committee proposes the two primary divisions

of recent and anrUnt eruptive rocks; and, under these, the two
groups of acidb- and fnisio. For -s. where the
lavas are often of different kinds, variously mingled, a separate
color is recommended.
The five colors for the eruptive areas should be some tint of

red; and those proposed are carmine red for ancient acidic erup-

tive; purplish red for ancient basic; scarlet red for recent acidic
;

and brown ish red for recent basic; minium red for modern erup-

For the A e proposes three shades of rose;

for the Trias, three of violet; the R sive, Wut :

Cretaceous, green; in each case, the older of the subdivisions the

deepest in shade of eoj,u\ and if there are four >ubdi\ isions in an\

matotherium and Dilophodon, two new Eocen e Lophh
W. B. Scott. The last paper ii ed by pis

VII, VIII (three of them foldec1), in lithographT-
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Mr. Bruce's paper on Brain casts of Tertiary Mammals closes
with the following conclusions

:

In conclusion it seems proper to point out some phases of en-
cephalic growth which the casts described suggest. When com-
parison was possible, the casts, after making due allowances for
the minor features of the hrain which cannot he well represented
by a cast, were found to be smaller and less highly convoluted
than the brains of existing mammals of the same size and order.
The casts of Oreodon were much smaller than the pig's hrain:
making deductions for the smaller size of Oreodon, which the
numerous remains of its skeleton amply prove, it appears that the
^raiu of the pig is relatively larger.

' The hrain east of Poebro-
thenuin does not admit of any exact comparison with the brains
"^existing Camelidae.
The hrain east of Megencephalon, though smaller than the sea-

t any exact comparison with the
brain of the otter, in the alienee of the cranial bones. The brain

auch larger than that of a cat.

As before intimated, the brain of Leptictis must have been

-idering the size of the animal In all the casts where
distinct, the cerebellum is nearly or entirely uncovered by

r the cerebel'

Consequently, the evidence presented
l»V the specimens described confirms the -tarement of Professor
Marsh, that most Tertian- .'Mammals had small brains, and that

"'icephalie growth has be<a nminh eonfm, 1 to cerebral growth.
It seems probable 1

1

of the hemisp eres were i 1. tin. 1, i d of tin loi:- tudi i ti t pi .

nil ning pai dlel to t he dorsiim-o, « tl itt « h ire. The fact

that the brains ot Podentia, K«h tan md hi^ciiv-ra gei ill}

present this type of gyri, is eviih n< e th

gyri were arranged as stated. The brain casts of the Carnivora
described, wdth the exception <>t M>

:
i>
; '

>

'

hibit nearly straight longitudinal gyri, not diverging from the
meson anteriorly or posteriorly, as do the corresponding gyri on
the cerebra of modern Carnivora. Moreover, t he transverse crucial

fissure prominent in existing Carnivora, if present at all, must
have been quite rudimentary. * *
The large size of the cerebellum in tonsil mammals has been

pointed out. However, it does not necessarily follow from this

that there has HO t been an increase of cerebellar cortex effected,

;is in the cerebrum, bv the folding of the surface. The most no-

ticeable feature of the »ta examined is the

prominent middh Lobe. Kxisi ng u mals ,,f th«

possess a simihirh configured cerebellum. In man '

'-

a. It seems probable that there

lie lobe and a concomit-
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ant increase of the lateral cerebellar lobes with progressive evolu-

Moreover, the supposition that the middle cerebellar lobe of

the Mammalia wu* primarily the largest cerebellar lobe is sup-

ported by en tee, that lobe being prominent in

the embryonic phases of the higher Mammalia, where it subse-

quently becomes smaller than the lateral lobes.

3. Die Vergletscherung der deutschen Alpen, ihre Ursachen,
{,?,- ioJ;.*<-},(: Wnth rk< Jn\ Hud ihr Einfluxs auf die liodrng^hd-

tung. [The Glaciation of the German Alps ; its cmt&es,

col i' i rv//vv ni'f , nii'l it* iiijhir„i; i, /i .-<iirf<i'-<—i'itJigiir>ttit>ii.\ ("-

krnnte Pre'tsschrift ; von Dr. Albeecht Penck. pp. viii -j- 484,

with 16 wood-cuts, 2 maps and 2 tables. Leipzig, Barth, 1882.—
This important t re a tise is divided into three sections, viz : I. The
la<t J.niation of Upper Bavaria and North Tyrol; II. Older

irlaciath.n of Upper Bavaria and North Tyrol; and III. The
formation of the Upper Bavarian lakes. In addition it includes

'•ctively of

ology, and a

> of glacial climate.

pp,r

3onclu

admirable resume of the history of glacial geofc

thorough '

'

In the second section, which is of greatest general interest, it

is shown that the phenomena of the Bavarian and Tyrolese Alps
afford decisive evidence, coming from diverse independent sources,

of two widely separated epochs of extensive glaciation, with more
equivocal evidence ot an intermediate epoch of less energetic ice-

work. Thus, the Hottingen breccia (hitherto regarded asAlioeeue
I'rom the character of it- plant remains) is a type of certain ob-

scure formations of the northern Alps, which have long been
known to be unconformably overlain by glacial deposits. Now
Peuck finds that this breccia at 1 lot.tingen (near Innsbruck) is

simply an ancient alluvial deposit, and moreover that it reposes
uuconforn ibly upon older glacial deposits. It accordingly indi-

cates the following vicissitudes during the a-glacial period which
it represents: (a) The formation of an extensive alluvial deposit;

(/>) the cementation of its materials into a compact breccia; (/•)

erosion of the illation of stream allu-

vium in places; (d) considerable changes in the configuration of

the valley, ami excavation of the stream-channel below the level

of the breccia, and (> ) accumulation of the basal stratified beds

(unt< rgl ui ds< lu«tt< t) of the second ice-epoch to a depth of 200 m.

(p. 238). Like relations among analogous formations occur else-

where. From the assemblage of phenomena the historical se-

1. First f/laeiation and retreat of the ice.

2. Formation oi a great alluvial deposit ; clothing of the vicinity

of the Inn valleys by vegetation : cementation of the deposit

and coi i alley.

3. Probable re-distribution of the rocks of the central Alps, over

their northern flanks, perhaps by a second glaciation.
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4. Accumulation of stream detritus nearly to the base of the
Hottingen breccia; re-excavation of the Inn valley to its

previous depth.
5. Advent of the last glaciation ; deposition of the laminated

clays of Arzl, and of the coal of Miihlau; accumulation of

the basal glacial deposit- overlying tlie Hottingen breccia;

the valley sides, with retreat of the glaciers.

6. Erosion of the Inn valley; excavation of ravines within and
deposition of alluvial beds upon the terraces (p. 243).

Thus, again, a typical section of the " inter-glacial" coal of the

IJlyr valley, near ' Imberg, expo-ts a ground "moraine 40-60 m.

I conglomerate of local materia!-.

which, with the included members, reaches a thickness of fully

25 m. Within this conglomerate occur two coal-seams respec-

tively | m. and 2 m. thick, and beneath the coal, a bed of lamin-
ated clay some 8 m. tl.. -1 sticks and twigs.
Below all, lies a ground moraine, filled with scratched bowlders
and pebbles, in m. thick. Thi- sequence and the coincident pheno-
mena in various parts of the Iller valley indicate the following

1. The valley became filled with glaciers which, in the vicinity of

Sonthofen, descended to within 900 m. above sea level.

Temperature low.
2. The glaciers withdrew; gravel-beds attaining a thickness of

60 m. were deposited. Elevation of temperature.
3. Vegetation extended over the newly-formed gravel surfaces.

thickness exceeds 3 m. ;
which accumulation of vegetal

matter could onlv have taken place during a long period.

The coal-seams becam< - -avel-beds.

4. The Iller valley was excavated to a depth of 210 to 220 m. Tem-
perature remained high.

5. The glacier expanded a second time. Tl

fell (p. 261).

Similarly, the protean deposit long known as " Alpine diluvium"
19 essentially bipartite in structure. The upper and newer divi-

sion, which is of uncons, ,l.,t.-d wan-r-wa-died material- •
}

•
>'-

, •

connected with its moraines (the term
which it is convmdentlv designated, ha- no K • -1

l

di-p.-rsiou and disposition of high-
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Alpine materials. Finally, of the two distinct zones of moraines
. rht.' bavarian Alps, ihe outermost is uuconformably

overlain by stratitio.l loams and clays, h>>, and other peripheral

representatives of the newer " diluvium," which must have been
nines of the inner zone

;

which moraines are without such covering. Alike from the

breccias, from the "inter-glacial" coal, from the flood deposits
and from the moraines of the Alps, then, the recurrence of eras of

glacial climate is determined; and in each case the intervals

separating the successive ice-periods are shown to have been far

In the third section it is shown that the glacial deposits of the
Bavarian plat i an ire < pii\ ih n to a layer Hi m. in average thick

ness over the whole area whence the materials were derived; yet,

since even this enormous volume is far less than the total content of

the excavated depressions of the area, it appears that the config-

uration of this portion of the Alps must be due to ,

stream-work, and that glacial erosion must have only served to

modify the preexistent topograph v. It is further* shown by
detailed consideration of the phenomena of individual cases that
most of the larger lake- of upper Havana occupy basins scooped
out by glaciers, and the multifarious objections to the general
hypothesis of glacial excavation of hike-basins are discussed at

:

as applied to the region in question, proven to be
maiiilv invalid; vet so catholic are the author's opinions that he
questions win titer ice is a more effective engine of erosion than

smaller Havarian lake- are shown to generally lie in local depres-

. itu enunciated by Wallace in -'Island Life"*

i.endices" contain details as to altitudes at which erratic

has been noticed at leni

of the thorough, libera!

ferent phases of the su
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pelled to endorse the opinion expressed in the Last-mentioned
review, that "to all who are interested in the study of glacial
neology we can recommend this treatise as the most important
contribution on the subj< t wl ic.i ! - appear* 1

•>'
i ite vears."

4. Dinosaurian of the Laramie or Lignitic group.—In the
American Naturalist for July, 1883 (p. 774), Professor Cope has
i paper on " the Structure and Appearance of a Laramie Dino-
,;iliri;'"." from a nearh perfect skel« »

. found b\ Messrs. Wort-
man and Hill, in Dakota, of the Didoriim mirabiiu of Leidy,
a species closely related to the Hadrosaurus Foulkei. I in-

states that the total length of the skeleton is :;> feet ; that of the
skull 1-18 meters. The skull is much " like that of a goose." The

LB remarkable for its complexity and for the difference
between the superior and interior series; it includes more teeth
:

! tan the Hadrosaurus, there being 630 in each maxillary bone,
and 406 in each splenial bone, making in all 2,072. Dermal or
corneous structures have left distinct traces in the soft sandstone
about the end of the beak-like muzzle. The affinity of the Dino-
saurs to birds is confirmed by the skeleton, but Professor Cope
remarks that it is empirical rather than essential and is confined

- *- t points, as the form and position of the vomer, the large

opment of the premaxillary bone and the toothless character

Professor Cope
i of the premaxillary a bo

i and the dentary. Professor Cope says that s

ttension of the premaxillary above the ma
verlap the lacrymal, is unique among Veri

5. Wyoming HL-itoriiurf and G< oh>gir,il Sncktg.-

1|
i- '»<« mU publish* d a list of Palo/, i. fossil Insects ot t! . V \ in \\

Mates and Canada, with full references and synonymy, by R. D.
Lacoe. 20 pp. 8vo.

6. Sapphire from __...

fore the New York Acad. ..f Sciences, April 30,

ee of jasper, agate and e

that were found near San Geronimo, Estada de Oaxaca
near the Isthmus of Teh u ten . v Ibrmii; t to me. for examin-
ation as to their gem value, by Mr. Knight Xeftel, I was sur-

prised to find a rolled pebble of sapphire (corundum). It had
a "iottlcd 1,1 u i! d yel > visl white color; it was slight

slncent, and did not show any cry s;-

the rolling seemed to have brought' it" the cieavag. more Ib-

- n-fle. \m\t a pearl v luster. The specim.
19-223 grams. The specific gravity. 3-noo2, is exceptionally low.

OUt this mav be dsie ti> the n;.: .
From this

single pebble it would he impossible t - decide whether gems

of Ceylon, although elsewhere no gems aw
ssible V "

"

may exist there in large quantities and thus prove
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7. Explanatory XoU concemhaj u
trh:!ini< pyroxene"; by

Whitman Cboss.—In the Bulletin No. I of the U. S. Geological

Survey, entitled: u On H ypersthene-Andesite and on Triclinic

Pyroxene in Augitic rocks,
1
' which has recently been published,

and of which aiiabstract appeared in this Journal for February
last (p. 139), I took the ground that a part of the pyroxene asu-

;ill\ considered as augite in many rocks, must, from it- optical

properties, he referred to tin- triefinic -y^tem. Since the publica-

tion of the Bulletin Mr. Jos. P. Iddings of the U. S. Geological

Survey has very kindly called my attention to the exhaustive in-

vestigations of Foinpie and Lev\ |" Mineralogh Mierographique,"

p. 349) upon the optical properties of monoclinic pyroxene, in

which they show that the ellipsoid of elasticity is so situated as

to produce very ^reai variations in optical behavior in sections

which are on <ch other. This is especially the

case for those sections which vary but a few degrees in position

from the one normal to the vertical crystallographic axis. A
moderation of the matter in the light of the calculations

of Fouque and Levy, has convinced me that a great majority of

the instances cited in the Bulletin as indicating a triclinic pyrox-

ene, are explainable as augite, and that the few cases which still

seem anomalous are not in themselves sufficient to justify a refer-

ence to the triclinic system.

Tn explanation of this er

Fouque and Levy was not a<

on "triclinic pyroxene" was written, tor, although only recently

published the manuscript was completed and had been sent in for

publication long before.

In regard '-site I may add that it has been
recently found in abundance among the volcanic rocks of Southern
Colorado. Also, that the hypersthene has been isolated from

"-andesites of Hungary, viz: from Bagonya,
Bath, and from the Tokajer Berg. The analyses of these hyper-

sthenes, although not yet ready for publication, show them to be
fully normal and preclude the possibility of an admixture of

augite in the substance analyzed.

8. The Minerals of New South Wales; by Archibald Liv-

krsidge. 137 pp. Sydney, 1882.—This valuable monograph on

the mineralogy of New South Wales forme a part of a volume
published by the Department of Mines. This volume <

Wilkinson; also a catalogue o >rks, papers, <

istralia i

Jack. The paper by
i
-

idge, Jr. and Robert Logan Jack. The papei
"

Profosor Liversidge contains a description of the minerals of

nged in order, with numerous analyses; a list of the

rrenee of gold in New
South W; es i- k-cribed with especia fullness; souu intei >'wi

facts are given in regard to the finding of large nuggets, in wMco
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respect, however, Victoria is far beyond New South Wales ; the
average fineness of the gold is stated to be 93| per cent gold and
6 per cent silver ; in Victoria, on the other hand, it is 96 gold
:md :\\ silver, while to the north, in Queensland, it is only ahout

87£ gold and 12 silver. The analyses of a large number of differ-

ent kinds of coal are also given.

III. Botany and Zoology.

,
tab.

already !

Agrostologist." The first part of the work, in Ge
morphological and histological ; and to this belong the e

plates, illustrating the innovation, the structure of st<

leaves in magnified sections, etc. To which is added an

i the grade of w gpeoies*bi

i geograph
ybridity, plan of taxonomical arr

1
'

*
' distribution, and a glanc

pages, is the " Descriptio Specierum." Hackel excludes
u/pia from his genus, and distinguishes Festuca from P<«t

specially bv the hilar macula being linear or linear-lanceolate

=f"d of nearly half the length of the caryopsis, instead of puncti-
form. Some idea of the thoroughness of the author's treatment,
of his views of species, and of his particularity in regard to

maybe gathered from his work upon the first species
of his monograph, namely F. ovhut, L., " sensu ampli-simo," a-

' receives it. It is the type ot his section <>,>„>. md t! - I

section Intravag incites, where it i- associated wit*

species, all of the old world. It includes nine subspecies, tin

->>>>l»>t, the last V> '•/> > /; '. « 1 it li i> !" '- diar to Gn en-

Norrh America. Eu-ovina omprist'S eight

its var. luih/aris has five named subvarieties, the var. dnri>/s>->>?"

bas >rven. etc. F.stnr,i rubra, L. the tvpe of the e.<'!r

rejoices in six subspecies, s.,me of which ran to -even varieties.

Tn^Z
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of the Barbary States (of Tunisia and Morocco as well as Algeria),

to which Dr. Cosson has devoted so many years of labor, is now
getting forward. The first half of the first volume, issued in

1881, with elaborate maps, is devoted to History and Geography.
Under the first head is a full account of all the botanists who
have collected in the Barbary States, or have written upon their

botany,—beginning with Tradescant, in 1620, and, among the

rest, giving" a very interesting account of the Berber Ibrahim,

and of the Rabbi Mardochee, who have essentially helped in the

knowledge of the botany of Morocco, collecting where no Euro-
pean could venture. Under the head of Geography is a full

gazetteer of the names of places and stations, a geographical
bibliography, an original sketch of the regions, the cartography,

4. Illustrationes Flora? Atlanticm, by the same author, Fasc.

I, with 25 plates, in imp. 4to, appeared last autumn. The plates

are capital lithographs, from drawings by Cusin. They illustrate

i.i'W R<u}m<ruhtc>-<-p, PupuKtmcecB and Cruciferce, and are accom-
panied by 32 pages of letter-press of the same size. With all fcbifl

is progress, the indefatigable author is again in the field of explo-

5. Systematic Census of Australian Plants, icith Chronologic,
L'lt'i-ary, dinl Groyruphir Annotations ; by Baron Ferdinand
\o\ Miller. . . . Government Botanist for the Colony of Vic-
toria. Part I. Vasculares. Melbourne, 1882. pp. 152, 4to.

—

Another token of F. von M filler's wonderful industry and persever-
ance. By the use of small type, which allows nearly eighty V
to the page, and by abbreviated references, we are here suppn
with a systematic list of all the Phamogamous and Vascular Cryp-

<e ot small type, which allows i,< any eighty i in* —

by abbreviated references, we are here supplied
c list of all the Pbamogamous and Vascular Cr

togamous plant* of Australia, with full reference to authority '<

place of publication, geographical distribution in Australia"; and
with much fuller references to the authority for the genera than
the Flora Australiensis affords. The name of the author is gen-
erally printed without abbreviation, his work cited down to vol-

ume, page, and figure. Great pains are also taken to trace generic
names to their original. When such names have come down
from the herbalists or from the ancients, they are cited thus:
" Clematis, Linne, gen. pi. 163 (1737) from l'Ecluse (1576)."
Anemone, Tournefort, inst. sci. herb. 275, t. 147 (1700), "from
Hippocrates, Theophrastos and I >i ( .sea. rides." Useful learning,

certainly, but some would sav in a <r„, M l degree wasted upon'

a

catalogue of this kind. And why " Linne," after a fashion of the
French zoologists ? Linn, or binnmt% is surely to be preferred.

It seems to us that more is lost than is gained by the intercala-

tion of the monochlamydeous orders among the Polypetahe; but

whatever our theoretical opinion, considering that the Flora Aus-
tralians;, and the new Keiieru I 'hint a rum are just completed upon
the ordinary model, we should have spared the Australian stu-
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petalae and Synpetalce, and still more Calycece and Acah/^t>r. in

abeyance. All this is, in a good degree, a matter of taste and
propriety, in respect to which a botanist who has done and is do-

ing so much, so single-handed, and - disinterestedly n-r the flora

on the Au>->ti liai continent, iv !>< i! lowed J 1 n < very mud
his own way, subject, of course, to differences of opinion, a. g.

6. Dredgings of the Steamer " Blaker— The Bulletin of the
Miwoum . k ( 'o;n] ru-ative Zoology, Vol. X, No. 5, is ocem
a Report on the Fishes, by G. Brown Goode and Tarleton H. Bean.

IV. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. American Journal of Soiena and Arts.—In a notice of the
decease of Professor Kirtland in volume xv of this Journal (1878),
the remark was made that he was the last of its original sub-

scribers. Dr. Isaac Lea, of Philadelphia, has recently sent ns

copies of his early correspondence with Professor Silliman. in

1818, with regard to the establishment of the Journal, together
with a list of subscribers—all members of the Academy of Nat-
ural Sciences—which he obtained for him before the first number
was issued. As the facts hav. m..»n than; privat* interest, we
here publish the list of names obtained bv Dr. Lea, in response
to Professor Silliman's letter to him, dated' New Haven, April 3,

1818—which reads as follows:
"Sir: Will you pardon the liberty I take in requesting your

; favor for the Journal and your contribu-

es, provided the plan meets your approbation."
' respectfully, your much obliged B. Sii.uman.

f the p] letter—in nearly the

the Journal.
The list of subscribers i- as follows:

IntL

1792) and is "till voun'u in'! i'V
/'"

i! fin "'n
He remarks in his' recent letter, that he wa
^illiman that the reception of the list of
point with him; be thought that it a p<

2. Note on the Eiirth.piafo <>f S, ,,!,>.,,

A. Ernst, Professor of Natural* Hi-torv.
(communicated in a letter dated Caracc
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Principal Characters of American Jurassic Dinosaurs.
Part VI : Restoration of Brontosaurus, (with plate I) ; by
Professor O. 0. Marsh.

nportant characters of the order Sauropoda.

ume on this group is now in preparation, and the illustra-

is (90 plates) are nearly completed. One of these is a resto-

on of Brontosaurus, which has so many points of interest

t a reduced figure is here presented. Several new charac-

i of this group are added, some of which will be of interest

Restoration of Brontosaurus, (Plate I.)

Nearly all the bones here represented belonged to a single

tal, which when alive was nearly or quite fifty feet in

length. The position here given was mainly determined by a
careful adjustment of these remains. That tii-

1 animal at times

assumed a more erect position than here represented m
but locomotion on the posterior limbs alone was hardly possible.

The head was remarkably small. The neck was long, and,

considering its proportions, flexible, and was the lightest portion
of the vertebral column. The body was quite short, and the

abdominal cavity of moderate size. The legs and feet were
massive, and the bones all solid. The feet were plai

*This Journal, xvi, 411, Nov. 1878; xvii, 86, Jan. 1879; xxi, 417, May, 1881;
and xxiii, 81, Jan. 1882.

Am. Jour. Sci.—Third Sbbies, Vol. XXVI, No. 152.-August, 1883.
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and each foot-print must have been about a square yard in

extent. The tail was large, and nearly all the bones solid.

The diminutive head will first attract attention, as it is

oportion to the body than in any vertebrate hitherto

e entire skull is less in diameter or actual weight

than the fourth or tilth cervical vertebra.

A careful estimate of the size of Brontosaurus, as here re-

stored, shows that when living the animal must have weighed
more than twenty tons. The very small head and brain, and
slender neural cord, indicate a stupid, slow moving reptile.

The beast was wholly without offensive or defensive weapons,

or dermal armature.
In habits, Brontosaurus was more or less amphibious, and

its food was probably aquatic plants or other succulent veg-

etation. The remains are usually found in localities where the

animals had evidently become mired.

Pituitary Fossa.

In Morosaurus, the pituitary fossa is comparatively shallow,

much like that in the crocodile, and many birds, being con-

nected with the under surface of the skull by the two usual

divergent foramina for the passage of the internal carotid arte-

ries. In Apatosaurus, however, it is remarkubly dillercnt.

Here the fossa becomes enlarged into a vertical canal, which,

expanding below, communicates by a wide transverse orifice

with the pharyngeal cavity. The arterial foramina are here

canals thinly covered over with bone, and open just within the

rim of the lower orifice. The
}

E has a firm

smooth wall throughout. The openings are both transverse,

and oval in shape. The upper one is eighteen by six milli-

meters in its diameters ; the lower opening thirty by twelve.

This remarkable connection of the cerebral cavity with the

alimentary canal is an embryonic character, and corresponds

to the condition observed in the chick at the fifth day of incu-

bation. This peculiar feature appears to be a family character

of the Atlantosauridifi.

Post-occipital Bones.

> genera of the Sauropoda, {Morosaurus and Bron\

,nd probably in all members of this order, there is

nail bones connected with the skull which have m
hitherto been observed in any vertebrates. These bones, whic

may be called the post-occipiial bones, were found in position

one specimen, and with the skull in several others. When

;•
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place, they are attached to the occiput just above the foramen
magnum, and extend backward and outward, overlapping the

lateral pieces of the atlas, thus protecting the spinal cord at

this point, which would otherwise be much exposed.
These bones are short, flattened, and slightly curved, resem-

bling somewhat a' riblet. The anterior end is thickened and
rugose for attachment to a roughened surface on the exoccipital.

just above and outside the foramen magnum. The shaft is

flattened from above downward, and gradually converges to a
thin posterior end. in M<n ?<mru» <jram./is, these bones are about
65 mm. in length, and 30 along the surface which joins the occi-

put. They correspond in position to the muscle in mammals
known as the rectus capitis posticus minor.

In the existing Cormorants (Oracuhis) a single slender bone
is articulated to the occiput on the median line. This,

however, does not correspond to the bones here described.

To distinguish it from the post-occipitals, it may be called

the nuchal bone.

In the skull of Morosaurus in which the post-occipital bones
were found in position and the other bones at the base of the

skull were undisturbed, a careful search was made for the
stapes, but no indication of it was found. Its absence in this

specimen, so well preserved, would indicate that it was wanting
in this genus, if not in the other Sauropoda.

Columella present.

In a skull of Brontosaurus in which the bones, although dis-

placed, were in very perfect preservation, a pair of bones were
fo,1 '"l which apparently are the columellas. They are elonga-
ted, flattened bones, with the shaft somewhat constricted in

the middle, and twisted. Their length corresponds to the

elevated posterior part of the skull in this genus.

Hyoid bones.

There are two pairs of hyoid bones in the Sauropoda. They
are elongated, rodlike, and' somewhat curved. In Brontosaurus
excelsus, they are 210 and 130 mm. in length respectively.

Among the other points of interest in the skull of the

Sauropoda are the following :

The parietal bones are very short, and form but a small por-
tion of the brain case. They are composed chiefly of the flat-

tened arched processes, which meet with the squamosals
at their outer ends. There is no parietal foramen. The
squamosals lie upon the par-occipital processes. They have a
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process, they expand into a thin spoon-shaped form, which
fits over the head of the quadrate. The quadrate has an oval

rounded head, and slender shaft. Below, it is firmly united to

the pterygoids. On the outer side, the quadrato-jugals are

attached'. These bones are elongate, and slightly sigmoid

in shape. The lower end is rodlike, and curved forward,

descending below the articular surface of the quadrate. The
pterygoids are tri-radiate bones, with the posterior ends cup-

shaped, resembling the partially closed human hand. This

cavity, somewhat restricted by a thumb-like process, receives

the basi- pterygoid process.

The Vertebrae.

There are twenty-seven precaudal vertebrae in Brontosaurus,

of which the first twelve bear pleurapophyses, or hatchet bones,

united to the centra, and may hence be called true cervicals.

Of the remaining twelve which bear free ribs, the thirteenth,

fourteenth, and fifteenth have the surface for the articulation

of the head of the rib on the centrum, below the neural suture.

All the precaudal vertebra? have large cavities in the centrum,

communicating exteriorly with the surface by means of large

lateral foramina. This cavernous structure of the vertebra?

gradually decreases posteriorly, until in the anterior caudal

vertebras it is confined to a small pocket above the transverse

process. The neural arches of the presacral vertebras contain

numerous deep cavities. The pleurapophyses of the cervical

vertebras are also reticulate in their structure, and some of the

anterior ribs have small but deep fossae below the tubercle.

POST-METAPOPHYSES.

On the last two or three cervical vertebrae of Brontosaurus,

there is a convoluted ridge of bone over the posterior zyga-

pophyses. In the anterior dorsals, this ridge becomes stronger

and more elongated, forming a distinct protuberance. These

processes have not hitherto been described. As they are

analogous to the processes in mammals known as meta-

pophvses, they may bear the same general name, being distin-

guished as .the post-metapophyses. The term pre-metapophy-

ses should then be applied to the processes in mammals.
The post-metapophyses probably serve for the attachment of

ligaments in the placeof the neural spine, which is here wholly

wanting. These processes, which are at first oblique in posi-

;ully become more vertical and stouter, and, coalescing

at their bases, finally become united throughout, and are thus

converted into the neural spine.
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F<etal Dinosaurs.

Remains of a very small dinosaur were found in immediate
relation with the type speeimen of Morosaurus grandis. These
remains, which consist of a complete femur, the larger portion
of both .humeri, and several vertebne, show no essentia] (infer-

ences from the large specimens except m size, an<l indicate an
animal of perhaps seven feet in length, and little more than two
feel in height. The imperfect ossification of_ these bones indi-

cates that the animal was very young, and it seems probable
that it was foetal. The only other similar case known in the
Dinosauria is the apparent embryo observed by the writer in

Compsognathus*

Classification.

The various genera of the Sauropoda, and in fact of the

Dinosauria in general, cannot at present be distinguished by the
detached teeth. In one form, however, the teeth are quite
peculiar, and the dentition appears to offer generic characters.
The maxillary teeth of this form have been referred to Stego-

saurus (this journal, vol. xix, p. 255 ;
pi. VI, figs 4 and 5), as

they were first found in connection with the remains of that

genus. Later investigations indicate that they belong to the

-. and there is some evidence that they are the teeth

of Diphdocus.

The
families

Order Sauropoda. Herbivorous.

Feet plantigrade, ungulate; five digits in manus and pes;

v of carpal and tarsal bones unossified. Pabes pro-

,

'

:

-
'.:. .-.:.

:
'.

<-.-.: -
- :

' -

Fore and hind limbs nearly equal": limb bones solid. Sternal
bones pariah Premaxillary bones with teeth. Precaudal ver-

tebrae hollow. Each sacral vertebra supports its own trans-

verse processes.

Anterior vertebrae opisthoccelian.

with extremities meeting on median
Jl 'ie. Anterior caudals with lateral cavities. A pituitary canal.

Family Moromnrhltt. Anterior vertebra' opisthoc.clian.

'^na directed backward, with sides meeting on median hue.

Anterior caudals solid. Pituitary fossa only.
Yale College, New Haven, July 12th, 1883.
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Since my paper in the July number of this Journal was
written, I have calculated the constants in the differential equa-

tion by mathematical methods, and have obtained a result

differing slightly from that given in the July number. The
most probable value for the minimum time of trotting a mile

turns out to be 91 seconds, instead of 93 seconds as was obtained

by graphical methods.
The final equation is

log (5-91) = 1-703-0-0046 T,

where s is the time (in seconds) of trotting a mile, and T is esti-

mated in years from 1860.

This equation does not give essentially different results from
the former one, the onty point of interest being in the new
value for the limiting time. The probable error of this value

is not over four seconds, and it is not likely that the running
horse will beat his present record by five seconds, so that it is

very probable that the trotter will 'finally surpass the running
horse.

This conclusion does not rest solely on mathematical evi-

dence. The trotter carries his body more steadily—with less of

rise and fall—than the runner, and it seems very reasonable that

this should result to the advantage of the trotter, when the pro-

cess of developing and adjusting his muscles and chest shall

have been sufficiently carried on, so that the contest between
the two animals shall have been reduced to a matter of muscular
capacity.

It is well known that some herds of wild horses on the Texas
plains were natural pacers, and even when pushed to the utmost
and for days together by the best running horses, they nearly

all held their gait. One large white pacer became widely

known and many attempts were made to capture him, but he

proved more than a match for the best horses that could be

brought against him.

The record of the trotting-horse during the next ten years

will enable us to determine the limiting speed with sufficient

precision to settle the matter beyond question. It is even now
evident that our good ancestors, who thought it wicked to run

horses, builded more wisely than they knew when they began

the evolution of the American trotting-horse.
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Art. XI.— On Concave Gratings for Optical Purposes;* by
Henry A. Rowland, Professor of Physics, Johns Hopkins
University, Baltimore.

General Theory.

Having recently completed a very successful machine for

ruling gratings, my attention was naturally called to the effect

of irregularity in the form and position of the lines and the
form of the surface on the definition of the grating. Mr. C. S.

Peirce has recently shown, in the American Journal of Mathe-
matics, that a periodic error in the ruling produces what have
been called ghosts in the spectrum. At first I attempted to

calculate the effect of other irregularities by the ordinary
method of integration, but the results obtained were not com-
mensurate with the labor. I then sought for a simpler method.
Guided by the fact that inverse methods in electrical distribu-

tion are simpler than direct methods, I soon found an inverse
method for use in this problem.

In the use of the grating in most ordinary spectroscopes, the

telescopes are fixed together as nearly parallel as possible, and
'he grating turned around a vertical axis to bring the different

spectra into the field of view. The rays striking on the grating
are nearly parallel, but for the sake of generality I shall assume
that they radiate from a point in space and shall investigate
the proper ruling of the grating to bring the rays back to the
point from which they started. The wave fronts will be a
series of spherical shells at equal distances apart. If these

waves strike on a reflecting surface, they will be reflected back
provided they can do so all in the same phase. A sphere
around the radiant point satisfies the condition for waves of all

lengths and thus gives the case of ordinary reflection. Let any
surface cut the wave surfaces in any manner and let us remove
those portions of the surface which are cut by the wave sur-

faces : the light of that particular wave-length can then be
reflected back along the same path in the same phase and thus,

'aciple, a portion will be sent back. But

the concave gratings, I expected a lit

t the practical work of photographinj

iy time. But probably I have waited t
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the solution holds for only one wave-length and so white light

will be drawn out into a spectrum. Hence we have the im-

portant conclusion that a theoiv; sting for one
position of the slit and eyepiece can 'be ruled on any surface,

flat or otherwise. This is an extremely important practical

conclusion and explains many facts which have been observed
in the use of gratings. For we see that errors of the dividing

engine can be counterbalanced by errors in the flatness of the

plate, so that a bad dividing engine may now and then make a

grating which is good in one spectrum but not in all. And so

we often find that one spectrum is better than another. Fur-

thermore Professor Young has observed that he could often

improve the definition of a grating by slightly bending the

plate on which it was ruled.

From the above theorem we see that if a plate is ruled in

circles whose radius is r sin /i and whose distance apart is

Arsm fi, where Ar is constant, then the ruling will be appro-

priate to bring the spectrum to a focus at a distance, r, and
angle of incidence, p. Thus we should need no telescopes to

view the spectrum in that particular position of the grating.

Had the wave surfaces been cylindrical instead of spherical the

lines would have been straight instead of circular, but at the

above distances apart. In this case the spectrum would have
been brought to a focus, but would have been diffused in the

direction of the lines. In the same way we can conclude that

in flat gratings any departure from a straight line has the effect

of causing the dust in the slit and the spectrum to have differ-

ent foci, a fact sometimes observed.

We also see that, if the departure from equal spaces is small,

or, in other words, the distance r is great, the lines must be
ruled at distances apart represented by

in order to bring the light to a focus at the angle /i and distance

r, c being a constant and x the distance from some point on

the plate. If // changes sign, then r must change in sign.

Hence we see that the effect of a linear error in the spacing is

to make the focus on one side shorter and the other Bide longer

than the normal amount. Professor LY'iree has measured some
of Mr. Eutherfurd's gratings and found that the spac< - increased

in passing along the grating, and he also found that the foci of

symmetrical spectra were different. But this is the first attempt

to connect the two. The definition of a grating may thus be

very good even when the error of run of the screw is consider-

able, provided it is linear.
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Concave Gratings.

Let us now take the special case of lines ruled on a

surface. And let us not confine ourselves to light coming back
to the same point, but let the light return to another point,

let the coordinates of the radiant point and focal point bey=0,
x= — a and y=0, x=+a, and let the center of the sphe
whose radius is p \

radiant point to the
,

2b=~R+ rc.

Where c is equal to ±1 according as the reflected or transmit-
ted ray is used. Should we increase b by equal quantities and
draw the ellipsoids or hyperboloids so indicated, we could use
these surfaces in the same way as the wave surfaces above.
The intersections of these surfaces with any other surface form
what are known as Huyghen's zones. By actually drawing
these zones on the surface, we form a grating which will dif-

fract the light of a certain wave-length to the given focal point.

For the particular problem in hand, we need only work in the
plane x, y for the present.

Let a be an element of the curve of intersection of the given
surface with the plane x, y. Then our present problem is to

find the width of Huyghen's zones on the surface, that is ds in

terms of db.

The equation of the circle is

{x-xy +{y-y>y=p>

and of the ellipse or hyperbola

R + rc=2b
or {b'-a^af+by^b* {&-<?)
in which c has disappeared

dx\{V-a*)x-Vy\

dy\ -(6a-aa

);r|=|J +% |
=ft{26'-(^+^+a»){<©

' db
~P° (ft'_a«) (y-y

1

) x-b> (x-x')y

This equation gives us the proper distance of the ridings on the

. ding engine to rule according
to this formula the problem of bringing the spectrum to a
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focus without telescopes would be solved. But an ordinary

dividing engine rules equal spaces and so we shall further in-

vestigate the question whether there is any part of the circle

where the spaces are equal. We can then write

ds

And the differential of this with regard to an arc of the circle

must be zero. Differentiating and reducing by the equations

*&»*_ y—y' db_ p
dy~ a;—.^

5 dy~ C(x-x')

p\ 2xb(y-y')-2yb(x-x')-g[6b*-(x> + y* + a>)]
J

+ C
|
(y-y>)[(b>-a>)(y-y')-b>y]-(x-x)[(b*-a>)x-b>(x-x')]

+ %?lx(y-y')-y(x-x>))\=o.

It is more simple to express this result in terms of R, r, p and
the angles between them.

Let p be the angle between p and r, and v that between p
and R Let us also put

Let /?, r and 8 also r

respectively with the 1

and let

(A»-a») (y-y'

b>-a'=Rrcc
U + r

2b*-(x* + y* + a*)= Rr
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x{V-a>) (y-y>)-b>y(x-x')= ?^{sm p + Sm v)

On substituting these values and reducing, we find

2Rr cos a cos s

2R cos a cos £—p cos
3 v

For the transmitted beam, change the sign of R. Supposing

p, R and v to remain constant and r and a to vary, this equa-
tion will then give the line on which all the spectra and the
central image are brought to a focus.

By far the most interesting case is obtained by making

since these values satisfy the equation. The line of foci is

then a circle with a radius equal to one-half p. Hence if a

, y, the differential o

(
X-Xy + (y-y>y=:p

*

(z-*"?+(v-v"y=<a

(g+r) ua-s" g-g"' r(*-*")(y-y
/
') (*-*"Hv-tDi

ds ~p\ R + r -(y-y'^l Ri
+

t* J

,

+
r

PVR
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source of light exist on this circle, the reflected image and all

the spectra will be brought to a focus on the same circle.

Thus if we attach the slit, the eye-piece and the grating to the

three radii of the circle, however we move them, we shall

always have some spectrum in the focus of the eye-piece. But
in some positions the line of foci is so oblique to the direction

of the light that only one line of the spectrum can be seen

well at any one time. The best position of the eye-piece as

far as we consider this fact is thus the one opposite to the grat-

ing and at its center of curvature. In this position the line of

foci is perpendicular to the direction of the light, and we shall

show presently that the spectrum is normal at this point what-

ever the position of the slit, provided it is on the circle.

Fig. 1 represents this case ; A is the slit, G is the eye-piece,

and B is the grating with its center of curvature at C. In this

case all the conditions are satisfied by fixing the grating and

eye-piece to the bar BC whose ends rest on carriages moving
on the rails AB and AC at right angles to each other; when
desired, the radius AD may be put in to hold everything

steady, but this has been found practically unnecessary.

The proper formulas for this case are as follows. If A is the

wave-length and w the distance apart of the lines of the grating

from center to center, then we have

where N is the order of the spectr

Now in the given case p is constant and so NX is proportiona

to the line AC. Or, for any given spectrum, the wave-lengtl

is proportional to that line.
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If D is the distance the cross-hairs of the m
forward for one division of the head, we cai

point C

-8
and for the same point p. is zero. Hence

NyO

But this is independent of v and we thus arrii

tant fact that the value of a division of the
always the same for the same spectrum and can always be
determined with sufficient accuracy from the dimensions of the

and number of lines on the grating, as well as by
m of the spectrum.

Furthermore, this proves that the spectrum is normal at this

point and to the same scale in the same spectrum. Hence we
have only to photograph the spectrum to obtain the normal
spectrum and a centimeter for any of the photographs always
represents the same increase of wave-length.

It is to be specially noted that this theorem is rigidly true

whether the adjustments are correct or not, provided only
that the micrometer is on the line drawn perpendicularly from
the center of the grating, even if it is not at the center of
curvature.

As the radius of curvature of concave gratings is usually
great, the distance through which the spectrum remains practi-
cally normal is very great. In the instrument which I princi-
pally use, the radius of curvature p, is about 21 feet 4 inches,
the width of the ruling being about o-f) inch. In such an in-

strument the spectrum thrown on a Hat plate is normal within
about 1 part in 1,000,000, for 6 inches and less than 1 in

35,000, for 18 inches. In photographing the spectrum on a flat

P]ate, the definition i< excellent lor 12 inch*- and In use of a
plate bent to 11 feet radius, a plate of 20 inches in length is in

perfect focus and the spectrum still <o nearly normal as to have
its error neglected for most purposes.

Another important property of the concave grating is that
all the superimposed spectra 'are in focus at the same point,
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and so by micrometric measurements the relative wave-lengths
are readily determined. Hence, knowing the absolute wave-
length of one line, the whole spectrum can be measured. Pro-

fessor Peirce has determined the absolute wave-length of one
line with great care and I am now measuring the coincidences.

This method is greatly more accurate than any hitherto known,
as bv a mere eye inspection, the relative wave-length can often

be judged to 1 part in 20,000 and '"*

L,000,000. Again, in dealing with the invisible portion of the

spectrum, the focus can be obtained by examining the super-

imposed spectrum. Captain Abney, by using a concave mirror

in the place of telescopes, has been enabled to use this method
for obtaining the focus in photographing the ultra red rays of

the spectrum. It is also to be noted that this theorem of the
* with

lilting gratings ; but

i these cases only a small portion of the spectrum can be used
as no lens can be made perfectly achromatic. And so, as the

distance of the micrometer has constantly to be changed when
one passes along the spectrum, its constant does not remain
constant but varies in an irregular manner. But it would be

possible to fix the grating, one objective and the camera rigidly

on a bar, and then focus by moving the slit or the other objec-

tive. In this case the spectrum would be rigidly normal, but

would probably be in focus for only a small length and the

adjustment of the focus would not be automatic.
But nothing can exceed the beauty and simplicity of the

concave grating when mounted on a movable bar such as I

haye described and illustrated in Fig. 1. Having selected the

grating which we wish to use, we mount it in its plate-holder

and put the proper collimating eye-piece in place. We then

carefully adjust the focus by altering the length of D until the

cross-hairs are at the exact center of curvature of the grating.

On moving the bar the whole series of spectra are then in exact

focus, and the value of a division of the micrometer is a known
quantity for that particular grating. The wooden way AC, on

which the carriage moves is graduated to equal divisions repre-

senting wave-lengths, since the wave-length is proportional to

the distance AC. We can thus set the instrument" to any par-

ticular wave-length we may wish to study, or even determine

the wave-length to at least one part in five thousand by a sim-

ple reading. By having a variety of scales, one for each spec-

trum, we can immediately see what lines are superimposed on

each other and identify them accordingly when we are measur-

ing their relative wave-length. On now replacing the eye-piece

by a camera, we are in a position to photograph the spectrum

with the greatest ease. We put in the sensitive plate, either
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wet or dry, and move to the part we wish to photograph ; hav-
ing exposed for that part, we move to another part, raise the

plate to another position and expose once more. We have no
thought for the focus, for that remains perfect, but simply refer

to the table giving the proper exposure for that portion of the

spectrum and so have a perfect plate. Thus we can photograph
the whole spectrum on one plate in a few minutes, from the

F line to the extreme violet in several strips, each 20 inches
long. Or we may photograph to the red rays by prolonged
exposure. Thus the work of days with any other apparatus

becomes the work of hours with this. Furthermore each plate

is to scale, an inch on any one of the strips represent:

so much difference of wave-length. The scale of the different

orders of spectra are exactly proportional to the order. Of
course the superposition of the spectra gives the relative wave-
length. To get the superposition, of course, photography is

the best method.
Having so far obtained only the first approximation to the

theory of the concave grating, let us now proceed to a second
one. The dividing engine rules equal spaces along the chord
of the circular arc of the grating: the question is whether any
other kind of ruling would be better. For the dividing engine
is so constructed that one might readily change it to rule

slightly different from equal spaces.
The condition for theoretical perfection is that C shall remain

constant for all portions of the mirror. I shall therefore inves-

tigate how nearly this is true.

\
Let p be the radius of curvature and let R and r be the true

distances to any point of the greating, E and r being the dis-

tances to the center. Let p and v be the general values of the

angles and pQ and v
o the angles referred to the center of the

mirror. The condition is that

constant for all parts of the surface of the grating.

Let us then develop sin p and sin v in terms of pQ ,
v and the

angle S between the radii drawn to the center of the orating
:,, "1 to the' point under consideration. Let d' be the angle

between R and R
o

. Then we can write immediately

p sin ,u=psin u cos 6' + K sin 6'-a cos p sin 8'
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Developing the value of cos 8' in terms of <?, we have

ufficient 1

e have

to consider are those where A

.[A.^(1+^)_e*&(1+A(l+g],+r }

Ve can write the value of sin v from symmetry. But we have

In this formula, db can be considered as a constant depending
on the wave-length of light, etc., and ds as the width apart of

the lines on the grating. The dividing engine rules lines on
the curved surface according to the formula

2^=costf(8in/< + sinv ).

But this is the second approximation to the true theoretical

ruling. And this ruling will not only be approximately cor-

rect, but exact when all the terms of the series except the first

vanish. In the case where the slit and focus are on the circle

of radius %p, as in the automatic arrangement described above,

we have A=0 and the second and third terms of the series

disappear, and we can write since we have

\ 2 sin juo + siu v 7

2|=coB tf(8in/i + Binv ){ 1-^ tan /,.* +Ac
\

To find the greatest departure from theoretical perfecti

lust refer to the edge of the grating. In the gratings v
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I am now making, p is about 260 inches and the width of the

grating about 54 inches. Hence8—— approximately and the

series becomes

Hence the <jrentesi departure from the theoretical ruling, even
when tan ft =2, is 1 in 1,000,000. Now the distance apart
of the components of the 1474 line is somewhat nearly one
forty-thousandth of the wavedength and I scarcely suppose that
any line has been divided by the best spectroscope in the world
whose components are less than one-third of this distance apart.
Hence we see that the departure of the ruling from fcl

perfection is of little consequence until we are able to divide
lines ; nrenty times as fine as the 1474 line. Even in that case,
since the error of ruling varies as (F, the greater portion of the
grating would be ruled correctly.
The question now comes up as to whether there is any limit

to the resolving power of a spectroscope. This evidently de-
pends upon the magnifying power and the apparent width of
the lines. The magnifying power can be varied at pleasure and
•
s" wo i'; 1

;
\ to eoiisidt r the width of the lines of the spec-

trum. The width of the line evidently depends, in a perfect
grating, upon three circumstances, the width of the slit, the
number of line- in tl e ^rntin-j an 1 the trn physint ,cidth oi i

:it

line. The width of the slit can he varied at pleasure, the num-
ber of lines on the grating can be made very great (160,000 in

one of mine), and hence we are only limited bv the true phvsieal
width of the lines. We have numerous cases of wide lines.

such as the C line, the components of the D* and H lines and
numerous others which are perfectly familiar to every spectro-
scopy Hence we are tree w suppose that all lines have some
H'.vsieal width, and we are limited by that width in the resolv-
ing power of our spectroscope. It il stand-

i";»'>t, we should suppose this to be true: for the molecules only
v "' *» I'- i'esA ,_ !lu through theirfree path and in order
to llaV( ' the physical width one one-hundred-thousandth of the
VV:iVl 'dcn-th, the molecule must make somewhat nearly one hun-
,|,

V'I thousand vibrations in its free path : but this would require
a bve path of about two inches ! Hence it would be only the
< >iit*:rinc>rft solar atmosphere that could produce such fine lines
and we could hardly expect to see much finer ones in the solar

t- Joub. Soi.—Third Series, Vol. XXVI, 1
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spectrum. Again* it is found impossible to obtain interference

between two rays whose paths differ by much more than

50,000 wave-lengths.

All the methods of determining the limits seem to point to

about the 150,000th of the wave-length as the smallest distance

at which the two lines can be separated in the solar spectrum
by even a spectroscope of infinite power. As we can now
nearly approach this limit I am strongly of the opinion that we
have nearly reached the limit of resolving power, and that we
can never hope to see very many more lines in the spectrum
than can be seen at present, either by means of prisms or

gratings.

It is not to be supposed, however, that the average wave-

length of the line is not more definite than this, for we can

easily point the cross hairs to the center of the line to perhaps

1 in 1,000,000 of the wave-length. The most exact method of

detecting the coincidences of a line of a metal with one in the

solar spectrum would thus be to take micrometric measure-

ments first on one and then on the other; but I suppose it

would take several readings to make the determination to 1 in

1,000,000.

Since writing the above I have greatly improved my appa-

ratus and can now photograph 150 lines between the II and K
lines, including many whose wave-length does not differ more
than 1 in about 80,000. I have also photographed the 1474

and 6
S
and 6

4,
widely double, and also B just perceptibly

double. With the eye much more can be seen, but I must say

that I have not yet seen many signs of reaching a limit. The
lines yet appear as fine and sharp as with a lower power. If

my grating is assumed to be perfect, in the third spectrum I

should be able to divide lines whose wave-lengths differed, in

about 150,000, though not to photograph them.
The E line has components, about -^f^th of the wave-length

apart. I believe I can resolve lines much closer than this, say

1 in 100,000 at least. Hence the idea of a limit has not yet

been proved.

However as some of the lines of the spectrum are much wider

than others we should not expect any aefiniU limit, but a grad-

ual falling off as we increase our power. At first, in the short

wave-lengths at least, the number of lines is nearly proportional

to the resolving power, but this law should fail as wo ap-

proached the limit.
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Two sumir
Laurentian Hills skirt the northeast shore of Lake Huron have
brought to my notice some glacial phenomena of very unusual

These hills are for the most part ranges of hard metamorphie
' rock, which, at the bowlder drift period, were scraped bare and
washed clean of all earthy covering, so that the present forests

grow mostly in a thin stratum of vegetable mold of later origin.

The irregular and knobby eminences, as the country slopes

gradually beneath the level of Lake Huron, project their

countless summits above the water in a wide belt of wooded
. nich extend along the coast some two hundred and

fifty miles. The Brit:- , i.ui i M.i V.U origin:.!) marked
fifty-two thousand of these islands. The rocks along the coast
are mostly white qnartzite and gneiss, and are everywhere cov-
ered with glacial markings, which are often of peculiar forms.
North and northeast of Grand Manitoulin Island, the Cloche
Mountains stretch east and west about thirty miles along the

coast. These mountains are of white quartzite and the strata

are nearly perpendicular, with their strne parallel to the range,

that is, east and west They are covered everywhere with
striations, which, owing to the intense hardness of the material,

retain their forms with beautiful distinctness.

Curved Strips.

Among the interesting phenomena of the region are the

thousands of curved striations. Fig. 1 is from the -stream that

comes down by the Hudson's Bay Post, about fifteen rods
above the cascade. There is a broad aap here in the Cloche
Kange through which some fine lakes K in- behind the moun-
tains, send their surplus waters to Lake Huron. The stream
apparently ran in the same bed before the drift period, for the
little gorge at D (indicated in the figure In shad <i\ scarcely

ten feet deep, is well scored to the vein
stnse following all the sinuosities of the' stream. The general
course of the stria) of the -rap is southward. The

:

, general direction, while the
curved lines in the sh !> -how how the strne

bend abruptly in order to follow around the hard quartzite
banks of the stream, and in doin- so even run a little contrary
to the main con ,-<,., ,f the olaeiation.
The crest of the Cloche Mountains is crossed by a multitude
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of the range and down iing slightly over th-

until they reach the crests of its southern precipices where they

terminate abruptly, as it were, sailing away into the air and

not forming any grooves down its face.

Sixty miles southeast of the Cloche gap and off the mouth
of French River, there lies, outside of the general ins

a beautiful cluster of wooded islets, the Bustard Isles. The

group consists of about two hundred great roches moutonndti

upon which sufficient vegetable mold has accumulated to sup-

port a thick growth of trees. Wherever this soil has been

washed away by the waves the striae come to view.

Fig. 2 was sketched from

a sample of curved markings

near one of my camps on

the north side of the group.

The sketch represents about

fifteen feet of the length of

the marks. It is not easy

to see any reason for the

curve, as there was no prom-

inence of rock in the direc-

compass m \r, but not precisely c

Fig. 3 is copied fi

at Negaunee, in northern Michigan. A knob of rock u

ered by iron miners was of such material that it showed i

irregular surface the finest markings, even to hair lines.
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at Z. While other markings were erratic and carved without
obvious cause, as though the ice had been swayed by swirling

currents as the waters moved about it. The most of the glaci-

ation was in the direction shown by the horizontal lines. The
curved lines in the figure were selected from hundreds of

others on a surface of about two rods square. They were gen-
erally short, and some of the curves were of less than one foot

radius.

Serrated Stride.

Behind the Cloche Mountains the Spanish Eiver runs west-

ward into Lake Huron. A branch of this stream, called the
Sable, coming down from the hills on the north, presents near
its mouth five cataracts within a distance of eight miles. At
the lowest of the falls the river runs through a sort of rock
flume, having upon both sides walls about forty feet in height,

not quite vertical but with a slight inclination away from the
stream. These cliffs are smooth and striated in every part par-

allel to the stream. At the falls, which
are only a few feet in height, the striae

.J~curve with the descent, and also later-
A

ally with a bend of the cliff. On the /\A/\/W\
walls of the gorge are to be seen a $
!

V/ examples of the marks A and B. -~~~~~~~ —
Fig. 4 and the mark A is serrated,
the serrations being perhaps twelve "**~~

,h. It is not easy to ex '.. : -*—< *•* ; <~

the cause of these strise in a perfectly

. manner, but it would seem that ice must have been
'inven through the : - motion so that the

bowlders on its lateral margins were caused to take a zigzag

course, scoring the walls in a corresponding form. In B, fig. 4,
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is represented a section of certain marks produced in the same
manner as those cats of a stone phr.

n'

hl: engine where the tool

trembles or vibrates in the grasp of the machine so as to cut a

finely serrated groove. In the specimens found the serrations

were about one-quarter of a centimeter from crest to crest. It

is possible that the regular vihrations thus recorded on the

rocks had some fixed mathematical relation to the velocity of

the ice, which might possibly be determined by calculation or

New Index of the Direction of Motion.

The mark C, fig. 4, was copied from a granitic roche mou-

tonee at the fishing hamlet of Killarney near some quartzite

ranges named "Killarney Mountains." Strise of this type

show a multitude of minute cracks extending laterally and

curved so as to' present their points forward in the direction of

the glacial movements. Only large grooves and scratches show
tnis peculiarity, it is a very convenient mode of del

the direction of the motion, for the pressure of the bowlders
which made the scratches as they moved forward caused the

transverse cracks to present their concave sides always forward.

It is well known to engineers that in brittle substances the forms

assumed by fractures vary with the velocity of the impact,

so that there is probably a time relation involved here also

which would make it possible to determine the approximate
velocity of the ice which carried the bowlders. Such a calcu-

lation, if based upon carefully repeated experiments, might
prove an important contribution to our scanty knowledge of

the Drift Period.

Scoop Marks.

These are singular phenomena and very difficult of explana-

tion. They are of two varieties, the striated and the unstria-

tecl. Fig. 5 is *a diagram intended

illustrate a typical form of the

ated variety. The marks consist

ated excavations or

,av he many feet in

i nearly in the direc-

: tion of the 'general striation of the

locality, and look as though a huge

flour scoop had been inserted into

the rock and had cut out enough

of its substance to make a smooth

ather shallow concave channel. The end toward the

t, or northeast from whence the drift action came is abrupt,

rply-defined, and although the. angle of junction with
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the general surface is obtuse, yet this line of junction is a

sharp and clearly cut edge and not a gradual sloping or

rounding into the general level. The interior of the concavity
is well striated in the direction of its own length, but the

scratches are never continuous with those of the general sur-

face northeast of the head of the scoop mark ; and, conversely,
the striae of the general glaciated surface are all cut off abruptly
at the head of the scoop and never descend at all into it.

The tail of the channel grows shallower as it runs west or

southwestward, and its thin extremity merges imperceptibly
into the glaciated surrounding surface. A few of the scoop-
marks are nearly flat in contour and are only recognizable
where they cut abruptly through at an obtuse angle into the

general face of the rock.

The interpretation of these anomalous scoop-marks is some-
what perplexing ; at least, after considerable study of them, I

am quite unable to frame a plausible theory of their origin

other than the general one, that ice was the agent.

The unstriated scoop-marks differ considerably from the
others in form, and on the average are smaller, seldom exceed-
ing two feet in breadth. There are no glacial markings in their

smooth but unpolished concavities.

Whether they never contained any striations or whether the

markings have been erased by sand and water driven through
them before the Drift Period closed is not easily determined.
These channels generally are crooked without obvious reason
(see fig. 6), and are narrowest at the end toward the northeast,
from which direction the drift came. Toward the opposite
extremity they grow wider
and more shallow, disap-
pearing finally and vaguely
into the general ice-marked
surface of the locality. The
specimen shown in fig. 6
ia perhaps six feet long,
sunk in granite, without
:ui

.
v crevice-vein or visible __

in the rock face ~
to account for its excavation a
often differ pretty widely in dir<
ti<Mi, and the .Mid nearest the northeast commences as a rounded
'Iq.tvssion without the clear cut edge presented by the striated

rks. The darkly shaded spot in fig. 6 was deeper
than the rest, as if from a species of " pot-hole" action.

Most of the striated scoop-marks are not independent phe-
nomena, like fig. 6. but ..evidently are appendages to adjacent
Knobs and projections of rock. The type of such cases is rep-
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nted in fig. 7, which is a diagram of the plai

jimens seen along the eastern shore from Kill;

1. Sound, a distitance of about
one hundred miles. K is a

boss or knob of rock project-

ing above the general gla-

ciated surface in an oval form

—in fact, a roche moutonnee.

The specimen in fig. 7 is

about four feet high, fifteen

vide and thirty long ;
but all

sizes and irregular forms are

common. The observed spe-

cimens are mostly in gneiss.

The horizontal lines in the

diagram show the general

direction of the striatum in

the locality — nearly west-

southwest, as shown by the

arrow. It will be seen that

pon the surface of the knob
and left and sweep over it

in an oblique course. This sort of curved deflection, partly

over and partly around obstacles is common to the whole coast.

so that in many places almost all the strise are curved by the

influence of the knobby surfaces of the gneiss and quartzite.

TT are two unstriated scoop-marks having a length of about

ten feet and a width of twelve inches. They begin vaguely
near to each other, but not in contact, close to the northeast

end of the knob, and rapidly deepen to six inches or more as

they curve about its two sides, after which they grow wider

and more shallow until they become lost in the general glacia

tion along the sides of the rocky buttress. There are no striae

in these coi inner borders do not touch the

base of the knob but keep a foot or more away from it, leaving

a narrow strip of level striated rock between the margins of the

troughs and the eminence.

In a multitude of cases like this it is sufficiently clear

that the resistance offered by knobs <>f roelcs to the progress'

of the drift agencies in some way determined the presence

and direction of these scoop-marks.

The great belt of fifty-two thousand islands, above referred

to, varies from three to fifteen miles in width and is about two

hundred and fifty miles long. Beginning at the St. Marie

Eiver it first outlines I the great Manitoulin

group, and thence, passing southeast through Frazer Bay, con-

tinues along the whole east coast of Georgian Bay and terrai*
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nates Dear Collingwood. Near the main land the islands are
mostly rnetamorphic with a very distorted stratification, but a
few of those on the lakeward border of the belt are of Silurian

limestone with the strata dipping gently away from the nearest
rnetamorphic hills.

This almost untrodden- solitude, which has lain forgotten by
the crowds of summer pleasure seekers, is well worthy of a
visit by the lover of nature. The magnificent panoramas of
the island-belt as viewed from the summits of the La Cloche
and Killarney ranges are unique and in themselves well worth
the journey to the region. Fortunately they are as yet almost
unknown to ! remain in their original fresh-

Art. XIII.

—

Response to the Remarks of Messrs. Wachsmuth and
Springer on the genera Olyptocrinus and Reteocrinus; by
S. A. Miller.

In response to the remarks of the distinguished paleontolo-
gists, Messrs. Wachsmuth and Springer, on the genera Glypto-
crinus and Rcb-acrinus, in the April No. of this Journal, p. 2of>,

I would say, that the first issue joined, between us, is one of
law and not of fact and may be stated as follows

:

In 1858, Can. Org. Rem.,' Decade 4, p. 63, Prof. Billings de-
fined the genus Reteocrinus and the species Reteocrinus stella-

ris from the Trenton Group, at Ottawa, Canada, and also, with
much doubt referred another species to the same genus. In

1866, in advance sheets of the 24th Rep. N. Y. St. Mas. Nat.
Hist. p. 206, Prof. Hall denned the species Glyptocrinus Nealli,

from the upper part of the Hudson River Group, at Lebanon,
Ohio. In 1881. Revision of the Palieocrinoidea, pt. 2, p. 191,
Messrs. Wachsmuth and Spring • reconstructed the genus Reteo-

rri,m»
:
with G/yj,t<.criuus AW'/ as the tv

f
»\ and, in their remarks

above referred to (p. 264), they defend their right to retain a

generic name and substitute any species as the type of the

genus (always of course having a good specimen from which
t<> certain 'the characters). If, thev say, " It happens, that the
u ' lw characters of the group are better and more comprehen-
s 've]y expressed in some other specie- than the one first de-

"nhed, there is, n , ui ooi mo - ot tin • >-' objection to adopt-

">u- it r.s the type of the -cms thus rectified.'" They think
their practice, m this respect, fully justified, and aver they
mten4 to adhere to it. and say thev lind ''other good authori-

ties do the same thing."
The questi >n is. (

' u\ a - hs< .-pient ithor revise a genus and
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substitute as its type a species unknown to the original author

of the generic name, or not included by him, among bis types

of the genus, or not, itself, originally made or intended to be

made the type ?

I deny that the subsequent author has any such privilege,

under the laws and rules of science, and affirm that no matter

how learned the naturalist, how eminent the scientist, or inhe-

rently able and accurate the diagnosis may be, such work is an

absolute nullity.

The issue is then, as before remarked, one of law, and the

importance of determining it is not confined, in its scope, to the

genera under consideration, nor to paleontology, but extends

throughout Natural History. If I am right and should be

able to convince Messrs. Wachsmuth and Springer, that such is

the case, there is no doubt, they would, notwithstanding pre-

vious opinions, follow the law, because they are not only learned

paleontologists but devotees of science.

I will quote from the rules for rendering the nomenclature of

Zoology uniform and permanent adopted at the 12th meeting of

1 of Science in

"It being adi la that words are only the <

ventional signs of ideas, it is evident that language Van <

attain its end effectually by being permanently established

generally recognized. This consideration ought, it would se

to have checked those who are continually attempting to sub'

the established language of Zoology by substituting terms
their own coinage. But, forgetting the true value of langus

they persist in confounding the »<ime of a species or group v

its definition ; and because the former always falls short of

fullness of expresion found in the latter, they cancel it with
hesitation; and introduce some new term which appears to tl

more characteristic, but <\vu to the sciei

and is, therefore, devoid of all authority. If those persons w

Golightly, etc., in cases when they fail to apply to the indivi

rence, or Harm?/, thai they were devoid of meaning, and sho

hence propose to change them for more characteristic appe
tions, they would not act more unphilosophically or ineonsi

rately than they do in the case before us; tor, in truth, it matt
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point of elegance or expressiveness to those subsequentl
posed, ought as a general principle to be permanently re

the name originally selected bv the person to whose labors we
owe our first knowledge of the* object ; and we should reflect

how much the permission of such' a practice "pens a door to

obscure pretenders for dragging themselves into notice at the

expense of original observers."
"The name' originally given by the founder of a group, or the

describer of a species, should be permanently retained to the

exclusion of all subsequent synonyms."
"As the number of known species which form the ground-

work of zoological science is always increasing, and our knowl-
edge of their structure becomes more complete, fresh generaliza-

tions continually occur to the naturalist, and the number of gen-

era and other groups requirim: appellation- i- ev<-r In-coining more-

extensive. It thus becomes lfecessarv to >ubdivide the contents

of old groups, and to make their definitions continually more
restricted. In carrying out this process.it is an act of justice to

the original author that hU generic name should never be h»M sight

Of; and it is no h-s essential to the welfare of the science, that

amid the idd tions whi. I n, , o h m_ i i ule to it."

•'filed in any subsequent subdivision of the gnmp, hut retained in

a restrided sense for one of the constituent portions.'"

"When a genus is subdivided into other genera, the original

name should be retained tor that portion ol it which exhibits in

Authors frequently indicate this by selecting some one species as

a fixed point of reference, which" thev term, the 'type of the

genus.' When they omit doing so, it mav still in many cases In-

correctly inferred that the n\:<f species menti ued 01 then st.it

found accurately to agree with tin ir d. tinition. v a- n -arded by
'•"'"i as the type. A specific name or it- synonyms will abo
"ftcn serve to point out the particular species, which by imphca-

with three, the fc
typical. Swainsoi
period to the rai
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" When no type is indicated, then the original name is to be
kept for tlia : -ion which fir-t received it."

" When the evidence ;is to the original type of a genus is not
perfectly clear and ind ; person who first subdi-

vides the genus may affix the original name to any portion of it

at his discretion, ami no Liter author has a right to transfer that

name to any part of the original genus."
" When an author infringes the law of priority, by giving a

new name to a genus which has been properly defined and named
already, the only penalty which can be attached to this act of

negligence or injustice is to expel the name so introduced from
the pale of science."

" When two authors define and name the same genus, both
making it exactly of the same extent, the later name should be
canceled in tot<>

y
and not retained in a modified sense."

" No special rule is required for the cases in which the later of

two generic names is so defined as to be less extensive in significa-

tion 'than the earlier, for if the later include- the type of the earlier

genus, it would be canceled by the operation of the rule that the

generic name should always be retained for that portion of the

original genus which was considered typical by the author."

"If the later name be so defined as to be equal in extent to

two or more previously published genera, it must be canceled,

"A genus compounded of two or more previously proposed

genera, whose characters are now deemed insufficient, should

retain the name of one of them. If these original generic names
differ in date, the oldest one should be the one adopted."

The committee on zoological nomenclature, consisting of

Wm. II. Dull, who was assisted by Dr. Asa Gray, appointed

by the American Association for the Advancement of Science

in 1876, reported to the Nashville meeting in 1877. Upon the

subject of names to be preserved in writing, dividing or modi-

fying the limits of existing groups, the committee said :

which
1

; with it the ex

the inclusion of new id en
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wbich retains the larger number <>!' species should retain the
old name (DC), but the latter cannot be applied to a restricted
group containing none of the specie- referred t<> the primitive
group by its author at the time when it was described or when he
enumerated the species contained in it."

In the preparation of this report the author placed great
dependence on the memoir of DeCandolle, and presented to the
working naturalists a series of questions, requesting answers,
which were quite fully responded to. The 12th question and
the answers were as follows :

"Shall a subsequent author be permitted in revising a com-
posite genus (of which no type was specified when it was
described) to name as its type a species not included by the
original author of the gen us it -t of species
given when the genus was originally described? No 37.

Doubtful 2. Yes 5. No answer 1."

I will cite only one more authority. Professor Meek in dis-

cussing the type of the genus Straparollus says

:

"It seems to us, however, that if the name Euomphalus is to
be retained at all, we should apply it to the forms for which it

y proposed, and that we have no right to transfer
it to another type, because Sowerby subsequently, in another
place, refers this other type to his genus Euomphalus"—Geol
Surv. 111., Vol. ii, p . 158.
The rule that a subsequent author cannot revise a genus and

•substitute as its type a species different from that relied upon
by the founder of the genus seems to be as well settled in

England and America as any other rule or law upon the subject
of nomenclature in Natural "History, and I know of no author
of recognized merit in either eountrv. save Messrs. Wachsmuth
and Springer, who has attempted to violate it The subject is

not new, and the instances of strictly adhering to the rule,

under circumstances where it would have seemed to accommo-
thor to violate it, are numerous. For instance, Pro-

fessor Hall, mistaking the type of the genus Relzia, proposed
'"'^l d.-im-d the e t >] ;- i a-vrt tig that

was a synonym for /ictzftt. he abandoned it and
l'

1 "-
! / >ta I'oi the form which he had orig illy

Reizxa. Had it not been for this rule he might
!i;| ve abandoned It-t'Ja em, as the type of his genus Rhynchos-
P*ra, and aul •. which became the
type of Rhynrhotreta. You will look in vain in the works of
such authors as Hall, Billings, Cope and Meek for any support
or the views ofWacha \ upon this subject;
and the reason is obvious, [f I

mother than

if a ,-enus. I can substitute yet

another, and you can another, and so we destroy all fixity in
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the type and designated characters, throw the science into

confusion, and seriously impair the value and reliability of

generic characters besides losing all interest in the original work
of the author who established the genus.

The conclusion is inevitable that, as a matter of law or rule

of science, 6 -aunot be made the type of the

genus Beteocrinus, and the diagnosis must be canceled and
stricken from the pale of science.

Nor are we in accord in respect to the value of the genus
Bekocrinus, nor as to the relationship existing between it and

tter as having a closer

affinity to Glyptocrinus decadactylus than it has to Beteocrinus

stellaris, though it may fairly be regarded as holding an inter-

mediate position. I have had the pleasure of seeing the orig-

inal specimen represented by fig. 4a, pi. 9, of Decade 4, which
is the type of the genus ;' tcrin . . ad from recollection think
the figure is a correct representation of it. Now let us com-
pare it with G. NeaUi ; of course the comparison can only be

made with the azygous side and the column.
G. NeaUi.—Column sharply pentagonal and composed of

alternating thin and thicker pieces.

R. stellaris.—Column round and composed of very thin plates.

G. NeaUi.—Basal plates very small, presenting a"low triangu-

lar face on the exterior (though minutely truncated at the lat-

eral angles) and not interfering with the pentalobate character,

as viewed from below, in following the depressions in the col-

umn across the central part and greatest height of the basals

and beyond the lower lateral sides of the subradials.

R. stellaris.—Basals large, presenting an hexagonal face on
the exterior and bearing a strong bow-shaped ridge with sinus

or concave side upward, not in contact with the margins, ex-

cept where it meets corresponding ridges on the succeeding
plates above; the remaining portions of these plates depressed

from J to £ of a line. No pentalobate character in the central

part of these plates, but deep depressions at their lower lateral

G. NeaUi.—Subradials about as wide as long, except the one

, little longer than wide, and each

ridge, highest in the cen-

'befow i

column and one to each of the a meet corre-

sponding sei s except the subradial, on the

azygous side, which I r— sd semicylindri-

cal ridge extending upward to the superior truncated side.

R. stellaris.—-Subradials very large, longer than wT ide, and

each bearing a more than semie bifurcated or

four-rayed ridge, two of the ridges on each uniting with the
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concave ridges on the basals below and two uniting with sim-
ilar ridge? on the primary radials above. The subradial on the
azygous side bears a fifth or additional ridge extending up-
ward from the middle of the concave side of the m
eating ridges to the superior truncated side or middle of the
azygous interradius. The depressions between these plates or
the height of these ridges is £ of a line.

0. Nealli.--Primarv radial* three in each series, except in
the left posterior ray, which has only two. These plates are
slightly longer than wide, the first and third, or in the left pos-
terior ray the first and second, are pentagonal and of -almost
exactly the same size, form and ornamentation, so that by re-

versing ends they would almost fill each other's places. The
second plate in four series is subquadrangular.
R stellaris.- -Primarv radials four in each series, the first one

very large, bearing a high bifurcated rin-e winch unites with

a on the subradials on either side below ;

the second much smaller and shorter; the third diminished in
Sl >>' a little more; and the fourth very small in comparison
with the first, evidently not more than one-fourth as large.

#- Nealli—Secondary radials, twelve to about sixteen in
each series, four or five of the lower ones being larger and
proportionally longer, than those above (which are very short,
free, and scarcely differ from the free arm pieces) ; the second
or third one having somewhat the character of an axillary
Piece, and giving off a small lateral division or series of pieces
pn the outer or interradial side, that does not become free, but
is soldered in with the interradials to the top of the body
where it gives origin to a pinnule like those of the arms.

R- stellaris.—Secondary radials, four to six in each series
very gradual size, without any evidence of a
'"'era! division from either plate.

0. Nealli—Azygous interradial area covered by fifty or sixty
plates, very unequal in size, the middle row being decidedly
larger and more prominent than the others, so as to form a
ri<ige up the middle, while the other smaller and less prominent
ones are crowded i ,. mvuularlv, on each side. The plates in

i .w. however, have no uniiormitv in size or shape;
, "" "IM one is large and el m-aied, tin "ourth is .mall and sub-
quadrate

; and the row has become about obsolete at the sixth
plate, where all are of nearly the same size and scarcely dis-

»le from the minute pieces which cover the flattened
vault and with which they unite.

R. stellaris.—Azygous interradial area covered by a large
number of plates, probablv one hundred or more, very unequal
] " v,/

«'. the middle mv, 1 i„u <
more prom-pt than the others so as to form a rid- up the middle. The
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plates in this row, however, do
and fade oat in their distinctive i

top of the vault ; on the contrary they are longer than the pri-

mary radials, four of them reach nearly as high as the last of

the secondary radials, and while the specimen is not preserved

above this, enough is disclosed to the paleontologist to show,

that this series continued up the face of a proboscis that ex-

tended may be as far or farther than the arms and the pinnules.

If we look at the general aspect and form of G. Nealli and

R. stellaris there is as little resemblance as we have found in the

more particular comparison. G. Nealli has a pentalobate obco-

noidal calyx and large flowing arms and pinnules. R. stellaris

has a saucer-shaped calyx below, it is elongated in the region

of the primary radials and has small or diminutive arms and

pinnules. Indeed there is no striking resemblance between the

two species, except in the depressed interradial areas covered

by numerous plates, but even this resemblance is not continued

in the upward extension of the azygous interradial area.

Therefore, notwithsl

judgment of Messrs Wachsmuth and Springer in regard to

fossils belonging to this class, fortified as it is by the opinion of

my young friend Walter R. Billings and by Professor A. G.

:nid the confidence with winch these authors assert,

that "The question of the generic identity of G. Nealli and

allied forms with Reteocrinus, may be considered at rest," I be-

lieve, and express the opinion witl nit they are

not congeneric, and that Reteocrinu, stellaris is so far removed
from Glyptocrinus Nealli that it is doubtful whether they should

even be classified in the same family.

Messrs. Wachsmuth and Springer call attention to the fact

that in de- PaUersoni I said it differed

from other species of Glyptocrinus in having only ten arms

;

there was a thoughtless omission on my part to exc

crinus Baeri ; but they say Glyptocrinus Nealli and <l

cognafus, which I had described only a year before, have only

ten arms. This is to me incomprehensible, for Gl

NeaUi was described by Hall and again by Meek (Ohio Pal.,

vol. i, p. 35) as a species bearing twenty arms, and I have seen

the type, and have examined more than a hundred specimens

each having twenty arms and never saw a specimen without

that number. As to Glyptocrinus ay /tat us. the number of arms

was unknown, at the time the species was described, but I sup-

pose it to have had either twenty or twenty-four. I have now

before me three specimens so near!;, , lied to it that it is hard

to point oat specific differences. Each of them show the arms

and each have twenty-four.

I do not desire to be understood as saying that it is either
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inexpedient or improper to separate the species now arranged
under Gb/ptocrinns ami distribute them in two or three genera;
no satisfactory work, however, has yet been done in thai direc
tion; and if Ghjpiocrinns N«dh\ G. Bueri, G. suhjlobo^s and
G.f'mhrn.fi are ihr-iwii in one ^eciion. then I am' free to say
it is better that all shall remain under the present generic name.
Moreover, I think subgeneric names in paleontology ought not
to be encouraged, because they are inconsistent with the bi-

nomial system of nomenclature ami really serve no scientific

purpose.

To re

point ou

lengthen this article. It may be done in another

-he species now classed with Ghmiocr
r diffc would too greatly

The recent appearance of an important treatise, in which

given ;i prominent place,' has elicited some adverse criticism

of that theorv, by diu'erent reviewers, which can only be re-

garded as embodying the current objections to the adoption of
the eccentricity theory in general.

In addition to an indefinite general argument such as
might equally be brought to bear against any intricate and
comprehensive theory involving principles falling within the
domains of diverse nascent branches of science, Gilbert

2
urges

three definite and specific objections against the theory:

.1- "If it is true, then epochs of cold must have occurred
with considerable frequency through the entire period repre-
sented by the stratified rocks; and iceberg drift, if no other

d have been entombed at numerous horizons. It

has not been found, however, and of the eight horizons claimed
by Croll to show evidence of glacial action, the treatise under

ion mentions only two with confidence, and two
doubt. In the two instances to which queries are

^"•'ral glaciation.

2. If the hypothesis is true, the cold of the Glacial epoch
In,,st havt hooi main times nten ipt* i

'•• tervals of excep-

, hasl eei added : >

: - vi lence addue, 1

?y Croll for such an interruption, and in America, where there
is now great acti\it\ in t e inve<tmatiot o| - m [phenomena,
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the evidence of ;i simjU iti!ev-gla<-i:ij period is cumulative and
overwhelming, while there is no indication whatever of more

3. If the hypothesis is true, submergence in polar and tempe-
rate regions should have been coincident with glacial expan-
sion, and emergence coincident with glacial retreat, but the

Quaternary history of Great Britain, as drawn in the new text-

book, includes two periods of maximum ice-extension, separa-

ted by a period of submergence."
The editor of the American Naturalist' insists 1, that the

" hypothetical stoppage of the Gulf Stream to account for the

.'mate of Northern Europe is not warranted by pale

-

ontological facts," and 2. that,
—"So extremely hypothetical,

from paleontological considerations, is the evidence of the so-

called 'interglacial periods,' * * that we wonder that our

author should endorse Dr. Croll's speculations without stating

some of the facts supposed to sustain such a view."
With the conservatism characteristic of British specialists,

Lapworth, 4

in a seven-word clause, relegates the theory to the

domain of " attractive speculation."
Now these criticisms, coming as they do from the most emi-

nent sources, and appealing as they do to indisputable facts,

carry exceptional weight, and go far toward determining the

future status of the theory against which they are directed

;

and ignoring, as they do, all of the except in

so far as it was originally enunciated, and is now advocated by
Dr. Croll, must naturally be regarded by general students as

summarih disposing of the whole subject. It is therefore most

desirable that their validity should be unquestioned, that the

force and bearing of the several objections should be unmistak-
able, and that at least the combined reviews should present

fairly the status of current opinion concerning the various

phases of the entire theory to which they are apparently de-

signed to apply. To the writer these conditions do not appear

to be fulfilled; and since the eccentricity theory, as now em-

braced by numerous students, has been specially framed to

meet the difl the reviewers, it appears to him

necessary that the failure of the criticisms should be impressed

upon readers of current geological literature.

So long ago as 1878, LeConte
6 showed that if the cold of the

Quaternary were the joint result of eccentricity, pip.-e.-shm, and

secular refrigeration, it may have culminated in glacial condi-

tions but once. More recently the subject has been

,ina treatise which has no
there
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established that, as long ago suggested by Lyell, continental

configuration must exercise an important influence on the ac-

cumulation of land ice, and that the pre-Qaaternar
of the northern hemisphere was probably such as to preclude
extensive ice-accumulation. In this view the recognized fun-

damental elements ol daeial climate are eccentricity, precession
and continental configuration (to which should be 'added, secu-

lar refrigeration). Such view has already been favorably re-

ceived by LeConte, 7 Penck 8 and others, and no reason to ques-
tion its truth has thus far appeared.
The summary objection first enumerated is therefore invalid.

The common second objection of the first two reviewers has
also been anticipated In' Wallace, wh<
hibits but one a-glacial period

9
separ;

nods.
10 The improbability that an extensive ice-sueei.

could be melted during an inter glacial epoch had been previ-

ously shown, i|uant,itat.ivelv, by the writer." Since, however,
these investigations have been alike neglected in the recent

reviews, a more thorough examination must be undertaken.

While the maximum accumulation of polar ice must ever fall

below that of middle latitudes." and while independent glaciers

may be locally developed in any latitude, provided other con-
ditions l, e favorable, it may he assumed without discussion

that the Quaternary ice of the northern hemisphere originated

well within the arctic circle ; and here, accordingly, may the

manner and rate of development of an ice-sheet be considered
Again : while glacial periods must, as is generally admitted.

be periods of low temperature, and must also, as long ago dem-

Tvndal!," be ehar.a-ten/ed by abundant precipita-

tion, the recognition of these conditions as causative and not

'"dueed is unwarranted in the present state of knowledge;
while, as best elucidated by Wallace,

14 geographical
unquestionably affect the formation of polar ice, the evidence
of such changes of magnitude . " phenom-
ena of Quaternary glaciers wholly (ails: and while as urged bv

<;i may serve to indirectly inten-

sify glacial conditions, its agency must ever, be secondary and

g

7

"'Elements of Geology," 2d ed., 1882, 578.
Die Vergletscherung d.

[

purpose •' ;i-glan:il"
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subordinate. In the eccentricity theory, per se, then, all save

the immediate effects of increased eccentricity, under condi-

tions similar to those actually known to obtain, mast be elimi-

nated ; and on these further premises may the mode and rate of

ice- accumulation be sought.

In the north-frigid zone the existing ice-fields are to all ap-

pearances permanent; whence annual addition to them from

congealed precipitation and loss from melting, flow of ice and
water, and the liberation of bergs are practically equal. The
annual precipitation can only be approximately estimated. If

on the last edition of Loomis' rain chart" the precipitation on

land areas be the means of the values represented by the several

tints employed, the average for the year at N. lat. 68° is 13*3

inches. Toward the pole it must be materially less: it is, in-

deed, sometimes so little in northern Greenland that Bessels

the glaciers there must be but remnants of those formed
during past ages.

17 The mean (and the measure of melting)

for the whole not exceed 10 inches.

Neglecting trivial amounts from diverse sources, the heat

reaching the frigid zone is derived (1) from vapor-laden winds,

and (2) from direct solar accession. Now that received from

the first of these sources is indeterminate; but that from the

second is alone sufficient to liquefy 399 inches (33 -26 feet)
18

annually. Actually not more (and probably far less) than

^ of this i!
--. and it is hence manifest that

in computing the effects of eccentricity, the actual and not the

theoretical values of animal addition and loss must be em-

ployed.
19 The source of the discrepance need not here be con-

sidered in detail.

For convenience, and since no appreciable error will be intro-

duced thereby, the foregoing values for precipitation and melt-

ing, and their equality, may be assumed normal—i. e., such as

would obtain were the solstices equidistant from the apsides.
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be the inauguration of five glaciation-factors, of which two are
direct and three indirect. These are, (1) diminution of mean
temperature, 20

(2) increase of evaporation and precipitation,
31

(3)

acceleration of radiation," (4) promotion of reflection," and (6)
increase of protection from solar accession by clouds and fogs."

The first factor has been roughly evaluated only as regards its

effect on temperature, whence its agency in ice-accumulation
remains indefinite; and the quantitative efficiency of the last

four has never been sought, and cannot now be numerically ex-
pressed without more thorough investigation than is here war-
ranted. It must therefore suffice to assume for all a probable
value;" and it will assuredly do no violence to the most con-

servative opinions (especially in view of the considerable influ-

ence shotfn to be exerted by the first factor) to assume that the
united agency of the five factors is such as to counterbalance
the lessened solar distance in summer, and render the combined
factors effective in the sum of the excess of winter-season above
normal. Manifestly, since but two (and probably not the most
important) of the glaciation-factors are dir«'< tly effective, while
the others acquire efficiency only through the accumulation of
ice, the diminution of annual melting will not be uniform but
cumulative throughout the Platonic winter—the period during
which winter-season occurs in aphelion ; as the ice increases, so
will its disposition to increase become intensified; but the
assumed may be regarded as the mean rate. During each Pla-
tonic winter, then, a mean accumulation of ice directly propor-
tional to the increase in length of winter-season will annually
take place.

With the eccentricity of 210,000 years ago (-0575, as com-
puted by Crolir the maximum excess of winter-season over the
normal during such Platonic winter was about 13-5 days, or a
mean for each such period of 6'75 days ; throughout which

ordingly, the annual accumulation of ice was
'.UlJXlOjOr -lN'i 'Inch, and within which rise total accumulation
was equal to -185xl3>H). or 2405 inches (20<> feet).

toward the equator actual and possible ai

I'-'i
:
- ;

, .. , .
• , - •

'
'; .>..:;!
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factors progressively lose in relative efficiency, the fifth increases,

the share of heat derived from v,;> -Lies, and

ieity of solar accession becomes more equable, whereby
loss through radiation is accelerated. From this complex of

diverse and antagonistic elements only the most vague estimates

of the relative rates of addition and loss in higher and lower

latitudes could be directly deduced without exhaustive analysis

and computation ; but it is certain that the annual addition to

the ice-sheet could never exceed the precipitation, while it is

obvious that the annual loss must fail of the addition ; whence
the foregoing value, if doubled or tripled, and certainly if quad-

rupled, would be ample for the whole glaciated area of the

northern hemisphere.

3 of ice-

would be far slower; for the effective factors of accelerated

radiation and promoted reflection, which are but secondary in

the initial development of an ice-sheet, would then reach maxi-

•lency. The enormous dissipation of heat by icy sur-

faces is seldom adequately appreciated: after a light snow-fall

equal to but n fraction •
»!' an inch of ice, in the upper Mississippi

valley, the temperature falls from freezing-point to zero, and the

snow is not even softened by a day's uninterrupted sunshine

demonstrably sufficient to melt an inch and three-quarters of

ice; the neve-fields of the Savoyan Alps receive enough solar

energy in a year to melt 54 feet of ice. yet the actual superficial

must be trivial : an earlier paragraph indicates that

less than a fortieth of the theorel occurs in

the frigid zones; the solar accession in the frigid zone in sum-

mer is considerably greater than at the equator, as Meech has

calculated,
27 yet the liquefaction annually effected there would

be effected in a week were the available energy utilized in such

work; it appears susceptible of mathematic proof that if the

water of the earth were converted into a mantle of ice uniformly

enveloping its surface, not a crystal of it would ever be melted.

Not even an approximate estimate of the rate of ice -dissolution

can be made without analyzing and evaluating the wonderfully

effective agencies of rad ion; but it is certain

again that only a fraction of the ice accumulated during a

Platonic winter could be removed during a Platonic summer

;

and whether the fraction be large or small, it may safely be

affirmed that little more than a tithe of the Quaternary ice-sheet

could have been removed during a single inter-glacial period.

Let it be observed that if the preceding estimates of present

*' "Relative Intensity of the Light and Heat of the Sun," Smiths, Contrib.

Knowl., 85, 1855 (=voL ix, 1856), 18, pi. I.
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annual precipitation, or of the combined values of the glaciatum
factors, be excessive, the computed rate of ice-accumulation is

too rapid; while if they be defective, the importance and effi-

ciency of eccentricity as an element in glacial climate has been
underestimated.

The foregoing results sustain the opinion of Wallace and
others as already stated, and show that (presumably) the

weightiest objection of the recent reviewers is invalid.

The third objection of the first reviewer is based on a subor-

dinate side-question springing indirectly from the Crollian the-

ory, which may or may not in any way affect the fund

E the theory
;

for the question as to what physical
effect a given mass of' ice will exert on the earth's center of

id on the position of the ocean is wholly independent
of the question as to the reason of Quaternary ice-accumulation

;

and the validity of the eccentricity theory, per se
7
is accordingly

in no way affected by the verity of the phenomena adduced.
Again, the tripartite sequence of Quaternary deposits described

in the text-book (glacial—aqueous—glacial) does not appear to

be so thoroughly understood and so clearly drawn, and the

consensus of opinion concerning it so uniform, as to allay the

suspicion that the aqueous beds may be analogous to those

everywhere deposited during and immediately after the with-

drawal of the second ice-sheet.
• This objection, therefore, is also invalid.

In his first objection the second reviewer overlooks the fact

(upon whi.-
;
.

j m( i occasion to insist)
2

" that

the hypothetical deflection of the Gulf Stream, in the manner
contemplated by Croll, is an effect of glaciation, and, if a cause
at all, only a secondary one.' Hence if the glaeiation-faetors

alone are capable of inauguratinga glacial period, the assistance

of this element is not ley are not alone capa-
ble of produen ie whole theory fails.

This objection, too is accordingly incompetent.

With no desire to underestimate the actual difficulties of the

v theory, or to detract one iota from the

caution displayed' in such u; icral erit cism a- that >>( the first

reviewer, a word may be added with reference to tin doprecui

tory tone of the class of critics represented l>\ r.he third re\ icwer.

- kd far-reaching as the theory is, enor<

does upon different branches of science, involving as it must

elements seldom coordinated
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which few geologists can afford to bestow upon it ; and as with

special invesl y, so in this case, the men who
have not made such study are prone to ignore or disparage both
the investigation and its results. It assuredly speaks strongly

for the respectability, and equally makes for the probability of

the theory, that nearly every geologist whose writings show that

he thoroughly comprehends it is disposed to regard it as some-
thing more than a vague hypothesis, and that those who un-

derstand its principles best are most ready to teach it as a

tentative but probable geologic and cosmogonic doctrine.

Never more, and seldom as much, may be said of the narrower
speculations of empirical geology.

Salt Lake City, Utah, April 15th, 1883.

.RT. XV.— On 'Uiciuit Fawnd and iih

Floral Types in the Laramie Group ; by Charles A. Whii

The fact that fossil plants of Tertiary types have been found
in strata of the Laramie Group associated with Dinosaurian
remains has been long known and undisputed, even by those

who strongly contend for the Cretaceous age of that group.
Concerning the true Laramie age of some of the collections of

plants, however, that have been published as coming from
strata which are now known to belong to that great group,

many of those who are interested in the matter have felt some
doubt, and others have persistently discredited it. In the

present consideration of this question I shall make special ref-

erence to those strata of northeastern Montana and adjacent

parts of Dakota, to which Dr. Hayden gave the name of Fort

Union Group, and to the large collection of plants which he made
from its strata. Descriptions of these plants were published by
Dr. J. S. Newberry, in 1868, in volume ix of the Annals of the

New York Lyceum of Natural History, pp. 1-76; and his

08 of the same were published by Dr. Hayden, in

1878, in connection with the U. S. Geological Survey of the

Territories. I>r. Xewberry then referred the species of the

plants in question to the Miocene epoch; and while most of

them were then new, he identified a part of them with known
.' characteristic of the

eriod were the types of those plants generally admit-

ted to be that the assignment which Dr. Newberry made of

them has, I believe, never been seriously called in question.

Dr. Hayden at the same time and from the same localities, col-
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lected many invertebrate fossils which were afterward described
by Mr. Meek and himself: and some years afterward Professor
Cope obtained from the same region numerous vertebrate
remains, among which were those of Dinosaurs. Mr. Clarence
King, accepting the conclusions of Dr. Newberry as to the
Miocene Tertiary age of the plants here referred to, and those
of Professor Cope as to the .Cretaceous age of the Dinosaurs,
expressed the opinion that the strata from which the former
were obtained were distinct from those of the latter and of
much later geological age. The following paragraph is quoted
from his volume I, of the U. S. Geological Survey of the 40th
Parallel, p. 353 :

" The relations of conformity or nonconformity
between the plant-bearing beds of Fort Union, and the Dinosau-
rian beds are not given, and there is reason to believe that the
plant beds represent a horizon of the great White River Mio-
cene series which underlies the Pliocene over so large a part of
the Great plains. * * * * I apprehend that the plant-horizon
at Fort Union will be found to be nothing but the northward
extension of the White River Miocene." My reason for refer-

ring especially to this statement of Mr. King is that it occupies
a place in the leading volume of one of the larger series of
U. S. Government geological publications, and it is therefore
(although he distinctly states that he has never visited the
region in question), liable to mislead those who have not per-

sonally studied the geology of that region, if it should pass

unchallenged.

During the summer of 1882 I gave especial study to the
geology of the region about Fort Union, extending up the Yel-
lowstone Valley, and including all the localities from which
Dr. Hayden obtained the fossil plants here referred to. The
result of that study has been to ascertain that only one forma-
tion, namely, the characteristic Fort Union Group, which is

n "'< Jg ion oi ess than a part ot the -Teal Laramie Group,
occupies that whole region. That is, with the exception of one
or two small exposures of the Fox Hills Cretaceous Group,
upon which the Laramie strata rest conformably, no other than
Laramie strata are to Vie found there *

At numerous points along the valleys of the Yellowstone
:il "l Missouri, including many of Dr. ' Havden's localities. I

collected Em Qd vertebrate remains. The
molluscan shells are those which belong to chai I -

species of the Laramie Grmip, examples of most of which I

ive collected from its si rata in \\ i u and Coloi ulo on
both sides o! .. H, i.. . _- i- a list of
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them as identified by myself, comparing them with the type
specimens or other authentic examples :

Unio prisms Meek & Hayden. Viviparus Reynoldsianus M. & H.

' > , M U I rZ'Jm M. &H.
n.iiiwistn* li,n,.Fformis M. * IL Viviparus Urn! M. & H.

Viriparm trocMformia M. & II.

Professor E. D. Cope, who has examined the vertebrate

remains which I collected with the foregoing mollusca, recog-

nizes the former as belonging mostly to the same species which
he had previously obtained from that region ; and he gives me
the following general determinations of them :

Chelonians, thr i-.'mys and Clastomenus.)

Ganoids, one species. (Wastes.)

Mr. Lester R Ward, who has charge of the fossil plants of

the IT. S. Geological Survey, and who is making a special

study of those of the Laramie Group, has given me a list of 35

species which he has identified to his entire satisfaction with

species heretofore published. The larger part of these are spe-

cies which Dr. Newberry published, as before mentioned.
From that list I select the fourteen species named below for the

purpose of illustrating the subject of this article :

iSf;S!:E
:
A.

M 'm ne, Spitzbergen

.„/ Walt!



First, two of the species are among the most common living

North American shrubs. Second, eight of them are

with European Miocene species. Third, six of them are iden-

tified with those which have been found in unquestionable
I 2 c in strata in < nlo ;i

] Sot 'n rn Wyoming. Now, I

assert without hesitation, that all the plants from which the

foregoing list has been made were found in such association

with the molluscan and vertebrate remains that have been
mentioned in this article as to show plainly that they all lived

contemporaneously. That is, if all these identifications are

correct, as they are believed to be, two species of living plants,

eight species of acknowledged Miocene plants, numerous fresh-

water mollusks of living types, and two existing genera of

Chelonians, all co-existed with Dinosaurs.
It is not to be denied, if there were any inducement to do so,

that the Dinosaurian remains are found toward the base of the

Laramie Group, in the Yellowstone valley, and that the prin-

ts is somewhat above that of the

Dinosaurs there. But all the plants of the foregoing list have
been found associated together, and some of them also extend
below the upper known limit there of the Dinosaurs. Some of
the other vertebrate remains herein named are found associated

with the Dinosaurs, and the range of the former extends up
into the principal horizon o\ the plants. There is no trace or

suggestion of a separation of any of the strata which contain all

ins into separate formations, and there is no uncon-
formity whatever among those strata. Furthermore, I have
found at the Southern Wyoming localities named in the fore-

going list of plants, Dinosaurian remains in layers above those
which contain the plants. At least two of the latter, be it

remembered, are ide an Miocene species.

The specific identity of the molluscan and plant remains leaves
no possible room for doubt as to the equivalency of the Fort
Union strata of the Yellowstone vallev with the typical Lara-
mie strata of Southern Wyoming that have been referred to.

Art. XVI.— Notes

collection of fossil plant- hrou-iht bv him from China. They
proved to b« int. est i- and it! i-

j

' - >r> 1 present

briefly the res a n of them.
The circum- , > i j hid, tl vn .' "md. so far as

known, ai . ,\ ,,.|, -..,!' M:. Hague which
accompanied them

:
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"This collection of plants came from the coal basin of the Pii

of the open port of Xii.-ehwang. lam told that at times ther

So far as I know no geologist has visited the district, c\cep

Baron v. Kichthofen, wlio regarded the formation as of Paleozoi

From my own observations while traveling through the prov-

inces of (diihte and Shansi, and from various sources of informa

tion, I believe by far the greater part of the coal basins of Nortl

China are of Paleoxoie a-e. although the well-known district

On unpacking the collection I discovered that the plants

:re of Carboniferous age and that most of them belonged to

jcies common in the rocks of Kurope and North America.
Of the ten species which can be distumuislied, one is a Pecop-

is too imperfect for determination (probably P. imita Brgt.),

d two others, a LoochnpLnrix and an Archa-optrris, present

ght differences from their closely-allied representatives in
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The Archwidtri* indicates that the coal with which these
plants were associated belongs near the base of the Coal-meas-
ures, as this genus does not rise above that horizon.
The species of Lonchopteris and Archaopteris are best repre-

sented in the collection, and the former is very well shown.
tn general aspect it is not unlike the figures given by Brong-
niart of his L. rugosa, (Veg. Foss., p. 368, tab. 131, figs. 1, 2, 3),

but the pinnules are smaller and the reticulation much more
open. In the latter respect it is more like L. Banrii Amir.,
L. Eschweilerianus Andr., and L. conjugate Goepp., sp.' (Xeurop-
leris amju i<ita Goepp.), but it has narrower, more pointed and

ii mules than either.

Should a larger number of specimens show that these are

species which may be fittingly named after° Mr. Hague, Lon-
chopieris Hagn<a,ia. The .1 <•/,„

r teris mentioned is a very
graceful and .

,,;'
fcb > genas, Staving obovate

'»' --'patulate pinnules, of which the upper extremities are often

crenulate or fimbriate. It is less robust than the type forms of
A. Hilnyrnica Forbes, sp., and the pinnules are more symmetri-
ca*. It is about the size of A. Jacksoni Dwn., but has less

crowded, more elongate, and more regularly ovate or spatulate

pinnules. The nerves are lino, forked only near the base, sim-
ple .'"id sub parallel above. IWihlv this mav be, like several

described species of Archwopteris, only a variety of .1. Ilibennm,
but the characN-rs mentioned seem' to separate it from any

spatulata.

The first fossil plants brought from China were collected by
by the writer in the

Smithsonian Contributions of 1866. These included two new
\

Pecopteris WhitI,y,.nsL*, found in the bias and' Upper Trias of
Europe, Pod

, a Liassic plant of the old
world, and P. EmmonsL which occurs in North Carolina.
all of
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ined a collection of plants obtained from southern Shansi
and gave a list of them in the Bull, de la Soc. Geol. de

France, 3d Series, vol. ii, p. 408. They included some
of the species collected by Pumpelly, and were considered

by M. Brongniart to represent the tipper Trias and Lower
Jura. More recently Baron v. Richthofen obtained fossil plants

from various parts of China, and these have been described by

A. Schenk in vol. iv of Richthofen 's China. They repre-

sent two distinct horizons, one Carboniferous and the other

Mesozoic. The former were found in the districts of Shansi

and Hunan. Here were obtained [propter is cyalhea, P. unita,

Annularia longifolia Brgt., A. maxima Schenk, SphenophyUum
emarginatum Brgt., S. Schhlheimii Brgt., Catamites giga*

Brgt., etc. Elsewhere in the provinces of Shansi and Tshili,

ic plants, among which
M. Schenk recogniz unites fan-

ceolaius, and other species which led him to refer the strata

containing them to the Brown Jura.

It is known to most geologists that the extensive coal basins

of fndia, from which fossil plants have been described by
Oldham and Morris and Dr. beistmantel, are all of Mesozoic

age. The same is true of the coals of Tonking. Cochin China,

from which a considerable number of fossil plants have been

obtained by the French expeditions and described by M. R.

Zeiler in the A>,wd<s des Mines, October, 1882.

It would seem proven, therefore, that the coal basins of

China (in which the coal is very largely converted to anthracite

by local metamorphism), belong to two great geological sys-

tems, one, as indicated by the plants collected, by Baron Rich-

thofen and Mi If igue, tin e<juu alei * o! the Coal-measures—and

probably the entire range of the Coal-measures of Europe and

America—the latter not yet capable of so definite class

but probably referable to both the Rhastic and Lias.

The fossil plants brought by Mr. Hague from China, repre-

senting as they do, not only the characteristic genera of the

Coal-measures in Europe and America, but identical or

closely allied species, cannot fail to interest both geologists and

botanists: the first, by the confirmation they alVord of' the clas-

sification adopted for the stratified rocks, based on the fossils

they contain ; the latter, from the evidence they furnish of
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the practical identity of the acrogenous flora of the Coal period
over so large a portion of the earth's surface, and the remark -

able persistence which specific characters exhibit in the wide
range of migration and the incalculable lapse of time through
which the dispersion was effected.

Since none of the higher plants were in existence upon the

earth's surface during the Carboniferous age, wherever a terres-

trial flora prevailed, it could only be composed of acrogens and
gymnosperms, but how it happens that within these limits

there was so little diversity is incomprehensible. During the

Coal-measure epoch the same genera, and to a large degree the

same species, seem to have lived in North America, Europe,
Brazil and China.
No one who has any acquaintance with fossil plants would

fail to recognize at once most of the species in the collection

brought by Mr. league ; but if shown seven out of the ten he
could not say whether they came from America, Europe or

Asia. And yet, in the interval between the deposition of the

Coal-measures and the Triassic rocks the whole flora of the

globe was revolutionized. Before the Bunter was laid down
Lepidodendron, Sigillaria, Annul Cbrdaites,

and indeed all the characteristic forms of the coal flora had dis-

appeared. The Cycads in great variety, true Equiseta, and
peculiar genera of conifers and ferns, gave new aspects to

nature, and this again over the whole world. From the desert

of Atacama, from Sonora, New Mexico, North Carolina,

Europe, India and China, we obtain the remains of the unmis-
takable Mesozoic flora with, species which are common to all

these widely separated localities.

Hence, we are safe in fixing by fossil plants the geological

horizon of the Mesozoic coal basins of China; but the identity

of species in the Mesozoic flora, though surprising, is not quite
so marked as in th il oi I

• Carboniferous age.

In the Middle Cretaceous came another great revolution, and
t'ic angiosperms succeeded the gymnosperms so rapidly that

-as covered with Hows, etc..

before the Tertiary began. Gradually we are gathering the

details i
i

shall be

c&'ises which inspi
Plant life, and ths;' :

'

*

effected seem to 1
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XYU.—Beviem (,f IkCandollts Origin of Cultivated Plants;

// Auunlatioits upon certain American Species; by ASA
ay and J. Hammond Trumbull.

In concluding, after some unexpected delay, our observa-

tions upon iM'i loll. L'O i I I' ' i ("nltirfes, it may
not be improper to state that, as we learn, the work was

planned upon a somewhat larger scale, which was reduced to

suit the requirements of the publisher. This accounts for the

omission of certain articles which would otherwise have found

place.

Part III.

Lycopersicum esculentum. Tomato.—We have only to note an

oversight in respect to the Mexican cultivation of the Mala

Peruviana, as it was named by some botanists of the 16th

century. DeCandolle refers to Humboldt's statement that the

cultivation of this esculent was ancient in Mexico, but adds

that there is no mention of it in the earliest work on the plants

of that country, viz: Hernandez, Historia. But Hernandez
(ed. 1651, p. 295, ff.) actually has a chapter "De Tomatl, seu

planta acmosa vel Solano, and describes several sorts under their

Persea gratissima, Alligator Pear of the English, tA vocat of

the French: a singular corruption of a native name, as De
Candolle remarks, which had no more to do with an alligafcw

than with a lawyer. Our author does not carry back the

nativ. M< vi hi i at ie <ju t< to its original, which was Ahuaca-
huttf, corrupted by the Spaniards into Aqvacntr, Avogade, etc.

Champlain, who saw it in Mexico in 1599 or 1600, calls the

h tirst printed, hi Italia
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fruit A ccoiates and Acoyales ; Toy. to the W. Indies [Hakloyl
Soc, 1859], p. 28.

Oviedo described " the wild pear-tree of the main land," in

1526. It grew "in the province of Castillo del Oro (Panama),
m the sierras of Capira and the country of the cacique of
•Taanaga," etc. In the revision of his first work, in 1535, he
adds, that he had, some years before, seen these trees cultivated
by the Indians in Nicaragua {Hist. gen. y nat., lib. ix, c. 22).
J

' was still a tree of "Terra firma"—not yet introduced into
the Islands. Clusius saw it in a garden "in Valencia—" said
to be brought from America "—thirty-five years earlier than
the date (1601) mentioned by DeCandolle. He described
the "Persea" in the first edition of his 1listeria variorum
SUrpium, 1576 (lib. i, c. 2), published five years after his

journey in Spain.

Pas8ifhra.--ThiB genus is wholly omitted by DeCandolle;
unaccountably so, considering how much Granadillas have been
cultivated and prized in tropical countries. A note on the
subject may not be out of place, as a species was cultivated by
our own Indians.
As to early history and aboriginal nomenclature, Monardes

(De Simplicibus Medic, c. 66) savs that the (iranadilla was
°--~"

taneous in Peru, and that the fruit was highlv esteemed by

ad by the Spaniards. Oieea de" Leon (Chron. dk
r>,u, c. 2* ), about" 1550, saw it growing in the valley of the

|

J'" ^il''
;

"ear Cali (now in Colombia) and in the country about
'

;ls t<>- The flower and fruit are mentioned bv -I. de Aeosta
(>W. and moral Hist of the fndais. b. iii. c. 28)—"the f_ruit

sweet, and too sweet, in the opinion of some." Lery (1557-8)
does not appear to have found it in Brazil, but it was common
there before the middle of the 17th century. Piso and Marc-
grav (/fist. \,i(. Ih-usii. 1648, pp. 106, 70) reckon nine species or
more, of which f » u were < u!ti\ te 1 two. > sp i til v, for their
lni ">- The Tupi (Brazilian) name was .!/W»e,,;,/(Montoya.
lr,: ''M which Piso and Marcgrnv, /.'•.. wrote M„ruc.ma: the
s p«'eies whic.li was generally cultivated for its fruit was Mhnru-
'»dn-g uacu (i. e. great Mnrucaya). Kather K. Breton (Diction.

Carnd,.,
\
»'„;.-,

, g, V es. M, nco>r> as the Carib name of the fruit;

m t this seems to have been adopted from the Tupi—for in that

language Mhnrnruh, denotes the '• fruit of a vine."
It is remarkable that the Tupi (and Carib) name went with

the plant and its fruit to the country of the Algonkins, before
f-li" coming of Kuropeans. One species (Passi/fura. inrunntln)

•;
- cultivated by the Indians of Virginia. "They plant also

• l/'"'"'<"
/ \ a wild fruit, like a lemon, which also increase lnlm-

^y" (Capt. John Smith, i, . //-..-. 2'.'.: i:.d. igain (p. 25),

Smith mentions the "fruit which the inhabitants call Mara-
Am- Jour. Sci.-Third Series, Vol XXVI, No. 182.-Aitgust, 1883.

r";
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cocks—pleasant, wholesome fruit"—among "things which are

imjuridlij in Virginia." Strachey (Travail,- into 'Virr/wia, 72,

119) describes the "fruit called by the natives a maracock,

which the Indians plant," etc.

Although no longer planted, the fruit of the spontaneous
plant is still eaten in the southern Atlantic States; and its

popular name, May-pop, is probably the last stage of the Tupi
original.

Now our Passiflora incamala is so like P. edalis (well

known in cultivation), the home of which is in Brazil,* that

botanists have been unable clearly to distinguish the two,

except by the fact that ours, dying down to the ground at

approach"of winter, remains herbaceous. Tt occurs in a rather

narrow geographical range; and Dr. Masters, in his elaborate

study of the order (Trans. Linn. Soc, xxvii, 641 ; see also Flora

t " being so far separate from the remainder
of its allies of the same subgenus, [it] may be considered us an

outlier." Altogether we may inf< * 1 the name
were originally derived from the same South American source.

Musa, Banana—The author concludes, as did Kobert Brown,
nd Plants in are varieties of one species; also that

this speries is of the ( >i<j World : that iii all probability it was not

known in the West Indies when discovered by Columbus; but
that in respect to the western side of North America, there is some
evidence which is not easily ruled out, especially the statement
of Garcilasso that the Peruvians had the banana before the con-

quest, and of Stevenson (" Trav. in S. Amer.") who is said to

have seen in the ancient Peruvian tombs beds made of Banana
leaves. This is discredited because the author found beans in

the same tombs, " et que la feve est certainement de 1'ancien

monde." But if Stevenson wrote beans, without doubt he meant
the seeds of Phaseolus, not of Faba. It would rather seem
that the Banana, like the Sweet Potato and Cocoa-nut had early

been transported over the Pacific.

Phaseolus vulgaris, Kidney Bean.—Three weeks after his first

landing in the new world Columbus saw, near Nuevitas in

Cuba, fields planted with "faxones and fahas very different

from those of Spain." arid two days afterwards, followimr the

north coast of Culm, lie again found "land well cultivated with

"/oro,," ucrc-a^ Xa\ m.t. 'not,-. '',/„ ,, *>o. '20.,\- "'the

which the P io) speaks of
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the "fesoles, as the Spaniards call them, of which there, are
many kinds in (in-

j

\V
r
estj Indias." These fesoles, he says (lib.

yn, c. 18) " are called by Pliny fagivoles: in Aragon we call them
jwlius. and the seeds of those ^of Spain and of this country are

" The natives of Hispaniola raise these

,
but they are much more abundant on the main land,

v in New Spain and Nicaragua. "I have, in the
province of Nagrando in Nicaragua, seen them gather a hun-
dred hanegas (bushels, nearly), of these fesoks: and they also,

in that country and other parts of that coast, have many other
kinds ol fesoles, besides the common sort: some have yellow
seeds, others spotted," etc. In another place (lib. xi, c. 1),

Oviedo, mentioning plants that had been brought from Spain
to Hispaniola and other parts of America, "in the beginning,"
names " Fesoles, called in Aragon Judias, and in my country
[Castile] Arvejas luengas :" but " of these, there is no need of

bringing more seed, for in this island and on the main many
bushels are harvested every year, and in the province of Nicara-
gua they are indigenous {n'alurales de la misma tierra\ and a

great number of bushels are produced yearly of these and of
other fesoles of other sorts and ditt'erent colors," etc.

_
From this time (1535) onward, nearly every writer who men-

tioned plants cultivated by the Indians named, together or in

close connection, maize, beans and pumpkins. Reference to

several of these writers has heen made in our notes on Cucur-
'"''"-. Cabeea de Vnca found beans cultivated by the Indians
of Florida in 1528, and again, near the western limit of his

wanderings (in New Mexico or Sonora) in 1535. De Soto, at

his landing in 1539, found "fields of maize, beans and pump-
kins," near Tampa Bay ; and at Coligoa (west of the Missis-

sippi) "beat- ire Ln great plenty; both were

those of Spam:" and so, at other places,

on his travel to the west and north.
Jacques Cartier, the discoverer of the St. Lawrence, on his

»>st vny.w. 1.-CH. f, MU1 ,l that rlie Indians near the mouth of

^at n „ on tin l?a\ oi <ia^< had dnimlanei ol mai , md

|!h' vocal . , /'/- ,> du V»,/„g> ) S„he*
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.ii.l use of " fezolles" by the Indians. The Hurons
used in their succotash {> ottahouy) "a third or a quarter part

of their fezoh-s, called <><fir<ssa
v (Grand Voyage, 83, 138).

Lescarbot, 1608, says that the Indians of Maine, like those

of Virginia and Florida, plant their corn in hills, "and between

the kernels of corn, they plant beans marked {fives HoUes) with

various colors, which are very delicate ; these, because they

are not so high as the corn, grow very well among it " (Hist.

Nouv. France, ed. 1612, p. 835; see also, p. 744).

The relation of the voyage of Captains Amidas and Barlow to

Virginia, 1584, mentions pease, melons, etc., at Eoanoke Island,

but does not name beans; but Harriot, who accompanied
them on this voyage, includes both " Wickonzour, called by us

Pease," and " Ohtndjter, called by us Beans," among the pro-

ductions of that country. Capt. John Smith, who was in Vir-

ginia in 1607, and Strachey, who was there in 1610, describe (in

nearly the same words) the Indian manner of planting corn and

beans :
" they plant also pease they call assentamrns, which are

the same they call ii r beans are the same
the Turks c d'l / < hi* these they much esteem for dain-

ties" (Smith's Gen. Hist., 28; Strachey, Trav. in Virginia, 117).

Evidently, these names are confounded. Oarvance was the

French name of the Chick Pea (Oicer arirtinum), the Spanish

garlmnzo; and it is not probable that the "Turks" gave this

name to any kind of beans; while fagiuoli was the Italian

equivalent of Latin phaseoli. Strachey's Virginian vocabulary

gives iiKs^nt'innn^ (and (Jnss'-tttamens) for " pease," and peccatoas,

It must be remembered that at the beginning of the 17th

century, kidney beans—as well as vetchlings (Lathyrus)—were

popularly regarded as a kind of pease, or " peason." Turner,

in his Names of Herbes, 1548, says that uPhasiolus, otherwise

called Dolichos, may be called in English long peasen o

.... in French phaseoles''': and hi

French, as some wryte Phaseole .... may be called in Eng-

lish Kydney beane,
v

etc., (Engl Dial Soc., ed. 1881, p. 62, 74 1.

Lyte's Dodoens, 1578, follows Turner for the English names of

IMiaseolus, •' Kidney beane and Sperage; of some they are

called Faselles, or Long Peason," etc. (p. 474): his "common
Peason "and "middle Peason" are Erviha ' (Enww ErviUn

L.?) and Pisu„, arvense L. : while P. sativum is distinguished

as "Great Peason, Garden Peason, and Branche Peason, be-

cause, as 1 tbinke, they must be holpen or stayed up with

branches " (id. 476).

So, on the continent, the Spanish names for "fisoles" was
" arvejas luenga-s " (Oviedo) i. e., 'long vetches,' and the garden

pea (P. sah'ntm) was " un corto genero de Arvejas" (Calepin's
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Diction., ed. 1616), a short kind of vetches. The confusion of
names is frequent in writers of the 16th and first half of the
17th centuries, in French, as well as English and Spanish.
" Magno sane labore "—as Tragus found

—

"Phasioli, Orobi. et

Stirp. Hist., 1552, p. 613.

Champlain uses poix and fece*, i iteivha i<_iv;i .'v. ;is names of
the American Phaseoli. In Breton's Diction. Fr.-Gxraibe (1666)
tlie Caril name, caldouana, stands for "pois de Bresil '' and
"febue de Bresil"; "pois rouges, dit Anglois, mibipi" : and
"Pois, mancSnti"—this being, probably, the (introduced) P.
sativum.

Sagard (1624-5) says that the Hurons called the coarser part
of their pounded maize—after the meal had been sifted from
it— u

Acointa, c'est a dire Pois (car ils lui donnent le mesme
nom qu'a nos pois);'* and in hie ><ie, he has
"Pois, Acointa" "Fezolles, Ogaressa ;" whence we infer that
French pease [P. sativum] were already cultivated by or known
to the Hurons. The Abnakis of western Maine, in the 17th
century, called pease, w, , , >( i-minur i.e. '* French (or foreign)

seeds.'' Tanner, 1830, gives as the Chippevvay name of the

"Wild pea vine" [Phaseolus I
hemin, i.e.

'Indian (or, native) seeds.' In nearly all North American lan-

guages, the names for kidney-beans (Phaseoli) are of earlier

mrnatioti than those for garden pease. The latter are usually
formed on the former: e. g. Chahta, tobi, bean; tobi hullo, [wild]

pea; tobi hikint a„i. garden pea (Byington): Dakota, o
nmnichu,

beau: o",nniclia hinii/a";/<(
!i

j
i. e. 'round bean'], pea.

Without multiplying < tations—we may assume that the

"pease" and " poix" which early voyagers found cultivated by
the American Indian were species of Phaseolus—not Pisum.

Five and twenty years before the settlement of Virginia, the

Indians of C - and very
good beans" (Lescarbot, Nbuv. France, 778). Lawson, 1700-

lern beans

the Indians: -The Ki-> ">
\

';*>>. "were

%:!;,

rthern States, we find little difficulty in establishing
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the identity of Phaseolus vulgaris with the beans cultivated by
the Indians at the first coming of Europeans. These were,

from the first, distinguished, as " Indian beans," from the garden

beans (Vicia Faba) introduced by the English. In 1609, Hud-
son, exploring the river which bears his name, saw at an Indian

village—in the vicinity of Schodac and Castleton, Rensellaer

county, N. Y.—"a great (juaniitv of maize or Indian corn, and

beans of the last year's growth" (Hudson's Journal, in De Laet,

1625, b. iii. ch. 10, and Juet's, in Purchas : N. Y. Hist. Soc.

Coll., 2 Ser., i. 300, 325).

1631^2. The Indians of New Netherland "make use of

French beans of different colours, which they plant among their

maize. . . . The maize stalks serve, instead of the poles which
we use in our Fatherland, for the beans to grow upon " (De

Vries, Voyages, transl. in 2 N. Y. Hist. iSoc., iii. 107).

1653. Van der Donck, in his " Description of the New Neth-

erlands," distinguishes the beans cultivated by the Indians

before the coming of the Dutch, and the Turkish leans which

had been introduced: " Of Beans there are several kinds; but

the large Windsor bean [Vicia Faba'] . . . and the horse bean

will not fill out their pods The Turkish beana which our

people have introduced there grow wonderfully. . . . Before the

arrival of the Netherlanders [1614] the Indians raised beans of

various kinds and colours, but generally too coarse to be eaten

green or to be pickled, except the blue sort, which are abundant,"

etc. He then describes the Indian mode of planting beans

with maize, ut supra (N. Y. Hist. S r. GW/., 2 Ser., i. 188-9).

This is the only reference we have found to the introduction of

any species of Phaseolus. into North America. Van der Donck's

book was written more than fortv vears after Hudson's coming,

and the author first arrived in New Netherland in 1642. His

statement as to the introduction by the Dutch of the best kind

of "Turkish beans" for "snaps," salad, or pickling, is not to

be accepted without reserve; but the fact that Turkish beans

"grow wonderfully, fill out remarkably well, and are much
cultivated," while the imported Windsor beans [Vicia Faba]

and horse-b rea is to be noted.

Wood, who was in Massachusetts from 1629 to 1633. says

that the Indians, "in winter-time have all manlier of fowles,

hnlun, /,,„„..*. ami elui.is" i.V. K. Pmsf.ct, pt. 2, ch. 6). Roger

Williams, 1643, gives the Indian name of these beans, in the

Narraganset dialect : Mamoiqussrd-ash (plural); Cotton's Massa-

chusetts vocabulary (1727-8) has (sing.) ".]/»„, isanisset, an In-

dian bean ;" President Stiles, about 1760, heard the name in the

t as M<sh n A.s (MS. Vocab.); Zeisberger, 1.76

and 1803, wrote it in the Delaware, with dialectic an •

Malar}, it: and we can trace it in the modern Shyenne Monish
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(Hayden's Vocab., 1862) and Monchha. In the Chippeway, the
kidney-bean has received—probably from some local variety

—

a different name: Miskodissimin, i.e. 'red-dyed seed (or fruit)
;''

and this name, modified as M'skochi-thei, was used by the
Shawanoes of Ohio.
To return to New England, Josselyn, who was in this

country, 1638-9, and again, 1663-71, in his catalogue of

"plants proper to the country, names "Indian limns, falsely

called French beans :" " the herbalists call them kidney-beans,
from their shape and effects. . . . They are variegated much [in

size and colour]
; besides your Bonivis and Ca(a cancel, and the

ki'/t,e//-/»an that is proper to Roanoke: but these are brought
into the country: the others are natural to the climate " (X^E.
Baritit s, p. 56; Voyages, p. 73-4). Here is reference to at least

two species of American beans, one " proper to New England,"
the other from Roanoke—perhaps P. maltiflorus.

Besides the names already mentioned— Slona&piisset, with its

variants—there is another, in northern Algonkin languages, for

kidney-beans, which must have originally belonged to some
hejh-tu-iuing variety. Eliot used it, in the' plural, for "beans"
1! - v u in \ ii 28 h, j" ' -which litei ll\ - gni ies

'twiners;' and Ra.des(16!>! 1.700) gave, in theKennebec-Abnaki
of Maine, for u

faseole, a tehdhwe—from the same root. A
modern Abnaki vocabulary shows that this name is still in use—*a"ad.ba-hwa."

_
As to the American origin of P. Iwiatus, the Lima bean and

ita varieties, there seems now to be no question. "It is evi-

dently," says M. DeCandolle (p. 276), "a Brazilian species,

dispersed by cultivation, and perhaps long ago naiurah/.-.l,

here and there, in tropical America."
But as to the origin of P. vulgaris he is not free from doubt.

He finds "(l)tbat ,
- - . . , - a - .t ti\ ted in ancient

times in the East Indies! the southwest of Asia, or Egypt;
(2) that we are not absolutely certain that it was known in

Europe before the discovery of America: (3) that at that epoch
the number of varieties suddenly increased in the gardens
of Europe, and ail authors began to speak of it; (4) that the

is are found in South America;
a»d (5) that seeds which apparently belong to this species ha
been found in IVruvij ',;;,:

;

at AnconJ of i

""certain, mixed with [her species, a 11 of wh ich are

American" (p. 27.7).

.

'Hie pi-ooi that P. r, •!;,), is (an d P. nan as), in varieties almost

le, were cult the natives of America, before
the coming of to be eonelusi*ire. The
tion of M. de Candolle •s d [\r< as to the American origin of

i.USt depe Qd, r. on the iden tilication of the

^ecies known as Phaw; {Pha seV, Faginoli, Fisoles, i3tc), in
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Europe, before the discovery of America. This identification

may not be impossible, but the space at our disposal will not

permit us to attempt it in this article, or even to re-examine

the authorities on which M. de Candolle admits the probability

"that the Dolichos of Theophrastus was our pole bea

d rames), and the Fasiolos our cultivated bush bean [haricot

nain "), p. 271. At present, we have only to offer one or two

1. The distinction indicated by Galen {de Alimentis, lib. i,

cc. 25, 28), between the Phasiolos\ipaa'toXoc\ of Dioscorides and
/ V, a>, (us [cdm

l
/oc I

—
|

> n > i it 1 1 ; 1 1
»

I

y the v i 1 1 s f : i
s<

1 u s " of Vi rgi 1

—if well founded, seems to have been lost sight of in the mid-

dle ages. In Italy, the Greek and Latin names Phcmohs, Fa*
eohis, Faselus, Fasillus, etc., passed into the modern Fay inoli.

l
Piero de' Crescenzi, of Bologna, whose

the beginning of the 14th century, in

Latin, and translated into Italian about

1350, mentions, among field plants,

Faseoli (Fagiuoli), as well known ;

"some of them are red, some white.

.... Thev are planted, conveniently,

among panicle, millet and chick pease:

tin? or tin

either was a species of Phaseolus L.

In the first half of the 16th century

the white Phaseoli were the more com-

mon and less esteemed. The young
pods were eaten, with the included seeds, in salads,

• boiled with other vegetables.

Two other early figures show that the Faseoli were not so

well known" to the herbnlists of the 15th and beginning of

e 16th century as to Crescenzi in the 14th. One (fig. 2) is

nm a Venice edition of the Hbrtus Sanitatis. 1.51 L : the other

g. :'.) from the Tacuini Sanitatk of " Elluchasem Klimithar,"

rasburg, 1531, p. 49. They are e-pmllv unlike the modern
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3 may have originally been intended for a Teasel (iJipsaa
sylvestris) the Y'mja pectoris of the herbalists. Calepins l)i<

tionary (ed. 1616) says, s. v. Fawbts, that the name FasilU
now given by the common people, to "a species of Cicercula.

il bv Albertus Magnus
uhieh appears to M. do Cando'lle "to be the dwarf

'" "g!.\ M!u Urst Vt A
-

i)

l

, la ,,f ;mv k„own variety of

_
'•" <""-• e.g., Onhchn, „.,,,,; n „, , L. (1 ren. 1. />. I/- - r ',V

'"<" " //"<"„< r /,M_not mention., i h\ \[. de (\uulolJe,
" lt ""t'-'ii cultivated in Italv, and of which there are a great

rieiies— which has seeds -marked bv a prominent
>Iack spot, about the umbilicus.''!

,

7- M. deCan.lo] ,iii. 272.. with a reference to Delileand to
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Hindustani,

not been traced earlier than "to Jahia ebn Serapio

bian physician of the 9th or 10th century—whose work "de
Simplicibus " compiled chiefly from Dioscorides and Galen,

was translated into Latin in the 15th century.* In a chapter

(lxxxi) on " Lubia, i.e., Faseoli," he quotes from Dioscorides,

the deseri] I {xnpraia ofilXa£) " whose seeds

some call Lobia "; and it is evident that the name Lubia (as it

was transliterated from the Arabic text by the trans!

transferred to the Arabic from the Greek of Dioscorides. It is

probable, to say the least, that it has been ri tl\ :i] propriated

to Dolichos Lubia Forskal (De Oandolle, 278), rather than to

any species of Phaseolus.

The length to which our annotations have extended forbids

all notice of the third part of this book. This, however, is very

brief. It contains a tabulation of the plants of cultivation, and

of the results of the pr if them ; also an article

on the regions in whic iies have originated or

have been brought into cultivation, in which it is stated that of

the 247 species under investigation the Old World has furnished

199, and America 45, leaving three which are doubtful in this

regard; and the extreme poverty of the southern b
beyond the tropics is a striking feature. An article on the

number and nature of species cultivated at di tie rent periods is

noteworthy. So, also, is the enumeration of the cultivated

nch are unknown in a wild state; from which it is

gathered that 27 species have never been found wild by any

botanist, 27 more are doubtful in this respect, while 193 are of

recognizable origin.

Of the "Eeflexions diverses," at the close, we note only the

final one. that "In the history of cultivated plants, I have

found no indication of communications between the inhabitants

of the Old and New World anterior to the discovery of America

by Columbus. The Scandinavians, who had carried their

expeditions to the north. -rn ('nitcd States, and the Basques of

the Middle AgeSj who had extended their whaling voyages per-

haps to America, would appear not to have transported a single

cultivated species. The Gulf-stream has equally been without

effect. Between America and Asia two transportations may
have been effected, one bv man (the Hutata*). the other either

by man or by the sea (Cocoa-nut)."

Perhaps the Banana should be ranked with the Sweet

Potato in this regard. And we may merely conjecture that

: -ones.



O. C. Marsh—Foot-prints in Nevada.

During the past summer various accounts have been p
lished of the disc. yer\ - human foot-prints in sandstone m
Carson, Nevada. The locality is in the yard of the St
prison, and the tracks were uncovered in quarrying stone
budding purposes. Manx different kinds of tracks were foui
some of which were made by an animal allied to the elephai
some resembled those of the horse and the deer; others w<
apparently made by a wolf. There were also tracks made
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The supposed human foot-prints are in six scries, each with

alternate right and left tracks. The stride is from two and

one-half to over three feet in extent. The individual foot-

prints are from eighteen to twenty inches in length, and about
eight inches wide. The distance between the line of right

hand and left hand tracks, or the straddle, is eighteen to nine-

The form and general appearance of the supposed human
tracks is shown in figure 2, which is a reduced copy of one of

the impressions represented by Dr. W. H. Harkness, in his paper

before the California Academy of Sciences, August 7th, 1882.

The shaded portion was restored by him from other foot-prints

of the series. A copy of this impression was given, also, by
Professor Joseph LeConte, in his paper before the same society,

August 27th, 1882.

The size of these foot-prints, and especially the width be-

tween the right and left series are strong evidence that they

were not made by men, as has been so generally supposed.
A more probable explanation is that the impressions are the

tracks of a large Sloth, either Mylodon or Morotherium, re-

mains of which have been found in essentially the same hori-

zon. In support of this view it may be said that the foot-

the hind feet covered the impressions of those in front. In

impressions, the foot-prints agree closely with what wo should

expect .\hjlj><lo,n)v JA;/Y;//( .r/wm to make. In figure 1, the bones

of the left hind foot of a species of Myhxlou are represented, the

figure being reduced to the same scale as the accompanying
cut, figure 2, of one of the supposed human foot-prints.

The geological horizon of these interesting foot-prints is near

at present, appears to point to the Equus beds of the upper

Pliocene as the nearest equivalent.
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SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

is from the Vh-mh-aJ Lahnrafom/ of U,n
he Academical Year 1882-83.—Professo
ami Mr. A. E. Mknke in continuation of

have prepared the mono and <li aeeteurcv

xyl group in the molecule of turner
Pro

.lu,V:,

i}\

fous chlori,],

rial u-as'T.h

uliy'l'IIMli'l /'.'aitli-ui-htli'.-N lnm-'not

^ilphij

.: <Y i 1 XF1) l>o|l

dtion indicates that the intermediate pro-

k: constitution of camphor undertaken by

Lhocl of preparing borneol from camphor
id giving a larger yield than either of

3 method consists in dissolving camphor
adding sodium. One crystallization from
jive pure borneol, and the yield is essen-

l.ara}ir<,ml»enzvV including the sulphide,

ercaptide ami" disulphide of this radical;

i, calcium, barium and lead salts of the
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tetrabromide, which when treated with the alcoholic potash gives

these two last bodies are derivatives of Limpricbt's so-called

Professor Hill with .Mr. K. K. Stevens has also studied the

action of alkalies upon nmcobromic acid. Professor Hill, in con-

nection with .Mr. (>. R. .Iacksun, had previously found that a large

f..rmir and dlhnVnarrvl .' mid* .'into brom-

propiolic acid. Quite a dilierent reaction ensues if care is taken

to keep the solution barely alkaline. There is then !

lated. The analyses of its salts show that this acid is formed
from nmcobromic acid by the replacement of Br by OH, and

it is therefore isomeric with brommaleic acid. Both the free

acid and its salts give a deep purple red coloration with ferric

with thi- reagent. Bromine water at 100° C. sives oxalic acid

and bromal hydrate. Alkalies in the cold produce no further

change, but on boiling oxalic and carbonic aci ds arc formed.

Professor Hill and Mr. Stevens do not feel warraiited at present

in giving a definite structure formula to the ntJW acid. They
have tried without success to obtain an analogous product by
using sodic ethylate. Potassic phenylate, howeve r, reacts readily

on nmcobromic acid, and replaces bromine by the
]

phenoxy group.

But this phenoxy compound shows more analogy to mucobromic
acid itself than to the hvdn.xvl derivative just'd'escribed. With

alkalies it is converted into formic acid and phenoxybromacrylic
acid. This las; acid sJR,ws great stabilit v and t he 'circumstance

that the Br he rephe
ldicates its constitution.

Professor Hill and Mr. Mourns L,ki; have made from n

ic acid the coi :hlora crylic acid.

Dr. C. F. Mabery obtained y dichlordibrompropioni.
ae addition of chlorine to (> dibn.maerylic acid. By the

eture of tin

ydrobromie
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of baric hydrate ; but whether the chloi•dibn.n.a crvlic a.rid thus
obtained is identical or isomeric with tl

determined. The study of the acids t Is ns obtai Dr. .Ma-

bery is still in progress.
Dr. L. P. KiNNicirrr and Mr. G. M. RU.MKK 1) ave stui lied the

(i )»henyltribroni].n)j.ionic acid. This ac id was . by the

roform. By recrystallization from chlor
purified, and when so obtained melts at 15
by boiling water, giving the a bromcinn: 1 (melting-point
1^2° C.)

; together with anew acid, very ter and
meltmgat 1st ('., which is bevoml doubt a phenvldihrr
;1< '"'. and an oil which boils with slight < ition in

255° C. This oil is a dibromstyrol whirl tobro-

itself a very thick oil, is probably a tet'ra

pect that the study of the products foniu :t body
is treated with boiling water, or with alk.<; . show the co
stitution of the dibromstyrol, and by infei

bromcinnarnic acid wliose melting 'point
commonly called the fi acid, although the
in the molecule has never been satist'actori

preparing carbonic oxide gas (CO) which is a va ddition
to our methods of preparing- this well kno
and forms a striking lecture-room exporitm . E. Noi
lately shown that carbonic oxide can be obtaincd by passi

el thehonic dioxide over heated zinc-dust. His
idea that the same gas might be more
heating carbonates directly with zinc dust.

ide by
ad that

when pulverized magnesite, mixed with tv -ice it< \veight . »f zinc

dust, was heated in a copper retort, a raph
oxide gas took place, which after the first ites can te over
very nearly pure, containing less than ou<

*™fe;rhe„g,a,i l,.,w|» !1S ,btf,
"""'ii i- imported here for making artifici

..l./K.ii uVhV*
al stone

•
,mt !UI y form



tinned his work on the

elaborated methods ft

tfons H: O: Ag; H:

Ag:Br

B^S^B
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Mr. 8. H. Knight
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positive, negative, or neutral, a numl»(v of exhaustive experimei

l.y .Mr. Make under the sijn -rvision of" Ilelmholtz. It was fou

neutral.—Ann ale it 'lei- l'h<j«ik «n<! ('/,<->,/ ie, No. 7, 1883. ,r. x,

in which /; represents (he stress along lines of electrical force,

P denotes the difference of electric potentials, o the distance lie-

placed, K, tin <lielectricit\ < n>taiif, oi tin , imbei which rep

plates are separated from one another l.y another insulating std»-

s<
1
uare of :i ,|, f,, r lj u-}»r waves of infinite

length. Quincke's results do not confirm this conclusion. A
table of the constant for fifteen liquids is given. The doable re-

fraction of insulating fluid* is aUo examined and is found to In-

variable. It is gi\en in tern^ ,,f a coefficient delined l.v Quincke.
— Mil. Jf«<,., July, 1883, pp. 1-0.

"
J. t.

I'hiUopf :

'"*"

l''

U,

il."<- ( ! 1',k o'n

-arv for hi> hvpolh<-
,,f'(H)._in
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Cook's objection that the preponderance of hydrogen and CO in

>.

'i^//'"i/-
v',^'



Sri, nftp'r IntJinjs.,-

iebytheFi-eii<li pl.ysi.-ist* MM. ,M;wart and J.mLert.

II. Geology and Mineralogy.

1. Elevated Coral Reefs of Cuba; by W. O. (

Boston Soe. Nat. Hist.)— Mr." iWby describes, in t

deuce during 1

1

henc^/fnrtner,

with the lower. The altitude of the third reef

feet ; and the fourth has a height east of Bara
Yiimuri River, w of probably not less than 800 feet,

reef-terraces extend " with slight interruptions—arot

coast of Cuba ; and in the western part of the islai

erosion is less rapid than farther east, they are the

formation, and they are well preserved on the sv

'
' '.ills. Mr. Alexander Agassiz states that th

Havanna and Matan:

y of the land is drawn from the thickness

L'roslty observes that the reefs reaching to a 1
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deep *rater, as is ase'ai

tlit-y «nv made in shallow water -luring a progressive subsidence.
-Mr. Crosby concludes as follows:

"" We have then apparently no recourse hut to accept Darwin's

Greater Antilles; and therefore, to admit that the upheaval o(

ouuts for the absence in these immense tracts, of all 1

although they were abundant here in Pliocene

ge and" well defined



or three feet or more thick cor

i hours by a sudden fall of ti ft

.M:i-:i/iiM' for Julv, Mr. S.

» the History of La
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a plates accompanying the memoir.
The orographic movements alnm, the uivat lake, according to

le) ; and a! the extreme southern limit

Ksealante Bav, the rise in the smlaci
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5. China; by Ferdinand Freiheern von Richthofen. Vol.

IV. Berlin, IRSM.—The fourth volume of i5aroi._vi.ti Kichtho-

the same luxurious style with its predecessors. It tonus the

jialeoiitolo-ieal part of the work ami counts of descriptions ami

iliseu^iousof the ios.ils obtained lVo„i different part, of China,

contributed bv various author- f, Cambrian trilobites, by Wil-

helm Dames;' -, Cambrian brachiopods, bv Knianuel Kavser;
:{, Middle and Cpper Silurian tonsils, bv the same autho'r; 4,

Cpper Silurian corals, by LimCtrmn: V,, Devonian fossils of

southwestern China, by K." Kavser ; n, Devonian and Carbonifer-

ous fossils of Tshau-li'en, bv K. Kavser; 7, Carboniferous Fo.a-

minifera of China and Japan, by Conrad Schua-er; s, Upper
Carboniferous fauna of bo pin-, bv K. Kavser; ». ( a, b..i» t, imh
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if ;i]>]>c:irs lli:it of the twenty-el

' ' I ll'o'//^ A'/'
'"'/ -.' in

ouiuU'lsowl.oiv: tin- other four Chi.
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is fragmentary, and to the fragments mure significance is somc-

^i't:i'| ifM
, ' ,

-!l'

,

u/
! '

1

<

| ( aml'ol^., il

and represent three geological horizons, the Carboniferous, ,Juras-

The Carboniferous speeies amount to about to, of whirl i perhap-

!i:.
-.'.

... , '

; ..
' -:

.

European Carboniferous species or" are very eloscly allied to

//,.,•„„,„. < >,//„/^ '''W- ;•;<, Sf.fn.y,.!,,;!);^ tr„.
:
;"""- («

Sehenk ha

,

( ;^
!

;;;;^^^^B^l i II.

suggests i,

( = ,1. hut Ib'i'.) i'i^'oa'^A^V^^ <),tl'l--J
.'l,W„i

... . ,

/w.,, V^r/.vi^ielained. Of these one, " M /

}:';:£
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of tin' genus. The [iriiicipnl nerves :i

1 it seems moil' likely that the irairn

of I>irti/ophi/Uum.

1 1 a nil' Sr/n '•,'!,'),
' :...,;..:'..!

by four plates and nearly a hjin.I.v.l H-mvs, many of which are
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>rity of an article in the
' " the person;

krthquake
a. M., September 7. The year was not -iven, hi

ral inference that it referred to tin- shock full

•icts at 3.20 a. m., September 7, 1882. On lookin

irticle I see that it might refer to some previous
ume that is the fact. ' Probably Mr. Ernst coult

t to revive and acknowledge ar

mce. My pennanent a<.hlivss is:

)D, Jr., Princeton, N. J., U. S. A.

t> the author corrects tor the hi t



M/sr, flttncoutt //it' Hujrnr,

.

\w and man ite. Cleavag
, making an angle of m with each otlie

tinct, at right angles. Specific gravity. 117.

x> greasy. Translucent with yellowish eoloi

tayalite (Fe.SiOJ and 1

it having the ratio of Fe : M, 1= 2 : 1. Tin- sai

previously doeril.ed by Igelstrorn under tin

"' which it is properly a variety. (The na
"'fen used by Heddle ; see 3d Append. Svst. ]

>///V
:

..,v//V< is a honey-yellow mineral reseni

occurs in hladed crystals and cry
prismatic cleavages like hornf.

3-446. Translucent, slightly di'<
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o-ivc^ throiiivli its pa.uos of the on

2. Handknch der KVunnt,,!,,,,;,
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The author gives his facts an,! advice briefly as well as clearly,
hence Wrings the whole within a comparatively few pages.

and after these," Mammal Kept!

x, No. 6, of the Bulletin of the Museum of Comparative Zoolo
|>p. l'-'T-l'si;, with s plates. Cambridge, May, 1883.

5. Royal' Soeithj.— Professor Huxley has been elected Pr
dent of the Royal Society, in place of Mr. Spottiswoode, deceas

0. Feoffors!,;i> <>f t 'h, ,„;.«>>/ hi tin Cun-rsltij of Vhyhna
A circular letter from Dr. .lame, V. Harrison, Chairman of
Faculty of the University, states that an election to fill the Ch
of Chemistry, including General and Industrial Chemistry, m;
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olumeo^ the VvZl- . Id/a/d bj

',,'hU'l until -Hi'.'',
,"'-',!,' ^nWn

>1MIM MU, «,„.1«.. Ni« •

SIm, when in his :;oth year. In 1821, he re

«»|.lrv iiumIuI ; in 1S49, the Rov:il medal. In 1
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Art. XIX.— On the Existence in both Hemispheres of a Dry Zone,

and its cause; by Arnold Guyot.

(Read before the National Academy of Science, Nov., 1882.)

Of the two elements of climate indispensable to vegetable
and animal life, temperature and moisture, it is well known
that the distribution of the latter is subject to the greatest
irregularities. While the average annual temperature in each
place varies but a few degrees, from year to year, the quantity
of rain at the same place may differ from one year to the other
oy one quarter or even one half. In tropical countries where

istant, the quantity of aqueous
tion shows the greatest extremes ; for here we find both

-uriet.s as well is tl los abui * mtly watered
These irregularities render it all the more desirable

• general law should be found which may aid us in
putting order in this apparent disorder, and iii understanding
the causes of these extraordinary variation?.

_
One of the general laws alreadv recognized ; - that the quan-

tity of rain, on the whole. <l,viv a^< with the- temperature,

J

11
' >> 'i mi th, e.juatom t t„wa< I the poles. This was to

^peeteil since the warmer the air the greater is its capacity
h,.ldii vapor. If the average

'- : " - :-.:
;

<; ^ i
- ., •

.
. :

• '\ :

. |, 20 on the 50th parallel, 10
and less in the polar regions. This general law, however.

ies a remarkable interruption a little beyond either
tropic, where the quantify of ram is suddenly reduced to a
minimum, while on the equatorial side of that belt we find the
Am. Jour. Sci.—Third Sekies, Vol. XXVI, No. 153.-Sept., 1883.
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abundant summer rains of the tropical climate, and on the

polar side the copious winter rains of the warm temperate re-

gions. The result of this scarcity of rain, in these particular

latitudes, is apparent in the existence of a series of dry lands

which, nearly all, are among those enumerated in the paper of

Professor Loomis. just read, as having a fall of rain below 10

inches. (See this Journal. Jan., 1883.) I have shown elsewhere
—in my Physical Geography, page 90—that these dry, parched
tracts form two belts around the globe ; two dry Zones, on both
sides of the tropics, containing most of the so-called deserts of

the world, in which the regime of the rains, as well as their

quantity, differs from that of the neighboring climatic regions.

As this fact, however, does not seem to have been fully recog-

nized, perhaps for the want of a sufficient development, I beg
leave to again call the attention of the Academy to it, and to

indicate in a few words, what I believe to be the cause to which
this remarkable phenomenon may be referred.

The Northern zone of dry lands extends in width from
about 24° to 32° N. lat. (See Loomis's map of rains, in this

Journal, vol. xxv, January. 1883). In the New World it be-

gins at the west with the peninsula of Lower California ; thence

»ugh Arizona, New Mexico and Western Texas.

In all these lands, extending for nearly a thousand miles from

west to east, the annual fall of rain remains below ten inches,

and goes down to two and three inches, while in some years the

rain fails entirely. Farther east, in the same latitudes, local

causes, to be mentioned hereafter, give abundant rains to the

valley of tl Florida.

In the Old World the dry zone occupies the very center of

the Great Sahara, where the absence of rain is nearly complete

on a length of 3,200 miles, and is considerably increased in

width. Thence it crosses the central part of Arabia on a

line of 1300 miles, passes through the dry plateau of Eastern

Persia and Beloochistan, and reaches, beyond the Indus, the

desert of Thurr, after a course of another one thousand miles,

making together a tract of 5,500 miles of dry lands.

Farther east, as in the New World, local causes bring, in the

same latitudes, abundant rains which mask the influence of the

general cause of dryness, as it will presently be shown.

In the Southern hemisphere the dry zone is strongly marked

on the west slope of the Andes. It is well known t
:

coast of Peru from Punta Parina 6° S. L. to K Chili 30° S. L.

is a rainless region; but it would be a mistake to believe that

the atmosphere is wanting in moisture in all that extensive

district. All along the Peruvian coast, though owing to special

eircamsfcanc s, no lace near the seashore

sufficient to produce rain, the thick winter fog, called the
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Garua, furnishes moisture enough to reader all hills and pas-
tures green with verdure. In the latitude of the dry zone,
however, from 20° to 30° S. lat., in the desert of Atacama.
about the tropic of Capricorn the atmosphere is not onlv rain-
less but perfectly dry. Even on the coast of Chili, Oopiapo, 27
S. lat., receives only (K52 inch of rain. La Serena in Chili 0-5

inches. In the same lat. on the east of the Andes the plains of
the Pampas are subject to great droughts. The r/mn-seco

(great
^ drought) of nearly three years duration, which took

place in this century, is still remembered as having cost the
life of milHons of cattle which came to die along the few river
courses which had retained some water; leaving their bones
accumulated just as the fossil bones of the Quaternary mam-
mals are now found in the Pampas.

In the same latitudes in Africa the Kalahari Desert extends
over the whole western half of the continent and beyond. In
Australia the dry zone passes from west to east through the
very center of the continent between the summer rains of the

tropics and the winter rains of the more southern latitudes,

with the exception of a narrow strip of the eastern coast which
is watered bj the winds from the sea; condensing rather scanty
and irregular rains on the Blue .Mountains and the Australian
Alps.

The existence in each hemisphere of a dry zone in the sub-

tropical latitudes may thus be considered as :i fact for which a

cause must be found. On the other hand it is true that both in

the northern and southern hemispheres notable interruptions
are found, and it is to be remarked that they are all on the

eastern side of the continents. In America from eastern Texas
along the gulf to h the dry zone has an

abundance of rains. In the Old World from the Sind desert

near the Indus through both Indian peninsulas and Southern
China, the lands in the latitudes of the dry zone are still more
plentifully watered. In the southern hemisphere the eastern

half of South America and South Africa and the eastern coast

of Australia, supplied, are not wanting in

rain, especially near the sea. T ..'y also has
to be accounted for.

As among the causes which govern the aqueous precipita-

tion the course of the winds occupies the first place, I am
inclined to think that a close consideration of the normal move-
ment of the atmosphere in the latitudes of the dry zones will

account for the above mentioned facts.

These winds belong to two classes. In the first are those

which form a part of the general circulation of the atmosphere,

brm of the globe. I

are winds mainly due to the relative distributio
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and oceans and participating therefore in the nature of the mon-
soons. To the first, I believe, the scarcity of rain in the dry
zones must be attributed ; to the others the abundance of

rain in the well-watered portions of the same zones, which inter-

rupt the continuity of the dry lands.

The operation of these causes is as follows

:

It is generally accepted that the primary circulation of the

atmosphere, arising from the difference of temperature between
the tropical and the temperate and cold regions of the globe,

has its origin in the broad ascending current which, under the

influence of a powerful equatorial sun, starts from the belt of

calms. This current carries incessantly into the upper regions

of the atmosphere vast masses of air which overflow on both

sides toward the temperate zones, causing an accumulation of

air about the 30th degree of latitude, enhanced still more by
the decrease of the areas poleward. This accumulation is

shown by the existence of a belt of high barometric pressure,

which there reaches the maximum known on the surface of the

globe. From this belt of high pressure the air, as usual, divides,

flowing downward both ways. A portion of the current returns

toward the tropics and becomes a part—perhaps the main part

—of the trade winds and reascends in the belt of calms, mak-
ing a complete circuit, as well shown by our colleague, Prof.

Ferrel. The second flows poleward and becomes the anti-

trades and the southwesterly winds characteristic of the tem-

perate zones. The part, however, which each of these bodies

of winds plays in the condensation of rains is very unlike ; the

first brings drought; the second is the principal source of the

rains of the temperate latitudes.

It may, at first sight, appear singular that these two branches

of the same aerial current should have so different an effect on

aqueous condensation. A moment's reflection, however, will

make the reason clear and dispel our surprise. Both are de-

scending currents; as such they will be dry winds; for a de-

scending wii are will con-

tract; in so doing the latent heat which it has absorbed in

ascending, reappears ami increases its temperature ami

for moisture, thus , n . i - _ coml nsath more di!iicuh it

not impossible. But when traveling farther, circumstances

change. The equatorial branches blowing toward warmer

regions, with no chance to meet a cooler atmosphere, lose all

regular causes for coin !--n>at ion. and the n.uutries they pass

over remain dry and parched. The polar branches, however,

traveling toward cocm.

ually increases at every step and rain will soon ensue.

Moreover both currents gradually diverging toward oppo-

site quarters, before they reach the ground, leave between
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them a neutral zone, where the motions of the air will be few
and irregular, forming the sub-tropical calms, or horse lati-

tudes, where ascending currents or cool winds, which might
bnn^ rains. ,iro almost impossible. Wherever such conditions
are found a dry zone is sure to appear. Thus the existence of
dry zones in the latitudes above mentioned is not an accidental
phenomenon, only due to local cause's, but it depends upon the
laws of the general circulation of the winds.

If it be so it is evident that modifications in that svstem will
affect the position of the dry zones. The southern zone, for
n-tance. is somewhat m-atvr the tropic for the reason that the
middle, or central line, of the belt of calms is on the north of
the equator, removing the whole system of trades and anti-

trades toward the north, an effect due, no doubt, to the pre-
dominant extent of the land masses in the N. Hemisphere.
Though this cause of dryness in these particular latitudes

may be considered as by far the most efficient, secondary causes
are not wanting which intensitv locally the phenomenon, or
give it a greater extension. It is to "be noted that most of these
desert regions are plateaux, with the exception of the out-
skirts of the Sahara, the Indian desert (of Thurr) and central

Australia. Plateaux always increase the dryness of the atmo-
sphere above them for several reasons. Those usually given,
such as their distance from the sea, the decrease in the supply
of moisture owing to the condensing action of their border
mountains, are n<> doubt efficient 'auses : but they are by no
means the only ones. Perhaps one of the most active is the

' elevation above the sea level, into the continental atmosphere,
of such large portions of the earth crust. Their surface ex-
posed to the increased power of the raws of the sun, in a usually
clear sky, v - - of the air, becomes strongly
heated, keeping the air on the the air at
the same level above the owlands. It is evi-

r

winds, blowing from th here of the

, , ,. • ak the monotony
their surface, as we see it in the vast plateau region betw
the Sierra Nevada and the Rocky Mountains.
The great scarcity, or even complete absence, of \

the bare, or sandy' soil, usually characteristic of the desert.

f;lv ;>i-s in these subtropical latitudes an accumulation of heat

;' !
' !; adds another element of dryness, and which tends to

increase the breadth of the dry zone.
The rains, often quite abundant, which fall in the portions

of the subtropical zones situated on the east side of the great
i:( "d masses and v

j

ted above as notable
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interruptions of the dry zones, are due, not to the general cur-

rents resulting from the spherical form of the globe, bat to the

powerful influence of the relative situation of the great land

masses and water areas, producing strong monsoon winds.

These monsoons are nowhere more marked than on the south-

east portion of the huge mass of the Asiatic continent, where
they overcome the general wind circulation, extending even
far beyond the dry zone, as "Woeikoff has shown, at least as

far as Japan. In North America, owing to the triangular form
of the continent, its largest portion is in the north. This ex-

tensive land area being overheated during the summer, the

southwest returning trades are deflected during the warm sea-

son toward that region of greater heat and low pressure, and
are changed i to the south vinds which prevail at this time in

the valley of the Mississippi and bring from the warm waters

of the Gulf and the southeast Atlantic the abundant vapors
and the summer showers which greatly increase the average
amount of rain in that region.

Thus is explained the anomaly observed in the eastern third

of the continent of North America, namely that contrary to

the usual law, the amount of rain on the same parallel instead

of diminishing from the coast toward the interior, rather in-

creases to a distance of a thousand miles from the sea-shore.

Only a few words more on the name of the different zones
of rains mentioned in this paper. It has been usual, for a

considerable time, to call the region of the winter rains the sub-

tropical rain-zone. As these rains very often extend as far as

the 40th parallel, as in California and elsewhere, while they do
not reach the region of the alternate tropical summer rains, the

name subtropical seems rather to be a misnomer; the dry zones,

as above defined, are really the true sub-tropical zones. From
the equator northward we would thus have 1st, the equatorial

zone of daily rains ; 2d, the zone of alternate tropical rains

and dry seasons; 3d, the subtropical or dry zone; 4th, the

zone of winter rains and dry summers proper to the warm tem-

perate regions ; 5th, the zone with prevailing equinoctial rains.

or the temperate regions; 6th, the zone of prevailing summer
rains and cloudiness, or the cold temperate region. Though
these zones somewhat vary their position in latitude, accord-

ing to local can always be recognized, and

they agree with the average distribution of temperature and
with the circulation of the winds.



Art. XX.— On the

THE theory of a Glacial period has always presented great
difficulties. Agassiz acknowledged their existence from the
first, and stated that his hypothesis seemed to conflict with
the apparently well-established theory that the temperature
of the earth is gradually and progressively sinking. His
investigations led him to the belief that the decline in temper-
ature was not uniform, but marked b\ the occurrence of re-

peated minima. Dr. Frankland, Baron'Sartorius von Walters-
hausen, Mr. Clarence King and others have pointed out that
to account for the enormous accumulation of ice during the
-Pleistocene, it seemed necessary to assume an evaporation much
more active than that of the present day, and which could
scarcely be accounted for except on the theory of the preva-
lence of higher temperatures. Prof. Whitney has lately advo-
cated a similar view, while the general opinion among geolo-
gists has been that to account for the accumulation of ice in
question, a lower temperature was requisite. This view has
recently been sustained by Mr. G. K. Gilbert in opposition to
the arguments presented by Prof. Whitney. Since it is evi-
dent that the question cannot be settled without further discus-
sion, it is probably desir i to consider it from as many points
or view as possible. Of these one will be here presented.

ff the -sun and earth are members of a system now under-
going a uniform loss of heat, it appears certain that the forma-
tion of glaciers must be limited to a distinct period in the
earth's history. So long as the temperature nowhere sank,
even during the winter months, as low as the freezing point, it

ihl form. A moment's reflection
will also show that a suiiieient diminution of temperature on
the earth's surface would preclude the formation of glacial ice.

ior the rate of evaporation diminishes more rapidlv than the
temperature. The entire quantity of water existing in satu-
rated aqueous vapor at a temperature of minus 20° C. is a little

ess than would be precipitated from aqueous vapor of a temper-
ature of plus 20° by a reduction of onlv a single degree. Since

•i"i. must equal mow-lall in
the later ate . cf the earth must therefore
become infinitesimal. The present time lies between the ex-
treme periods indicated, and it is known by observe

.

glaciers are in process of formation. It is "certain, therefore,
tnat the development of glaciers on a cooling earth, must
increase to a certain m leclme
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The formation of glaciers must be confined, under otherwise

equal conditions, to areas lying between certain isotherms. If

a mountain is supposed to rise in a tropical country to an

indefinite height, a temperature will prevail at its foot too high
to allow of the formation of ice, and its peak may be supposed
to stand at an elevation where the cold is too great to permit of

any considerable precipitation. Dr. Tyndall has drawn atten-

tion to this fact and pointed out that, were the mountains high

enough, there would be an upper as well as a lower snow line.

If the earth is a cooling body, this snow belt must gradually be

descending the hypothetical mountain suggested, and localities

once too warm for the formation of neve" must subsequently
have been occupied by this incipient form of glacial ice, and
again have grown too cold to permit of its formation. It ap-

pears, therefore, that not only the general development of the

glacial system of the earth, but
i

- must, upon
the current hypothesis concerning the cooling of the solar sys-

tem, pass through a maximum.
The prime condition for the formation of a glacier is the

accumulation in a basin of a quantity of wet snow, greater

than will melt in the course of the season. The overflow of

this basin takes place in the form of the glacial stream, which
descends to a lower level until a temperature is reached at

which the melting is so accelerated t' ; ,i i! ,. combined fusion

and evaporation reestablish the equilibrium between dissipa-

tion and solid precipitation. As observations show that both

the neVe" and the glacier maintain substantially a constant tem-

perature, that of melting ice, it is clear that both- fluid and
frozen water are essenl rise the tem-

perature must vary. This fact is also readily explained, for

the conversion of snow to ice, as is well-known, takes place

by regelation which, under ordinary pressures, occurs only at

the freezing point. It is true that the melting point of ice is

lowered by pressure, and consequently it is conceivable that

snow cooled below zero should accumulate at a great eleva-

tion in such masses, that the pressure upon its lower surface

would be sufficient to produce fusion and union of the frozen

particles of ice. In nature, however, this process can scarcely

go on except in the immediate neighborhood of the zero point,

for long before a column of snow cooled even a single degree

below zero would be sufficient to produce this effect,* either the

pressure would be relieved by avalanches or the light dry

powder would be blown away by the tremendous gales which
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prevail at great elevations during the winter months. A por-
tion of the snow thus removed from the higher parts of the
snow belt will lodge at lower levels in neVe basins, and the
snow falling upon these basins from the clouds at temperatures
considerably below the mean will also in part be swept away,
and not contribute to the mass of neve". The actual precipita-

tion on a neve" field is, therefore, not an accurate gauge of the
frozen wat<r which it receives.

While both snow and rain, or melted ice, are essential constit-
uents of the ne>e, it is evident that the formation of the glacial
ice will not be most rapid at the extreme lower edge of the
snow belt, for if the heat received is more than sufficient to
raise the frozen water to the temperature at which regelation is

m< St easy, the excess of heat will produce further liquefaction,
and diminish the accumulation. This, therefore, will be most
rapid, and the resulting glaciers largest neither at the upper nor
the lower limit of the snow belt, and, other conditions remain-
ing equal, it appears certain that the maximum accumulation
will take place along a certain isothermal line, the temperature
of which will not in general be very far removed from zero,
though its precise temperature will depend upon local circum-
stances, such as the average humidity; the shelter from the
direct rays of the sun, the distribution" of moisture through the
jear, etc.

As has already' been seen, the formation of glaciers is de-
pendent upon topographical, as well as meteorological condi-
tions. In order therefore to institute a comparison between
the tendencies to glacier formation at two given periods of the

story, it is convenient to begin by assuming entire

.•meters of the areas
covered by the snow belts at the two epochs. Suppose the
surface under consideration to be substantially an inclined
Plane of limited width but of an indefinite extension upward,
this surface being merelv roughened by depressions suitable for
the accumulation of neve\ Suppose also the proportion of
*" !i di!h-> and the strength of the winds to be the same at the

- ih m duritm the warmer epoch the maximum ten-

dency to glacial formation a ill exiM along a higher line, and
during the colder period along a lower line upon the inclined
Plane. Both of these lines will be horizontal, and their tem-
peratures will be nearly the same. The question to be decided
's upon which of them will glaciers form most rapidly.

.
1 he relations of temperature to elevation are known to be

involved in much obscurity, the degree of heat varying not
Merely with the pressure (Poisson's law), but being affected by
the irregular ascent of warm currents from the earth, by the
liberation of heat attending the precipitation of rain and snow,
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• the temperature
>r, the more rapidly the thermometer is

found to fall as neighboring mountains are ascended. The rate

of decrease of temperature with increasing altitude is greater

in low latitudes than in high ones, and in one and the same
locality is greater during summer than in winter, and greater

during the warm hours of the day than before dawn.* This

relation holds good even for very lofty elevations such as the

summit of Pike's Peak, and there seems no reason to suppose

that it does not extend over the snow belt. If so, the diminu-

tion of temperature with increasing altitude must have been at

least a little greater in the snow belt of the warmer period than

on that of the cooler period on the inclined plane supposed.

Precipitation is mainly induced by the cooling of moist air as

it rises along declivities, and, other things being equal, the pre-

cipitation will therefore be measured by the rate of diminution

of temperature. It follows that the precipitation within a

t distance of the line of maximum gl;

The other conditions, however,
though the mean temperature of the air within the Wo belts

might be identical, the heat of the direct sunshine would be
more powerful during the warm period than at the later date,

and consequently ice and snow exposed to the sunshine

would melt more rapidly. Neither would the conditions at

sea level be the same. Not merely would more heat be em-

ployed in evaporating water from the ocean during the

warmer period, but the temperature of the ocean itself would

be increased, especially near the surface, but also throughout

the whole depth of shallow seas. As is well known, the rate

of evaporation depends primarily upon the temperature of the

surface of the water, and it foi from the for-

mulas which state the observed relations between temperature

and tension of aqueous vapor, that the more intense the radia-

tion from the sun, the greater will be the proportion of the

heat employed in the evaporation of water. Appeal to obser-

vation shows that the operation of this law is not m
obstructed by the action of any other of a contrary tendency.

The heat received from the sun upon a square mile of the

earth's surface, in latitude 45°, allowing for the absorption of

the atmosphere, must be somewhat more than one half of the

amount received upon an equal area at the equator, while the

average rainfall of latitude 45° is only one-third of that at the

equator. The rate of evaporation of still water in the two

i.348;
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latitudes must differ considerably more than is thus indicated

;

for a large part of the moisture evaporated in the tropics rises

many thousand feet above the surface and is carried poleward
by the upper air-curn i,e of the sea in high
latitudes owes a portion of its temperature to heat absorbed
from the sun's rays near the equator. It is perhaps impossible
in the present state of knowledge to make any exact compari-
son between the amounts of re m elevation
equal to that of the glacial line in the tropics and in higher
latitudes, but enough is known to make it certain that the ex-
cess near the equator is very great, while the fact that, in spite
of the transference of much of this vapor to the temperate
zones, the snow line in the tropics reaches a lower isotherm
than it does north or south of them, shows that the greater in-

tensity of the sun heat above the snow line near the equator
does not counterbalance the greater precipitation on the snow
belt. Experience, therefore, amply j ustifies the statement that
in the absence of meridional, oceanic and aerial currents, the
effect of which will be considered later, the precipitation on the
earlier and higher snow belt of the supposed inclined plane
would exceed that upon the corresponding belt of a later and
cooler era more than in proportion to the intensity of solar

radiation.

The melting of ice at the glacial line, on the other hand, must
be simply proportional to the heat received from the sun, since
its temperature cannot be raised. Evaporation would be no
greater during the warmer period, for supposing the air over the
snow belts of the two periods to have the same temperature,
that characteristic of the glacial isotherm, and that the satura-
tion of the atmosphere were the same, the evaporation would
of course remain unchanged. As has been shown, however,
tne rate of decrease of temperature, and the mean saturation,
W1U probably be greater in the warmer period, and evaporation
near the glacial isotherm will therefore be less.

li the inclined plane of limited width. con>id' red in the fore-

going paragraphs, also had a vertical limit, and if the sun has

°een grade eoolimr during the oast, this

have had no glaciers until the lower snow line

reached its upper edge. The maximum development of gla-

ciers on this slope must have occurred when what has been
called the glacial isotherm coincided with its upper edge, and
since that time the magnitude of the glaciers upon the slope

sinst have been constantly diminishing.*

tW
1 * iS °f Course t0 he understood that simple glaciers only are referred to, i. *

r^lV?8^ glacial streai» is supposed to drain only a singl* nrve lmv.n. in

..•- -;:...*: . .- ...-

tude
,

during a long period of t

oasins compensating for the diminution in higher on
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The conditions which exist in the mountainous regions of the

earth's actual surface are of course widely different from those

of the hypothetical declivity. The maximum development of

glaciers cannot in fact have occurred when the glacial isotherm

touched the top of the highest mountain peak: for though the

meteorological conditions were eminently favorable, insufficient

space was afforded for the accumulation of ne*ve*. As the iso-

therm descended the slope of the mountains, the topographical

condition became more favorable, while the meteorological ten-

dency to the formation of glaciers decreased. The actual max-
imum development of glaciers on a given group of mountains

therefore depended upon the maximum value of a function of

two variables standing in an inverse ratio to one another. Of

these, that which expresses the suitability of the topography to

the accumulation of neve is incapable of general discussion

and unquestionably varies not only with the group of moun-
tains but with different portions of the same group. It is even

conceivable that there should have been such fluctuations in-

troduced by the character of the topography as to bring about

alternate retardation and acceleration in the growth of glaciers

or an equal development at widely removed periods of time,

but these must be regarded as extreme cases, and in general

there must be in the history of every group of mountains a

period of maximum glaciation. It is by no means to be in-

ferred, however, that this period was simultaneous in different

groups of mountains, still less so at remote portions of the

globe.

Various influences tend to prevent the formation of glaciers,

such as the heat of the atmosphere, the heat of direct sunshine,

the heat accompanying warm rains, and the velocity of air cur-

rents. The importance of these various influences differs

greatly, and is scarcely what, on first thought, might be sup-

posed. The mean temperature of the atmosphere may van-

within very wide limits consistently with the existence of ice.

It is a well known fact that in deep gorges, even in very tem-

perate climates, snow and ice when protected from the direct

rays of the sun often last far into the summer or even through-

out the year, and in spite, too, of an active circulation of
_

air.

,< ,<r mini itfs n, irmir i' ojxmin^s in localities

>ved from any mountain glacier. The bottom of the

lmense open pit some

depth of many feet

it the year, although the sun sometimes shines upon

nail nortion of the dav. Here, however, though the

. of the air must !.,- coMsidnrabh*. and is accelerated
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greater extent than i

Mountains, the Adi
nearly or quite permanent. Such occurrences make it clear
that the direct heat of the sun is of the first importance in the
dissipation of glacial ice or neve".

A certain amount of neVe* is not melted but evaporated.
Indeed, according to Professor Whitnev, the snow on the south-
ern side of Mt. Shasta diminishes in volume almost exelusively
from this cause, but a fixed amount of heat employed in dissipa-
tion by evaporation must produce a far smaller effect in the
reduction of accumulated n£ve, than if it were employed in

merely melting the snow or ice, for evaporation can go on rap-
idly only in dry air ; and since the air is an extremely poor con-
ductor, and has a low specific heat, most of the latent heat ab-
sorbed in volatilization of the water must be withdrawn from
the underlying snow, ami will thus counteract the tendency to
melting. Indeed, since it is said to be possible to freeze water
oy evaporation and radiation from its own surface under favor-
able atmospheric conditions, at temperatures much above the
freezing point, it is a priori probable that in a very dry atmos-
phere evaporation from a snow surface may be so rapid as to
preclude melting, just as Professor Whitney has observed,
-biven when- this is not the case, volatilization must retard melt-
1Dg. The melting effect of rain is po doubt very considerable,
though as a certain quantity of water appears to be essential to
nev6, some rain is probably not unfavorable to the growth of

glaciers. The melting effect of rain upon snow can readily be
calculated if the temperatures of the two substances are known.
Ji that of the rain is plus 5° and that of the snow minus 5°,

the melting of a weight of snow equal to one sixteenth part of
that of the rain, will reduce the latter to zero.

^till air can have very little effect upon the neve; the influ-

ence of winds is much greater, and is prohablv proportional to

'•ity. Their effect, however, is almost wholly in one

lor as long as any ice remains, warm currents of air

will continue to dissipate it', and evaporation will proceed even
oeJow the freezing po j uL Tin-

' 'vmds, on
the contrary, will reach but a short distance beneath the sur-

face, for ice is a bad conductor, and however far below the

.vr laverof the neve mav be cooled, the

- mass will be but verv slightly affected. Of the
influences tending to dissipate glaciers, none would seem to
nave been more vigorous at warn ~ history,

i; and this, though
jnore intense, was perhaps o^ shorter duration, for the mere
lact of greater precipitation probably involved more cloudy
weather or a shorter exposure of the ice to sunshine.
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Hitherto it has been assumed that the warming oi the sea,

the evaporation and the precipitation, leading to the formation
of a particular glacier take place under a sun heat of equal

intensity, as would happen if there were no ocean currents and
all these processes went on in the same latitude. Were this

the case the lines of maximum glacier formation would first

touch the earth as infinitesimal circles at the poles, and would
thence move toward the equator remaining parallel to it. At
any given period, maximum glaciation would be an event of

the past throughout those portions of the globe lying north of

the northern glacial isotherm and south of the southern one,

while between them it would not have been reached. A differ-

ent result must necessarily follow from the presence of open

seas, for it is the most familiar fact in physical geography that

heated waters from the tropics move poleward. Let it be sup-

posed that at a given time in any given latitude distant from
the equator there were no oceanic currents, and that the maxi-

mum of glaciation compatible with this condition of things bad

just been reached. If the barriers to the movements of the sea

were then removed, water more highly heated than that charac-

teristic of the latitude would flow in from the direction of the

equator. An increase of evaporation and of precipitation would
of course result, and the glacial isotherm would withdraw to a

Bligbtly higher altitude, but the sun's melting power would be

unaffected and an immense increase would take place in the

accumulation of neve*. The action of aerial currents would be

In the tropics, the conditions would be reversed. When the

world is so cold that the glacial isotherm intersects the moun-
tain slopes near the equator, the sun will not have its full effect

upon the sea which constantly loses heated waters and receives

cold currents. The glaciation at the equator will therefore be

less than it would have been, had the surface waters been pre-

vented by land barriers from seeking the poles. The glacial

isotherm at the equator will be slightly lowered by the cooling

of the ocean, but not in full proportion to the decrease of

temperature at sea-level.

It follows that the rate of decrease of temperature with alti-

tude will be more abrupt at a distance from the equator, during

maximum glaciation, than it will be at that line when glacial

formation there reaches its most rapid development, and since

both evaporati. >n at --a lev.-I and the rate of decrease of temper-

ature in the snow belt will be greatest in high latitudes, it M
there that the extreme development of glaciers in the entire

history of the earth, must take place. This highest develop-

ment or absolute maximum of glaciation will occur where the

influence of the warm oceanic currents is greatest, or where the
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temperature of the surface waters is most raised above the
temperature which they would possess were the water station-

ary. The present position of such a line could probably be
1, but in the past and warmer stages of the earth's

history, more intense radiation from the sun probably stimu-
lated these currents to much greater activity, and a somewhat
different distribution of land probably modified their courses.
It is quite sufficient for the purposes of this paper to point out

in the tropics, and can scarcely be supposed to have been
further removed from them than the arctic circles: in short, it

is most reasonable to suppose that the greatest development of
glaciers would occur in somewhere from 40° to 70° of latitude.

It is scarcely necessary to point out that this inference accords

well with the geological records of an ice age, though
not with the hypothesis of a polar ice cap.

If the generally received view, that the sun is a gradually
cooling body, is correct,* it appea rtain that
the absolute maximum in the development of glaciers is past,

the glacial period was not one of general cold, but one
of higher mean temperature at sea level than the present. This
is not equivalent to a denial that other causes than those dis-

e bad an influence, and perhaps a great influence
upon glaciation. Indeed, it seems more probable that the forma-
tion of glaciers was affected by all contemporaneous changes,
such as extra. , i u i p , [subsidences period

fluctuations in the eccentricity of the earth's orbit; but if the
reasoning offered is correct, it is not necessary to resort to such
events to account for the occurrence of a glacial epoch while
many years may elapse before it can be conclusively proved
whether the causes adduced wer ore or less

than sufficient to account for all the tacts inexplicable except
as results of glacial action.

Office U. S. Geological Survey,
)s<m rraneiseo, May, 1883. f
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The author has already published* analyses of both triphyl-

ite and lithiophilite from the various known localities, and he

regards it of interest to add to these two additional analyses, one
of lithiophilite from Tubbs Farms, Norway, Me., a new American
locality, the other of a variety from Branchville, Conn. The
specimens from Norway, Me., are associated with quarl

and tourmaline, and are broken fragments of considerable size,

blackened on the exterior by oxidation, to which the mineral

is peculiarly liable, but in the interior perfectly fresh and of a
light salmon color. Specific gravity, 3 '398.

Two varieties of lithiophilite from Branchville have already

been described from independent but closely contiguous de-

posits. The first of a light salmon-pink color, containing from
three to four per cent of iron protoxide, the second of a light

clove-brown color, containing thirteen per cent of iron pro-

toxide. A third variety, from an independent deposit, is of

a very pale bluish tint, of a brilliant luster, clear and trans-

parent. Specific gravity, 3-504.

The analyses of these varieties gave the following results:

PsO, 4440 ^
44-93

These analyses fully substantiate the formula of an • >i

phate, Li(Mn, Fe)P0
4 , already made out for the species, giving

the following ratios

:

P : Mn with Fe and Ca : Li with Na
Norway 1 : 1-02

: 0'91

Branch ville 1 : 1-00 : 0-91

If part or all of the water be taken as basic the ratios are still

These anal ber with those of triphylite and

i tli L'hilitt tin d\ . . lis <<], make an interesting series, show-

ing the close relation and gradual transition between the two
extremes of a lithia-iron phosphate containing very little manga-

nese and a lithia-manganese phosphate containing "but little iron.

My thanks are due to Professor George J. Brush for kindly

providing me with material for carrying out these inves

Sheffield Scientific School. June 22, 1883.

* This Journal, III, xiii, 426; III, xvii, 226.



C. K Wead—Intensity of Sound,

Art. XXII.— On the Intensity of Sound.—I. The Em; ,,, ., I

tof Damping of a Tuning Fork; by Chas. K Wead.

ng body is distributing energy,

sound-wave is one mode of transmitting energy

;

but in most practical cases the quantity of energy involved is so
small as to elude easy measurement, and the problem is sometimes
complicated by physiological questions. Attention has been di-

rected mainly, in aeon s, to finding the velocity
of sound in various media, and to determining the vibration-

frequency of the notes of the scale and of sounding bodies;
this last problem has been solved experimentally in more than
a score of ways, from the simple rod-tonometer that was so
serviceable in the hands of Chladni and Scheibler, up to the

refinements of Mayer's electrical method, and Eayleigh's,

and Clarke's, Poske's and Michelson's methods, and
rk-clock. But from time to time a number of con-

a have been made to this subject of energy. Our text-

books, however, so seldom refer to them that one is surprised
"" looking up the matter to see how much has been done; yet

nweted a way that considerate connecting matter is

needed. It is hoped that this paper mnv supplv a part of what
is needed. In saying that our books give us little on the sub-
ject, of course it is meant few quantitative results; we find

ugh the law of inverse distances given, with the pre-

og fo ir bells twice as far from the ear as

: the use of resonance cases and sounding-
' speaking and hearing trumpets, of the

deadening effect of a non-homogeneous atmosphere, etc. ; all

these and similar things are pleasantly told, with more detail

v other book I have m > Wonders
of Sound.

In recent years the question of Energy has come up in new
wajs, as in tial at any point dae to a vibrating
body, and in deducing the equations of harmonic motion as is

done by Lord Rayleigh, from assuming that the sum of the

kinetic and potential energy in the vi rating ' o Iv is constant;
but here as before we have no numerical data given to help
toward clear thinking.
We may consider our subject under three heads :

A. Instruments to which a store <»i energy is v,

once, and which are then left to themselves; e. g. tuning fork,

bell, and all stringed instruments.
-D- Instruments that store up little or no energy, and so need

a constant supply from outside : e. g. all wind and reed instru-

ments, singing flames, and the voice.
Am. Joub. Sci.—Third Series, Vol. XXVI, No. 15£J.

—

Sept., 1883.
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C. Physiological questions; the loudness of sound, etc.;

something of this must be anticipated under A and B. I have

found very little in print bearing on A, more will be cited

under B, while much has been done on the physiological side.

I. The Tuning Fork.

All bodies of class A are deformed at the outset by a blow

or otherwise ; the potential energy thus acquired may be meas-

ured with comparative ease in some cases as will be seen ; let

the calculation and measurement of this be the first problem.

In any elastic body, within the limits for which Hooke's law

is true, the potential energy of the distorted body — V-.v\Va,

where W— the force applied, and a= the distance through

which the point of application of the force moves. If P= the

force when a=l, then (L) W=Pa and (2) V=P>a 2
. Since

, a fork is very nearly a representative of a bar fixed

at one end and free at the other (3) a= 3F , where /= the

length of the prong, 6= its breadth, d— the thickness, and E=
Young's modulus; for steel E= 2-14xl0 13 in C. G. S. units

(Everett), and for Konig's forks 6=1-4 cm. and d=0'65 cm.

approximately ; therefore (4) P= 2-056 X 10 1 1+ l*= the force in

dynes-, which applied at the end of the prong will bend it

1'cm. ; and

(5) V=^P« 2==
r03>

l^ ^3

Erg8.

It would be more convenient to express V as a function of

N, the vibration-frequency, than of I: this may be done by Mer-

cadier's formula;* here as before d= the thickness in cm., J=

the length of the prong, which I take as the length from the

upper side of the stem plus half the Thickness, and the constant

is determined so as to satisfy best the observations ; the average

difference between the observed and computed values of N is

a little less than i per cent. The Ut
3
and Sol

3
are thinner

than the others and so relatively shorter, and were omitted in

determining the constant; besides Ut 3
is not uniform in

thickness.

(0) N=82550rf-s-/«. Therefore

(1) P=16540N*. (8) V =^xl6540N$a s
.

ForUt
g
= 128 d. v. (9) V 2 =4x23-94xl0«a

2 Ergs.

For any other fork of this series of harmonics of Ut 2 ,
if "

represents the number of the harmonic,
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(10) 2VA=23-94X10 6A3 Ergs. = Potential Energy in both
prongs

when the end of the prong is bent a centimeters.

If the fork is vibrating without giving over-tones, twice in

each period its energy is wholly potential, and we may use
equation (10) to compute it. The energy of the vibrating rod

ally be a very little greater than of the rod bent into
the form of the elastic curve "having the same maximum ordi-

nate; for on comparing the curve of a bar fixed at one end
given by Rayleigh (i, 231) with the elastic curve, we see that
the latter lies everywhere, except at the ends, a very little nearer
the line of equilibrium; but the difference in energy is too
small to be considered here. The error is greater if the prong
ought to be treated as the free end of a straight rod with two
nodes, as a comparison of Rayleigh's Figs. 28 and 31 will

show
; but the latter assumption is certainly further from the

i the former one.
I have used the method given above for finding the energy,

rather than the one taken by Rayleigh (i, 202); because for

experimental purposes it is more convenient to express the
energy in terms of the amplitude rather than of the radius of

Experiments.—The forks named in table I were removed
from their boxes, and supported firmlv under a microscope

- dividing-engine with a millimeter screw, the plane

.Mel to the screw, and the prongs
' rtica

: a cord passed from each prong over a pulley to a
scale-pan in which the weights were put ; the microscope was
focussed on a point on the end of the prong, and then the dis-

tance measured between two points, one on each prong, as

weights were added in the pans ; this gives 2a' (a' is *

in mm., while a was taken in cm.). But as the microscope had
to be moved about 20 mm. to pass from one point to the other,
a more rapid method was dev - :

. : at proved more accurate:

lock of wood was screwed into the end of the micro-
scope-tube carrying at its lower end a brass plate bent

"
-

1

e distance 6c wa "
i about 30 mm. : a wire ran from

i through a telegraph sounder to a battery whose other
pole was connected to the fork. A series of observations con-
sisted in observing the difference of reading of the screw when
electric contact was made at /.and then at <\ usually I or 2 mm.

;

:s were the i i u! in the two pans, 1, 2, 3 and 1 kg.,

and the screw readings again observed: their difference is less

>v 2a : al least two determinations were made, and
the friction of the pulleys eliminated bv taking readings when
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the pans were pulled down as far as they would remain, and

when raised as high as they would remain. The value of the

quotient 2a' -rW is given in table I, col. 5 ; a' is here in mm.
and W in kg. The results under Mi

3
which are in [ ] were

obtained by drawing the prongs together instead of separating

them, as in all other cases ; these are less reliable, because of

the friction of the strings which had to cross each other. A
small correction must be made to these results in col. 6 ; for the

forces were not applied at the end, but usually l£— 2 mm.
below it, and the measurement was made above the point of

application of the force, usually 1 mm. from the end. It seems

hardly necessary to explain the details of the calculation, as it is

easily made from the equations of the elastic curve, and of the

angle between it and its tangent at the point where the force is

applied. In only two cases does it amount to '010 mm. ; on

the Ut
2

the forces were applied 16 mm. below the ends of the

Fork Length. Method. w>
2a>+ w>. *- Id 1 * Dif.

2V=
Energy

Obs. M,,n Cor.
2W'+2«'

c ; (;
;;_Kro., 1 <7)

at,

130

Elec.

Micr.

1

•772

•772

•:;27

•323

,22

-•10

123S

Ut,

116

[

l

172
•108

098 105 19-0 18-7 'j 19-16

032 62-5 |61-3 1
64-2

:::
11 *

12670

'he other columns in table I gi

9. F=W,^a ,=2^(2a'-rW')

ade at temperature of 15°— 20° C.

give

5 accents indicate kg.,
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10. P in C. G. S. units. P=F x 981 x 10*.
11. P computed from equation (7).
12. The difference between 10 and 11 divided by P in col. 10
13. The energy in both prongs of a vibrating fork when :

2XiP(r|-j , where P is to be taken

he amplitude.

(12) ti«AV**rin {Vp 2 -lHH-a\,
where x is the coefficient of damping, and t is the time measured
from the instant when u=0 (Rayleigh i, 37); A'e^Kt

will
correspond to a' in our equations. The energy at any instant is

equal to PV 2 = P'(A'e-^) 2
> bei«g sensibly constant through-

out any one period. Therefore

(13) Kinetic energy =2T=2PA' 2
e-'

c*=2P'ASe-'<i=P"z 8 =2V,
where p"

i 9 the number in table I, column 10, divided by
220)*, and A is the ; : tsions) when
'=0:_2V is given in column 13; z is the amplitude in microm-

-< ( ms at the time t.

1 he rate of loss of energy =

(14) ^=-2«P"A 2<r«'=-2KT=2;<V.

We must then determine x from the equation z=Ae~iKt'

whence *=2 Nap. log. — -r-t; it is more convenient in this case

to take the second as the unit of time, rather than the period

of vibration as is sometimes done in experiments on damping.
* or the experiments an upright post about two inches square

Boiid base was taken, and to it the resonance case,
on which the fork was firmly screwed, was clamped by a car-

penter's clamp. Above, a bar held by another clamp sup-
ported the brass arm carrvinir the microscope tube in a vertical

iy powder* was gummed on

the fork and these minute particles furaifl

bright points under the microscope, having often a breadt i
!•—

*

uL 45, and
jne divisions of the eye-piece micrometer (a glass scale ruled

?t«»d.) were, as already stated, almost exactly equr
;'" Inm

- Th. adjustments ot the apparatus were easv and direct,
and the stability almost perfect. To measure the time a stop

•Suggested by Torquem. Phil. Mag.. March. 1ST4; C. R. lsiriii, 125, 1374.
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watch was used (an " Auburndale timer "), held in the left

hand, while the right hand was free to use the bow and make
records ; the pointers gave directly £ second. Thus the time

was found which' was necessary for the amplitude to decrease-

from z' to z". An example will indicate in a general way the

accuracy of the method. Fork Ut 3 ; z'=12 div., z"=§ div.

;

time = 9f, 9|, 10, 11, 10|, 9|, 9£, 10|, 10, 9£, lOf, 10f; mean
10 -08 sec. These were not consecutive observations, and sev-

eral points were taken. When z is large the point must be com-

paratively broad to be seen; while if z is small the finite

breadth of the " point " and of the lines on the scale leads to

Table II gives for one of the forks used the mean value of x

for a number of intervals. It is an unexpected fact that x varies

so much with the amplitude ; only Poske,* so far as I have dis-

covered, refers to it, and then incidentally. It is a proof that the-

resistance to the motion of a fork is not expressed by a term

proportional to the first power of velocity simply, but the second

and perhaps higher powers must come in; the equation of

motion would be u+xu+Xu 2 +n 2u=0. But this is not inte-

grate, and even the results which Poisson gives for the case

when x=0 shed no light on this case; we must therefore deter-

mine x empirically as a function of z and introduce the corres-

ponding value of x into equation (14).

Fork. K,J, * T*j > - «o„mp. Dif-

Sol a

11 8
g'
6

5.JJ

•295

111

13)

! j
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\(z' +z") is the average of the amplitudes at the beginning and
end of the time t ; x cannot be expressed as a simple function
of the time; so the equation corresponding to (12) can only be
solved by successive approximation. Equation (15) leads to

the expression x=a+bz, for the coefficient of damping corres-

ponding to the amplitude z; therefore instead of (12) we have
when t is small, putting z' for A,

(16) w= aV*( + 6
*')'sin {^p*-#a + bz')H} :

if we wish to make t more than a few periods replace z' in the

exponent by \{z' +z"), where z" is the amplitude at the time t.

Obviously

(17) z
"=s '

e-i{a + ib(z'W)}t.

,
As I do not find any discussion of such an equation as (16)

it is well to show what is involved in it. Differentiating twice
and dropping the accent from z' we get

(18) il + au + bzu+p su=0.

Represent the mean value of u during a quarter period by (u) ;

of u* by (u»)
;
and the mean value of [u)u, that is, the mean

value of the product of the velocity at any time and the mean
velocity, by {{ii)u); and neglect the second term under the

radical in (16), since in no case for the forks of the present series

does it equal p* x 10~7
. These familiar methods give *

(19) (u)=±%. (20) ((*)*)=±-^(* f
) =±|t

Xp«£.

(21) il +au±-(u)u+pHi=0.

The mean value of the third term =

^e upper sign is to be taken when u is +, I e. when the angle

. P* is in the first or fourth quadrants, otherwise the lower sign.

xn the same way thee •

(«*), the mean value
of u and (U), vary as z; so the mean value of the t

vanes as g», and "therefore both as (w) 3
,
the square of the mean

velocity, and as (u*\ the mean square of the vekx
however, as the square of the variable velocity. If b=0 of

course we get the usual equation of harmonic motion in a

resisting medium.
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Turn now to the results of the experiments.

Table II is a specimen of the table made out for each of the

forks used; it gives the mean time required for the amplitude
to decrease from z' to z", the number of observations from which
this mean is deduced, the resulting value of x, x computed from

the equation x=*085-f -028 -, and the differences between

the observed and computed values. Where these errors are

large it will be seen that few observations were taken or z" was

Table III gives an abstract of table II ai

for the other forks ; it gives the number of ratios observed, the

number of observations, the maximum value of z' and the

minimum value of z" used in deducing x; the longest time

observed, the coefficients a and 6, and the average difference

without regard to sign between the observed and computed
values of x as found from such data as table II, col. 9. I

think we may conclude that equations (16) and (17) satisfy

the observations: if ony term in the exponent is to be sought

depending on \—

-

—
-77-, very much more refined methods than

these must be devised.

But while a good degree of confidenc
results, it should be observed that any
the mode of supporting the fork will c

amplitude. Thus:
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Even when the conditions were similar, so far as known,
considerable differences were found in /. (or the same values of
**, z", as table III shows for two forks ; the last line has been
used in the succeeding computations when the table shows
more than one set of observations. I suspect that a part of the

variability of b may be due to a different strength of the over-
tones at different times.

The numbers in column 8, table III (taking the last line for

Sol
4 and Ut

B ), show such a regular increase as to render it at

least plausible that the term containing b depends on the resist-

ance of the air to the faces sllbach* has
shown that the resistance of the air to discs varies as v 3 , even
when v is as low as 17-1 cm. per sec. In these forks the mean

velocity will be - x
2— ='01818zh cm. per sec, where z is

7T 220
l

given in micrometer divisions, and n is the vibration-frequency.
Il the hn-ks have the amj litudes given in table IV, column 7.

the least value of -01818zn is 18*6 cm. per see., while for most
of the forks the value is about 37 ; the velocities for an ordinary

vibration are therefore higher than in Schellb; eh 's experiments,
and so we may assume that the air-resistance varies as n 2

. We
may also assume that the resistance vara -

of the fork when other conditions remain the same:
••• U=(-01818) 2 z 3 u-r : x a constant; bv Meteadier's formula

(6) r^= a constant.

(22) .-. B=fe«n* where k is a constant depending on the

breadth, thickness ami m.. ink,- ot <
', -ticity of the prongs, the

form of the curve which the vibrating prong assumes, the den-

Slt
.

v »d viseositv of tin air. and perhaps »n other things: but

ior the forks of this series it is considered constant. Accord-

ingly b in table III, col. 8, should vary as n*
Taking Ut

2
= l we get the two series:

?if=l« 2-83 5-2 8- 14'7 22*6

b — -003 -008 -028 '022 '044 -062

\W0b~-J - 3 - 2-8 5-4 2-7 8" 2-7

Considering the difficulty of determining I with accuracy, the

" -e agreement ^i ' ' remarka-

W«. No change has been made in table 111 -' » thee

re made; so there has been no possibility of biasing

the judgment in favor of this regular increase of b.

The energ aded in these ways:

1. In heal the wood of the resona

2. In communicating tremors to the support; 3. In producing
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a sound wave. It is doubtful if the first and second can ever

be separated from the total ; however large a fraction of the

total 1 may be, it is very small absolutely; all the energy that

can be given to a fork by a bow would not suffice to heat the

fork T^° C. in the most favorable case in table IV (Ut
5 , col. 6).

Table IV is drawn up to show roughly the amount at our dis-

posal in these forks. Col. 2 is the same as col. 13, table I; 3

gives approximately the maximum value of z that can be given

by a bow; 4, the corresponding energy; 5, the corresponding
value of x obtained by extrapolation, since accurate observations

could not be made with such values of z ; 6, the maximum rate

at which energy is given up. Cols. 7-10 give similar data for

an ordinary or average value of z. Mayer* finds from the

heating of a bit of rubber between the prongs of Ut 3
fork vi-

brating electromagnet! rk are given
up to the rubber in 10 seconds ; this is equal to 10500 ergs, per

sec. ; the data in table IV •

z is a little less than 9 div

tory agreement.

aid :

Fork. 2V MaxVMa X.2V «
| 2V« JAv. Z |Av.2Y k Av. 2V/c

Sol'

1235 20 490

3860 9
|

310
V:,

180 3

G20 -12

24000

The ultimate object for which these experiments were beg
was to determine how much energy was needed to cause sen

tion, or rather how much
at the limit of hearing ; fo

of the tuning fork would be higher than of other sources of a

The forks were taken out of doors to a field where the listen-

ers might be 300 feet distant from the fork. This was sounded

on the frame described above, and the amplitude observed when
the different listeners shouted "out." The separate observa-

tions were quite consistent, considering that passing teams and

a rising wind increased very much the difficulty of observation.

Sometimes the observers changed places, or the fork was

ward different parts of the field. The observation
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on Sol 4 was the last and was interrupted by a shower, so that
less confidence is to be placed in it than in the others ; but all

will give results greatly above those to be obtained under more
favorable conditions ; inconsistent as these results are, they are
all of the same order of magnitude, and may deserve pul
because, so far as I can find, no similar work has been published.

Table V gives the results of these field observations; the
number of observations for each listener is given, and the
mean of the values of z observed when he shouted "out."
Nearly all through the scale the observer Y, who is a musician,
showed a higher sensibility than the others, whether the wind
was toward him or from him.

Fork. Ob.
50 ft. | 100 ft. 200 ft. | 300 ft

No. ol.s Ixo.obs . No.oba Xo.o'.is

I

rt.

T
E

Y
T

T
T
E

T
T

Y
T

5 ?
7

»>-s

12

24
2-5

11

4

u

In table VI are given the mean values of 2 of al! the

together, and the corresponding values of 2V, x and 2V« as in

table IV. The energy expended per second, whoso
given in col. 5, passes out throng
radius is given in col. 7: this st the ground
reflects all the energy that reaches it, which is the assumption
tacitly made by Kayleigb. * in his oft-quoted experiment.

*Proc. R. S., xxvi, 248.
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passing through the

: of hearing ; or for 200 ft.

l7r(200X30-5)

values for S
the ear is mc
regard to Ut 2 the listeners found

ergs, per sec. per square c

given in col. 6. They seem to indicate

nsitive to notes in the middle octave; but

near the pitch of

y lost than other

Fork. ,v 2T« S=J£ Di9tanc,

10* x Ergs.per.s. 10-

x

Pt,
j

:w G2 X 1200 8300
ljj*|

^
1

Sol
,

Ut4
Sol, l-r.

7 2

110

<;:s

11
go
2«

5100 2200

200 "

200 -

The tit 3 fork was mounted before a resonance box, and fitted

to he driven by an electro magnet; Ut
3 , Sol

3
and Ut4

were

mounted on boxes of the usual form open at one end ; the Sol 4

and Ut b
were open at both ends. The Ut 2

was heard much
better in front of the box than behind, but as there were four

observers, and those before and behind the box exchanged
places, any error from this difference is eliminated ; no difference

was detected with the other forks.

Two in-door experiments may be given: the Ut 3
was taken

near one end of a long hallway, and, being turned in various

directions, the amplitude was noted when the sound ceased to a

listener about 50 ft. away ; here we cannot apply the law of

inverse squares; the best thing is to assume that all the energy

passes through every transverse section •

we know that some was absorbed by the end wall, and some

escaped by a stairway :

2V«= 190 and area =19 m* .-. S<100000X 10~ 8
.

Again the Ut
3

fork was heard about 2 m. distant when the

amplitude was less than £% ; as the fork was near a wall, assume

that the energy passed out through a quarter of a sphere ;
and
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as the ear was at a point of maximum loudness, assume that the
energy per s it is four times that due to a uni-

form distribution of the energy :

2Vx<0-52; S<\
x ( 2

5

qQ)2
;
S<l700XlO-«;

table VI gives S=300xl0- 8
.

Some experiments were made bearing on the question of the

e< i rg) as already referred to ; they indicate that
with the Ut

3
fork only about -Jg- of the total energy is used for

the sound-wave ; but the observations are too few to determine
whether the theory used in their discussion is valid or not; so
this matter must be deferred till another time.

The only other experiments that I know of with which to

compare trie values of S in table VI are three in number, from
which I have computed the values of S as follows

:

Topler and Boltzman,* closed organ pipe. n= 1 82 _ S= 10000 x 1(T8

• ... . . ........ .. -- -— '
Allard,$ bells, steam syren, etc. at <ea. n from 400 to 1500 S=«x«x 10 a

Following Kayleigh's formula we itet the maximum velocity

of the air particles at the limit of hearing, thus: v*=S+$ap,
where a= the velocity of sound =34000 cm. and ^=-0013=
density of air; . •. i>

9 =S-r22'i ; the amplitude of the vibra-

tion of the air particle «<B=*tK-2jrn==v'S-r80n. The smallest

value of x to be obtained from table VI is 70X10-8 cm. for

Ut
4 . The formula computed from A! ard'.s data would give

for n=512, x=31xl0- 8 cm. Eayleigh found for w=2730,
s=81xlO-8 Cm.
But the fuller discussion of these matters must be postponed

to another part of this paper.

*Pogg. Ann., exli, 321, 1870.
fProc. Roy. Sop., xxvi. 24S. 1S77.
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§ 1. The subject of the decay of rocks has not yet received

from geologists all the attention which it merits, and there still

appear to be misconceptions with regard to it which warrant as

in reviewing some points in its history. Professor F. H.

Storer,
1

in a recent notice of a suggestion of Nordenskidld's as

to the liberation of gems through the decay of the feldspathic

rocks in which they are often contained, cites with approval

the opinion of Professor Stubbs of Alabama that " the decom-

position of these rocks in southern latitudes has proceeded

much faster than with the same rocks in higher latitudes," a

" condition which can be accounted for, to a large extent, by
climatic influences." The cold and frost now piv.

northern regions are supposed by him to retard the action of

atmospheric waters, regarded as the chemical agent of this pro-

cess of decay.
3

These views, implying that the process is one

belonging to the present time, are accepted by Professor Storer,

who writes of the " more active and thorough-going disintegra-

tion which occurs " in these southern regiona

§ 2. That the presence in the northern hemisphere of a man-

tle of softened material from the decay in situ of crystalline

rocks is more common at the outcrops of these in low than in

high latitudes, where it is often entirely absent, is i

fact ; but it will, I think, be made evident that present climatic
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differences have nothing to do with the fact that similar rocks
are in one area covered with a thick layer of the products of
decay, and in another are wholly destitute of it.

§ 3. The decay in question is well known to be due to a
chemical change of which the predominant mineral silicates of
the rock, chiefly feldspars and hornblende, are the subjects, and
which results in the removal by solution of the protoxyd-bases,
together with a great proportion of the combined silica, leaving

y a residue of clay, mingled with quartz, garnet, mag-
netite and such other mineral species as resist the process of
decomposition.

§ 4. A memoir, by Fournet, published in 1834,' gives many
early observations on rock-decay. Its

author there describes the wide-spread decomposition of the
granites near Pont-Gribaud in Auvergne, a change which
Deribier de Cheissac had already s > n to be anterior to the
deposition of the Tertiary rocks. Fournet, moreover, noticed

w decay of basalts, phonolites, trachytes, and even

icribed the process of exfoliation by which
u ere left rounded masses of undecayed rock. He cites in this

connection the observations of Pallas, who, in his travels in

Siberia (1768-1774), noticed hills "that seemed composed of

!

l

,

1

i

;iss,-' s heaped together, as it were rounded by decomposition."
The view of Werner that the rounded form of masses such as
these was due to original concentric structure, was rejected by

§ 5. In 1818, Messrs. J. F. and S. L. Dana described a simi-
lar phenomenon in the decaying greenstones at Somerville,
near Boston, Mass., where the rock was found to be converted
by decay in situ int > nodular mass. >s presenting exfoliating

concentric layers of differing degrees of decomposition. These
masses rest upon each itter filling the inter-

stices.* In 1825, T. W. Webster noticed the same
foliation of

the decayed greenstone.
6

Again, in 1858, W. P. Blake
described the production of rounded masses both of sandstone

tion. lie explains how angu-
lar blocks, separated I

water to all Bides,

would be "attacked most rapidly on the angles, thus produo-
lng a succession of curved faces gradually approaching a
sPhere," and illustrates the process by figures. He described,

moreover, the bowlder like ma>s.-> of granite in Placer County.

^ahfornia, lying on an uneven surface of the same rock. " as

due to the manner in which the rock decomposes, and not to
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abrasion." Like Fournet, lie rejects the notion of an original

long beJ

7. The a

§6. Hartt, in 1870, discussed the well-known examples of

rock-decay found in Brazil, and called such rounded masses of

rock as we have just described "bowlders of decomposition."

He moreover noted that the process of decay was there anterior

to the supposed glacial action, which had worked over the

material of the previously decomposed rocks.
7 Lyell alreadj^,

in 1849, had pointed out that the Tertiary clays and sands of

the southern United States have been derived from the waste

of the previously dec;. eks of the region
;

8 and
ite-Tertiary age of the decay in Auvergne

[
before been recognized.

iven by Professor Charles Upham Shepard,

in "1837, of the origin and mode of occurrence of the porcelain-

clays of western Connecticut is remarkable for its exactness

and perspicuity. That at New Milford is described as occur-

ring •• upon the western slope of an elevated range of granitic

gneiss In many places the decomposition of the parent

rock is so complete as to present the aspect of a secondary

deposit ; but the prevailing appearance is that of the rock

altered in place through the decay of the feldspar and mica.

tngement of the quartz and the

altered feldspar is observed in the bed as is presented by these

materials in the undecomposed rock. Veins and seams of a

perfectly impalpable white clay traverse the rock in various

directions, analogous to the veins of feldspar in the granite of

the neighborhood." Of a pure white clay in the town of Kent,

our author says, "It forms a vein many feet in width, cut-

ting through quartz rock. It owes its origin to a graphic

granite, which must have been free from mica." A similar

vein of clay is described as occurring in the town of Cornwall,

and as including frequent crystals of black tourmaline; the

feldspar also being incompletely decomposed. 9

§ 8. As showing that the process of sub-aerial decay is not con

fined to silicated rocks, it may be noted that J. t). Whitney
described in 1862, the existence in the lead-region of Wisconsin
of a layer of red clay and sand, mixed with chert, sometimes
thirty feet in t, h iCkuc.-s. which he showed to be a residuum
from the secular decay of several hundred feet of the impure

Paleozoic limestones of the region.
10 A like occurrence was

afterwards, in 1873, described by Pumpelly, in southern Mis-

souri, where such residuary deposits sometimes attain a thick-

6 Geol. Recon. of California, pp. 146, 286.

- - '

9 Shepard: i-ut (1837), pp. 73-75.
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§ 9. A similar decay is conspicuous along the outcrop of the
Auroral limestones and their associated schists in the Appa-
k* :

ian valley, as will be noticed farther on, in §27, and may
also be seen at several points in the Trenton limestone and the

ale of the St. Lawrence valley. One of these localities,

described by Dr. J. W. Dawson, is at Les Eboulemens, on the
north shore of the St. Lawrence, below Quebec. Here, at the
southwest base of the high Laurentide hills, the Post-pliocene

'losing marine shells and large gneiss bowlders, are

found resting upon a mass of Utica slate, deprived of its calca-

reous matter, and so soft as to be readily mistaken for the

clays of the region but for its stratification and
organic remains. This, according to Dawson, had bee

i

"

e period of

ubraergence, during which it was covered with the bowlder-

to a great depth by sub-aerial action previ<

Some facts connected with the decay of the Trenton
uinestone near M re: 1 wi 1 be mentioned in §42.

§ 10. It may be said that with the exception of Darwin, who
had observed the decay of rock- jectured that

the process might hav . all observers have cor-

rectly regarded it as sub-aerial. The chemistry of the process

ussed, among others, bv Fournet in the paper already
cued, and later by Delesse in 1853 ;

1
' also very fully by Ebel-

men, who consid red tin question of ro« k deca> in its relations

to the atmosphere, in two memoirs in 184f> and 1847." The
same subject was further considered at some length by the

present writer in 1880."

§ 11. Having thus briefly indicated some of the points in its

history during the past century, we are prepared to notice in

niore detail the contributions made to the subject,
in its geological bearings, during the last ten years. Previous
to this, as we have seen, it had been recognized that the process
of rock-decay had been in operation not only in

;,

but in pre-Tertiary times, and that the res

been the source «,f Ter:i;ov . lavs and smuls, and even, in certain

cases, of glacial drift and bowlders.
§12. In a review of Hartt's volume on Brazil, in L870, the

1 — t writer sod: -The great wasting
crystalline rocks in former geological periods, of which we have

A Snrvfvoi' Missouri Iron ( »ros sm.i U>ui F!eU>. V- ?

,.
'

- '••'
: - •

. 1872.

5EKIES. Vol. XXV
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abundant evidence, is le

learn that rocks as hard

become [are] even in our own time, under certain conditi

softened as to offer little more resistance to the eroding action

of a torrent than an ordinary gravel-bed.
18

Subsequently, in an

account of some observations made in North Carolina among
the rocks of the Blue Eidge, and presented to the Boston

Society of Nat) n History, < October 15, 1873, he expressed the

belief that the decay of crystalline rocks was a process of great

antiquity; that it had been universal: that the covering of

decayed material now seen in the south at one time extended

to the rocks of northern regions, from which it had been

removed by erosion during successive ages, culminating in the

Glacial period at the close of the Pliocene, since which time the

chemical decomposition of the surface has been insignificant.

From the products of this sub-aeriai deca;. it was then main-

tained has been derived a great part of the sediments alike of

Paleozoic, Mesozoic and Cenozoic times. The permeable nature

of the surface-soil formed of highly inclined strata of decayed
rocks, affording a natural subterranean drainage, explains; il

was said, both the absence of lake- • ml the comparative perma-

nency of the surface to be remarked in uneroded regions; show-
ing that something more than ordinary aqueous agencies must
have effected the removal of the decayed material.

17

§ 13. This communication of mine was speedily foil

a pnpi-r published in the Prorv- Society of

N ituri
' History for November 19, 1873, by the late Mr. L. S.

Burbank, re] rting upon the same conclusions,

and, moreover, dwelling especially upon the process of decay

1873, it was cc

isn at areas of rock u iless 'in- had been previously softened by

demy, and in a review of the subject by the present writer, in

1873, the conclusion was reached that the decomposition oi

rocks has been "a necessary preliminary to glacial and erosive

action, »-hir}> rnnovi -rials"" Such erosion

and denudation would, in accordance with this view, consist in

the removal of previously decayed rocks, and the forms and

outlines of the sculptured surface thereby exposed would be

determined by the varying depths to which the process of sub-
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aerial decomposer, i had alr< adv penetrated the once firm and
solid rock. The bas id the hillocks of the
eroded surface, not less than the detached rounded masses or
bowlders, were thus, as the writer has ever since taught, the re-

sults of the previous process of rock-decay.

§ 14. I h time been led to insist upon the
evidences ol; ide-snn Id >mij ition < crvst Mine rocks in

very early periods ot o-co \oiiu d histon In in ssn enti 1 d
Some Point- Cli. i u d Gt doirv. published in 1859,

19 and
another, on The Chemistry of Metamorphic rocks, in 1863,"
both reprinted in my volume of Chemical and Geological
Essays, [ are pointed out t ved by the

- 1 b :; t d by t e sub-aerial decay of feldspathic
fiiul ho I ( rocks. St:i nn_ from tin ci ception of a

1
' nth terresU < ust < msistli _ holly of st dlim - li

cated rocks, we are forced to find in such a process of decay
the source of all lim-wtones a; i dolomites, which are derived

from the carbonates of lime ted either

luring the process, from the bases previously existing
1! "< the Mate of silicates, or indirectly, by reactions between

die decay,
aii.l tlie calcic salts of the early ocean. The chemical genesis

of the lime carbonate must evid
by organisms. It was. in fact, thus 'shown, as the result of a

great number of observations, that fossil sea-waters (mineral

waters), representing the ocean of Paleozoic and even of Mes-

~
'

:

,

'•
'

as are required b\ this theorv. The relations of tl

- -

"

volume of eg 23-31, and page 108.

§ 15. I iv. hat time to consider the propor-

*
.

-
,

.. :

.
. ;.: •

' V -•:• :- . .:

'-

-: •;-;;.- .-. . -
- ;

'< '"-;'

the former which Is es like orthoclase and
albite are compared witl n i. is 1 k< muscovitc, and with sili-

cates like c;s 1 sta -elite. The conclusion
'

tution of different systems of rocks must vary with their

• quite,'
1

tnd thai '"'it now remains to tin! m their compara-
tive study a guide to their respective ages;'' in which connec-
tion a comparison was then attempted between the older

gneisses an- . A further applica-

tion of this principle was craved m I -s7S, when the progres-

3 Geol. Essays, pp.
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the eozoic groups was shown Dy compai
composition of the Laurentian with the Huronian, Montalban
and Taconian crystalline schists.

32

§ 16. It should here be noted that decayed feldspars, even
when these are reduced to the condition of clays, have not, in

most cases, lost the whole of their alkalies. This is well illus-

trated in a series of analyses by Mr. E. T. Sweet, of the kaolin-

ized granitic gneisses of Wisconsin, to be noticed farther on

(§ 31). From these analyses it appears that the levigated clays

from these decayed rocks still hold, in repeated examples, from
two- to three-hundredths or more of alkalies, the potash pre-

dominating.
59

§ 17. It would follow from the considerations advanced
above, that the decay of crystalline rocks is an indispensable

preliminary to the formation of limestone, and that the earliest

silicated rock must have contained no carbonates whatever.

There are many reasons for doubting whether this veritable

stem is known to us, but it will be remembered that

at the base of the Laurentian, as seen on the Ottawa Kiver,

there is a vast and unknown thickness of red and gray
hornblendic gneiss, apparently destitute of limestones, and
underlying the great series of somewhat similar gneisses inter-

stratified with limestones with graphite, iron-oxyds and
vhich were, as early as 1847, described by the Cana-

survey as "a separate group of metamorphic
strata," characterized by these lithological differences. Logan,

however, supposed the two groups to be conformable, and they

were in 1854 both included under the common name of Lauren-
tian (afterwards the Lower Laurentian of Logan).

In a subsequent review of the subject in 1878, I designated

the lower as the Ottawa group, and the upper group as the

Grenville series.
31

It was this latter group which had been

carefully studied and mapped by Logan and his assistants, and
which has served as the type of the Laurentian system. I have

since, in a paper read before the ion for the

Advancement of Science, in 1879,
35

noticed the probable nou-

conformability of this Laurentian system with the underlying
'::;:

to the fundaniei t: \ or i.-v is an gneiss of Scotland, and the

Bojian gneiss of Bavaria.

52 Second Geo!-, Die Rocks, Rep. K. p. 210.
iS Sec tor these, Irvin- - :

u, Proc. Amer.

Inat. M. Engineer* vol vi p ii r othei u d\-e\ see Geo. H. Cook, Geol.

Survey of New Jersey, Report on Clays, 1878.

25 The pre-Cambrian Rocks of Europe and America compared. Amer. Jour.

- v.
.

r.- ..-
- - --: '

-.
: :

-.:i --
.. .
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§ 18. The existence, in the Laurentian series, of limestones,
not less than that of iron-ores and of graphite, pointing to the
existence of land and of vegetation during the deposition of the
Laurentian, forces us to conclude to a process of sub-aerial decay
of the more ancient gneisses in that far-off period. Such a pro-
cess must have been continued in later times to give the mate-
rials for the aluminiferous sediments of the newer eozoic
groups, and we might therefore hope to find in the latter bowl-
ders or pebbles of more ancient gneisses, such as are met with
among the products of sub-aerial decay in later deposits. Re-
markable examples of such rounded masses, alike of Montall (an,

Huronian and Laurentian or pre-Laurentian types are found
abundantly in the very ancient pre-Cambrian (Keweenian), con-

glomerates on Lake Superior, as I have elsewhere described."
Not less striking examples of rounded masses of older gneisses
occur in the Huronian series in many localities, particularly on
Lake Term- , mglomerate ma le

up chiefly of gneiss bowlders.
2
' I have elsewhere noticed a

-ell-defined

and rounded pebble of finely granular white limestone, measur-
ing an inch in it? greatest diameter, enclosed in a luminal. -d

• gneiss "from Grafton County, New Hampshire.
N ->''"- cut from \\ w vjuvimen for tin' microscope show a strong
adhesion between the limestone and the quartz and feldspar of
^x- matrix, without however any evidence of chemical change
at the contact.

28

§ 19. The rounded
dantly in several local
ceous schists of the S
examples of the same kind. I had In 1881 the opportunity of

' •! with Dr. Crednera large collection of the

consist chiefly of tvpes of various kinds of gneiss resembling
those of th ea as seen in North America and
>» the Alps. These Saxon m :

t associated

gneisses pas r lepftynites, have
iesof North

America and of the Alps, to which I have elsewhere compared
tnem in two communications 39 wherein are noticed I

mentioned conglomen n previously studied

»n much detail by Sauer 80
in 1879. No one who sees these

accumulations of rounded masses of gneiss and other
rocks entering into conglomerates at the various horizons above
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those which are to be found either in the glacial or other mod-
ern deposits, or lying in situ as undecayed rounded masses in

the midst of decomposed rocks. It is difficult to resist the con-

clusion that these rounded masses of the eozoic ages must have
been formed under conditions not unlike those which gave rise

to their more modern representatives.

§ 20. The various considerations above presented thus led

the writer in 1873 to assign to the beginning of the process of

v an antiquity compared with which the time that

has elapsed since the drift-period is to be regarded as of short

duration. It was, however, then suggested by him that a cli-

mate and atmospheric conditions unlike those of modern times

might have favored the process in the earlier ages. Further
evidence was soon forthcoming both of the former spread of

this decay over northern regions and of its great antiquity.

In 1874 I was called to examine the condition of the great

tunnel then recently opened through the Hoosac Mo
western ,;

port on which was published by
the General Court of the State :

:

while a note on the observa-
tions therein made which have a it inquiry,

was presented to the American Institute of M.o - Ki.imii >'

in October, 1874.
32

§ 21. As there explained, the gneissic rock of Hoosac moun-
tain, at the west end of the tunnel, 700 feet above the sea, is

completely decayed, the feldspar being converted into kaolin
for a distance of several hundred feet eastward alomr the line

of the tunnel. The gneiss on the crest of the mountain, 2,000
feet above the sea, and on the eastern slope, on the contrary,

wherever exposed, presents the rounded surfaces common
throughout the region, often marked by glacial striae, and with-

out any appearance of decay. The softening and decomposi-
tion of the highly inclined strat i of izneiss in the tunnel were
described as complete for a distance of 600 feet from the west
portal, where the floor of the tunnel is 200 feet from the sur-

face, and were partial at 1,000 feet, where it is 230 feet below;
while farther in, at 1.200 feet, an included bed of limonite,

the solvent and oxyd-
izing action of atmospheric waters had penetrated to a depth of

more than 300 feet from the present surface. At the western

entrance to the tunnel the gneiss is immediately succeeded by
the crystalline limestone and quartzite of the Taeonian (Lower
Taconic) series, the decayed rock.- an th- routing from be-

neath the limestone. It was evident that this great mass
of decayed gneiss at the western base of Hoosac Mountain is

but a portion of a once wide-spread mantle of similar materials
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which has escaped the action that denuded and striated the sur-

face of the other parts of the mountain.

§ 22. Numerous examples of similar remaining portions of

decayed feldspathic rock have be - mthward,
as in northwestern Connecticut (described in ^ 7), and among
the Lauren tian rocks of the South Mountain in Pennsylvania,
north of the Schuylkill. One of these decayed portions, at

He, Penn., was seen in 1875, where a bed of mag-
netite, at that time mined, was found to overlie at a high angle
a mass of granitoid gneiss com : mt appar-
ently protected from erosion by the incumbent iron-ore.

In another example in the same region, about two miles south
of Allentown, Penn., the Primal sandst« no was t arnd resting

for a little distance on the Laurentian gneiss, here much de-

cayed. Where this had been exposed in a recent cutting (in

1875) the reddish feu; - color and

structure, thouuh k.iniini/.eil, contained numerous
"bowlders of decomposition," from three to twelve inches in

diameter, consisting of undecayed gneiss, the laminated struc-

ture of which was <', «n in the

: decayed mass. These bowlders, still in situ, spher-

oidal in form, and often with pitted surfaces, arc identical with

those fouud in the drift near bv, on the southeast slope of the

hill, and are vetw different in outline from the ha!f-angula

forms of adjacent sandstone blocks. This Lmeiss rock, lying

decayed in place, would, unless examined in fresh cuttings, be

-i iken for the drift of the vicinity, which has evi-

dently been derived from it.

S 23. In n \ earlier notices oi h 1. 'a ed M mtalban. rocks

of the Blue Ridge in North Carolina, I 1 id described a mantle
of from fifty to one hundred feet or more of decaved material,

but this according to the late Professor \V. B. Rogers, some-

Is two hundred feet, a tidcknes.- approaching to

that observed at the western base of Hoosac Mountain. I have
*' ••• noticed the deem of the Montalban r -civ- near Atlanta, in

Georgia, where, with 'local exception^ of u idecavtd areas (as

ID Stone Mountaii is more or less com-
plete, in many places, to a depth of lifry feet. Here, as else-

where, the mote m tasn « on , a
«ses of unde-

'"d material Tin decaved - J '
die gneiss of

c coherence, has lost

abouttwo-t. specific -ravity of unchanged

portions beimr 2-97- oa^. whiie that < ;

is reduced to 1*20, and even, for some specimens, to less than

1'0. 3
' The decompo-, >n is, in some cases,

sufficiently coherent to furnish blocks for certain purposes of
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construction, such as the walls of rude chimneys, but at tbe

surface it readily disintegrates, yielding a strong red soil, often

used as a brick-clay. The decayed mica-schists of the Mont-
alban series, which still retain their micaceous aspect, have
been called hydro-mica iistinct from those of

the Taconian, with which they have been confounded.

§ 24 Tbe relations of the large deposits of cupriferous

iron-pyrites found in the rocks of the Blue Kidge, to the gen-

eral process of decfiy, was discussed by the writer in 1873,"

after a study of the copper-mines opened in Carroll Co., Va.,

in Ashe Co., N. C, and in Polk Co., Tenn.
M These ore-de-

posits were described as in each case in rocks of the Montalban
group—the newer gneisses and mica-schists—and as constitut-

ed pyrite, pyrrhotine and chalcopyrite. The agent

which kaolinized the enclosing ized the sul-

phurets, removing the lopper, and converting
tli um In m . in t it i !i i \ it ! ..1 m Ashe Co.,

N. C, was found to extend to depths of from forty to seventy
feet. Beneath the oxidized portion is found in all crises the

unchanged pyritous mass, seldom carrying more than four

or five hundredths of copper. The limonites thus generated
were for some years smelted for iron, both in Virginia and va

Tennessee, before they were discovered to be gossans at the out-

crops of cupriferous pyrites-lodes. Between the unchanged
pyrites and the limonite there is often found in favorable con-

ditions an accumulation known as black ore, consisting of im-

perfectly crystalline sulphurets, rich in copper, and sometimes
approaching to bornite in composition, occasionally with red

oxide and native copper, the whole doubtless reduced from the

oxidized and dissolved copper brought from above.

§ 25. The crystalline Eozoic rocks of various ages in the

more northern parts of the continent contain, as is well known,
many deposits of cupriferous pyritous i»x^, both in veins and
beds which, like the enclosing strata, are undecayed, showing
that the process of oxidati-Mi, like that ^<l' kaolini/atum, *i: |S >'' ,,!l

a very gradual one, going back to remote ages. We have seen

from the observations in the southern United States that the ox-

idation of the sulphids, their conversion into limonites, and the

removal therefrom by solution of the copper went on pari

passu with the decay of the including rocks, and hence pre-

ceded their erosion. "The copper -, as I have

suggested, again deposited in rocks at the time in process of

formation. The chief part of the iron being left behind, a veri-

of the copper would thereby be effected,
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and we should expect to find it separated on reduction as rich
sulphides, or as native copper. In accordance with this view, it

was said in an essay on The Geognostical Relations of the
Metals, in February, 1873,

8B
that certain deposits of such cop-

is found chielly in limestones, probably of Cam-
brian age (Quebec group), which, in the province of Quebec, as
at Acton and Durham, lie along the northwest border of the

oe Huronian belt, might be formed from "the results
of oxidation of the cupriferous beds which abound in the crys-
talline schists of these mountains, from which the dissolved
metal accumulated in basins at their foot," as suggested by
Murchison with regard to the cu 3trata near
the crystalline schists of the Ural Mountains, "To a like pro-
cess,"

_
it was said, "we may pe rich deposits

of native copper in the Keweenaw amygdaloids and conglomer-
ates which rest upon the ancient Huronian schists."

§ 26. The farther extension of this view to the Mesozoic
sandstones of Connecticut, New Jersey and Pennsylvania, well

known to be very often impregm disseminated
in the form of sulphides, sometimes associated with organic re-

mains, is obvious. It is to be noticed that the strata in ques-
tion are generally deposited directly upon Bozoic rocks, from
the ruins of which they were formed, and that these, in our

furnished the dissolved copper from which the dis-

1 ores were derived. If this view be admitted we
' lu ve raitlu! and indenei lent evid< tee that tin decay of the
Eozoic rocks, with tl t< their contained cupriferous sub irets

was going on in that
|

the Kewee-
niau series was accun till active in Mesozoic

§ 27. Not less striking examples of rock-decay are seen in

the great Appalachian valley, of which Hoosac Mountain, the
South Mountain and the Blue Ridge form parts of the eastern
rim. Therein, as is well known, large quantities of limonite
are mined, from New England to Alabama. This ore, as well': -:.:-

m stiu of 1
• the dolomites and

quartzites of the Prim ies. These
ores have been formed by the transformation in place of in-

cluded masses of pyrites and of carbonates of iron and manga-
nese. 38

The evidences of the pyritic origin of many of these

limonites is similar to that for those of the Blue Ridge (§ 24)
namely, then asso< tion with u mged pyrites A exa

P le of this is seen in the so-called copperas mine at Breinigs-

35 Proc. Amer. Inst. M. Engineers. i, 341.
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ville, near Trexlertown, Perm., long ago described by H. D.
Rogers,

37 where large quantities of pyrites have been mined
from the same openings which yield limonite, some of which I

(from which Rogers had inferred a conversion of limonite into

hile the waters of the mine, like those of others in the

region, were charged with sulphuric acid and with iron-sul-

phate. Another remarkable locality, where pyrites replaces

the limonite in depth, was visible in 1875 at Seitzinger's mine,

near Reading, Penn., and other similar cases are reported in

the vicinity ; while at Salona in the Nittany valley the associa-

tion of pyrites with limonite at this same geological horizon

has also been noticed.

§ 28. The association of siderite or iron-carbonate with the

limonites of the Appalachian valley is well known east of

the Hudson in New York and Massachusetts. This mineral is

often manganesian and passes into nearly pure rhodocrosite.

Examples of the association of siderite with limonite are also

seen, among other localities, near Hackettstown, New Jersey,

and near Hanover, York County, Pennsylvania. These car-

bonates, or at least the limonite and manganese-oxide de-

a them, are found in 61 th pyritous

deposits, as we have seen near Trexlertown. In like maimer
pyrites and siderite as is well known, often occur side be side,

§ 29. I have elsewhere considered the change in siderite under
: -

:'...
r in :• - : -

:

'

- '"••

rily acconii • ition of volume, which,

in the conversion of a siderite of specific gravity 36 into a

limonjte of the same density, would equal 19'5 per cent.

" The evidences of this contraction may be seen in the struc-

derived front ndcrirc", which often forms a

porous or spongy I nass. In the case, however, of nodules or

the conversion beginning at the outside of

1 layer of compart limonitr is formed, and

£35*5
this,* and still another, till the change is com-

er resulting from contraction is then found

which are arranged like the coats of an

formed, holding in in

...„ liich have been separated ;

cess of conversion into limonite. In this way are formed the

hollow masses sometimes known as bomb-shell ore, [which occa-

sionally include nuclei of unchanged siderite.] Their structure

31 Geology of Pennsylvania, i, 265.
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will generally serve to distinguie m the pyritic
limonites." 3B

In the paper just quoted I have also considered the change i >f

volume which should accompany the conversion of pyrites into
limonite, a process gi I by the loss of a part
of ^the iron as a soluble sulphate.

§ 30. Portions of the contorted and often highly inclined
schistose strata enclosing the limonite ores in the A*

p
valley, are still found but partiallv decayed, and while some
are converted to depths of 100 feet' or more into white or vari-
ously colored clays, others-retain more or less of their original
texture. From the presence in some of these of considerable
quantities of a hydrous micaceous mineral, having the compo-
sition of damourite, they have been called damoni
There are many reasons for believing that these ancient rocks
were thus folded and were decomposed before the deposition
of the Trenton and CI h rest upon them in
the outlying or western' valleys of the Appalachian region,

wAeinPen Uabama,"
§ 31. Prof. Lesley, i

- ..ry of the limonites
of the App: - iu error with regard
to my view of their origin. Eeferring in 1876 to the opinions

in my paper of 1873, (already noticed in § 13),

rocks of the Blue Ridge, that
the iron-oxide from these has been in great part dissolved

out by subsequent processes, and was the source of the im-
mense deposits of hydrous iron-ores

1

' in question, he supposes
oie to "conjecture that the ores lying along the eastern edge of
the Shenand- sli. .1 nco it from or across
the Blue Ridge." This Lesley properly qualifies as an "ab-

iil the origin of the
limonites for [leys, a hundred miles
or more to the west of the Blue Eidge ; and declares that had
b- > M. .fa. k> .. co rii n*-d .' is o-eological studies, "he would
have publish. this surface-drain-
age theory of the brown hematites.""

second Geo!. Survey of I
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32. Those who have read what I had written on the subject

1876, and especially my disci

. 1874,
41

are aware that I hav
previous to 1876, and especially my discussion of the origin oi

these ores in 1874," are aware that I have never advocated any

such theory. I have, it is true, endeavored to find in the insol-

uble products of decay of these ancient crystalline rocks, the

source not only of the clays and sands of the succeeding sedi-

ments, but of their contained iron, whether diffused or accu-

mulated in ore-masses. I have, however, at the same time,

always maintained that the ores associated with the so-called

Primal and Auroral rocks of the Appalachian basin, like those

of the higher horizons, up to the coal-measures inclusive, were

deposits contemporaneous with the strata in which the valleys

were subsequently excavated ; and that save in some cases

where, as in the Clinton beds, it was apparently deposited as

peroxide, the iron was accumulated in the form of carbonate,

and more rarely of sulphid ; from the alteration of both of

which, in situ, the limonites have been formed. This view, which

as I then showed, was that advocated by 0. U. Shepard, in 1837,

for the limonites of western New England, was the same as

that put forward in 1838, by E, S. M. Jackson himself, who
maintained, as stated in the language of Prof. Lesley, " that

the ore belonged to the stratified limestone beds themselves, and

had been set free from them by chemical and mechanical de-

composition." This history was clear to Dr. Persifor Frazer,

who, having remarked that "the theory of alteration in situ

of various iron-minerals resulting in the formation of many
of these limonites, advanced by' C. IT. Shepard, and ably dis-

cussed and adopted by Dr. T. Sterry Hunt, cannot be disre-

garded in seeking th'e cause which produced these limonites,

adds, " in 1838, and independently of Prof. Shepard's obser-

vations, Dr. E. S. M. Jackson reported to Prof. H. D. Eogers,

substantially the same conclusion from the study of the limon-

ites of Center and Huntingdon counties."
**

§ 38. This same view in fact was well stated by Lesley, him-

self in 1864, when he said " the brown-hematite ore-deposits of

Mount Alto follow the edge of the slates and sandy lime-

stones," and are " but the residues of these beds after decompo-

sition and dissolution ; the honey-combed and altered edges" of

the slates and limestones themselves, " after the lime has been

washed out of them, and their carbonated and sulphuretted

iron has been hydrated and peroxidized ; the slates having

formed the red and white clays." He further described at one

locality of the region in question " an outcrop of almost un-

changed blue carbonate of iron and lime, several feet thick
*

41 Proc. A i

49 Second Geological Sui
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and evidently in part changing into honey-combed brown heni-

§ 34. In 1367, Mr. Benjamin Smith Lyman, expressed simi-
lar views in his account of the limonites of Smyth County,

. Virginia, found lying below the limestones of No. II (

'

, found lying below the limestones of No. II (Auroral),
where many localities " show the ore unmistakably in regular
beds conformable to the other rocks." He at the same time
supposed that some of these ore-deposits are, like one noticed
in Wythe County, Virginia, due to " the weathering of the
upper part of a fissure-vein of iron-pyrites," but maintains that
the ores, with such exceptions as this, were " deposited in reg-

ular beds of greater or less extent and thickness, at the same
time with the other rocks," and from the presence in the limo-
nite of occasional masses of carbonate of iron, concludes that it

was originally deposited in this condition."
'*

§ 35. But while it is apparent that the ores in question now
found imbedded in clays resulting from the decomposition in

situ of ancient schists, were previous to that decay enclosed
therein as massive siderite, or pyrites, we must not overlook

i a that in certain eases a process of segregation of

oxid»' has pla\ediu important part, alike in an-

cient and in modern times, in the genesis of limonites. Setting
aside, as not relevant to our present inquiry, the formation of
bog iron-ores, and ochers, which are directly deposited from
ferrous solutions by peroxidation and precipitation, we here
recall the contribution to the theory of the origin of imbedded
iron-ores made by the late William B. Eogers.
The ferrous carbonate found in the rocks of the coal-meas-

ures, has, as he has endeavored to show, been generated from
diffused ferric oxide by a process of reduction, carbonation and
solution, through waters charged with organic matters from
vegetable decay; the carbonate of iron thus formed re

in some cases diffused through the sediments, and in others be-

coming concentrated by accretion.
46

§36. This view is to be supplemented by the co! -

that carbonated solutions of ferrous oxide formed as above
(and often containing organic acids), may, by rear;

beds of carbonate of lime, effect a gradtw
latter by carbonate o( 'won.

1 " The "transformation of diffused
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ferric oxide in sediments into massive limonite imbedded there-

in, is thus a two-fold process, involving first, the intervention

of reducing solutions converting the peroxide into ferrous car-

bonate, and the concentration of the latter; and second, the

change of this latter, through peroxidation and hydratation, into

It is evident that the first stage of the process thus indicated

by Rogers as taking place in sediments as yet unconsolidated,

may also be set up in the disintegrated ferriferous

resulting from the sub-aerial decay of rocks, and still undis-

bhat is to say, that the infiltration of waters holding

dissolved organic matter may give rise in the decomposed mass

to concretions of ferrous carbonate, which are subsequently

changed into limonite. In this way, a concentration may be

effected, through which rocks on a small por-

tion of diffused iron-oxide come to include masses of limonite

is of this process are sometimes seen in the decay of

impure limestones or dolomites containing, as is oftei

some ferrous carbonate, in the residuum of which we find the

iron accumulated in the shape of crusts or layers of limonite.

§ 37. An instructive example of an analogous process is seen

in the limonite which on Staten Island, New York, is found

ately

upon the serpentine-rock of the region, into which it graduates,

and from the sub-aerial decay of which it has evidently been

derived, the lower portion of the earthy mal

geodes and concretionary grains of lin

druses of chalcedony and of quartz crystals, retains considera-

ble coherence.

The source of this limonite seems to have been the iron-

oxide liberated by the decay of the ferriferous serpentine, and

the proportion of ore in the sup wb a direct

relation to the color ;

the serpentine beneath. This limonite, which is now mined to

a considerable extent, contains, as several a

from one to two-hundredths of chromic oxide, which is also

known to be present in small amount in the serpentine. An
impure argillaceous specimen contai in.u on!\ 59"63 of ferric

oxide yielded the writer 2"81 of chromic oxide in a condition

readily" soluble in chlorhydric acid.

§ 38. Dr. K L. Britton, of the School of Mines of Columbia

ausly deposit, ifter r

supersaturated solutions,
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College, in whose company I lately

ing this interesting locality, publ
map with sections and a description of Staten Island.

4

therein shows that the earthy mi e limonite is

imbedded is confined to the tops of certain hills of s<

being absent alike from other similar hills adjacent, and from

ted this distribution of the ore-bearing stratum with the facts
of the local glaciation of the region, to which he has devoted
much attention. It is I think evident that the decay of the
serpentine, and the concentration in the residuum, of its iron in
the form of limonite, was a process anterior to the glacial ero-
sion, and that the ore-banks are areas of the decayed material
which escaped this action.

§ 39. Turning now to the vallev of the Mississippi, we find
that Pumpelly in his geological survey of Missouri, showed in

1873 that the decav ocks and of quartzifer-
ous porphyry ;

as lefi grc it rounded blocks of these crystal-
hue rocks, while the conversion of the porphyry into clay, and

quent removal, has lib . is or masses
of crystalline hematite, giving rise to an accumulation of detri-

tal iron-ore, such as. at the well-known Iron Mountain, forms a
covering over the surface of the hill of porphyry. From toe
presence of stratified deposits 'he ancient
Cambrian strata around the base of the hill, Pumpelly inferred
that the decay of the porphyry 3te to a con-
siderable depth at this early period." His observations and
deductions were not known to me when, in the same year, I

published tn -eat antiquity and the

of the process of rock-decay.
§40. Procee. ni/ from M-.-soui lorthward, we tin i that in

in 1870, and by N. H.

rocks, when protected
'

:-:
' -
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..: ,:

:

_- >
-"<
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•

™e State, as desnv „>d by Irvim: in l67d. ' in an essay which

^ a valuable contr " :l!1, i con-

tains many analyses of the decayed rocks of the region by
Mr. E. T. Sweet v ,ieh have h en hv.-.dx refei cd t >. £ 16.

-mils of the same region and its kaolins, with analy-
ses as before, were given by Irvine in an cssav in 1850 on the
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Mineral Eesources of Wisconsin.
6
* In Jackson and Wood

counties, where the crystalline (Laurentian) rocks are covered

by a thin sheet of Potsdam sandstone, the river-valleys,

cutting through this, expose the kaolin, which "occupies its

original position, retaining sometimes the structure of the un-

altered rock." This is derived from the decay in situ of cer-

tain bands, which passing downward, graduate into unaltered

feldspathic rock. Save where this mantle of decayed material

has been protected by the Paleozoic sandstone, the crystalline

rocks are there seen for the most part in an undecayed condi-

tion, evidently, as Irving remarks, from the removal of the

decayed material by " the denuding action of the drift." In

some portions of the driftless area of this region the unprotec-

ted gneisses still retain their ma material.

§41. From the facts before us, it is clear that the decay of

the Eozoic crystalline rooks was already far advanced in pre-

Cambrian times. I am informed that similar evidence is

afforded in Sweden by the presence of decomposed rock be-

neath Cambrian strata. Prof. A. Geikie has moreover shown
that the sculpturing of the gneiss rocks of western Scotland, a

process which I have maintained to be dependent on previous

sub-aerial decay, was.effected before the deposition of the Cam-
brian sandstones, which there rest upon ancient roches mou-
tonnees.™

§ 42. It might be supposed, from their stability under ordi-

nary atmospheric influences in regions protected by v

that all such portions of decayed Eozoic rocks as still exist in

driftless or in protected areas date from the dawn of Paleozoic

time, did we not know that the same processes of decay have

been active in subsequent ages, as is shown by the decay of

eruptive rocks of later periods. An example of this, which

shows at the same time the little progress made in the process of

decay since the drift-period, is seen in Canada, at Montreal,

where, to the south of Mount Royal, the nearly horizontal

beds of the impure Trenton limestone are found in sheltered

places, deeply decayed and porous from the removal of their

carbonate ot lime, and are moreover traversed by dykes of

dolerite and other feldspathic rocks, themselves decayed to

considerable depths ; while near by, and especially to the north

of the mountain, where glaciation did its work of removing

sayed aqueous and igneous rocks, the eroded surfaces

of both of these are found hard and comparatively a

beneath a thin layer of soil and vegetation, as described by J-

W. Dawson.
Another instance is afforded by a dyke intersecting the
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Potsdam sandstone in this vicinity, which is found to be
converted to a depth of twenty feet or more into a plastic
highly aluminous clay, which, from the presence of portions of
btanium and chromium is, we may conjecture, derived from a
doleritic rock."

§ 43. Rigaud Mountain, an igneous mass rising through the
Potsdam sandstone, and occupy] miles on the
south side of the Ottawa, near its confluence with the St. Law-
rence, is probably of Paleozoic age, and consists in large part
of a reddish granitoid orthoclase rock. Considerable areas of
its surface, lying lower than the surrounding crests of the
mountain, are covered to a depth of seven feet or more, in

places, with well rounded bowlders from three to eighteen
inches in diameter, consisting wholly of the rock of the moun-
tain, with the exception of a few masses of sandstone. The
plains so covered attain in their higher parts an elevation of

about 280 feet above the Ottawa, but slope gently both to the
south and the north. The bowlders are -very rare on the
north slope of the mountain, and at its northern base, but are

abundant on the southern si >pe and in the low-lying clay-

covered plains to the southward. 66 ' These well-rounded masses-,

spread over so much of the mou lj bowlders
of decompoMi,. n, still i, »tu, having escaped the denuding
agents of the drift-period.

§ 44. Examples of more recent sub-aerial decay of i

''-•eks, uiiu conditions, were in 1880 de-

scribed independently by Jos. LeConte and myself, in the

auriferous Pliocene gravel of California. The pebbles of feld-

spathic and hornblendic rocks occurring in the portions below

-are unaltered, while
above that level the similar pebbles, exposed to the action of
meteoric waters, are more or less completely kaolinized. ex-

foliating, becoming earthy in texture, rusty in color, and in

some cases converted into a clavey mass. The pyrites so

in the blue gravel, has! it thes. u ;>< i portions, or

so-called red gravel, been oxidized, and the accon
lignites have been si In

: in the process of rock-decay
through the infiltration of surface-waters.

66

§ 45. To the porosity of the gravel, and the great amount of

surface thus exposed, is to be added the ini

acid from the decaying lignite, the carbon of which is oxidized
as the proc.-,

j »es on. The amount of carbonic
dioxide in the air oi - in these auriferous
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ndles will not burn therein. Mr. D.

o, a well-known mining engineer, to

whose careful scientific observations I have been much in-

debted, informs me that in the case of a drift-mine 300 feet

below the surface, in Table Mountain, Tuolumne Co., CaL,

where the foulness of the air was especially remarked, he satis-

fied himself by appropriate tests of the presence in the air of a

large proportion of carbonic-dioxide. If, as there is reason to sup-

pose, the amount of this element in our atmosphere was somewhat
greater in former ages than at present, we have in these gravels

an illustration of its influence in promoting the decay of sili-

cated rocks. Tt is not improbable that the sulphuric acid gen-

erated by the oxidation of the pyrites present in these gravels

may also have aided in the process.

§ 46. The slight evidences of decomposition to be seen in

the crystalline rocks of thoroughly glaciated regions, as well as

in transported bowlders, makes it probable that the seemingly
rapid progress of decay, occasionally observed on exposure, of

similar rocks in other regions, sometimes appealed to as evi-

dence of a decomposition now going on, is really but the me-
chanical disintegration of masses already partially'kaolinized in

former ages. The crumbling of certain apparently unaltered

granitoid rocks, in which the feldspar remains bright and hard,

should be distinguished from that which follows chemical de-

composition. Such disintegration, due apparently to changes
of temperature

67
and the action of frost, is, however, important,

and deserves farther study from the fact that materials appar-

ently of similar origin enter into the composition of many
derived rocks. Lava-flows are, it has been observed, subject to

comparatively rapid sub-aerial decay, but these rock-surfaces

differ widely in texture as well as in composition from most
crystalline rocks.

§ 47. An essay by Professor Pumpelly on Secular Kock-
Disintegration, read before the National Academy of Sciences

in April, 1878,
BS

is a very valuable contribution to the subject

before us. He cites therein my conclusions as to the great

of the process of rock-decay (to
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portant data) and also as to the final removal of decomposed
material from northeastern America in the time of the glacial

drift. He further notes the little attention hitherto given to

the subject of sub-aerial decay, and points out its importance
in connection with great problems in dynamical geology. The
view that this process of rock-decay is

u a neeessar
nary to glacial and erosive actio!), which remove,] already
softened materials." receives from Professor Pumpelly an ex-

tended diacussi »n an I aj plication. He proceeds to consider
the removal and the re-arrangement of these softened materials

by three different agencies. First, the encroachment of the sea
upon a subsiding region of decayed rocks ; second, the action

which he points out that the great mas- of

disintegrated and water-impregnated rock would become frozen,

and included, as it were, in the _' • . sh g in its move-
ments and forming thus a ground-moraine.

69

§48. To these modes, with which are to be included the or-

dinary action of rivers and floods, all acting on the peripheral

areas of continents, he adds, for the central areas, removed from
these agencies, and rendered desert by geographical conditions,
the action of the winds. By these, the decayed rock, according
to Pumpelly 's extension of the ingenious hypothesis of Richt-
hofen, willlfe separated into t\ic i ie materia] of the loess, on
the one hand, and the sand and gravel of the desert steppes on
the other. He thus tion of the crystalline

rocks in northern Asia, from which the decayed mantle has
been removed not b\ «lac i 1 i r aerial aj neies; while the

te southern
United States, are still deeply covered with the products of
their own decomposition.

§ 49. Pumpelly further remarks that the surface of the un-

decayed rock to be laid bare by erosion is necessarily an irreg-

ular one, the inequalities depending not upon its original dif-

ferences in hardness, but upon its resistance to decay under the

influence of a The effect of fractures, joints,

veins and dykes in the rock in favoring or retarding the action
of this agent would be manifested by still further irregularities

of. the plane limiting the decomposition of the rock in depth.

3t. M. Engineers, viii, 462.)
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Thus the rounded surfaces and the closed rock-basins so often

observed in glaciated regions of crystalline rocks are seen to be
but the natural results of the process of rock-decay, which
preceded and prepared the way for denudation.

§ 50. Similar views as to glacial erosion have since been ad-

vocated by Nathorst, and more lately by Reusch, who, in a

memoir on the geology of Corsica, presented to the 1

1

Society of France, in November, 1882,"° has described the dis-

integration of the granitic region of Corsica to a depth of sev-

eral meters, giving to the surface smooth slopes instead of the

bold escarpments seen in like rocks in Scandinavia. He notes

in these disintegrated rocks in Corsica enclosed balls or ellip-

soidal masses, fresh in appearance, but like in composition and
in structure to the enclosing rock, which, when detached, have

been taken for erratic blocks. With this region, he contrasts

the similar rocks near Chnstiama, in .Norway, with hard,

rounded surfaces, nun ches, where it is diffi-

cult to find any trace of superficial decay. He does not believe

that the ice of the Glacial period removed any considerable

portion of the hard rock, to form fiords, valleys, etc., but sup-

poses "a profound disintegration of the Scandinavian rocks

before the Glacial period," and conceives the present relief to

'represent the surface of the unaltered syenite after the

moval by the glaciers of all the decomposed part."

The salient rock-masses of the Norwegian coast are, like the

fiords, arranged in a north and south direction, and this, ac-

cording to Reusch, corresponds with that of fissures, more or

less nearly vertical, which traverse the rock, and, as he well

remarks, prepared the way for its disintegration in depth, the

extent of which would depend upon differences in the nature

of the rock. Many of the lake-basins of this region were, ac-

cording to him, formed through the removal by glaciers of the

decayed material from depressions, while others are due to the

action of moraines, serving as dykes.

§ 52. It is difficult to state more clearly the consequences

which follow from the conception that the decomposition of

rocks is " a try to glacial action and erosion,

which removed previously softened materials." Reusch, bow-

ever, seems, from some misconception, to regard this pi

ion of the rocks as distinct from kaolinization, of

which the crumbling of the granites in Corsica, as in other

regions, doubtless represents an : as we meet

with in depth, in regions where the superficial and more com-

pletely decayed portions have been removed (§ 46).

60 Bull. 3oc. Geo!, de France, ±\, G2-67.
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Conclusions.

§53. The points insisted upon in this paper may be thus
briefly resumed :—

1st. The evidence afforded by recent geological studies in

America, and elsewhere, of the universality and antiquity of the
sub-aerial decay both of silicate and of calca-
reous rocks, and of its great extent in pre-Cambrian times.

2d. The fact that the materials resulting from this decay are
preserved in situ in regions where they have been protected
from denudation bv overlving strata alike of Cambrian and of
more recent periods ; or, In the absence of these coverings, by
the position of the dc ith reference to denud-
ing agents, as in driftless regions, or in places sheltered from
erosion, as in the Appalachian and St Lawrence valleys.

3d. That this process of decay, though continuous through
later geological ages, has, under" ordinary conditions, been in-

it in amount since the glacial period, for the reason
that the time which has sinoi elapsed is small when compared

on account of changed
atmospheric conditions in the later time.

ith. That this process of decay has furnished the materials
not only for the clays, sands and iron-oxides from the beginning
of Paleozoic time to the present, but also for the corresponding

pozoic time, which have been formed from the older
feldspathic rocks by the partial loss of protoxide-bases. The
bases thus separated from crystalline silicated rocks have been
the source, directly and indirectly, of all limestones and car-

bonated rocks, and have, moreover, caused profound secular
changes in the constitution of the ocean's waters. The decay
of sulphuretted ores in the Eozoic rocks has given rise to oxi-
dized iron-ores, and also to deposits of rich copper ores in vari-

ous geological horizons.
5th. That the rounded masses of crystalline rock left in the

process of decay constitute not only the bowlders of the drift,

ing from analogy, the similar masses in conglomerates
of various ages, going back to Eozoic time: and that not only
the forms of these detached masses, but the outlines of eroded
regions of crystnlli i« rocks, were determined by the preceding
process of sub-aerial decay of these rocks.
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Art.' XXIV.—On Mr. Glazebrookh Paper on the Aberration of
Concave Gratings ; by H. A. Rowland.

In the June number of the Philosophical Magazine, Mr. R T.

Glazebrook has considered the aberration of the concave grat-

ing and arrives at the conclusion that the ones which I have
hitherto made are too wide for their radius of curvature. As
I had published nothing but a preliminary notice of the grating

at that time, Mr. Glazebrook had not then seen my paper on

,
of which [ gave an abstract at the London Phys-

ical Society in November last. In this paper 1 arrive at the

conclusion that there is practically no aberration and that in

this respect there is nothing further to be desired.

The reason < f this disctv] tncy is not far to seek. Mr. Glaze-

brook assumes that the spaces are equal on the arc of the circle.

But I do not rule them in this manner; but the equal spaces

ong the chord of the arc. Again, the surface is not

but spherical.

These two errors entirely destroy the value of the paper as

far as my gratings are concerned, for it only applies to a theo-

retical grating,

I am very much surprised to see the method given near the

end of the paper for constructh q> a itio _i itings on any
surface, for this is the method by which I discovered the con-

B originally, and the figure is the same as I put on

i-oard at the meeting of the Physical Society in Novem-
ber last. I say I am surprised, for Mr.' Glazebrook's paper was
read at the Physical Society, where I had given the same
method a few months before, and yet it passed without com-

ment: Indeed, I have given the same method many times at

dentific societies of my own country. However, as

Mr. GHazebrook was not present at the meeting referred to, he

is entirely without blame in the matter.

Art. XXV.— On the Stibnite from Japan; by Edward
S. Dana.

The Yale Museum has recently come into possession of a

series of specimens of crystallized stibnite from Japan which

are of so remarkable a character as to deserve a d<

scription. In the size and beauty of the crystals, and in the

great complexity of their form, t c Jap nesc -" nit* fai >•'
'

rivals the specimens of the same species from other localities,

and takes a first ;.lai •• among metallic minerals. The specimens

here described formed part of a lot received by Mr. L. Stadt-

miiller of this city from a correspondent residing in Japan.

Other specimens, also of unusual excellence, were earlier re-
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ceived from Messrs. Ward and Howell of Rochester, which had
been obtained by Mr. Ward when in Japan, a year or two
since. To what extent specimens from the same source have
found their way into European collections,, the author is not
informed.

The locality, which has furais ble stibnites,
is stated to be Mourn Kosang near Seijo, on the island of Jaegi-
meken Kannaizu (Shikoku) in South Japan. The antimony
'antes have been worked for a considerable period, and the

My valued by then '

ments; Mr. YV.rd N >ra!o

flower pots and used to adorn the dwellings.
The remarkable size of these Japanese specimens is the fea-

ture which first attracts the attention. A simple group con-

the longer of the two measures twenty-two inches, and the
other fifteen inches in length, the thickness varies from one
and one-half to two inches. Tl

f

sniutie j mes are deeply

he free extremity in each case is well terminated by
polished planes. Another very fine specimen cou-

^tsof hall a dozen crystals, grouped cioseh together in slight v

diverging positions so that they are united for a considerable
part of their length. The total length of the central crystal of

the group is twenty-one inches, and the combined width is six

inches; the individual crystals have a width of one and one-

quarter to two inches. The prismatic planes in this group are

smooth and have the luster of highly polished steel; the crys-

tals are for the most part well terminated. Another isolated
: ias a length of sixteen inches, and there are several

pnely developed detacl ed . vstals r; aging from six to nine
inches in length. The finest group of crystals has a length of
eleven inches and a height of ten and one-half inches. The

dely above and below from the
" "fral mass, consisting of the same mineral sprinkled over
w ith small quartz crystals, so that they stand free from each
other. There are about twenty crystals in the group measur-
ing from three to six inches in length, together with numerous
dialler ones. Another group measures eight by nine inches

d consists ot divert ig and intei ng crystals two to six

inches long. In other groups the crystals form a comparatively
even surface not projeci _ itward as s more common. A
Jarge xms& ation has a

• . - . .,. ..
;

: -. :. -
• :

width of four inches. In addition to the above there are

...
;

•
.

.;..,., - : ., '.
' ., • i.vv. : '. :•

inches in length.
The specimens in the Yale Museum are especially mentioned
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here because they include the finest of which the writer has

any knowledge. There are, however, in Mr. Stadtmiiller's

hands numerous other specimens which also deserve mention,

being hardly inferior in size or beauty to those which have
been described. It would be difficult to name another case on

record in which metallic crystallization has taken place on so

grand a scale.

The luster of these crystals of stibnite is an important ele-

ment in their beauty. In all the better specimens this luster is

very brilliant, giving the crystalline faces a polish which is

rarely excelled. The luster of these natural planes is not less

splendent than that of a fresh surface obtained by the perfect

cleavage parallel to the brachypinacoid, and can 'be compared
only with that of highly polished steel, as for example the sur-

face of a razor blade. To what extent the brilliancy of the

I be dimmed by prolonged exposure to daylight can

hardly be predicted, but the appearance of older specimens

from other localities would make it seem inevitable that this

brilliancy should be gradually lost.

From a scientific point of View the complexity of form ob-

served among the Japanese stibnites is their most remarkable

character. There have certainly not many cases been observed
in which the crystals of a species from a single locality show
as many as s led forms.* Previous

to 1864 but sixteen planes had been identified. Krenner in

his excellent monograph of the speciesf added twenty-eight

new planes. ided one more, thus ma
list forty-five in all. Of these forty-live planes, thirty have

been observed on the Japanese crystals, and in addition to

them forty neiv planes have been determined, thus increasing

the list to eighty-five. This list could be considerably en-

larged if the planes admitting of only doubtful determination

were to be added. The habit of the majority of the crystals,

especially of the larger ones, is tolerably constant. They are

always prismatic, elongated in the direction of the vertical

axis.'and are often more or less flattened parallel to the brachy-

pinacoid; the prismatic planes are generally numerous and

often follow each other in oscillatory combinations. The termi-

nation of the free extremity is generally formed by the zone

between the brachypinacoid 5(010) and the unit macrodome

<101), and the three commonest pha.es are p{lll)
:
r(343) and

?(353), of which the plane r has usually the larger develop-

ment. Together with these the new plane o>
s
(5'10-3) is ordi-

narily present. This occurrence of the zone mentioned coo-
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548, 676, 111, 656, 323
;

313, is the common feature of the crystals of the locality. In
other crystals the zone between the brachypinacoid (010) and
the macrodome 2(203), containing the pyramidal planes 212-3,
283, 273, 263, 253, 243, 233, 223, 213, 629, all but one of
which are new, is strongly developed ; as many as nine of the

e been observed^ in a single crystal.

Figures 1 and 2 show common forms, and the projections on
the basal planes given in figures 3 and 4 show the development
of the two zones mentioned^ also of sever.

zones. In some cases the orjsta '- "mg sharp-

ened off by very steep pyramidal planes ; several of these do
not admit. mded, but

several of them can be S 4(361), and so on.

.
The most complex of the crystals are gene -alh sma 1, van

, i mm. to 1£ mm.; occasional large cry-

ver, show a considerable number of
|

being sometimes so rounded into each other as not to admit ot

determination. The crystal from which figure 4 was drawn
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has a length of 7 inches, the planes are mostly sharp and dis-

tinct; another crystal, remarkable for its symmetry, but much
rounded on the edges, for the opportunity to examine which
the writer is indebted to Mr. Clarence S. Bement of Philadel-

phia, had a length of 7£ inches and a thickness of 1£ (macro-

. li agonal).

The bending over of the crystals in the direction of the

.;! axis is a very common peculiarity of these crys-

tals, and seems to be characteristic of the species. This has

been described at length by Krenner, who mentions crystals so

bent as to form a complete ring. With i'u- .lapaae-' cr\ -t.iU *1"»

s generally confined to the termination, but in some
cases it has gone so far that the edge is bent between two adja-

cent pyramidal planes (p or r) so as to make a right angle with

itself. Sometimes this results in a simple rounding over of the

pyramidal planes, but more commonly they are separated into

a series of successive apparent planes. This irregularity is so

common that it is not easy to find crystals, even among the

smaller individuals, which are quite free from it. Thus in a

specimen consisting of a group of small crystals almost all are

found to be more or less curved at the extremities. Fortunately

this makes itself manifest at once, so that there is no danger of

mistaking false planes produced by this irregularity for true

• faces. The cause of this common peculii

hard to explain. In the case of some of th

l that it might have been produced by media
means, and, though this is not generally true, in all <:

!»'ar- as ii produced sub^.juent to the formation of th

More rarely the slender prismatic crystals have a cork-screw-like

As Krenner (1. c.) has observed, it requires only a si

sure in the direction of the axis b to produce this bending of

the crystals. The ease with which it takes place will be ap-

preciated from this circumstance—a slight pressure, accidentally

given to a small crystal which was being adjusted for measure-

ment on the goniometer, served to transform it from a symmet-
rical crystal, capable of giving accurate measurements, into one

with curved extremity, quite useless for this purpose. Selig-

mann (I.e.) has observed that parallel to the baVc there is often

a " gleitfiache " produced by the molecular sliding perpendicu-

lar to the braciivpinaeoid" and Miigge* has more recently

called attention to similar phenomena. The natural prismatic

crystals are often terminated by a striated surface, ha

position of the basal plane, but doubtless to be regarded only as

a "gleitfiache."

The exact determination of the axial ratio for the Japanese
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stibnites was made more difficult in consequence of the irregu-
larity which has just been described. Many crystals of fault-

less luster, which seemed capable of giving excellent angles.

were found to be quite unreliable because of an incipient bend-
ing of the character described. In cases where this difficulty

did not exist the results were very satisfactory. A number of

•vre subjected to careful measurement and the results

from the best one of these deserve to be stated in de-
tail. It showed the planes pQ.ll), r(343)

; ^(353) and co^-lOS),

excellent reflections ; there were also present several

lanes and a number of prisms, but they did not give
results accurate enough to serve the purpose in view. As fun-

damental (supplement) angles were obtained

The following comparison between the measured angles and
those calculated from the above da to will show that the angles

assumed are as accurate as could be expected, and that the

crystal is unusually free from irregularity.

The above measurements show that t

confidence may be placed in the axial i

fundamental angles selected. This is

The prismatic angle 1*1 (no ~ Uo)=89° 34'-3.

The axial ratio obtained by Krenner differs somewhat from
this, he giving

—

The following is a list of the planes which have been ob-

served on the Japanese stibnite, those which are I

marked by an asterisk (*). The planes are given in the order

of the vertical zones in which they occur

:
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Pinacoids w(100, a), i-i. (010. b): prisms /-; (310. h). i-
7
l (210. „). f-f (320. 0*.

/(L10 in) /-
r (500 M . i-\ (P.4H /) .0. o). t-jf (230.

A')*, i-3 (130, 7), 2-4 (140. i). ;-?, (150. Zi. / (', (160, >')*, /-7 (170. »)*; macrodomea

i-7(103, Z), t-' (203, !)* 1-7 (101, 2). 9-7 (90]. *)*
;
brachjdomes $-1 (013, y),

H (012, cc), §-* (023, iV), 14 (Oil, M ), 24 (021. II)*. 4-7 (041, F)*; pyramids

i(114, /*)*, f (227. r)* ;', (113. 51, * (223. a,)*. 1 (111, ;>). 3 (331. f) ; macro-pyra-

mids f-4 (829,*)* t-4 (413, J/); f-3 (629, ff,)* 1-3 (313, A,)*; H (523, «,)•,

5-f (521. Z)*; 3-2 (213, n); l-.j (323. /„)* 4- 1

,
(431. X)* : I-

1
(050. /,)*; bracliy-

pyramids ^.ul (!rl0- £,* :.- (i;;,;. j ): ^ (i -.vi2. fif: j-T <3«. r,*,

M(343. r,, -;-,• (l.Vvu-:;. 7>>*
;

1 -
> 12.33. ff: ,*, \ -j (20-30-9. ID*. 5-* (1 <rl5-.J.

Z)*. --r,5,-:, i i53. /) |-2 (123 ,). -2 (213 ^ »^

2-2 .121 it) < -2 (5 10 i. w,)*. fi-2 i !G1 .1) /-W (5"11
n

«,)*; 1-| (255, #)*,

2 12. r i ,-3 1 10-30-0. F) "-, (27 1 * |* i-4 (146, i/<),

The above list includes 70 planes, of which 40 are new to

the species. In addition to the above there have been observed

15 additional planes, as given below; of these the basal plane,

given by Haiiy, must be considered as doubtful ; Hessenberg

gives the planes w and p, Seligmann observed g, and the

remainder are given by Krenner.

O (001, c)?; H (430, ft); £-7 (106, i?), H (102, y); H (043, <?), H (053, J),

3-7 (031. j), HJ092, ff); * (112, *r)
;

±-2 (214, /); 1-1 (434, a); 1-f (878, e),

3-3 (131, w); f-4 (143, 0); $-5 (153, p).

In conclusion, I state here briefly the observations upon

which the determinations of the new planes are based. The

measured angles, though sufficient to determine the planes,

could seldom be exactly obtained. In the prismatic zone the

new planes were determined by angles measured on the brachy-

pinacoid b (010), as follows: 'for t (320) 56° 50', required 56

30*'; for x (560) 40° 4', required 40° 1'; for t (250) 22° 9',

required 21° 57' ; for # (160) 9° 42', required 9° 32' ;
for

(170) 8° 21', required 8° 11*'. The new macrodomes were de-

termined by angles measured on the macropinacoid
follows: for I (203) 55° 40', required 55° 38£'; for (901)

6° 20', required 6° 11'. The new brachjdomes were del

by angles measured on the brachypinacoid b (010), as follows :

for 77(021) 26° 20', required 26° 9|'; for F(041) 14°, required

13° 48'. In the zone of the unit pyramids three new planes

were observed: // (114) determined by the angle on / (110)

= 70° 17', required 70° 8' ; v(227) also in the zone with re (012)

and 1 (203) ; and <r
a (223) also in the zone with 203 and 010.

In the zone between 203 and 010 as many as 10 pyramidal

planes were observed, all but one on a single crystal, and of

these 9 are new. The measured angles on I (203) were for

<r, (629) 10° 30', for a, (223) 29° 30', for a
% (233) 40°, for <*>
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(243) 48° 1', for a
b (253) 54° 17', for *. (263) 59° 7', for <r

7 (273)
62° 55', for <r

8 (283) 65° 10'. The com -

angles are respectively <,
x
10° 34*', a, 29° 15.V, a\ 40° 2 1,'. *,

48° 15', «7
5
54° 28', <r

e
59° 16', <*

7
62° 58£', *

8
^5° 57'. In addi-

tion, the plane <r
9 (212-3) was determined on another crystal,

being in a horizontal zone with 1*7041), and the angle 9° for
2-12-3 on 041 being given, calculated 9° 16'.

In the zone between z (101) and b ("10) in which 8 planes
have been previously determined, three new planes were ob-
served

; thev were liked by the angles on the brachvpinacoid,
™-- for X, (313) 77°, required 76° 40f ; for A, (323) 64° 30',

required 64° 39' ; for X
3 (656) 59° 30', required 59° 22'. The

common plan*: at
3
if.lOoi uas determined by the measure-

in the table above; in the same horizontal zone
(503 to 010) with it, three other planes were observed, viz:
«», (523) also in the zone 1 (110) to z (101), ^7=36° 30', re-

quired 36° 6£'; also at, (583) determined bv the angle on b

(010) 35° 31', required 35° 0*'; at, (5-11-3) which was also in

the zone q (130) and y (353), the measured angle on b (010) was
-7° 59', required 27° 57'.

In the zone with a (100) and at
s
(510-3), two planes were de-

termined, viz: F (10-30-9) measured angle on w
3
=8°, required

I
56'; and W (20-3" -n at

3
= 7

:

, required
7 0'. In the zone with / 1 W), <o (510-3) and a, (273), three
additional planes were determined, viz: I) (15-20-3) measured
angle on 7 (110)= 10°, required 10° 32'; #(1010-3) measured
on 7(110) 14° 30', required 14° 35*'; 7T

(15-25'6) measured on
1 (HO) 19°, required 18° 2'. The" measured angle of 7(110)
on at

3 (510-3) was 23° 29 I , caleu at< 1
28° 29'. Of the remain-

1Qg planes A' (431) was in the zone f (110) to 2 (101) and the
measured angle on 7 was L4 . req lire 1

13° 42'. The plane 7
(346) was in the zone N

I
I 83 .

igle meas-
ured on A7 was 23° 20 The plane W(829)
was in the zone <r, (629 gles were
also measured W^

a

(203)= 12° 30', required 12° 23'; F^213
10°, required 9° 56'. The idai t l <52Ji < s detenu ned 1>> the

measurements: T* 7 (521 „5-2i)=42
D
15', required 42°

ol ; ^(310) 11°, required 10 48'; 7,, 7=31° 45', required
d2 16'. The planes 'Mil; i // 255) were in the zone
w'tn a (011, a „ | , ,1m.., the angles measured on u were 10°

and 15° 30' required 10° 11' and 16° 2'.

oince the above pages were written the writer has received
from Mr. Stadtmiiller, to whom he is otherwise much indebted,

1
promises to afford some new

Points; the study of tl : erred.
A"guat 3, 1883.
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Art. XXVI.—Notes on the Volcanoes of Northern California,

Oregon and Washington Territory ; by Arnold Hague and

Joseph P. Iddings, of the U. S. Geological Survejr
.

During the autumn of 1870 the geologists attached to the

Geological Exploration of the Fortieth Parallel made a prelim

-

imaissance of several of the extinct volcanic cones of

Northern California, Oregon and Washington Territory for the

purpose of planning detailed investigations of the principal

volcanoes of the Sierra and Cascade Ranges. A further study

of these volcanoes however was never undertaken, and although

the explorers brought back most interesting geological and

lithological material the results and observations of the work
have never been publis ion of an announce-

ment in this Journal for March, 1871, of " The discovery of

actual glaciers on the mountains of the Pacific Slope," and a

popular paper on "The volcanoes of the United Stat*

Coast," read by Mr. S. F. Emmons before the American Geo-

>'>ciety, March 13th, 1877.

Among the more prominent peaks along this belt oi

cones may be mentioned Lassen's Peak and Mom t Shasta in

California; Mount Pitt, Three Sisters, Mount Jefferson and

Mount Hood in Oregon ; and Mounts St. Helens, Adams,
Eainier and Baker in Washington Territory. From this long

line of volcanoes the geologists of the Fortieth Parallel Survey
selected for the purpose of exploration the four peaks which,

from their size, position and geological relations, might be taken

as typical of the chain. Mr. Clarence King explored the two

great cones of California; at the same time, Mr. S. F. Emmons
undertook the examination of Mount Eainier, while Mt. Hood
was visited by one of the writers of the present article. The
collections which they made at that time were deposited in the

cabinet of the survey.

Lassen's Peak is situated in California just north of the

fortieth parallel of latitude, where the continuity of the bold

crest of the Sierra Nevada Kange breaks down and i

by lower and less regular ridges. From Lassen's Peak thi>

magnificent chain of volcanoes extends northward at irregular

intervals for nearly five hundred miles. The princij

noes follow in general the axial lines of the Sierra and Cascade

Ranges, breaking out either along the main line of upheaval or

at short distances to the westward. Volcanic extrusions along

fissure lines and flows of lava of greater or less extent unite

the main peaks, forming a nearly continuous belt of igneous

rocks.
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Mount Rainier is the grandest of all the volcanoes of the
Northwest and forms the most prominent
in Washington Territory, rising proudly above 'a ! other

j
e; :s.

and towering far above the crest of the Cast ad bange \v\ i< h

lies about twenty miles to the eastward. The surface features
of the western portion of the territory have been greatly modi-
-'•t'<] by the -rem lava-Mows of the volcano, and no less than
four important rivers of the territory rise among the glaciers of
the mountain: the Xisquallv. Pnv.Hur and White Rivers,
which flow into Puget Sound, and the Cowlitz which, running
m a southwesterly direction pours into the Columbia. Snow
and ice cover the top of the v award for
five or six thousand feet, wink- I : tost m cwl c mi st

the broad base of the mountain supports a dark, dense forest

vegetation of great grandeur. The summit of Mount Rainier
is formed by three peaks, the highest situated to the eastward
of the other two and separated from them by deep and nearly
inaccessible gorges, although they attain within a few hundred
feet of the same altitude. The main peak presents a perfect,

circular cone with a crater about a uuarter ot a mile in diam-
eter. The altitude of mined by the United
states Coast Survey is 14,444 feet.

Mount Hood is situated directly on the crest of the Cascade
Range, about i ,-m-, live miles south of the Columbia River,
it has an altitude of 11,225 feet above sea-level, rising about
oOOO feet above the main range, but the long lava flows ex-

f

'" 11 ~ in «.'\. din. t: on from the base of the volcano have
buried beneath 'their mass nearly all remnants of preexisting
rocks. Mount Adams and Mount St. Helens, on the north
side of the Columbia River, form with Mount Hood a triangle.
the area of which has been the center of great volcanic activ-
ny. The summit of Mount Hood is a single peak, a portion
of a rim of an ancient crater, opening to the south. The crater
is about one-half a mile wide from east to west, the encircling

ree-fifths of the circumference rising 450 feet above
the snow and ice which fills the basin.

.
None of the volcanoes alone, this bell occupy so compara-

tively isolated a position as Mou - ast - amis upon
an open plain with ; igea many
thousand feet lower. The great range of the Sierra hi

Iges, confused and
"roken up by volcanic outbursts. The altitude of Mount
Shasta is g i ve n at H.140 feet above sou-level, and as the

neighboring le of over 3000 feet,

the volcano presents i ,
surpassed by few

fountains in the world. As seen from the west the volcano
Presents a double cone, with the smaller built upon the flanks
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of the larger one and about 2000 feet lower. The main cone

possesses a very regular outline, with remarkably steep slopes

of uniform angle. Around the broad base of Mount Shasta

numerous lesser cones have broken out, offering a great variety

of volcanic phenomena. One of these, which has been named
Little Shasta, rises to more than 3000 feet above the neighbor-

Seventy miles southeast of Mount Shasta, not far

from the boundary between Nevada and California, occurs Las-

sen's Peak, lying, as already mentioned, along the direct line of

the Sierras, where the granite of the main range has been ab-

ruptly broken down. The region has been the seat of great

volcanic activity lasting through long periods of time, _
the

mg the principal types of the ejected lavas from the c

flows, a large number of thin sections have recently been pre-

present mountain forming but a remnant of forn

and so far as geological interest is concerned is probably unsur-

passed by any other mountain. Lassen's Peak, however, is by
no means as conspicuous an object as many of the volcanoes,

being surrounded by other cones of considerable ele\

of them rising out of a great volcanic table. The altitude of

Lassen's Peak is given at about 10,500 feet. It is a broad,

- laped mountain with four prominent summits and

evidences on the slopes of comparatively recent ex-

trusions of lava.

the rocks brought back may be considered as reptt

i diff

;cently b
pared for the purpose of comparative study with the volcanic

rocks of the Great Basin, and their microscopic e.\a

has been followed up by chemical investigation. While a cur-

sory examination of these rocks shows certain special cbara©*

teristics in color, habit and form of crystals which in many
cases easily identifies hand specimens with one or the other of

the volcanoes, a comparative study of their mineralogi
tural and chemical features shows the closest identity in the

nature of the ejected material from the four volcanoes. Ln

their lithological characters they possess so many f<

common that a general description might be given which

would be applicable to them all.

These four great cones, which may be taken as tv; i

chain, are all andesite volcanoes, with extrusions of "basalt break-

ing out upon their slopes and along the edges of the plain

extending in all directions for long distances. From the com-

pact basic basalts of normal type to the more port

andesites similar variations in mineral composition and minute

details of structure are found at each of the volcanoes. This

similarity holds good not only in macroscopic etaarac

still more marked in microscopic structure. In size, color and

distribution of porphyritic crystals, in structure of ground mass,
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in the nature of the glass base, and in the transitions from a
nearly pure glass to a crystalline condition, many rocks from
one volcano may be easily correlated with those from one or
more of the other peaks.

Their similarity in chemical composition is strikingly shown
by the following analyses of typical rocks from each of the four
volcanoes. Nos. I, II, III, are taken from the report of the
Geological Exploration of the 40th Parallel. No. IV, as well
as nearly all the rest of the chemical work referred to in this

paper, was done by Mr. P. W. Shirner under the supervision of
Dr. Thomas M. Drown, in his laboratory at Easton.

While the rocks from these volcanoes in general present the
closest resemblances, there is a wider range and a greater
variety of structure in the more acidic types from Lassen's
Peak and Mount Shasta. On the other hand, judging from
the collections, the n o

' of the extrusions is

most restricted at Mount Rainier.

,
All these rocks then may be classified under the following

heads:

.
Basalt, composed of plagioclase, augite and olivine, as essen-

tial minerals.

Byperslhene-Andesite, having plagioclase, hypersthene and

essential minerals.
Hornblende-Andesite, with plagioclase, hornblende and pyrox-

ene as essential minerals.
-Dacite, composed of plagioclase, mica, hornblende and quartz

as essential minerals.
Basalt is represented by but few hand specimens which

belong in general to the type found throughout the g:

they are more or less dense rocks, sometimes quite

d color from dark to light gray, and occa-

sionally mottled. They show no porphyritic crystals other

Aj*- Jour. Sci.-Third Series, Vol. XXVI, No. 153-Sept., 1883.
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than olivine, and those only in small crystals. In

they appear to vary in degree of crystallization,

coarsely crystalline have very uniform grain, and a

of lath-shaped plagioclase feldspars with high
irregular grains of light brownish green augite, and colorless

olivine sometimes in porphyritic crystals with magnetite in

minute crystals anil in irregular patches.

accompanied by a little glass that fills the interstices between

the other minerals. The smaller grained varieties have a more
per] . ritic structure, and consist of a groundmass of lath-

h augite and magnetite and glass

base in varying pro] is are scattered small

porphyritic plagioclases and olivine and occasionally augite.

Hypersiliene-ajv.ksltt.—The hand specimens of this rock' arc in

general very porous, with rough surface and hackley fracture.

They vary in color from blue-black to steel-gray, with red and

reddish gray varieties. They also occur in all stages from
thoroughly crystalline dense forms to almost white glassy

pumice. For the most part they are crowded with very small

tic crystals of which the feldspars are the most notice-

able, the Fe, Mg, silicates being more apparent in the lighter

colored varieties. The thin sections show a striking uniformity

in the nature and character of the porphyritic crystals, but

great variation in the structure and condition of the ground

mass, which affords a most interesting field for studying the

gradations between a brown glass base and a holocrystalliiM

groundmass. The porphyritic feldspars in the thin ' sections

appear, to be wholly plagioclase. no orthoclase having been

recognized, they are very fresh and present between crossed

Nicols a most beautiful zonal structure, and quite irregular

bands of twining, which with - aight edges

vary in length, breadth and numbers, and are formed both after

the aibite and periclim laws. Inclusions of glass are very

abundant in some crystals and entirely wanting in others.

When of comparatively large size they are scattered irregularly

through the crystal, but when very minute they occur in aggre-

gation.- that sometimes form zones at the margin or center of

the feldspar. From the size of the symmetrical extinction

angles observed it would appear that a part of the .

is anorthite, but that for the most part the feldspar is labra-

borite or andesine, and such was found to be the case when the

in the hvpersthene pumice were analyzed chemi-

cally. (See analyses III and IV, table II.)

i- V
|

. x ,., partly bj |
ei>-

thene, pari
!

-thene predominating. In thin

section the latter is a light brown mineral with a tinge of

green, which shows a strong pleochroism, be-
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ing green when the axis c is parallel to the principal plane
of the polarizer and yellowish brown at right angles to it of
different intensities parallel to the a and b axes. It occurs
in well developed crystals and in fragment, and sections par-
allel to c are often quite free from cleavage lines. Cross-
sections show the pinacoids more strongly developed than
the prism faces. ;iml the prismatic cleavage more distinct than
the pinacoidal. It frequently bears numerous glass inclusions
''

' utgnetih _ iins. It is v. i" easily confounded in thin
sections

_ with augite in ordinary light, which with very simi-
lar outline is of a pale green color; but the two are more

i ,i ,-i - i Xii I a ie e the hypers-
thene shows orthorhombic extinction and less brilliant inter-

ference colors than the augite which besides has in general
more or less inclined extinction. In order to demonstrate be-

yond all doubt by both chemical and optical tests that the

pleochroic pyroxene observed in so many thin sections

, as had been sup-
posed, it was desirable to isolate the mineral from all other con-
stituents and examine it in a pure state. The rock selected for

the purpose came from a long slope of Mt. Shasta designated
on the label as a mud flow. It is a porous straw-colored pumice
with a comparatively simple mineral composition and was
chosen on account of the large amount of orthorhombic pyrox-
ene which it contained and the ease with which it could prob-
ably be isolated. The pumice v d of nearly
colorless glass through which were scattered minute crystals of

pyroxene and feldspar which under the microscope proved to

dc; there was a little apatite present, but neither

hornblende nor mica could be detected. As the very friable

pumice could easily be crushed between the fingers, although
a very tedious operation, the greater part of the pyroxene was
separated from the rest of the rock constituents without injury
to the terminal faces of the minute crystals. The remainder of
the pyroxene was th< greater part of the

nd glass by means of the Thoulet solution of iodide
of mercury in iodide of potassium. Under the microscope the
isolated pyroxene was seen to consist of about 99 per cent of
the strongly pleochroic brown mineral, the remainder consist-
lng of light green augite. Adhering to the pyroxene were

he removc-i • crysials. The separated min-

tally removed by hand. In order to free the mineral from
glass and feldspar it was treated as described by M. Fouque in

his admirable work, " Santorin et ses Eruptions," with concen-
trated fluolmlrie acid, which completely decomposed the im-
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purities. The white deposit of silica, owing to its low specific-

gravity, was easily removed by water and mechanical methods.

This isolated pyroxene was found to consist of dark brown
>ids, a prism and

>n a needle point

between crossed Nicols they showed the extinctions in the

prism zone always parallel to that axis. Examined in con-

vergent light the interference figure was that of a biaxial mil

rith large angle between the optical axes and with a nega-

the plane of the pinacoid,

>"), the plane of $he optical axes being parallel to the

bisectrix perpendicular to the plane of the pinacoid,

other pinacoid. It was therefore proved to be an orthorhombic
mineral with negative optical character. The green augite

which was separated t'r i ieochroism, was very

free from inclusions, and when rotated between crossed Nicols

showed its monoclinic character, the maximum extinction

angles being 42° in the plane of the clinopinacoid. The inter-

ference figure seen in a section parallel to the orthopinacoid

was a bar located a little to one side of the field of the micro-

scope, showing an optical axis nearly at right angles to this

pinacoid, the plane of the optical axes being parallel to the

other pinacoid.

In the second column of the subjoined table is given an

analysis of the orthorhombic pyroxene, which shows that the

material analyzed was remarkably pure hypersthene without

admixture of augite, the impurities bei i sueh .is are derived

from foreign inclusions within the crystals. These results

show the mineral from the Mount Shasta pumice to agree more

closely with the theoretical composition of hvpersthene than

that from Buffalo Peak in Coli Whitman
Cross,* or with that from Santorin as published by M. Fouqu&f
To the feldspar, hypersthene and augite of first cons

in these hypersthene andesites must be added the largest grams

of magnetite scattered through the rock. As remarked before,

iter of these porphyritic minerals remains quite con-

stant while the structure of the groundmass presents every pos-

sible degree of consolidation, from pure glass to a completely

fcion of magnetite, pyroxene, feldspar and

quartz. In general the groundmass consists of more or le?s

glass base, sometimes glohulitic. at others pure, full of lath-

sbaped and rectangular feldspars, smaller pyroxene
and magnetite grains, which vary greatly in size in difiereu t

specimens. The darker colored rocks have a gr

rich in brown or globulitic glass with small microlites of feld-

spar and pyroxene ; the lighter colored ones having colorless

* Bulletin of the United States Geological Survey, Xo. 1, 1883.

f Santorin et ses feuptions, Paris, 1879.
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glass with much larger microlites of feldspar and pyroxene and
magnetite. The minuteness and intimate association of the
minerals of such a groundmass renders a mechanical separa-
tion of them for chemical analysis impossible, and interferes
also with a perfect isolation of the larger feldspars. But in the
case of the pumice from which the hypersthene just described
was extracted the gi moat pure glass, and as
the microscope shows was the first of the
essential minerals to crystalliz. magma, an
analysis of the rock is of considerable interest. In the first

column of table II is given a complete chemical analysis of
the pumice which does not varv materially from the analyses
of the more compact lavas given in table I. Lir!
it differs from the other rocks in being more porous and lighter
in color as the iron is nearly all take up by the hypersthene
and a trace of magnetite. The phosphoric" acid is"accounted
for by the presence of apatite. The titanic acid is probably

As shown by the analyses the
trace of manganese is all concentrated in the hypersthene as

% greater part of the iron and magnesia. After sepa-
rating the ln-avier minej-ls from the tVLUpar and glass, the
tetter were subjected to the Thoulet solution in order to com-
pletely isolate the glass from feldspar. An amount of glass
was finally obtained which gave optical tests of carrying very

my feldspar. It was however a much more difficult
task to free the feldspar from articles o adhering glass, and
only after repeated trials was a product secured which con-
tained a nearly pure feldspar. All attempts to determine two
distinct fel< I gpeci tie gravity proved futile
and it seems probab number of them be-
longed to one species. In vole glass base.

containing minute feldspars it would seem nearly impossible to

Jj°
m pletely separate *uch specie- as !abrad<»rite and oligoclase.

1 he difficulty is not so much owing to slight differences in
specific gravity as to the impur Is, so that a
labradorite rich in g] readily be of less

specific gravity than a pure oli-oclase. Tw« separations of
teldspathic material were obtained : one with specific gravity
trom 2-66 to 2-68 and I to tw I 2*64 to 2*66, analyses of

given in columns III and IV. The two products

: do not agree with

species. In all probability they represent the same
feldspar rendered more or less ii agredients.

Nevertheless the results are exec
I

.owing so
tar as they go thai I is richer in lime and
magnesia ai | more iron, while the lighter

Portion holds more si -V? the original rock
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carries considerable lime, of which very little is taken up by
the pyroxene, it is reasonable to suppose that all the larger

feldspars are labradorite mingled with others which may be

andesine and oligoclase. An analysis of the glass which
forms the base of the pumice is given under number V. It is

lieeous, showing a falling off in alumina, the feldspar-

making element which togethei ' it the ' tin ! id not entered

into the first crystallizing mineral, hypersthene. On the other

hand the analysis shows a considerable relative increase of

alkalies with the greater part of the potassa of the original

rock, which had not been taken up by the minerals which
crystallized out concentrated here in the residual glass.

Specific gravity of ITT = 2-6fi to 2-G8. IV = 2-04 to 2-6*5. V = 2-29

Hornblende-Andesite.—The examples of hornblende-andesite

are of two kinds
; one which resembles the hypersthene-ande-

site very closely and is distinguished from it solely by the

abundance of hornblende in porphyritic crystals ; another that

has a compact gray groundmass with large, brilliant, black

hornblendes and has the same appearance as the celebrated

domite from the Puy de Dome in Southern France. The first

mentioned variety is best described by saying that it has the

same general habitus and taicrostructure as the lighter colored

kinds of hvpersthene-andesite and similar mineral constitution

with the addition of a reddish-brown hornblende, in some

specimens brownish-green, which in places has a small black

border. This type of rock then is composed of plagioclase feld-

spar, hornblende, hypersthene, a little augite and magnetite, that

are found in porphyritic crystals embedded in a groundmass
of the same, generally with the exception of hornblende, with

or without glass. The feldspars appear to be less basic than

those in the hypersthene andesite, giving extinction angles corre-

sponding to andesine. The second variety of hornblende ande-

site, which is represented only by hand specimens from Straw-
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berry Valley near Mount Shasta, when in thin sections is seen
to consist chiefly of a groundraass of lath-n ipod feldspars,

smaller pyroxene micro-crystals and a little magnetite with or
without colorless glass, through which are scattered a few small

itic plagioclases and relatively very large hornblendes,
which in some specimens are reddish brown, in others brownish
green. They are occasionally surrounded by a border of
magnetite and augite grains, which in some cases have entirely
replaced the hornblende substance. There are no porphyritic
pyroxene crystals; of the porphyritic f. >h\ trs, lew appear to

be as basic as anorthite, a very n the silica

percentage of the rock, 65'27 per cent, is considered, and which
n ay account for the small amount of pyroxene in the ground
mass and for its being all hypersthene. A chemical analysis of
the rock would probably show a relatively large amount of

Dacite.—A fourth type of rock occurs as an extreme volcanic
outburst about four miles to the northwest of the bigfo
of Lassen's Peak, which for several reasons requires a detailed

notice. Owing to the broken and rough nature of the place,

the appropriate name of Chaos has been applied to the region.
All geologists who have visited the place agree that it is one of
the latest, if not the most recent extrusion from the peak, as is

shown not only in the hot springs and in the constant escape

;;• ^eam and --,-, but in its relation to the surrounding rocks.
! "e rock is not only quite different ii n nei i c >in os tun ai I

structure from ; ivi iin<j else in the collection from Lassen "s

^eak, but is quite unlike the rocks brought in from the other

3. Baron von Eichthofen, who visited the volcano
during his studies upon the relative age of volcanic rocks.

which he afterwards published in his very able work, " A Nat-
ural system of Volcanic Rocks," regarded this rock as one of
great interest, and mentions the locality as a typical one for

' variety of rhyolite which he named nevadite, or granitic

rom its close resemblance to granite. He says, *'geo-

'sneaih nova 1 te ippeurs to have been produced as frequently
!fV volcanic activity as by massive eruption. An i

occurrence is that at Lassen's Peak, where it was first discov-

ered by Prof. W. H. Brewer and Mr. Clarence King." A few

6 ra later Mi. K\. ind brought back the

-us lead us to quite different results, and we can not

regard the rock as in any sense entitled to be classed as a rhyo-
1'te, as we fail to find among the many sections of feldspar am-

ble sanidine, an essential "constituent of rhyolite.

L pon a superficial examination the haud specimens bear a

singularly close resemblance to granite, especially to the more
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common types of the Sierra Nevada, but a closer scrutiny

brings out a fundamental difference, as the rock is rich in glass

base, through which the secreted minerals are scattered. The
3 vary from a moderately compact rock to others of a

pumice-like character, the glass being drawn out in fine hairs

or threads across the cavities and open spaces, giving ,it a

porous appearance. It is a quartz-mica-hornblende-plagioclase

rock and may be classed as a dacite, the quartz-bearing mem-
ber of the andesite group, and it is the only rock in the c"

11 ""

tion in which quartz is so abundant as to be regarded

essential constituent. All the thin sections of this rock <

ined under the microscope showed the closest identity in

ture—a colorless glass full of gas cavities of all sizes, through

which are found relatively few microscopic crystals of plagio-

clase, and hornblende with less mica, pyroxene, magnetite,

apatite and zircon. T ts ground mass which

bears large porpbyritic crystals of plagioclase, mica, horn-

blende and quartz, and very rarely pyroxene. Nine-tenths of

the feldspars showed lines of striation, the remainder appearing

to be brack ns of the same species, showing
strong zonal structure. No sanidine was detected in any of

the sections. The feldspars contain very large and abundant

globule of glass. The mica is reddish brown in. basal sections,

with small angle between the optical axes. The hornblende is

greenish and reddish brown and is without dark border. The

pyroxene is both hypersthene and augite. Quartz that appears

so abundantly in the hand specimens is seldom seen in thin sec-

tion, as it is in cracked grains that drop out in grinding; when
met with it is seen to contain only glass inclusions in

hodral forms. The followin s? chemical analysis of this dacite,

given in column I, table III, shows it to be from 6 to 9 per

cent richer in silica I rocks of the four main
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increase in the percentage of all ies, rincipally of potassa,
with a corresponding decrease of iron, lime and magnesia. If
on the other hand we compare this analysis with the pub-
lished and unpublished analyses of rhyolites from the Great
Basin we find a relatively l< lies and too
large amount of lime, magnesia and iron. In other words it

has the chemical composition of a dacite. To determine more
accurately the composition of the feldspathic material, the

Mid glass were separated from the heavier minerals by
the Thoulet solution, and the products subjected several times
to the same treatment until the separation was nearly complete.
The result gave a glass nearh free fr \ 1 feldspar, and a feld-
spar with some glass particles,' but regarded as not enough to

vitiate the value of the analysis. In column II of the third
table will be found the feldspar, and in column III the residual
glass. The analyses show clearly that there could be but little

line present. The !.
• >:\-A\ a little

high in silica owing to the glas> as an ini| irit\ mr. es eloseh
with the analyses usually given for andesine. It may be a

mixture of andesine and oligoclase. It will be seen that by
far the greater part of the potassa of the rock remains concen-
trated in tli ue-andesite

pumice. In this case the potassa in the residual glass is in ex-
cess of the soda, while in the er\ Mali ized feldspar it bears to

soda the proportion of about 1 :
7." To confirm if possible the

results obtained h\ microsco] ic and i

upon the feldspars' in the dacite, we picked out a number of

crystals to test l.v Dr. Sxabd's admii ible and delicate method
of determining feldspars , rocks bv i leans of the color im-
l^i'tt'd under certain conditions to the flame of a Bunsen
burner. For the application of this method we are greatly

indebted to Dr. Szabo, who during his visit to this country a

year ago kindly gave us practical instruction to enable us to

carry out his tests. All feldspars examined gave the reaction?
for andesine or oligoclase, completely confirming the results

obtained by other methods.
The four types of rocks just described, namely: basalt,

nypersthene-andesite, hornblende-andesite and dacite exhibit, it

is true, four well characterized groups, but they cannot be said

to be sharply defined and distinct forms. Indeed bet

*WO in the order named exist all

/bus among - Its are found those with dimin-
N

--;;-- ' - :-:!
:

•: - .; '
..

!-' .' • '
;

'

well be called hypersl ts or olivtne-bearing

hjpersthene-andesites. And right here it may be well to point

<>ut the relationship existing bet lvme
A microscopic study of these intermediate rocks in conjunc-
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tion with chemical determinations has shown that hypersthene

is the substitute for olivine in rocks differing from basalt by a

somewhat hig ige, the former mineral being, as it

is, simply the bi-silicate of the same Fe, Mg, elements. It is not

strange then to find rocks of similar structure and appearance

differing solely in the relative proportion of olivine and hypers-

thene, and passing by easy gradations from basalt to hypers-

thene-andesite.

Between hornblende-andesite and hypersthene-andesite occur

varieties in which only a small amount of hornblende is found,

and which with equal propriety might as hand specimens be

considered as modifications of one or the other types.

In the same way forms are found intermediate between horn-

blende-andesite and dacite, whose proper connection only

field observation can determine. It will be remarked that no

mention has been made of augite-andesite ; among the andesites

in this collection from the volcanoes none have been found in

which the predominating pyroxene is augite.

The foregoing general descriptions apply to the varieties of

lava from whichever of the four great volcanoes they are found,

and it only remains to point out what the varieties are that

occur at each volcano as learned from the present collection.

Mount Eainier is formed almost wholly of hypersthene-ande-

site, with different conditions of groundmass and accompanied
by hornblende and olivine in places. The rocks from Mount
Hood are olivine - bearing hj/pcmthttie-a/id^io: approaching

-

andesites. From Mount Shasta were collected basalts both

dense and porous and of varying shades of color; /</...

great variety, from compact to pumiceous and
of many colors, some bearing more or less hornb:
presenting the transition forms to hornblende-andesite, which
occurs in abundance. The variety resembling domite is from
Sisson's Cone and Black Butte, Strawberry Valley near Mt.

Shasta.

From Lassen's Peak have been brought in basalt, '>:•

andesite with small amount of hornblende ; hornblende-andesite

and doriie. One variety of the hornblende-andesite bus very

small porphyritic crystals. A chemical analysis being given in

table I, column IV. Another variety especially from what

have been called the earlier and later flows, has quite large

crystals of glassy-looking plagioclase, hornblende and some
mica and less quartz. The rock from the later flow has fewer

porphyritic crystals than that from the earlier one, and is

accompanied by a variety of hornblende-andesite of most

curious structure. It is a very porous evengrained mass com-

posed of tabular plagioclases, hornblende and colorless glass,
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the hornblende playing the same role as the augite of many
ii egulaj forn Mm, the spaces between well-

developed |s, which in part appear to be
anorthite and have crystallized before the hornblende. There
is a little pyroxene present and considerable tridymite.

Oassiterite is found in place and in stream deposits in the
central region of the Black Hills. Dsik.m. about two miles
from Harney in Pennington County. This tin ore occurs in a
vein, or mass, of coars mite rising through the

fine-grained micaceous and siliceous slates of the Huronian
period flanking the granitic axis of the Harney range of
mountains.

At the principal point of discovery, known as the Etta claim,

the feldspar quartz and mica are iii unusually large crystals.

Some of the cleavage blocks of feldspar measure from twelve
to twenty inches across and the mica crystals have yielded
sheets of commercial value. In addition to these minerals

there is an abundance of spodumene in gigantic crystals rang-

ing from two to six feet in length and from eight to twenty
inches in diameter. The first masses of tin ore found were
imbedded in the midst of the crystals of spodumene and of

-

"ig from one to fifty pounds and more. The chief associate or

• e tin oVis however.: dense ^rogation of small

crystals of mica, of a light yellow color, forming irregular veins

and bunches in the midst of the granitic mass. In this mica-

ceous rock, formed of the mica with a white spar apparently

albite, the tin ore is disseminated in grains from the size of a

mustard seed to the size of peas, and sometimes an inch in

diameter. These grains an irn d ir in form ; no perf* et .;rv<

tals have yet been found. They can be easily separated from

the mica 'by crushing and washing. The ore appears to be

very clean ; no wolfram has vet been found with it in the

•
, <tals '; l»l :k t .'.rul. believed to be wol-

framite, have been seen in the mixt ire I ;pod unene and feld-

spar. No topaz has yet been identified.

At another locality where large plates of muaoov
nave been mined, I

bedded in a matrix of quartz, resembling the beryls found in

the mica : shire, though not so-

large.



Art. XXVIII.—Discovery of a new Planetoid; by C. H. F.

Peters. (Communication to the Editors, dated Litchfield

Observatory of Hamilton College, Clinton, N. Y., Aug. 15,

I take pleasure in sending notice of a new planetoid that

I fell upon in the night of August 12th. It is bright 9th mag-

nitude. The following two observations are considered good,

the positions of the comparison stars being well ascertained.

The filar micrometer, bright wires in dark field, with a power
of 270, was used.

From the

lat the plam

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

I. Chemistry and Physics.

1. On the Hypothesis of Prout.—Gerbee has suggested a

modification of the hypothesis of Prout, based upon tin- dynamic
assumption that the atom is the result of an ether undulation. A
primary undulation in this medium would produce secondary

waves having relations with it analogous to those of sound vibs*
tions. Representing one of the elements of the undulation, the

velocity for example, by the atomic weight, tin .it I >r • a> sought

for harmonic relations between the atomic weights of different

elements and has found that they may be divided into tour

classes, distinguished by the <hmiin:iut Valence of the elements

which they contain, and each of which has a common divisor, m
general greater than unity; so that the atomic weights of bodies

of the same class are exact multiples of this common divisor by

simple factors. For the first division or class the factor is 0-7673

or 0-7G923, according as O is assumed as 15*96 or 16. For the

second division 1-995 or 2. For the third division 1*5586 or

1-5625. And for the fourth division 1-246875 or 1-250. The rela-

hydrogen—first pointed out to the

author by Pliny Earle Chase— r = 15-96,

«
1
r=i|H= 0-7673, «FHor 211=1-9950, tf

3 =f£H or (|-)
2H=

1*5586, and a4 =|-H= 1*246875. For = 16, the values are, of a x
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0-76923, of a s
2-000 or 1-000, of a3

1-5625 and of a^ 1-2500.
Tables are giver, showing the aceord'bet ween the calculated and
the experimental atomic weights. The author concludes that
there exists: (1) a common unit, in general greater than 1, be-
tween all the elements which belong to the same natural group

;

(2) simple ratios between the four common units the multipk-s <d
which include all the atomic weights with an approximation as
close as can be desired; and (;s) simple relations between the
weight of all the elemei 1 by Prout.
-Bull Soc. Ch., II, xxxix, 562, June, 1883. g. f. b.

2. On a modifiedform of V. Meyer's Vapor itenslty upptmitua.—Schwarz has substituted the furnace for
the special furnace employed by V. Meyer in determining the
vapor density of substances of high boiling point. A trough of
sheet iron a millimeter thick, having a close-fitting cover, is

placed in the furnace. Two sloping sheets of iron cover the
turuace, in phme of the ordinarv ciav pieces. The trough has
supports for the tube, and is lined with a-bestus. Thi- tube is

closed at one end and has a capacity of 170-180 c.c. From its

"pen end a. rubber tube communicates with the collecting tube,

j/'t; suhMam-i U inirodm ed in a pop . \tr r p! r iimm boat, or
!i li<jui«l, in a bulb with a fine open point. In making a determi-

tube k placed in the furnace with about 10 cm. pro-
jecting from the end, a cork rin-- preventing it- iodn-- pushed
hack. A double screen of sheet iron is placed between the cork
and the furnace. The tube is tided with dry nitro-en. ! lie

are made with the collecting t ube, the fun - * pp. 1 back so

as to allow the boat to dide down lie- \ apori/ing tube, and is

rested on a block. Soon bubbles of air enter the collecting tube
and the proce- terminates in ;l mimi'e or less. The water is

ieveled. the volume of air n ad, the thermometer and barometer
noted and the vapoi density ealeula V. .M.. yer"- I

J-'2-<», (t c. The nitl •( h.^ -h /^ay^a

'

'I dri ir ]_(, _Jtn . /; ,./ c/u , ( T ., \vi, i< 1. M

..
3. On a new TeUuriitm oxide, and on a

!:i tler volatilizing before the former. The

a Sprengel pump. It fuses to a pasty i

mtumescing very much and evolving BOlpl
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colors sulphuric acid re<l as it dissn Ives in "it, telluroua sulphate

being deposited from the solutiou. It appears to have neither

Hi.- autl

ride, obtained bv acting on

tellurium with sulphur triox closed and exhausted tube.

Heat is evolved and the lo ,- tellurium passes into the

bulky deep red sulphoxide.

cess of S0
3
was drained off,

After cligestion at :<o -K)
c tbeex-

the lasl

iot

,

ui.('

,

i.eh.l

T! u- prepared, tellurium sulp

softens at about 30° without melting; of a beautiful red color

transparent in thin layers, qui te stable when kent in closed tube- ;

having the formula SO To; nosed by water into tel-

telliu-ou:- acid, sulphurous and sul-

two modifications, the redphuric acid. It appears to

variety being converted inst

at 90° which has identically the sanle composition. To the red

i formula -f i

e
; to the

I so
2

modification the authors as;sign the

j TeO
brown variety the formula

\ SO
'

In a subsequent paper, D d Shimose have described a

When sulpl

; minute quantity of tellurium (

poured int.. a hydrogen apparatus, the escaping gas wi
' iluride. It now this gas is passed into the t

each time being reduced to filings, gave a homoge;
ig a weak metallic lusl I est at 50° or

60°, hydrogen sulphide was evolved, the water becoming gold
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yellow and giving a precipitate of sulphur on the addit

three pressi

rogen sulplii

pressings a biock which was scarcely touched by the tile ami
in ! h..i:i..ireii.M»i^ un.l.-r tin- !iii.'r.)scoj)e. It evolve.!

hirtl e
'

react i i to .] p] ee. ,! ns i>s s h wh m Itii ^ ( - hui m

homogeneous and yellowish gray. Hisnu =

h-'f yielded ih< sulphide in thret pressings and so also did tin.

Antimony ,_,-. ,..
: , ,_, „, t \vo pressings. It

S. Aluminum gave an unperfeel
result, as also did carbon. Both this 'alter body and red phos-

phorus formed hai
appeared like compounds but in which no phosphorus sulphide or

carbon sulphide could be detected. From these results Spring
Ipws the conelu-ion that aliorropic states are but different con-
ditions of

; . rv de reasing as tl •

process goes on.—Ber. Berl. Chem. Ges., xvi, 999, May, 1883.

5. On Double Orthophosphates of ilnrvnu.— IJariuiu hydrate.

with potassium. Om ; aphate to

a concentrate.! solution of pot dig barium
i i u • in s at lirst - 1 i

.

f
i _i it n_ sti igl
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extract allowed to cool, and the separated flocks filtered off and
redissolved in hot alcohol and again allowed to separate on cool-

ing ; the process heing repeated till the deposited saponin was
perfectly white. The yield was 200 grams. As thus prepared,

saponin is a white amorphous powder, neutral in reaction, and
when absolutely pure, tasteless. It is soluble in every proportion

in water, insoluble in absolute alcohol and ether. The most di-

lute aqueous solutions froth like solutions of soap. It contains

2-4 per cent of ash, chiefly potassium, calcium and magnesium
carbonates. Analysis led to the formula C

1%
HMO10

. By adding
l>:irium hvdrate to iN aqueous solution, a precipitate was obtained

bavin- the formula (L\ H
;

„<>
:
.) s

, n n (OH)
a
. By treatment with

acetic oxide, the saponin was acel ter CJEL(C,
H

3
O)

5
O

10
or C 11 CIlO.oOH HO). , d n- to the time

of the action. From these reactions the author concludes: (l)

that the formula of saponin is C
]9
H

3
„O

I0 ; (1) that five of the oxy-

gen atoms are in the form of hydroxy 1 and two in that of com-
bined oxygen doubly united to the carbon. Of the nature of the

- m can be drawn. Hence the formula mav
be written C

19
H

25
(OH)

B
0,.0

3 ; (3) that by the action of the acetyl

oxide, th* fii r replaced by acetyl and subse-

quently the two oxygen atoms successively, are made lh

unite the acetyls to the carbon, as in the'ease of aldehyde and'

ethylene oxide"

—

Lu.hUj* . 1 >m., ccxviii, 23 I . M;iv, 1 ^83. G. r. b.

7. On a JYe>r or>j:inh> ,«-hl in tin Jnice of the Beet Root.—
Von Lii'i'MANN has examined the incrustations tornied upon the

pan- in which beet juice is evaporated. Beside citric, aconitic.

ic. and malonic acids, he has now isolated a new acid,

which was obtained by fractional solution in ether and evapora-

tion. The resulting syrup after standing two years became a

mass of needle-shaped crvstals, soluble in water, alcohol and ether

audi having tin f. nnula C II .0.. The barium salt is (C
6
H

6 8 ) 2

iJa.iIlo ,, the acid bein U- tribasic. This acid appears to be

rith the oxycitric acid described by Pawolleck, pre-

1

art 1 from • hh n itric acid, itself obtained from aconitic acid by
anion with hypochlorous acid; though Pawolleck could not ob-

tain his acid crystallized and says his lime salt contains nine in-

stead of ten molecules of crystal water. The author gives the

following rational fonmtlas to these closelv allied acids:

(.'II—t'OOH CH—COOII CTI—(OOH ( H —COOH
C-COOH <<c0OH C<COOH C<COOII
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8. On the Silicic Ethers of the Phenol*.—Mabjsni and Weber
have called attention to the facility with which tin >i

of the phenols may be prepared by heating silicon t<

with on excess of the plit-iiol. In this wav thcv have obtained
tetraphenyl orthosilicate Si(OC

B
H

r ) and tet.rar-civ>vi ..rihosili-

cate Si(OCH
7) 4

. Both of these "bodies may be distilled un-

fonu-s slowh . rv>(ai!inc. Th. 1 :'r«n)i the
m-st and may he ol-iaincd h.-uiuifiillv crystallized. The authors
j»rojM-,si- to continue their researches upon these ethers.—Ber.
Berl. Chem. Get., xvi, 1252, June, 1883. g. f. b.

II. Geology and Mineralogy.

1. Report of a,, <,,-
t
,l, >,•!(},.„ of parts of I V>/>-,,ui.,./. l-laho ami

Y
'

'
' '. in lia/t^t <i,,l v

/
; hi /j

t
]^;__ ,', ,] i,u Lieut.- Gen.

I. H. Sin:i:i!».v\, //•///, f/,, If in, ro,,/ of (',,/. .1. F. (iuKr.OEY, and
" (ren!nU n;-n( and ii> >ta „ i,a! Import b>) Suramn \V. IT. FoRWOOD.

i

and for the better, as will be
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; 2 p. m., and again an hoar later, givi

eruptions each time.

20.—A succession of seven eruptions

ng a fine display

ars, then, that in 1872, 'the geyser oftei i discharged at a

vert' not uiiiiv<|ueiitlv repeated an hour <>r two later.

Giantess GV//w>\—Tn 1*72, as recorded by Dr. Peale (11 avden's

.-port, |. U'-v^ttn n,i « - . ,i .|,ti. ,1-" ol u.h.I seventeen

ater the geyser |>hiy<'<l to a great height for ahout an hour, after
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steam that constantly envelop
tion the column appeatvtl To
rose to a great height, accomj.a
ing surface and the throwin
ground and the bed of the riv<

<listiiiouisli(Ml mountaineer Mi
honor of General Sheridan' in 1

2. Report on th, Th<r,,u<l N>
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at the Opal spring of the Gibbon Basin, the latter at the Mam-
moth Hot Springs. The water from the Opal spring, on concen-

tration to a small bulk over a water bath, affords a gelatinous

deposit which finally dries to a mass of pulverulent geyserite.

Next to silica tin- most abundant material is sodium chloride

(common salt) which at the Opal spring amounted to 82'18

grains in the gallon, while calcium salts arc often wholly absent

or only in traces. In most of the springs a deposition of silica

does not take place on cooling, evaporation being necessary.

Besides .the ordinary geyserite, which contains usually 9 to 13

per cent of water, (and the Pealite in which the water is 1 to 6

per cent), an unstable variety which, when still moist, makes an

incrustation looking a little leathery, but dries to a soft, easily

crumbling mass, is named, by E. Goldschmidt, Viandite. The
"steam-dry" material was found to afford about 75 per cent

of water to 20 of silica ; but the describer says that " very

probably the compound possesses no stability.''

3. On the cause of the Glacial Period ; by Searles V. Wood
((J.m.1. Ma-\, x, July, 1.*s:i, pp. j«i:;-:iu-j >.—Tin general conclusion

of this paper is given on page 150. The following is a notice of

the authors course of argument prepared for this Journal by Mr.

W. J. McGee.
In this memoir, which embodies the cosniologic ideas devel-

oped (luring his extended researches in the Newer Pliocene of

England, Mr. Wood reiterate, and accepts as fatal to the eccen-

tricity theory the correct arguments against repeated alternation

'; chango, ;

g the Glacial
]

LcTw^heTol
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4. Beep-sea JI„ym*;>in Lh,,-*toi>e Xodules.—Prof. Verrill, on
I'U- UT-.f il,. l ;lM \,.lu„i,. ,.| thi>.I..iu-M:i]..K-.Til,.- n.«liil^or

dredged up on tlit* <.ul( Stn im in ..lq,ths ,,f l'".4 to (Hi) l-.thonis'

Wn.!, vj> ut.—j , , la ]',, > 1) Ail. . . liillow,; lijii, j ».-,

'•'- ul''.' -i ,,'»'-
1 not w'i'ii.Ml." It

1. Genera Plaxfunnn ml /C<-t-in}>l«rin Imprimis in herbari
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position to hold in respect to lierbalistic and ancient names. The
second " Genera Plantarum" was that of Linnaeus, in 1737, of

which the last edition revised by the author himself was that of

rales disposita," which appeared in the' year 1 Th'.i. That of End-

licher—a monument ol lit era r\ or bil>ii<._;THphieal erudition rather

than of botanical research—was brought out in the main between
1836 and 1843, at about the same time with the more unpretend-

pao-es earn—stands in like relation to t

and is based, like them, or even more th;

should enter into the prest

Some idea of the progr*
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,H"l"'.h lHM-o.liiml by botanists who adhere to the Linna>an

est estimate then muni., r, s -i. •-. is'at le.-w

95,620. In round numbers, it may tairlv he said thai ah.uit Ino.uno

-.l"'
1-1 *'»f |'ha'iio--am. ns pi mt< are in the handset" botanists. The
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IV. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. Supplementary note on the Bishopmlle Meteorite. — Since

1m- i-uUicntim. of mv paper relating to the Ibd,o,,ville and

VV:it.-rvill<- meteorite^' (this J ( ,iin,:il for July), Professor C. U.

>aper of his entitled "Contributions to Mineralogy,"' and pub-

In this not.- rrote^sor'shepard claimed that his rldadnite had

;pontnueoush decomposable Compound of S with oilier elements

IV and I'- II. v V . \\ , '!. ^ ',.. ,', u „ 1 \\ m. K.

Bia.oKs. of the Johns Ilopkb.s l'niv<r>itv. OH p,,. syo. Haiti-
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Art. XXIX.—On some controverted points in Geological
Climatology; a reply to Pr„f,s«or XnrroU, Mr.' Hill
nnd others; by James Ckoll, LL.D., F.R.S.

Nineteen years ns^o the theory was advanced that the Glacial
epoch was the result of a combination of physical audits
wought into operation by an increase in the eccentricity of
the earth's orbit. Few* or no objections have been urged
gainst what mav be called the astronomical part of the
theory. But the portions relating to these physical agencies,
which is by far the most important parr, ha\v from time to
tune met with eonsiderabl. oi.poMtioii. C.»n-nlering the new-
ness of the subject, and the complex natmv of many of these
'/"'ida'nations o] physical agenef s, it would not be surprising
if some of the original deductions [„ regard to them proved
" n "!ie,ai>. lint after long and careful re-consideration of the
u '"' lt ' matter 1 have not found reason to abandon any of them
or alter them to any materia! extent.

I have as'

,,f"ise of ocean currents and their influence on she distribu-
tion of heat ov. i th. obe

'

admit led

that the views which I hay advocated on these points are
""' v '"'ing prettv generally accepted.
But it is in reference to* the intlueuce ..f a4m ,..i> vapor, fogs

},ml '"'"mis on '\u> production and preservation of .now that
the greatest diversity of opinio!! has pr« vaih d. The object of
the present article is to examine at some length the principal
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objections which have been advanced in regard to this part of

the inquiry. I shall also take the present opportunity of

discussing more fully some points on which I have been some-

times misunderstood, and which appear to have been treated

rather too briefly on former occasions.

In the American Journal of Science for April, 1876, Pro-

fessor Newcomb has done me the honor to review at some

length my work, ' Climate and Time/ And as his article is

mainly devoted to a criticism of my reasoning in regard to

those very points to which I refer, I shall begin with an exam-
ination of his objections. One reason for entering at some

length into an examination of Professor Neweomb's objections

is the fact that they embrace to a large extent those which

have been urged by reviewers in Great Britain. Some of his

objections, however, as will be seen, are based upon a misap-

prehension of my reasoning.

Temperature of /Space.—One of the most important factors

in the theory of geological climate resulting from changes in

the eccentricity of the earth's orbit is obviously the tempera-

ture of stellar space. Unless we have, at least, some rough

idea of the proportion which the heat derived from the stars

bears to that derived from the sun, we can not form any esti-

mate of how much the temperature of our earth would be low-

ered or raised by a given decrease or increase of the sun's dis-

The question of the temperature of space has been investi-

gated in different ways by Pouillet and Herschel ; and the

result arrived at was that space has a temperature of —239° P->

or an absolute temperature of 222°. The mean absolute tem-

perature of our earth is about 521°. Consequently, according

to these results, the heat received from the stars is to that

received from the sun as 222 to 299. All my determinations

of the change of temperature due to changes in the sun's dis-

tance were computed on these data, although I believe, fo*

reasons stated, that spuee must have a much lower tempera-

ture. Recent observations of Professor Langley made during

the Mount Whitney Expedition confirm the correctness of my

Professor Newcomb, however, wholly ignores all that has

been done on that subject, for he commences his' review hy th"

statement that •' piaeticaliv there is hut one source ir«.m whieh

the surface of the earth receives heat—the sun, sine- *e

quantity received from all other sources is quite insignificant

in comparison."

Surely Professor Newcomb must have forgotten all about

the researches of Pouillet and Herschel into what has been
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termed the 'Temperature of Space,' or he could not have
affirmed so positively that " practically there is but one source
i'r< in winch the earth receives heat, and that all other sources are

quite insignificant" without,. at least, giving some reason for

the assertion.

I am pleased to find that he agrees, in the main, with what
has been advanced in ' Climate and Time/ in reference to the
heating power of ocean currents, and also as to their existence
being clue to the impulse of the winds. But he differs widely
from me in regard to the heat conveyed by aerial currents.

On the Heat conveyed by Aerial Current?.— I stated that

the quantity of heat conveyed from equatorial to high tempe-
rate and polar regions is trilling in comparison with that con-
veyed by ocean currents. For the heated air rising off the hot
ground of the equator, after ascending a few miles becomes
exposed to the intense cold of the upper regions, and having to

travel polewards for thousands of miles in those regions, it

1-s> nearly all the heat which it brought from the equator
before it can possibly reach high latitudes. To this Professor
Newcomb objects as follows : "He (Mr. Croll), speaks of the
hot air rising from the earth and becoming exposed to the
intense cold of the upper regions of the atmosphere. But

Hli-h has hern r'txhnf up? If the warm 'air rises up into the
L'"ld air, and becomes ooh-,1 ly contact with the latter, the
latter must become warm bv the very heat which the former
loses, and if there is. a continuous rising current the whole
J^ion must take the natural temperature of the rising air.

^i!- temperature is, indeed, much below that which maintains
^ the surface, ro/- the nhnpl, reason that alrhtconu* rohl hy
•y'panxlo,, according to a definite and well-known law. Hav-
tt'g thus got his rising current constantly cooled off hy contact
"''th tht -nh] air of the upper regions, ir has to pass on its

J ",mi"y towards the poles " etc., p. 267.*

spansion. This

Wt Of radiation

nsated by
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radiation of the sun on the one side, and of the earth's lower

atmosphere on the other, and there is no proof that these do

not equal the surface temperature. And again, when the air

d<_'su! Mids in high latitudes to the earth's surface an amount of

heal will be evolved by compression equal to that which it lost

when it rose from the equator.

Professor Neweomb lias misapprehended not only my mean-
ing, but also the chief reason why the air in the upper regions

is so intensely cold. Any one who has read what I have

stated in pp. 35-40, ' Climate and Time,' regarding the tem-

perature of space will readily understand what I mean by the

temperature of the upper regions. By the temperature of

stellar space, it is not meant that space itself is a something
p—e-s.d of a given temperature, say — 239° F. It sirmply

means the temperature to which a body would fall were it

exposed to no other source of heat than that of radiation from

the stars. By the temperature of the upper regions, I mean
the temperature to which air in those regions sinks in conse-

quence of loss from radiation into space. It is mainly to this

cause, and not to the loss from expansion, as Professor New-
come assumes, that the intense cold of the upper air is due.

The air in that region has got beyond the screen which pro-

tected it when at the earth's surface, and it then throws off its

heat into space during twelve hours of night, getting no return

from without exc.pt from the radiation of the stars. And even

at noon-day, as I have endeavored to show in Appendix, p.

551, the rays of a burning sun over head would not be suffi-

cient to raise the temperature of the air up to the freezing

point. But the recent observations of Professor Langley prove

that the loss of heat from radiation is in reality far greater

than I had anticipated. He says :
" The original observations,

which will be given at length, lead to the conclusion that in

the absence of an atmosphere the earth's temperature of insola-

tion would at any rate fall below -50° F., by which it is

meant that, for instance, mercury would remain a solid under

the vertical rays of a tropical sun were radiation into space

wholly unchecked, or even if, the atmosphere existing, it let

radiations of all wave-lcnua lis pass out as easily as they come

in."—' Xatmv; Aug. 3d, 1882.

The temperature of the upper atmosphere, even after mak-

ing allowance for heat received from below, must in this case

be at least nearly 80 degrees below the freezing point.
_

The

quantity of heat lost by expansion must, therefoi

compared with that lost by 'radiation ; and although the heat

lost by expansion is fully restored by compression, yet bhe air

would reach the earth deprived almost entirely of the heat with
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which it left the equator. All that it could possibly give back
would simply be the heat of compression, and this would
hardly he sufficient to raise air at -50° F. to the freezing
point. How then can the polar regions be greatly the better
of air from the equatorial regions ? Professor Newcomb says :

"If the upper current be as great as is commonly supp-sed, it

must be as powerful as ocean currents in tending to equalise
the temperature of the globe." How can this be ?

H loj tin- mrnii tsmjHratui't of th< Or,,in sltnuhl b, grtoter
f/"~"\t/t"t of the Lorul.—"Another proposition," he says,
"wlnYh the 'author attempts to prove, reasoning which seems
equally inconclusive, is that the mean temperature of the ocean
'greater than that of the land over the entire globe." I cer-
tainly never attempted to prove that the mean temperature
of the ocean is greater than that o1 the land over the entire
globe. The very chapter to which he here refers, and which
he is about to criticise, was written to explain why the mean
temperature of the southern or water hemisphere is less than
that of the northern or land hemisphere. What I attempted
to prove was, not that the mean t mperature of the ocean
™ greater than that of the land, but that were it not for

certain causes the mean temperature of the ocean ought to be
greater than that of the land in equatorial regions as well as
in temperate and arctic regions. In other words, the object of
the chapter is to prove that the mean temperature of the
southern or water hemisphere is less than that <.f the northern
or land ^hemisphere, not, as is generally supposed, because the
tormer is mainly water and the" latter land, but because of the
enormous amount of heat transferred from the former to the
tatter hemisphere by means of ocean currents ; and that were
!t not for this transference the temperature of the water would
exceed that of the land hemisphere. And it is in order to
Pjove this that the "four a priori reasons" which Professor
Jlewcomb criticises were adduced. The first of these is as
tollows—

First.—! The ground stores up heat only by the slow process of

• Iieivus water. b\ tin m.jl»ilit\ "f its particles and its

transparency for heat r ra the sun, becomes
beaten" to a considerable depth rapidly. , The quantity of heat
stored up in the ground is thus comparatively small, while the
quantity stored up in the ocean is great.'*

These sentences are considered unworthy of criticism. Are
tney really so unworthy ? Let us examine them a little more
closely, it i8 in consequence of the sun's rays being able to

* ' Climate and Time,' p. 90.
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penetrate to a great depth that the amount of heat stored up
by the ocean is so great, and it is to this store that its warmth
during winter is mainly due. The water is diathermanous for

the rays of the sun, but it is not so, for reasons well known,
for the rays of water itself. The upper layers of the ocean

will allow a larger portion of the radiation from the sun to

pass freely downward, but they will not allow radiation from the

layers underneath to pass freely upwards. These upper layers,

like the glass of a green-house, act as a trap to the sun's rays,

and thus allow the water of the ocean to stand at a higher tem-
perature than it would otherwise do. Again, the slowness with

which the ocean thus parts with its heat enables it to maintain
that comparatively high temperature during the long winter

months. And again, it is to the mobility of the particles of

water, the depth to which the heat penetrates, and the rapidity

with which it is absorbed, that those great currents of warm
water become possible. Were the waters of the ocean like the

land not mobile, and were only a few inches at the surface

reached by heat from iae sun. there could be no Gulf Stream,

or any great transference of heat from the Southern to the

Northern hemisphere, or from equatorial to temperate and
polar regions, by means of oceanic circulation.

Second.—'The air is prohahlv heated more rapidly by contact

with the ground than with the ocean; hut, on the other hand.it
is heated far more rapidly l,y radiation from the oeean than from
the land. The aqueous vapor of the air is to a great extent, dia-

thrrmanous to radiation from the ground, while itahsorhs the rays

from water and thus becomes heated.'

To this Professor Newcomb objects as follows :
" If then

the air is really heated by contact with the ground more rap-

idly than by contact with the ocean, it can only be because

the ground is hotter than the ocean, which is directly contrary

to the theory Mr. Croll is maintaining." What I maintained
was that were it not for certain causes the mean annual tem-

perature of the ocean would he higher than that of the land

During the day and also during the summer the surface of the

ground is hotter than that of the ocean ; and the air, of

course, will be heated more rapidly by contact with the former

than with the latter. 'But this does not prove that the air is

not more rapidly heated by radiation from the ocean than from

the land. Professor Newcomb says :
" The statementthat the

aqueous vapor of the air is diathermanous to radiation from

land, but not to that from water, is quite new to us, and very

surprising." I am surprised that he is not acquainted with

the fact, and also with its physical explanation. This will
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belp to account for his inability to perceive how radiation from
the ocean may heat the air more rapidly than radiation from
the land, even though the surface of the latter may be at a
higher temperature than that of the former.

He says :
" The rapidity with which the heating process

goes on depends on the difference of temperature, no matter
whether the heat passes by conduction or by radiation." This
statement will hardly harmonize with recent researches into

radiant heat. It is found that the rapidity with which a body
i- heated by radiation depends upon the absorbing power of the
body; and the absorbing power again depends upon the quality
;-'f the heat rays. Professor Tyndall, for example, found that
in the case of vapors, as a rale, absorption il'an nishes as the

ae rises. With a platinum spiral heated till it was
barely visible, the absorption of the vapor of bisulphide of car-
bon was 6-5, but when the spiral was raised to a white heat, the

i was reduced to 2 '9. A similar result took place in
tu «' ease of chloroform, formic other, acetic ether, and other
vapors. The physical cause of this is well known.

If the aqueous vapor of the air, he says, be more diatherma-
n" ls f ;> radial ion from land than from warn-, as 1 have stated,
men I assigned direct lv cntmrv effects to the same cause.
] ' or. •• reasoning as in (1) he, Mr. Croll, would have said that
me air over the land, owine; to its transparency t'.r the heat
r;t

y; fl
'

,;Tli the land, hecomes heated to a greater height rapidly,
^"biie the air over the ocean nor being transparent, can acquire
beat from the ocean only by the slow process of convection."
I would have said no such thing. Radiation from the surface
°f the land will, no doubt, penetrate more freely through the
aqueous vapor than radiation from the ocean, but the aqueous

not absorb the radiation of the land so rapidly as
'hat of the ocean, for the ocean gives off that quality of rays
which aqueous vapor absorbs most rapidly.

This is not in opposition to what I have stated in reason (1),nis is not in opposition 1

if the ground were transparent to the sun's ravs like

^ter, evidently the total
would be greater than that 1

the sun heats onlv the sort
surface depends for its simp
ti"n. Whereas the ocean is 1,

that by the ]
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Third.—'The air radiates back a considerable portion of its

heat, and the ocean absorbs this radiation from the air more
readily than the ground does. The ocean will not reflect tin; heat

from the aqueous vapor of the air, but absorbs it, while the

ground does the opposite. Radiation from the air, therefore,

tends more readily to heat the ocean than it does the land.'

"Here we have," he says, "the air giving back to the

ocean the same heat which it absorbs from it, and thus heat-

ing it." If Professor Newcomb means by this same heat the

same amount of heat, then I believe in no such thing. But if

his meaning be that here we have the air giving back to the

ocean a quantity of the heat which it absorbed from it, then

lit- is certainly correct in supposing that this is affirmed by me.

But this is a conclusion which no physicist could for a moment
doubt. To deny this would be to contradict Prevost's well-

known theory of exchanges. Did the air throw back to the

ocean none of the heat which it thrives from it the entire

waters of the ocean would soon become solid ice. In fact, as

we have seen, mercury would not remain fluid and every living

thing on the face of the globe would perish.

He states that reason fourth seems to be little more than a

repetition of reason second in a different form. It is, however,

much more than that. It is a demonstration that were it not

for the causes to which I have alluded the mean temperature

of the water hemisphere ought to 1>< higher than that of the

land hemisphere, and for this reason I shall here give the sec-

tion in full.

Fourth.—'The aqueous vapor of the air acts as a screen to pre-

vent the loss by radiation from water, while it allows radiation

from the ground to pass more freely into space; the atmosphere

over the ocean consequent] v throws hack a greater amount of

heat than is thrown back bv'the atmosphere over the land. The

sea in this case has a much greater difficulty than the land has m
t of the heat received imm the sun ; in other wonK

the land tends to lose its heat more rapidly than the sea. The

5?"?!SSfSE:;;

reached eq
stationary. But, owing to the greater
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in getting rid of its heat, the mean temperature of equilibrium of
the ocean must be higher than that of the land ; consequently
the mean temperature of the ocean, and also of the air imme-
diately over it, in tropical regions should be higher than the mean
temperature of the land and the air over it.'

Since the publication of ' Climate and Time/ the accuracy
of this conclusion has been confirmed in a remarkable manner
from recent researches on the actual mean temperature of the
two hemispheres, the details of which have been given by Mr.
Ferrel in his 'Meteorological Researches,' Washington, 1877.
It is found that the mean temperature of the northern or land
hemisphere is higher than that of the southern or water hemis-
phere up only to about latitude 35°, and that beyond this
Altitude tlm in. an temperature of the water hemisphere is the
greater of the two. At latitude 40° the mean temperature of
the southern hemisphere is l°-4 higher than that of the same
parallel on the northern hemisphere. At latitude 50° the
difference amounts to 4°

-4, while at latitude 60(

the mean tem-
perature of the southern hemisphere is actually 6° higher than
that of the northern on the same parallel. The mean tem-
peratures of the two hemispheres are as follows :

Southern,
, 80°-l 78°'7 74°-7 66°"7 57°9 47°'8 35°'3 - .-

From the above table we see that it is only in that area
mug between the equator and latitude 35° that the southern
hemisphere has a lower mean temperature than the northern.
But it is from this area that the enormous amount of heat

transferred to the northern hemisphere is mainly derived.
Were the transference of heat to cease the temperature of this

" ( y-'ouhi i. v , eonsM rably raised, and that of tin y n s-

pouding area on the northern hemisphere lowered. The result

would doubtless be that the southern hemisphere, down to the

equator, would then be warmer than the northern. But even
as things are, as Mr. bYrrei remarks. - the moan temperature
°* the southern hemisphere is the greater of the two." the

inean temperatun oi the southern beinu (>'U ^ (J. md that ot

the northern 59°54
U.nt cut oiThfth, At ,,»>«,>)» ,;.—Professor Novveomh -ays

toh'T: -Another idea of the author uhich calU for explana-

|'" !j ^ that solar heat absorbed by the atmosphere is enttrely

:^\- >o tin- as warming anv region" of the globe is concerned.-"
1 ll» is no idea o

t mine. 'My idea is not that the heat cut off

^"iitireh
1 st but mereh that the greater part is lost. A

1{*rge portion of the heat is reflected, and of that absorbed one-
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taps, is radiated back into space and lost, in so far as

the earth is concerned.

Tables of Eccentricity.—Referring to my tables of eccen-

tricity of the earth's orbit he says :
" That there are from time

to time such periods of great eccentricity is a well-established

result of the mutual gravitation of the planets, but whether

the particular epochs of great and small eccentricity computed
by Mr. Croll are reliable, is a different question." I may here

mention that Professor McFarland, of the Ohio State Uni-
versity, Columbus, a few years ago, undertook the task of

re-computing every one of the 150 periods given in my tables,

and he states that, except in one instance, he did not find an

error to the amount of 001.*
" The data for this computation," continues Professor New-

comb, "are the formulas of Le Verrier, worked out about

1845,f without any correction either for the later corrections

to the masses of the planets or for the terms of the third

order, subsequently discussed by Le Verrier himself. The
probable magnitude of these corrections is such that reliance

cannot be placed upon the values of eccentricity computed
without reference to them for epochs distant by merely a

million of years."

In regard to this objection I may mention that the whole

subject of the secular variations of the elements of the plan-

etary orbits has been re-investigated by Mr. Stockwell, taking

into account the disturbing influence of the planet Neptune.

the existence of which was not known at the time Le Verrier's

investigations were made. Professor McFarland. with the aid

of Mr. Stockwell's formulae', has computed all the periods in

the tables referred to above, and on comparing the results

found by both formulae, he states that " the two curves exhibit

a general conformity throughout their whole extent." And
his computations, I may state, extend from 3,260,000 years

before 1850 to 1,260,000 years after that date ; or, in other

words, over a period of no fewer than 4,520,000 years,*

thus showing that Professor Newcomb's objection falls to the

f»f>«>,<; of Whttrr in Aph<!><»<.—I have maintained that

at a time whin tin- eccentricity is high and the winter occurs

in aphelion, the great increase in the sun's distance and in the

length of the winter would have the effect of causing a large

American Journal of Science, vol. xi, p. 456 (1876).

l'na'es-.r Md'arianu computed, by means of
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increase in the quantity of snow falling during that season.
This very obvious result follows as a necessary consequence
from the fact that the moisture which now falls in the form of
rain would then fall as snow. But Professor Newcomb actu-
ally states that he cannot accept the conclusion that this would

Influence of a Snow-<<>>:> >><] Snrface.— I have argued that
this accumulation of snow would lower the summer tempera-
ture, and tend to prevent the disappearance of the snow, and
nave assigned three reasons for this conclusion :

—

First.—Direct radiation. The snow, far physical reasons
well kimwn, will cool the air more rapidly than the sun's rays
will heat it. This is shown from the fact' that in Greenland, a
siiowand ico-eovored country, a thermometer exposed to the
direct radiation of the sun has been observed to stand above
l'"> "'. while tin.- air surrounding the instrument was actually
t~ helow the freezing point. Professor Xeweomb and also
}Ir. Hill » regard the idea that this could in any way favor the
accumulation of snow as absurd. They think that in .fact it

would have dinrtlv the opposite effect. Thev have perceived
only one half of the result. It is quite true, as they affirm,

that the cooling of the air by the snow will not prevent the
M'-lting of the snow, but the reverse. There is, however,
a »;'tlier and far more important result overlooked in their

objection. If the snow and ice-covered surlace keeps the
Mat nature of the air, in summer, below the freezing point,

"Inch it evidently does in Greenland and in the Antarctic
continent, the moisture of the air will fall as snow and not as
lam.

^
No doubt this is the chief reason why in those regions,

ey«i }n tne middle of summer, rain seldom fails, the precipita-

tion being almost always in the form of snow, although at that

J"

7 season the direct heat of the sun is often as great as in

India. Were the snow and icy mantle removed, a snow shower
!' sommer would be as rare a phenomenon in those regions as
J t would be in the south of England.

Second.—* The rays whieh fall on snow and ice are tn a great

'.

v
' •'; < fleeted back into space. But those that are ma reflected.

but absorbed, do not raise the temperature, for they disappear in

l 'ie mechanical work of melting the ice.'

This reason is also regarded as absurd. The heat of the sun
during the p, rih.di-.u -uumier would, he say*, suthee to melt
the whole accumulation of winter snow in three or four days.

''The reader," he continues, " can easily make a computation
01 the incredible reflecting power of the snow and of the unes-
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ampled transparency of the air required to keep the snow
unmelted for three or four months." Incredible as it may
appear to Professor Newcomb, I shall shortly show that a less

amount of snow than the equivalent of the two feet of ice

which he assumes does actually, in some places, defy the melt-

ing power of a tropical sun. But he misapprehends my reas-

oning here also, by overlooking the more important factor in

the alfair, namely, the keeping of the air in the summer below

the freezing point. The direct effect that this has in pn
the sun from melting the snow and ice will he discussed shortly.

but the point to which I wish at present to direct special

attention is the fact that if the air is kept below, or even at

the freezing point, snow will tall and not rain. Snow is a good

reflector of heat, consequently a large portion of the sun's rays

falling on the snow and icy surface is reflected back to space.

The aqueous vapor of the air, on the other hand, as the vibra-

tions of its molecules agree in period with those of the snow
and ice, cuts off a large portion of the heat radiated by the

snow surface ; but here in the case of reflection under consid-

eration the rays are not cut off; for the reflected rays are of the

same character as the incident rays which pass so freely

through the aqueous vapor. And in respect to the remaining
rays which are not reflected but absorbed by the snow, they do

not manage to raise the temperature of the snow above the

freezing point. Consequently the air is kept in the condition

most favorable for the production of snow.

Third.—'Snow and ice lower the temperature by chilling the

air and condensing the vapor into thick fogs. The great strength

of the sun's rays during summer, due to his nearness at that season.

would, in the first place, tend to produce an increased amount of

evaporation. But the presence of snow-clad mountains and an

icy sea would chill the atmosphere and condense the vapor into

thick fogs. The thick fogs and cloudy sky would effed

vent the sun's rays from reaching the earth, and the snow in con-

sequence, would remain unmelted during the entire summer.'

On this Professor Newcomb's criticism is as follows :
" Here

he, Mr. Croll, says nothing about the latent heat set free by the

condensation, nor does he say where the heat goes to which fch«

air must lose in order to be chilled. The task of arguing with

a disputant who in one breath maintains that the transparency

of the air is such that the rays reflected from the snow pass

freely into space, and in the next breath that thick fogs effect-

ually prevent the rays ever reaching the snow at all, is not free

from embarrassment."
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sun to pass freely without interruption, while at the same time
and in the same'place tin- a;r is not transparent but filled with
dense fogs which effectually cm oft' the sun's rays and prevent
them from reaching the earth, then I do not wonder that he
should feel embarrassed in arguing with me. But if he sup-
poses my meaning to be, as it of course is, that those two
opposite conditions. existing at totally different times, or in
5" allv different places at the same time, should lead to similar
results, namely, the cooling of the air and consequent conserva-
tion of snow, then there is no ground whatever for any embar-
rassment about the matter.

" We might therefore show," he states, " that if the snow,
air, fog. or whatever throws back the rays of the sun into space
is so excellent a reflector of heat, it is a correspondingly poor
radiator, and the same fog which will not be dissipated by the

summer heat will not be affected by the winter's cold, and will

therefore serve as a screen to prevent the radiation of heat
from the earth during the winter."

There are few points in connection with terrestrial physics
which appear to be so much misunderstood as that of the
influence of fogs on climate. One chief cause of these misap-
prehensions is the somewhat complex nature of the subject
arising from the fact that aqueous vapor acts so very differ-

;"tly under different conditions. When the vapor exists
in the air as an invisible gas, we have often an intensely clear
aI "l transparent sky, allowing the sun's rays to pass to the

ground with little or no interruption; and if the surface of the

ground be covered with snow, a large portion of the incident

rays are reflected back into space without heating either the
snow or the air. The general effect of this loss of heat is, of

course, to lower the general temperature. But when this vapor
condenses into thick fogs it acts in a totally different manner.
The transparency to a great extent disappears, and the fog then
<!i f> off the stubs ravs and prevents them from reaching the

ground. This it does in two different ways. 1st. Its watery
particles, like the crvstals of the snow, are- good reflectors, and
the upper surface of the mass of fog on which the rays fall

acts as a reflector, throwing back a huge portion of the rays

mto stellar space. The rest of the ravs which are not reflected

V
nrt ''- fbe fog and the larger portion of them are absorbed by

ff. But it will be observed that by far the greater part of the

absorption, if not nearly all of it, will take place in the upper
half of the mass. This is a necessary result of a recognized

I',"""')'!" in radiant heat known as the " sifting " of the rays.

The deeper the ravs penetrate into the fog the less will be the

amount of heat absorbed. If the depth of the mass be great,
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absorption will probably entirely disappear before the surface

of the ground is reached. The fog will begin, of course, to

radiate off the heat thus absorbed, but as it is the upper halt

of the mass which has received the principal part of the heat,

the most of this heat will be radiated upward into stellar

space, and like the reflected heat entirely lost in so far as

heating the earth is concerned. A portion will also be radi-

ated downward, some of which may reach the ground, but the

greater portion will be re-absorbed in its passage through the

mass. We have no means of estimating the amount of heat

which would thus be thrown off into space by reflection and

radiation ; but it is certainly great. I think we may safely con-

clude that in places like South Georgia and Sandwich Land
where fogs prevail to such an extent during summer, one half

at least of the heat from the sun never reaches the ground.

A deprivation of sun heat of a much less extent than this

would certainly lower the summer temperature of these places

far below the freezing point, were it not for a compensating

eause to which I shall now refer, viz : the heat "trapped" by

the fog. The fog, although it prevents a large portic

from ever reaching a place, at the same time prt

the little he*

as a screen pr<

nting the loss of heat by radiation into space. But the hei

vents to a great extent that place from losir

which it does receive. In other words, it act

trapped" never fully compensates for that not received,

and a lowering of temperature is always the result.

Had all these considerations been taken into account by

Professor Newcomb, Mr. Hill. Mr. Searles Wood and others,

they would have seen that I had by no means over-estimated

the powerful influence of fogs in lowering the summer temper-

The influence of fogs on the summer temperature is a feet

so well established by observation that it seems strange that

any one should be found arguing against it.

II, at <rnlr<,l I,,/ Fuzing.— There is one objection to

heat may be absorbed in tie' mechanical work of melting tl

snow just as much was evolved in the formation of the sno 1

Consequently it is inferred, in so far as climate is concerne

the one effect completely counterbalances the other. Th
inference, sound as it may at first sight appear, has been :

well proved to be incorrect by Mr. Wallace that I cannot t

better than quote his words :
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" In the act of freezing, no doubt water gives up some of
its heat to the surrounding air, but that air still remains
below the freezing point or freezing would not take place.
The heat liberated by freezing is, therefore, what may be
termed low-grade heat—heat incapable of melting snow or
tee : while the heat absorbed while ice or snow is melting is

high-grade heat, such as is capable of melting snow and sup-
porting vegetable growth. Moreover, the low-grade heat
nl» rut. (i in the formation of snow is usually liberated high up
in the atmosphere, where it may be carried off by winds to
more southern latitudes, while the heat absorbed in melting
the surface of snow and ice is absorbed close to the earth and
is thus prevented from warming the lower atmosphere, which
is in contact with vegetation. The two phenomena, therefore,
by no means counterbalance or counteract each other, as it is

so constantly and superficially asserted that they do."

—

Tdand
Life, p. 140.

The Furulann ntnl n, iwinception.—I come now to a misap-
prehension which more than any other has tended to prevent
a proper understanding of the causes which lead to the con-
servation by snow. Whatever the eccentricity of the earth's
orbit may be the heat received from the sun during summer is

more than sufficient to melt the snow of winter. Conse-
quently, it is assumed, no permanent accumulation of snow can
take place. This objection, as expressed by Mr. Hill, is as

follows: "We have no reason to suppose that at present in

the northern hemisphere more snow or ice is anywhere formed
in winter than is melted in summer. With greater eccen-
tricity less heat than now would be received in winter, but
exactly as much more in summer. More snow would therefore
oe formed in the one hall of the v.-ar. bar .-xactlv as much
more be m.-ltr i in •!„• ,„l lt

. r halt. Th- <-',!. ,• winter and the
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It is assumed, in this objection, that because the heat received

from the sun by an area is more than sufficient to melt all the

snow that falls on it, no permanent accumulation of snow and
ice can take place. It is assumed that the quantity of snow
and ice melted must be proportional to the heat received.

Suppose that on a certain area a given amount of snow falls

annually. The amount of heat received from the sun per

annum is computed, and after the usual deduction for that

cut off by the atmosphere has been made, if it be found that

the quantity remaining is far more than sufficient to melt the

snow, it is then assumed that the snow must be melted, and
that no accumulation of snow and ice year by year in this

area is possible. To one approaching this perplexing subject

for the first time such an assumption looks very plausible,

but a little reflection will show that it is most superficial.

The assumption is at the very outset totally opposed to known
facts. Take the lofty peaks of the Himalayas and Andes as an

example. Few, I suppose, would admit that at these great

elevations as much as fifty per cent of the sun's heat could be

cut oif. But if titty per cent reaches the snow this would be

sufficient to melt fifty feet of ice, and this no doubt is more
than ten times the quantity which actually requires to be

melted. Notwithstanding all this the snow is never melted

but remains permanent. Take as another example South
Georgia in the latitude of England. Suppose we assume that

one-half of the sun's heat is cut off by the clouds and fogs

which prevail to such an extent in that place, still the remain-

in-- halt' would be sufficient to melt upwards of thirty feet of

ice, which is certainly more than the equivalent of all the

snow which falls; yet this island is covered with snow and ice

down almost to the seashore during the whole year. Take
still another example, that of Greenland. The 'quantity of

heat received between latitudes 60° and 80°, which is that of

Greenland, is, according to Meech, one-half that received at

the equator; and were none cut off, it would be sufficient to

melt fifty feet of ice. The annual precipitation on Greenland
in the form of snow and rain. a< rding to Dr. Kink, amounts

to only twelve inches, and two inches of this he considers i*

never melted but is carried away in the form of icebergs. Mr.

Hill maintain-- that owing to' the great thickness of the air

traversed by the sun's rays and the loss resulting from the

great obliquity of reflection, the amount of heat reaching the

ground would be insufficient to melt more than sixteen feet of

ice. Supposing we admit this estimate to be correct still this

is nineteen times more than is actually melted. The sun melts

* Geological Magazine. April, 1880.
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only ten inches notwithstanding the fact that it has the power
to melt sixteen feet.

In short, there is not a place on the face of the globe where
the amount of heat received from the sun is not far more than
sufficient to melt all the snow which falls upon it. If it w.-e
true, as the objection assumes, that the amount of snow melted
ifl proportional to the amount of heat received by the snow
then there could be no such thing as perpetual snow.
The reason why the amount of sn<>w and ice melted is not

necessarily proportional to the amount of heat received is not
far to seek. Before snow or ice will melt its temperature must
be raised to the melting point. No amount of heat, however
great, wid induce melting to begin unless the intensity of the
heat be sufficient to raise the temperature to the melting
point. Keep the temperature of the snow below that point
and though the sun may shine upon it for countless ages it

will still remain unmelted. It is easy to understand how the
snow on the lofty summits of the Himalavas and the Andes
never melts. According to the observations ma.de at Mount
Whitney, to which reference has already been made, the heat
of even a vertical sun would not be sufficient at these altitudes
t" raise the temperature of the snow to near the melting point

;

and thus melting, under these conditions, is impossible. The
snow will evaporate but it cannot melt. But owing to the
frozen condition of the snow even evaporation will take place
with extreme difficulty. If the sun could manage to soften
the snow crystals and bring them into a semi-fluid condition,
*"•;')' 'rati >u would, no doubt, go on rapidly; but this the rays
of the sun are unable to do. Consequently, we have only the
evaporation of a solid which, of course, is necessarily small.

It may here be observed that at low elevations, where the
snow fall is probably greater, and the an, .mat of heat received

Here, again, the influence . i th it i or. at ig nt, aqueous vapor,
comes into play. At high elevations the air is dry and .allows

the heat radiated from the snow to pass into space; but at
tow elevations a very considerable amount of the heat radiated

trom the snow is absorbed ley the aqueous vapor which it

encounters in passing through the atmosphere. A consider-

able portion of the heat thus absorbed l.v the vapor is radiated

oack on the snow; but the heat thus radiated being of the

same quality as that which the snow itself radiates is on this

account absorbed by the snow. Little or none of it is relleend

[ike that received from the sun. The couseqimnee is that the

neat thus absorbed accumulates in the snow till melting takes

place. Were the amount of aqueous vapor possessed by the

Am. Jour. Sci.—Third Series, Vol. XXVI, N'o. 154. -Oct., 1883.
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atmosphere sufficiently diminished, perpetual snow would
cover our globe down to the sea shore. It is true that the air

is warmer at the lower than at the higher levels, and by con-

tact with the snow must tend to melt it more at the former

than at the latter position. But we must remember that the

air is warmer mainly in consequence of the influence of

aqueous vapor, and that were the quantity of vapor reduced

to the amount in question, the difference of temperature at

the two positions would not be great.

But it may be urged as a further objection to the foregoing

conclusion that, as a matter of fact, on great mountain chains

the snow line reaches to a lower level on the side where the air

is moist than on the opposite side win -re it is dry and arid:

as, for example, on the southern side of the Himalayas, and

on the eastern side of the Andes, where the snow line descends

2,000 or 3,000 feet below that of the opposite or dry side.

But this is owing to the fact that it is on the moist side

that by far the greatest amount of snow is precipitated. The
moist winds of the southwest monsoon deposit their snow

almost wholly on the southern side of the Himalayas, and the

southeast trades on the east side of the Andes. Were the

conditions in every respect the same on both sides of these

mountain ranges, with the exception only that the air on

one side was perfectly dry, allowing radiation from the snow
to pass without interruption into stellar space, while on the

other side the air was moist and full of aqueous vapor absorb-

ing the heat radiated from the snow, the snow line would in

this case undoubtedly descend to a lower level on the dry

than on the moist side. Melting would certainly take place

at a greater elevation on the moist than on the dry side, and

this is what would mainly determine the position of the snow

The annual precipitation on Greenland, as we have seen, is

very small; scarcely one-half that of the dryest parts of Great

Britain. This region is covered with snow and ice, not

because the quantity of snow falling on it is great, but

because the quantity melted is small ; and the reason why the

snow does not melt is not that the amount of heat received

during the year is unequal to the work of melting the ice, but

that, mainly through the dryness of the air, the snow is pre-

vented from rising to the melting point. The very cause

which prevents a heavy snowfall protects the little which does

fall from disappearing. The same remarks apply to the ant-

arctic regions.

In South Georgia and Fuegia, where clouds and dense logs

prevail during nearly the whole year, the permanent snow and
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ice are due to a different cause. Here the snowfall is great
and the amount of heat cut off enormous ; but this alone
would not account for the non-disappearance of the snow and
ice. For, notwithstanding this, the heat received is certainly
more than sufficient to melt all the snow which falls, great as
that amount may be. The real cause is that the heat received
is not sufficiently intense to raise the temperature to the melt-
ing point. More heat is actually received by the snow than is

required to melt it, but it is dissipated and lost before it can
manage to raise the temperature of the snow to the melting
point; consequently the snow is not melted. Here snow falls

m the very middle of summer, but snow would not fall unless
the temperature were near the freezing point.

Foregoing principhs applied to the case of the Glacial
epoch.—Let us now apply the S - ro the case
of the Glacial epoch. As winter then occurred in aphelion
during a high state of eccentricity, that season would be much
longer and colder than at present. Snow in temperate regions
would then tall in place of rain, and although the snowfall
during the winter might not be great, yet as the tempera rure

would be far below the freezing point, what fell would not
melt. As heat, which produces evaporation, is just as essen-
tia! to the accumulation of snow and ice as is cold, which
produces condensation, after the sun had passed the vernal

equinox and summer was approaching the consequent rise of

ore would be accompanied by an increase in the

snowfall. A melting of the snow would also begin, but
it would be a very considerable time before the amount
melted would equal the daily amount of snow falling. Rain,
alternating with snow showers, would probably result ; and,
for some time before mid-summer, snow would cease and give
place entirely to rain. Melting would then go on rapidly, and
by the end of the summer the snow would all disappear except
on high mountain summits such as those of Scotland, Wales
Mid Scandinavia. Before the end of autumn, however, it

* "iild again begin to fall. Next year would bring a repeti-

tion of the same process, with this difference, however, that
the snow line would descend to a lower level than on the pre-

vious year. Year by year the snow line would continue to

descend til! i< became covered with perma-
nent snow.

It would not require a very great amount of change from
the present condition of things to bring about such a result.

A simple lowering of the temperature, which would secure

that snow instead of rain, sh 11M fall f >r six or eight months
m the year would suffice; and this would follow as a neces-
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sary result from an increase of eccentricity. Now if all our
mountain summits were covered with permanent snow down
to a considerable distance, the valleys would soon become
filled with local glaciers. In such a case we should then have

more than one-half of Scotland, a large part of the north of

England and Wales, with nearly the whole of Norway covered

with snow and ice. Here a new and powerful agent would
come into operation which would greatly hasten on a glacial

condition of things. This large snow and ice-covered surface

would tend to condense the vapor into snow. It would dur-

ing summer chill the air and produce dense and continued

fogs, cutting off the sun's rays and leading to a state of things

approaching to that of South Georgia, which would much
retard the melting of the snow.

It is a great mistake, as I have repeatedly shown, to sup-

pose that the perihelion summers of the Glacial epoch could

be hot. No snow and ice-covered continent can enjoy a hot

Bummer. This is clearly shown by the present condition of

Greenland. Were it not for the ice the summers of North
Greenland, owing to the continuance of the sun above the hor-

izon, would be as warm as those of England ; but, instead of

this, the Greenland summers are colder than our winters, and

that season falls more or less nine days out of ten.

e ice covering removed a snow shower during sum-
mer would be as great a rarity as it would be with us. On
the other hand, cover India with an ice sheet, and the sum-
mers of that place would be colder than those of England.
When the high grounds of Scotland and Scandinavia, with

those of the northern parts of America, became covered with

"t

suow anu ice, and the eccentricity went on increasing, a uiim-

nution of the Gulf Stream and a host of other physics
all tending toward a glacial condition of things, would be

brought into operation. This would ultimately and inevitably

lead to a general state of glaciation without the aid of any of

th >se additional ue.»urap i, d chan U'< < id laud and water which

some have supposed. This will be shown more fully when we

come to examine Mr. Alin-d U. Wallace's theory.

T/tr Mutual Ii<,irf„ tli nft.li? Pfu/xJr.tl A <)< nfx.—Those who
think thai the agencies to' which I refer would not by them-

selves bring about a glacial condiiimi appear to overlook a

most important and remarkable circumstance regai

mode of operation, to which I have frequently alluded in

'Climate and Time' (pp. 74-77) and other places. The cir-

agencies in question not only

all lead to one result, viz : an accumulation of snow and ice,

but their efficiency in bringing about this result is actually
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strengthened by their mutual reaction on one another. In
physics the effect reacts on the cause. In electricity and mag-
netism, for example, cause and effect in almost every case

mutually act and react upon each other, but the reaction of the
effect tends to weaken the cause. Those physical agents to
which I have referred, no doubt, in their mutual actions and
reactions obey the same law ; but, in reference to one particular
result, viz: the accumulation and conservation of snow, those
mutual reactions strengthen one another. This is not reason-
ing in a circle, as Mr. Searles Wood supposes; for the reaction
of an effect may on the whole weaken the cause, and yet in

regard to a particular result it may strengthen it. In the case

Under consideration the agents not only act in one direction,

BOt their efficiency in acting in that one direction is strength-
ened by their mutual reactions. This curious circumstance
throws a flood of light on the causes which tended to bring
about the Glacial epoch.
To begin with we have a high state of eccentricity. This

leads to lung and cold winters. The cold leads to snow, and
although heat is given out in the formation of the snow, yet
the tiiial result is that the snow intensities the cold: it cools

tiie^air and lend- to still m -re snow. The cold and snow bring
a third agent into play

—

fogs—which act still in the same
direction. The fogs intercept the sun's rays, flu's interception
of the rays diminishes the melting power of the sun, and so

increases the accumulation. As the snow and ice continue to

of the rays are cut off ; and on the

nulaiio
the rays continue to be cut off, the i

increases, because the quantity ot snow_ and ice

pi Ited becomes thus annually less and less. In addition, the
1,lS > of the rays cut off by the fogs lowers the temperature of
t!l " air and leads to more snow being formed, while again the
S1 '"w thus funned chills the air still more and increases the

fogs. Again, during the winters of a Glacial epoch, the earth
w" 1l! ' ! lie radiating it. heat into space. Had rhi< loss of boat
s 'tnply low-red tie- temperature, the lowering of the tempera-
t,!l " would have tended to diminish the rate A loss

;
but the

,v^!t is the formation of s.i,-. ^-ring >A'

> the warm h< misph- than to the cold. Sup-
Pose the northern hemisphere to be the -Id on,:', then as the

snow and ice begin gradually to accumulate, the ocean currents
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of that hemisphere, more particularly the Gulf Stream, begin

to decrease in volume, while those on the southern or warm
hemisphere begin pari passu to increase.* This withdrawal of

heat from the northern hemisphere favors the accumulation of

snow and ice, and as the snow and ice accumulate the ocean

currents decrease. On the other hand, as the ocean currents

diminish, the snow and ice still more accumulate. Thus the

two effects in so far as the accumulation of snow and ice is

concerned mutually strengthen each other.

The same process of mutual action and reaction takes place

among the agencies in operation on the warm hemisphere, only

the result produced is diametrically opposite to that produced

in the cold hemisphere. On this warm hemisphere action and

reaction tend to raise the mean temperature and diminish the

quantity of snow and ice existing in temperate and polar

regions.

The primary cause of all these physical agencies being set

in operation is a high state of eccentricity of the earth's orbit,

and with a continuance of that state a glacial epoch becomes

inevitable.

Tin- ErjJ.nnitln,, },,,/,},« with Winter.—Mr. Hill asks why 1

always begin in my explanation with the aphelion winter rather

than with the perihelion summer. The reason is that the

character of the summer is determined by that of the winter

and not the winter bv that of the summer. It is true that to

, the influence is mutual, but the effect of the

nnter is trifling in comparison with that of the
m

o begin our explanation with the

summer would be like beginning at the end of a story and

telling it backward.
Herr Woeikof on the cause of Glaciation.—ln an article by

A. Woeikof on 'Glaciers and Glacial P nods in their rela-

tions to Climate' (Nature, March 2d, 1882), it is maintain-

that the chief cause which leads to the formation of snow, and

consequently to a glacial condition, is a low surface-tern }
BTft-

ture of the sea surrounding or adjoining the land. When the

surface temperature of the water' much exceeds the freezing-

* Professor Dana has shown that in North America those areas v.

;

totally unable to comprehei

would during that peri
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point the vapor, he says,

densed on the land will be ram and not snow,
temperature of the water is near the freezing-point, snow "will

be the result. A diminution, for example, in the heat brought
by the Gulf Stream that would very greatly lower the surface

temperature of the sea surrounding Great Britain would, he
says, bring about a heavy snow-fall and lead to permanent
snow and ice. Again he maintains "as there is no reason to

face-temperature of the sea would be lower
luring winter in aphelion and high eccentricity, it follows
that there will not be more snow than now in countries where
rain is the rule, even in winter, all other tilings equal."

There is surely a fallacy lurking under this theory of M.
Woeikof. Snow instead of rain is not, as he supposes, owing
to the low temperature of the water from which the vapor is

derived, but to the low temperature of the air where the vapor
l ^ precipitated. Of course, when the surface of the sea is near

--point, the air over the sea and the adjoining land
is usually also not far from the freezing-point, and conse-

quently the precipitation is more likely to be snow than rain.

If the air be cold as it generally is over a snow and ice

covered
_ country, a high tempe:

^ere this possible, would -teat'lv

be available

Aht. XXX.— Co.unnnhUiens from the U. & Ceohgv
Rocky Mountain division. IV. On .,,<„> r>d> <

group recently found in Cohmid; ; bv Whitman <

W. F. HlLLEBRAND.

In this Journal, for October, 1882* we announced, in con-

'«-^i< vit i tl lesenption of re u md othei ruin* ds 1 in

orh.>,,d ^i Pike's Peak, that eryolite and several

rides bad been identified from the same I

nu the suhje-r of a paper at an early day. Shortly

ove dare there appeared in the '•/

Krvstallographie,'' ere., an interesting and valuable paper by
1

' > •-)!' P Groth-f contai n- t i sulfso - ching mv.s
*

; -,' r «»n into rhe ores; a! lo-raphical and chemical properties, not
only of cr. on products, but also of the few
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allied minerals occurring independently. The chemical anal-

yses of the above article, which had been previously published

apart, were made by J. Brandl* upon material selected and
crystallographically examined by Professor Groth. By a crit-

ical review of the ex;- I by renewed investi-

gations in doubtful cases, it was hoped to clear away the

uncertainty which had hung about some of the members of the

group, and as the available material was, for the most part, far

better than had been examined before, it was possible to obtain

very satisfactory results.

In the present paper, frequent reference will necessarily be

made to the results of Messrs. Groth and Brandl. Owing to

data, and only in one instance, namely, in regard to

the composition of pachnolite, is there any discrepancy between
our results and those contained in»the articles above cited.

Locality and occurrence.—The point at which these minerals

occur may be described as at the northeast base of St. Peters

Dome, a small conical peak, due west of Cheyenne Mountain,

and near the Pike's Peak toll-road, which is now completed
from Colorado Springs to the Seven Lakes at the base of

Pike's Peak. Although several miles in a straight line from

the mountain proper, the locality may be considered as within

the ''Pike's Peak region."
The country rock of this whole district is a coarse, reddish,

biotite granite, <>{ r , general type which is common in the Colo-

rado Range of the Eocky Mountains, and is, in all probability,

a part of the Archsean formation. A specimen collected near

St Peter's Dome shows largelv predominant reddish feldspar,

brilliant, black biotite, and quartz, the latter rather subordinate,

in small grains between the other minerals. The feldspar con-

sists largely of an intergrowth of orthoclase and albite, some-

what after th< lite. The rock disintegrates verv

readily (I.e., p. 281), and the study of the geognostic relations

in the region is much hindered by the gravelly debris winch

covers many slopes almost entirely.

The cryolite locality lies on the southeast border of the ex-

tensive district within' which Amazon stone and its associated

minerals are so abundantly found in cavities in the granite.

In the immediate vie,init\ isu-oph "1
< ,<> 1 associated zircon

occur in granitic veins, and also, as do

The minerals to be described occur ii

white quartz, and in each ease they we
pectors. The two veins are scarcely mc

* J. Brandl, Sitzungsbericht der konigl. bayr. A

the a rfvedsonite, in

than

ins of massive

one-third of a

lemie d<it Wissenschaften
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mile apart, and their continuation is so concealed by soil and
debris that it cannot be seen what their relation to each other
and to the other veins may be. They differ, however, so
greatly in the minerals they contain and in the manner of oc-
currence of the latter, as to make it improbable that they are
united.

In the vein which we will designate vein A, cryolite, pach-
nolite, thomsenolite, gearksutite, prosopite and probably ralsto-

, with but rare associated minerals. In vein B, on
the other hand, prosopite, fluorite and mixed fluorides occur
intimately associated with zircon, kaolinite and a greenish yel-

can best consider them in the groups afforded by the veins
themselves.

Vein A.

At this place a very steep incline was sunk on an outcrop of
white quartz. At about ten feet from the surface a small,

sa of fluorides, some two feet in thickness, was struck,
and below it came massive quartz again. The boundaries of
this mass are quite irregular, and its lateral extent is still

unknown.
This small body of mineral, which was no doubt wholly cry-

olite originally, is now composed of the same alteration pro-
ducts which are known in connection with the Greenland
cryolite, some of them in better development than is known in
tS| i> latter locality The only associated minerals observed to

penetrate the e^,. ite mass ire astrophvlliu md eolumbite, the
former being almost wholly altered to a dull green substance

The astrophvl! te sj ri _•- from the _i i ti. wall of the vein in

; ,I inches long, and zircon was noticed

M'i it in the mass at the base of the blades, while never seen
imbedded direetlv in the crvolite. The eolumbite is in small,

• type found with the Amazon stone, and
' nirelv in isolated crystals. The crvolite decom-

position products adjacent to the astrophvllite will be described
later (page 289).

"

.
Adjoining the quartz, the cryolite is always decomposed, and

is generally replaced by a massive mixture of pachnolite and
thomsenolite, but not

i

a gone still

I a white powder of extreme fineness, like purest

la the space between quartz and more solid pachno-
llf e. This is the gearksutite which, when wet, as it usually is

nere, makes a thick paste or mud. The description of the

numerals will b. _ . vith cs olite m 1 proceed through the
Werent stages «,f alteration bo-re exhibited.
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Cryolite.

Within the mass of fluorides in vein A there is a surpris-

ingly large amount of fresh cryolite. It can be obtained in

solid pieces several inches in diameter, and the process of alter-

ation can be readily followed from the perfectly fresh material.

It occurs in massive aggregates of crystalline individuals which,

as shown by the continuous cleavage surfaces, are often two to

three inches in diameter, and are never very small. The fresh-

est substance has usually a delicate pink or even decidedly

rose color; less frequently a faint greenish tinge, and none so

far obtained has the snowy whiteness or the clearness of the

Greenland cryolite. The color disappears on heating, leaving

the cryolite pure white. Cleavage, in three directions, very

nearly at right angles to each other, is quite distinct, but

although as plainly marked as in the Greenland mineral, actual

separation parallel to the cleavage planes is not so easily

effected as is normal. The cause of this lies, undoubtedly, in

the complicated polysynthetic twin structure revealed by the

microscope.

No crystals of cryolite have been found, and a thoroughly

satisfactory study of the laws of twinning which appear in this

massive material would require much more time than we have

been able to devote to it. In some of the thin sections which

have been prepared the relations are simple and admit of

perfectly satisfactory explanation. Thus, in some sections par-

allel to the plane of most perfect cleavage, a lamellar polysyn-

thetic twin structure like that of common plagioclase is visible.

These lamellae lie parallel to one of the two visible systems of

cleavage lines, are continuous, approximately 01 equai wm*u,

appear most distinctly when parallel to the principal section of

one of the crossed Nicols, and extinction takes plac<

neously, so far as can be determined by the weak polarization

of the mineral, at an angle of about 45° from the twinning line

and parallel to the diagonals of the prism as indicated by the

cleavage fissures. This structure evidently indicates the law

of twinning frequently noticed in the Greenland cryolite,

namely, that parallel to / (110). The same twinning law is

seen in many sections parallel to one of the less perfect or pris-

matic cleavage surfaces. A similar laminated structure

appears, and extinction takes place at 30° to 33° from the

twinning iinc, in oncost! directions in alternate laminte, 31

15' being the ai gl '\>f . xt uction with the edge of /, theoret-

ically required in sections parallel to a prism face (Grotli)-

Such a section u.snu!!; si >ws two systems of laminae situated

nearly at right angles to each other but seldom, if ever, creat-

ing. The second system seems probably to represent a twin-

Ding parallel to the "base. Associated with these two systems
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is frequently a third crossing the other two at nearly 45°, as
seen m a section parallel to i". This may be caused by twin-
ning parallel to a hemiorthodome, but, as stated above, the
laws here represented have not as yet been fully investigated.

Chemical investigation.—-For all" analyses of this and the
following minerals the greatest care was taken to have the
purest of reagents. The fluorine was in all cases determined
by the Wohler-Fresenius method, with the slight modifications
introduced by Brandl * except that the iron plate, instead of
the oil bath, was used for heating. The sulphuric acid was
obtained of the highest degree of concentration and purity by

etort. The water was determined
by absorption in a chloride of calcium tube, the mineral having
been heated in a tube with either oxide of lead or carbonate of
sodmm, the results being the- same whether one or the other
was used.

The cryolite, of which the analysis is here given, possessed

^nvin 1MC2 at '24 ('.. wj.sfi.intU pink in color,
and contained as a visible impurity the oxide of iron repre-
sented in the analysis

:

-The presence of a slight amount of water indicates incipient
alteration. Purer material was subsequently obtained but a
second analysis seemed unnecessary.

Alteration of cryolite.—The alteration of the cryolite proceeds
ln two ways, producing the same minerals in the end. By
one process

j are utilized by the
solutions which effect the change, and thin walls are formed of

? white cr\ - The next step seems to be the
bodily removal of t%- crvolito matter between tiiese wails. leav-
lng a network of partitions in the three directions of the chief
cleavages of the original cryolite. These partitions or walls
ape lined by minute crystals. The second mode of alteration
Proceeds from the neighboring quartz, and from the b.umda-
r] es of the different cry* s of the cryolite, the
result being a compact crystalline mass of a faint bluish tin-c.
ine material at hand illustrates the two processes and their

products about equally well, and they are often naturally corn-
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Pachnolite.

a. From the thin walls.—The microscopical examination (

the walls and membranes produced by the first mode of alter;

tion of the cryolite shows them to be coated by many minui

but perfect, colorless and transparent, prismatic, crystals whic

usually placed at right angles to the central plane of tl

The'wall, though sometimes in irregt

maximum length of 2 ffim by a thickness of 0-2 to 04mm. The
crystals are occasionally yellow in color, while retaining their

transparency, the color being doubtless owing to some matter

produced by the alteration of the astrophyllite which pene-

trates all such specimens. The crystallographical identification

of these crystals with pachnolite is quite certain, for upon

placing them in vertical position under the microscope the

prism angles can readily be measured and correspond closely to

81° 24/ and 98° 36', the theoretical angles of pachnolite (see

Crroth, 1. c. p. 463). The prism 7(110) and base (001) are in

all cases the chief faces, accompanied frequently by a hemior-

thodome, and very rarely by a clinodome, both very slightly

developed. The former is considered to be —1(101) from data

given below. Pyramid faces have not been seen upon crystals

of this growth. Although all detached crystals show when ex-

amined in polarized light as lying upon a prism face, an oblique

twinning plane in the prismatic zone,* still a projecting angle

upon the base can but rarely be seen. The reflecting surfaces

of the thinnest walls are composed of innumerable small facets

of rhombic outline—the basal planes of the very low prisms

In fragments from some of the thinnest walls, placed hori-

zontally under the microscope and observed in polarize! light,

twinning parallel to the shorter (ortho-) diagonal could easily

be seen. The crystals are usually quite equally bisected by the

twinning line. The central portion of these walls is rather dull

white and probably represents the alteration product on cleav-

age planes of the original cryolite, while the crystals themselves

w^ere formed during or after the removal of the intermediate

cryolite substance.

Thomsenolite is but rarely present with pachnolite on these

walls. The few crystals found correspond to the pachnolite in

size and possess a prism angle of nearly 90°, and a very perfect

clea age parallel to the base.

Material from a network of thin walls covered by pachnolite

crystals was subjected to chemical analysis, yielding the result

under II. p. 281.

b. From product—The pale bl

formed by the second mode of decomposition has in great part

a regular crystalline structure produced by a more or less per-
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feet intergrowth of pachnolite individuals in three directions
approximately at right angles to each other. Nearly simulta-
neous reflection over the greater part of certain irregular sur-
faces makes this relation plain. By the examination of such a
surface with a loupe, one can usually identify a number of
rhombic facets which are nearly or quite coincident in position

• striated planes, the two corresponding to and /of differ-

ent individuals. Such a structure is also illustrated by the
crystals in the numerous small cavities occurring in the massive

These cavities are of wholly irregular shape and reach a max-
imum observed diameter of 3 to 4cm. The crystals lining them
are often very perfect and are occasionally 2 or 3mm in length,
with a thickness of lmm or less. The study of these crystals
proves that, as in the preceding case, most" of them must be
referred to pachnolite, although thomsenolite is sparingly pres-
ent. These pachnolite crystals differ in habit from those
already described in that the pyramid is usually prominent,
being, however, in nearly every case truncated by the basal
plane

; in fact, crystals without are very rare. The rhombic
section of the prism is everywhere plain. Although every
pnsm on being optically tested showed a twinning plane in the
prismatic zone, the low projecting angle of 179° 20' upon

could seldom be distinctly seen. Many crystals are some-
what extended parallel to one pair of prism faces. A hemior-
thodome of the same order as the pyramid is sometimes devel-
oped and probably corresponds to that noticed upon the
crystals of the foregoing type. Most of the crystals of these

while very perfect and distinctly recognizable as

pachnolite, are too small and their surfaces are too frequently
covered by minute crystals of a later growth to be available
for measurements with the goniometer.

.
Whether thomsenolite is mixed with pachnolite in the mas-

Slve portion or not is difficult to determine. It is certain! v in

comparative]
I present, and in the cavities all

lue recogm, >sited upon the pachnolite and
a/e apparently distinctly later in formation.
'Two specimens of the bluish, massive material when care-

(

tully examined proved to contain pachnolite in a form allow-
'

?
ng of more exact crystal lographic, optical and chemical
investigation.

The first of these, which we will designate specimen A, is

about 8x5x2cm
in size, is somewhat more coarsely granular

than the variety described, and possesses i i an eminent degree

comp;

th
the greater Parfc °f tne specimen there are portions in whi.. -^jcimen the
grains are more loosely aggregated together and parts of
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various individuals have perfectly developed crystal faces. In

some minute cavities a few crystals with quite perfect termina-

tions were found, and upon these some faces were sufficiently

large and polished to admit of measurements with a Fuess re-

flection goniometer. These crystals are about lmm long and

nearly the same in thickness. They show 7(110), (001),

with subordinate —1 (111) and a negative pyramid determined

as -3-3(311). They are all twinned parallel to 44(100) and

the low projecting angle upon is sometimes distinctly visible

The angles given m the following table are all means of

numerous closely agreeing measurements, and demonstrate the

crystallographical identity of the mineral under discussion with

|

Crystal Crystal. cSSS.. Calcu.ate*.

7.7(110. llo)

7. 0(110.001)
-1.0(111.001......
-33 * -33 (311 ~ 311 .

-3-3.1(311.110) 149° 03'

81° 22'

90° 21'

179° 21'

55
81° 24'

90° 20^

138° 52^ 14]

119° 20'

The face -33 was observed on a number of distinct twin

crystals with projecting angle on 0, and in several cases on

both of the negative angles.

Upon one side of specimen A are a few thomsenolite crys-

tals, distinguishable by their prism angle of nearly 90°. They

lie irregularly and seem to be later in formation than the pach-

nolite. Upon them are deposited minute prosopif

and indistinct alteration products. In the mass of

men no thomsenolite can be detected, while all indivi

partially free development are plainly pachnolite. Analysis

III of table (page 281), was made on material obtained from the

clear, loosely granular portions of specimen A, and

it was necessary to include many transparent grains of irregu-

lar shape in order to obtain a desirable amount of substance,

there is no doubt in our own minds but that thomsenolite was

wholly absent from the material analyzed.

The second specimen (B), from which especially good mate-

rial was obtained, had a seam 2^ thick of coarse granular

structure running through it, and upon splitting it open along

this seam two surfaces of water-clear, loosely adhering crystal-

line grains of pachnolite were exposed, with the regular arrange-

ment described. Actual development of crystal faces other

than the prism is rarer than in specimen A, but the size of tne

grains, reaching 5mm in length by l-3mra in thickness, is sucri

as to admit of the preparation of.thin sections for optical exam-

ination, and also gave absolutely pure material for chemical
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analysis. None of the crystals upon which the faces were well
formed were superior to those from specimen A, and only

measurements of the prism angles were made. The face -3'3
was not observed at all.

The optical properties of these pachnolite crystals are such as
to leave no room for doubt concerning their crystallographical
identity with the mineral described by Professor Groth as
pachnolite. Several sections were prepared as nearly parallel
to the clinopinacoid as possible. These exhibit in all cases a
twin structure, and this is frequently polysynthetic. The
twinning lines are straight and lie parallel to the vertical axis.

takes place at 21° 30'—22° or 68°—68° 30' from the
twinning line, in opposed directions in alternate laminae. Ac-
cording to Professor Groth the bisectrix is in the plane of sym-
metry and inclined- 68° 5' forward from the vertical axis.
Sections parallel to the base show the twinning structure also,
the line lying parallel to the orthodiagonal.
A large part of the purest crystals and pyramids from this

specimen were used for chemical analysis and repeated water
determinations, the results of which are given below (IV,
Page 281).

Chemical investigation. — Previous to the analysis by J.
-Brandl 1

of pachnolite carefully selected by Professor Groth,
pachnolite and thomsenolite were considered to possess the
same chemical composition. The results of all earlier analyses,
excluding such as referred to manifestly very impure material,
while frequently deviating materially from the figures required
by theory for the formula NaF, CaF

a , A1F„ H a
O, still agree on

the whole very well, aa shown g table, and
tl% justified the belief in the chemical identity of the two
species :

% i \ it™*-
>!..--_

Calculated

forXaK,

H aO.

p:: ':;;; :;:;;;
!

^;;
:

'^j 10 '68 12 '06

n^i»lliSyiS5-
|

17-98

51 26
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Wohler's analysis was entirely confirmed some years subse-

quently by Jannasch* in Gottingen, who subjected to analysis

pure tbomsenolite selected by Professor Klein.

In view of the above, the analysis of paehnolite by Brandl,

showing results agreeing well with those required by the form-

ula NaF, CaF„ A1F
S
was calculated to cause no little surprise.

Professor Groth accepts without question the anhydrous nature

of paehnolite and endeavors to explain away the opposing evi-

dence shown in the foregoing table by assuming that the sup-

posed homogeneous material analyzed was contaminated largely

with tbomsenolite. As in no published analysis does the per-

centage of water fall below 7 per cent, this assumption necessi-

tates a most improbable admixture of thomsenolite. In those

cases where the percentage of water equals or exceeds that

required for thomsenolite, the presence of gearksutite is sug-

gested by Professor Groth as a possible explanation. Even on

this supposition the percentage of foreign admixture could not

fall below 50 per cent, in which extreme case the whole of the

impurity must be gearksutite, an amount which it is difficult to

conceiye should have escaped the notice of such observers as

Ko'nig, vom Rath and Knop, the latter of whom expressly saya

his analysis was made upon material identified as pachnolite.f

Notwithstanding the difficulty of explaining the agreement

between the previous analyses of paehnolite and thomsenolite

on the assumption of the anhydrous nature of the former, the

3 of Brandl's analysis was not at first questioned by

In the course of the present investigations, the compact

bluish material (see p. 276) having the specific gravity 2'980 at

22^° C. was first analyzed, the ci olite not hav-

ing yet been observed. The results of

I below, agreed in the main so well with the figures required

for the formula NaF, CaF„ A1F„ H
Q0, that no hesil

felt in considering the mineral to W. thomsenolite, probabls

slightly contaminated with fluorite. Later, the -

coating on the thin walls produced by the first mode of altera-

tion of the cryolite, the crystals forming which had not yet

been identified ervstailograpineallv as paehnolite, were in-

jected to analysis with the results given under II. Hue ^
J

the identity with thomsenolite seemed clear. It was

the analysis of perfectly transparent fresh crystals, and cry^e

from specimen A above descri

the results shown under III, that the possibility of ihe tir-t

analyses having been also made upon paehnolite, was ^ u -

gested. That this was, however, so in the case of No. II sub-
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sequent careful examination fully revealed
analyzed were not entirely free from foreign admixture. It

seems certain also that the compact bluish portions (I) consist

almost entirely of pachnolite, although it cannot be positively

asserted that some thomsenolite may not be intergrown with it.

That no possible doubt might exist in the mind oi any one as
to the homogeneity of the material used for analysis III. a

further analysis was made upon crystals from specimen B above
described, particular care being taken to identify each as pach-
nolite by the rhombic section. The results of this analysis ap-
pear under IV.

Hillebrand. PrandU

I- II. III. IV.

Mg

12-02

o-iii

7-95 8-64

13-01 12-23

15-17 18-0(3

10-23

51-2* 5130*

13-60

55-69

17-98

m-j.-, 100-00 99-85
! 10000

Furthc
;

.

gave 7-95; 7 '99 ; 814, and
nnations, some on material <

sent. Still other drter-

:ment of which showed
I taken at random from

ystalline mass gave results between 7"90 and 8-20 per
cent. The spec, grav., at 17° C. of the perfectly pure material,
as the mean qs varying between 2*963 and
2'968, was 2'965. A tion on another portion
equally pure at 22° C. gave 2 962. The transparent crystals,

all the other portions analyzed, decrepitated
lently

the whit ..-in.

] ite, and m
ehnolite from Pike's Peak and thoi

ube, the walls became

c of thomsenolit

„,.! ail

•l|..ii!

chemical
senolite showing slightly
formula NaF, CaF„ A1F„ H

2
may indicate, as su

Professor Groth, a partial replacement of fluorine bj
1T1 tn at mineral. Should this prove to be the case, a plausible

'M'liination of the difference in crystallization of the two min-
erals is offered without 3 the the
A satisfactory explanation of Brandl's results so opposed I

presented by all earlier analyses and the ones abo^
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given is impossible, but it may be well to call attention to the

fact that Brandl was obliged to make his determinations of flu-

orine and the metals upon quantities of 0*1106 gr. and 01430
gr. weight respectively, whereas, material was not wanting for

the present analyses, the determinations having been made
upon weights of from 0"3 gr. to 075 gr. It nowhere appears

that a direct test for water was made upon the material fur-

nished by Professor Grotb. The latter, it is true, remarks (1. c.

p. 461), " Ausserdem bildet sich bei letzterem (Thomsenolith)
in den kalteren Theilen des Eohrs ein WasserbeschJag, welcher

beim Erhitzen reinen Pachnolithes natiirlich ausbleibt." The
absence of water does not, however, seem to be hereby proven,

but simply assumed from the close approximation to 100 of

Brandl's results exclusive of water. Brandl himself says water

is wanting, but does not mention if this was ascertained by
direct experiment. The small amount of material at his dis-

posal renders it not improbable that no direct test was made.

Since the conclusion of the above investigations we bave,

through the kindness of Mr. Albert F. Damon, President of

the Pennsylvania Salt Manufacturing Company, obtained speci-

mens of Greenland cryolite and its alteration products. From
one of these specimens was removed a large number of small,

needle-like, pyramidally-terminated, twinned crystals with a

rhombic prismatic section, showing in fact, precisely the com-

mon occurrence* and ordinary habitf of pachnolite as de-

scribed by Professor Groth. These crystals, slightly yellowish

in color but quite transparent, were individually examined
under the m . as did not show beyond a doubt

the above described habit being excluded. They were then

tested in a small glass tube for water. Decrepitation ensued

on heating and the walls of the tube became lined with a white

powder, and also with a deposit of water in such quantity as to

preclude the possibility of its having been derived from but a

small portion of the material experimented upon.

Other forms of pachnolite.—In some very cellular specimens

whose walls run irregularly and seemingly without reference

to the cleavage of the original cryolite, are crystals of pachno-

lite of different habit.

One or two of these cavities show crystals corresponding in

size to those upon the thin walls, but exhibiting, each and every

one, a reentering angle on the free termination. In such little

crystals the basal planes are prominent, and they are bounded

on the inside by a pyramid and dome, doubtless —1 (HI) aQd

- I-l (101). Outward there sometimes appears another pyramid

(1 ?) though the prismatic faces themselves usually form a sharp

edge with 0. All these crystals are too small for measure-

* P. Groth, L c p. 461. f Ibid, p. 462.
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ment, but as the appearance described is such as would be
normal for the termination by jtals are com-
monly attached, it seems admissible to consider the faces as 0,
-1, -1-iand probably 1. On many twins of this kind, the
outer or positive angles between /and are replaced by two
faces greatly resembling those of -3-3 (311) and although en-
tirely too minute for measurement, it is probable that the form
3
"3 (311) is here represented. The crystals of Greenland pach-

nolite are always attached by the end with the reentering angle
according to Groth.

Secondary formations in cavities.—In many cavities arising
from both modes of decomposition of the cryolite, a second
series of mineral lias been d posited, chiefly as a whitish,
easily crumbling aggregate of minute crystalline grains, which

(izable under the microscope as tbomsenolite. pach-
nolite and a mineral of the isometric system. The little thom-
senome crystals are frequ
the monoclinic symmetry plainly through tlie more

f

development of the negative pyramid. The pacing'
are short and stout, showing in most cases only 7(110), 0(001)
and -1-^ (101). A number of large pach no'lite crystals were
observed which, bv low powers of the microscope, seemed
coated with a crystalline dust, whose particles are resolved by
a power of 700-800 diameters into most perfect cuh;
jnodified bv the octahedron. Tins is also the form of the regu-
]ar crystals in the granular mass above mentioned, and were it

not for a fact to be considered short! v. we should not hesitate
to advocate the probable id< tit\ \ i

- 1 crvstals with ral-

stonite, described by Brush * as occurring in "a very similar

fanner upon thomsenolite from Greenland. The largest of
the crystals occurring as described, is less than l

mm in diam-
eter, and no pure material even for qualitative tests can be
obtained.

A new fluoride.—Just at the close of our investigations, a

*s found, occurring sparing! v in a few specimens,
w hich seems to be very different from am known species. It

was found in small cavities in the massive pachnolite. as a

ess, but not perfectly clear and
exhibiting but seldom traces of crystalline form. In one speci-
men, however, the mass of the mineral was covered by small,

funded, crystal-like projections, which seemed like crystals of
the regular system. A tb a loupe showed the
absence of recognizable faces, but such particles when broken
ott and tested under the microscope, proved to he fully iso-

IroPic A few faces found on one crystal seem to belong to

*G. J. Brush, this Journal. III. ii. j>. :a), 1871 : als > P. Groth. 1. c. p. 471.
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cube and octahedron, and particles detached from the same are

isotropic in action in polarized light. Supposing that this sub-

stance must be ralstonite in exceptional development, enough
material for the following parti; is was selec-

ted, being carefully freed from attached particles of pachnolite
1

by microscopical examination.

ately determined, the Ku and

nishap, only approximately. No
water could be detected by direct test upon a small portion.

Fluorine was present in quantity, and the percentage given

below is calculated on the assumption that the metals are fully

combined with it.

From the above data may be derived a formula analogous to

that of cryolite, in which about two-thirds of the sodium is

replaced by potassium. Further investigation will be made
upon this most interesting mineral as soon as better material

can be obtained. The presence of this regular mineral, natu-

rally renders it impossible to refer the tiny crystals observed

upon pachnolite to raist.niite with any degree of certainty, hut

we are inclined to believe that the two minerals are not iden-

tical.

Gearksutite.

This mineral, first observed by Hagemann* on compact thom-

senolite, and described as earthy and kaolin-like in aspect, dull,

white, opaque and of hardness 2, seems to be so rare in con-

nection with the Greenland fluorides, that no one has had mate-

rial for further examination. Grothf found it in very small

quantity among the minerals at his disposal, but could not ob-

tain enough for analysis. He, however, found that it consisted

of very minute microscopic needles, with oblique extinction,

and considers it as undoubtedly a definite species.

Among the minerals from St. Peter's Dome, gearksutite is

quite abundant. It is not formed from other minerals by

molecular replacement, but is deposited from solution, in the

cavities upon fresh crystals of pachnolite, etc. Smaller cavi-

ties are sometimes filled by it, and on the contact with the

quartz it is specially developed.

In appearance, it corresponds closely to the description of the

Greenland mineral, as given by Dana, the resemblance to the

* Dana, System of Mineralogy, 5th Ed., p. 130. f Groth, 1. c., pp. 460 and 481.
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purest, finest kaolin being especially remarkable. " Examined
microscopically, gearksutite is seen to consist, as stated by Prof,
(xroth, of exceedingly minute colorless needles, the average
length of which is less than 0-02mm

, and the thickness less than
0t)02mm

, and apparently possessing oblique extinction.
Chemical investigation.--Gearksutite was found by Hagemann

(1. c), to possess the following composition:

of the above results shows that the atomic
ratio of Al : Ca+Na, : Fl is 1:1:4, instead of 1:1:5 which
would represent complete saturation and require about 12 per
cent more fluorine than was found. On the assumption that
the missing fluorine is replaced in the mineral by oxygen or

r a much greater loss than the
;i: lysis indicates. An error is therefore evident, probably in

connection with the determination of the fluorine, or water, or
both, in consequence of which the construction of a satisfactory
formula has heretofore been impossible.

-I he material for the following analyses was first partially
crushed, then freed from admixed heavier particles of foreign
matter by triturating in a beaker with water, the impurities
railing to the bottom of the vessel, while the light gearksutite
remained suspended in the liquid and was removed by decan-
tation. By repeating this operation a great many times, a pro-
duct was fin ely free from all foreign admix-
ture. It was allowed to settle completely, the su]

"quid poured off and the residue dried first on the water bath,
then at 100° C. Thorough pulverization of this residue is a

R""u
matter, as it flattens out under the pestle, forming

ngly resist the pulverizing 2

loment, however, since the flakes are so spo

hindrance to attack by sulphuric acid. Tw<
were made from the same sample, with the results tabulated
below. In b, sodium and potassium were not determined.
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Taking the figures in the third column and combining the

fluorine with the calcium, sodium, potassium, and. as far as

possible with the aluminium, there remains of the latter 5-32

per cent, requiring 4*66 per cent of the oxygen, an amount
. ery closely with that obtained above by difference

and making the sum total almost exactly 100.

22-30 Ca requires 21-18 F.

The agreement of tl i

after substituting in the latter for the sodium its equivalent in

calcium, is very close, with the single exception of the water.

As his analysis was manifestly erroneous in some particular.

the assumption of the identity of gearksutite with the mineral

here discussed is fully justified, supported as it is by the simi-

larity in occurrence, appearance and physical characters ics

His error would then consist in having obtained from four to

five per cent too much water, a result not difficult of expla-

nation, in the case of a hydrated fluoride, if no precaution was
taken to prevent the escape of fluorine.

Substituting in the mean of analyses a and b for sodium and

1 otassium their equiv; ]< nt of calc u n, and dividing the percent-

ages by the atomic weights, the atomic ratio is found to be as

given below :

Al 15-31 -j- 27-4

Ca 22-41 ~ 40
H. 15-46 -h 18
0* 4-66 -i- 16

F 42-07 — 19

: = 0-559

= 0-560

= 0-291

= 2-214

The ratio of Al : Ca : F is here n

.s found by Hogemann. Subtracting

arm with the latter hydroxyl, the

fhile under II appears the ratio refei

early as 1:1:4,

; from the atomi

the same

c value for

n order to

n under 1.

is unity.

1 -95
' 4'"
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It will be seen that bv combining hydroxy! and fluorine the
ratio Al: Ca: H

aO : (F, OH) is 1 : 1 : 1
': 5 and the formula for

the mineral becomes CaF
a , A1(F, OH)„ H

fl
O, in which the

fluorine and hydroxvl combined w tb tin aluminium stand
nearly in the proportion 2 : 1. Were the latter proportion ex-

h'd. the formula mie.lit he written 3CaFM 2A1F„
A1(0H)„ 3H

2 requiring the percentages:

Al 15-36, Ca 22-42, F 42'60, O 4*49, H,0 15*13= 100-00

Of the 15-46 per cent of water found by analysis, 5 "24 per
cent has been considered in the foregoing as basic. While
this amount may, on theoretical grounds alone, enter into the

cannot, but must be water of ens*;:! r/.u-'wi . T'"<at a portion

f the water is basic, is rendered more than probable by the
fact that at 300° C. some is still retained. In this connection,
the following experiments were made. 0*5677 gr. of the min-
eral, not however from the same sample as that used for anal-

,

v >i>, dried first at 100° C. and contained in a platinum crucible,
was exposed in an air bath during 145 hours to temperatures
ranging from 100° C. to 300° C, the weight being taken at in-

tervals averaging ten hours each. The results in brief showed
that at 145° C, the loss was but 0'35 per cent, at 230° C. only
W92 per cent, at 250° C. 702 per cent, after prolonged heating
at 265-270° C. 9-49 per cent, and at 295° C. 13'92 per cent. As

! " "I'ther lo>s occurred after six hours' lu tino t 295-300° C.,
a portion of the residue, which -till r< tail ed its. r ginal appear-

J'K-e, was subjected to a <piantitativ< test for water, of which

J'{6
per cent was found. This added to the 13-92 per cent

driven off below 300° C. made the total 15-68 per cent. Since
this is Blight) .mean of the previous results, it

1

le thi t some Buorine might have escaped. The
of the residue was therefore tested quantitatively

|or fluorine, of which was found 40-60 per cent, thus proving

i of the surmise. A similar experiment with the

results was made upon a smaller portion of an-

A comparisoi oft e i 1 results of both experi-

I
approxi-

C, all the water of .

id be driven
°tf, also that by still further heating at little, if any. higher

temperature, the basic water began to escape, but was not en-
tirely expelled, even <*fl sposureto a temper-
ature of 295-300° C.

J " the Journal of the Chemical Society for 1883, page 140,

^ alter Flight describes a mineral obtained from Xhe cryolite
bed of Greenland. "It is made up of a congeries of minute
w Q'te transparent crystals, mostly broken up and lying entan-

other i
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gled among each other in every sort of direction, which g
the mass an appearance of opacity much resembling tha
kaolin or chalk."

Chemical analysis showed it to consist of
Equivalents.

Al 16-23 with F 33-64 = 49'87 0-59

Ca 22-39 " " 21-27 = 43'66 1*12

Na 0-43 " " 0-33 = 0'76

100-00

The fluorine seems to have been calculated for the metals, and

the water was found by difference.

From the above data tie alio) • -tains the formula 2CaF„
Al

2
F

e, 2H
s
O,* and considering the mineral new, names it

Mr. Flight seems to have overlooked the descrip-

tion of gearksutite in Dana's System of Mineralogy, and Prof.

Groth's remarks upon the same (1. c. pp. 481 and 493), else the

very fair agreement of his analytical data for the metals with

those of Hagemann. ami the similarity in occurrence, appear-

ance and p] » if the two minerals must have

led to at least a suspicion of their identity. There can bardlj

exist a doubt that Flight has analyzed gearksutite, and that

the name evigtokite is therefore to be dropped.

Pbosopite.

This rare species hitherto unobserved in association with

the cryolite minerals, and known onlv in connection with the

tin-bearing veins of Altenberti-. in Saxonv, has been identified

in both veins at St. Peter's Dome. It is most a!;

vein B, and the chief description of it will come under that

head, but close examination lias proved its presence also among
the minerals of vein A.

Both of the coarsely crystalline specimens of pachnolite,

above described as A and B, have prosopite upon them. Spec-

imen B is, in parts, in process of alteration to a dull, white,

porous subs; Mies in which are minute crys-

tals of prosopite. These are colorless, transparent, tabular in

shape, showing i-i (010) predominant, 7(110), 1 (111) and -2-2

(211), agreeing exact K in form and oj tical behavior with those

determined as prosopite in vein B. In two other specimens ot

pachnolite, prosopite tablets may be seen upon certaii

surfaces when decomposition of the pachnolite has

begun. The crystals are usually attached by the prismatic

edges, although free and perfect terminations are to be found.

Gearksutite was noticed upon them in

* Probably a printer's error. It should reac
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position of prosopite in the series of hydrous fluorides is doubt-
less between thomsenolite and gearksutite. No material for
chemical tests could be procured from the specimens described.
The penetration of the fluoride mass by astrophyllite blades

springing from the side of the vein has been mentioned (p. 273).
Here the cryolite has been altered to cellular pachnolite, ac-

cording to the first mode described, and this has for the greater
part given way to other products or been dissolved and carried
a Wiiv-. leaving tin: astrophyllite blades more or less free or
imbedded in gearksutite and other soft, crumbling material.
The free blades usually have a coating composed of a little

purplish, fluorite immediately adjacent to the blades, and over
this a nearly colorless tab substance. At and
toward (he base of the astrophyllite blades the latter is present
in roundish aggregates made up, as shown by the loupe, of
clear tablets, in more or less radiate arrangement. The crystal

form is here quite obscure, but the general appearance was
so suggestive of .prosopite that by sacrificing the best specimen
enough material was obtained for determination of the bases
and of fluorine, with the result given below—V, p. 293.

Vein- B.

Description.—The minerals found in this vein have been
exposed by the " Eureka " tunnel which has been driven in

upon it for one hundred feet or more. Unfortunately the walls

are so blackened by the smoke from the blasting that the rela-

tions of the different mineral bodies encountered to each other

cannot be clearly seen, and the data here given are derived
from the study of the material upon the dump and from a par-

nation of the tunnel walls with the aid of a hammer.
The main part of the vein is white, massive quartz with here

and there immense individuals of pinkish feldspar, which
proves on microscopical examination to be microcline with thin,

irregular laminae of albite intergrovvn nearly parallel to the

rnacropinacoid. This microcline is sometimes wholly altered to

l"ir« lite, coarsely foliate kaolin. . ieh is impregnated with
fine particles of galena.

Smaller and apparently wholly irregular parts of the vein

are occupied on the one hand b - zircon in

great abundance, quit- I through it, and on
the other by a mass of mixed fluorides. The quartz contain-

ing zircon (see this Journal, October, 1882, page 284), is alwaji

lined from the massive white quartz of the mam
-i is wholly without included minerals. The zircon

crystals are imbedded largely in the quartz itself and to a less

degree in compact, white kaolinite, a greenish yellow mica, and

Purple or green fluorite. These three minerals fill small irreg-
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ular spaces in the quartz, and probably replace feldspar, for

they are also found on fissure planes as distinct secondary

deposits.

The kaolinite is usually very compact, but crystals were

found in some small cavities. These are exceedingly thin, col-

orless, transparent, rhombic leaves, the acute angle being

usually evenly truncated, producing sometimes an almost per-

fect hexagon. The result of many measurements under the

microscope seems to indicate that the obtuse angle of the

rhomb is slightly less than 120°, the best results varying from
118° 30', to 119 6

30'. The thinnest leaves show distinct action

on polarized light, and extinguish parallel to the diagonals of

the rhomb. The thicker crystals are made up of many thin

ones which are usually not perfectly coincident in position, and

sometimes form more or less perfect rosettes.

The mica occurs in masses or foliated upon fissure planes, and

no crystals have been found. The kaolinite possesses the com-

position I, and the mica II, as given below %
The kaolinite

contained a small amount of il no rite in almost microscopic crys-

tals, the quantity being calculated in en the Ca found.

The fluorides seem to fill the small irregular spaces left after

the decomposition of the zircon-bearing quartz, the thickness of

the fluoride mass varying from a thin seam to possibly two or

three feet. They are always sharply defined against both pure

and zircon-bearing quartz, the contact surfaces of the former

being sometimes apparently huge crvstals.

The greater part of the' 'fluoride mass is now dull white and

very compact, and is evidently made up of a mixture of at

least two substances, neither ofwhich has as yet been identi-

fied. Only in a single specimen is there any clue to the orig-

inal mineral, but in this there is a small, solid mass of unmis-

takable cryolite with alteration to pachnolite(?) pr

upon its cleavage planes in the exact manner described in vein

A, but passing into the compact white mixture already

mentioned.
Adjoining the quartz is usually an irregular zone of purplish

or greenish fluorite, and next to this a rather coarsely granular
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mass of a colorless mineral with two distinct cleavage planes
which passes gradually into the compact white substance.
This zonal arrangement is not without exceptions, for both
granular and compact masses come directly in contact with the
quartz in some specimens, and fluorite is more or less abund-
antly sprinkled through the other substances ; in fact the rela-

tion of the minerals to each other is such as to indicate that
they are but different phases of alteration from a common
source. The granular mineral occurs in sufficient purity to

afford material for chemical analysis, and its individuals are
large enough to admit of the preparation of thin sections with
definite relations to the cleavage planes. The analysis first

proved the identity of this mineral with prosopite, the optical

properties shown by the thin section confirmed this determina-
tion and quite recently a few minute crystals were found in one
specimen which agree with the published data on the Saxon
mineral. As the identification of this rare species, particularly

i somewhat i

Pkosopite.

attine form and physical properties.—The minute crys-

tals found in a single specimen from vein B as well as those

observed on pachnolite, etc., in vein A
(P- 288) are all of the habit shown in the -2:;^^^^

lying figure. This is from a camera • y
lucida drawing of a crystal measuring 0-5mm ill

normal to the edge of the prism, and can <±£^^^
_
therefore make no pretensions to crystal-

al accuracy. The crystals are colorless and trans-

parent, have uniformly a tabular form through the develop-

ment of U (010) and show plainly the prism and two pyramids

which may be considered as 1 (111) and -2'2 (211) for

extinction takes place nearly or quite parallel to the edge

°f -2-2, which is, according to DesCloizeaux* and Groth,f the

position of the bisectrix.
Thin sections prepared as nearly as possible perpendicular to

fhe edge of the two cleavage faces in the irregular

I e of the cleavage planes is very
nearly 135°, and thai :

r> rhe

direction bisecting that angle. This behavior agrees perfectly

Wlth the statements concerning prosopite, according to which

the chief cleavage is parallel to -2'2, the angle of which i-

about 134°. The present material does not allow of a definite

settlement of the question of the crystalline form of prosopite,

* Bull. Soc. Min. de Fr., y, 317. \ I C, p. 290.
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but nothing observed is in conflict with the reference to the

monoclinic system.

Chemical investigation.—The formula deduced by Brandl*
for prosopite, from the results of his analysis as here given :—

is CaF
2 , 2A1(F, OH),. The whole of the v

be basic, entering with oxygen into the
mineral as hydroxy], the latter replacing ah equivalent araoum
of fluorine. In support of this assumption, Brandl mentions
that no loss is perceptible below 260° C.

In an eai sis. Scheerer (Pogg. Ann., ci, p.

361) found
Al 22-77, Ca 1641, H aO 15-50

Of the analyses tabulated below, those under I, II, III and

IV were made upon material from vein B. That analyzed

under I, a and b, was composed of comparatively large irregu-

lar crystalline pieces, showing no visible impurity whatever,

having a sp. grav. at 23° C. of 2-880 and a hardness of about

4-5. As the ratio Al : Ca differed materially from that of 2 :

1

required by Brandl's formula, it appeared that som
matter must be present, consequently no further deter

were made, as it was hoped better material might be obtained.

Analysis II was made upon material separated from quartz,

zircon, fluorite and other accompanying minerals by a solution

of iodide of mercury in iodide of potassium. The result was

a slight improvement upon the previous and the ai,

completed. The material for III was picked out

hy hand with the aid of the loupe, but as the resu

not satisfactory, a further portion (IV) aggregating however

only 01022 gr. was selected with the greatest possible care,

every particle being distinctly crystalline and showing under

the microscope no trace of impuritv. Here a slight improve-

ment becomes evident in the ratio, but as the amount taken for

analysis was so extremely small, it cannot be asserted that the

better results may not be due to unavoidable errors d
The material for analysis V was derived from vein A, where the

prosopite occurred on astrophyllite associated witl

pachnolite, etc. This material was, however, evidently not
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quite pure, being opaque and very slightly colored in part by
oxide of iron. The analysis was made merely to prove its

identity with the prosopite from vein B.

[ the results under analyses I-IV is as folio

Loss as oxygen, 13-26

After subtracting from the fluorine an equivalent for the
' '' eium, tna.Lii esi itn and sodium, and combining the remainder
with aluminium, there remains of the latter 1444 per cent, re-

quiring 12 -65 per cent oxygen, instead of 1326 per ceni found
by difference. The atomic values appear as follows, after sub-
stituting for magnesium and sodium, an equivalent of calcium :

H 3

The result is unsatisfactory, the ratio of Ca : Al being as

1 : 1'78 instead of 1 : 2. In none of the material analyzed was
the slightest trace of kaolinization to be observed, nor any
other foreign matter. It therefore becomes impossible to ex-

plain with any degree of certainty the above abnormal results.

The general agreement of all" the analyses, the aluminium
being found too low and the calcium too high in each case,

shows pretty conclusively that an explanation cannot besought
foi' in analytical errors.

As fluorite occurs here always in most intimate association

with prosopite, and the possibility suggested itself fcha

this might be so intergrown with the latter as to escape the

closest scrutiny, it became desirable to ascertain what change
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would be effected in the ratio above given by subtracting

enough calcium to make the ratio Ca : Al as 1 : 2 and an equiv-

alent amount of fluorine. The atomic values then become

:

1 bv Brandl.

If instead of the mean of all the analyses, the figures of II

alone are taken for calculations similar to the above, the result

is the same, even a little more closely approximating to the

The observation made by Brandl, that below 260° C. no loss

in weight occurs, was found to apply here, provided the expo-

sure to this degree of temperature is short. If continued for

many hours a slight but sensible loss is observed.

Denver, Colorado, June, 1883.

Faults may be either normal or reversed ; i. e., may hade to

either down-throw or up-throw. Both classes are probably de-

veloped by movements relieving radial strain (either simple or

I ), tangential thrust, tangential tension, or a combina-

tion of these stresses, in the terrestrial crust. Only those due

to radial strain in its essential combinations are here con-

sidered.

Let c ntiguous areas of a homogeneous rigid tract resting on

sub-stratum (which may be either the gaseous, fluid or

j
^ucm-solid terrestrial nucleus, or

a yielding layer any where with-

in the exterior shell) be in un-

stable equilibrium, such as might

arise from transference of sedi-

ment, and let all initial stresses

save those immediately due to

the disturbed equilibrium be at

first supposed eliminated. In

such case the tract will suffer

differential radial strain culmin-

ating in the plane of coincidence

of the unstable areas.

I own ' M-.,> :;
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Now manifestly, before fracture supervene- the strain will be
distributed over 'a considerable horizontal zone, and will be
propagated vertically through the tract; whence the resultant
of stresses at any point in the plane of imminent faulting will

bisect a parallelogram similar to that whose base and perpen-
dicular are respectively the width of the stressed zone and the
thickness of the homogeneous tract. Make such parallelogram

i : denote base and perpendicular by 2n and 2m
•iy; and let BC be the depressed side. The strain

will then be resolved into stresses of opposite sign acting in the
directions of the diagonals.

If now fracture relieve tensile strain only, it will occur at

right angles to the tension-diagonal AC, or in BD : and the

fault will hade to the up-throw. Such indeed is the direction

ken by ice-stream crevasses (to which the diagram
will equally apply) as shown by Hopkins;* for in slowly
moving ice the crushing strength must be nearly nil and the

compressive-elasticity infinite, while tensile stress probably in-

creases rigidity and brittleness. and thus diminishes the tensile

And were the antithesis of ice existent its fracture

under the like stresses would occur at right angles to the com-
pression-diagonal, or in AC, and its fault would hade to the

down-throw.
But the materials of faulted tracts possess both tensile and

-:rengths, and also tensile and compressive elas

Denoting these in their order by t, c, t and c\ the values txt'

and cxc' are obtained for the moments of fracture o
to the diagonals AC and BD respectively: which values may
be represented by a and 6, whose sum is proportional to 2u.

Obviously, if a and b be equal, the fracture will bisect the angle
of the diagonals in nO ; but if a be in defeet (as in crystalline

solids generally) the hade will ever be to the up-throw in the

"""^y, whose tangent is (n-a)m. From this expression the

of fault in anv greatly attenuated tract of determinate

3-parallelogram "'and known strength and elasticity might

iadily computed.
If the case be modified by the introduction of initial tan

gential stress, such stress will operate through mO with inten-

s'ty i, and tend to produce fracture in wO. If the stress be

Ensile it must be less than a, and will at once relieve BD and
strain AC proportionally to its intensity by the cosine of the

angle formed by its direction and that o
and thus (denoting such angle by 6) reduce a by i cos <

;

the expression for hade will become tan y=(n-a-
* Kans. ram h. Phil F<k . nii. int. l< 1S44, 163-7.)

:"";'«

nadc
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and the hade will ever diverge from the normal. Conversely,
if the^stress be compressive the relation will become tan y'=

{n—a+t cos 6n)m or tan x=(n— b -Tcos On)m as the case mav

2
be, and the hade will

ever approach the nor-

mal ; but if it become
normal the tendency

novement will be

counteracted and a

disposition to produce

dragged fault or flexure will be engendered ; since the devel-

opment of normal faults demands that the lateral extent of

the faulted tract shall increase from T to T+(tan hxd) where

h is angle of hade and d the vertical displacement.

(The casp lant, and the

tendency hence toward ordinary reversed faults, complex fold-

ing and tumefaction, falls beyond the scope of this di

It thus appears that the general disposition of d

rain, either singly or combined with tangential strains,

is to form reversed faults.

Let the case be farther modified by the introduction of sim-

ple vertical stress apart from those due to the unstable equilib-

rium. Were the stress tensile, its effect would be analogous to

that of tangential tension ; but since general vertical tension

without pre tbrtisl is inconceivable (whence

the sum of tensile vertical stresses is always in defect), and

since local vertical tension must equally react on adjacent

couches, the effect of such stress is nugatory. But if the stress be
*

"i will equally relieve AC and strain BD, and thus

~ A since within the crushing strength of the ma-

there is no limit to this stress, b will be re-

such vertical stress, andjhe

on forbade will become tanx=(n — b—vcosdm)m;
when the fault may hade strongly to the down-throw.
The natural case favorable to profound faulting arise- m

such an unstable tract as has been assumed within which e\^r

vertical stresses due to its own weight and sufficient initial ten'

sion to admit of free lateral movement as rupture occurs. I"

such case the strain in BD and the disposition to give way in

AC will progressively increase downward until the

strength of the material is reached ; whence thefault dm
strain must originate with normal hade in a deqfh&eakd

I (since rupture in each couche will throw

on the next higher) must be propagated upward w I

7e, which may eventually become nothing

or even reversed ; while below the couche of origin the fracture
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to plastic flexure. 1

are and angle of hade

(n—b— v cos dm+icos On)m ; and since the several factors may
be approximately evaluated it follows that the regimen of faults
formed under given conditions, and conversely the conditions
giving rise to faults of known regimen, are" roughly deter-

Below the couche of origin the substance of the tract must
be m the condition of ice in a Brahma press or of lead in a
pipe machine ; and for the purposes of the present discussion,
as for the purposes of physical geology generally, it is imma-
terial whether the mobility be molar or" molecular. Obviously
such substratum would be equivalent in effect to the quasi-
solid terrestrial I the outset.

If the unstable equilibrium were due to transference of sedi-

ment, the sub-surface strata would be compressed beneath the
loaded area and allowed to expand under the lightened area,
and the throw, as measured by corresponding strata, would
consequently increase toward the surface.

In profound faulting, such as is here considered, minor de-
partures of the plane of fracture from the plane of maximum
stress may be neglected, since (1) the irregularities would be
relatively slight, and since (2) incipient movement would tend
to eliminate all such irregularities.

Fractures of the origin and character here contemplated may
be denominated Normal Faults of the First Order.

t

Let a homogeneous rigid tract be subjected to simple ver-
tical compressive stress due to its own weight. Within the
limits of its elasticity al compression will be
relieved by lateral extension ; but beyond such limits lateral

stress will be in defect, and fracture may occur in each prism of
the stratum of imminent crushing just as if it were independ-
ent and unsupported laterally. Now as shown by Hodgkinson,*
fracture in crushed prisms of crystalline texture occurs diago-
na% to the direction of stress and separates the prism into

wedge-shaped segments ; whence the stratum of incipient

crushing may develop a series of diagonal fractures each bi-

secting a prism of heig kness of the stratum
and of width determined by the constitution and texture of the

material frnctun d. Oi.lv -> much movement of the
j

segments can occur as will serve to equalize vertical and lateral

stresses: the hade will ever be normal; and from the center
°f each plane of fracture the throw will progressively increase

upward and downward to the apices of the contiguous seg-

ments. Such may be termed Normal Faults of the second order.

* Cited by Rankine, " Civil Engineering," 4th ed.. 1865, 235.

A*. Jour. Sci.-Third Series, Vol. XXVI, No. 154.-Oct., 1883.
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Let a homogeneous rigid tract resting on a mobile substra-

tum, or a tract consisting of alternate rigid and yielding strata,-

be subjected to vertical compressiv" - i -

weight ; a
' y

of fractur*

amid, prism or wedge bounded by such planes will then seek
a hydrostatic equilibrium and will sink into or be upraised by
the mobile substratum to a degree determined by the area of

its base and its mass, and the initial planes of fracture or

weakness will become faults of normal hade. As in faults of

the first order, beneath the couche in which pressure equals

crushing strength fracture will give place to flexure; and, since

the behavior of any v I] simulate that of the

mobile substratum, if there be a id and yield-

ing strata, or if all strata be imperfectly" rigid, the throw will

increase toward the surface.

Dislocations of this character may be designated Normal
Faults of the Third Order. The principles involved in their

development were long ago pointed out by Hopkins,* and are

now too generally recognized to require thorough analysis.

Except in the last case the influence of joints in determin-

ing the regimen of faults may be neglected ; for joints are

known to be superficial, while faults are deep-seated.

Since the movements contemplated in the second case must
be confined to strata of limited thickness, while in the third

case the assumption of profound initial fractures or planes of

weakness is unwarranted, the grander faults of the globe must

be referred to other causes ; and since differential radial strain

is an adequate cause, while the phenomena of profound nor-

mal faults are collectively such as differential radial strain tends

to produce, the hypothesis that these faults are due to such

strains is warranted, and is here enounced.
If the hypothesis be valid, it will afford the means of coordi-

nating faults and flexures ; it will at once sustain the suggestion

of Gilbertf that Appalachian flexures and Cordilleran fractures

are but diverse manifestations of identical movements, and ren-

der the amount of denudation which the former region has

suffered roughly determinate ; it will go far toward demonstra-

ting that, whatever be the condition of its interior, the terres-

trial crust is—as already indicated by Duttonj:—in hydrostatic

equilibrium; and it will afford a new vantage-point from

which many of the complex problems of orology and terres-

trial physics may be approached.

Salt Lake City, Utah, March 23d, 1883.

* " Researches in Physical Geology." Phil. Trans. Boy. Soc, 1842, i. 53.

t " IT. S. Geog. and Geol. Survevs West of the 100th Meridian," HI, Geology,

1875. 62.

X Notice of Fisher's " Physics of the Earth's Crust." this Journal, xxiii, 1882, 2SH.



Art. XXXII.- if e % tieiei of the E <e to Slight Differ-
ences of Color ; by Benjamin Osgood Peirce, Jr.

Aubert has shown * by his experiments with revolving
discs that the eye is able to detect the change produced by the
addition of 1 part of. white light to 360 parts of colored light,

and that perceptible changes in hue can be brought about by
adding to light of any color less than 1 per cent of light of a
different color. He infers from this that a normal eye could
distinguish at least one thousand different hues in the solar
spectrum.

At the suggestion of Professor Wolcott Gibbs, I have made
a few experiments to test the sensitiveness of the eyes of differ-

ent people to slight changes of wave-length in different parts of
the spectrum.

For this purpose, a long, thin sheet of vulcanite was inserted
lengthwise into the collimator of a large spectroscope so as to

divide the tube into an upper and a lower half. The lower
part of the tube received light from a fixed slit, the upper part
from a movable slit of the same width, which could be set

exactly over the other, or displaced to the right or to the left.

J- he amount of displacement was determined by means of a
steel scale fastened to the upper slit and moving with it past a
fixed zero point. The light from the collimator fell upon a

Butherfurd diffraction-grating of about 17,000 lines to the
^ch, and the resulting spectra were then thrown, one above
the other, into the observing telescope. A blackened, metallic
diaphragm, out of which two narrow slits had been cut in the
same vertical line, was placed in the eye-piece of the telescope,
so that when the two collimator slits were even the observer
saw merely two narrow strips (one over the other) of the same
colored light on a black field. When the movable collimator
sjit was displaced, the color of the observer's lower strip was
changed without changing its position in the field, and the object
of the experiments was to see how small a displacement could
°e infallibly delected and named in direction by the observer.
The width of the collimator slit was about •25a,m

,
and the

slit in the eye-piece diaphragm was nearly of the apparent size

of the collimator slits as seen'through the telescope. The length
of that part of the spectrum which was so bright as to be easily

studied (say from Li a to G) extended over more than 12
degrees of arc as measured in the instrument, and the width of

the strip seen by the observer was about 5 minutes of arc, so

that not more than the yfg- part of this brighter part of the

spectrum was in the field at the same time.

tehaut," Breslau, 1865. pp. 132-154; Rood, "Modern
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In no case was the observer able to detect any difference

between the colors of the two edges of a strip; each strip

seemed to be of one color throughout.

It was necessary to regulate very carefully the Argand
burner used as a source of fight, for the least difference in the

intensities of the two spectra made the strip of the brighter

seem to the observer yellower than the corresponding strip of

the other spectrum. This error, due to the " color of bright-

ness,"* was most apparent in observations made at the extremi-

ties of the spectrum, i. e. in the red and the violet.

A displacement of the movable collimator slit amounting to

1 scale division corresponded to 4 minutes of arc, or to a differ-

ence in wave-length of -0000013mm.

The observer sat in a darkened room and directed the tele-

scope to that part of the spectrum in which the observations

were to be made. After an assistant had placed the movable
collimator slit even with the other, and the observer had seen

to it that under these circumstances the strips of light in the

eye-piece seemed just alike—as they should—the observer took

his eye away from the instrument, and the assistant displaced

the movable collimator slit and asked the observer to look into

the telescope and to tell him, from the colors of the strips, in

which direction the slit must be moved in order to be even

again with the fixed slit. If the displacement was very large,

the observer was able to tell immediately how to move the

slit in order to match the colors of the strips ; if in successive

trials the displacements were made smaller and smaller, a place

was reached where the colors of the strips did not seem well

matched to the observer, but where he could no longer say

with confidence in which direction the movable slit had been

displaced.

The smallest displacements which the observer could infal-

libly detect and name were determined at different places in the

spectrum, and it soon appeared, as was to have been expected,

that the magnitude of these displacements was very different

with the same person for different colors and not by .

persons for the same color.

Though the results seemed at first somewhat in

found that the same series of results were invariably obtained

with the same person, even though the experiments were sepa-

rated by days or weeks features were common
to all the seri the different observers.

The largest displacement needed (except at the o

spectrum) by any of the observers corresp

wave-length s of about •000005"^,

and the smallest displacement which any observer could infai-

* C. S. Peirce, "Note on the Sensation of Colors," this Journal. A-I
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libly detect corresponded to a difference in wave-length of only
•0000005**. This last is rather remarkable, for although no
one could see any difference between the colors of the edges of
cither of the strips, a displacement which made the color of the
middle of one strip the same as that of an edge of the other
sometimes made the two strips distinguishable.

There was a singular uniformity in the performance of differ-

ent eyes as judged by the average of these displacements for
the whole visible spectrum. Perhaps smaller differences might
have been detected if the strips had been narrower, but the
work proved to be so trying to the eyes that I thought it best
not to experiment further.

. From a series of observations made by a number of different

persons and extending over several months, two or three gen-
eral conclusions may be drawn. To make these evident, I have
plotted a curve by laying off over different places in the spec-
trum ordinates obtained by averaging in each case the least

In all cases the eve was most - - in a color

slightly less refrangible than that of the
"
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m the different eyes. These
in every set of observations ta

I wish to express my obligations to Professor Gibbs for his

advice and for the loan of apparatus, to Professor J. P. Cooke,
who kindly placed at my service the magnificent spectroscope
made for him by the Clarks, and, among others, to Professor

W.E. Byerly, Professor C. R Lanman and Messrs. F. B. Knapp,
E. B. Lefavour and E. S. Sheldon for their kindness in helping
me with their observations.

Cambridge, Aug., 1883.

Art. XXXIII.—Injury sustained by the Eye of a Trilobite at the

time of the Moulting of the Shell; by CHARLES D. Walcott.

Mr. William P. Rust, of Trenton Falls, N. Y., called my
attention some time since to the eyes of a small but very perfect

specimen of Illcenus crassicauda, from the Trenton limestone^

that he has in his beautiful collection of Trenton fossils.

The left eye is perfect; the v rly defined,

and in the - -lucent between the darker base

and the curve of the facial suture above. The right eye at first

sight appears to have been broken in working away t]

but a close examination shows, as Mr. Rust expressed it, that

the eye had been put out while the animal was living. This

is shown by the aperture

formerly occupied by the visual surface of the eye. The mar-

gins are turned in, rounded and contracted, and the size of the

palpebral lobe materially ] -->•:»_'•!. An injury to the visual

surface would scarcely produce -
!! was hard.

injured before the moulting of the shell, the separa-

: be imperfect and the visual surface carried away w^th

the old shell would leave a cavit e new shell

• '• foi • us, Cf injured before the new
shell had hardened, that effect might be produced, but the prob-

lfq that the loss of the visual surface occurred at the

time of the moulting of the old shell.

Among the thousands of trilobites that have passed through

:
'.<.-...::.:';-.•-•-.; " - '

. I \ .

'

'

ticed any disl irred during the life of

the animal. In a few
..; : •

;

•

'. ' ;• - :• .-. ',::: .-,'
'

.

'"'' f

'

appears to have occurred during the life of the animal, but

these were very unsatisfactory. To Mr. Rust's skill in work-
;._ '• ' .-.-.• -• •-•;: ,• •

' -; ' -. -

: '-."
- :-

.

;

"• '' .- :
- - -

'

\ for some positive

information of an injurv sustained during the moulting of the

shell of a trilobite.
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From a careful study of the outcrops of the Tully limestone
over an extent of more than eighty miles east and west, in

the counties of Yates, Seneca, Tompkins, Cayuga, Cortland,
Onondaga and Madison, data have been obtained for an approxi-
mate determination of the dip of the strata in that part of the
state. This limestone, from its numerous bold outcrops in the
nearly meridional valleys of the lakes and .streams of the coun-

pose; whilst the 'elevation of the lakes of central New York
i tide, and, beyond the region of the lakes, the best

ailroad levels, have given the means of obtaining

approximately the height of this great sheet of rocks above the
sea level, at many important points, by observations with the

aneroid barometer, o: repeated and verified

by readings at many stations.

The height of the north outer « een Seneca
and Cayuga Lakes h .!. by levelling, to be

above the sea, or 292 feet above Seneca Lake. From
'.

- -v
'

- •

-Report on the 4th District, at page 212, is four miles, in which
the strata d< 68 feet per mile; or if we disre-

gard this sharp local bend and two other -

south, and extend the observation to the
-

. :. -:
.

. ' ' '
.

' _•

''-';';.'
. - .7

•--:_. ''
. •. '.

.' V- ' ...
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-

r
'

I below the lake level

•.;. : '•--,. '

.
'

- "

per mile.

From King's Ferry to Lake Ri

'. -
. :

-'
'

,_ '' -
•

'

: -'
' "

:.• •.....:-« - ':- "
I

these data a a* tne dip

of the strata in the C • north of the bend
,: feet to the mile and

" ' - :;" :

On the w« I . ike south of Little Point, after
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the Tully has been submerged for more than four miles, it rises

again from the lake and makes an arch of 4*4 miles span and
160 feet in extreme height, descending to the south at the rate

of 80 feet to the mile and northward 67 feet per mile. On the

opposite side of the lake, the limestone immediately north of

the arch is nowhere fully submerged, but after continuing nearly

horizontal for about three miles, rises into an arch of over six

miles span, the highest observed point of which is 235 feet

above the lake. From this point the dip to the south, which is

much the most rapid, is 110 feet per mile. In his Keport on

the Third District of New York, p. 167, Yanuxem attempts to

show that this arch is not a real upward bend of the strata but

only an apparent one caused by a bend of Cayuga Lake to the

southeastward. It is a sufficient answer to this theory to state

that on the west side of the lake, the outcrops of the Tully,

when laid down on an accurate map, for more than nine miles,

including the whole disturbed region, do not deviate five

degrees from a straight line. A line drawn through the lowest

points of the synclinal on Cayuga Lake passes through the

sharp synclinal bend on Seneca Lake before alluded to, and
strikes the outlet of Crooked Lake near a point where the Tully
has apparently suffered a fault of about a hundred feet. This

line has a direction of about W. 27° N.
Disturbances similar to those on Cayuga Lake, but less in

extent, occur on both sides of Seneca Lake, involving, however,
in the vicinity of Lodi, two subordinate bends of a few feet

each, which appear on both sides of the lake.

The northernmost observed outcrop of the Tully in the

Owasco Lake valley is a mile west of Scipio station on Owasco
Lake. This outcrop is 1110 feet above the sea, from which,

to the lowest point of the synclinal on Cayuga Lake, there is a

descent of 730 feet in about seventeen miles, or 43 feet per mile

southwesterly. From the same point southeastward to the most

southern exposure in the Ow%sco valley, there is a descent of

310 feet in nine miles, or 34 feet per mile. Some not very

reliable data, extending over a space of nine mi'- -

Owasco am parent dip of at least

40 feet per mile S.S.W, but there is good reason for

On Skaneateles Lake the dip

of theTuli-. rop near Borodino, Onondaga
county, to Glen Haven, at the heed of the
five and a half miles, or 38 feet

|

!.•
'

':
... : - -

. .

' '

erf Owasco i
;

of the rocks varies

materially I lga Lake region.

East of Sfe .: ihree useful points have yet

been obtained and tbes le of these,
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Pickett's Hill, in Fabius, Onondaga county, shows the Tullv
about 1680 feet above the sea. A second station, over a mile
east of DeRuyter village, Madison county, is distant from the
first six and a half miles in a southeasterly direction and is
about 260 feet lower, a dip of 40 feet per mile. The third
station, near the village of Cuyler, in Cortland countv, is also
six and a half miles from the first, a little west of south, and is
about 365 feet lower, being a dip of 56 feet per mile. Hence it

would seem that the dip of the strata increases somewhat
toward the east, and is there also directed a little west of south,

distances given in this article for the Cayuga Lake

ana are doubtless correct. The remaining distances were
taken by scale from Asber and Adams' Atlas of New York,
verified by comparison with a large map of New York and
with the best attainable county maps, and can be considered
only as reasonable approximations ; still the substantial agree-
ment of results from data derived from several different sources
makes me confident that they may be relied on as reasonable
approximations to the dip of the strata over the region in

'

question.

Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y., Aug. 3.

Art
- XXXV.—Physiological Optics; by Thomas William

Backhouse.

There are some points in Mr. W. LeConte-Stevens's papers,'::
,_

<*her points I must confirm.
Ihe papers go to disprove Brewster's theory that the mode

or judgment of distance in binocular vision is by the optic

rpreted by means of trianguiation. Some of Stevens's

3 to this theory seem to me to be .

ttiat he regards LeConte's theory as insufficient, though he
partly accepts it. I si f Stevens's
remarks.

H°h
Xxiii

' P' 291.—He discards the theory of visual lines
and of corresponding retinal poi »at of asso-

rted muscular act:

: the intersection of
visual lines?

.,
-*• understand the theory of corresponding points to be that

.;"
: '. -.* :-.- ..: :

- •- - .-.-. .'
.

-
•'-.

-

":

with a point on the i I
poiatd are

Variably the same. - i I do not
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well understand how far his theory of " partially correspondent

retinal areas"* differs from it. But even in this modified

theory he considers " this correspondence must be considered

merely the effect of association resulting from oft-repeated

experience." But surely experience would be far more easily

learned if based on some anatomical or mathematical fact than

if there were no such basis to go upon ;
and therefore it seems

to me that there must be such a basis, and that it is conse-

quently very improbable that the theory of corresponding

points can be incorrect. Nevertheless, the facts he gives in

volume xxiv, page 241, etc., and page 331, etc., perhaps point

in this direction showing, as they do, that the brain is often

unconscious of double images, and also that stereoscopic relief

is obtained when the time is too short to allow much play of

the muscles upon different objects in view. Indeed, when

spectral after-images are binocularly viewed there can be no

play of the muscles. Is it possible, then, that we judge of dis-

tance by the brain uniting similar points of the two images,

even when tf,
{uts of the retinas, and

judging by the distance from the actual corresponding points

.

LeConte's theory f seems more probable, viz: that we judge

partly by observing, /
'>usly, that objects are

double, and more accurately by moving the point of sight back-

ward and forward by the muscles, convergin_ t! >~<
j= succor

ively on the different distances in sight. I think that observa-

tions on persons who habitually squint would throw much light

on these questions; but they are not easily made.
Vol. xxii, p. 444.—From the experiment on viewing parallel

lines by divergent vision it looks as though the brain judged

more of the relative distance of different objects than of absolute

distance. Stevens suggests this in volume xxiii, page 35b,

lines 1 to 4. Likewise, geometrical forms viewed i

scope do not give any idea of absolute distance but o

ative distance. I take this to be owing to the conflict of focal

and ixial adjustment.

Page 294, etc.—This paper shows that we can judge of dis-

' -.• : :> . . . ..

'
' -

-

not otherwise. This is not surprising when it is c

that there must always be three elements that influence our

1. The optic angle, interpreted through the rectus muscles

of the eye-balls.

2. The focal adjustment, interpreted through the ciliary

muscles.
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3. The visual angle, or apparent size of the object
In the experiments in the paper in question these three ele-

ments conflict with one another. It is therefore no argument
against Brewster's theory to find that the judgment is at fault.

For if the eyes, by means of triangulation of the object, say
positively that it is at a certain distance (as in the experiments
on page 294), while the ciliary muscles say equally positively
fcat it is at another distance, how is the brain to decide?
Unless it gives paramount weight to one mode of judgment it

will naturally conclude that the true distance is somewhere
between the two. In the experiment on pages 295 and 296 on
the pattern combined by axial divergence,* there is, in addi-
tion, the judgment by the visual angle to contradict the other
modes. This is really judgment by parallax of motion, so that
the two modes of judging parallax clash—that by motion and
that by triangulation (according to Brewster's theory.) It is

not surprising that the former outweighs the latter. I

theory is, therefore, not contradicted by the experiments. His
theory is that the parallax of the object observed by the two
eyes tells us its distance. In ordinary circumstances ihia most
agree with the much larger parallax obtained by moving from
one place to another ; but in this experiment the two are con-

the brain naturally prefers to judge by the larger

parallax.

Page 297.—The apparent curvature of the "phantom wall
"

ttay probably be expla ray. I have tried to
ao the experiment as a nave not

ty of Stevens's (and probably LeConte's and Brews-
ter's), I have not had much success; it is therefore only a sup-

position that these ol - ir eyes upon the real

wall. The effect of this would be that wh
cles would tell them the image ice of the

wall, the rectus muscles (or the ti

" "" '' -: - .•'.". • .':
• .'..-•' "'

'
:

.-.'• '

was really at an intermediate position. >
°n page 297) "it is an obvio -

"--
'

:
-

*•
;

:

-.^;t •

3 only true as loug as »* the dia-
'-• -•

,

:

,
.'

;

-
..- -,: __.... -

'• - .-. - ;

• ::v,a:

! the angle enclosed by the o
smaller than be a geometric necess
the surface w I e eye.

The nearest approach I can make to this experiment is as

->.:
-

•
: .•: .

eyes and a wall paper, on which in such a

* "WTien there is optic divergence, as it represents an impossibility, of course it
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way that the stick comes between one eye and one part of the

pattern, and between the other eye and a corresponding part of

the pattern. By looking at the stick a short while, especially

if it is moved about in or near the plane parallel with the wall,

the pattern is soon seen as a phantom at the exact distance

from the eyes that it should be by triangulation, i. e., at the

same distance as the stick is when placed as described above.
The eyes are focussed on the stick, and therefore the phantom
is very much out of focus ; but, inasmuch as there is no dis-

sociation between the focal and axial adjustments, the brain

does not judge that the phantom is out of the focus but that

the pattern is really of an indefinite character, with all its out-

lines softened and" irregularities toned down. I assume that

the difference between this experiment and that of Brewster,

LeConte and Stevens lies in the focal adjustment. The result

is that the wall generally appears to me perfectly flat.

In three of the observations, when the optic angle was
between 34°\L and 45°, I suspected a slight convexity of the

phantom
; indeed, in one case I thought it decided ; but in

another, when the optic angle was 31°, I at times suspected
that it was slightly concave. In all other cases (up to an optic

angle of 42°
-9), it was perfectly flat. In some cases, usually

with a large optic angle, there was a slight appearance of curv-
ature in the straight lines on the wall, convex to the point of

sight: but, on the other hand, in two cases I suspected they

were concave to the point of sight. This appearance of curva-
ture in the straight lines was sometimes connected with an

appearance of curvature of surface, and sometimes with a flat

surface. I cannot account for t lid not fol-

low any perceptible law; it may perhaps have been caused
by the patterns used.

The largest optic angle I could observe with was 45° (dis-

tance of phantom 3 "04 inches). Stevens does not say how
large an angle is necessary to produce the effect of a convex
surface, so it may be that my want of any decided success is

owing to not having compassed a large enough angle.

In these experiments the nearest point at which I could see

an object in perfect focus was 4*5 81
Ol
0), and

if my theory is correct >f convex-

angles is owing to the stick not being in

focus ; i. e., to its being impossible for me to obtain a focal ad-

justment corresponding to the axial adjustment, though it is

very probable that the i
- in endeav-

•ring it into focus is sufficient to prevent the judg-

. leans of the optic angle from being mate-
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is also moved till it is apparently placed exactly in the plane of
the phantom, I have found that it is then exactly parallel with
the real wall. At least, in eight independent observations and
measurements of its position, the maximur
allelism was only 1° 10', and the average deviation 30', which
is not more than would be expected from errors of observation.

After getting the eyes well accustomed to the phantom it is
possible to observe it for some little time after taking the stick
away (especially if the optic angle is not large), before the eves
relapse into the position for viewing the wall naturally; dur-
ing this time the focus is apt to lengthen, but the phantom
continues to appear flat.

Vol. xxiii, pp. 298-301.—These experiments are of quite a
different character from that of the phantom wall, inasmuch as
the optic axes are nearly parallel, thus essentially changing the
conditions. For the brain is perfectly conscious of the differ-
ence, and judges accordingly. It is most unlikely that the
curvature of the retina (p. 298),* has anything to do with the
phenomenon, which is easily explained on page 299, without
reference to it. But the explanation of the effect on the points
* and G appears to be incorrect, the fact being that combina-
tion is effected not between corresponding points on the two
circles but, since a ci: 3 as an ellipse in per-
spective whatever way it is viewed, different points in the two
are combined, viz: points having the same retinal latitude.

I have not access to Rogers's paper on the combination of
Points differing in lal end this can be effec-
ted only by moving t - er up than
that of the other, so that the images of the two poir.-
on corresponding points of the retina. As I have just shown,
the experiment "here described does not bear on the subject,
and therefore cannot in the least invalidate the theory of cor-

responding points.
Vol. xxiii, p. 357.—I have seen stereographs of the moon

showing it in relief, but these are always obtained by combin-

ing
two photographs taken at different times when the moon's

face by its rotation has been br
1 have never seen a stereograph of the sun, but if -

statement is correct I have no doubt that the one he
was produced in the same way. I do not dispute Stevens's re-

mark that a very minute difference between'
* .... ; • ..-. .

.: -: •
-..-.. >" ''•"

stereographs of the sun and moon, if not explained, are calcu-
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I. Chemistry and Physics.

1. Possible Variability of the Law of Definite Proportions—
In the July number of this Journal (page 63 of this volume),

Professor Babkee has given a very full summary of the views of

Boutlerow on this subject, which have been recently presented

to the Chemical Society of Paris by Wurtz, and emphatically

endorsed in the discussion which followed by Schutzenberger.

The opinion was then and there clearly expressed that the " chem-
ical value " of a constant weight (or rather mass) of a substance

might vary, and that the so-called atomic weight of an element

might be simply the carrier of a certain amount of chemical energy
which is variable within narrow limits ; and further the question

was asked whether " Prout's hypothesis may not be a true law
which like that of Mariotte adrnr - <»." More-

cited, chiefly results of qu a

nalysis, which seemed to confirm the views thus expressed. Such
re certainly very revolutionary, and, if they prevail,

itirely change the fundamental conceptions of chemical

ai combination can no longer be regarded
the juxtaposition of the definite invariable masses we call atoms,

but must be considered as the " reciprocal saturation " or " inter-

penetration " of masses which may vary with the relative strength

of their chemical energy acting at the time ; and this change of

the fundamental conception is inconsistent with the atomic theory
and with the superstructure which modern chemistry has built

In the connection above referred to it is stated that Boutlerow
had held the views then advanced for the past three years. Such

views are, however, by no means new. They were not only ex-

pressed, but fully worked out by the writer more than twenty-five

years ago. They were presented to the American Academy of

Arts and Sciences in 1855 and fully developed in a paper pub-

lished in the Memoirs of this Academy (New Series, vol
"On Two New Crystalline Compounds of

. ;
-:•'.<

...
-..,

.
.

.
!.- .. ..-. -

•.

their Crystals." The same subject was also discussed in a paper

published in this Journal, " On an Apparent Perturbar
Law of Deri • - Compounds of Zinc-•-',

, v. " :•
opinions now under discussion were brought forward, n

..- - • .. .,: :-. -, - . .
.
•.;• :,-:,---. ,--
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crystals, obtained by th - of zinc and antimony

ion by the "method of fusion.

d differing by from one-half to five per cent,
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1

according to circumstances, from the alloy containing 95 per cent
of zinc to that containing 95 per cent of antimony, and analyses
were made of the crystals thus obtained. Two well-marked types

is, and only two, were obtained corresponding to the com-
"\Zn

2
and Sb

a
Zn

3 ; but ir wa« lb- ml tl at while crystals
of the first type might be mad- sa of zinc or
an excess of antimony, the crystals of the second type would only
take an excess of zinc; and the whole order of the phenomena
indicated—first, the action of a force tending to unite tl

one of two definite proportions ; secondly, the effect of the excess
of one or the other metal in the alloy" tending to disturb this

irdly, the interference of the two compounds with
each other in alloys of intermediate composition. The results
were plotted and a curve drawn showing the order of the varia-
tion, and this curve indicates plainly—first, the strong tendency of
the chemical force, and secondly the disturbing effect of the ex-
cess of either metal in the alloy. Moreover, the manner in which
these two influences modified each the other's action seemed to
preclude the supposition that the results could be the effect of a
simple mechanical enclosure by the growing crystals. For all
these details we must refer to* the papers cited. We will onlv
quote a few sentences which indicate the drift of the writer's opin-
ions at the time.
"In the absence of any known principle of

jhich the remarkable have been
demonstrated in this memoir can be explained, the c<»:

almost forced upon us t ny are capable of unit-
ing and producing definite crystalline forms" in other proportions
than those of their chemical equivalents; in other worda
law of definite proportions is not so absolute as has been
supposed."

Accepting the view of the subject that has been offered, it

will be obvious that the very large extent of the variation in the
compounds of zinc and antimony is due to the very weak affinity

between these elements. Were" the chemical force stronger in

proportion to the disturbing force, the variation would be les-

sened; were it weaker, the

m
'To what extent this pei

compounds, it must remain" for

•instigation to determine. There are, however, a number
.• - .-. :....,,.... • ._ •-

.
- -..,..

-

:
:

;. > - ;,.- :.:. - .---.
: .-•

" .; .' -.: ..-.':::..:'' " ^•"" '

.
'

' "

-

.
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'

bow become a matter of importance to ascert
discrepancies of red to imperfi
process may not be owing to the same cause which :

composition of the crystals of the a: I
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"The definite proportions I regard as a maximum toward
which the chemical force strives, a maximum from which the

deviations in most cases are small, although in others they may he
very large; and I maintain that this view of the subject, which

the memoir has aimed to establish, is supported by the analogies of

"I have shown in a former memoir that these numbers" (the

equivalent numbers) "may be connected by a very simple numer-

ical law, but here, as in other cases, we find merely a tendency

towards the law, not an absolute agreement with it, the differ-

ences between the theoretical and the experimental equivalents

being in many cases too great to be covered by errors of observa-

tion. The present memoir may throw light upon these discrep-

ancies ; for, to say the least, it is possible that the differences may
originate in variations of the equivalent itself, and that

livalent may be the maximum towards which the chemi-

cal force tends."

ent of the Phenomena of Isomorphism," published in the J

sophical Magazine (June, 1860), during a visit to London, the

writer shows that whatever explanation may be given of the

variations of composition, which he had previously described, such

- must necessarily modify the comp<
talline mineral products. Examples are <

:
;

obviously the case, and by the word
"

' --
'

" '^
:

'

' ' "
=

"' : '

:

-- ''"
..

'

of a crystal boat any change in the •

Now when after twenty-five years the same question is revived,

although without any reference to previous work on the sub-

e same opinions are expressed under conditions more

likely to gi\e > ^ <
, n ines int. re-ting to enquire

whether the progress of chemistry during the interval

to confirm or invalidate these views. So far as the

aware no investigation, except his own already referred to, has

been directed to the exact point in question, and in none of the
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of zinc and antimony, so in all such cases, some meel
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tion,—such as is manifested in what we call solvent power,—seems
to modify the chemical force: but in no case except the first
has any attempt been made to investigate the inter
the two. The atomic theory explains such cases of todefi
bination by distinguishing between atomic and molecular union,
and it regards the complex products as reau

of definite proportion rigorously holds. It is necessary, how-
ever, in many cases to assume the existence of very complex
molecules, and the doctrine of interpenetration certainly gives a
simpler conception of this class of phenomena.

i other hand the extension of our knowledge has either

,
lalies, have tended t

theory. It has been found that crystals have a very remarkable
power of en rials in their structure, so that
at times the crystallizing material forms but a small portion of

ting mass. If a crystal may enclose material wholly
foreigu to its composition, why may it not enclose an excess of
either of it. [re can be no doubt that in such
cases the amount of material thus enclosed depends to a greater
or less extent on the chemical force, and there is a con
the composition of the products which makes it difficult to dis-
tinguish between the
and that wi , ,u least the appearance that the
amount so controlled may be variable.
On the_ assumption, however, of the existence of molecules and

atoms it is a very pn at when we bring to-
gether in solution or in
mte compounds, the * of such compounds

e must depend—certainly among
other conditions—on the strength of the chemical force as well
as on the proportion of the several materials present. When,
now, crystals form in such a m« xpect that
'while the molecules • I aggregate

a greater or leHs extent, molecules of one or the other off
aents of this compound if present in excess, and the amount of such
•
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proved, there is always, even in extreme cases, a tendency to

exclude such material, a tendency which is the more effectual in

proportion as the crystalline molecules preponderate in the men-
struum. Hence it is that by repeated cryst a

rity may, in most cases at least, be secured. The hydrates of

of the theory we are

discussing. Water and oil of vitriol may be mixed in any pro-

nl there is a perfect continuity between the various

stages of dilution. When however on exposure to cold the defi-

nite hydrate H
9
S0

4
.H.

1
crystallizes ont this continuity is ab-

ruptly broken, and it is reasonable to suppose that the molecules

of this compound pi\< and only aggregated
in the process of crystallization. These crystals may be ob-

tained between quite wide limits of dilution, and must enclose

more or less of the menstruum, and, therefore, vary in composi-

tion to a limited extent ; but the definite hydrate can be obtained

pure by repeated crystallization.

Another i ing on the same subject has been

forced upon the write-'- rears by the

the atomic
weights. In a memoir on the " Numerical Eelations between
the Atomic Ued to the American
Academy of Arts ami § he remarked
—as the result of a cat determinations which
had been made up to I is " seem to

i? errors in all these determinations, those accidental

of the same process by
treral experimenters being comparatively insignificant."

The writer's subsequent experience has entirely confirmed this

opinion.

Of these constant errors by far the most important are those

due to imp he substance analyzed

or in the products of the analysis. No problem of el

more difficult than to prove that the mar, i

volved in atomic weight determinations are perfectly pure, and
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5

materials, the purity of the product is taken for granted, and yet

'; -. - .. : -

hydrochloric acid, invariably contains more or less oxichloride of
antimony, which leaves its equivalent of oxide of antimony
when the sulphide is dried at 200° C. So also he found it imprac-
ticable to prepare chloride of antimony free from oxide.

It may then well be asked what proof can we have of purity
- is have bet-n di-cu<sed bevond the \.-r\ doHnitetie-

of composition which is in question ? Before attempting to
'

:; - v"-
' - -

-,-..
•

-
:.":-,-

writ* r\s -wn experiene nstan. - I

'

ailed has been forced again and
again on the writer's attention. H elusion can
he reached by attempt! the method

•
' ' ...

' - : •

different chemical processes. The writer undertook such a discus"-

irly memoir on the relations of the atomic
ove referred to, but aba ause acci-

is are the only ones win. Midi i thematical meth-
iminate and these were found to be quite
• in the problem. X an be de-

1
:

:

tamed by the s] nthesis

^

-ith t

-. -
.

'

n i- still pressed : what is the
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It is surprising how few substances fulfill the conditions

quired in an accurate atomic weight determination, rarely m
than one compound of each elementary substance ; and for sc

of the most common elements, so far as we yet know, not e

one. After the process has once been worked out, the actual i

lytical work is generally readily accomplished

errors involved are comparatively small ; and ^

errors have all been eliminated the definiteness of the i

luce in the analyst a confidence in

the definiteness of the law which determines such effects. With
the writer, while his earlier work.on crystalline alloy ^ left an im-

pression of the possible indefiniteness (under certain conditions)

of chemical combination, his later work on atomic weights has

shown him the exceedingly definite aspects of the same phenom-

ena. Moreover, he has not found any evidence that the definite-

ness of chemical combination diminishes as the chemi.

weakened, a result we should expect if a variation were possi-

ble and as was predicted in the memoirs that have been so often

cited. On the contrary, the writer has found that when purity is

secured the proportions are as definite in weak compou
strong, in oxide of silver as in water; only with weak compounds
it is usually more difficult to ensure purity.

While therefore the writer feels that the weight of evidence is

at present in favor of the atomic theory, and of th;

definiteness of combining proportions which this theory involves,

still he is very glad that the whole question has been i

*

such an am- ution. His

own investigations, now in progree tearing upon

"

it, and until the requisite facts have been established there is no

sufficient ground for a positive opinion. But, although it must

be admitted that the atomic theory is the only basis

consistent philosophy of chemistry can at present be

which refers all differences between substances to dynan,

and which only a temporary expe-

dient for representing the facts of chemistry to the mind.

2. On the Spectrum of Beryllium.—-The position of
'

.

heat of 0-4079 to 0-4083, its oi rmula Be,Of
.

K- '-
.

... "
'

-..:•'. ' : :. .- •
•-.-*
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- spectrum s
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able analogy with those of aluminum and indium; though if a
dyad, the sp< ee with the periodic \&\

not necessarily coincide with those of magnesium, zinc and cad-

3 of the homologous series. The spark
lution (

"

>ther elements were seen in the spectrum except two very faint
ones of calcium from the hydrcch'..'. icid sea*

were produced with a

of 17,460 lin were photographed with a camera,
the lens of which, as also that of the collimator tube, was 36
inches focus. Seven lines were observed, two of which were in

; but of these only one was ph.

int to be measured. Of the five lines photo-
graphed and m, win I, u . third, of wave-length 3320-5, the

2, and the seventh, 2477-7, were
: sharp, while the fourth, wave-length 3130-2, was very

:' alt. As a

lis comparisons the author says: "The spectrum of
: -":"' '-

•
:

.
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Well-defined hoin-.|u^<.u> -t*ru>. H,en i-
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ve features.
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instances the fact that in the voltaic decomposing cell the hydro-
le neveT appears &1

, where the

oxidized by the active oxygen w . but at the

• ..: ii,. i. : ,-i\i ..\\iri-n mohfiile. More-
over, direct experiment shows .-.en evolved
..- ;. :.,

.
. . . ... -.

: oxygen. < ,tiw tin oxidation of t-itln

I
m op none ol its b

:
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strung by means of a needle upon a silk thread and ther,

between the poles of a Holtz machine. A pile of 11,000 pairs of

plates of one square centimeter surface, after ten minutes charg-

ing, gave shocks one millimeter long and made a Geissler tube

luminous. S nous at first but after-

wards became intermittent. Dry piles were also made of one

metal. Plates of lead foil were coated on both sides v

paper by means of potash' water-glass to which a little oxide of

lead wag added. A pile of 7,000 of the lead plates one square

centimeter in section could be charged so as to exhibit strong

ire must be communi-
cated to the piles. The superoxide of lead deposited electro-

lytically acts more powerfully than when deposited in any other

way. A pile of 1000 plates, coated on one side with c

produced sti] other with protoxide of lead,

gave proportionally much less tension. These piles are well

Flante's or

Fanre's accn »'* Annalen, 1883, No. 7, pp.

489-491. J. T.

6. Apparatusfar the Demonstration of Foncaulfs Currents.—
Dr. A. vox \V\!.i i--Mi..i--i:v -u-pends between the poles of an

electro-magnet a pendulum huh v, form of an

-;v • : " -:' v.- : _ :'•
• .

•

.
•' -

.
- to the axes of the pol*s of the electro-magnet. Before

the electro-magnet is made the time of swing of the pendulum is

noted and compared w _ >,;>>!, the current is

'' -\sri_r- can !>< clearly -< -n by a la _

This method is capable of quam : .— Wied*-

; , ,
.

.

.

•rical results upon this

. . ' ...

-
•

.._---"" ; :
:j

"

. '
-

luced by the presence of a hardened layer of
'; .:.-

that a piece

of steel is made up..: u are turned in their

beds when the bar is magnetized. His set]

d.t i- ca-t ii|,..ii in in. ,-riiar theory of magnet-

ism.— W\ 383, No. 8 b
, pp. 849-856. J- t.

8. A'.'/; ,-..... ,.v f, Theory of

L '

i
'

I i large series of obser-

-.. . .;. . .- •

.

:!
.

.'- - - "

'

; :

the square root of fcbe

index of refraction for light of the same substance. The
.--;-. ;-

.

' -.-.,- .' :. -. :::-..=' ^
'::

-
-

.

-.-- ...... .

; '- '
:

'
"

..: : .

' ;- ." - : -
':-

.
^. -: :. - -

;

- "
:

/

' v
'

-

- by the following:



the value of the index
n which is due to the electric force.

(2.) A com i _ »f the electric pressure
.

: r : : •

the effect of a rise of temperature between 0*0001* to 0*1° C.

to the elec-
*''• '• -. :-. -

: ' • :...- :
: '...-'.'..•

.pulsions between the particles of the fluid.

(3.) The phenomena of the change of the ii ! \ <»f n tract i >n

show that the electric pressure has no analogy with hydrostatic

(4.) These changes i

pressure in the interior of the fluid which are caused by the elec-

"..:>: ..:. - : "

Annalen, 1883, No. 8 b
, pp. 705-782. J. T.

9. A mt i the Ohm.—In a vaioal
entitled "On the* Determination of the Int

[f. A. <-"- ay, v-hi h
:

- u»> tvi hnical for a
>-r - ' ; ''-•: ?.-. r-.

.'-•.
: - - •

...--...._•,
'

•
.

.• -
•

- "

;

.... ...•'.-:•

-

Aug., 1883, pp. 144-146. 3. T.

10. A new Seismometer.—Prole** •
; n 1

. .
.

•

- -

'• :-... .. .

be common to^both, t'

rs, July 26,

stability as one nm k--ire.

sen tested in an actual ear

U. 'infra red spectra.—M.
.-.^ .... -.

jlet rays.—CW

II. Geologyr AND BoTAin

1. Paramarphm Origin oj * tf« Aror*A-

paper on tb
• ;at I seem
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to imply therein "that no one except Dr. Wiehmann has ever

illy the rocks of the Marquette district, and
no one except myself advocated the secondary origin of the horn-

blende in the ' greenstones ' and the eruptive origin of the dia-

bases." Just what greenstones and diabases are here referred to

I do not und eply I have to deny that the paper

be construed, so far as I can see, to contain them.
The writer of the note also says that I have adv..cated, without

acknowledgment, his previously pu } to the "tra-

.hytic an t rt.v. iin. .it »v ,-t t'l » K-u.- , : ,v. iVN;tes." To this I

have to reply that I have never 1 he attributes

ii..in. -. -. tar n- I am await-, original masses, not only of basic

but also of acid eruptives, and of ertiptives of internum
ity, the vari< »g a continuous series from the

most basic to th< mo*t acid. In their general relations, and to a

certain extenl
t
these rocks correspond

: '

:
' : '.

"

;

^ :

-

....•.... ;...::,..•
; ; .., -

ral slimming charge of the writer

.;:•!, "--:
\-: \ '- \ mtbi^ht'd vh-w-. And
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at Washington, so that it may be in the hands of all our botanists,
to whom it will be a - Arable help. a. g.

3. Sereno Watson : Gontrihv .-.,. AT.
from Proceedings of* the American Academy of Arts and

fust 15, 1883).—A year ago, in i he

Watson brought out the tenth part of his important "—
tions, half of w
Poly petals*} of Dr. Edward Pa"
and the adjacent part of Texas
paper now before us, of whi
!--•-. Tl . iu-w i nnpositcez
Me givei mother hand. In other
orders there are a goodly number of new species, some of

[
:irtic-

( > /' '' -V, „f.\ >
, „i ft , ,[ r : jUa Gray, published in

•I. Centr. Am., are cert ,
as r.^rv-

: . . - . •
-

' :.-.- .'-
^ •-.

'

;..;
:."- - , :,;

r
. ,._. .-;... ... .. r

-.>
•

:

:

,
; ; - .= , .

• -

ese genera are to be ret 'I by Ben-
T

:

5

" :'.': •, - ;

.. ought not to be a
" .-,-'

.

:_' :
- -. ' -'

•
:-.;.[

'

: - ....•• ;-'-:... - ;

:;....-.-,• ^

with those n ro /* /,•>. •n-yxnt.

: , .. ? -
: •

'

''- '

---.••_••„:
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As to Dr. Palmer's collection, not only are his plants nearly all

determined, but also those of a considerable collection made by
>r. Schaffner, sent in the year 1880 to the pie-

»een divided between the Gray herbarium and that of

Kew. This collection was from the same district (San Luis Po-

tosi) as Parry and Palmer's collection, whose numbers are also

cited in ,
-

t 1 11* A ->
\

,i ction sent by Professor

Duges from nanajuato) is also reported on. So

that these two Contributions — parts x and xi—are of very

great importance in the study of the botany of the northern
•

. _ ;
open to American explorers. Dr. Palmer's present

and those of his forerunner Dr. Gregg, were made in Nuevo
Leon and ( is now equally accessible : and to

the w< -fern part of that St it< . and t-
'

tine, we look for the most interesting future

accessions to the botany of the Mexican frontiers. a. g.

; r .. •
•

i by D'Arcy W. Thompson, B.A., etc.. with

a preface bv Charles Darwin-. With illustrations. London:
Sz Co. 18*3. pp. ofiji svo.—The original German

• i th<- y.-ir i-:-'. and in »hi- i e^ <>.„•, edited as well

as translated by Mr. Thompson—tumid into o.».

English and attractive!} pri • t—i> :

.
•

the author's recent obsen 1 1 i
« n- i- we! a- d< ' ti!> fr<»i i his ether

"full of suggestions, full of kindly? aj.p -

.of Mr. D.-irwh A -ad d.-r

Nil. v. u iwm"i > th.< v-i lime by the aim
reached us of the deatl i of Dr. M le 25th of

last. A great, and wo j udge a premati for though we be-

old. His

"

not date back of

1850, and lb so fully

- 69. Meanwhil

Dd by his stu.lies of the mod -

s, no less flowers

placed himseii at tin- ! ranch of

it.-tid

'.... ,,-. ':-•
. : .. - , _ -
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one little omission. "The observations of Darwin'
{

Asa Gray (1862)," are referred t -rapby, but

.
-;;... '

-

discovery of the mode of fertilization of Cyin-ipeJiirm, in W>%
describes on page 339. The cnrioua

papilionaceous flower in Apios is unnoticed. a. g.

III. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. American Association for the Advanv t <•/ >-*<V rv </-'

V.v.—The meeting of the Associ;

[ Profl saor C. A. A'- I SO,
closed on Wednesday, August 22d. 'i

'

;

present was large, but less than at Montreal and Boston, for the
obvious reason that the place was less >

rhey were most generously treated by the citizens of
Minneapolis.

The sections which had the largest number of papers were the

- ••

absorbed the most time and attei phenomena

red argument or mod beyond
what is contained in the expression , : an ..i >.i :. 1-

' ---
: - •

: .,.. . ;
. :

.
.

•

;.-.-. ,-. - :.

... . ..;
..

!'>~-.: :

'

_ " '
. .

'---.::.
.

'

.

•.
.

i. .. :,' . -
'

m the Poughket|-;v T.h-.m 'w -^i:*^.

.'.---
says, with r v on foreign books and

-

k tence. The
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low state of pure science in the country may possibly be attrib-

uted to the youth of the country ; but a direct tax to prevent the

growth of our country in that subject cannot be looked upon as

oilier than a deep disgrace." In the science of physics "no books
above elementary ones have ever been published, or are likely to

be published, in this country ; and yet every teacher in physics

must have them, not only in the college library but on his own
shelves, and must pay the government of this country to allow
him to use a portion of his small salary to buy that which is to

do good to the whole country." " One would think that books
in foreign languages might be admitted free; but to please the

half-dozen or so workmen who reprint German books, not scien-

tific, our free intercourse with that country is cut off."

Professor W. A. Rogers, vice-President of the Section of

Mathematics and Astronomy, treated in his able address of the
German survey of the Northern Heavens.
The address of the vice-President of the Geological Section,

Professor C. H. Hitchcock, was on "the Early History of the

North American Continent. " Professor Hitchcock presented
views with reference to the origin and subdivisions of the early

crystalline rocks, and the occurrence of many "oval" isolated

Arriuean areas in eastern North America, ami put forth his latest

conclusions as to the igneous derivation of the Laurentian areas.

arrived at after a visit to the volcanic Hawaiian Islands, he hold-
ing. In other words, that "the first land consisted of volcanic

A lecture was delivered also by Professor E. D. Cope before
the association in general session, on the evidence for evolution in

the history of the extinct mammalia. It was a valuable discourse
by one who had, to a very large extent, gathered his own facts.

He observes that since 1SU<> the number of known American species

250 to nearly 2000.
These addresses are published in full in Science, numbers 27

to 31.

On the subject of the Quaternary the following are some of the

facte presented.

i Professor G. F. Wright treated of

lit to earlier inv
Profeasol r»1 to survev~the whole of the part

of the line which o,~ l„t ween Cap. < \,d a ,d Brooklyn, and Pro-

, '.-• ' .?...." ',.:''

following to the account of the southern limit °in his recent

the line through Indiana grazes again the edgeof
Kentucky opposite Madison, ami reaches its southernmost point

near Charleston; then bears north through Scott and Bartl ' ; -

mew Counties and follows the line between the latter and Brown
County to the northeast corner of Brown ; then turns southwest
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to the northeast corner of Monroe; then bears northward for ten
miles to near Martinsville, in Morgan County; then passes west
:ii "l south. > , <-u :,n<l (iiven Counties, and to
Knox in Harrison township, in Knox County.

Professor Chambbulin, who also early surveyed the line from
Long Island westward, pr< -nii, ,1 :i! i important p iper on " the Ter-
minal moraines of the second Glacial epoch."

Professor I. C. White treated of the high terraces of western
-

j !
'. mi —i-.l b< Pp. i-ss..i ,!. ,1. Stevenson in

this Journal for 1878 (III. xv, 21.;),' an i said that the faets were

600 feet high across the Ohio valley at Cincinnati. The five sev-
eral terraces at Morgantown are 30, 75, 175, 200 and 275 feet
above the river. The deposits oi' the upper terrace "consist
almost entirely of clays and fine sandy material, with few bowl-
ders.'' The terrace and it. clays have been traced, at the "same

a of the Monongahela, namely,
fucker's,! Id v and Ten Mile Creeks. The
dam set back the waters <.f the Kanawha and filled the Mud-Guy-

n of rhe vallev : and afterward its removal left the

rh and dry. These and other facts were regarded as

he truth of Professor Wright's hypothesis. The height

cinnati required by the. facts, according to Professor

Professor YV. Ci-ham presented a [»aper on the Minnesota
valley in the Ice Age in which he nave his reasons for holding
that the existence of the great flooded Winnipeg lake— Lake
Agassiz, as he calls it—was due to a damming of the waters of the
region by a barrier of glacier ice on its north margin pre-

:, > from tlouino i„t„ Hudson's bay, their present
course. He appeals to two epoch* of -daciation, and remarks that

jp
the first the area was covered with drift, mostly the unstrati-

"•' '': during tin- in'en .1 between t he t u o th- pre-'lacial valley of
the region was deepened hv the drainage; during the later Gla-
cial epoch the til! on \ parnallv blocked up the river-course along
«s greater part, and portions that were obstructed were channeled
anew from the nwutl ofih, Minnesota to New Ulm. As long a»
the ice-barrier existed on the north the waters poured from "Lake

tiel through the deposited drift.

;he valley to have been formed

by Professor Cpham treated of

the ice of the last Glacial epoch i
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Dr. Newberry presented a paper " On the eroding power of

ice," attributing to it far greater effects than are conceded by-

most writers on the subject, and making it, as he had done before,

the excavating agent of the basins of the Great Lakes. He also

spoke, with a good array of facts, on the reality of the age of ice,

and the wide extension of the great northern glacier.

A paper by Professor G. H. Stone, "On the Kame rivers of

Maine," was read by Professor Upham, in which the origin of

kame deposits was discussed, whether super-glacial or sub-glacial,

iiig the former view. H< it statement

that in Maine no southward motion in the glacier would have

been possible after the ice had thinned down to 500 feet on

es of hills.

Professor Upham read a paper by Miss F. E. Babbitt, of Min-
nesota, " On Glacial Man in Central Minnesota." The evidence

sonsistfl in the discovery of "rudely worked quartzes." They
were first found by Professor K H. Winchell in the top portion

of certain terraces in Central Minnesota about 100 miles north-

west of St, Paul, in the village of Little Falls, Morrison County.

Recently similar discoveries have been made in the same region

by Miss Babbitt in beds of the terraces below the upper. Many
hundreds of chips were found in a small area, none worn.
the stony material of the terrace was well rounded ; and every

freshet turned out other specimens. The specimens come from a

well limited layer, a few inches thick, 12 to J 5 feet below the top

of the terrace.

In the discussion which fallowed the reading of the paper, Pro-

fessor F. W. Putnam stated that some of the specimens exhibited

in illustration of the paper were unquestionably of human work-

manship.
Other papers on related subjects are those of W. J. McGee,

"On the formation of Glacial Canons"; of Julius Pohlman,
"On the history of the Niagara River"; of W. McAdams, "On
the loess and glacial clays of Alton, Illinois.

The following is a list of the papers accepted for reading at the

List of Papers accepted for Beading.

Edward S. Holden: The total solar eclipse of May 6, 1883.

*W. A. Eogers: A new method of investigating the flexure oor

meridian circle ; On an improved method of producing a dark-field illumination <

lines ruled upon glass.

E. W. Hydk: 1 led position.

Investigations of light variations of Sawyer's variables.

J. B. Eastman: Internal contacts in transits of inferior planets.

G. W. Hough; Physical phenomena on the planet Jupiter; The rotation (

J. Janssen: ..French observations of the total eclipse of May 6th,

0. S. Westcott : Some hitherto undeveloped properties of squares

E. F. Sawyer; On the light variations of T. Monocerotis.
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Jdgar Feisbie: Orbit of the great com
. K. \\::\ -: i )! serrations on the trans ;of Yenus made at Columbia College,
v York City: Desciiptiou of new observatory of Columbia College.

n geometry applied to the general ellipsoid.

tp tire geometry; Descriptive g
rfaces of the second I of rotary pumps.

1

:lipsesofj!

W. A. Rogers: Definitive determination of the relation: Imperial yard
meter of the archives.

i/.ation of the Sun's rays for warming and ventilating

H. S. Carhart: The magnetophone, or the modification of the magnetic field

-

tril mting weather forecasts by means of

P. R. Hoyt: The tornado at Racine, May 18, 1883.

in cell, and some remarkable electrical

on of the theorem of the virial to rotary

long plane surfaces, applicable t
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T. R. Baker:
materials.

C. 51. Woodw

Regularity of flow ii

T. 0. Chambertjn .
-i of Ohio.

Waeken Urn age; Changes in the cur*

:

->'<

L
T
ppcr Ohio and Us tributaries.

;>. •:.... .. -
' -

I i i ittion of specimens from Princetown, Min-

f fossil Brachiopoda.

W. J. McGee: On Glacial canyons.

Julius Pohlman : The life-history of the Niagara River.

ii i Iciii !i , .\ '.
i Mngirig beach of Manchester. Mass.

A. S. Tiffany : The equivalent of the New York water-lime group developed

werofice; Then

W. G. Farlow : as of Algae to disagi

D. S. Kellicott: Psephenus Lecontei ; on the external anatoi

E. L. Stcrt;:. ire of maize and i

Influence of position .,
,

-, e>l: \_'ti-- irura] botany.
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for bv::

C. P. Hart: Conxion, auto,
E. S. Moksk: Mvi. a.vnaria

;

1 orchid, Habenarin ; Origin of th,- Flora

: ^x,
fn^expe^StaTaSi[-— *-

A supposed
]
>oisono lis wa-v.-eod 3 of Minnesota

M: The posit

alcohol from mJ.f jars'

!

"Z^
ua° o! vaseline to prevent the 1OSS of

i of the gen
js; Some r

A.Hyatt: Obs ervations on Cephalopoda.

&:tion H, Anthropology.

F. W. Put;IAM : An abnornal human skull from a stone grave in Tennesa*>; A
1.1..1. by !•:. J-:. Chirk.

r";,m!'']Snts or mode Itides of vei•bs in the Iroquois

: by effigies ; Effigies giu
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E. T. Cox:
Edgar Frishie: Building

Stephen S. Haight : Health fo

C. V. Riley : Improved methoc

-!. R.Dodge: Enhancement of v

population.

T. E JtbFLRSOX

The next meeting of the Association will be held in Philadel-

phia, Professor J. P. Lesley was elected president for the

year. The vice-presidents appointed are, Professor H. T. Eddy,

of the Section c-l M iihematics and Astronomy (A); John Tbow-
bridgk, Cambridge, Mass., of Physics (B) ; J. W. Langley,
Ann Arbor, of Chemistry (C) ; R. M. Thurston, Hoboken, of

Mechanical Science (D) ; N. H. Wixchell, of Geology and

Geography (E) ; E. D. Cope, of Biology (F) ; T. G. Wobmlbt,
of Ilivt,. :,',-•, :m 1 Mi.-n«>.-..pv (G); E. S. Morse, of Anthro-

pology (H) ; Hon. Jonx Evto.v, Washington, D. C, •

Science and Statistics. Dr. Alfred Springer, of Cincinnati,

was chosen General Secretary, and P. W. Putnam was continued

as Permanent Secretary.

2. British Association.—The fifty-third annual meeting of the

British Association was held at Southport, between the 19th and

2 7th of September.

Professor J. Reinhard Blum of Heidelberg, for many years

one of the leading mineralogists of Germany, died on the 2 -2d ot

August last in his 81st year. Professor Blum's most important

ion to science was his treatise on Psendomorplis pub-

lished in 1843. witli the four supplements bearing the dates of

1847, 1852, 1863, 1879. This subject he developed
care and thoroughness, and although subsequent study will doubt-

less carry the subject much, further, the works of Blum will never

lose their value and the large number of facts he brought together

will remain the foundation of future work in this field. In addi-

tion to the publication of the volumes mentioned, he also made a

large typical collection of pseudomorphs illustrating tic -nbjeet

described; this collection became in 1 t7u the property of Yale

3 in New Haven. Professor Blum was

jral work on Mineralogy, and of another

ions shorter mineralogical papers. He

md friendh chara tci ud 1 i- u iu\
|

'•)''
-

,vho listened to his teaching between J-.',sand is 7 7, remember
with pleasure the instruction and encouragement which they re-

ceived from him.
William A. Norton', Professor of Civil Engineering in the

Sheffield Scientific School of Yale College, and the

/the anile

thology i
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-S/,ec/roscojj>c Notes ; by Professor

For the past few months I have been examining the
of sun-spots with o,-eat care, and with an instrument «

dispersion.

Ti spectroscope employed consists of a comet-seeker of

aperture and about forty-eight inches focal length, u

;elescope after Li tt row's methboth
t! 'e slit an.i'\Ti^im.al UV-jiieeTbei
convenient to place them. A , *>r, aboat
tbree-tenths of an inch in diameter, is cemented to the center
of the ol

'

, Professor
^ackett, in a note pub m i , th <\J ....... J i! LSSlM. I

^tirely destroys tin int rn.t' r. : tions vhieh .vould otherwise
most seriously interfere with vision.

-f he dispersion is obtained by one of Protestor Ibmdamt's
'nt gratings on a speculum-metal plane, with a ruled

md •-!
i ii v I, \< [|ioo lines to the

'"• The slit and eye-piece of the telescope arc so placed that

to the lines of the ruling. An
:

; 'i' this sort is incomparably more convenient shun

•
. vn w-teli scop an separate,

though of course, on account of the inclination of the visual
ruys to the axis of the object-glass, there is a little .

?«athemaa ed. There
Is no difficulty, however, in seeing easily the duplicity of the
Am- Jour. 8ci.—Third Series, Vol. XXVI, No. 155.-Nor., 1883.
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5's, Bj and other similar tests, with the instrument thus ar-

ranged. The spectroscope is mounted upon a strong plank,

stiffly braced, and this is attached by powerful ring-clamps to

the tail-piece of the twen\y-three-inch equatorial of the Halsted

observatory, so that the image of the sun falls directly upon

the slit.

The detailed exam
far confined mainly I

hood of C, D and b.

With the high dispersive power employed, the widening and

" winging " of the heavier lines of the spectrum is not well

seen, not nearly so well as with a single prism spectroscope.

All diffuse shadings disappear much in the same way as the

naked eye markings on the moon's face vanish in a powerful

telescope—to be replaced by others more minute but not less

interesting. In a few spots, however, the broadening of the D's

and the rev tl
;

' lumping" of C has been no-

ticeable even with this high dispersion. But the most striking

result is that in certain regions the spectrum of the spot-nucleus,

instead of appearing as a mere continuous shade, crossed here

and there by markings dark and light, is resolved into a count-

less number of lines, exceedingly fine and closely packed,

interrupted frequently between E and F (and occasionally be-

low E) by lines as bright as the spectrum outside the spot.

These bright lines, so far as the eye can determin
either, real lin superposed, or merely \ . _

dark lines, since they are not sensibly brighter than

ound of the surrounding spectrum.

The darker and more intense the spot, the more distinctly

the fine lines come out, both the bright and the dark; and so

far as I have been able to make out yet, there is no difference

as regards these fine lines between one spot and another. I

have never yet seen any evidence of displacement in them due

to motion, no "lumpiness" nor want of smoothness in them.

When seeing is at the best, and everytl

attention enables one to trace nearly all 'these lines out beyond

the spot and its penumbra. But they are so exceedingly faint

on the .sun's general surface that usually they cannot be de-

tected outside the spot spectrum. This resolution of the spot-

spectrum into a congeries of fine lines is most easily made out

in the green and blue. Near D, and below it, it is much more

difficult to see, and I am not even quite sure that this structure

still exists in the regions around C and below it. Here, in the

red, even v ision and under the most favor-

ai le • in urnstances oi vision, the spot-speetrum appears simply

as a continuous shade, crossed here and there by widened and

darkened lines, which, however, are very few and far between
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as compared with the number ol such lines in the higher re-

gions. Of course the resolution of the spot-spectrum into lines

tends to indicate that the absorption which darkens the center
of a sun-spot is produced, not by granules of solid or liquid
matter, but by matter in the gaseous form, and it becomes in-

teresting to inquire what substances are capable of producing
such a spectrum, and under what conditions. As to the fine-

ness and number of the lines, it may be noted that in the region
included between b

t
and 6

4
the single lines appear to be each

about half as wide as the components of b
3
. and are separated

by an interval about one-third as great. The whole number
between b

1
and b

i
must be over a hundred, though they are of

course very difficult to count with accuracy. They are a little

wider in the middle of the apot-speoiruin, in fact spindle shaped,
running out into extremely line threads where they pass into

the penumbra, and in my instrument they seem 4o be a little

more hardly and sharply defined on the upper (more refrangi-
ble) edge than on the lower.
The bright lines, of which there are six between b

t
and b

t , are

generally about as wide as the interspace between the compo-
nents of b

3
. They are sharply defined at both edges, and no

brighter at the center than at the edge, a fact .which rather
bears in favor of the idea that they are merely interruptions in

the dark line series, and not really superposed bright lines.

Just above b
4 (at X 5162 -3) there is a very conspicuous one,

which is also noticeable enough in the ordinary solar spectrum.

Attention has indeed been frequently called to it long since by
other observers. Below E /these bright lines are rare. Higher
up in the spectrum, between F and G, they become very nu-

merous.

I have also made a considerable number of observations upon
prominences with the nine and one-half inch equatorial and its

own spectroscope. There have been lately numerous very fine

-. especially in connection with 'the spots. The num-
ber of lines' reversed in the spectrum of the chromosphere has at

times been very great, far exceeding the number observed and
catalogued in 1872, but I have not been able to detect a single

new one below C, though the two mentioned in my catalogue

have been seen almost continuously. On two occasions—July
31st and August 1st—a new line above H (X3884:db2) was con-

spicuously visible for an hour or two each time, during a spe-

cially vigorous eruption of the pro with the

great spot which was then just passing off the limb. This line

''-> seen easily without the aid of any fluorescent eye-piece,

and I am satisfied that on a photographic plate it would have
been more brilliant than either H or K. I could not determine
^s position within one or two units on account of the difficulty

of identifying the numberless fine lines around it.
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With the widened slit it showed clearly the form of the lower

part of the prominence, but not the upper. It was almost pre-

cisely imitated by two new lines at \ 4092 and 4026 ; and the

catalogue-lines 4077 and 3990 resembled it also. On the other

hand, h, H and K showed the higher parts of the prominence

as well as the lower, while the lines at 4045 and 3970 were

exceedingly fine and smooth, without knottiness or structure.

On August 1st, at 2h 58m local time (= 7h 57m Greenwich
time), the intensity of the chromosphere spectrum was very

remarkable, the bright lines more vivid and numerous than

I remember ever to have seen them before. Between this time

and 3.12 a prominence was shot up in fragments of flame to

an elevation of over 120,000 miles. It will be interesting to

learn whether any corresponding magnetic twitch appears on

the magnetometer records.

Princeton, N. J., Sept. 10, 1883.

ed by Mr. W. Earl Hidden in

vol. xxi, No. 124, p. 287, of this Journal, is not quite certain.

The circumstances connected with the findinir of the present

mass are detailed in the, following letter of II. C. i

Esq, of Dalton, dated Oct, 18th, 1882, addressed to Major E.

Willis of Charleston, S. C.

:

'SSVr—Yours of the 14th inst. from Professor Charles U.

Shepard, Jr., in regard to the meteorite is received. The
meteorite was found some time in the year 1879 bv Francis M.

Anderson, on his farm, on lot 109 in 'the 10th district and 3d

section of Whitfield county, Georgia, about 14 miles northeast

of Dalton. It was discovered while plowing, on the west side

of a ridge, near its base. The ridge runs north and south, and

the furrows cut east and west. It was lying with its apex

upward, and buried about six inches below the surface of the

Sometime during the fall of 1860 an unusual atniospherie

phenomenon occurred in the region. A bright light shot

across the heavens, followed by a loud report, creatii

alarm among the people, many of whom supposed the end of

the world had arrived.

A large mass of iron, supposed to be a meteorite, was found

half a mile from this one, about the year 1862. It was sent
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to Cleveland, Tennessee, where it appears to have been lost
sight of, as nothing further can be ascertained respecting it."

The mass now described belongs to the meteoric collection
of C. U. Shepard, Jr., of Charleston, S. C. Its weight is 117
pounds.

i.idoii

it is more easily divided with the saw than most <>*

owing to the absence of pvritie veins and kernels. When
broken across a thickness of £th of an inch, it presents a coarse,
out highly uniform, granular structure, and shows a cleavage
or the individuals, much resembling that of the Braunau iron.

i surfaces are almost perfectly homogeneous, being

from amv^-daloidal in closures. At places within
11 "Hch o! the outside however, a lew ver\ thin, black, thread-
hke veins occur, a])f)are u!\ ;he m-i ids of shrinkage in the

ese veins is partly the
oxides of iron, with whieh is mtermumied i trace ol chlorine.
the latter probably derived bv infiltration from the soil. The

irfaces is confined to tb
seams.

The Widman figures present a rather remarkable feature.
ln the annexed wood-cut thev are copied from an actual
lr»l"vssi,„i icrived from an etched surface of the iron, with the

"""rfsion only of the finer lines that enclose the white bars

j

1

;" 1 traverse rhe shaded paralhdograi ls and triangles. The fine

bnes are not introduced owin U- to the difficulty of their proper

^presentation on wood. The peculiarity of the pattern consists,
as the wood-cut shows, in the tendency "in one series of bars to
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cross each other at right angles, while in a second series, less

uniform in width, they pass diagonally (in descending) from
right to left across the shaded spaces.

The shaded portions are in no way different in composition

or structure from those which are in white, as may be seen by

receiving the light from them on the polished metallic surfaces

at a slightly different angle. This changeability doubtless

depends upon a crystalline structure analogous to that produc-

ing a similar effect in numerous crystalline minerals, particu-

larly in the family of feldspars.

On etched surfaces, the schreibersite shows in exceedingly

thin and nearly straight continuous lines, though they are

occasional v interrupted at short intervals, when they resemble

the markings on telegraphic ribbands. The continuous lines

sometimes swell into triangular or polygonal enlarj

forming a string of nearlv disconnected beads, as represented

by G-. Rose in the Zacatecas iron. These beads he denominates

The specific gravity of the iron is 7 "986, a density somewhat
higher than common in meteoric irons, but not unexpected m

like the present, destitute of sulphur and containing less

usual in these bodies.

With phosphorus, chromium and man^anrsc in traces.

It is to be regretted that we are unable to decide whether

this meteorite belongs to the same fall with the 13 pound mass

described by Mr. Hidden. The two were found at different

times, several miles asunder, and were totally unlike in the

character of their surfaces. Besides, the smaller abounded in

chlorous deliquescence; and it appears to have been easily

separated by cleavage, suggesting a longer contact with the soil.
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Art. XXXVIII.—Notice of Corundum Gems in (he Himalaya
region of India ; by Charles Upham Shepard, Sr.

The discovery of a remarkable locality of the sapphire and
ruby in the Himalaya Mountains has been communicated to

me by Eev. M. B. Carleion of Keoloo, India, a former pupil of
mine, and graduate in 1877 of Amherst. He derived his

ion from the following descriptive note of Mr. Grahame
Young of Kulu.
"There are twp versions of the discovery of the corundum

deposits at Sungehang in Zuiskar. on, being that they were
exposed by a hill-side slipping, the other that thev were
discovered by hunters. Their value was so little known that
the villagers 'bartered them for a triiie to L; houli traders, who
JD their turn vainly endeavored to exchange them for grain
in Kulu. On their value becoming known, there was a rush
of jewelers from Delhi and other places: and they speedily rose
to 100 rs. per tola = about £20 stg. per oz., for good specimens,
at which rate they have remained; at present none are to be
ll; " 1

- all the stock brought down has been sold, and the mine is

s tr>ctiy guarded h\ one of the Maharajah'-* Dogra regiments.
So far as I can learn, the matrix is a schistose or slaty rock.

I. Ordinary quartz crystals, some very large.
II. A few crystals of amethyst.
III. Deep blue corundum of a beautiful water, very rough

'
u

'
'_ ' Ijv. no crystal more than f inches long ; sp. gr. iJ'9S5.

IV". Corundum, sapphire-colored only in the middle, shading
lighter until both base and, a; < are ]

ctlv limpid.

X- Perfectly limpid corundum.
VI. Black corundum.

•
•

'

••'•, -
:

.'- ; V,'- ..; \ \ .' c, •

;:,'

above are beau lul • rv> dl'i; d. mex very acute.
VIII. Massive corundum, bod. blaek and opaque white.
IX. Chlorite, crystals imperfect
X. A little magnetite.
] he Maharajah" 1ms recently released from prison a

rewarded two' native hunter;, who had hem, imprisoned for
dealing in sapphire, on condition of their showing him two

hhu and the other ol red cornndum. I
have no information regarding these .1,-^^t^.* A *mall frag-

ment of the red corundum has, however, found its way to
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Kulu ; it is true oriental ruby, perfectly clear, and of a beautiful

The facts I have collected regarding the first discovered
' derived from an examination T made of about an

hundred weight of the crystals ; their owner would not allow

me to apply any tests, but T used a compound lens magnifying

30 diameters. " A. Grahams Young.

The discovery has the greater interest for us owing to certain

analogies in the mode of occurrence and some other particulars

between the crystals found in India and those produced at

several of the American localities. These resemblances are the

most striking between the Indian specimens and those of

Laurens disl . At this latter place the crys-

tals are enclosed in a highly micaceous schist as well as found

loose in the contiguous soil; trey are very abundant; of the

Bame -i/.e. surface and form as those described by Mr. Young;
possess a similar coloration except with greatly inferior tints of

blue and red ; but are traversed by abundant cleavage flaws

and destitute of transparency.

The Pelham, Massachusetts, corundum, which, however, is

by no means abundant, closely resembles that of Laurens,

except that it is imbedded in a scaly hiotite intermingled with

ven i culite and ripidolite, with occasional inclosures of anor-

thite seams.

The crystals of the Burke and Iredel county region of North

Carolina, though considerably different, still remind us of those

from Laurens. So far as 1 know they are only loose in the soil.

They vary from one to four inches in length, are generally

In form and coated eovite. as

though they had originated in mica-slate. Numbers of them,

and generally of larger size, are hexagonal prisms, and thickly

drused over with short n \> t<d -iwnUo t lamante
Indeed, nearly all the crystals from this region, when broken

across, exhibit an exterior annulus of this species. - lilt the

interior is distinctly stellated; and when the surface is polished

a copper-colored chatoyement is sometimes presented. The
colors of the Iredal crystals are less intense than those of

Laurens or Pelham.
The only analogy between the Indian crystals and the sap-

phire and ruby of Macon and Clay counties, of North Carolina,

consists in the association ol ripidolite with both.
The resemblances here pointed out appear to me sufficiently

important to encourage the expe corundum
gems may yet be found in the United States.
Xew Haven, July 19, 1883.
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Akt. XXXIX.— Phenomena of the Glacial and Champlair
periods about the mouth of the Connecticut valley—that is, i%

the New Haven region ; by James D. Dana.

The Glacial phenomena over the Xcm Haven region have
many points oll special interest
arise from the fact that the i<30 of orthern New En. land
which had moved down xhe Con mgh.
left the mainlar.id for a passage thro ,_,;

i Long Isl an mid!

WeTnH
60' *"eludes therefore a di rehv

•t of the glacier to the >rth and thai
: the

Sound and beyc que.-

(1) The thick ness of the glaci< ihi s southern ei-id of the
trough, and the pitch along the t

(2) The fact «

—a lower or to

£ not of two din

ough stream sontl ;;:;;Z-..st ward, and

in th.

vz
stream southeastward ; and. if V o their being simi'ilta-

(3) Any mixi Qg of drift materials f ithetwostre:ams.

Change of direction in the glaci

The phenomena also of the
the floods from the dis^.ivin^
valley and made us. ,>t New II;

of the water. ren,-,tiuo he d
l"t«-r before in dVia-sie

'

"time—

1

(1) The structure ami soawar

t! il'Xew I la v!'n' plain

"kettle-holes/'

si'">sin tlmplain.eaVhoverami

pparent connection

°f the Glacial era.
' "'

(5) The existence of a terrac
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Some of these points were discussed by me in 1870, in a
paper on "the Oeology of the New Haven Begion," published
by the Connecticut Academy of Sciences in the second volume
of its Transactions. But since that time many new facts have
come to light, sustaining some of the conclusions then presented
and requiring modifications of others, besides affording fuller
illustrations of all the various characteristics of the plain.
further, in the interval which has elapsed, a top

.
survey and chart of the region have been made under the
auspices of the Coast Survey and the special superintendence
of Mr. R. M. 1} Lssistant U. S. Coast Survey, laying down
the features of the surface .vith <zreat aecuracv. and
the level over the whole area by 20-foot contour lines. In my
endeavor to secure such a survey, I had especially in view its

useias a basis for geological in ventilations and reports; and it

ell the purpose. Moreover, it has brought to view new
I given greater precision to our knowledge of topo-

details. A review of the subject with the aid of all

•

1 light obtained is therefore needed.
On the preceding map, the New Haven region comprises all of

the area south of the trap-and-sandstone range of Mt. Carmel,
;nnl «"ist ..I the ramie of hills of metamorphie schists which
j'

1 '^ its western bordei through the towns of Orange, Wood-
hv[^' and Bethany.

riie icsij-rti border region lias a rather abrupt eastern front.
:m,! nses in height from 100 feet above mean-tide level on the
south to 650 feet on the north. This western border was the

western margin of the deep Connecticut trough and estuary of

urussie time, all the rocks of the region eastward
°/ it being trap md sandsf. - ol that era: and it was the oeca-
S1°n of important results also in the Glacial and (

periods. South of Westville it is a double ridge—that of a

oroken-backed anticlinal—a shallow valley of ledges and
marshes (one-fourth to three-fourths of a mile wide) separating
UA

\ eastern and a western range of hills.*

The outline of the flood-made terrace-formation is indie neo

i map bv a dotted line, at the base of

•rinoipal valleys and former ilood-ways of the
I'egion—WVst 'River; Mill River and the IJuinnipia.—-open

I into the broad New Have, plain. The p

om thai ol Mil! River by the (J

'< -•• ma, -o! sl ,„h,,,,, hills I.MMolVXi feet in h

-kast Rock ridge, 362 feet in greatest height, at its -

t of West River, by the " West
-Rock Ridge" of trap (dolervte) -f"0 to 600 feet in height,

together with the various sandstone hills that lie to the east of it.

* The valley is called (from one portion of it at M on the map) Maltby Park
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On the eastern margin of the region the hills are of trap and

sandstone ; the largest of the trap ridges constitutes the western

border of Lake Saltonstall.

1. The faot of a southward (S. by W.) movement in the

lower ice of the glacier along the Connecticut valley, and the

angle of slope of the surface of the ice in the direction of the

2. The fact of a southeastward movement (S.S.E. to S.E.) in

the upper ice.

3. The correlations of the two movements as to time and as

to drift depositions.

4. The direction of movement over Long Island Sound.
5. The drift deposits, and the probable effects of the wrench-

ing attending the change of direction which they exhibit.

I. Glacial Phenomena.

1. The fact of a Connecticut valley movement and the probable sur-

face-slope of the ice in the dih-din,, of the valley.

a. The fad of the vaUey movement—The fact of the valley

movement I pointed out in 1871,* basing the cone!

(1) observations in Massachusetts by Professor Kdward Hitch-

cock, published in the MassachuseJts <r oloeieal Keport (1841),

(2) observations in Vermont, from the Vermonl I

Report (1861), made chiefly by Professor C. 11. Hitchcock, (o)

a map of New Hampshire by the latter, giving the directions

of glacial scratches, published in advance of the final Report on

the Geology of that State, and (4) on my own in v.

The facts supplied by Pr.-c--'.!' Edward Hitchcock, the earliest

careful inv- ject on the continent, were suffi-

cient alone to establish i in- irnt'i ann mnced : and lie recognized

it, but made the ice mainly that of icebergs. The same con-

clusion is presented in the Vermont Report. But in the New
Hampshire Report, published in 1878, the movement is made
by Professor 0. II. Hitchcock a glacier movement.
The fact is prowl hi/ tlie alacinl xr.ratrhei. All observations from

Xew Haven northward to Windsor in Vermont. Lit) miles.

give, with rare exceptions, courses between S. and S. 20° W.
In the upper part of the valley, north of Windsor to Wells
River, 60 miles, both southward and southeastward directions

_
It is proved also by the <lrm tnui.ytortation. Of the drift mate-

rial in the New Haven region, more than 99 per cent, including
bowlders innumerable, from one ton to 1200 tons in weight,
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were derived from the trap and sandstone of (he valley, that is,

were taken up in the valley and transported along the va lev.
The proof is hence positive that the transporting agent moved
down the valley, gathering the stones and earth bv the wav,
and, sooner or later, depositing also by the way. The mean
course of the Connecticut valley in Connecticut, from the
Massachusetts boundary to New Haven bay, is S. 17° W., and
this is about the mean course of the scratches and drift.

b. Directions of //,,• LoUnni movement over the New Haven re-

« amount oj w ESTING al mg the western border and

TJatehe* in Z eastern part of the New Haven

• a mo'/(merit in 'the dire< •tinn S. 13° W. The iwuai
trend ol

p

the sa of East Havein is about the same.
showing

; that i :UV • fori as to g!
chem's Eidge (Sm on the map), iu<' a rid»e b v the

;

I the ds? Mill Rock to the
north, 1, nd of S.-, 11 ' W. In Hamden, farther north,
the "Q, e Hidim carved out by the S

under 1ihe lee o f Mt. eh has the mean con
16° W. The \•alleys ji ie rid*is west of this ridge
have ne; of the We.-»t Rock ridge to the w.:'St Of
them, <„S. 2<i° W.+ '

\ the western border of the New

°^'r.\lah!o, P ;ir k. < \{ „.. map) to S. I.V W. and & 56° W.
owing to local conditions.
The large amount of westimr on the western '

Pointed out in my paper on the New Haven region of 1870;
but I have now the additional fact that the course S. 33° W.
occurs to the westward of this border over Orange and Milford,

dozen miles from the New Haven region, or nearly to

the Housatonic and Naugatuck vallevs. showing that the south-

Westward movement had a wide w-tward extension. The fact

points, I suppose, only to near uniformity of dir
r and broad valleys and ridges of the surface;

the topograj,

"

ragile slates,

"ug-hin- deeply t

that the topography, notwithstanding the fact that the
are fragile slates, was of pre-Glacial origin.:}:
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i and of the accumulations

>unt of westing with the

; of the scratches.

The larger bowlders of trap and sandstone lie in the western

half of the New Haven region. Further, they are gathered in

great numbers, together with thick deposits of till, along the

hilly u-.-st'i-n ',.,/,, and especially the eastern decUc-

r—as if moraine-like in origin. But some bowlders

of large size occur on the top and eastern declivity of the

West Eock ridge, which is one to two miles east of that west-

ern border, and a few are found farther east.

One of the largest of the trap bowlders, called the Judges'

Cnv.\ lies on the top of the West Eock ridge (at J, a mile north

of Westville), at a height of about 365 feet, where it was prob-

ably stranded because 25 feet too low in the ice to clear the

top" of the ridge. It is now in a few large pieces, probably

through the rending action of growing trees, but weighed

when entire at least 1000 tons. Just a mile west of the

"Judges' Cave" on the Woodbridge declivity, lies a

bowlder of trap and entire, its extrem
tdmated weight 1200 tons. The spot where it rests

360 feet above the sea-level, and 20 feet below the summit
beyond it, But a few rods south lies another of 100 tons, and

a few hundred yards to the north there is a group of five great

trap bowlders, the largest about 200 tons in weight, that were

similar! v stranded—a most impressive assemblage. Three-

fourths of a mile north on the same dcdiviUj lies another

bowlder of 500 tons. Many more of great size—500 tons to

10 (equivalent to 6000 cubic feet to 120), occur both north

and south along this border. Further, very few trap bowlders

of large size passed its summit. One, measuring 13x9x5
feet, lies a mile west of it in southern Woodbridge ; a group of

ot'h. ix the largest 1, Xl5> 5 feet, ;it the same distance nearly,

in northern Woodbridge; and one of 8x5x7 feet in northern

Orange, west of Malthy Park. Smaller trap bowlders or stones

however, with others of sandstone are widely distributed for

three to six miles in that direction; on the south they reach be-

yond Milford*
The course of travel of some of these great bowlders can be

made out quite closely.

-

amorphic rocka ;th of the Housi
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West Rock Ridge or from some part of the Mount Tom range*
to the north

; for the more eastern trap ridges are too far east.

They are, for the most part, alike in consisting of fine-grained

/ trap, the variety that occurs only as the outside of
the ejected trap-masses where the melted rock was ra/ -

against the sandstone or* air. Hence they probably came from
the top of the ridges, for the sk>| qow usually
under sandstone to within 100 feet (in height) of the top, and
the western is that of the bold columnar front.

The trap ridges projcrted upward into the ice abruptly, several
hundred trot—the M\. Tom ridge (or that from Meriden to Mt.
Tun ii Massachusetts) probably 600 to 900 feet; a most favor-

itg work of
tl,«- -i;,, !,!. Tin- Mr. Tom rid-o is ;><>; (Vet hii_di (Guyot) in

South Mountain. Meriden. !>s.3 feet in Tale-it Mountain, west of
Hartford, and 1214 feet in Mt. Tom. Some of the fallen masses
at the base of its blurts near Meriden are as iaru'e as the largest
of the bowlder-. M.uv \ . r.

f \ fan dolervte) of this western
trap range in Connecticut is mostly a hard/durable rock, while
that o! the more eastern trap raiiue is ifenerallv a hydrous or

i>vv d in] .sai.ie, s.i.i having u>u !
\ only small

«hips as its fallen masses. This is one reason why iaru e trap

bowlders are rare to the eastward.

The "Judges' Cave" certainly came from the Mt. Tom ridge,

—either the 'main n .... .mate to it, and either

from the vicinity of Meriden (16 miles distant), or some point
hu-tiier north. 'The trap beneath it is very unlike that of the-

bowlder. It from the Mr. Tom rid ire tin direction of travel

was between S. 22° W. and S. 12° W.—the latter if from the

northern half of the ridge.

The 1200-ton bowlder, near the top of the Woodbridge bor-

der, was probably from nearly the same source, the rock being

same : and its course was therefore between S.

t±° W. and S. 16° W. If the former, it had passed over the

West Rock ridge, at a height of at least 500 feet ; if the latter,

Us course was west of this ridge.

Supposing, in the case of each of these bowlders, the height

whence taken to have been 900 feet, the former had sunk in

the ice before landing 550 feet, and the latter 540 feet. A 500-

ton bowlder that must have had the same course with the

''Judges' Cave" ami may have been its near companion in the

ice, continued on over (he West Rock ridge and now lies S. 21°

W. of it, a mile and a half farther south (on the grounds of

Mr. Donald G. Mitchell). It is about 120 feet above the sea-

level—which indicates a sinking in the ice, after passing the

*The Mount Tom range of trap extend* north from Meriden to Mt Tom in

See map, Plate v, in volume xxiv, of this Journal, June, 1883.
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West Rock ridge, of nearly 300 feet, or half the whole amount
it experienced before it landed. Two other large bowlders lie

near it. It is possible that these, and others of the bowlders,

reached terra ti rum at u > iua melting or through ci vass< s

in which case part of the sinking may have taken place abruptly.

The distribution of bowlders and till along the western

border has been stated above to be somewhat mor
But it is largely a consequence of the fact that these h

100 to 400 feet in height above the plain fronting them, faced

obliquely the advancing ice, the trend of the border being

north and south, and the flow of the ice S. 12°-35° W. Con-

sequently, as above illustrated, the stones and earth tint were

not high enough in the glacier to pass the sntnntit, were
dragged out or dropped. There was also diminished move-
ment and therefore long detention of the ice-conditions against

the declivity, and this favored deposition.

c. Probable slope of tin n,,,, , utr/nc? y the ice down the valley.

--To undei -
9 at the south end of the great

valley it is necessary here to consider the question as to the

slope of the ice in the direction of the Connecticut valley on
which the southward movement was more or less dependent.

Wells River (a little north of the latitude of the White
Mountains;, is distant from New Haven about 200 miles, and
from the south shore of Long Island, the supposed southern

limit of the glacier, 240 miles. The height of the ice-surface

about the White Mountains above the sea-h vm I, iccordin • t >

.the best observations, including those by Professor C. H. Hitch-

cook, was at least 6,000 feet and probablv 0.500 feet. Assum-
ing the height to have been 6,000 feet and tins level to have

extended west-bynori -ion o! contour lines

on the glacier) over the Wells Lliver r-gion, the slope of the

ice along the 240 miles would have been about 047', equal to

4J feet in 1,000, or 25 feet per mile. With the "height 6,500
the slope would have been 5 feet in 1,000. Either angle of

slope is very small. In the Alps the lowest mean-slopes are

2-|° to 3°, or 4J to 5| feet per 100, a rate ten times grentei than

the above; but the thickness of the ice there is not over 500
feet. In Greenland, where the conditions were much like those

of glaciated North America, the slope observed by Jensen over
the Lredencksliaab glacier* was 0*49', or about 75 feet per

mile; and. that measured by Helland on the glacier in the vicin-

ity of Jakobshavn, 0"26', or about 45 feet per mile. 45 feet to

the mile would make the height of the ice-surface at Wells
River over 10,000 feet.f

From such facts it would appear to be a safe conclusion that
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assumption, and supposing the slope of a line on the surface in
the direction of the valley equable, and the height at the south-
ern termination on Long Island, 100 feet, the height over the
region of Windsor and Mt. Ascutney, in Vermont, would have
been about 4,500 feet, and over the New Haven region very
nearly 1,000 feet.

It is still a question whether the height of the ice-surface to
the northward was due solely to the accumulation of ice and
not partly to an increase in the southward slope of the land.
Yet, since even an increase in elevation of 500 feet would make
little difference in the result, it follows, if the above conclusion
as to the amount of slope required for movement in the valley
is admitted, that

(1) For movement down the valley the ice should have had nearly
or quite its maximum thickness; that is, the maximum thickness
of the great glacier over that region. Further, that

(2) Its flow could m tr on IHng had far ad-

vanced; and further, that

(3) Movement in the valley over lower New England by local

glaciers ajter the disappearance of the general glacier is improbable;
the supposed local glaciers (as the scratches likewise show) were
merged in the one great glacier, and acted locally only through its

rid. Supposing the great glacier to have melted away so as to

nave reduced the ice over the valley to just the limits of the

Connecticut vallev, which is nowhere over 1,500 feet deep and
generally less than 1,000, it is not at all probable that with this

slope (the mean for the valley 3*8 feet a mile, this Journal,
xxiii, 190, 1882) the ice could have overcome the various resist-

2. Tiie fact of a southeastward movement in the upper ice of the

The evidence as to a southeastward movement in the upper
»ce is afforded by glacier scratches outside of the valley, and by
transported bowlders within it as well as outside.

«• Glacial scratches over the high plateaus of western and

northwestern Connecticut, 800 to 1,500 feet in elevation, have
directions between S. 12° E. and S. 45° E.

Greenland, but better measurements and knowledge of conditions are needed

, III, v, 108), I affl

i the region of

irface along the line crossing the St. Lawrence valley may have been le

the slope confined to the ice above and below it ; and that above may I

1 only just enough to keep th W the required le

*• Jotra. Sci.—Thibd Series, Vol. XXVI, No. 155.-Nov., 1883.
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According to my observations in Connecticut, the direction

in eastern Huntington is S. 14°-25° E., and near Lane's Mine
in Monroe, S. 12°-13° E., places within 12 miles of the New
Haven region ; in the towns of Norfolk, Preston and Kent,

farther west, S. 18°-20° E. ; of Warren, S. 30° E. ; of Newtown,
S. 32° E., and 2 miles farther west, S. 41° E. ; of Sharon, S. 33°-

36° E.; of Cornwall, S. 33°-36° E. ; and on Mt Washington and

31 summit, Mt. Everett, in southwestern Massachusetts

(the latter, 2,634 feet high), S. 18°-29° E. The direction in

Gtoshen, according to Mr. H. Norton is S. 23° E. and S. 38° E.

;

in Norfolk, according to Mather, S. 20°-25° E. ; and on Mt. Tom,
in southwestern Litchfield, according to E. Hitchcock, S. 17*-

22° E. Other facts of similar import from eastern New York,

Massachusetts, Vermont and New Hampshire, are given in my
former paper. The foil rain observations, from

the New Hampshire Report by Professor C. H. Hitchcock (vol.

iii, pp. 1 77-195), are of later publication.

Mt. Adams, W. side, height 5,500 feet S. 58° E.

Between Adams and Jefferson, near gap (4, 939 ft.) S. 33 ° E.

Top of Mt. Washington (6,293 ft), smoothing and faint markings
(at 5,800-6,000 feet, transported stones, p. 204), but striae ob-

200 feet above Lake of the Clouds S. 30° E.

Lake of the Clouds (5,000 ft.), the intersecting directions \ g_' 52 E.

Between Mt. Pleasant and Mt. Franklin (4.400 ft.) S. 30° E.

Between Mt. Pleasant and Mt. Clinton (4,050 ft.) S. 30° E.

South end of Mt. Webster S. 37° E.

Top of Mt. Webster (4.000 ft.) S. 30° E.

Top of Mt. Moosilauke (4,811 ft.) S. 22° E.

The abrasion observations thus far made appear to show

that the mean direction of glacier flow in western Connecticut

and Massachusetts was somewhere between S. 12° E. and S.

38° E., and probably between S. 12° E. and S. 25° E.

b. The evidence from bowlders outside of the Connecticut valley

is of the same import
Percival states that transportation over Litchfield was

S.S.E., as indicated by the distribution of limestone blocks

from Canaan—which means about S. 20°-25° E. A few of

these Canaan limestone bowlders I have found lying now in

Orange, within four miles of the New Haven region, indicating

transportation for 48 to 50 miles in the direction S. 16° E.

They are easily recognized by the tremolite and canaanite

(massive white pyroxene) they contain. Bowlders of quartzyte,

from the same region, or from Berkshire, just north, are widely

distributed. Bowlders of porphyritic gneiss from the north-



west are very numerous over Orange and Woodbridge.* It is

not necessary to multiply facts of this kind ; for it is a matter
of common observation over New England that the chief part
of the drift came from the northwestward.

c. Bowlders within the area of die wide Connecticut valley prove
that the southeastward movement >n ;<-e -str> m< extended over the
valley. Those of the unmistakable porphyritic gneiss of the
Naugatuck valley, which are scattered so widely over Wood-
bridge and Orange, occur also in the New Haven region ; and
one, now three miles east of the western limit of the region is

over 20 cubic feet in size. Masses of ordinary gneiss, from the
same general source, are numerous for two miles east of the
western border, and among them are some of 100 cubic feet
and larger; and smaller ones down to a foot in diameter are of
occasional occurrence for a distance of at least twelve miles
eastward. Quartzyte bowlders, derived, in all probability,
from the Canaan or Berkshire region, are more numerous than
those of gneiss, evidently because of their greater durability

;

they are scattered widely, and I have found some, probably
jrom the same source, 15 miles northeast of the city of New

Similar facts have been observed through other parts of the
Unnecticut valley. Professor B. Hitchcock states, in his

Massachusetts Report (1841, p. 381), that the bowlders of
syenyte and granite from the west side of the Connecticut in

asetts are found in great numbers on the east slope of
the Mt. Tom range, all the way from Mt. Tom to Hartford.
*o this I add that I have found a syenyte bowlder from the
same source 10 miles south of Hartford, and 15 from the

fin?\
ern limit of the old Connecticut valley. He says also (p.

005), that bowlders of quartz containing manganese and iron
ores in peculiar concretionary forms, derived from Conway
nest of the valley, are abundant about Amherst, southeast of
^onway near the east border of the valley, and Professor B. K.
^merson, of Amherst, informs me that they occur farther east
lr* Pelham.
Up the valley to Windsor, Vermont, the same courses have

been reported by Professor C. H. Hitchcock, who says, in his
^ew Hampshire Report (iii, 263, 1878), that bowlders from

noy (which stands on the west border of the valley
<*nd has a height of 3,200 feet), are distributed southward along
tQe valley to Bernardston, over 60 miles, but also $outf>

across the valley; one, 20 feet long, 27 miles, was carried

'miles from. Xew Haven. i«i!i>

Bridgeport to Prospect, places bearing S. 45° V,
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S. 10° E., into Surry; another 5 feet long, 35 miles, S. 8° E.

into Keene ; others, 42 miles, S. 20° E., to the west base of

Monadnock ; along with which large bowlders, occur many
others of smaller size.

It is thus evident that a glacial movement in a direction

crossing the valley south-southeastward is as well esl

as that in the direction of the valley. North of Windsor evi-

dence of both movements occurs, as already stated ;
southeast-

ward scratches are most common.

3. Correlations of the two movements as to time and drift-

depositions.

a. The valley movement continued until the general >,<

in the region ceased. For the scratches io the direction of the

valley are the last that were then made. They are not only

scratches, but over the sandstone often deep ploughings ;
not

of occasional occurrence, but universal, every fresh removal of

soil from the rock bringing them to light, and showing in

Connecticut, as far as observed, no marks of any later trans-

b. The valley movement was cotemporaneous throughout with

the general glacier-flow. This follows from the statement on

page 349 as to the thickness of the ice and the angle of slope

required for a valley movement. It is indeed a necessary con-

sequence of the fact that thickening the ice over a valley to

maximum thickness would increasingly facilitate the flow in

its direction, notwithstanding any transverse motion in the

general ice-mass ; and a thinning "that would finally leave it a

local glacier would enfeeble its motion or stop it altogether.

Consequently valley-movements, with exceptions in a moun-

tain region, were not those characterizing the beginning or end

of the Glacial era, but the movements that prevailed through

its height. The two went on together, an upper general flow

over a lower valley flow.

c. But it may be questioned whether the upper flow kept w
course unchanged quite across the great valley of the Connecticut

in tfte States of Massachusetts and Connecticut.

A small narrow valley, especially if steep or gorge-like,

would have no valley-flow of ice, owing to friction ; and the

glacier would readily pass it, impeded only, if at all, by the

resistance from shearing. But where the valley was larger,

and had its valley flow, the case is different; yet facts tha*

have been collected prove that this resistance was overcome in

multitudes of cases over the countrv. And it was so in the

case of the Connecticut valley in Vermont and Massachusetts,
the facts above cited as to transported bowlders about the

region of Amherst and Massachusetts being evidence. About
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Ascutney there appears to have been some southward deflection
of the upper or southeastward stream by the valley flow, for the
direction of transport across is in part only 8° east of south

;

yet the differences of direction observed (p. 351) may have been
due to the height on Ascutney from- which the bowlders were
taken, whether within the range of the lower current, or near
the limit of the two, or far above it. About Amherst the evi-
dence from bowlders proves clearly that the upper ice-stream
continued quite across the valley. In central and southern
Connecticut, the valley has a breadth of 25 miles ; and positive
proof that the upper current continued across has not yet been
found. The distribution of bowlders indicate a flow half way
across, and probably farther ; but whether the upper ice did
Dot finally in the eastern half lose its own motion and take that
of the lower for the remainder of the breadth of the lower
stream is yet to be ascertained. Such an event could not have
happened unless the valley-flow succeeded, by its rate of dis-

charge, in taking the southeastward slope of the overlying ice

put of it, so that the only surface slope along this portion was
Jn the direction of the valley ; and were this done, the valley
Movement would have necessarily become the only one. Even
ji this were a fact, the slope of the ice-surface east of the eastern
border of the Connecticut trough would have been southeast-
ward, and so also the course of movement
* Great deflections in the courses of the transported bowlders

'''''"i the valley took place on accomi? <>/ *!«)', dialing from t/ie

uI>per or general current into the lower or valley stream. In this
Way> as happens in the ocean, the lower current became the
transporter and distributer of material derived from the upper.
-It was supplied with stones from the north westward and carried
them ^^^westward.
This fact is abundantly and strikingly illustrated in the dis-

tribution of the bowlders of gneiss. In the New Haven region
they are far the most numerous, and of largest size, along the
eastern slope of the West Rock ridge. The map shows that
this ridge curves eastward at its southern extremity, making
thereby a large deep corral of sickle-like outline facing almost

Jl'rectly the valley ice-movement, whose direction there was
fe

- 16°-26° W. These bowlders of gneiss are most abundant
°ver this portion of the declivity, south of Wintergreen Lake.
A few hundred yards south of the lake, one of the bowlders,
n°w in three pieces, has a length of 12 feet.

Ihese bowlders, derived from the high land of northwestern

Connecticut, must, beyond question, have passed the summit
of the West Rock ridge—where between 400 and 050 feet m
height—while in the upper stream of the glacier ; for in no
other way could they have got to the east side of the ridge

;
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and it is also beyond question that they finally got into the

valley current, and were drifted back into the well-arranged

corral. Some are now on the summit of the ridge; one of

several cubic feet is near the "Judges' Cave;" but the larger

part are a third way down the eastern slope and below this

level. The gneiss bowlders are mingled with those of trap and

sandstone; and nothing shows difference in time of deposition.

This kind of evidence is repeated again along the Mt. Tom
ridge. Professor E. Hitchcock states in his Massachusetts

Geological Keport (p. 381) that bowlders of syenyte and granite,

taken from the syenyte band west of the Connecticut in that

State, are found in great numbers on the east slope of the Mt.

Tom range all the way from Mt. Tom to Hartford Bight miles

farther south, in the village of New Britain (as made known by

Mr. James Shepard of that place),- a bowlder of zoisite and

radiated hornblende (chiefly the former), measuring about

2x2x3 feet, was turned out in grading, which must have come

from a locality west of the Connecticut valley, in Goshen, Wil-

liamsburg or Conway, Mass., Professor Emerson informing me
that this region affords just such a zoisite rock, and especially

" the first row of high hills as you go up from the Connecticut

valley." (Letter of June 16, 1883.) Still farther south (20 miles

S. of Hartford) and just east of a more eastern trap ridge (6 miles

farther east), extending from south of Hartford to Saltonstall

Lake, I found, near the Air-Line Eailroad, a syenyte bowlder

10 cubic feet in contents, which came from the syenyte band of

Hatfield and Whately, Mass. (Emerson), west of the valley ;•

and near it lies another twice larger, of similar general aspect,

but not so certainly identifiable.

Such facts prove that the phenomenon, although so remarka-

ble, was general along the valley. They are instructive also

with reference to the which the upper ice-

stream extended over the southern part of the Connecticut

valley region, though leaving the limit doubtful. They are

good evidence that the two currents were moving at the same

4. The direction over Long Island Sound.

For twenty miles to the eastward and westward of New
Haven bay the Sound has a mean width of 16 miles. Yet the

greatest depth opposite New Haven bay is at present only lw
feet Adding the height of the adjoining hills on its sides, the

southern side of the trough has a height of 300 to 400 feet and

the northern, of more than twice this amount.
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Since the Connecticut valley trough is not continued over
the bottom of Long Island Sound, or through Long Island, the
valley ice, as it moved out over the area of the Sound, left

behind it those confining limits which had determined its

southward course ; and it is a question of interest whether it

found new confining limits, or not, in the sides of the Sound
trough.

The trend of the Sound is N. 75° E. Now this trend is

transverse to the course of the upper or southeastward ice-

stream of the glacier, the direction of this current having been,
as above shown, S. 15°-25° E.
The mean direction was between these limits quite to the

borders of the Sound ; for on the Sound, 8 miles east of New
Haven, near Stoney Creek, glacial scratches, covering large
surfaces ofgneiss and granite, have the direction S. 20° to 24° E.

;

others, 10 to 12 miles west of New Haven, in Stratford (near
the N. Y. & N. H. railroad), S. 21° to 32° E. ; and 18 miles
west, near Bridgeport, S. 13° to 17° E.

Further, the bowlders of Long Island show that this was
approximately the direction of flow over the Sound. Trap and
sandstone bowlders were carried in great quantities from Con-
necticut to the island, and the most abundant deposits are situ-

ated on the parts lying S. 10°-20° E. from the New Haven
region where alone the Triassic borders the Sound. On the
north shore of the island, between Baiting Hollow and North-
*ille, a region bearing S. 10° E. from New Haven, the bowlders
of trap are very numerous ; and the sandstone fragments at one
place on the shore hills are in so great quantities that they
seemed at first to indicate the existence near by of an outcrop
of the Triassic.

Mather mentions the same fact in his New York Geological
•Report, remarking, on page 170, that from Roanoke Point for

three or four miles east (points between Baiting Hollow and
Northville) " a large proportion of the bowlders and pebbles are
of red sandstone and trap rocks, like those of New Haven and
that vicinity. In some places these rocks form one-third of the
mass of bowlders, blocks and pebbles." He also states (p. 171)
gat a mile west of Wading River (4 miles west of Baiting
Hollow) " a block of fine-grained limestone containing serpen-
tine was found; it was precisely similar to the New Haven
v '-:<i antique marble.'' It was probably from the Milford verd
antique quarry, six miles southwest of the New Haven quarry,

where the rock is more largely limestone than at the latter;

m which case the mean direction of travel was S. 25° E. ;
if

from the New Haven quarry, it was S. 13° E.
On one of the hills in the interior of the island, southwest of

Riverhead, near Osborn or Bald Hill, bearing S. 15° E. from
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sandstone, along with others of gneiss.

bowlders contains over 200 cubic feet. Farther east, trap and

sandstone bowlders are in rapidly decreasing numbers ; and

the same is true of the region to the westward.*
If then, as we have shown, the flow of the mass of the great

glacier was at right angles to the Sound valley, it would have

tended to move the ice of the Sound against and over Long
Island, and not at all in the direction of the Sound, N. 75° E.

To have had an eastward movement in the direction of the

Sound the surface of the Sound-ice should have had a rising

slope westward, and this is opposed by the facts already stated.f

It is certain, therefore, that the view that the Sound valley

was excavated by the glacier is not tenable. Further, the

lower ice-stream, or that of the Connecticut valley, struck the

ice of the Sound in the direction S. 13°-25° W., which would

have helped a westward flow rather than an eastward.

All the facts thus point to the conclusion that the great

glacier passed, with essentialy unchanged course as far as the

upper ice is concerned, from Connecticut across the Sound and

the island beyond. At the same time, the existence, though

sparingly, of small masses of trap on Long Island for a few

miles west of the meridian of New Haven, appears to show that

this valley-stream moved south-souihwe-4 ward not only over

the towns next west of the New Haven region but at times also

nearly across the Sound before losing wholly its own direction.

5. Effects probably consequent on the change of course in the lower,

or valley, ice-current manifested in the drift depositions.

The following are the principal facts as to the deposition of

the till

:

t is most abundant

border, east of the

* Trap bowlders occur sparingly on the eastern part of Long Island, and a few

>ached even Block Island. SandBfe same range but are

20" E. from the Ii the westward, some

wW"'- "f trap an found about I'ori J< fferson md rareh ^.m.htone fragments.

,:....;,...,,

"'
.
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Maltby Park valley (the central north-and-south depression of
this border), where the depth is generally from 10 to 20 feet.

(2) The Maltby Park valley has, in general, little till over
it. the surface being largely one of bare ledges and intervening
marshy areas.

(3) But at one place in the eastern half of this valley (Ed,
on the map, p. 342) the till has a depth of more than 107 feet;

up of till i lad /here the isolated Round Hill (as it

r»d gave it a height of 304 feet above mean tide,

while the hills of the western border just east and southeast
ape q] 140 to 200 feet high. Moreover these hills, and the

ong the road south of Round Hill, have not enough
till to conceal the jagged rocks.

(4) The broadly rounded hills of southern Orange within
three miles of the Sound, 200 to 280 feet in height, are deeply
covered with till—the depth in some parts 40 feet or more.*
Farther from the Sound, the till is usually of less depth, and
rock-exposures are not uncommon.

declivity of the
tion (p. 348).
The existence of bare ledges and little till over the fcfaltbj

Park valley is evidently a consequence of denudation; the
region was swept bv deep waters from the melting glacier—
Part going southward, directly to the Sound, with a

|

• for the four miles, and the rest northward into the
valley of West Eiver north of Westville.
The third feature mentioned is of less obvious explanation.

Round Hill stands prominently in view from all directions.

This isolated feature, its form, and the height of the surround-
lng region are shown on the following map. The great depth
of the till at the summit had .seemed probable from the fact

has no outcropping rocks over the

upper third of N height i it it was />,m \ m \ \ tion

fo r a well made under the orders of Mr. R. M. Burwell, the

owner of the place. The well was carried down 107 feet

through the firmest of stoney and somewhat clayey till before

water was obtained, and even at that point rock had not been
reached. The highest outcrop of rock on the sides of Round
Hdl is at 174 feet above mean tide.

Another remarkable feature of the region is a deep trench on
the southeast and east sides of the hill, only 118 to 130 feet

above seadevel, something like the trench around a fortified

-acropolis.
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Round Hill is elongated northward—N. 8° W. ; and half a

die off in that direction the height is 210 feet, and the depth

of till is at least 21 feet, as found in a well-digging. It is also

lengthened in the direction S. 10° W. ; and only here is the

slope an even one—a fact represented in the map above.* The
hill thus covers and fills the eastern half of this part of the

Maltby Park valley. At its western foot flows Cove River,

the stream of the valley. Across this stream, another rise

immediately begins, that of one of the deeply tin covered hilU

of southern Orange
; so that the Maltby Park valley is here filled
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also over its western half, and consequently its breadth in this
part is reduced to about 40 yards—although three-fourths of a
mile wide just north. It is evident from the features of the
region, moreover, that the depositions of till to the westward
are essentially a continuation of those of Eound Hill ; that the
valley was here to a considerable extent obstructed by the
depositions

; and that part of the flood waters from the melting
glacier, besides making a lake above, flowed westward and
joined the river-course next west, that of Indian Eiver, the
extensive flat meadows of Cove Eiver north of the obstruction
being elongated in that direction.

With reference to the origin of Eound Hill, we note that the
direction in which it is elongated is most nearly that of the
lower, or valley, ice-current ; and if we regard the more south-
western depositions as its continuation, the direction becomes
S. 10°-15° west, which is yet nearer the course of that current,
though still differing by 15 to 20 degrees. The actual direction
of the ice-movement around it is registered at many places in
glacial scratches. The courses are indicated on ,the map by
arrows. Tbev average S. 33° W. to the south and southeast of
the hill, while to the north, the directions S. 45°-56° W. occur.

It is plain, from these facts, that the making of the solitary
hill cannot be accounted for on the supposition of an eddy in the
now of the ice. The uniformity in the course of the scratches
shows that there was no eddying.
The position upon the western border, where there were

large drift depositions, and must have been, as already suggested
(p. 348), the frequent opening of crevasses, may have had some-
thing to do with its formation. But no line of crevasses would
have made so local a deposit.

Another point with regard to its position is its nearnesss to
the Sound—the distance about three miles; and in this fact
and the preceding, in connection with the character of the
movement, we have apparently the only data for an explana-
tion. Over the Sound and its borders, the lower or valley ice-

stream became warped around into the course of the general

glacier-mass. This forced bending must have produced its

greatest crevassing effects over the "southwestern part of the
valley region, within the plane of contact between the upper
glacier stream and the lower—a plane that rose from the surface
of the Sound at a small angle; and these effects would have
been at a maximum in the part of the glacier where this plane

intersected the north-and-south crevassed course of the western

border. The existence is therefore probable of a knot of

profound crevasses on this border region, at some point of

greatest pressure, not far from the Sound ; and, if a fact, a
stream of water, or river, from the upper surface of the glacier
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may have here plunged down—like some rivers in glacial

Greenland—causing a local deposition of the stones and earth

that were in the ice, and thus have located and formed the till-

made hill.

If the change of course were due only to the slope of the

upper surface of the ice at the place it might have gone forward

quietly. But if partly due to pressure from the northward
along the valley there would have been the resistance and

wrenching supposed.

The plunging waters would account also for the size and

position of the half-encircling valley, cut in the schists about

Round Hill ; for this valley's being mostly free from drift; and

for the trench which is its continuation eastward to the New
Haven plain

; for this was the way of discharge of the descend-

ing waters.

But the stream of water descending a crevasse could deposit

only the drift encountered in its course on and through the i

and wherefore then so high a pile in Round Hill? "And wuy
3 of the drift in the hill the contributions of the

valley or lower gla<

The height is evidence of long-continued deposition.

The valley source of the material proves that the drift of the

glacier was mostly confined to the lower ice.

The mixture along with the trap and sandstone of some
porphyritic gneiss, quartzyte, etc., from the northwestward, and
the increased amount of the same in the western part of the

hill, shows that the upper ice-stream was supplying material at

the same time with the lower, though in much smaller amount.
The height of the hill, in connection with the nature of the

material, indicates, further, that the lower, or valley, ice-stream

had a depth in that region of at least 300 feet.

Round Hill is an example of a "kame." It is probable

that the Andover kames were located by crevasses in the glacier

ill be presented in the following part of this paper—On the

'errace (or Champlain) formation of the New Haven region,

s deserted valleys and its " kettle-holes."

Conclusions deduced in the preceding pages.

1. Two movements existed in the glacier-ice—a lower along

upper ice kept its motion over the south ward-flowing
i quite across the Connecticut valley in Massachusetts,
« ten miles at least of its breadth in the southern half
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4. The lower or valley ice-stream was most rapid when the
general glacier was of maximum thickness.

5. The glacial flow probably ceased when the melting was
half completed, except in the mountain regions and som
localities elsewhere of limited extent; in which ease, the disap-
pearance of the general glacier did not end in leaving one or
more long local glaciers in the lower half of the Connecticut
valley.

6. Both the upper and lower ice-streams transported drift-

material. The material from the upper that sunk into the
lower stream was carried by it sou th-southwestward and depos-
ited with the drift of the latter, and often against the eastward
slopes of obstructing ridges.

7. The lower ice-stream lost its own direction of flow on
reaching Long Island Sound, and took that of the general
glacier mass across the Sound and Long Island.

8. The obstruction to flow in the western border of the New
Haven region was the cause of crevasses and much drift depo-
sition

; and between this action and the warping around of the
valley ice near and over the Sou meeting cre-

vasses, the high local till-deposit of Eound Hill was produced.

Art. XL.—On i

During the spring of 1883 Professor Wolcott Gibbs of Cam-
bridge sent some specimens of a vanadium mineral to Professor
George J. Brush for identification. The specimens seemed to

be fragments of a coatiug from one-eighth to three-eighths of an
mch in thickness, composed of groups of prismati-

arranged somewhat like the common crystal
or calamine. On the top surface of one specimen minute crystal

faces were visible, very irregularly grouped together and curved,
but in the other cases it simply appeared rough and somewhat
weathered. The structure on the cross fracture was columnar-
fibrous, sometimes radiated ; it showed at all times a fresh and

homogeneous interior of a dark brown color and nsinou- m-t.-r

very much resembling some varieties of sphalerite. Cleavage

distinct, parallel to the columnar structure. Hardness 3*5;

specific gravity 6-200-6-205.
Before the blowpipe it gave reactions for vanadium, arsenic,

lead, copper and zinc. Heated hi the closed tube it fused very

readily, boiled up violently, and gave off water which reacted

neutral to test paper.
The specimens were said to be from near Zacatecas,
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i sent to Dr. Gil

*say office in N
the mineral seemed identical with triiochorite recently described

by A. Frenzel* from an unknown locality in either Mexico or

South America. Whether identical with Frenzel's mineral or

not it was regarded as worthy of further investigation and Pro-

fessor Gibbs kindly provided me with the material for analysis.

Various methods of analysis were tried but the following was

found to be the most satisfactory. The mineral was readily

soluble in warm dilute nitric acid ; to this solution enough sul-

phuric acid was added to combine with the bases and the whole

was evaporated till nitric acid was completely expelled ;
after

cooling, cold water was added and after standing for some time

the lead sulphate was filtered off and weighed with the usual

precautions. The lead sulphate was soluble in ammonium ace-

tate, except a slight residue of silica and a trace of vanadium,

both of which were taken into account. No trace of vanadium
went into solution in the ammonium acetate, so that the separa-

tion was almost complete. To the filtrate from the lead sul-

phate hydrochloric acid and sulphurous acid water were added

and allowed to stand. The sulphurous acid was subsequently

expelled by boiling and copper and arsenic precipil

means of hydrogen sulphide, filtered off and washed. After

drying tlie sulphides of copper and arsenic they were transferred

.to a dry beaker and dissolved in nitric acid. The filter paper

was treated in another glass with nitric acid and potassium

chlorate to destroy organic matter. The solutions were then

evaporated to dryness on a water bath, the residue dissolved in

water and the arsenic acid precipitated by means of magnesia

mixture as ammonium magnesium arsenate. This was col-

lected on an asbestos filter and weighed first after drying at

110° C, and then again after ignition, as pyrophosphate. The
copper was precipitated from the filtrate from the ammonium
magnesium arsenate by means of hydrogen sulphide and weighed,

ion in hydrogen, as subsulphide. The filtrate from

the first arsenic and copper precipitate was evaporated to

dryness on the water bath and finally ignited to expel as much
of' the sulphuric acid as possible. The residue was moistened
with strong nitric acid to oxidize the vanadium and evaporated
to dryness on the water bath. The residue treated with water

and ammonia gave a solution in which there was a flocculent

yellow precipitate of zinc vanadate ; by adding acetic acid to

acid reaction this precipitate dissolved, leaving only a slight

eof vanadate and phosphate of iron; tliis latter was
filtered off, washed, ignited, m ric acid and
-again ignited and weighed. It was then fused with sodium

* Tschermak's Min. uad Petr. Mittheilungen, iii, 506; iv, 97.
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carbonate, the fusion soaked out in water and the oxide of iron
thus separated and weighed. The soluble part of the fusion
contained both vanadic and phosphoric acids. To the dilute
acetic acid solution containing the vanadium and zinc, lead acetate
"as added which precipitated all the vanadium as a basic lead
vanadate. This precipitate was washed with hot water and
dried

; it was then transferred to a beaker, the paper burned
and the ash added; the whole was then dissolved in nitric
acid, sulphuric acid added to precipitate the lead and evapo-
rated till nitric acid was expelled. The vanadic acid was then
dissolved in water, filtered from the insoluble lead sulphate,
evaporated in a weighed platinum dish and after expelling the
sulphuric acid and strong ignition, weighed as pentoxide. As
regards the purity of the vanadium pentoxide obtained by the
above method the following can be said. It was completely
soluble in aqueous ammonia and the solution when transferred
to a weighed platinum crucible and evaporated and ignited
gave results agreeing with the weight obtained by weighing in
an open platinum dish. The pentoxide was reduced to the tri-

oxide by igniting in a current of hvdrogen gas and gave in two
cases a loss of oxygen equal to 16"86 and 16-98 per cent of the
pentoxide employed. Vanadium pentoxide with molecular
Weight 192-4 should give by reduction to the trioxide a loss of
-oxygen equivalent to 17'54:'per cent.
The zinc which remained in the filtrate from the basic lead

vanadate was precipitated, along with the excess of lead used
as a precipitant, from the acetic acid solution by means of

hydrogen sulphide. The sulphides after settling were collected
<>n a filter, washed and dried; they were then transferred to a
"dry beaker, the filter paper burned and the ash added; to this

strong nitric acid was added with enough sulphuric acid to

combine with the bases, and the whole evaporated till sulphuric
acid fumes began to be given off. After cooling and addition
of water the soluble zinc sulphate was separated from the lead

sulphate by filtration. The zinc was then precipitated as basic
zinc carbonate by means of sodium carbonate with the usual

precautions, washed and weighed as oxide. The zinc oxide
was in all cases tested and found to be free from vanadium.
Phosphoric acid was determined in a separate portion by

means of ammonium molybdate. The first precipitate seemed
"to be impure ; it was therefore dissolved and reprecipitated with

ammonium molybdate before its solution in ammonia and pre-

cipitation with magnesia mixture.
Water was obtained by igniting a weighed portion of the

mineral to low redness and calculated from the loss of weight
To guard aga , another determination, analy-
sis III was made by igniting in a Bohemian glass tube and col-
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lecting and weighing the water in a chloride of' oalci

The air-dry mineral did not lose weight by heating to 100° C,
and lost only 0*12 per cent bv heating for two hours at about

360° C.

The results of the analyses are as follows :

W>
:i?!'i.

The ratio of the pentoxide to the protoxide to water =
•121 : -484 : 150 = 1 : 4-00 : 1*24 = 4 : 16 : 5. If we assume the

ratio to be 1 : 4 : 1 we obtain the formula R
a
(V0

4 ) 2,
K(OH), or

B,(OH)V0
4
which is now regarded as the true formula for des-

cloizite. It does not seem probable that the ratio 4:16:5 giv-

ing a complicated formula, is correct. The excess of water is,

however, not due to the presence of hygroscopic water, and

especial care was taken, as explained above in the description

of the method, to obtain an accurate and sharp deter-

Unfortunately our knowledge of descloizite is somewhat
1

it probably has the formula R
a
(OH)V0 4

or

R<oN.v4v= O, and with our present knowledge I prefer to

refer the vanadate, which has been analyzed, to this species, it

differing only in having a part of the vanadic acid replaced by

As to the purity of the material which was analyzed, I will

state that the specimens were apparently homogeneous, and two

thin sections which were prepared revealed no impurity when
examined with the microscope.

In regard to the relation between this mineral and Frenzel's

tritochorite, little can be said. He states that his mineral,

although from an unknown locality, is from either Mexico or

South America, whence it was brought to England or France
for the manufacture of vanadium compounds, Eia d

of the mode of occurrence and physical properties is almost-

identical with the specimen in my' possession. The minerals

have the same density and are alike in many particulars as seen

by the following comparison of the analyses.

*
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V»0» A, a0» P 3 3 PbO CuO ZnO H2

.. :>::-;»o 7 0-! ii-ii6 = looi 1
Descloizite, Penfield, 6-205 18-95 3-82 0-18 54-93 6-74 12-24 2-70

It does not seem probable that 2"70 per cent of water could
have been overlooked in the analysis of tritoehorite and the dif-

ference in the percentage of vanadic acid in the two minerals is

rtheless, the minerals aiv so muei: alike

rs, that it may be possible that they are

5 more definite facts in relation to the occurrence
of the minerals and further analyses are necessary in order to

between them.

,te large.

Art. XLL—On Hyhocrinus, Hoplocrinus and Batrocrinus;
by Charles Wachsmuth and Frank Springer.

When we prepared the generic description of Hyboormns
for the first part of our Eevision of the Palseocrinoidea, we
were not aware that the Duke of Leuchtenber^ had de-
scribed a species from Russia under the name of Aj>«>rr'>n>is

dJj>.„t t iK which had been referred by several waiters to the
former o-enus. Onr first knowledge of the occurrence of this

genus in Russia was derived from Professor Zittel's Handbuch
der Palseontologie, received while our work was in press, in
"'hi. i Zittel placed Ifuj'lncrJnn* Grewingk, Ilomnc'inux Eieh-
wald (not Hall), and Bumc-lnux Volborth, as synonyms
under Hybocrhms killings. Unable at that time to obtain
the necessary literature and over-anxious to have the generic
records as complete as possible we copied Zittel's Bynonvmic
list, quoting him as authority, and left the recording of the
species, of which we knew ^nothing, for some future time.
That we gave simply a quotation from Zittel was overlooked
by P. Herbert Carpenter in his late paper " On the Relation of
Bybocrinus, B<rroe,>ninx and /////»« ;////-.v." published in the
Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc., London, August, 1882, page 292.

Carpenter found it "rather curious" that we had not observed
the differences existing among the azygous plates of the Rus-
sian and Canadian species, and while quoting IIoj>locri»>/x and
Bmrocrinus as synonyms of Eybocrwus, had not noted the
species described under those genera.
We have since had opportunity to examine the numerous

publications which have appeared on these genera and have
come to the conclusion that both UnsHan forms should be sep-

arated from Uyboetnnus even more than mbgeiiericaily.

The genus >////««,'///'/*, us ori-inaiU defined by Billings, is

Am. Jotra. Sci.-Thikd Series, Vol. XXVI. X .-.. !».—Nov., 1883.
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composed of five basals (no under basals), five radials and two
jous plates. Four of the radials are equal and alternating

\ the basals ; the fifth much smaller and resting upon the

sloping side of the azygous plate is occupied by a second i

gous piece, which in form, size and position closely resembles

the fifth radial lying adjacent to it on the right. There are

only five arms, undivided, and apparently devoid of pinnules,

'the Russian form (fig. 2), is very similar to the American.

It has the same humped appearance ; also five simple arms, and

the plates in the calyx are similarly arranged, but contrary to

the American it has only a single azygous plate. The left side

of this plate extends to the upper margins of the four large

radials, while its sloping right side supports the fifth radial,

which is much smaller and triangular, and taken together with

the azygous piece as one plate the two resemble in form the

four large radials, only that there is an arm facet and this

special anal plate ; t, plates of th» ti

pushed to one side. The Russian form, which is represented

by Leuchtenberg's Apioerinus dipentas, was, curiously enough,

regarded by Eichwald (Lethaea Rossica, Band I, pp. 582-584),

as identical with Romocrinus Hall, a genus with well-devel-

oped under-basals, to which he referred the species.

Under Homoerinus dipentas, Eichwald figures two speci-

mens, the one Leuchtenberg's type from the Vaginatenkafk of

Pulkowa, near St. Petersburg, the other from the Brand-

schiefer of Erras. The two specimens, which in their external

appearance differ considerably, were afterwards referred by
some authors even to the same species, while others have de-

scribed them under distinct genera. The Erras specimen,
which was referred by Yolborth (Bulletin St. Petersb. Acad.,

vol. viii, 1865, p. 178), to a new genus, is known as Bmrocri-
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Ungerni; that from Pulkowa was placed by the same

i types of that
genus were not observed by Volborth, but they were pointed
out by Grewingk (Archiv. fur die Naturkunde,"Liv. Ehst. and
Kurland's Ser. 1), vol. iv, p. 110, who placed only the Cana-
dian species under Hybocrinus, and proposed for the typical
Russian form the genus JI<>/>h>,-rhiKs, accepting Bmrocinnus
for the Erras specimen. Eiehwald, in reply, vigorously de-
fended his first opinion, maintaining that the Erras specimen
represented a monstrosity, that it was specifically identical
with the Pulkowa specimen, and that both belonged to Homo-
mwus

I Bulletin de la Soc. Imp. des Nat. de Moscow, ii, p. 150).
volborth responded (Ibid, p. 442), insisting that a species
composed of two rings of plates could not belong to a species
having three; that the Pulkowa specimen was a Hyboormus,
and that the Erras specimen was specifically and generically
distinct therefrom.

Schmidt, who wrote several years later (Memoires de l'Acad.
imp. des Sci. de St. Petersb. (Sec. 5) vol. xxi, No. 11), ac-

knowledged the differences between the Canadian and Rus-
sian species, but he regarded them as not of sufficient import-
ance for generic separation. He took the Erras specimen to
be an abnormal, imperfectly formed example of Mybocrinus
dipentas.

Carpenter (Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. London, August, 1882),
agreed with Sclmii.lt and Volborth that Aplocrinus dipentas
was a Byboorinus but only the typical form. He considered
the simple azygous plate in the Kussian species as " probably
equivalent to the two present in the Canadian species," and he
proposed a modification of Billings' generic definition, so as to

include the Russian form ; but he considered Hcerocrinus, as

defined by Grewingk, to be "an altogether different generic
type."

The differences in the number and arrangement of the plates
at the azygous side have been very generally regarded as excel-

.•rinoidea,

and in the Cyathocrinidse, which show but little variation in

the general construction of the body, they frequently consti-

tute, when the arms are unknown, the only means of separa-
tion. That in the present instance the two types happen to

resemble ,.;ieh other in their nmhmiafc form, can be no valid

reason for making these genera an exception to the general
rule, since all (vat! rini.he are more or less protuberant
along the anal regions.

It has been sari-hictorilv proved that there exists a structu-
ral difference in the azygous plates of the respective types

;
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Yolborth lias established a genus for the Russian form and this

cannot be -di I great inconsistency. That the

one azygous plate in the Russian species is probably equiva-

lent to the two in the Canadian, which we do not dispute, does

not in our opinion alter the case. We have already shown

(Eevision I, pp. 65-75), that the differences among the plates

01 the azygous side in some of these genera are the result of

modifications from one to another, and we hope to prove

further on that the plates which constitute the azygous side,

both special anal plates and adjoining radial, had a common
origin in all these genera, and were gradually evolved from a

simple azygous plate.

There is, however, another good distinction between Hybo-

orinus and Hoplocrinus, to which, as yet, little attention has

been paid, although it has been indicated by Wetherby (Cin-

cin. Journ. Nat. Hist., July, 1880), when he described
_

the

upper azygous plate " as rounded and crenulated at its distal

extremity." Wetherby had discovered in Mercer county, Ky.,

associated with IIyhn, ;/,<( it,* pi-oblematicus, in a siliceous lime-

stone at the upper part of the Trenton group, several well-pre-

served specimens of Hybocrinus tumidus Billings, which he

illustrated by several figures. Fig. 2 on Plate V, represents

the azygous 'side of a specimen "showing the crenelated and

convex upper face of the azygous plate," a structure which had

not been found in any of the Russian specimens, and which

they probably did not possess, if reliance can be placed upon

the figures.

Wetherby states that in Hybocrinus " the form of the (azy-

gous) plate is sufficient evidence, that it supports a strong ven-

tral sac," and he says further, that " the crenulated condition

of the articulating upper surface of this plate indicates the

place of the lower exterior opening into this sac."

We are sorry that we cannot agree with Wetherby in some

of his conclusions. We think the form of the azygous plate,

on the contrary, indicates that the species had an unusually

short ventral sac, or actually no sac at all, but was provided

with a bulbous protuberance, in connection with—and forming

a part of—the azygous (anal) plate. The structure is not well

shown in the figure, and probably none of the specimens which

had been discovered up to the time he wrote, exhibited satisfac-

torily the crenulated portions which form the upper part <«f the

protuberance. We have, however, been favored lately with

several excellent specimens, which Professor Wetherby has

since obtained from the same locality, and these have afforded

us somewhat better information respecting these parts.

The second azygous plate, up to the place where the crenu-

lation begins, is irregularly quadrangular, the upper side
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rounded find convex. The " crenulated part," which is much
more delicate, and rarely preserved in the fossils, at first takes
an upward direction, but soon bends abruptly inward, then
downward toward the ventral cavity. The part comprising
the latter side is not well shown in any of the specimens, but
Bo far as we can judge, it seems that the crenulation does not
extend beyond the upper edge. There is seen, however, in one
of our specimens at that side a small projection, with possibly
an opening, which may represent the anal aperture. The
crenulated portion of the plate is continuous with the smooth
part, there being no suture between them, but the division is

marked by a well-defined curved ridge across the plate, which
extends down a little lower next to the small radial, than at the
opposite side. From this ridge pass out, nearly at right angles,
numerous parallel grooves, which take an upward and inward
course, and extend to the upper end of the plate. The grooves
are so regular and deep, that they are evidently no mere sur-
face ornamentation, but represent a complicated organic struc-
ture. The protu Iterance extends somewhat beyond the limits
of the radial plates ; it is compressed, being wider than deep,
''

I ts general appearance that of the rhombs in the Cystidea.
Indeed the resemblance to the latter is so striking that we
think the grooves of Hybocrinus communicated, like those of
the rhombs, with the inner body.
From Wetherby's description we infer that he supposed the

hollow portion of the anal piece to be solid,, for he took the
upper side of the crenulation to be " the articulating surface"
of the plate, and heavy-plated, when in fact it is delicate and
hollow within. Thus only can we explain his supposition
that the azygous plate was supported by a strong ventral sac.

We evidently thought the so-called " articulating surface" had
been surmounted by other plates, and that these had formed
the sac. In using the term "articulating surface," Wetherby
probably did not think of a connection of muscles and fossae,

as supposed by Csp-penter (Quart. Journ., 1882, p. 305), nor of
<m

,

v '>rher movable mode of articulation; he simply meant the
line of junction by suture. The word " articulation" has been
fr*'.|iiently used in the description of Crinoids in the latter

sense, and we have ourselves used it so ; but it is not a good
practice, and should be abandoned. A connection by suture
ought to be called so, and the above term be used only when
there is a movable connection or true articulation.

We suggested (Eevision I, pp. M and 7-1). that in Uyhncri-
""* flic .mil! i i

i orn-i " ' ' ' ' '
of the com-

pound plate in Drndrnvrhiu*. and that the lower half was
probably represented in a portion of the lar-e undivided azy-

gous plate. We further alluded to Homoorinus as differing
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from Dendrocrinus only, in having the suture between the sec-

tions of the compound plate sloping instead of horizontal, and

that thereby the plate which in the latter had been a radial in

position, had become, by slight modifications, transformed into

an anal plate. These views were accepted by Carpenter, who
expresses himself as entirely concurrin- with n- re-pcctin- Hie

mutual relations of lli/ho, <,>'» "*, Ilnmo.-rhm^ and J>< n<lr<»')<i-

nus, but who suggests that probably the lower part of the com-

pound radial of the latter genus was represented by the whole

of the large azygous plate of Eybocriitns, and not f>y a portion

of it, and in this he is undoubtedly correct. He disagrees with

us, however, in regard to the relations of these genera to

Iocrinus.

We described Iocrinus (Eevision I, p. 68) as being com-

posed of five basals, and five equal radials ; the latter support-

ing three or four brachials, of which the proximal one of the

right postero-lateral ray was bifurcating, toward the right sup-

porting four brachials, and toward the left giving off a large

ventral tube. We stated that the bifurcating platy. whirhto

us appeared to be movable like the succeeding pieces, had a

strictly radial position, but that it supported not only arms, but

also the ventral sac, and that this plate, resting upon what we

considered to be a true radial, was a brachial with intern- ial

functions. We admit that the large so-called postero-lateral

radial (fig. 4o) is not articulated to the bifurcating plates but

united with it by suture ; we insist, however, that the latter

cannot be an azygous plate, as suggested by Carpenter,—nor is

it a brachial—but that it is the equivalent of the cpmbined

small radial, and small anal plate in Eybocrinusy
and that the

large plate underneath (fig. -it/), which both Carpenter and our-

selves took to be a radial, is an azygous plate, analogous to the

large azygous plate in IhiLnrr'm'i*. Tin.- change wliic:i we

propose in the generic formula of Iocrinus will be better

understood, after an examination of Bcerocrinus.
The original generic description of Barocrinvs by Yolborth

contains little information respecting the arrangement of the

plates in the calyx, of which the greater part in the type was

concealed by matrix. Volborth distinguishes Baroeruw*
from Ihjhncr'nuiH tfip, ntatt by the greater size of the body and

slight differences in the structure of the arms. He describes

also a peculiar " elliptic organ," placed along the lower corners

of two adjoining radials and across the angle of the adjaeent

basal This so-called "Volborth's organ" stands somewhat
elevated above the calyx, where it forms a kind of excrescence

upon the surface. It is said to be closed by numerous small

polygonal pieces, so arranged that their sutures are nowhere
continuous with the sutures from the adjoining larger plates.
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Upon this peculiar organization, mainly, which Volborth took
to be either a madreporic body or a genital organ, the genus
Bcerocrinus was established.
In 1867, Grewingk brought forth an amended description of

Bwrocrinus. He had succeeded in cleaning the Erras speci-
men from its matrix, and this had enabled him to examine the
form of the body and the construction of the plates, of both of
which he gave figures and diagrams. He declared Yolborth's
organ to be a monstrosity, and undertook to prove this by the
irregularity in the arrangement of the so-called plates of which
it consists. According to his version, it is composed of about
eighteen pieces, of the most irregular form and size, some of
them pentagonal, some hexagonal, others rounded, and all

without definite arrangement. He further states that the
sutures from r! , adjacent glials and the basal plate are not
continued within its limits, and that nothing leads to the
f-.iiclu-i,.)] that the*, plan's meet with each other, like the

- radials and basals of the specimen. He thinks the

is produced by the breaking up of the plates sur-

rounding it, and he finds that at least some of the cracks do
not pass entirely through the walls. He describes the calyx as

composed of five basals and five radials, the latter arranged in
a ''j'Dtinuous series, but three of them only provided with an
arrif-ul;ir facet ana arm-ht arin--. Among his figures there is a
diagram (fig. lVi showing the outline of the body as it appears
at the upper edge of the'radiai plates, which is triangular, with
straight sides and rounded angles. The angles represent the
protruding arm facets of the three arm-bearing plates, while
the two non-arm-bearing pieces form a part of the sides of the
triangle. Looking at 'this figure, and afterward at fig. lc,

which gives the same view of' " /It/hot-r/nns *' d^'nt'U, which
!8 represented with a strictlj the contrast

appears to be most striking;' hut in 1 is description Grewingk
P !,

.

vs little attention to this feature, and only mentions it by
* the form of the calyx is " globular, with the excep-

tion of the upper rim which is triangular." Yolborth seems to

nave considered the five large radiak of which, only three are

arnid.earing, and to some extent perhaps the " ellipische Aus-

8ehnitte^« rn der A rmglieder," the prin-

cipal generic characters of Ilrrocrhiwt.
Schmidt, who wrote in 1876, considered the Erras specimen

an abnormal and imperfect form of •' Hi/hocrinu* " dfj>eiit(ift.

He had seen in the collection of Yolborth three specimens
from Palowsk, which possessed only four arm-bearing radials

—

that of the riirht anterior rav having no arm facet—together
with others in which all five radials were developed, and he
took the former to be an important link between the five-armed
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specimens and the three-armed one from Erras. As to the

absence of the small posterior radial, he thinks it may have

been lost in the specimen. He attributes Volborth's organ to

ineeh a Leal causes and deems it to be of no value specifically

or generically. According to his statement, the call

out and is torn up by rents and cracks, which follow all possible

directions, forming small irregular plates, and that some of the

cracks extend deeply into the surrounding plates (fig. 1 on pi.

1). Schmidt explains the " Ausschnitte " between the arm
joints in the Erras specimen as incidental breaks, which ^

he

the delicacy of the plates toward the articulation.

Nothing is said about a difference between the two types in the

form of the body.
According to Carpenter, the last writer upon the subject,

the cylyx of Boerocrinus " consists of ten plates, which are

arranged in two alternating rows without any indications of

ates," and he remarks—-this doe.- not agree at all
;

Billing- i -i- ot th. // /////s calyx." He says further

:

u Bwroerinus, if rightly described by Grewingk, represents to

my mind an altogether different generic type, and " occupies

a somewhat unique position among the Crinoidea. It is. per-

haps, best regarded as a permanent larval form, which has only

developed three of its five arms." And he says of Volborth's

organ—" it struck me as possible that it may represent the

anal opening, which does occupy a somewhat similar^ position

between the radials and basals at one period of Crinoid devel-

opment." He also alludes to the triangular outline of the

calyx in Bcerocrinus, and the pentangular Win in "/////"»•>/-

nus," which he thinks additional proof that the two are distinct

It seems that Carpenter's arguments for separating Bcero-

crinii.s from " Ilyhoerinux-' (Hoplocrinus) are based upon the

following points: The former has no anal plates; only fchrea

_ radials; possibly an anal opening between basals

and radials; and the calyx has a different form. It has been

stated that neither Grewingk, who gave a cross section of the

upper part of the two specimens, nor Schmidt, who saw those

figures and examined the original specimens, attached any

importance to the form as a distin-uiddn- character, and it

seems to us that a careful comparison of (nvwingk's figures 2«

and -J/,, which both represent the Erras specimen,
fact, that the trigonal outline of figure 2d does not extend

much beyond the very edge of the calvx : that the cross section

beneath the arm facets is pentangular, or as much so as in the

Pulkowa >pMMi,.,.i.. per edge would repre-

sent a similar outline if the two noi -arm b< [ring plates had
been provided, like the other three, with protruding facets.
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We think the trigonal form in this case is fully explained by
the absence of these two facets. The outline could not be
otherwise, and for a similar reason it must be quadrangular in
the four-armed Palowsk specimens.
The non-development of a radial, which is found occasion-

ally among specimens of the early types, is evidently, as Car-
penter admits, due to their low organization, but for the same
reason this feature cannot be of much value in considering the
generic or even specific relations of these forms.

Carpenter's suggestion that Volborth's organ was perhaps
the anal opening seems to us to be sustained neither by embry-
"logy. nor by its own structure. When the Pentacrinoid larva
of A it f, don assumes the crinoidal type, almost contempora-
neously with the development of the first radian, there appears
between two of the latter plates, and on a level with them, an
"/'egular single anal plate. Somewhat later this attains an
elliptic form, and is gradually lifted out from between the first

radials, until it becomes developed into a conspicuous funnel.
At the end of Pentacrinoid life the anal plate disappears
entirely, being removed by absorption over the whole body.*
We find a close analogy to the anal plate of the young

Arit.-d,,)^ in the simple, large anal piece of IL.t.tcrnuis and
d'"-/,nrr//<us

J
in which that plate occupies the very same posi-

tion, and is surmounted also by a funnel-shaped tube; but we
contVss that we fail to find a'nv sneh analogy in the so-called

organ of Volborth. In the Krras specimen there is, in place of
the one plate, a multitude of plates of the most doubtful origin,

and these occupy what ordinarilv would form the junction

between two radials and a basal plate. We find no indication
°f an aperture, and none is mentioned by either Volborth or

Schmidt's figure, pi. 1. tig. !. which is probably
the most reliable, >h >w> a iona gaping crack through the middle
Part, but this is evidently a break and no regular organic struc-

ture. The irregularity of all these plates seems to us also a

serious objection to Carpenter's view, as the small plates sur-

rounding the anal aperture, in all Paheoerinoids. are arranged
vith the utmost regularity, and in all cases where there is a

lateral opening, their arrangement present- a stricth bilateral

symmetry. All this leads us to think, that we cannot be far

amiss, in considering Yolbortlf> organ, as Eichwald, Grewingk
;i "d Schmidt have done, to he an abnormal structure, due to

mechanical agencies. It- protruding form would indicate that

this foive must have been pressure from within, and hence that

this structure, verv probablv. mav represent an abnormal anus,

A
* Researches in the Structure, Physiolo- ' -"don (coma-
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functionally defective. We have frequently seen specimens,

particularly among Actinocrinidse, in which the anal passage

had been obstructed, and a new opening had formed by
breaking through the test at some other place. In one

remarkable specimen of Actinocrinus, which has been noticed

already by one of us (this Journal, vol. xiv, p. 127, Aug.,.

1877), the new opening penetrated the calyx along the basi-

radial suture, between the first anal plate and the right

posterior first radial, forming a large excrescence, composed
of numerous irregular pieces ; while in other specimens

similar openings protrude but little above the general sur-

face of the calyx. In every case in which this sort of anus

has been observed, whether passing through the vault or

the calyx, it is found to be located within the anal inter-

radius, and hence we may safely assert that if Volborth's

organ served such an office, the side which it occupies is the

anal side, and that the non-arm-bearing plate toward the left is

an azygous plate, and not a radial as suggested by Carpenter

and the other writers. If it is a radial, Bcerocrinus represents

an exceptional type. It was Carpenter himself, who together

with K. Etheridge, Jr. (Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., April, 1881,

p. 295), first pointed out, that in Paleozoic Crinoids the sym-

metry of the calyx was more or less disturbed by the presence

of an azygous or anal side, and this was the most constant

character for distin:jui>iiing tin- I.\il;c<>crinoide.a and Neocri-

noidea. Now, if Bcerocrinus is composed of five basals and

five radials without an anal plate, it surely would represent

one of the most symmetric forms of the Palseocrinoidea, such

as are rarely found except toward the close of the Sub-

carboniferous.

We offer the following amended diagnosis of Bcerocrinus

:

Calyx composed of five large nearly equal basals, and a row
of five other plates forming a second circlet. The plates of the

latter consisting of four radials, three of them—perhaps some-

times four—arm-bearing, and a large undivided a

of similar form as the radials. The plate, which in other

genera represents the right posterior radial, is not developed.

Arms similar to those of Hoplocrimix and Ih/hncrinus.
Comparing this formula with that of /ii>j>I<>rrin»s. there

seems to be a wide difference between the two types. But
looking at the diagrams, figures 1 and 2, and remembering that

in Hoplocrinus one of the large rsidiak a> -liown bv Schmidt.
is occasionally not arm-bearing, we find that a single mtni*
drawn across the right upper corner of the undivided azygous
plate of Bcerocrinus, transforms this genus into a species of

Hoplocrinus with four or five, as the case may be, arm-bearing
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radials. However, it is scarcely probable that the division of
the plate actually took place ; it is more likely that the right
upper corner of the azygous plate was gradually absorbed by the
radial. This view is corroborated by the small size and pecul-
iar shape of that radial in Iloplocrinus, and a comparison of
this with the same plate in llyhocrinus, in which it has ab-
sorbed a greater portion, and attained somewhat more the
shape of an ordinary radial. In the latter genus the upper left

corner of the azygous plate has become divided off into a
special anal plate. In figures 4-11, representing the azygous
side of some of the later genera, the posterior radial grows
larger by absorbing more and more the azygous plate until
this, and at last also the special anal plate, disappears entirely
at the dorsal side.

In our analysis of Bcerocrimis we have taken the absence of
the right posterior radial to be a fixed character. It may be,

however, that in the Erras specimen this plate, exceptionally,

- eloped, which is not improbable in such a low and
early type. In that case the Erras specimen would be an im-
perfectly developed HoploGrmw, and only a link toward a
~ni

|

mor, A\u\Av f..rm in whir!, that feature is constant. We
will not undertake to decide, without seeing the specimens,
whether under these circumstances the Erra- specimen would
be specifically identical with Ih>plnc,-,,>>^ dipent,^ ; we might
say, however, that there is apparently no serious objection to

it, and this shows how closely rhe tw«"> types run together, and
th;| t iiornrshiti* is not that aberrant" •' altogether different
type " which it was regarded by Carpenter.

Ine accompanying figures show the arrangement of the
plates of the a/y^m- side in the principal genera of the Cya-
thocrinidae.
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In locrinus (fig. 4), the arrangement is somewhat like that

of //ojJocrtni's. The right posterior radial is almost as small

as in that genus, but in place of occupying the corner only, it

extends over the whole width of the azygous plate, from which

it is separated by a horizontal suture. There is no spe

plate, the ventral tube rests upon the left sloping side of the

radial, and as the tube has no connection with the azygous

plate, we suggest that possibly the radial may embrace an

undivided anaf piece.

In Dendrocrmus (fig;. 5), the case is similar to Hyl
but the azygous plate is comparatively much smaller than in

that genus, being largely replaced by the anal plate which at

one side extends down to the line of the basals. The posterior

radial and the azygous plate combined resemble in form the

radial in the four other rays, being of about equal size and

separated by a horizontal suture.*

In the Upper Silurian Homocrinus (fig. 6), the azygous

plate is reduced to a small quadrangular piece, resting obliquely

against the right posterior radial, against the anal plate and two

basals. The anal plate is large and connects with the basals,

and these touch the adjacent radial.

>

In Cyathoerinus (fig. 7), which appears in the Upper Silu-

rian and survives the Sub-carboniferous, the

which in Homocrinus had been already greatly i

is absorbed wholly by the posterior radial, and there is ]

only a large special anal plate. In this genus, contrary to \

preceding ones, and those of other Cyatnocrinidae which baT8

an azygous piece, the right posteric

and size as the one toward the left.

In the preeminently Sub-carboniferous genus Pott
(fig. 8), we find an azygous plate, but this is pushed out still

more from beneath the radial rhaii in Hnmnrr'nms ; its form

is pentagonal, owing to an additional plate, which rests upon

its upper truncate side. This plate, which is hexagonal and

best known as the third anal piece, is actually a plate of the

ventral tube incorpora'
"

which is smaller than
gonal, and alternately ;

plate above.

In the typical Eu^paohycnnm (fig. 9), the case is almost the

same as in Poteriocriniw, only the azygous plate is compar?-

e considered the combined right posterior

•h in their position and propo.

-.i ;.
.

.••
..

-, -

second, the so-called azygous plate, in De

ra.linl

so that the anal tube, possibly, had been developed :
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tfrely more developed This is somewhat remarkable, as
-Eupachycrinibs is one of the latest known forms of the Paheo-
crinoidea, and, apparently even within the limits of this genus,
or contemporaneously with it, we find all the gradation-', from
the most extravagantly developed anal side to its simplest
forms. Aside from the irregular symmetry, which evidently
represents a retrogression, the species show in all respects that
!
," ' long to one of the highest types of the group, and par-

r

j
''>.;,' fly in their mode of articulation they are fully up to the

Jurassic Neocrinidea.
In fig. 10

5
a form which has been generally included with

' //// i/.v. hut has been very properly separated by Dr.
White under the name Ceriocrinus (Contributions to Palaeon-
tology, No. 6 (1880), p. 127), both the azygous and the special
anal plate are absent, and only the small third anal retain- its

lM1
' position, which extends i> rth bevond the limits of the

radials. *

In JEHsocrinus (fig. 11), one of the last survivors of the Cya-
thocrmidse, the calyx is perfectly symmetrical, the azygous
and anal plate being entirely absorbed by the other plates.

The different phases in the Paleontological development of
the azygous side to which we have here alluded resemble most
,,(; "i:iH<al>ly the stages of growth in the ana! arrangement of
Antedon during its Pentacrinoid life. At a time when even
the radials were yet imperfectly developed, we find in both
forms a large anal (azygous) plate {Baeroerlnus), which is

hfted out from between the radials i;
IL/horrinit*) and becomes

developed into a conspicuous fumiel (the later ( 'yathocrinid:v).

until at the termination of Pentacrinoid life and the close of
the Carboniferous, the anal plate disappears entirely. The
gradual disappearance of this plate in the growing animal is

represented paleontologically by the modifications which rake

place in the form and size of the plate, and these modifications
represent important generic characters. It must be stated,

however, that the "anal" plate of the young Antedon is evi-

dently not the homologue of the plate "in the Cyarhorrinhbe
which we have designated as the "special" anal plate, but
that it i> the equivalent of the undivided a/.vu'ous plate in

£'t-t'o<',>;,,u.s and //oji/ocn/i"*. YVe further 'bold that the

special anal plate in Hyhocrinus is the first step toward a

plated tube which in that genus is reduced to its minimum size,

consisting of only a single plate. The diminuitive tube pos-

sessed in its cremilated", rhomb-like structure an organization

emnlar to that of the later genera in their large porous sac

composed of numerous plates, and it is probable that both
structures performed the same functions, and these may have
been identical with those of the rhombs in the Cystidea.



The two articles which have appeared on the above subject

in the July and August numbers of this Journal have but just

come to my knowledge, as I have been absent from the city

for several weeks. Mr. Nipher has dealt with the question in

a somewhat different manner from myself (see Science, May
4th), and has arrived at quite different results.

According to my calculations the value -j= {s = seconds,

T = years), instead of diminishing was nearly constant, with a

slight tendency to increase. Or, in other words, horses were

improving their speed slightly more rapidly now than they

were a few years ago. This of course might readily be ex-

plained by the greater care bestowed in breeding and by greater

attention being paid to the subject now than formerly. This

could not last for many years, however, and the value of ^
must finally diminish to zero. But in the mean time we have

no means of saying how soon this will take place, or what will

be the value of s. According to my work we could only pre-

dict what speed would be made in the course of the next few

years, and it was concluded, for example, that two minutes

would be reached about the year 1907.
Instead of taking his dates directly from the races, Mr.

Nipher prefers to interpolate them from some curves which he

has calculated. If all the observations contributed by Mr.

Brewer could be included in this scheme, it would undoubtedly

be the best method. As it is, it limits our author confessedly

for accurate work, between the dates 1854 and 1873, whereas,

the direct method is capable of including all observations from

1824 up to the present time. It therefore seems to me that the

greater number of observations more than compensates for the

greater accuracy of the few. And indeed I think this is indi-

cated by the fact that we shall be able to draw quite a different

conclusion from our author, though using the results obtained

by his own method, while, by using all the observations as id

my former article, I think but one conclusion can be drawn.
At the top of page 22 (July number), Mr. Nipher gives a

table, the third column of which —— he calculates from alter-

nate differences in the first two columns. Now where there

are so few observations I think this method is hardly of suffi-

cient accuracy, and that it is somewhat better to divide the
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first differences of the first column, by those of the second,
directly. By so doing the figures in the third column will
read 59, 55, 54, 46, 55, 35, 75. This method does not smooth
down the curve at all, but shows it with all its original irregu-
larities. Plotting now a cur
and the corresponding valu
following figure

:

These results could evidently be represented by a curve.
And they show what mine did, only I think in an exaggerated

way, the increasing value of —; within the last few years.

Mr. Nipher, however, prefers to represent them by a straight
hne. This line N is shown upon the plate, calculated from his

values of a and b. Following him in this respect, two lines of
my own A and B are also given. Now there are two methods
°y which we may determine approximately the accuracy with
which a line represents a .series of observations. First, that
while the line coincides as nearly as possible with the points

observed, the algebraic sum of the ordinates should be zero

;

and second, that the sum of the squares of the ordinates should
oe reduced to a minimum. Making these calculations we ob-
tain the following results:
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conclude that -^ is diminishing very slowly. Calculating

its equation we find
J^

- '084 f -0033 s. According to

this, — can only become zero when s = — 25, or in other

words the speed of the trotter will only cease to improve when

he trots a mile in minus twenty-five seconds, or in less than no

time at all.

I therefore maintain that Mr. Nipher's method, if correctly

interpreted, gives in general the same result as my own. By
it we may foretell what will be the speed attained for a few

years in advance, but we cannot tell what will be the ultimate

speed, nor when it will be reached.

Institute of Technology, Boston.

Art. XLIIL—On the Discovery of Utica Slate Graptolites on

the west side of the Hudson a few miles north of Poughkeepsie;

by Mr. Henry Booth.

DURING the construction of the West Shore Kailroad, on the

west bank of the Hudson Eiver, the large number of cuttings

made afforded a good opportunity for examining the slate and

limestone rocks between West Park and Cornwall.

At two points small beds of Graptolites were found by Mr.

C. Lown, of Poughkeepsie, and myself. The localities were

nearly obliterated by the workmen, but we obtained some speci-

mens which were referred to Professor R P. Whitfield, of

New York. Enclosed is his letter, giving the names of the

graptolites submitted to him.
The localities are, one at Blue Point, about two miles south

of New Paltz Landing (now called Highland), and one about a

mile north of the same place.

Poughkeepsie, N. Y., Sept. 29th.

I find among the Utica Slate Graptolites sent me, ZHj
pristis Hall (not of Hisinger) ; Glimacograptus bicornis Hall;

Dichograptus furcatus Hall ; U. do • ,,/•• - II ' ?: Jlonograptus

gracilis Hall; M. Sagittarius Hall, and Diplograptus marcedus
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locality—Formations i

Becraft's Mountain is a small, low outlier of Lower Hel-
derberg limestones, resting on the Hudson River formation,
two miles east of the river and about a mile southeast of the
city of Hudson, Columbia county, New York. If the name
apply to all the limestone area, it would include an oval mass
nearly two miles long, north and south, and over a mile wide,
"""* '~\ the ends but bordered with strong bluffs from fifty to
one hundred and fiff-.

the locality arises not so much from the isolated position of the

the reported nonconformity between the
strata of Lower and Upper Silurian date. The pre

descriptions and figures of the mountain are collected i

the Folded Helderberg limestones east of thi

(Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., Cambridge, Geol. Series, i, 318, 1883);
e be sufficient to mention that Mather, Rogers and

Dana described it as showing an unconformity, while Emmons
showed the contact of the upper and lower rocks conformable,
and Hall was disposed to take this view. The figures given by
Mather are very rough, and the one (Geol. N. Y. 1st Distr., pi.

24, fig. 6) showing a complete cross-section, seems to be gener-
alized on a very theoretic basis.

During a recent recess in college work, I took opportunity t

views, and in two days spent
lowing results.

The formations occurring in this region are, beginning with
the oldest:—1. The so-called Hudson River group; shales and
shaly sandstones, with much fine jointing or rough cleavage

ht often be well mistaken for bedding; sometimes

clear bedding as well, which is then generally even,
though in some outcrops it seemed very irregular and was

and indurated. The outcrops were very few com-
pared with those of the overlying limestones, as heavy terraces

<of stratified drift surround the base of the hill. No fossils were
found in this formation, and in using the name " Hudson River

"

T
simply take that which is most generally accepted.I simply 1

2. The
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fine, blue, even, thin b< and smooth.

A few imperfect Up, rditiu- were found in it. Thickness, twenty

to thirty feet. No representative of the Coralline limestone was

26. Lower Pentamerus limestone; heavy, knotted, grayish-

blue beds, with irregular nodules of chert. Fossils were not

common, but Pentamerus yaJ^itus and Airypa reticular is were

found at several places. Thickness, fortv to fifty feet.

2c. Catskill Shaly limestone; deep bine, weathering brown

and shaly: generally showing its many fossils a* casts. Sp in-

fer maeropleura, Hemipronitfs radiala and Strophe,,

being most characteristic among many others. Thickness, fifty

2d. Upper Pentamerus limestone, probably with representa-

tives of the Encrinal or Scutella limestone ; a hard. gray, crys-

talline limes! me. largely made of fragments of shells in some-

what even layers. Sjnrihr mcdiali*. ^Or/his and Penta-

merus pseudo-galeaius are most easily identified. This roek is

quarried as 'shell-marble,' and is cut" by steam drills into large

blocks as much as five by five by twelve feet ; it is also burnt

for lime, and used in smelting iron ores at Hudson. Thickness,

forty to fifty feet.

3. Cauda-galli shales; barren, gray, monotonous shales, sel-

dom showing any trace of bedding, but breaking on an

nearly vertical cleavage. No fossils. Thickness, one hundred

and fifty to two hundred feet. This formation has not been

previously mentioned as occurring here.

i. Corniferous limestone; a hard, eherty limestone lying on

the Cauda-galli shales over a small surface, and doubtfully

referred to this formation. No fossils. Thickness, ten to

fifteen feet.

5. An unknown conglomerate of limestone fragments in a

compact siliceous matrix. The fragments were tolerably well

rounded, and seem to correspond with the several subdivisions

of the Lower Helderberg. Only two localities of this deposit

were found, both of them outside of the bluff's; one making &

low mound in the meadow at the left end of section I; the

other in the irregular mounds (F on map), a quarter of a mile

south of the road. At neither point could

the position of the bedding be determined, and no conclusion

was reached as to the age of the deposit, except that it is appar-

ently younger than the Helderberg series and certainly much
older than the drift. It is apparently to this that Emmons
makes reference (Agric. N. Y., i, 1846," 136).

6. Drift; seen chiefly in the stratified sands of the terraces
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cratched. None of the
striated, nor could we expect to find them so, as all had been
long exposed and were well weathered.
The position of the several formations may be described as

The Hudson River strata have as a rule a regular northerly
strike east of the river, and are generally found with a steep
easterly dip; at several points a few miles to the west and

ej rise Ln ridges of greater height than the crest of
M »untain, baton the east, their surface is lower and

is seldom ex p< taei I on i Hudson and Chatham.
The limestones form a flat synclinal, about a mile and three-

quarters al,
. ; , mile broad, with the middle

•

•'•'• trending N. 20° E. (magnetic bearings given in all meas-
ures), and the greater heights on the western side. On the east,
small subordinate folds are added, each one more distinct on
the southeast and fading away to the northwest; and, when
taken together, showing an increase in sharpness toward the
southeastern border, where thuv follow one another in rapid
succession, alwavs with t ic steeper pitch ol the anticlinal on
the west, and with overthrown dips at several points. The
^ inetnes; of this sm i lit ti. n oi Ap ila< hian tincture is

^uprising. Excepting at the northern and southern ends,
where the margin of the limestone is somewhat doubtfully
inferred, the outcrops always appear in the form of pronounced
bluffs, rising on the sou I about two hundred
feet above the terrace plain. The Tentaculite and Lower Pen-
tamerus generally make the outermost and strongest bluff

• Catskill shaly limestone and the Upper Penta-
pierus form roughly concentric ridges at variable distances

1

' •' I from the margin; the Cauda-galli shales make smooth,

la southward from the middle of the oval area within
the bluffs. The more complicated structure of the southeastern
side is not clearly revealed in it- fbi n. .,\'A requires close obser-
vation of dip for its determination. I am not sure that there
should not be one more small fold there than is represented in

toe sections. There is no sufficient evidence of faults such as

Mather shows on both his sections. The axis of the general

synclinal dips gently to the south; at its northern end the

limestones lie essentially horizontal ; but at the southern, where

they are turned no abruptly so as to stand

W.—E. to N. 70° E. This abrupt

length as the
ring from W.—E. to N. 70° E. This abrup

limestone outcrops are wanting on much of the distance where
they should appear.
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The relative position of the Hudson River strata and the
overlying limestones is the point of most importance and inter-
est, and the weight of evidence here seems to be in favor of
nonconformity, though this relation is not nearly so well shown
here as in the remarkable exposure in the old cement quarries
at Rondout, on the other side of the Hudson, about thirty miles
farther south.

The following observations show what was found at all the
outcrops below and in the neighborhood of the limestone bluffs.

A. In a cut on an old quarry railroad, a quarter of a mile
west of the limestone bluffs (not included on the map): shaly
layers, strike N. 25° E., dip 35° to E.S.E.
B (see map). In another cut of the some old railroad, directly

under the western bluff, as the road rises obliquely along the
slope to reach the quarries; shaky outcrop, N. bb° K, dip 25°
to S.E. A few hundred feet farther up grade or northeast,
the cut shows the lower layers of the Tentaculite limestone,
N

- 35° E., dip 15°
mfica-* '

itself

ificant, for equally great variations are found in the lime:

passing short dist

The cut here reveals a considerable depth of tali

distau< es all ng

fragments. be taken for

ledges in place if not fullv exposed, and .show how difficult it

would be to find a natural eontaet underneath the bluffs.

.

C. In a little stream ch mi . leadme. down from a depression
in the bluffs, a few hundred feet south of a glue factory; the

J-entaculite stands K 23° E., dip 15° E.S.E., at base of lime-
stone outcrops, and about twenty feet from it the shale appears,
but unfortunately shows nothing but cleavage, N. 25° E., dip
o0° E.S.E. ; however tempting it may be to assume that the

cleavage and be Mum mn< id. . there i- not the least evidence
that they do. The steeply inclined splitting of the horizontal

i -lude- within the limestone ?\ nel u, 1 shows how
entirely untrustworthy this appearance may be as a guide to

the position of stratification. On the road-side, about halfway
from B to C, the bedding was X. 2d° E., dip 30° E.S.E.

i

D. On a mound on the northern side of the entrance to a

near the south western end of the mountain. The
lori aaital : no eontaet is found, but

about forty rom the lowest visible layer of

•alite. there are numerous small outcrops of a very
uneven, indurated. Ilintv rock, for which no position could be

determined satisfactorily. Its irregularity would!, however.

indicate unconformity. Similar small patches oi

slaty rock, from which the beddin<r has disappeared, are found'

near the road on the other side of 'this valley.

E. At the southwestern end of dl opening
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on the road-side exposed the Tentaculite with a faint easterly-

dip lying with smooth contact, about ten feet long, on hard

. in which the appearance of bedding was N.—S.,

dip 50° E. The face of the rocks was so weathered and jointed

that it was dihicult to make sure that the contact was a true

uncon i'onnin and not a slip.

F. A third of a mile south of the limestones, several irregular

mounds (a few outcrops of the limestone conglomerate were

found on one of them) rising among the terrace flats show the

same indurated, flintv outcrops as were found at D. Some beds

were found standing"N. 25° EM dip 40° E.S.E., and smaller out-

crops continued toward the limestones, across the creek that

flows out from the synclinal. These seem to show that the

older rocks maintain a northerly strike where the limestones

turn around toward the east.

Gk A few hundred feet southeast of the outlier, the sandy

shales ri- ^
, I

1 l<ms h tolerably well-defined bed-

ding, N. 50° E., dip 60° S.E. This conforms fairly with the

nearest limestone, if we suppose it to have an overthrown dip,

as is not at all improbable.

H. A small cutting on the side of the eastern road uncovers

erly dip. About fifteen feet higher up

estones are inclined gently to the west.

verv small, and is fully

i of" adjacent limestones a

little farther south, where the folds are crowded together.

From this point, around the rest of the circumference, no

outcrops of the older rocks were found, although the whole

distance was carefully searched.

The observations thus detailed may be summarized as fol-

lows: A, C, and G are non-committal; if necessary they could

agree with either conclusion. B and H, if seen alone, would

be taken as decisive of conformity. D, E and F imply uncon-

formity, but with nothing of the distinctness shown in

section. It is notable that these three outcrops show a much

more indurated and irregular rock than the others; and one

could easily suppose them to belong to a series independent of

and unconformably below all the" others, shaly sandstones as

well as limestones. Indeed, this seems to be the conclusion

reached by Emmons. He wrote: "Another limited fracture

appears on the southeastern side of Becraft's Mountain, about

three miles southeast of Hudson. On one side the Tacornc

slate appears supporting a fragmentary mass of Calciferous

sandstone ; on the other, the inferior members of the Helder-

berg division, the thin bedded Water-limes and Pentamerus,
beneath which are the gray sandstones of the Hudson river

(Agriculture of New York, i, 1846, 136). The evidence of
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such a fracture is indistinct, and the identification of the lime-

stone conglo at our locality F with the Cal-

ciferous is certainly hazardous. Fossils being absent and out-

crops few and scattered, it is difficult to find observations that

shall compel on. Perhaps farther exploration

of the other Helderberg outliers of which Mather makes brief

mention may aid in solving the question.

A few words may be said concerning the accon

sketch-map and sections. They are based on estimated dis-

tances and compass bearings taken all around the bluff out-

crops, and on many zig-zag section lines within the limestone

area. While the drawings cannot claim close accuracy, they

nevertheless combine very successfully all the obse

made on rocks, roads and streams. The sections are placed

directiv where they belong on the map, as more seems to be

gained by showing them in their true positions than is lost by

breaking the continuity of the map surface. The Helderberg

rocks are constructed in their pi

but the Hudson River strata are shown on]

The part of least accuracy is on the southeast, where the folds

produce more complexity than could be unravelled in the time

we had on the ground. As already mentioned, the strip of

limestone called ' Corniferous ' is so named only because it is

cherty and lies on the Cauda galli shales: b

is very probably correct. The Hudson branch of the Boston

and Albany railroad passes a little distance northeast of the

map. within clear view of the Lower Pentamerus bluffs.

The relations of the Lower Helderberg to the Hudson Kiver

formation are somewhat peculiar in connection with the occur-

rence of Sil mity. When the full series of

Silurian deposits is represented, the two groups in question are

separated by several intermediate formations—the Uneiaa,

Medina, Clinton, Niagara (these four belonging to the Niagara

period) and ain a total maximum thickness

of several thousand feet, and consequently imply the passage

of a long interval of time. The only
j

v disturbance is between the Hudson River and the

,>chs, but this disturbance does not seem to require

«i , aU. rU () f any known part of the series. The following

review of c *how this. On

face of the Helderberg Mountains, the formations of t

s.
™d

;

h *
Lower

rftPfi

derberg limestones rest on the Hudson River shales, separated

only by a few feet of transition deposits, all the stn

: the junction here has always been describea as

conformable, in spite of the long time that passed without

deposing its record. Whether the actual contact has been
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observed or not does not appear, nor has there yet been given

any satisfactory explanation of what was going on here during

the long unrepresented time. This conformity was found also

near Catskill in the folded strata east of the Catskill Mountains,

in Green county (see my paper above referred to). At Eondout,

Ulster county, a fine, uneven unconformable contact is clearly

shown in the old cement quarries, where the entire Niagara

and Salina groups are represented by only about six feet of

limestone; another is noted at Otisville, N. Y., near the Penn-

sylvania line, in a cut on the Erie railroad (see Second Geol.

Surv. Penn., G 6, 150), where the intermediate strata are seen

in some force and the Oneida conglomerate lies on the Hudson
Eiver slates. Farther southwest, in Pennsylvania, fragments

of the slates are found in the Oneida, and hence nonconformity

is inferred, although the sudden variation of dip seen at some

points on the southeastern slope of the Kittatinny Mountain

that has heretofore generally been explained as a none;
is now regarded by Professor Lesley as the effect of a fault (1. a).

In eastern Tennessee, the Lower and Upper Silurian are per-

fectly conformable, and the series of strata is fairly complete

before and after the critical date. In southern Ohio, an uplift

and erosion are described as occurring at the beginning of

Upper Silurian time; and a similar but longer disturbance is

reported in western Tennessee; but in both these localities, the

older and newer strata are essentially parallel. Conformity and

nonconformity are therefore quite independent of the presence

or absence of certain members of the series ; and absence of the

upper members is independent of distinct dislocation of the

lower members. With a tolerably full sequence of strata ab »ut

the time of disturbance, there is normal >
<

Tennessee, and nonconformity in southeastern New York and

northeastern Pennsylvania; on the other hand, there is con-

formity in the Heklerberg Mountains, and nonconformity at

Eondout, although the intermediate strata are essentially absent

at both these localities. Again, the strata are essentially hori-

zontal and parallel in the Helderbergs, where the scries is

incomplete and undisturbed, as well as in southern Ohio, where

the series is fuller, but where fragments of the lower are found

in the upper members. Finally. "the strata are folded and con-

formable with lapse of intermediate members a1 I !atsk

and unconformable with similar lapse at Eondout: folded, un-

• and without lapse further southwest. Other exam-
ples could be quoted from the Canada surveys. All combina-
tions of these various elements appear, and there is therefore

no necessity of supposing unconformity at Becrafc's Mountain
simply because the limestones there do not belong immediately
after the shales in the geological series. Moreover, the gener-
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ally flat position of the limestones and tilted position of the
shales east of the Hudson does not decide the question, for the
shales are twice seen almost flat under the limestones of the
outlier, and on the southeastern side the limestones are strongly
tilted. The suggestion above that the shales and slates are of
different ages requires much further observation for its proof.
This indefiniteness of indirect evidence is the more unsatisfac-
tory from the incompleteness of the contact outcrops; and as it

is very possible for an appearance of nonconformity to arise in
a series that is all folded at the same time, on account of the
unequal folding of adjoining strata of different resistances,
nothing but direct and clear exposure of an uneven and surely
unconformable contact will suffice finally to settle this point in
the structure of Becraft's Mountain.
Cambridge, April 23, 1883.

geology.
ai.l.v -

The reference made in the preceding article on Becraft's

Mountain to the clear evidence of the unconformable relation
of the Upper and Lower Silurian rocks at Eondout on the
Hudson suggests the publication of a more detailed illustra-

tion of this noted locality than lias vet appeared. The accom-
panying map and sections are prepared with r his object from:

notes taken during an excursion in April of this year, and
with a short descriptive text these may serve as a supplement
to the earlier papers by Lindsley* and Dale.f
The formations occurring here are in most respects like those

at Becraft's Mountain and in the limestone belt west of Cats-

kill, which I have already described;J the following notes
will point out their The Hudson River
rocks are sometimes heavy-bedded sandstones of rather fine

texture and considerable hardness, as in Huzzy's Hill, a nM-e
of several hundred feet elevation two miles south of Rondout

:

and sometimes shaly and much contorted, as along the hanks
of the stream at Eddyville. They occupy all the area east ot

Rondout Creek, with small exception, but are -euerally hidden

under terrace rift. The Oneida conglomerate is represented

*Poughkeep*ie Soc. Xat. Sei. Proa, ii, 1879, 44-48.

X 1- c., and Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., Geol. Series, i, 1883, 311-329.
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by a stratum of almost quartzitic texture, white or bluish in

color, and fifteen to twenty feet thick. The most northeastern

point where it was certainly recognized was in New Salem at

the beginning of the horse -railroad leading to the cement quar-

ries in Whiteport; thence southwestward it may be frequently

seen at the foot of the limestone bluff, a hard, comp;
quartzose rock. At the foot of the map, where the limestone

ridge breaks down, it is white, and so appears again about two

miles west in the fine anticlinal near Whiteport where the

Water-lime has been deeply quarried. It holds no pebbles or

fossils here and is not yet thick enough to have a noticeable

effect on the topography.

The first of the limestones is seen in the quarry on the hill

overlooking Eondout (Section II), where it rests directly on

the Hudson Eiver rocks, as will be further mentioned below.

As measured bv Mr. J. G-. Lindsley, superintendent of the

Newark Lime and Cement Co., it is six to eight feet thick, and

from its abundance of corals it is considered the equivalent of

the Coralline limestone of Schoharie, the thin eastern exten-

sion of the Niagara of Western New York.*
The Water-lime and Tmtaeulite, to which Lindsley adds the

Stromatopora and Eibbon limestones, have a total thickness of

seventy feet. The layers are generally smooth and even, espe

cially in the upper part and are readily recognized, but fossils

are not common. The lower beds are deeply qu
numerous points in this neighborhood for cement-rock, of

which a great quantity is burned, ground, barreled ami
The annual yield has in the past few years risen to 2,000,000

barrels, valued at about a dollar a barrel The openings thus

made give excellent views of the deep plunging of the t

into the earth, especially at the White-port anticlinal abov^ ,-

ferred to. At Catskill twenty-five miles north of Eondout the

rock is not found adapted for hydraulic cement ; and though

therefore not economically a water-lime, I am confident that it

is geologically the Water-lime. The Lower and Upper Penta-

merus limestones, about thirty and forty feet thick respectively?

generally retain the characters seen at Catskill and Becrafts

Mountain
; the Lower being heavy, uneven, cherty, with com-

paratively few fossils; the Uppei v and some-

what uneven bedded, but rich in fossils and free from chert.

These are separated by the Catskill shaly limestone, about sixty

feet thick (Lindsley gives it only sixteen, which seems much
too little), and overlaid by a similar formation, certainly over

one hundred feet thick and probably as much as one hundred
and fifty. These I have mapped as the Lower and Upper
Shaly limestones

; they are generally very impure, and hardly

* See J. Hall. Pal. N\ v.. i;i. •_>»;. and Amer. Assoc. Proa, xxii, 1873, 321.
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deserve the name of ]

and the Upper Shaly
of on bedding pi;

giving a very deceptive
appearance (as on the

southwestern synclinal

spite of its

shaly texture, it stands
higher than the limestone
below it. Fossils are
not nearly so numerous
as in the Shaly limestone
at Catskill

; but it is

interesting to note that

several characteristic
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change at the top brings in the Oriskany sandstone and grits,

about twenty and thirty feet thick, but variable. The lower

member is sometimes absent, but when seen it consists of pure

white quartz, sometimes dense, sometimes rather loosely built

of subangular white pebbles up to one-third of an inch in

diameter, without fossils. This is followed by a hard grit

with casts of numerous fossils, among which Spirifer arenosa

was most frequently found. As usual, the stone fences give

the best collecting ground ; for example on the ridge northeast

of the West Shore bridge across the Eondout, and on the

southwestern synclinal. Above this, we find the barren Cauda-

galli shales, lifeless but for the occasional sea-weed imprints

;

fine textured and generally with the bedding completely re-

placed by the characteristic steep cleavage plane. Its thick-

ness is very probably three hundred feet or more. A fine

exposure of these shales is found in a bold sjmcli

advancing toward the creek between Eondout and Wilbur;
from here to the railroad bridge, a good downward sequence of

formations is exposed. The Corniferous limestone, recognized

only by its fine texture, plentiful chert, and position, completes

the series.

The interruptions in the sequence of formations at Eondout
are of two kinds. One, that may be called passive, consisted

essentially in withholding the supply of sedimentary material,

so that certain epochs were left unrepresented : thus the

Medina, Clinton and Schoharie deposits are completely want-

ing, and the Oneida and Niagara are almost absent. The other

interruption came between the deposition of the Hudson Eiver

and the Coralline or

,. lA Oneidastrataandwas

of a much moreactive

character ; the Hud-

l ,- son Eiver rocks were

>^- v
v upheaved,exposed to

'• > 3? erosive forces, pre-

iumabh of the ordi-

- 1, aerial kind,

submerged

to receive the later

formations on their

JTmost excellently
."""> shown in the old

NW ™ '
' •

S£
quarry in the hill

/

**• L
overlooking Bond-

out (at Section II) where the contact line has been perfectly
exposed for ten feet or more

; a fair inference of nonconformity
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can be made at several other points aJong the slope. The rocks
on the western side of the limestone outlier, opposite Wilbur, also
give good evidence of non-conformity, but we found no contact
there. This locality is described and figured by Mather. The

•

. of the contact.in the Rmulout quarry completely ex-
cludes the possibility of the disagreement of dips in the over-

riving formations being due to a fault, at least at this
point, for as shown in figure i, the limestone fits closely into
channels worn along the strike of the softer sandstone beds,
and the two rocks are so firmly consolidated that hand speci-
mens can be easily obtained showing the line of junction.
It is noteworthy that the limestone begins immediately with its

fully determined calcareous character: there is no band of
transitional composition ; no fragments of the sandstone are
contained in the overlying rock. The old worn surface was
swept clean before the corals and crinoids began growing upon
it, and their fragments and grindings make the first deposit.
Some little pieces of crinoid stems lie directly on the bare sand-
stones. From the absence of the Oneida sandstone here, it

may be inferred that the Hudson Eiver rocks remained out of
the Paleozoic ocean longer at this point than they did two miles
to the southwest of it, where the earlier Upper Silurian strata
lie directly upon the Lower Silurian beds. At the end of the
quarry-railroad in Eddyville, already mentioned, a contact is

opened for nearly one" hundred feet, but unlike the one at

Rondout, it is even, and the rocks agree in strike if not in dip.
It is therefore probable that this contact is not the origi

out has beei
were folded.

any) a little

south of Section I, where the Water-lime is folded* and slipped
so as to be apparently unconformable to itself. The proba-
bility of such an occurrence at Eddyville may be inferred from
the sharp folding that occurs all along the front of the lime-
stone bluffs. On the other hand, it is also probable that, if an
original contact could be seen, it would be truly unconformable,
for this relation occurs on both sides of it ; at Rondout on the
northeast, and at Otisville on the Erie railway,* some forty
miles southwest. At some later date, presumably contempo-
raneous with the great Appalachian disturbance, the entire

series of rocks described above were folded and dislocated.

The most pronounced effects of this deformation are now seen
along the bluffs of Lower Helderberg limestones. Beginning
at the northeast near the Hudson, the rocks either stand on
end or dip strongly to the west ; they fall to a less angle on
approaching Eondout and then are for a time more or less hid-

* Geol. New Jersey, 1868, 135. Second Geol. Sunr. Penn., G 6, 150.
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den in passing through the town. Crossing the creek, they

build the limestone outlier, a flat synclinal with steep or ver-

tical dips on the eastern side, and then cross the strei

_: •>' r iu-: -,\

The anticlinal half of this S-shaped curve is not a simple turn,

but is complicated by a small additional fold where the stream

crosses Section III, as is shown on a larger scale in figure 2.

Fig.

From here, up the valley, the s

bluff-front very even. Sections- „__
points showed a well-marked synclinal structure bounded on

the northwest by a down-fault of moderate throw. In con-

formity with what seems to be " normal" for the Appa
this fault is drawn with the upthrow overlying the hade. By
following along the axis of this synclinal from Wilbur, one

passes over seven different subdivisions of the Upper Silurian

that successively come to an end in the rising trough.

This detailed statement of the altitude of the rocks seems

necessary in order to contradict the supposition not unfrequently

made some years ago that a " great fracture" passed along the

Hudson valley between the older and newer rocks. Apart from

the folds and local faults of small throw there is no evidence

whatever of any great disturbance, and the great fracture is

purely hypothetical. The Oneida and Medina lose the 1

tain-making strength they possess i

^

thin out, not because they are cut

cover a broad hilly surface back of the 1

northern part of the district examined they are overlaid by tip

Corniferous limestone. The blank area on the map
three railroads meet is a Corniferous synclinal possibly hal-

ing some Marcellus shale, but filled with the drift sand and

clay on which Kingston is built: Esopus Creek enters this

plain from the west and follows it for some miles northward :

and farther on, the arch (or fault) which forms the western sa

• aterskil

Catakill at Leeds.*
Glacial striae were observed at several pi a

mi by the author in Appalachia, iii, 1882
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S. 15° to 25° W. Unstratified drift, striated loose stones and er-

ratics are uncommon ; the most notable of the latter was found
on the line of the West Shore railroad about one mile below the
creek

;
it was a broken bowlder of a dense conglomerate in

which the subangular pebbles were of jasper and quartzite.

Terrace flats cover most of the exposures at low levels, ex-
cept where the creeks have washed them clean. In cutting out
us path since the time of high water level when its old valley
was much obstructed by sands, the Kondout has very clearly
formed a new channel in the contorted Hudson Eiver shales at

• the old channel being nearer the limestones. There
! * some appearance i iel south of the lime-
stone outlier opposite Wilbur, but the present valley there is

rather large for post--!; < ial cutting at so low a level.

The points of spec!.! interesi that mru be seen in one or
two days' visit to Eondout are : first, the limestone bluffs and
their aeep quarries along the river, especially the quarry near
the town showing the unconformity ; second, the complication

md anticlinal on the lino of the West Shore rail-

ro; "-l; third, the new channel at Eddyville and the limestone
synclinal opposite to it. A larir-- quarn is opened on the river

ptaff a mile north of the map, and several others in a very
interesting region between Whiteport and Rosendale south-
west of our limits. Two railroads and the river boats afford

as to the town; local tugs are constantly running up

the creek between Rondout and Eddyville ;
and the

Wallkill Valley railroad serves for longer excursions.

Cambridge, May, 1883.

Art. XLYl.—Notice of Agricultural, Botanical and Chemical

Results of Experiments on the Mixed Herbage of !

Meadow, conducted for more lha„ On /?/// >/>,-.< in succession on
the same land; by D. P. Penhallow. Phil. Trans. Roy.
Soc, Part IV, 1882. 4to.

In 1880, Messrs. Lawes, Gilbert and Masters issued their

report upon , valuable series of

under the head of "The A-rin.ltural Results." Part II, now
before us, embraces the "Botanical Results" and forms a

voluminous publication of some 232 quarto pages, containing

^any carefully prepared and verv detailed tables, showing the

results obt ime < ill well repa\ can tul

study, and even a hasty glance is sure to impress one, not only
with the vast amount of time and care required to obtain and
work up such results, but also with the necessity for giving
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ample time to such work in order to avoid too hasty general-

izations,—an error which is quite too liable to occur in this

country at the present time, but which Messrs. Lawes and

Gilbert, with characteristic caution, have avoided.

The experiments were commenced in 1856 upon thirteen

plots of land, a number subsequently increased to a total of

twenty-two. These plots were studied without manure, and

under treatment with mineral and organic manures varying

both in quantity and composition. "In the first years of the

experiments it was observed that those manures which are the

most effective with wheat, barley or oats grown on arable land

—that is with gramineous species grown separately—were also

the most effective in bringing forward the grasses proper in the

mixed herbage. Again, those manures which were the most

beneficial to beans or clover, the most developed the legumin-

ous species of the mixed herbage, and vice versa. It was

further observed that there was great variation in the predomi-

nance of individual species among the grasses and also among

the representatives of other orders."

"Indeed, in the second year, 1857, the differences.in the flora

were so marked, that a first attempt was then made to separate

and determine the proportion of each separate species, in care-

fully averaged and weighed samples taken from several of the

plots at the time the crops were cut. ... In these early

trials the samples were separated into : 1. Gramineous herb-

age, stems bearing flower or seed; 2. Gramineous herbage,

detached leaves and indeterminate stems; 3. Leguminous herb-

age ; 4. Miscellaneous herbage," but these were afterwards re-

duced to three classes by combining the gramineous in one.

" In all only eleven grasses, three leguminous plants and nine

plants of other orders were then identified in the samples,

though undoubtedly many more were present ; and under the

head of 'Gramineous herbage, detached leaves and indeter-

minate stems,' in one case as little as fifteen per cent, and in

another more than fifty-three per cent of the total was recorded.

This result at once illustrates both the difficulty of the work

and the great difference in the character of growth on the

different plots."

"From year to year the plots became more and more charac-

teristic, and in the seventh season, 1862, it was decided to

undertake much more complete botanical separations." For

this purpose a botanical assistant was employed to take charge

of the work, but " on each occasion, whether of more complete

Or of only partial separation, from three to six boys have also*

been occupied in the work."
The samples were taken by a collector who followed directly

after the mowers until the whole plot had been cut. Each col-
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lection thus made was well mixed on a cloth to prevent damage
and loss, and from such a lot an average sample weighing from
ten to twenty pounds was selected for final botanical analysis.
The sample was weighed without delay and then spread out to
dry, after which it was put away for future examination. "In
the conduct of the separations, each worker had a small hand-
ful of the mixed herbage placed before him, which he separated
into its various component species as far as he was able. From
tlme to time t lie suj erintendent revised each of the so separated
portions. But there always remained an undetermined residue,
which varied in amount exceedingly, according as the herbage
was simple or complex, stemmy or leafy, mature or immature,
and so on. These at first undetermined residues, after some
reduction in the hands of the superintendent, were next sepa-
rated into portions of different character by means of coarse
sieves of various gauges, by which the examination and the
identification of the various components were much !

Sfcill
• . . the- amount of finally undetermined residue varied

very considerably according to the description and the character
of development of the herbage."
The details of observation were most carefully planned and

thoroughly carried out, and were of such a nature as to cover
the ground very fully. In the botanical separations, however,
the fact that there always remained an undetermined residue
would seem to imply that another method than the one em-
ployed might have given more accurate results. Doubtless,
-•'* "-'v I.awcs and (ii'o.'i-r had their own good reasons for the
special course pursued, though they do not appear, but if the
weighed sac arated while yet fresh, the exact
determination of the species could then have been made at any
future time, with certainty of avoiding, very largely at least, an
undesirable element of error. Under such a course, there would
have been little or no breakage ; the species could have been
more readily identified by unscientific assistants; the work
could have been accomplished with greater ease and rapidity,
and the undetermined residue would then have become very
small, or have quite disappeared. Again, in comparing the

on of the plots with the character of the seasons, suffi-

cient importance does not seem to have he n attached to local

meteorological conditions as determined in the immediate
vicinity of the experimental fields. In the tables given, the

rain-fall is that recorded at Rothamstead, while the tempera-
tures are all given as determined at Greenwich, and therefore
n°t applicable in more than a very general sense. As has been
shown on previous occasions, too much care cannot be taken in

securing a local meteorological record in immediate connection
Am. Jouk. Sci.-Thibd Series, Vol. XXVI, No. 155.-Nov., 1883.
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with experiments, where exact considerations of the influence

of season are concerned.

It is interesting to note that, as the vegetation advanced

under the influence of cultivation, the plants found on the plots

came to represent a total of 22 orders, 63 genera and 89 species.

The most numerous were naturally Graminece, of which there

were 22 species. Next in order were Compositce, 13 species,

followed by an almost equal number (10) of leguminous plants.

In the miscellaneous orders the numbers muged from six to one

species each. As the authors remark, however, these figures

do " not give any idea of the degree of predominance or of the

absolute quantities of any particular species, or of the number
of species on any individual plot."

Further general discussions deal with the "Antagonisms be-

tween plants ;" the " Organisation by means of which they

maintain or improve their position, or succumb in competition

with others ;" "Hostile competition," and other important con-

m

ts in connection with which the valuable observations

of Hoffmann, Nsegeli, Sachs, Nobbe and Darwin are cited. In-
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teresting facts are also developed as to the relation of special
fertility to predominance of certain species as determined by
their particular habit of growth ; e. g. whether deep or shallow-
rooted, etc., as well as many other details which can only be
well appreciated by a careful study of the pages.

t

The most valuable results obtained are those which show the
influence of different fertilizers upon the character of the vege-

I the total produce, since they give us a certain clue,
^ - character and fertility of the soil as indi-

tion prodi
are of importance
being made to recla;

'°f
no agricultural value. A close inspection of the tables

given will be necessary to discover the interesting relations
there shown, especially where the particular species is influ-

enced, but the general results may be shown in the preceding

f the results in pounds
Per acre, for the years from 1862 to 1877 inclusive, as obtained
from the various plots under different manurial treatment.

In the Introduction to Helmholtz's Physiological Optics, the
author states that he was . .ften obliged to'desist from his experi-

ments on account of the distressing pain caused by them. The
number of persons who are willing to meet the strain implied
m a continued series of experiments with their eyes is at best
small; and therefore I have read with some satisfac

criticism on my work, which has recently been made by Mr.
T. W. Backhouse, of Sunderland, England.
To use the eyes satisfactorily as instruments of research

requires much practice, and Mr. Backhouse's admissions show
that he has been laboring under some disadvantages. My own
series of papers represented a succession of steps in a prolonged
investigation, during which slight modifications had to be made
regarding the relative importance at first attached to some of
the elements which enter into our visual judgments. Mr. Back-
house disputes the efficacy of some of my explanations, but in

opposition to them I do not find in his paper the record of any
experiments that can be advanced as positive evidence in favor

°f any other explanations. He defends Brewster's geometric
theory of binocular vision, but apparently without close examin-
ation" of Brewster's own presentation of "this. If the theory of
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angulation be admitted in any mathematical sense, vis-

ion by optic divergence is an impossibility, yet Mr. Backhouse
admits my attainment of distinct by optic di-

vergence. Brewster elaborated his theory as so much pure geo-

metry,* made no allowance for divergence of visual lines, and

gave no indication that he suspected its possibility. He repre-

sented visual judgments as determined by the geometric rehi i
ion

between certain intersecting lines, saying '-the line of visible

direction does not depend on the direction of the ray, but is

perpendicular to the retina, "f and that -'distinct vision is

obtained only on one point of the retina. "J My experiments

have proven that geometry has to be thrown out of considera-

tion in this connection, and that the term "visual triangular

lation " is merely a misleading analogy. Mr. Backhouse does

not deny the attainment of stereoscopy with optic divergence,

but yet says "Brewster's theory is not contradicted by the

experiments.
1
' Optic convergence accompanies most cases of

binocular vision ; but accompaniment and cause are not neces-

sarily identical. The determination of locality by lines leaves

no room for play of judgment. 1 have never underrated the

importance of optic convergence as one of a number of elements

that serve as data in the unconscious formation of visual judg-

ments ; but the intersection of imaginary lines may be safely

discarded. Associated muscular action is an important element,

but very far from sufficient by itself. Rapid and unconscious

play of the eyes, as noted by Professor LeConte, is another

important element in many cases, but by no means wholly

sufficient, as is proven by my binocular experiments with

spectral images. Regarding the metaphysics of corresponding

retinal points discussion would probably be useless. I have

repeatedly insisted upon the correspondence of certain retinal

' !

"

given by Brewster. I can regard it only from the standpoint

of evolution, as a product of experience, individual and

ancestral.

Mr. Backhouse on p. 306 restates my threefold division of

the elements of physiological perspective, including that of

focal adjustment, and refers in a foot-note to my enumeration

of the elements that are not physiological, but says that in the

latter list "focal adjustment is somehow omitted." Since this

element is exclusively iticism is correct bat

perhaps unnecessary.
In his observations on the "phantom wall," the curvature of

which was noticed but not explained by Brewster, Mr. Back-

house shows that his negative results are due to the insufficient

* See Edinburgh Transactions, vol. xv, Part III, d. 360.

+ Brewster on Optics, p. 246. J Ibidem, p. 50.
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muscular power of his eyes. All strain is removed by resorting
to the device described in my paper on that subject. He is

mistaken in supposing that this involves any change of the
a necessary for producing the appearance of curvature.

The effect has been attained by many persons, including a

nbination of points differing in retinal

sal is to experiment. My observations

ofessor Rogers and of Helmholtz. The
afcure of the experiment seems to have been misapprehended
by Mr. Backhouse. It invalidates the theory of corresponding
points, if any mathematical significance is to be attached to this
theory.

My statements regarding stereographs of the sun and moon
do not convey any exaggerated idea of the facts. By taking
advantage of the sun's rotation and the moon's libration such
stereographs have been obtained, and the binocular effects

mentioned by me have been observed. My own examination
of stereographs of the moon, and of other stereographs contrived
as test objects, amply wan-anted me in accepting printed testi-

mony regarding the stereograph of the sun, prepared by Mr.
-L'e la Rue. Unfortunately, the Dhotoeranhic motive was

w as unable to furnish me a copy. My ;

point was therefore not based on personal inspection, but on
my recognition of the entire accordance between the testimony
on this point and mv own oft repeated experience in such
matters.

Brooklyn, Oct. 3, 1883.

scientific intellige:
I. Chemistry and Physics.

On Hbmolo;/oux Sj>,<>tr<t.~~\\s\xx\.v.x has

has a ni
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mental note. An increase of wave-length of homologous lines of

similar elements corresponds with a greater intensity of chemical

kinetic energy. Hartley's photographs of the ultra-violet region

completely confirm these views. Stoney had shown that the

spectra of gases are to be referred to periodic motions within the

individual molecules and not to the irregular journeys or encoun-

ters of the molecules with each other. The three hydrogen lines,

h, F and C are the 32d, the 27th and the 20th harmonies of a

fundamental vibration whose wave length is 0-013127714 mm. A
harmonic relation exists also between the lines in the spectra of

magnesium, zinc, cadmium, aluminum, and in calcium, strontium

an when two octaves of the spectrum are examined.

The fundamental vibrations appear to be in the infra-red region.

In conjunction with Adeney, Hartley has accurately determined

the wave-lengths of lines in twenty spectra. To study conve-

niently the harmonic relations between lines and groups of lme6,

it is necessary to map spectra according to their inverse wave-

lengths or o-. [n the spectrum of

there are three single lines, one pair of lines, four triplets, a quad-

ruple and a quintuple group. In the zinc sp< < 1 1 um, i sing <
un

,

a pair, three groups of triplets, a quadruple and a quintuple

group; and the same for cadmium. Copper and silver each give

two double groups, one sextuple and one septuple group. Alum-

inum three single lines alternating with three pairs. Boron two

single lines and a pair. Silicon three single lines, three pairs and

a septuple group. Maps of these spectra are given plotted m
oscillation frequencies. These results in the author's opinion sup-

port the view that elements, whose atomic weights differ by a con-

stant quantity and whose chemical charaeier is similar, are truly

homologous ; or in other words are the same kind of matter in

different states of condensation. He regards Lockyer's hypothe-

sis "that every elementary substance may be decompo--
many simple substances as there are rays in its spectrum" as

quite incompatible with the theory that the spectra are composed

ibrations, since a compou
or more series of harmonics related to t wu v. ^^^ *~

vibrations; and elements having a common component should

give spectra in which the same series or groups of ;

'

In illustration I lartley gives the wave-lengths of certain lines in

the copper and the tellurium spectra as follows: for copper

3307'4, 3290-2, 3280-5, 3273'6 (very strong), 3204-3, 3247*3 (very

strong); ami lor tellurium 33«>7< 4_MMi-0. 3i'so--l ( \ ei \ -: "•->'

3273*8 (very strong), 3204-4, 3247--' (very strong). f»<>lh the sii >-

stances were pure.' Since the correctness of the measurements

cannot be relied on beyond 0*1 tenth-meter, though they are be-

lieved to be correct to -

2, it is impossible to say. absoMrtelJ

•whether the above lines are or are not coincident.

—

J. Chem. Soc,

xliii, 390, Sept., 1883. &. r. B.

2. On some Reactions of Tellurium.—-It is genera
that teiTurides in solution have a reddish-violet color. Dkm » *Q x l
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however, finds that when pure they are slightly yellowish in color,
the red-violet tint being due either to poly-tellurides or to some
sub-oxide. If a strongly alkaline solution of a telluride be boiled
with a reducing agent, phosphorus, hypophosphite, aluminum,
etc., the violet color disappears to be replaced by a weak pale-
yellow. If exposed to the air, the violet color reappears. If a
tellurite be used in the above experiment the red -violet color is

at first developed and then destroyed. If the solution is not

y alkaline, a portion of the tellurium appears to be
eliminated as hydrogen telluride. The formation of the violet
compound appears to precede the ide, and may
be due to the formation of a sub-oxide. The author also shows
that \\ bhler's telhirides of methyl and ethyl may be readily ob-
tained by heating tellurium hi powder for 48 hours in contact
with methyl or ethyl iodide at 80° C. The two bodies unite to
form dimethyl diiodide, which decomposes slowly at ] 00°, rapidly
at 120°. From this, i Bvl?, Soc.
Ch.,U, xl, 99, Aug., 1883. G.P.B.

3. On Caiic<isi<i,i Ozocerites.—Beilstein and Wiegam> have
submitted to an examination the ozocerite obtained from the
island of Tscheleken in the Caspian Sea. It was a brownish-
black sticky mass, which dissolve.! in boiling benzene leaving but
a trifling residue. On adding alcohol, most of the paraffin was
precipitated, leaving the admixed oils in solution. It was found
better, however, to wash the crude material with ether, to remove
the oil and coloring matter ; and then to extract the residue with
absolute acetic ether. The nearly colorless paraffin thus obtained
was dissolved in boiling benzene, treated with animal charcoal,
and precipitated by alcohol. By repeating this operation, a
hydrocarbon was obtained in brilliant white crystals, and of con-
stant fusing point, evidentlv homogeneous. To this substance,
the authors have given the name k):ait. from the island where it

occurs. It constitutes the chief constituent of the Caucasian
ozocerite. It melts at 79° and has a specific gravity of 0;93917.
ft dissolves readily in benzene, c .i'jroiu, less

so in chloroform, ether and alcohol, and is quite insoluble in abso-
lute a. etic ether. Its solutions in hot b, uz. ue. carbon disulphide
and chloroform uelatinize on coolintr. On analvsis it gave car-
bon 85-L'3, s.vi ; 'hydrogen U-7-J, 14\»7; numbers" not sufficiently

: ;. :
• , , ;-

..'"

..
• , ;

^- a:
-

:..
•

week with nitric acid, or treated with chromic acid at 100°, it

suffers no change. With acid chameleon solution of 4 per cent
strength 500 c. c. were required with one gram of lekene to pro-
duce a permanent color; thus usino- three parts of oxvgen to
one of hydrocarbon, K U .,) + o ,

—(O, Ib.O, and going to con-
firm the formula C„H 2 „. Fuming sulphuric acid converts lekene

"in. gives crystallize.! Mihstitutioi [.roduets.

—

Ber. lierl. Chem.
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4. On the Fermentation of Cellulose.—Tappelner has con-

firmed his assertion of a year ago, that cellulose is a fermentable

substance, and now gives the results of his closer study of the

phenomena attending it. When to a flask containing finely di-

vided paper or cotton and a one per cent extract of m<
ized, a small quantity of the contents of the first stomach of a

ruminant ;

- adile 1, a l< rmeul it ion is s t up by which the cellulose

is brought into solution almost entirely. Upon examination it

appears that 1 wo ferment at ions go on simultaneously, one evolv-

ing carbon dioxide and hydrogen, the other carbon dioxide and

marsh ga<, '.
i<_ xjthvi ! organh ids dso. Th

on slowly for four weeks, evolving CI I. and CO., in the ratio of

1: 7*2, besides SH
2 , H and N, at th< b g o li ig, ai I

1:3*4 at the end. The remaining liqiiid,\vh!ch had an arid reac-

tion, was fractionated and yielded acetic aldehyde, acetic acid

and other volatile fatty acids. The other cellulose fern

in which hydrogen is evolved, goes on when the neutral one per

cent solution of 'meat extract is replaced : (1) by such a solution

weakly alkaline; (2) by one diluted with an equal volume of

water, containing in ldo parts HK,1'0
4

(C2 gram, MgS0 4
0*04,

CaCl„ 0*02, called Nageli's solution; (3) or bv .-cpieons solutions

which contain, b sides the above mentioned' salts,

asparagin in i on parts. Wiii \hl- s/-coiid -1 the above named

ihes.—Ber. Bert. C/i<,,> <-ies., xv, I 784, July, 1883. Q. f. b.

On the SpUuinrf of Inttrt.hu. Man.'Hi'r <<•'<<! into two Isomers

lusively that the opti I icti much . icid consists of

' , • ,. .;.

'v[ leaving the"i ration. The
author propoa s thi

, for the inactive acid

thus formed.—Ber. Bed. Chem. Ges., xvi, I5»is. July, 1883.
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6. On the, Condition in whi<>h Carlo,) exists in StffJ.—Abel
and Deering have made a series of experiments in the hope of
obtaining information on the condition in which carbon exists in

steel as it is left by the cold-roll i ng, as well as in its hardened,
annealed and intermediate conditions. Two series of experiments
were made. In the first series the steel was in the form of 12
disks 2-:> inches in diameter and 0-01 inch thick, each weighing
about 6-5 grams. In one disk, hardened, the silicon was deter-

mined to be 0-20 percent. A cold-rolled disk gave M08 total
carbon, a hardened one 1*128, an annealed inside disk 0"924, and
a similar outside one 0-860. Three disks were used for estimating
the so-called uncombined carbon hi m for three
hours in jno of hydrochloric acid of sp. gr. M0. The cold-

; " o-onii, the annealed inside one 0-052, and the hard-
ened one 0-035 per cent carbon. Three others were placed in a
C"!d -aiurated solution of potassium dichromate acidulated with
A of sulphuric acid, being supported on sieves o! nla?

The cold-rolled. 1 he annealed' and the hardened disk each left a
i \ .1 h! i. k |. tich s which ippeared ^iun-1;, under

the microscope ami which were attracted by the magnet. Upon
analysis the particles from the cold-rolled disk gave 1-039 per

Thus tin chromic aoh 1 t

•eatment has left n.»rly the whole o
Carbon from the eoh! d disks in the to

Fe!c,.
°'

;;;;;!

corresponding cl

"f'the^hu'dened
ut one-sixth ,

the' C ! H, The last disk w

acid. The black res 0-84 carbon and
irbide had broken down. To stud;

•on eotnpound n lore carefully, am 1 especially to

i of the chromic
whether the ? in the steel is

rbl.nslr.on'n-;:;!;, nent with hot hydr
tins unconverted

rxzz
u

^ <™u
5 made. The steel used was in the

ing 175 grams,
elted from cement

analysis it contained i-i 44 carbon, 0-166 si [icon, and VUH

KTbei n^
M

Ld
X

m
n

;;.;;:;

its were made, fro

i, the strength of the chromic soli

Vh, .vs.llts
. T'

nm' cVm"^
",

'r'.iw'a ccri-iiu' ngth eontains'aiH
mating t< .the formula

hft
3
C or its multiple.

arto-Th th£ lu
not simply diffused^ anicaiiy through the mass of steel
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exists in the form of an iron carbide, a definite product capable

of resisting the oxidizing effect of au agent which exerts a rapid

solvent action upon the iron through which the carbide is dis-

tributed. Future experiments must decide whether th

varies in its composition in different descriptions of steel shnilarly

treated, though the experiments above given suggest that hard-

ening diminishes the power of tlie carbide to resist the decompos-

ing effect of the chromic solution.

—

J. Chem. Soc, xliii, 303,

June, 1883. o. p. b.

1. A new fluid of f/wt ftpr.-ifl.- f/r«rif>/. <>/ htr>i<: 'indej- "J in-

fraction and of great dispersion.—C. IIohkuach d<

method of preparation of a solution of iodide of quicksihei and*

barium which possesses a great power of dispersion. At ordinary

temperatures this solul is a clear fluid of a yellow color. The

indices of refraction of various Fraun* "

the temperature of 23° C. b\ < n< losiuu the liquid in a hollow Ste:

. 60 (a) an 1 afterwards in a similar prism of 10°
(

(H Na, Hp). The results are compared with those obtained from
similar prism of 10° {b)

vith th

known liquids in the following table

:

o D B F *-o "ir

Bisulphide of carbon at 15, 65°

;-:::',-j!

1-7107

1
- T "J t

-_'

1-7I591

l

:',:<><

i-i;r.;»:i

l- ( ;:;;-s

L-1621

l-ils

00007

o-'»i;5

0-0357

n-o:i69

Thoulet's iodide of quicksilver )

i-TT.v_

The strong absorption obscures the lines beyond G in the direc-

tion of the violet. The amount of the dispersion is -how;. u?™ e

indices of r. ponents of the D line ;<d,= I

*- '"
>

wD,= l-7933. With a prism ol lit, the at -thai dill rence between

these components is fully 2'.—Ann. dtr I'h'/sH, and Chemie No. 9,

IV

the sun from spu<-<-. Werner Si,n

attention to bis observations on the

the Cheops
in- in

;al — Sir William

of Solar Energy,

[ugh electric poten-

' the zodiacal light.

L>osed to be due to

hesis is drawn inM

recent article calls

ion of the apex ot

t w is f the desert, as

brother's theory. ~It U assumed that the body

onductive and is insulated by the sea of flame en-

The photosphere retains one of the electricities
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which have been separated by the friction while the other is

spread by convection in cosmical space." The sun's electric
potential then i> -apposed to act upon the earth's charge of free
electricity. The dissipation of the earth's electricity, arising from
the sun's distribution, is favored by the extreme rarefaction of
the upper strata of air and by the ascending and descending cur-
rents of air loaded with moisture, since bv the?-e t lie free elec-
tricity is conveyed to the upper strata of highly rarefied air. The
aurorae boreales and australes arise from the electrical compensa-
tion taking place at the boundary of the earth's atmosphere,
between the matter flowing out from the sun charged with negative
electricity and the liberated positive induced electricity of the
earth. This exchange occurs principally in the polar regions, for
the polar atmosphere is displaced by the strongly electrified air
brought by the equatorial current in the upper regions of the
atmosphere. Earth currents are also due to the electrical com-
pensation which is continually going on. Mr. Siemens then refers
to the investigation of Rowland upon the electrodynamic effect of
a static charge of electricity when in motion and infers that the
charge of the earth by its rotation is sufficient to produce the
observed magnetism of the earth. He is apparently ignorant of
the fact that Professor Ayrton and Professor Perry have made
the same hypothesis and "that Rowland in a subsequent paper
has shown that the charge in the earth'- atmosphere necessary to
produce the observed magnetism of the earth would cause a spark
to pass between the earth and the moon. Mr. Siemens regards
thunder clouds as screens. As long as the particles of water eon-
Mitutiug the cloud are at considerable distances from each other
the cloud will be unaffected by the earth's electricity. Hence
mist and light clouds will not become electric. But as soon as

to each other that electricity of high ten-ion can leap from one
drop to another the cloud is subjected to a distributive process
which can be brought about or hastened by ascending vortices of
clouds. By a copious formation of rain the water particles of the
whirling vortices of clouds are brought clo-ely together up to the
highest air strata and it therefore becomes a conductor of elec-

tricity and is subject to electrical distribution. If at any place it

is in condm , the earth the electricity of the
latter must fiow into it. If it is not so connected it will become

"oiiiical investigations mav show from the perturbations of the
paths of Mercury, the asfemids and the satellites, the existence or

pp. 161-181.
''

J. t.

0. Omse of anomalous doubl refraction
•
v
"/r.-,-.—The -ubjeci of the cause of the anomalous optical phe-
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ently crystallize in the isometric system, is one which has been

widely discussed in the past few years. Brauns has made an

important contribution to the subject by showing that in some

cases the cause for this abnormal double-refraction is to be sought

for in the variation in chemical composition occasional by the

presence of isomorphous compounds. For example, he finds crys-

tals of potash alum and ammonia alum, which are chemically

i, to be absolutely isotropic, while c

containing both salts showed
Similar results were obtained with crystals of lead nitrate ana

barium nitrate: when perfectly pure the crystals of each were

isotropic, but the presence of a small amount of the isoi

compound was accompanied by strong double-refraction. These

observations supplement those of Klocke, who referred these op-

tica! phenomena to intern il t •nsion, by showing a cause why this

tension should exht.—Jahri. 3/in., ii," 102, 1883. e. s. d.

II. Geology and Mineralogy.

1. The Tortugas and Florida Reefs; by Alexander Aoasstz.

Mem. Amer. Acad., xi, for 1882, pp. 107-134. 4to, with 12 plates

results of a careful study of the [-'iorida reefs by Professor A.

Agassiz. The author sustains the view of Captain K. B. Hunt*

that the lorn. < ... Honda „ stn-i.-hin- we- ward from the

progressing subsidence for ;

facts from the Tortugas an
that this view is adequate t

through the growth of other species ,„• through uplifts of the se

bottom and volcanic actio,,, lie mentions ,he occurrence of el

yated coral reefs in Cuba, San Domingo and other West Ind
islands, made chiefly of recent corals, ;is evidence that such u
liftings have occurred : and states also that the Shell-limestone, <

*' Coquina," of St. Augustine, off portions of the east shore

* This Journal, II, xxxv, 197, 1863.
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Florida, north of Cape Florida (where no reef-making corals
exist), is raised ten to twenty fathoms above the sea-level u

at
miHi points as Anastasia, Merritt's and Worth islands." The

sing. Illustrations of the
views presented in the memoir are drawn also from the Bahamas,
the Yucatan reefs and from other parts of the same seas.

Professor Agassiz's observations in the West India seas lead
him to question, as others have done, the view of Darwin that the
atolls of the Pacific owe their forms largely to the conditions
attending a progressing subsidence. It cannot he doubted that the
cruises acting in the American seas have acted alike in all coral
net seas; but they are adequate to produce like effects only
under like conditions. The great depth of the seas of the IViii'c
reef region, the abrupt submarine shies of the atolls, the depth of

in mai!\ cases the resemblance between barrier reefs
around high islands' and atolls, amounting to identity of features,
and the proofs of subsidence in many of the -roups which the
writer has elsewhere presented, make the tpiestion with regard
to the oceanic atolls and reefs a very different one from that in

<»'<' Horhhi seas. And even the sufficiency of the explanation for
ji'c Florida seas is not demonstration that subsidence has not
W'l, to some degree, a factor in the cum- of other more eastern
VN est India coral island.- and in the Bermudas. When the ques-
jion for the atolls has been studied by means of a series of bor-
ings to a depth of r.uo or loou feet, which shall bring up the rock
m a core six inches in diameter for examination, science will

».avc- positive conclusions as to the organic source of the reef
limestone and as to the subsidence theory. Whatever the con-
clusions may be, geology is greatly indebted to Professor Alex-
a
";^ 1' Agassi/ [or Ins careful and conyincing investigations.
The write-' has been misread on one point. He is made to share

""ith Darwin in the view that Kchinoderms were an important
source of coral mud. But the fact is that he contest* Darwin's
conclusion, and, in opposition to it. makes trituration by the waves
:sl!l1 currents the chief source of the mud as well as sand (Exped.
Greol. Rep., 4to, 1849, p. 107, and Coral Island-, pp. ->-2<, L'^0 and
340), saying that -'fishes and I lolothurian- are ouite inadequate
for the supply,"" and that "the incessant grinding anion about
reefs accounts satisfactorily for the deposits of coral mud, how-
ever great their extent." J. d. d.

2. Ttmlfth Annual Report of the l\ S. Geological and Geo-
,'//'",,///,•,// n,,,.,., ,f „ r -f/„

7'f/V / f o'/vV.s nf H'l/ohiina and Idaho, for
the year 1878 ; F. V. Hayden, U. S. Geologist. Parts I and II.

»04 and 810 pages, 8vo, with five large maps and numerous plates
and wood-cuts.—These two volumes close the series of annual
Reports of the survey carried on under the genera! charge of Dr.
Hayden and the direction of the Secretary of the Interior—a sur-

vey that was fruitful in results to science and the country. In
the letter of transmission of the Report now issued, Dr. Hayden
speaks of five other volumes of the quarto series of reports as re-
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maining vtn pijl-ii-l.- 1. :.i «1 ml^ th.-i? tin- -. i..-i--.l -lii fctioti as to

the completion ami puolieation of these volumes has been com-

mitted to Major J. W. Powell, Director of the United States

Geological Survey. This twelfth Annual Report contains Re-

ports by C. A. White on Cretaceous, Tertiary, Laramie, Triassic

and Carboniferous fossils ; Report by 0. St. John on the Geology

of the Wind River District ; Report by S. H. Scudder on The

Tertiary Lake Basin at Florissant, Colorado; Report on Crusta-

cea by A. S. Packard; Report by R. W. Shufeldt on the

Osteology of Speotyto cunicvlaria, Mremophila alpestrte, N. A.

Tetraonidse, Lax in* Ludo^irimn/s, and of Catbartidse. Dr.

White's deport is illustrated by 32 plates, Mr. St. John's by 49

plates; Mr. Scudder's by a map; Professor Packard's by 39

plates and a map ; Mr. Shufeldt's by 24 plates ; and the two last

also by numerous wood-cuts in the text.

Part II is occupied with the geology and topography of the

Park, and includes a general geological report by

W. H. Holmes, and a special reporl on the Thermal Springs and

geysers by Dr. A. C. Peale. Both are profusely illustrated and

some of the plates are colored. Mr. Peale's Report has already

been briefly noticed in this Journal.

3. Report of the Second Session of the I»t<r, t «th,,

icai Congress at Bologna in 1881. 664 pp. 8vo. Bologna, 1882.

—A notice of the session of the Geological Congress at Bologna

is given in volume xxiii (p. 150) of this Journal. The Report,

issued under the supervision of the president, Professor G.

C:ip«'Uini, is a volume of givat interest on account of the subjects

discussed, and espeeially'for its full, and in pari illustrated, pre-

i of the reports of various national (

ence to geological nomenclature and the colors and symbols oi

geological maps. The scheme of colors and symbols proposed ui

reports by Professor Heim, of Zurich, M. Maillard, of Paris, A.

Karpensky, of St. Petersburg, and Professor Giordano, of Rome,

are given in colored plates. These subjects are still under con-

sideration, and the final decision on some points will probably not

be reached before the next triennial session, that of 1884,
4. Expedition to Bio X>>iro. F„tu,i< tt ,i<t, in April, -M'Oi "'"'

June, 1879, under the orders of General D. Julio A. Roca.

Infon„ul Ojfiri.,1 U<i„,rt „f ti<> Sroutific Commission. (In

Spanish). Third Part, Geology, by Dr. D. Adolpo Dosrixo. 4to.

1882. Work distributed hv the 'National Academy of Sciences

of Cordoba.—This Report treats briefly of the crystal
-'

J referred to the Laurenti an and Iluronian, though Wlth-

t giving any cm tal evidence as to age,

en takes up the Cenozoic formations, which are of great extent

d rich in fossils. The subdivisions adopted are 1 (oldest), the

laranitic, made to correspond to the Upper Cretaceous or Post-

Eocene, and characterized by Mesotherium ; the Patagonian -

Oligocene, the upper containing Megamys and Anoplotherium,
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the lower Ostrea Patagonica ; the Araucanian or Miocene, con-
taining Nesodon and Anchitherium ; the Pampean or Pliocene,
the lower comnininu; 7'i:/><>//i<.rim/t, the upper Equus. Above
are the Tehuelche or Erratic formation—the Glacial; the Post-
Pampean or Diluvial, and the Arian formation or alluvial.

5. A Physical Survey in Georgia, Alabama and M
along the line of the Georgia Pacific Railway, by Messrs. Camp-
bell and Ruffner. 148 pp., 8vo, with two folded maps and
sections.—This report is for the most part economical in its

descriptions, hut gives nnu-li geological information on the coal
lynnafion. including us st ral ificat inn and flexures, and illustrates

the geology of the country by a colored geological map.
6. Use of solutions of high specific gravity in the study of
">•- The Sonstadt solution, of mercuric iodide in potassium

iodide, is now in general use by lithologists as a means of obtain-
ing a mechanical separation of the co

'"

use, however, is somewhat limited beca
gmviry obtni iable (about 3-17) is less than that of some common
minerals. Rohrbach has recently shown that a solution of mer-
curic iodide in barium iodide, applicable for the same purpose,
can be obtained whose specific gravity is as high as 3-58. This
solution, although less convenient than the other because of its

hygroscopic character, can be employed for the separation of
many varieties of garnet, amphibole, pyroxene, also epidote, axi-

nite, chrysolite, staurolite and other minerals, common in rocks,

whose specific gravity is above that of the Sonstadt solution. The
optical characters of this solution are described on an earlier

page (406).— Wied. Ann., xx, 109, 1883.
7. Richellite: A new Mineral.—MM. G. Cesaro and G. Despret

- to a supposed new miner.,! from
Richelle in the neighborhood of Vis6, Belgium. It occurs in com-
pact masses which have a cream-yellow color, becoming od re-

yellow on alteration. Luster greas'v or resinous to earthy. Hard-
ness between 2 and 3; specific gravity 2. An analysis gave the
following results :

P aO B Fe^Os Al 3Os CaO ign.

(f) 28-67 28-71 1-80 6"64 35-54=100-36

At 100° the mineral loses 23-33 per cent H,0, and at a red heat
6-10 H

a
O and 6^1 HF. The authors leave the composition of

Ii;(1 'Mineral in doubt, but regard it as a fluo-phosphate of iron

«ind_eah-ium, the fluorine being, in their view, inVombination with
the iron

; the microscopic examination which the authors promise
? " make may throws., me light upon the subject.

—

Ann. Soc. Belg.

8. Classification of Meteorites.—Professor Tschermak, who
has made many important contributions to the study of mete-
orites, has been led by the results of recent microscopic study to
propose some changes in the sy-Mtm of elastic it m-hen by

of lithology according to the kind and relative amounts of their
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ng essentially of iron : Meteoric iron.

y an iron ground-mass with enclosed sili-

iron and olivine the chief constituents

Bitburg)
;

[/>) Mesosiderite : iron with

olivine and bronzite (Ilainiio'lz. E>therville) ; (<) >idero])h
:
/r :

iron and bronzite (Rittorsgrfm, Ibvitenbach, Steinbach); Gra-

ha-iiiif< : iron with |>iagi<>clase. hi Chuoo).

III. Meteorites consisting chiefh oi olivim and !

Chondrite (Aigle, Ki ;. ;d
: n , New Concord, Pultusk).

IV. Meteorites consisting essentially of olivine, bronzite or

pyroxene.
(

me i('i assign v) ;
{'•) AmnlioU-

rite: olivine and bronzite (Manbhoom)
;

(c) 'Dio
:
/t»if> : bronzite

or hypersthene (Ibbenbtthrep, S He, enstatite

; (< i
li,i,ttih : dioxide and enstatite (Busti).

V. Meteorii - -i-ting essentially of augite, bro

feldspar; with a shining crust. (</) i1 -.<,<•'<t* : augitc, bronzite,

(Frankfort, Loutolaks)
;

(b) Eukrite: augi

thite or maskcl nitc (Juvinas. Jonzae, Stauneru, Peterborough).
—Ber. Ak. Wien., July 7, 1883.

III. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. The British Association at Southport.— The President,

Professor Cayley, commenced his inaugural address by a brief

mention of three distinguished members of the assoch

had died during the year past, Professor Henry John Stephen

Smith, General Sir Edward Sabine and William Spotl

and then proceeded with his subject— obligations of pure

• to other sciences as the sources of ic

theories. The address of Professor O. Henrici, rue-
Mathematical and Physical Section, was also mathematical, his

subject being pure geometry. Mr. J. If. Gladstone, p
the Chemical Section, spoke on the nature of the so

ments; Professor W. C. Williamson, president of the Geological

Section, on the vegetation of the Coal period; Lieut.-Cob>n. II 1.

II. Godwin Austen, of the Geographical >ccUon. on the llinu-

layas; and Mr. Wm. Pengelly, president ot the Ai :

:

Section, on Cavern researches. Professor \\

on the strange fact that while extremely delicate oell-l

are preserved in the Carboniferous beds, no terrestrial ceilu.tr

the genera of Coal plants, he observed that Calamoden
• are the same in type and both Equisetaceou-

tall and slender Catamite*, found at the Moorside Colli

Ashton-under-Lyne, proved on measurement bv him to be 30 feet
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dies in diameter at one end and 4£ at the other;
,, and Lfpklodendm are .-dike lycopodiaceous
true root of either; th.it these ancient lycopo-

nd also the Calamitean, even slender kinds, de-

7 exogenous growth of vascular tissue-making

ing strength to

idodendra or other plants; that the Trigonocarpa, Cardio-
arpa and Cordaites are Cycadean, as well shown by Grand-Eury
nd others; thai exogenous plants are represented by stems or
•much.-,, named by him .[.•iti-omj^loit (more or less aquatic since
t clov, !y resembles those of 3Ii)ri<>r /' •/ „, .V<> -'"'•"), Heteran-
'"<•" <r. ;,.,.;;_ .,,.,] /.,,,,;„,„/, „./,-,,,, o/.!/,.i,jti"u>. a plant that at-

especially Germany, and l>v wav of contrast, of the condition and
'Ifaract.-r of the systems of education in German universities. He
closed with remarks on "a reasonable and proper method of
»'

( '"iM\iii--. in some extent, the delect in British national life due

Mature, and other proceedings of the Association in following

At the next meetino- of the British Association, in Montreal,
f -'"'t Havh-i-l. \\i!| he the IYe>ident. and tiie Marquis of Lome, '

•^••ir-juis of kansdou-ne. Sir Cliarlo Tapper, Sir A. T. Gait, Pro-
u - » I lev,, ,

,i |>, i , iS pal Dawson

and 28 (Nc
n Nordenskio
int eighty mil

i-level they we
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tween 1833 and 1882, pp. 159-224, by C. A. Schott ; Barometric

hvpM>mctrv and reduction of the barometer to sea-level, Part III,

by Wm. Ferrel; Report on the oyster beds of the James River,

Va., and of Tangier and Pocomoke Sounds, Ml and Va.. illus-

trated by map, and plan *, b\ i.i« ul F. Wissi.mw ; On 1 1.. I. -i-il.

at Paiis, by 0. S. Peirce ; New rule for tides in Delaware Bay,

by II. Mitchell.
Besides these papers the appendix contains a "General Index oi

M'irntme papers, methods and results contained in the appendices

to the Annual Reports of the IT. S. Coast and Geodetic Sur\< y.

from 1845 to 18*0 inclusive,
1
' by C II. Sinct.aik, which, on ac-

of the great value of the papers, will call forth the hearty

5ewers, Pipe8

thanks of all internMed i n the pr«

Hydraulic Tables for the (* fileulMtimi barge through
and Conduits, based on Kutw-T J. P. Flynn, Civil

16mo. New York, 188;:;d, \
.-'Jb.

Pbytogeogenesis. Die voi Krdkr
.nmdziigen Dtto Kunze. 21

(Paul Frohberg).

irces of lis.eUilited Suites for 1

months of 1883, by Alb L'l-I Wi lliams, Jr.
, u. S. Geological Si irvey.
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<>n tin; subject in that country. The emery mines of Turkey gave
him a new subject for research ; and his report on them is the
first full account of the ideological character and mineralogy of
an emery region that had appeared. Besides a carei'ul chemical
study of the emery, in the course of which he devised the mode

investigated its effective hardness by a new method and extended

hy |»uhlication in the 'Mi:moires Jes Savants Grangers. Dr.
Smith afterward studied the emery of Chester, Massachusetts, in

which he confirmed and extended his previous observations on

lb-. Smith puMished also a chemical report on the Thermal
waters of Asia Minor.
American mineralogy owes very much to Dr. Smith for his care-

in w.-u T »u-i hod v 1



nd extent. His earlie

ieries, and was on the mode of forma-

tion of tails of comets. The manner of action of a solar repulsion

in producing the comets' tails was developed at length. Some of

the ideas, though original will: Professor Norton, had been antici-

pated by Olbers and Bessel. A series of papers followed upon

1 between the distribution of heat on the earth and

the phenomena of terrestrial magnetism.
From these he was led on to further discussion of magnetic

action over the earth, and of like action, as he argued,
of the sun and in the formation of the comas and tails of comets.

These papers included especially an elaborate discussion of the

famous comet of 1858.

After this followed a series of papers on molecular physics, in

which, starting from a few elementary assumptions, he arranged

in one system the various phenomena of physics, explaining the

gaseous, liquid and solid forms ot matter, the variou-

of electricity and magnetism, of light, heat, attraction, crystalli-

zation and chemical action; also explaining terrestrial, cometary

ami solar physics, the whole worked out in detail. Many <d his

conceptions and arguments are in direct opposition to widely

accepted theories. But if some, or even if all of them shall, m
the end, fail to be accepted as truths of nature, vet these memoirs

will continue to testify to his love of truth, his "painstaking labor

and his complete grasp of the problems to be solved.

Professor Norton graduated from West Point in 1831, and for

the next two years laid the position in the Military A

Professor of Natural and Experimental Philosophy. He then

resigned from the armv, and acc.-ptod a similar position in the

University of the City of New York. He was afterward con-

nected with Delaware College at Newark, Delaware, first as

Profes-or and th.-n as President . and subsequently with Brown
rniversity at Providence, Phode Island, as Professor of Natural

Dr. Osw.u.i, Hf.kk. ih'e distinguished author of works on fossil

died ai Lausanne on the 2 7th of September, aged 74 years.

Joachim Barrande, the eminent paleontologist, died in Octo-

ber at Prague, inh'is 84th year.
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i Botanical Nomenclature; a Re-

s sur la Nomenclature Botanique,

by Asa Gray.

Sixteen years have passed since M. de Candolle laid before
the International Botanical Congress held at Paris, August
AO-26. 1867, a body of Laws of Botanical Nomenclature,
which he had drawn up for consideration by that assembly.
-Wie code was discussed by a special committee, afterward by
the Congress in full session, some modifications introduced, and
it was then all but unanimously voted, :

' by about one hun
-s of all countries:""" That these Laws, as adopted

by this Assembly, shall be recommended as the best guide for

I ure in the Vegetable Kingdom." The adopted Code,
with an extended Commentary, was published bv D'

ie autumn of the same year; and an Knglish Trans-

iftio
11

'
made b

-y tne lamented Dr. Weddell, appeared early in

The "Laws," but without the more voluminous ex-

lmentary, were reprinted I'm

Journal in July of that year, occupying only
twelve pages ; and some remarks and suggestions by the

I iter were appended. As was then said, the code did
not make, but rather declare, the common law of botanists. It

i principles, systematically and perspicuously, and
indicated their application in leading cases; but many prac-
tical questions, as well as conflicts of rules in particular in-

stances, which woujd inevitably come up, were necessarily left

planatory <
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to be settled when they arose. No' small dig

tain details has in fact ensued, in which our author, naturally

to, has taken an active part.

In the first part of the present publication (of 79 pages, 8vo),

the discussions of the intervening years are summed up and

reviewed
;
and a few changes, which experience has shown the

need of, are proposed. In the second part the author takes op

certain questions which the Paris Congress left u

such as the nomenclature of organs (which he had treated in

his recent Phyiographie), the nomenclature of fossil-

rules according to which names and authorities should be cited

when old genera are combined or reconstituted; also some

3 of orthography and punctuation are briefly considered.matters ot ortnograpny ana punctuation are orieny wn»iucic

Finally, in a third part, the Laws adopted by the Paris Congrc

are reprinted, with the suggested changes. The alterations

and additions are printed in italic type, so that they may be

seen at a glance.
. .

We are not sure of an English edition ; and in any case it is

desirable to make so important a publication as this generally

known to our own naturalists. So our abstract and comments

may run to some length. They are intended partly to illus-

trate and re-inforce the author's doctrine, in respect I

upon which there is still diversity of opinion and pi

haps occasionally to offer a criticism or suggestion; also w-

1

elps and guides to

beginning to take interest in such
least to show) the need of gi . ...D
As respects all the weightier matters of the law, the most

experienced phaenogamous botanists are in general agreement

Having accepted the code of 1867, they will be ready to accept

•difications and interpretations which are in accord-proposed modifications and interpretations

ance with its principles. Among them a

so well qualified as DeCandolle, by the bent of his

th its principles. Among them all, perhaps no one is

qualified as DeCandolle, by the bent of his mind and

if his studies, his opportunity of leisurely consider*

tion, and his long editorial experience—*
be said to do, that of two generations,—for declaring

present consensus of authority is, and for discussing the cases

Which still need adjustment, some of them of considerable con-

sequence in phytography.
At the head 'of the publications upon nomenclature

ing from or sanction! - or committees of natu-

incethe year 1867, DeCandolle

places the Report to the America <' Advance*

ment of Science, at the Nashville meeting, 1877, on Nomen-

clature in Zoology and Botany, prepared by Capl
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relate mainly to questions mooted by the zoologists, whose sys-
tems and views had been comparatively loose and variant.
The first alteration in DeCandolle's revised draft is adopted
from DalFs report, with high commendation, viz : in

"Art. 3. The essential point in all parts of nomenclature
»1. fixity in names ; 2. Avoidance or rejection of forms or
names which may create error or ambiguity or introduce con-
fusion into science." The clause in italics is taken from the
American code, and is said to supply a real omission. Al-
though merely declaratory, some practical consequences flow
from it. The same idea dominates in the Eeport made by
Douville, chairman of a committee of the Geological r
at Bologna in 1881, and which concerned itself with i

clature in paleontology. This report insists that "The law of
priority being fundamental in nomenclature, it appears to be
necessary to apply it with all possible generality and to sup-
press derogations and exceptions to this law Contradic-
tion between the signification of a name and the characters of
a genus or species is no sufficient reason for changing such

Another code referred to is one by a committee of the Zoo-
logical Society of France, in 1881, M. Chaper, chairman, in

which this principle of fixity is said to be less prominent,
more exceptions being allowed.
On reviewing the whole field, DeCandolle assures us that

the tendency during t.ii«.' last Bixteen years has been, 1, to an
increasing agreement of the zoologists with botanists, and 2, an

: recognition of the law of priority as the fundamental
principle in nomenclature, and as prevailing over considerations
of elegance ind precise meaning. But some
recent public ul botanists look the other way;
notably so two publications by Saint-Lager, Reforme de la

>

Lyons, in the Annals of the

Botanical Society of that city ;—of which it may be said, that
the reflex effect of the multitudinous changes proposed in the
view of making old and accepted names better, more
or"more significant, has greatij - adsof those
who contend for the absolute fixity and unalterableness of

published names. Whether and to what extent misspelled or
otherwise wrongly formed names may be corrected, ami whether
m some cases the principle of fixity should not prevail over
absolute priority, are matters which niav 1>.

! d-.usscd further
°n. We take up in the author's order the points which we
wish to specify or to comment on.

Article 6 of the code declares that " scientific names should
!,p "i Latin. When taken from another language, a Latin ter-
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mination is given to them, except in some cases sanctioned by

custom." Here our author asks, "but what Latin?" He con-

cludes that the Latin of Linnaeus should be the model. It is

;il language of botany, and is much more precise than

the Latin of antiquity, in which very many words bear two,

three*, or half a dozen senses, either in the same or in different

ages; while in the technical language of botany each word has

but one meaning, and each idea or object is expressed by a

single term. DeCandolle elaborated this point in his Phyto-

graphy, to which he refers for illustrations ; and he returns to

it, :n special applications, when commenting on art. 66, as we

shall see. But, in fact, even technical language cannot always

avoid ambiguities and the use of words in senses which have

to be determined by the context. Folium, for example, in

botanical description, may mean the blade of a leaf only,

or this along with its petiole, or blade with petiole and stipules

together, or it may even mean any homologue of the ordinary

leaf.

" Art. 15. Each natural group of plants can bear in science

but one valid designation, the most ancient, whether adopted

or given by Linnaeus, or since Linnasus,—provided it be con-

sistent with the essential rules of nomenclature." DeCandolle

now adds an article 15Ws, which is purely explanatory, but has

a bearing upon subordinate questions. It is:
—"Tb

tion of any group, by one or more names, has not foi

the enunciation of its characters or history ; it gives merely the

s by which <

dency which is often shown to mix up the question of name

with quite other considerations. Before Linnaeus introduced

the binomial system, the names of species were at the same

time names and characters. In separating these n
Linnaeus rendered a great service, and we should be careful to

preserve this advantage. "A name is a name; chars

characters; the succession of names is synonymy. >

such different ideas leads to confusion. In these days there is

a disposition to attribute too much importance to th
"" ""Ties, and also to intermix the synonym .

ical history of the groups—with the names, at least with

dication of the author, which being commonly annexed

comes to be almost a part of the same. Such complies
contrary to the general principle that different ideas should be

expressed separately. If this rule is neglected, we may be led

into attempts to express in the name, or with the name, the

phytogenetic history of a group, that being just now one of the

ideas in vogue." Names that have an appropriate me
very well, and botanists always endeavor to make such: hut

experience shows that me respects
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better,—are generally better than names founded on ideas,

which in the progress of knowledge often become false.*

DeCandolle's main remarks upon art. 15 relate to the point
of departure for the law of priority in botany. The names of
the two great classes, od Dicotyledones, are of
Ka.v in 1703, who scientifically distinguished and named them.
The counterpart Acoti/lxl,,,,, < is of .In— i.-n ( I 7Mh, mid to all

three names our author would apply the law of priority. That
the .Kmic Aivtijlcil'iiiPt fails to e.\j ress the true character is a
small objection. This is only an example of the disadvantage
"! - Lniilieani names, vhich may lose aptness in the advance of

knowledge. Far better are such names as Aves, Pisces, Vermes,
etc., which time and discovers can never falsify. (',•,. (•./, t ni>i

as the name of a class is iianllv so u'ood as

Acolykdones) was introduced by Linnaeus in 1735, and has
'iimnfained its placet The counterpart, Phanerogamia (or

Phcenogamia). is not of Linn;eus,
v

but much later." Natural

Order- date from .ius<ieu's Genera Plantarum, in

1789. Cohorts and Tribes from A. P. DeCandolle's Systema,
1818. Subgenera begin with K. Brown, in 1810, according to our
author. There are bout the name) in the

Ih-odromus Fl. N. Holl. But it is in the Oudney and Denham-
Clapperton paper, in 1826 (p. 16), that their use is discussed,
and the mode of designating them in citation (by interpolation

between gen; i a- ml speeiih urn n par tl < - s) is mtroduced.

listiiiguished from varieties') and the actual bino-
l!i]; '! nomenclature date from 1753, and the first edition of the
Species Plantarum. There is substantial agreement among
botanists as to this point of departure: and the fact that the

specific phrase of earlier authors is occasionally of a single

inst it. Oalega vulgaris, Lappa
major and I f the old herbalists were in good
binomial form

; but tie »s, not specific names.
Generic name> brin<: in a tpie-tion of *< pre*, on and usage.

In his table, DeCandolle makes the point of departure for pri-

ority, Linnaeus, Genera Plantarum, ed. 1, 1737. All agree, or

should agree, that no anterior name h ts right oi
j

priority to a
Linnean name or to a name adopted by Linnaeus. But as

respects generic names adopted by him. are we to follow Lin-

naeus or are we not ? lie says, "Touni i rim, pi mis charae
teres genericos ex lege artiscondidit."' And in theCJenera Plan-

'::'':;;
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tarurn : "Ipsi non immerito inventions gloriam circa genera

coneedere debeam,"—and so he uniformly accredits to Tourne-

fort the generic name- and tlic same as to

•' Hhiuurhis, , . . Yailhintins, DiUmhis \IMelius ft pauci

alii," "qui ejus vestigia presserunt." DeCandolIe remarks that

Tournefort had the merit which Linnaeus ascribes, but that

"he kept a good many adjective names for genera (Acetosa,

Bermudiana, etc.)." Since Linnaeus did not adopt these, they

are out of the present question. Moreover, not to speak here

of a score or two of really adjective generic name?. Linnaeus

bimsell adopted two which Tournefort had
and lr,>i>at>eus, ami deliberately made another, Gloriosa,'m place

of a proper name, Meihonica, of a sort which, though not of the

best, is now regarded as next to the best. But it is c

understood that Linnaeus is not to be corrected ; so Glonosa,

Irnpatiens, etc., remain. Are we equally to follow Linnaeus m
regard to names which he adopted from Tournefort and a few

later authors, some of them his own contemporaries? If so, we

shall continue to write Salicornia Tourm, Oa-t'sptnwm A.

Juss., Oka Tourn., Justicia Houst., Dianthera Grronov ,

h/c»p>i.-i

Tourm, Linnaa Gronov. The practice of the leading

has been essentially uniform in this respect, from Jussieu down
* to DeCandolIe, father and son, even to the latest volume of the

Monographs, published during the current year. It seems

perfectly clear, therefore—-although we believe the question is

not raised in this revision—that such genera are ex;

to be cited as of tin ir respective founders. And, as n

one doubts that Tournefortian genera suppressed by Linnaeus

but restored by modern botanists (such as Fagopyrum) are to

be cited "Tourn.," it follows that onlv in a restricted sense do

genera begin with Linnaeus in the year 1737. This case, indeed,

is governed by the prj so well insisted on by

M. de Candolle, that no author is to be represented as saying

the thing that he does not say. The alternative course is to

write ' Linncea Linn., which is certainly what Linnaeus has not

said. The only authors we know of who have on principle

followed this alternative—and a notable exception it is—are

Bentham and Hooker in the n< u Gem ! Plan ,st

which a protest was made in this Journal when the first part

: Thev have followed the rule that botanical genera

began with Liiimens so strictly as to cite even :11.1th- -

as Gautner for Tournefortian genera, and to ignore botanists

like Gronovius, eouti nporar, with Linn '-. ; i

since the year 17.37: and it is onlv bv an infraction of their

rule that they have avoided v riting Linncea Linn.
No change of rule 16 seems actually required to 1

:; ;
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only to underlain! that genera adopted by binieeus from Tour
nefort, etc., and so accredited, should continue to be thus cited;

that the date 1737 (Linn, fienera. eel. i), is. indeed, the point of

departure from which to reckon priority, yet that botanical

genera began with Tournefort ; so that Touwiefortian genera
which are accepted date from the year 1700. That is the limit

fixed by Linnaeus, and it definitely excludes the herbalists a; id

the ancients, whose writings may be consulted for historical

elucidation, but not as authority for names.
Upon articles 21 and 22, which give rules for the names of

orders and other supra-generic groups, our author offers no
new remarks. We venture to offer two. It'being the general

rule that aeem is the proper termination for ordinal names

\m a t\ pical t?enus, it is desir-

able to conform to it as fully as well may be * Since Saxifra-
7'«'"'. J////.s/„<e^,f. Styracaorce, Cientinacci', Xycf>vjhmvrtt', and
even Laur<u:e<t' and Jw/himlar^i were adopted in the Prodro-

mus, it seems t'o us retrograde and (inadvisable to have gone
back in the new Genera Plan tarum to Saxifragece, and the like;

and this upon no obvious principle, as we have Samydacece, Cor-

nacece, etc., brought into harmony with the rule. And if in the

Prodromus we have Styracaceoe, why not also Sb -
.

•
•

if, in the Genera Phmtaruni, Sh/nu could take the acem termi- «

nation as Styracece, why not as KiyracacW? If it be objected that

some such terminations have an unelassical aspect, this objec-

tion applies all the more to the cases under our second remark :

Namely, that too rigid adherence to the rule that names of

suborders, tribes, etc., shall end in -m- and the like, gives as

nearly unpronounceable words of four or five consecutive

vowels, or, when the diphthongs are printed in separate letters,

according to a prevalent fashion, one or two more. Of these—
the dipththongs written out—Sauraujeae, Spiraeeae, Cat&sbaeeae,

Jawneeae, Thymeletae, and Moraeeae are the worst instances,

and would justify any infraction of rales,f The last and one
of the worst would have been avoided by writing the ordinal

name Iridacece, when that of the tribe would have been Iridete.

Names are to be spoken as well as read, and botanists who

* Crncifr,;,: t'.,!,,,,.,**,; L„hl„t„. am! the like, are

?9 and suborders to the co

1 almost impossible to pron<
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have to teach think more of these things than those who only

upon generic names (art. 25,

the very cleai-

clirections given, in the rules for Zoological Nomenclature,

edited by Dall, for rendering Greek letters into Latin in the

(instruction of generic and specific names. He notes, how-

ever, that the rendering of y by e is not in full accordance with

Latin usage, as witness billioflieca, dialcctica, Ifecubea, etc.

Art. 28 of the code, which is reprinted without alteration

or comment, consists of a series of recommendations of points

to be attended to in the construction of generic names. As
such names are to be "in Latin," it would have been well to

recommend that in their formation from the Greek, from which

most of them are now-a-days drawn, the principles of Latin

prosody should not be wholly ignored. Such names as Trich»-

'Indus would have been euphonious as Tr>-

i-hud'iflin mid Ancisln !>fdia, and very little longer. Acanlhn-

panax, Didyni'\i,<h l n,r. Dirnori>!.- <<>l*<
Aida-

rnrnhj.,. A n> ,
,''-'>!!.<

, Pd<l',< rd,hr . Mic /,'„•},,h-i*. and the Like, itre

harder to pronounce than the makers probably thought; and

so of many others.

One of the actual recommendations is "fiviter lea nonW

adjectifs." This in Wedd ell's version is translated, "To avoid

adjective nouns:" doubtless a wrong translation. Adjective

nouns we take to be substantives which are directly formed

from adjectives. Not many such are likely to be made for

genera; but if such good ones can be constructed as those we

already have in Nigdtn, An<ard.t<i, Ffoveria, Chlora, Bubia,

U>"'is Mini Hyptis, they will not be objected to. C
recomrnendation is to avoid adjective names for genera. That

may be done for the future, but has not been done in the past.

They are contrary to the rule of Linnaeus, but not to his prac-

tice. Not to refer again to Gloriosa, Mirabilis, and
at least two score of obviously adjective names for ge
be counted in the first edition of the Genera Plantarum,—such

as Arenaria, Sb-Hann, Utriculnria, Dentaria, A.yierula. Angrhat,

7'riru/n/;,. p( d;,' U Iar>\ Digitals, and from the Greek such as

p, !>/<,, rfl ,,„. Ani/diirnrimm and Mih-nrarpwrn, are recent names

of this kind. To conform the rule to the fact it were better to

state that: generic names are either substantives or
which may be used as substantives, the latter, mostly feminine

in gender. Anylira is understood to be Plnnta Angelica, San-

guinaria, Planta sanguinaria, etc.

It is recommended " To avoid making choice of names used

in zoology. But it has become nearly impossible to follow this

advice, nor is it now thought to be important.
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Article 33 is suppressed. It was no more th

the custom that personal names for species were to be noi
the genitive (o. C/n«tt) ' en i < son commemorated a

discoverer, describer, or an illustrator of the species, 1

ere in adjective form (e. <_'. Clnsiuua) when the name v

;lre -"bstantivos, is the subject of a few remarks, called out by
the publication of Saint-Lager, in which it is proposed to
''liaise till these into adjectives,—a proposition which botanists
are not likelv ever to adopt. Sonic of them arc amon- tin

best of descriptive names, e. g. Sblhmn mmon,,,,, Cunn»lr,dns
-</>;"» Wt^nrni.,, Chm.ui-n.ps hystrf.r (and such should be
written without a. capita! initial); those which arc proper
names, either old names of.genera or of the herbalists, are
rightly said to be significant either of the absorption of a
former genus, or of a transference, or as preserving a native

likeness. l)i<p't<dix Scrptn'm
means a D^it.di* which had been called Sc< ptr>nn ;' Ardma
Pfbu-ingia, a species of this genus which, mistaken bv Xuttail
for a new one. had been named P,rb<nn>,ia : Rudhrckin Uvliop-
stdis, a Rudhchta Inrir Ifefinp.<idi.<. from its resemblance to a

IhHojUis, Linmeus gave us many such names; and no suffi-

cient reason appears either for discarding these, or for forbid-
ding the discreet adoption of new ones. But we cannot corn-

Art. 36 consists of a series of recommendations for the for-

Parting from it, especially in case' of
genera. Excel lent ami s
u
avoid names desmnatlm: lit'h k.

Jtija." We are ob!,g,d to cite—

of the "seminary," in one o\ where he
taught botany.

Article i(), suggested that names of varieties originated in

cultivation, and still more half-breeds and sports (so important
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for horticulturists to distinguish), should h;ive only fancy-names,

generally vernacular, and in some form as different as possible

from the hafin specific names of botany,—names which, when

needful, may be appended to the botanical name of th

when that is known, e. g. " Pn/ur<(oniuui :j.»«de, Mrs. Pollock."

This has been seconded by the editor of the Gardeners'

Chronicle and other judicious experts, and is slowly making

Article 42, treating of the conditions of publicity, is the sub-

ject of additional remarks. The rule is, tha:

the distribution among the public of prin
" in the (

'ibutio'n, among the leading public collections, of

•

bered specimens, accompanied by printed or autograph tickets,

bearing the date of the sale or distribution." DeCandolle now

that distribution among the members of an exchange

club, of collections not offered to the public, does not come up

to the rule; also that, as Dr. J. Miiller states, the distribution

of specimen.' ra or any indication of the reason

for calling it new. is nearly tantamount to announcing a species

or genus in a publication! but without characters :
which Art.

46 declares is not publication. Bat the cases are not quite

alike. The possession of the named specimen enables a bot-

anist to ascertain its distinctions. A published <!

without access to specimen may or may not serve the safiW

purpose, very often does not. Unfortunately an ins a

even a misleading description— and we have many such to deal

with—claims the same right of priority that a good one does.

It is well, therefore, that' publication by sufficient^'

of named specimens should be recognized. But the »

true that, in fact, very few distributed collections fulnTl all the

requirements of Article 42.

Article 47, sect. 2, recommends botanists "'To publish no

name without clearly indicating whether it is that of an order

or of a tribe, of a genus or of a section, of a species or of •

variety,—in shortwith.cn u-ivhur an opinion as t
•

of the group to which the name is given." Unless this is

attended to, and unless citations are equally precise.— for in-

stance, unless subgeneric names are cited as such :

generic, and wee versa,—much confusion in synonymy and m
indexes will ensue,

Article 48, on the citation of the authority for generic and

specific names, and matters therewith connected, involves

questions which have been more disputed than any other.

In the revia - printed in italic type is inter-

polated: "For the indication of the name or names of any

group to be accurate and complete, and for the ready verified-
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Hon of the date, it is necessary to quote the author who first

he name or combination of names."* The statement
might be simplified hy omitting ''or names " and "or combina-
tion of names," on the ground that the name of a plant is one,
that it has a name, not 'names, its name being the generic fol-

lowed by the specific appellation. Ranunculi,, ladbom* is

one name of two words. Our veteran botanist, Bentham, has

on this; and h has a bearing upon the mooted ques-
tion of mode of citation of authority.

.
The governing principle for citation of authorship, etc., is

! by iM'amlolle: • Never make an author say that
which he does not say." It is difficult to go wrong when this

principle is kept in mind, and when it is also understood that
the appended name of an author, or its abbreviation, makes no

nine of the plant, but is onlv the initial portion of
its bibliography. Those who take a different view seem to

have fallen into it by failing to distinguish strictly between
name and history, and especially bv mixing the history of a
preceding with the statement of an actual name. A single

example mav illustrate tins. When we write " MathcJa tristfs

Brown," we give the name of a certain kind of Stock and the

thoritv for it: and we may, when needful, complete
t!l « Station bv adding the name of the book, with the volume
;ili 'i pnge, where it was first published, if, with some, we write

'Matlnola tristi'* Linn.," we make an untrue statement. Lin-
ll*us had a wholly different genus Math tola, and no M. trislis.

If we add "sp."' and somewhere explain its import to be that
the latter hall of the name was -iven bv Linmeus. the other
!l "lf ivmains unaccounted for. 4nd we have still to seek in

the synonymy for the name of the genus under which Linnseus
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knew the plant, and also for that of the author who transferred

it to Maihiola. If, with others, we write " Mxdhinla tristis Linn.

{Chru-anlliusy or l \M«lhinIa leiMis Linn. (sub Cheironthoy our

longer phrase stili wants the essential part of the citation. If,

to secure this, we write "Mathinlu tristis Linn. (Cheinmthus

Brown)," our name, if it may be so called, now extended to

five words and two signs in" print, or of seven words when

spoken, is still ambiguous and confused. It is a jumble of

names, synonym, and authorities, which become explicit and

elear only when we translate it into
i \\lalhiola tristis Brown

{CltKiranihus Iris/is Linn.)." that is, into name and synonym,'

with respective authorities. This is clear and literal!; truthful:

the injection of the synonymy into the name is neither. Lin-

nEeus reformed nomenclature by freeing the name from the

descriptive phrase. 1 tion would deform it by

rebuilding, in another way (as DeCandolle observes), ante-Lee

naean phrases, only making them historical instead ofde
The practice of app <v to the name when-

ever a species is mentioned has been so strictly and pedan-

hered to, that many take the former to be a part of the

name. To obviate this impression, it might be well to treat

the names of common plants as we do those of genera; that is,

to omit the reference to authorship in cases where there is no

particular need for it. Not, however, so as to cause any confu-

sion with the discs referred to in the following paragraph:

"When a botanist proposes a new name .... it is impossi-

ble for him to cite an author; consequently the absence of

such citation suffices to show that the name of the species or

other group is new. Linn.vus. Lamarck, DeCandolle, R Brown,

ite., followed this course. It is then a useless com-

plication of many modem natui , i- - • .p. ml m ' '<"'*. "/'•

iiov., yen. hoc, etc., to a new name. A large majority of species,

genera, and families were published without these wholly per-

sonal indications." This is ^mm\ as a general rule; but the

gen. nov. and an indi a tion of the order or tribe are ofte:

No new comments are made upon article 49, probably be-

cause the practice of botanists generally is conformed to it.

The article reads, "An alteration of the constituent characters,

or of the circumscription of a -roup. dor. not warrant the quo-

tation of another author than the one that first published the

name When the alteration is considerable, the words

... or pro parte, or >xd. ,s,/n .. axel. »p., etc., are added,

etc. The translation would have been better worded "does

not warrant the quotation of another author in place of the one

that first published the name." For, in fact, the a<

the reforming author's name to the citation is often warranted
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genera. It appears that R. Brown began, in an oblique way,
the practice objected to, and for which there is often a

excuse
; and the elder DeCandolle sometimes followed it. It

was only when the practice was systematically carried out by
one or two authors, that the consequences became apparent

—

for few genera or species have now their Linmean limits or sig-

nification—and the new rule was practically proved to be a
necessity.

Among the recommendations contained in Article 36 was the
following. "Readily adopt unpublished names found in trav-
eler's notes or in herbaria, unless they be more or less defec-
tive." Guided by the practice of the elder DeCandolle and
his contemporaries, it used to be thought a duty, or at the
least a part of common courtesy to do this, in all cases in which
the author's approval could fairly be supposed. But certain

'on, which have suggested its withdrawal or

his Revision, M. deCandolle only adds the

ess the author has not in advance approved
the publication." This does not alter the ease, except for liv-

ing authors : their approval ought to be obtained or counted
on: and in respect to authors no longer living a bota
up only such names as in his opinion ought to be puUished,
and which he supposes the posthumous author would have ap-

proved. On the whole, it were probably better not to take up
names left unpublished by a deceased* boianist : and DeCan-
dolle assigns good reasons for letting them alone. If he had
modified the article decidedly in this sense he would have more
fully expressed his own view, and probably have been sustained
by prevalent opinion. Moreover, he might have distinguished
this practice from an essentially different one, viz:—
The case of plants sent under manuscript names by a dis-

coverer or an in vestigator to so u I in publica-
tion, and with a view to then public: ti m ;

-. f which the send-
ing by Nuttall of new Uml«lhj<n> to the elder DeCandolle
when elaborating that order for the Prodromus, is a marked
and not unusual instance. For this is a practice that need

as to mode of citation' is counterbalanced by the greater

a in publication, new genera and species thus

m no rraphs, fl. ras, or In the papers oi leading

Wanists, which otherwise would havi dimh seen tin light in

obscure or local periodicals. And they are more likely to have
proper characters assigned to them, ns i <>! L$ue descrip-
tions, by incompetent or unpracticed hands, such as often try a

Article 50 treats of the mode of dealing with such names as
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the above-mentioned after they have been published, i. e.

"names published from a private document, an herbarium, a

ibuted collection, etc." It declares that such names

"are individualized (Vw p lf r, r\) b\ tin addition of the name
of the author who publishes them, notwithstanding the con-

trary indication that he may have given." This is found to

mean that, although the elder DeCandolle gives us "

Nutt.," as the name of a genus communicated by Nutt

a specimen, for the purpose of its being so published in the

fourth volume of the Prodromus, yet subsequent writers, look-

ing only to the work it was published in, are to cite it as

Eulophus DC. And that the genus which Linnaeus published

as "Linnaea, authore Clariss. Dr. Gronovio," we are to cite as

Linncza Linn. This is not only quite 'contrary to U

practice of botanists from Linnseus down to DeCan
later, but is also contrary to the golden rule of citation, already

referred to, never to make an author say something different

from or opposed to that which he does say.

Appreciating this, the author of the code has now recast

Article 50, so as to read, "When an inedited name has been

published [by another botanist], in attributing it to its author,

those who afterwards mention it ought to add the name of the

person who published it ; for example, Leptocaulis Nutt. in DC.

;

ata Gillies in Hook."
This is reasonable, and in the first instance such na

almost of necessity be bo cited, must always be so cii

work, volume, etc., are specified. But, DeCandolle remarks

that the addition will soon vanish, for instance, that the

ciUntum Douglas, Mss.," published by Lehmann

in Pugillus, etc., and in Hooker's Flora Boreali Americana, Win

soon come to be quoted simply as " C

Dough," that is, just as other names are quoted. And why not

.

Because, it is said, the namedating only from the publ

is necessary to know when and where this vicarious
;

was effected. For this ' Nutt. in DC." may fairly serve nearly

all names published by DeCandolle being contained in the Pro-

dromus. Not so, however, with "Gillies in Hook." Sir Wm.
Hooker published very widely, in periodicals, in the

Magazine, and in numerous independent works. In such

cases the double citation gives little help. The e

botanist may know where to look : the inexperienced must

turn to indexes at once ; for both these must be the

the usual resort; and in them the double has litt

advantage over the single citation. Moreover, if thi

is fully applied, the number of double-cited names may be in-

conveniently numerous. The first volume of Torrey and

Gray's Flora of North America abounds in species and genera
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published by them for Nuttall. If these have all to be per-

manently quoted " Nutt. in Torr. & Gray," why not also the
many species published, sav bv Bcntham in DeCandolIe's 1'ro-

dromus, in the Flora lirasdiensis, etc., and even the .-pedes

published by Brown in the second edition of the Hortus Kew-
ensis, and elsewhere? On the whole it seems probable that
these double citations will be used only in first or in early quo-
tations, or in special instances ; that it will not be deemed
necessary to retain them when the names become settled
in Floras or general works, except in the bibliography or
full reference; when, of course the "LeptocaiiH* im-niiis Nutt.,
in DC. Coll. Mem. v. 39, x. 10, et Prodr. v. 107," will fully

appear. But so long as the abbreviated citation o! author and
publisher together is requisite, the mode of citation recom-
mended by DeCandolle is the one to be employed.
A quite different case is that of citing, as authority for a

genus or species, the name of a botanist which is not upon the
record. There is reason to believe that L. C. Richard edited
the Flora Boreali-Americana of Michaux, and drew up the ex-
cellent generic and specilie characters <>!' the new plants in it.

There is equal reason to believe that he purposely withheld
his name. Upon no just principle of citation," therefore,

can the name of Richard be quoted, as the younger Richard
and Kunth essayed to do. The same holds for the work of

Solander in the first edition of Aiton's Hortus Kewensis. And
if it does not hold for the contributions of Brown to the second
edition, it is because he claimed them in his lifetime, rather
than because they have been collected and republished under
his name since his death. Only confusion will come from the

admission of hypothetical constr
'

rule that, what does not appear h
must apply to all such cases.

In the comments upon article

authors' names in the normal wa
ated.

i this way,
was a necessity on account of the ancient botanist Micheli. But
Orn. for Crouan is intolerable. Such a name need not be abbre-
viated at all. Monosyllabic names should rarely if ever be cur-
tailed. R. Br. has so long been used for Robert Brown that it

may continue to be used, although Brown is better. In the

m, it may be counted among the few cases in which
initial letters are used instead of the first syllable and first

consonant of the second,—cases which should
restricted to the L. for Linna us. PC. lor DeCan i -lie. f/JJ.h'.

for Humboldt, Bonpland, and Kunth. We are not sure that

DeCandolle would favor the latter.
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A series of remarks is made upon Articles 29-66, taken to

gether,—relating to names which are to be rejected or mod-

ified, and those which are to be maintained notwithstanding

certain faults. As already mentioned, the tendency among
working naturalists is to preserve names in spite of faults;

while a few linguistic reformers, such especially as M. Saint-

Lager, propose changes which would affect 733 recognized

names of species in Europe alone, and ten or twelve thousand

in the vegetable kingdom at large, and " this after all the en-

deavors of botanists for the past half century to establish the

law of priority and to have more stability of names.

a and Psamma arenaria must be changed, forsooth,

because they are pleonasms; all substantive specific names, be-

cause a great majority of specific names are adjectives, and many
others because they are not sufficiently classical. For instance,

Dianthus he would change to Di<»anllm M ,dha to Minthe,

Hydrocotyle brevipes \- ctus to Cactos, Arum to

Aron, and so on. DeCandolle adds, that Cicero was not so par-

ticular in Latinizing Greek words, as witness barbarus,

emporium. As to Pirns, !) Candolle insists that even if Pyrus

is not Latin it is the botanical name of the genus as adopted

by Linnaeus, [from Tournefort and from all the herbalists, and

it is old enough to be entered as an alternative form in the

dictionaries], and so is to be preserved under the law of

priority. There is little danger that the reform of Saint-Lager

will prevail. There is some danger that the reaction will so

stiffen the rule of priority as to forbid the correction of obvious

mistakes. See, for instance, the form in which Article 60 is

now recast by DeCandolle : " A generic name should subsist

just as it was made, although a purely typographical error may

be corrected. The termination of a Latin specific name may
be changed .to bring it into accordance with its generic name.

From this it would seem that a slip of the pen and a mistaken

by of a man's name may not be corrected. We trust

that, when the change would not^ sensibly affect the place of a

name in an index, such obvious corrections as of Wi^-ria to

Wistaria may prevail. We may assume that the error was typo-

: for Dr. Wistar was at the time too well known m
nia for Nuttall to have been ignorant of the ortho-

graphy of the name. The correction of BaUniua inlo Bahhnwa
brings it into accordance with the rule that personal names used

-K.uld be written as near as mav be with th<- original

orthography of the person's name. "Astroyal" uhoriyi •»"
is neither a typograph ot . mil en It is hard

rule that forbids us to write " aboriginum" still retaining Bich-

ardson's name as authority.
Botanists may take more kindly to the rule when appM
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fo sn<-li nam s as Ei rJiaris and Aphpappus, in the formation
oi which the Greek aspirate was neglected. We cannot well
suppose this to have been a typographical or a clerical oversight

Irov n or of Ca^sini. Perhaps a majority
oi h ''

'
he anil o - h ve preserved the original orthograj I v.

°'| the ground that the right of priority, like that of a certain
'an -- iS s "/" i' gnint-hiaticuii),—while the remainder have written

!I'- '<-<-»!!< <,)'.< and 1 1 > iplopappus ; whence some confusion in the
indexes. The requirement to preserve the original form of

ad specific names and to abide by the Latin of Linnaeus
i-ies, notwithstanding classical faults, enables

miliar names as Ranunculus arris, Latliyms
pahistns. and *,

f lc,xlris (instead of R. acer, L. paluster, and
and to keep up U&tm for smooth,—probably to the

disgust of classical scholars.
M". DeCandolle has a note on Diclytra of Borckhausen,

changed into Dielytra to make it conformable to a conjectured
leaning, and then into Dicentra that it might agree with the
etymology given by Borckhausen himself: he gives it as a
«»e in which an excess of erudition has loaded the genus with
three names in place of one ; and he concludes, as do we, that
it were better to have kept the original orthography, and have
treated it as a name which had, through some mistake, failed
01 meaning. But the name having been changed into Dicentra,
on the ground that the right word xevrpov, and not the impos-
^'

, "'

i

''
' i yl'jzoov. m 1st have been intended by Borckhausen,

we think it should now be maintained, although it might have
been left in the original form. Moreover, the doctrine that

H3t not be mended and that sense is unimportant,
-cod and needful, is so recent that it must not be too

plied to long-standing cases.
This consideration should not be wholly overlooked in the

case of old and long-established genera, especially those of
numerous species, for which some obscure older name has
come to light. Since it is impossible to make rules for the

of a rule, such cases must be left to sound discretion.
J-n our opinion such discretion would forbid the transference of
the name Stylidium from Swartz's genus to Marlea, and the
revival of LabillarduWs transient first Candollea for Swartz's
Sf

;

:''•'"-

(i

The fourth section of article <><>, which enjoined the rejection
of names formed by the combination of two languages," is

now suppressed. Nothing is put in its place; but let us hope
that we shall not be driven to the acceptance of the specific
name ''urHticaqmm" which one of our fellow-botanists has
recently perpetrated. Although hybrid names are to be
avoided, yet, as DeCandolle remarks, they cannot consistently
Am. ,To,.r . Sci-Tmnr. Sr.un- Vol, XXVI. NV 1ST.. -Dec, 1883.
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be outlawed by people who accept centimetre, decimetre, beau*

rocracy, terminal and i ie i

]

. i by no lists who raise no

objection to rannnevlovles, xcirpoiJes, lirnwuiiks, b(whinn>vh-t.

Names of identical meaning but of different orthography, as

our author insists, may well enough co-exist. In a v

it might be neither inconvenient nor harmful t< i mai

named respectively fluviorum, fluvialV*, and fluuiatilis, at least

if they belonged to different parts of the world.

We pass to some brief annotations upon the second part of

the publication before us, which deals with questions not taken

up by the Congress of 1867.

The first topic is that of the nomenclature of organs, which

was treated with some fulness in the Phytographie. The re-

mark is here repeated that the greater part of the so-called

names of organs are only terms, that is, names indicative of the

condition of organs or parts of the plant. For some of these

substantive names are necessary or highly convei

most were better provided with adjective terms on

belong to terminology, not to nomenclature. Doubtless princi-

ples of fixity and the rule of priority should apply to these,

both to names and to terms. But it seems unlikely that the

phytotomists will at present heed the counsels of the

phers in this matter. Yet the latter may insist I

lished names used in descriptive botany shall not be displaced

on the pretence of getting more appropriate ones. For in-

stance, the long-recognized name testa for the outer seed-coat is

to be discarded because, forsooth, this covering is not always

or even not generally a shell, or of the texture of earthen ware.

As well ask the French to discard the word tite (or teste\,

because the human head, or the skull which gave the name,

does not really resemble a brick or an earthen pot.

The second is upon the nomenclature of fossils. A
is that they are named according to laws which ap]

ing plants. The Bologna congress of palaeontologist

that, to secure priority for specific names of fossils, th

be not only described but figured. DeCandolle, after consolta*

tion with 'Heer (whose recent death we have to dej

eludes that this rule is too absolute. It seems to

long as a large part of the nanies of fossil plants

tentative and provisional, we should be content with a general

approximation to the received rules in botany.
The nomenclature of groups inferior to species

sub-varieties, variations and sub-variations) is conside
no new rules are proposed ; nor is the question of subspecies

discussed.

Although it is not exactly a matter of nomenclature, we
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should have liked that our author had considered the
modes of disposing of varieties and had expressed an opir

' whether the character of the
completely cover the variety or \ it. In the
former case there is a var. a, followed by # etc. In the latter,

the species is defined upon its type, without any special regard
to the appended variety or varieties, which are then character-
ised as to the points in which they differ from the type. We
prefer the latter method, as being on the whole clearer, and as
a saving in names; avoiding the awkwardness or the super-
fluity of a varietal name for the type of the species.

Some noteworthy observations are introduced in respect to
the -1 --'

''•• i'!'"_ei\ who abandon the Linnaean idea of species altogethe:
and give this name and rank to what ordi
tor sub- varieties. For example, we are informed that M. Gan-
aoger divides the Roses of Europe and N. America into 4600 spe-
cies, or groups provided with names similar to those of species,

under numerous subgenera, which in etlect take the place of
genera. Mentha has already undergone a similar micrometa-

b. If this goes on, and the names should be written
every one, I suppose that even the world itself could not con-
tain the books (of indexes) that should be written. The ob-
vious and only remedy is to relegate this kind of botany to a
world of its own, with which the legitimate science need have
nothing to do.

Questions having been raised as to the proper use of capital
ln! tials in certain specific names, M. DeCandolle has devoted
two or three pages to this and related topics. Linnaeus used

itials only for substantive names; Lamarck employed
them for personal and some geographical names, seemingly
without system. A. P. DeCandolle used the initi.

ally for all three, and even for Alpina when used
to designate a plant of the Alps. His example has generally
been followed until recently; and this is in accordance with the
custom of the English language. To the objection that it is con-
trary to.the customs of the Latin language, our author replies at

some length, substantially as follows. He finds that in the matter
of orthography, etc., d . iguish nine phases or
periods of the Latin language, of which the most classical is the
seventh period, that of Augustus ; that there is no foundation in

uin for either punctuation (the points distinguishing
words, not phrases), or accentuation by signs, and that the dis-

tinction between capitals and small letters was made since the
dark ages, by scholars whom a purist of our day might tax

with ignorance of the proper way of writing Latin ; that the
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object and result of. all these and other innovations was greater

clearness and precision ; that the question is not at all one of

ancient latinity, but of modern usages, both of the ph

and the naturalists; and that these have happily modified

classical Latin into a medium of greater precision and clearness

and better adapted to the needs of science.

Finally, we have a brief discussion of the question :
" When

an author has comprehended one genus in another without

naming the species, can he be cited for the names of the species

which implicitly result from this union ?" The answer he de-

cisively gives is :
" This would be neither right, nor possible, nor

practically convenient. To be correct, one should atl

an author exactly what he has published. When it i
-

the genus B should be united with the genus A, this is not

saying that the species of the genus B should be calle

and such names in the genus A. To name them coi

necessary to examine them one by one. A glance at

era of Bentham and Hooker, or at the works of Baillon, will

show how impossible it is to attribute the designation of the'

species to the authors who have changed the names of the

genera, without an explanation under each species." This is

illustrated by the supposed case of three genera, combined into

one, each of ' which has a species lanceolata; by the case of a

species minor transferred to a genus of which it may be the

largest species; and by reference to the state of all large and

many small genera, full of obscure, misunderstood, or debat-

able species, the arrangement and naming of which can ho

effected only by patient and prolonged study. When I

has not actually been done by the reformers of genera

be left to monographers and the editors of Floras. If, by art. §&

"a species is not looked upon as named unless it has

name as well as a specific one," neither is it named
specific as well as a generic name is assigned to it. 1

1

instances in which the old specific name is impossi

another genus, there are very many in which it

improper or questionable, and in respect to which
]

consideration is required. Between such cases and the pW?
ones in which implied naming could not go wrong, wh" ,s u

[

draw the line? Perhaps it might, be drawn at m«"
genera with old specific names. But how to do even this upon

recognized principles is a problem.
A fatal objection to the principle of names bv inn

that all such names, if they are existent, must be
the new Nomenclator Botanicus now in preparation

n

nder Senecio the sp<
all the

part of the work will prove supertii

genera whi.-:,
I r <> that already vast gci

-rlln
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—as we suppose to be the ease—some of these genet.
Cacalia, ought to be maintained. But that is only the beginning.
A more recent author, Baillon, has reduced the genera of Com-
i

'•''
i rally one half. For example, to H<h ui m ho has referred

>ro, etc; to Tagetes he has re-

ferred Dysodia, Nicokttia, Hymenatherum and others; to Helian-
• - a _ reater number of genera, most of them prolific in species,

"ability, most of these reductions will not be approved.
Yet, if the principle of constructive naming is adopted, the
Nomenclator must burden its columns with these hosts of
inchoate specific names of Baillon, either as received names or

ms. It is plain that the principle referred to, besides
its incongruity with the leading ideas of received nomenclature,
breaks down with its own weight. There are, nevertheless,
taking arguments in its favor, which need not here be reca-

pitulated; and the common system lias its disadvantages and
abase. Yet it appears to be the only workable

system. As already intimated, f at of specific
names in reconstructed genera requires particular knowledge
an, l careful investigation. And the botanist who reconstructs

should himself adjust and state the specific names as

During the month of November, 1882, the Director of the
purvey had constructed, under his immediate supervision, a
horse trail from the brink of a lateral canon on the east face of
the Kaibab Plateau, Arizona, down to the more level canon
bed of Nun-ko-weap Valley 3,000 feet below. Encamped in
the snow, often concealed for days in the driving frozen mist
:i!!,

i whirling snow, the party gradually overcame the appar-
ently insurmountable obstacles in the' way, and, Nov. 24th,
camp was formed in the supposed - : inaccessible

v
depths of

the head of the Grand Canon, a day of reconnoissance and
rest. Then the director headed his party ot' faithful, energetic
l,10T

» .'Hid left the writer, who, through illness, had been unable
to share in the building of the trail', with three men and outfit

to explore and stud v i -vs between the Kai-
oab Plateau and the Marble Canon, and the Grand Canon as
far as could be reached south. Seventy-two days of constant
work gave some of the information wished, a portion of which
is used in this article.
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One of the strongest topographical features of the Kaibai

division of the Grand Canon of the Colorado and the lateral

canons opening into it is formed by the basal member of the

rous group, the massive Red Wall limestone of Gil-

bert. Breaking abruptly off at the foot of the terraced slope

of the Lower Aubrey sandstone, a sheer cliff of from 800 feet

at the head of the Grand Canon, to 1,000 feet at the mouth of

the Kanab Canon, is entirely formed of this limestone. Fre-

quently several hundred feet are added to the cliff by the

abruptly breaking away of the thin Devonian series and the

massive Upper Tonto (Cambrian) beds beneath.

In the field work of 1879 a line of demarcation was estab-

lished at the base of the Eed Wall limestone, and the presence

of the Devonian between it and the Tonto group of Gilbert

definitely determined on both stratigraphic and paleontologic

evidence. A plane of unconformity by erosion, not din, wafl

found between the Carboniferous and Devonian, and also a

strongly marked fauna compared with that of the Tonto be-

neath and Carboniferous above.*
This horizon was traced, during the winter of 1882-3, from

the most northern exposure in Marble Canon, where the base

of the Red Wall limestone first rises above the river-bed, to

point in the Grand Cafion south of Vishnu's Temple. From

the known structure of the canon walls, this line is undoubtedly

present the entire length of the canon to its termination at tin

Grand Wash. It is known in and at the mouth of the Kanab

Canon, and Mi Gilbert's section in<li< ttes its presence at the

mouth of the Grand Canon.
In places the Devonian is entirely aba

erosion or non-deposition, so that the Red 'Wall
rests directly on the massive calciferous strata of the Upper

Tonto. The line of unconformity is slight and often none

exists except to the eye of the geologist looking at that exact

horizon for it.

The Devonian rarely has a thickness of more than 100 feet.

When present it is unmistakably marked by the thii

colored layers of fine-grained sandstone that pass into ealeii-

erous sand'rock and limestone in which Cyathoph;.
casts of Brachiopods and Gnsteropods, and plates of Placo-

ganoid fishes usually occur.

In the Kanab Cafion a strong line of erosion was obi-

the base of the Devonian, usually this is ven
resembles the plane of erosion at the close of the I

In the one case the hard massive limestones of the '

were eroded and in others the friable, randy shales of the
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the hejul of Nun-ko-wc.ip vallev. where the Devonian is absent,
specie of the genera Ln.jnlrpis and (W^-rphalMs were found
withii. two feet of the base of the lied Wall limestone. On
''-summing the few imperfect fossils, collected in 1879 in the

were found to he genericallv identical with species from strata
lower down in the Ton to that are the geologic equivalents of
the Potsdam sandstone of the Mississippi valley.
The Tonto is the first of Powell's great plateau system of

formations. Of f'ppcr Cambrian age, it terminates below that
great series of comformable deposits thai extend upward
through over 14,000 feet of strata to the Tertiary Pink Hills of
Cithern Utah. h occupies m important position in the to-

r'<>tri-:»|.liy of the inner portion of the Kaibab division of the
canon. Bv the breaking away of the central belt of shalv cab

!

al * and sandy strata, the Red Wall cliff is kept clear of

undermined so as to preserve its mural face above a

ping terrace that extends down to the lower Tonto
cliff. The latter is wonderfully persistent for a cliff not over
300 feet in height. Winding "in and out, here a bold head-
1;my i- there notched by a narrow, profound canon, a mural
precipice in range for a mile or more, then forming a symmet-
rically curved point around which the contours sweep in grace-
ful curves only to recur again at the head of a broad, open
canon, the cliff is only second to the Red Wall in its inlluenee
on^the scenery and topography of the inner portion of the

The geologic age of the Tonto group is determined by the
presence of numerous specimens representing the genera Cru-
-•"'''"• Limjukjii^, /p,'i'(/''u. i r !>alus and

> that occur at \anou> horizons in the upper 700
feet of sandstone, shales and limestone. No fossils were ob-
tained from the coarse sandstone forming the lower 300 feet.

The fauna above, however, shows close relations to that of the
Potsdam sandstone horizon of Central Nevada, the Mississippi
V;dh;v and Saratoga county,* New York.
The base line of the Tonto is quite uniform and rests uncon-

on the varied strata beneath ; here and there a knoll,

point or ridge is seen on the Pre-Tonto surface that rises nearly
through the massive Tonto sandstones that were deposited
against and over them, the sea breaking off, and burying with
the drifting sand, fragments of the rocky islands.

* The Potsdam fauna of Saratogf

Met octpha is
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The great unconformity beneath the Tonto has been

described by Professor J. W. Powell, who examined it in his

boat trips down through the Grand Canon, and by Captain C.

E. Dutton, who viewed it from the summit of the Kaibab Pla-

teau, five miles away. Professor Powell estimated the strata be-

neath the Tonto and above the Archean at 10,000 feet, and as

this is all cut across the unconformity is very great. A detailed

study adds to the thickness of the strata ; it' shows that the orig-

inal summit of the Pre-Tonto group had undoubtedly been cut

away more or less before the deposition of the Tonto group;

that the plane of erosion cut deeply into the Archean,

besides the 13,000 feet of strata, that have been planed off,

of which the record is found in the section preserved, there

was also a problematical amount of considerable thickness.

Professor Powell called the Pre-Tonto group the Grand

Canon group. It is found convenient on stratigraphic grounds

to divide this into two groups, a line of unconformity by ero-

sion occurring between them and also a decided chai

character of the sediments. The lower, the Grand Cafion

group, is made up of an immense mass of sandsl

interbedded greenstones exposed directly on the Grand Canon,

and the upper, the Chuar group (a name given by Professor

Powell), is a series of sandy and clay shales in the interbedded

sandstones and limestones that are exposed in the in

valleys between the Kaibab Plateau and the six gn

forming the west side of the lower portion of Marble Canon.

The summit of the Chuar group is, as now known
synclinal on the divide between Nun-ko-weap and Kwa-gunt

valleys* ,

At first a rough sandstone, it gives way below to

thin argillaceous shales with interbedded sandstones and lime-

stones, 285 feet of limestone occurring in 5,170 feet of sedi-

The summit of the Grand Canon group is a massive mag-

nesian limestone, 100 feet in thi red sana-

stones resting on a massive belt of greenstones 1,000 to 1,300

feet in thickness; this belt is broken up into eigl

flows by partings of sandstone deposited between '!'<' l

\°l[\
The first coulde flowed over the level ocean bed in

feet of sediment that now forms a reddish-brown sands

accumulated on the upturned and eroded edges of the ArcbeftOi

the few layers of limestone and the one flow of lav:

in tiiirkness near the base, scarcely serving to break the grea

sandstone series. The Archean, where the section

consists of thin-bedded quartzites broken by intrusive veins o
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a flesh-colored granite, the layers of quartzite standing nearly
vertical.

The Pre-Tonto series is a remarkable one considering its

geologic age. In the Cliuar group Hmest »nes and shales suc-
ceed each other with lithoIi.iiir characters -inula: to the Tren-
ton limestone and Utica shale. The parti-colored shales, in

one belt 700 feet thick, recall the friable fermian clays. In
fact there is no more evidence of metamorphism throughout
the 12,000 feet of conformable beds than there is in the evenly
bedded strata of the Trias and Cretaceous groups of Southern
Utah. Ripple marks and mud cricks abound in many hori-
zons, but not a trace of a fucoid or a molluscan or annelid trail

was observed. But for the discovery of a small Discinoid
shell, a couple of specimens of a Pteropod allied to Hyolithes

ris and an obscure Stro ip of forms,
the two and one-half months' search for fossils in these groups
would have been without result. They serve, however, to
retain the group within tin- Cami>riaii"\ind also point to a

' must be searched for elsewhere, as they alone could
scarcely have been the only representatives of the life in the sea
at that time.

As now known, the Grand Canon and Chuar groups may be
referred to the lower Cambrian. Their stratigraphic position

ally the same as that of the Keweenawan group of
W iseonsin. Both series were originally deposited over the
underlying Archean unconformably. Both were subsequently
elevated, eroded, and buried beneath sediments that in each

, overlie them and also contain a fauna
strikingly similar.

Professor Chamber' g of the interval be-

tween the elevation of the Keweenawan series and the deposi-
tion of the Potsdam, suggests that, in part, at least, the Acadian
period of the Atlantic border represents a portion of the work
of the interval.*

With relation to the interval between the elevation of the
Grand Canon groups and the d t» .sit;, i of the Tonto there is a

section in the Eureka District of Central Nevada which passes
from the Tonto or Potsdam horizon down through 3,000 feet of

conformably bedded limestones before reaching the Ofem-Hus
horizon. The latter in turn is underlaid conformably by a
great belt of quartzite as far down as the section was exposed.
These beds appear to have been those deposited in the Nevada
sea during the period of land surface over the Grand Canon
area, and if the Keweenawan series correspond to the Grand
Cafion group in time, as they certainly appear to do in geologic
position, we would consider the interval of erosion before the
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Potsdam as the time of the deposition of the great belt of

strata represented by the Pre-Potsdam Olenellus horizon of

Nevada and Lake Champlain. The older St. Johns and Brain-

tree horizons being correlated, in part at least, with the

Grand Canon and Keweenawan series.

In the Grand Canon the series is unmetamorpbosed, fossil-

iferous and but slightly disturbed. In Wisconsin the 1,000

feet of lava of the Grand Canon group is represented by many
! volcanic rocks, and tbe coarse sediments were

also inimical to the presence of animal life; there were, bow-

ever, at times, beds of finer material accumulated in a less dis-

turbed sea, and from these we may hope to hear of fossils

being obtained.

From the facts presented, both the Grand Canon and Kewee-

nawan series are considered as belonging to the Cambrian, and

united with t! e P-m-lo? les horizon of Brain tree, Mass., ai d

St. Johns, N. B. ; the Olenellus horizon of Nevada, Vermont,

New York, and Newfoundland, and the Potsdam series of Wis-

consin, New York, Canada, etc., as forming the Cambrian age

in America, as now known, a subject that will be treated more

in. detail at some future time. In this arrangement the Lower

Magnesian limestone of Wisconsin and the Lower
of New York and Canada are viewed as passage beds between

the Cambrian and Silurian or the first and second faunas of.

Barrande. In some instances the stratigraphy will necessitate

the putting of these beds with the Cambrian and in others with

the Silurian. As a whole thev are referred to the Silurian

as the types of the second fauna predominate very quickly after

Art. L. — Contributions to Akkorology ; by Elias Loomis,

Professor of Natura Philosop , i'ii Vale College. Nine-

teenth paper, with three plates.

[Read before the National Academy of Sciences, Washington, April 17, 1883.]

Tin /!"/•<>)/,,,',;< (I rmlij-nt in f/reat storms.

In his Meteorological Eesearches for the use of the Coast

Pilot, I 'art II. Mr. Ferrel gives the following formula for the

barometric gradient,
-

G = KWM^cosl+^sP (1)
cos7(1 + '004«) P''

when" denotes the barometric gradient in millimeters per de-

gree of a great circle, or 60 geographic miles,
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= the inclination of the a

— t ho dist ance l'ruin the <

= the temporal uro of the
= the pressure of the atn

' = 760 millimeters.

Every storm affords an opportunity for testing the accuracy
of this formula; but since every storm presents some pecu-

Bhowing the effect of local disturbance for which the
'"'•inula makes no provision, we cannot expect that the form-
ula will be exactly verified in the case of any storm. If how-
ever we determine the average values of the elements of a
large number of violent storms, the formula ought to repre-
sent these average values. These average values I have en-

deavored to obtain for the Atlantic Ocean and also for the
United States. For the Atlantic Ocean I employed Hoff-
meyer's charts, which embrace a period of three years from
December, 1873, to November, 1876 ; but for the first year
the observations for the Atlantic Ocean were few, and the
isobars generally incomplete. From this series of charts 1

selected those cases in which the barometric depression was
greatest, and in which the isobars were most regular. For
these cases I measured with a scale and dividers the distance
between the successive isobars (drawn at intervals of five milli-

meters) and by compul these measures into de-

grees of the meridian. Since the isobars are never entirely

symmetrical on all sides, I made my measurements on that

vhich the winds were strongest and the gradients

s steepest, I recorded also the wind's velocity between
mjc various isobars, the inclination of the wind's direction to

the nearest isobar, and the state of the thermometer. I re-

corded the latitude of the low center, and the diameter of the
first isobar, except in those cases in which its magnitude was

;: !' 'r.\y due to the lack of observations from that vicinity.

Hies,' measurements extended from the lowest isobar up to

the highest adjacent isobar, until the winds became feeble and
irregul tr. The latitude of the center of high pres-

sure was recorded ; and if the isobars were tolerably regular,
'

r was measured. Several of

the isobar 720mm ; and a large number show the isobar 725mm .

H((e upon
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The gradients can generally be measured satisfactorily from

the lowest isobar up to the isobar 775 or 780. In order to ex-

tend the comparison still further, I selected the cases in which

the barometer was highest and the isobars were tolerably sym-

metrical, and measured the distance between the isobars, con-

be measurements downward until the winds became

feeble and the isobars irregular. For the convenience of those

who may wish to examine a few of the most remarkable eases,

without being compelled to search through the entire series of

charts I will give the following examples :

The following table exhibits the average results for the

Atlantic Ocean deduced from an examination of 81 cases

treated in the manner already described.

Isobars. g|!*; ^ X,.., ,..,: Th,n». t». |Lat- 8< «» rk 1
If,. -HUP

lib to 720 ri^tn ;:;.-, i.v:«i >.,[ ~.
.

2 -ir, J-1-! 276-6 58-0 3T2]

720 " 725 I-292J3-87 •J- 17 :{-:!.- ll.-.M .MM

725 " 730 1-3483-71

::;:. : i<> i-42» 3-52

::-39 i.;-i! h :
u 561-7 57-2

2-19 713-7 56-.S

869-8! 56-4

745 " 750 1-484 :',•:!: .; ii i
>;••>:

:-:::-'t 3-16
:;; So

7.-.0 - 75.-, i-5t.;:;-2i.:.u i;, ^ ;u-i
:''J4 r-v'.i

'

-"''"'
-;j

l

2-40
;.,': 1 1,7 :; 112

1
1 1

1760 " 765|l-695!2-95 2-77 1-90 2-0 1

765 « 770I1-818J2-75 2-39 l • i

" - :',-<)<)

;;:;
l

.*j i;.'

775 « 780 2-165 2-31 1-89 ST,7 17". -i:;-i;r» '"'ii i-i't i-7i

2-15 i>-97

:,'?,;

7-82 50-6 -lS-Oi)
1 -.•*«

785 " 790 2-60y92| 1-52 7-0-2 52-1 -22-40 :-,-r,~ 1-42 K»>

Column 1st shows the isobars between which the distances

were measured ; column 2d shows the distance between the

isobars expressed in degrees of a meridian ; column 3d shows

it in millimeters per degree deduced fro:

ues; column 4th shows the average velocity of the

winds denoted by a scale of 1 to 6. These velocities wore re-
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duced to their equivalent values in miles per hour by means of
the table prepared under the direction of the Council of the
London Meteorological Society and published in 1881. Ac-

this table the values of the numbers cmploved in

the English scale (0-12) are as follows:

~
11 " 15

21 " 25
!to 8

Jfc »™.

i Hi S

The average values of the numbers upon the scale 0-6 s

hence determined to be as follows :

By means of this table the numbers in column 5th were de-

duced from those in column 4th. Column 6th shows the incli-

nation of the winds to the nearest isobar; column 7th shows
the temperature of the air in centesimal degrees ; column 8th
shows, for isobars less than 760mm , the distance from the center
of the low area to a point midway between the isobars men-
tioned in column 1st; and, for isobars above 760mm , it shows
the distance from the center of the high area. The
diameter of the first isobar about the low center was '7$ de-

grees
; and the average diameter of the first isobar about the

high center was 4\L1 degrees. The distances in column 9th
are expressed in myriameters. The average latitude of the

centers of low barometer employed in constructing this table is

58°-8
; and the average latitude of the centers of high barom-

eter is 49 0,
7. In computing the gradient for the different

heights of the barometer, it was assumed that in going from
the low center to the high center the change of latitude was
proportional to the distance passed over. Upon this principle

were computed the numbers in column 10th which represent
the latitudes corresponding to the points midway between the

isobars named in column 1st.

Column 11th shows the gradients <

formula from the data in columns 1-10.
760mm

, the second term of the formula was assumed to be nega

mputed by Ferrel's

i res above
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tive. The numbers in column 12th denote the gradients com-

puted by using only the first term of the formula. The mode
of obtaining the other columns will be explained hereafter.

This table readily suggests several important conclusions, but

I will defer considering them until I have obtained the corre-

sponding results for the United States.

The lower part of Plate I gives a graphic representation of

the numbers in the preceding table. At the center of low

pressure the barometer stands at 7l2mm, and about this center

the isobars are drawn at intervals corresponding to the num-

bers in column 2d. The isobars are continued up to the center

of high pressure where the barometer stands at 792mm.
The

entire range of pressure shown on the chart is 80ram or 315

English inches. The arrows represent the directions of the

wind shown in column 6th. The figure next above the pre-

ceding shows the cor. Qta from the low center

to the high center. The distance from tbe low center to the

high center is 29'81 degrees. The entire figure represents a

length of 58-62 degrees, or 4,045 English miles.

In order to obtain the average elements of the violent storms

of the United States, I employed the Weather M
Signal Service. I have a complete set of the tri-da

maps from Nov., 1871, to the close of 1880 ;
and 1

one daily map from the beginning of 1881 to the present time,

making in the aggregate about 11,000 maps. The isobars ofl

may be ascribed in part to the greater number of oba
and the attempt to draw the isobars so as to be consistent with

all the observations ; but a large part of the difference appears

to be due to local disturbing influences which are more nume-

rous over a continent than over the ocean. In order to obtain

suitable data for testing Ferrel's formula, we must in some way

eliminate the influence of these local disturbing causes. If w
^

should take an indiscriminate average of the gradients, wind

velocities, etc., for all the storms, it would require an

number of cases to furnish consistent results; and it is doubt-

ful whether even these results would be as satisfactory as re-

sults derived from a small number of cases of violent storms,

which were less influenced by local causes. I hai

ingly examined with great care my entire series

maps and have selected those cases in which the barometric de-

pression was greatest and the isobars were most regular, and 1

have restricted my comparisons to that side of each storm

upon which the winds were strongest, an
steepest. The comparisons were conducted in tbe d

ready described for the Atlantic Ocean. For the convenience



of those who may wish to exar
able cases I give the following 1

26.1 1882, Feb. 18.1

Feb. 25.3
|

Dec. 7.1

The following table exhibits the average results for the
1 iiited States deduced from an examination of 123 cases

treated in the manner previously described. For convenience
of comparison with the data for 'the Atlantic Ocean, the results

have all been converted into French units, with the exception
of the numbers in column 1st.

Table I.—United States.

UOW
?;,:. mn, ^ ,»::'

•'.'':•

HDif^lW
*'

°
tttf

"'
iS,"

288 to 29-0 2-21

-2-0» 3-27
29-2 «' 29-4 :«* li-ii ;;»•> r.s-t-2 !•:;:»:;-•!>

29-4 " 29-6 ._,,„

-s -1-9.1
29-8 « 30-0 1-S»J7 2-72 10-28|43-3 -a-2-_ 10T.S2 117.VS 1-68 2-7. 1-20 2-60

|

r'rV ',.;,,

30-0 to 30-2 2-I.1 I-.7I "-.7!

I-«n: G r,«»'-1-.2 ' .: 1 -.70 2-1.7

;.(.,;; 601-0 1-31
30-6 » 30-8 J'1-7 7-20 V.r-2 -17-89

J3
2

. !

The average latitude of the centers of low barometer was
44°-7, and the average diameter of the 1st isobar about the low
center was 3*12 degrees. The average latitude of the centers
of high barometer was 45° -1. ai aeter of the
1st isobar about the high center was 3*87 degrees. Since the

average latitude of the centers of low and liiuli pressure is so
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nearly the same, in computing the gradients by the formula,

ide of each center was taken to be 45°.

The upper part of Plate I gives a graphic representation of

the numbers in the preceding table, and is constructed in the

same manner as the lower figure on the same plate. At the

center of low pressure the barometer stands at 28'7 inches ; and

at the center of high pressure the barometer stands at 30'9

inches, allowing a range of pressure amounting to 2-2 inches.

The distance from the low center to the high center is 22*075

degrees, and the entire figure represents a length of 44'15 de-

grees, or 3046 English miles.

Upon comparing table I with table II, the first fact which

attracts our attention is that the gradients in the two cases do

not differ very greatly, although the velocities of the wind are

very unequal. For low barometer, the average gradient over

the Atlantic Ocean exceeds the gradient over the I

only fifteen per cent, while the average velocity of the wind in

the former case exceeds the velocity in the latter case by forty

per cent. This fact indicates that the bai

determined not mainly by the wind which prevails at the

earth's surface, but by that which prevails at an eleval

that its velocity is nol sensibly affected by the resistance arising

from the inequalities of the earth's surface.

The second fact which attracts our attention is that over the

Atlantic Ocean, violent storms have a much greater geograph-

ical extent than they have over the United States. For the

United States the average diameter of the area of low pressure

(below 30 inches) in the case of violent storms is 23 degrees, or

1587 English miles. Over the Atlantic Ocean it is 29*3 degrees

or 2022 miles, which is 27 per cent greater than for the United

States ; and since the gradients are fifteen per cent steeper, the

depression of the barometer at the center of a violent storm is

about 40 per cent greater over the Atlantic Ocean than over

the United States. This difference is a permanent one and

must be ascribed to a permanent cause. In the case of a great

barometric depression, there is a powerful force in operation,

near the central portions of this area, which draws in the sur-

rounding air from a great distance. The greater resistance

experienced by the air in its motion over the land than over

the water, mav > rhaps partially explain the less extent of the

low area in the United States. But we find that in the interior

of Europe violent storms have nearly the same geographical

extent as over the Atlantic Ocean. This is shown by Hott-

meyer's Weather Charts and by the International Weather

Maps. Over the western portion of Europe, near the Atlantic

Ocean, the barometer frequently falls as low as 720mm ,
and

sometimes it falls even lower than this a1 a great distance from
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the ocean. In 1880, Feb. 29th, in lat. 61|° N. and long. 25° E.
the barometer fell to 719mm , and in 1881, March 19th, in lat.

61° N. and long. 39£° B. it fell to 709mm . The last storm was
remarkable for an increase of intensity in its progress eastward
over the continent. When it left the Atlantic Ocean the pres-
sure at the center of the storm was 728mm, and the pressure fell

to 709mm (27-9 inches) as the storm advanced eastward. Over
the United States the barometer never falls so low. In my
eighth paper I gave a list of all the cases in which, at any of
the Signal Service stations, the barometer fell as low as 29*25
inches during a period of two years. This list shows only
twenty-eight cases in which the barometer fell below 29-00
inches; it shows sixteen cases in which the barometer fell

below 28'9 inches; it shows five cases in which the barometer
fell below 28'8 inches, and only three cases in which it fell be-
low 28-7 inches. These three cases occurred Nov. 18, 1873, at
the first, second and third observations for that day, the lowest
pressure being 28-47 inches at Eastport, Me. According to the
record of Mr. B. T. Paine, the lowest point which the barom-
eter at Boston has reached during- the past sixtv vears, is 28'47
inches (Nov. 25, 1846), and this is probably as low as the

barometer has fallen in that part of New England at any time
since reliable barometric observations have been made. There
is no doubt that the geographical extent of areas of low pres-

sure is considerably less in the United States than it is in

Northern Europe, and I think the cause is to be found in the

permanent ridge of high pressure prevailing in the southern
portion of the United States. My twelfth paper was accom-
panied by a chart showing that during the colder months of
the year there is a ridge of high pressure which is extremely
persistent between the parallels of 30° and 35°. When the
center of a great storm is near lat. 45°, the area of low pressure
seldom extends much below the parallel of 35°. It may be
inferred that if a storm center should pass farther north, the
storm would attain greater dimensions and there would be a
greater depression of the barometer at the center. This conclu-
sion is certainly correct for the eastern border of the American
continent, particularly for the neighborhood of Greenland : and
it is probably true (though in a less degree) for the interior of

—-'-
ent; but on account of the lack of observations we

annot make a very satisfactory compan
The column marked G' in table I ws nputed from Fer-

rel's formula, assuming that for pressures above 760mm ,
the

second term of the formula should be taken with a negative
sign. A careful examination of this table will show that for

pressures above 760mm the second term should be omitted
entirely. It is evident that if the circulation of the air about
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a center of high pressure gives rise to a centrifugal force, its

effect must be to diminish the gradient. When we go from

a center of low pressure to a center of high pressure, the second

term of the formula must therefore change its sign on passing

the line of mean pressure. This must cause an abrupt change

in the computed values of the gradient, at a point where we

pass from the low area to the high area. Such a change will

be noticed in the values of G' in table I. But the observed

values of the gradient show no such change. The differences

between the successive values of the gradient given in column

third of tables I and II, show no abrupt change marking the

passage over the line of mean-pressure. We therefore conclude

that by the circulation of the air around a center of high pres-

sure no appreciable centrifugal force is developed. We also

conclude that when there is a decided centrifugal force in the

central portion of an area of low pressure, this centrifugal force

does not extend in an appreciable degree as far as the line of

mean pressure. This tod not merely by the

numbers in column third of the tables, but by the form of the

isobar of 760mm or 30 inches, which separates a low from a high

area. This isobar, instead of forming an arc of a circle drawn

about acenter of low or high press , al vays in<

the form of a straight line. This fact may be verified by the

examination of any weather map showing the progress of a

violent storm; and it is seen on various charts accon

my preceding papers, e. g., paper ninth, storm of April 12,

1874; paper twelth, storm of Jan. 15, 1877, and
]

teenth, storm of April 11, 1874. The best results to be derived

from Ferrel's formula are obtained by combining the numbers

in the column G' for pressures below the mean, with the num-

bers in the column G" for pressures above the mean.
Over the Atlantic Ocean for pressures less than 760mm ,

the

average gradient computed by the formula is only 77 per cent

of the observed gradient ; and for pressures greater ;

the average gradient computed by the formula (omitting the

last term) is only 73 per cent of the observed gradient. If we

multiply the gradients computed for an area of low pressure by

1*3, we obtain the first nine numbers in column tlii

table I, and if we multiply th, ; m-ndionts romput.
area by 1*36 we obtain the last six numbers in c<

teenth. We perceive that the differences between the numbers

in columns G and G'" are not very great. ,

Over the United States, for pressures less than 30 inches, the

average gradient computed by the formula is only 61 per cent

of the observed gradient, and for pressures greater than thirty

inches, the average gradient computed by the formula
the last term), is also about 61 per cent of the observed gia-
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dient. If we multiply the gradients computed for an area of
low pressure by 1*645, we obtain the first six numbers in
column eleventh of table II; and if we multiply the e'radients

computed for a high area by T63 we obtain the last four num-
bers in column eleventh. We perceive that the differences be-
tween the numbers in columns G and G'" are less than they
were in table I.

This comparison indicates that the resistance encountered by
the air, even over the ocean, is considerably greater than thai

Q the formula. Having discovered that the coeffi-

cient sec. i, employed in Ferrel's formula, does not adequately
represent the resistance which the air near the earth's surface

see in violent storms, I endeavored to modify the
formula so as to represent the observations more accurately,
and found that the following formula

(-)

good results when combined with a Buita
cient. Column fourteenth in table I, shows the numbers com-
puted from this formula, the last six numbiTs ein.e obtained
by employing only the first term of the formula. By multiply-
ing the first nine numbers by 1'547 and the last six numbers
by 1-92, we obtain the numbers in column fifteenth, and we
perceive that these numbers agree with the observed gradients
Riven in column third better than the numbers computed by
Ferrel's formula. In the latter case the average error of the
computed gradients (disregarding their algebraic signs), is 012,
while in the former case it is only 0-05.

Applying the same formula to table II, we obtain the num-
bers in column twelfth; and if we multiply the first six num-
bers by 2-218 and the last four numbers by 2-362, we obtain
the numbers in column thirteenth, and we perceive that these

accord very well with the observed gradients given in

column third. For "both I ible i and tab! M. the average error

a (1) (disregarding the altrebraic siens) is o-osv"'".

while the average error of formula (2), is only 0-0±lmm .

.

It may be thought desirable to ascertain how far the preced-
ing formulas will represent the phenomena of a particular
storm. For th s

j
nrpose 1 have selected the i« nai i ibh -torm

of Feb. 5, 1870, of which an account has been given by ('apt,

Toynbee in No. 13 of the Publications of the Knglish Metoro-
uncil. Besides the observations given in Captain

Toynbee's Memoir, I have endeavored to obtain additional ob-
servations both for the Atlantic Ocean and the adjacent con-
tinents. For the Atlantic Ocean I have met with small success,
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but for the continent of Europe there are published observa-

tions which give very complete information respecting the

condition of the atmosphere on the eastern side of the area of

low pressure. Nos. 1-18 of table III show (with one excep-

tion) all the observations contained in Captain Toynbee's

Memoir derived from vessels navigating the Atlantic Ocean

and reporting a pressure less than 30 inches on Feb. 5th at 7
h

35m P. M., Greenwich time, this being the instant of lowest ob-

served pressure. The observations of the vessel Carl George

are rejected as being irreconcilable with the other obfi

The observations for each of these vessels are shown in table

III, arranged in the same manner as in tables I and II. In-

stead of applying the formulas to each of these observations

separately, I have divided the observations into four groups,

and taken the average value of the corresponding data for all

the vessels included in a group, and the results are given m
table V. No. 1 indicating a pressure much less than any other

vessel is allowed to stand by itself and forms the first line of

table Y. Nos. 2-6 showing pressures between 28*0 and 28*5

inches form the second group, and the average of the observa-

tions for these five vessels is given in the second line of table

V. Nos. 7-11 showing pressures between 28*5 and 29*0 inches

form the third group and the averages are given in the third

Table III. Atlantic Ocean, 18to Fed. 5, 7 1

' 88' p - [., Q mut

V...... ,., - vrr v-
Wind.

ill I* —
1

2

9

Tarifa

Marathon
«'iU of Cork..

England

:.'• i.

5h 47

M I'-

ll* 4f

;t ii

•tr, r.s

47 f

n 14

2ii -.7

20 10

2S ;,j

>'.) VI

22
''::',

m; ii

•;:»i-j

7i-,M,

72s-7

:.<,

r.;\ >

7:«»-i

3-3

111

7-s

2-2

*?-2

S 8fi W
S 1 1 w
N ::i W
aw

S 11 W
N ;.-: w
xw

S 17 W
8 :;i w
s-j.s v.

X 71> W
N" 7!» W
S 7'.» W
S 7 1 W

N 7-- W
s\v

'

V-'-l

2!H
j.v:;

2'.H

>:>-\

1.7-0

•jr.-::

2.v::

•>:>:-,

is-l

•;i

i :,

>:,

-2:

281-1

54 11

15

Venf/.uelan. .

Helvetia

.*.7.V.i

12SM-2

; i ::i-2

line of Table V. Nos. 12-18 showing pressures between 29

and 30-0 inches form the fourth group and the averages ai
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given in the fourth line of table V. Table IV, Nos. 19-
shows observations for the same instant from six stations
Ireland, Scotland and neighboring islands, and the averages ]

these stations, are given in the fifth line of table V.

|

u. ss ss

Wind.

II

8 1 ,

Station. La, D,ecfn

Ji |i

1 35

I
3*

24

Armagh . . 1 1 54 21
Glasgow 55 53

Bky* ..*."; 5? 29
Thorshaven.. <!2 2

10' |s- 7 -s

3 «.»

S 22 i

SE
S .-.4 K
S 22 K

SK

37
|

16-5

49 n;:.7T,

T.vm e V. Av

I* "ST
fi Ifi

1

1 I!
V „-% o». A

fi

Tarifa.

28-5-29-0 51 48 730-7

46 50
j

744-4 22-2 :m 22

i» s
!

7-"i-»

13-68 18-06

.V!»l 7-80

Und ob3 ,

2^5-30^ 56 28 i 753-6 5-2 9-8 3-5 50 1410*1 2-01 2-65 1-28 ! 1-69

In three of these cases the direction of the wind as reported
was outward from the center of the low area, and for the first

six cases the average inclination of the wind to the isobars was
zero. I have therefore inserted in table V the inclination for

first two lines as zero, although the wind reported by the
1

i 9th in table V showsTarifa .

the <

the values in column 9th multiplied by 1-32.

shows the gradient computed by formula (2), ana column iziu
shows the preceding values multiplied by 1'32. It will be ob-
served that both formulas give the same result in the first two
lines, as should be the case since the formulas become identical
when ,=0. For the first three lines the computed gradients
(multiplied by 1'32) agree well with the observed gradients

;

but for the fourth line the coi too great,
and for the fifth line they are too small. The wind velocities

reported by the vessels 12-18 are greater than are usually
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found associated with the given gradients ; and the velocities

at the stations 20-22 were less than are usually associated with

the gradients existing at that time. This example shows how
a general formula (although founded on correct principles) may
fail to represent accurately the gradients for the separate obser-

vations of any particular storm. The close agreement of the

computed gradients with the observed gradients in the first

three lines of the table must be regarded as highly satisfactory

;

and the discrepancies found in lines 4 and 5 show that a close

agreement between the observed and computed gradients is to

be expected only when the data compared are deduced from

the average of a large number of observations.
The accompanying map shows the isobars for the storm here

investigated. The curves were first drawn with great care

upon a map whose scale was more than three times as large as

that of the map here given. For the southern half of the low

area the position of the isobars is well determined. For the

northern half of the low area the number of observations is

small, and the exact position of the isobars cannot b<

assigned; but this uncertainty does not materially affect the

conclusions derived from the observations in table III. Dur-

ing the progress of this storm, there was an area oi

sure prevailing over the northeast part of the Unit®
second area of high pressure prevailed ahum flu' northwest

coast of Africa; and a third area in the northeast part of

Europe. As the pressure in the latter case was unusu
I have collected observations sufficient to determine the posi-

tion of the isobars. Table VI shows the observations from 98

stations derived from the official publications of Russia, Aus-

tria, Sweden, Norway, etc. Some of the observations were

derived from the Bulletin de l'Observatoire de Paris. As these

observations are only given for 8 A. m., I have taken
of the barometric observations for Feb. 5 and 6. Since the

change of Dressure during these 24 hours was gen-

than 6mm the error of the result thus obtained cannot be very

great. The isobars to which the greatest importance
:

are however derived solely from observations made near 8 P. *•

The barometric observations have all been reduced I

In the Russian observations the force of the wind is expressed

by the scale 1-10; in the Norwegian observations the scale is

1-6; and in the Swedish o - rvatioi - it is 1-4.
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Table VI. Europe, 1870, Feb. 5,

'•'-

!

Station. La, Lone. sS. T^!- ^tt For,e.

Vardo 70° 22'

64 57

64 33

62 29

59 59

59 21

59 20

58 23

58 2

56 58
;x; 40

55 56
55 46

52 58

51 29

51 2

50 26
50 5

49 46
49 38

24 11

17 57

5 2

24 45

10 27

11 58

24 6

23 44
13 8

-,, IS

5 50
6 34

5 7

1 16w.

2 22

19 57

1 36w-

29-88

3000
30-12

30-40

3003

30-5.

30-58

3100

3107
30-47

30-74

30-98

30-77

30-02

30-71

29-85

30-32

30-65

30-56

29-97

- 3

22
-12

21

-22
27

18

L6

-15

33

34

s.w.

S."

S.W.
s.

S.P.E.

S.s.W.

.
-

K.S.K.

E.

S.S.B.

S.E.

k.s.'k.

E.

K.S.K.

S.E.

S.S.E.

S.K.

s.'£

E.S.E.

N.E.
E.

K.S.K.

S.K.

K.S.K.

S.E.

E.

N.

S."

4

Haparanda 2

Archangelsk
Christiansund

Hernosand
2

Helsingfors
4

St. Petersburg
^n.tuuna^. ______

i

Baltisch Port
i

n

Lund
I

Leeuwarden
I

Heider
gue

;;;:;:::;
Wm-sphau

Vli.s,i„Ken

Maastricht
\

Kief?...;: :

2
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Harre 49° 31'

48 50
48 48
48 45

48 12

46 58
46 57

46 40

45 49
45 45
45 39
45 11

41 54

0° 6'

2 20

2 7

57w.
39 20

7 45
16 22

3 21w.
21 41

1 38w.
30 44
20 8

58w.

13 50
32w.

33 33

1 20

16 27

11 45
12 29

19 28

5 35w

30-38

30-12

30-46

30-09

30-58

3042
3066
29-94

3018
30-12

30-00

30-26

30-07

30-04

3007
3009
30-02

2999
30-28

32
-11

26

38
34

39

S.E.

s'.w!

E.

W.N.W.

N.E.

n'.

N.E.
N.E.

N.E.

S.W.

N.E.

N.E.

S.E.

1

Strasbourg

Lorient

Debreczin

Napoleon Vendee .

.

Dniestrowski

t™^

Sewastopol
Montauban

g^™6

Bilbao

Durazzo

Palermo/.

Tarifa .._

The following table shows the state of the barometo

several additional station?, most of them being situated in the

northern half of the low area.
,

,

On the accompanying map. tho isobars are drawn at intervals

of two-tenths of an inch from 31 inches to 274 inches, ±ne

direction of the winds is also shown for a considerable number

of stations, and its force is indicated bv the number of feathers

on the arrows (scale 1-6).



Station U** „ U™e„, Th

ar
wind .

Direction. Fon-e.

Sabine Island
Jaeobshavn .

Stykkisholm 65
l

l
67 15
22.

51 46

27 15

2998
28-62

20-29

30-01

39

16

39

NE
East.

WNW
NE
NE

5

North Unst
St. John's

38 39

of low pressure still more remarkable is not the result of acci-
dent. From Jan. 29th to Feb. 8th a low area of unusual mag-
nitude prevailed over the Atlantic Ocean, and during all this
time an area of high pressure prevailed over Europe with un-
usual persistence and at length attained an extraordinary mag
mtude. At St. Petersburgh the barometer rose stea
764mm on the 29th of January to 790mm on the 6th of February.
" f

;

' low that within a low area the air ascends, and that
within a high area it descends. It seems natural to conclude
Aat the air which ascended from the low area prevailing over
the Atlantic Ocean des ih prevailed
over Northeastern Europe. According to this view, the high
area would be (at least in part) the effect of the low area. The
outward flow of air from the high area must supply the inward
flow of some low area. Thishis rtern Europe,
Feb. 5th seems to have supplied in some degree the air for the
low area over the Atlantic, but it could not have been the prin-

£>ly, for the movement of the air from the high area
was sluggish. But on the 6th of February the outward move-
ment from the west side of the high area became stronger, and
this movement became still more decided on the 7th and 8th,
at which time the low center had reached the coast of Ireland.
Thus high areas appear to be built up by low areas, and high
areas become feeders to low areas.

Table I, page 444 will enable us to construct the curve which
represents the path of a particle of air in its progress towards
the center of an area of low pressure. Column 6th shows the
inclination of this curve to the isobars at a series of points
midway between the isobars shown in column 1st. Plate III

i of low pressure and also for an
area of high pressure. There are certain important particulars
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in which this figure does not correspond to nature. The isobars

about a low center in a great storm are never exact circles ; and

when an area of high pressure meets an area of low pressure

the isobar of 760ram tends to assume the form of a stri

We see from this figure that the path of a particle of air in

its progress towards a low center is not a logarithmic spiral.

The angle which this curve forms with the isobars is not con-

stant, but diminishes in approaching the center of the low

area. This change in the angle of inclination is not simply an

occasional occurrence, but is an invariable characteristic of

great and violent storms.

In my 2d and 8th meteorological papers I gave a table show-

ing the mean distance between the isobars in the neighborhood

of a storm's center (th awn at intervals of one-

tenth inch) for all velocities of the wind from zero to 50 miles

per hour, according to the United States Signal Service- maps.

If for these velocities we compute the corresponding gradients

we shall find that the results do not accord well with the pre-

ceding formulas. According to these formulas the gradient

should be zero when the velocity of the wind is zero; and for

a given locality the gradienl should increase nearly in the same

ratio as the velocity of the wind. But according to the tables

above mentioned, when the velocity of the wind- is zero, the

gradient amounts to 0-075 inch for a distance of 100
for a velocity of 50 miles per hour the gradient is only three

times as great as for a velocity of zero. These anomalies re-

sult partly from the mode in which the tables were c
A sheet of paper was ruled with 40 vertical columns and at

the head of the columns were placed the numbers 0, 1, % ^
etc., to denote the velocity of the wind. For each station

within an area of low barometer the distance between
adjacent isobars was me. sured, and i distance recorded under

the corresponding velocity found at the top of one of the ver-

mis. Now it frequently happens that the velocity ot

the wind at some station is zero ; but according to

Service maps the gradient is never zero. Indeed it ;

happens that at some station the velocity of the wii

when the gradient is very steep. The following examples

taken from the volume of observations for September, 18/ <»

will show the truth of this statement. In each of these cases

the velocity of the wind was reported to be zero.

It is evident that in these cases the gradients were not the

result of a calm, but they resulted from a strong general move-

raent of the atmosphere, and the calms reported at c<

tions were exceptions to the general movement of the atmo-

sphere and resulted from local causes. If we combine these

steep gradients with the small gradients which usuaih accom-
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pany feeble winds we obtain an average gradient which is con-
siderably too large.

ilntli. Minn..
Albany, N. Y..

-

. Ft. Sully, Dak.

On the other hand we sometimes fii

wind is very high and the gradient is s

*as very small. This will be seen from the followir
"here column sixth shows the gradient to one degn
tressed in decimals of an inch.

- - _
i)im

"'

™,,
,,,,„,

1872. Oct. 1.\__ Indianola. Tex. .... 29-99 N 0-053 inch.

Key West. Fla 40

049

ialveston. Tex N 052

N
Dec. 9.1.. Jvey West. Fla •052

[ndianola, Tex. ....
18U, Jan. 4.1.. Indianola, Tex.

t'
2 "" Indianola, Tex 30-25

J
40 -063

''%,

It will be noticed that all these stations are on the coast of
the Gulf of Mexico ; that in each case the wind was northerly,
;i id all (with perhaps one exception) occurred di
valence of what is popularlv known as a norther.

we combine these cases of' small gradients with the cases of

steep gradients which usually attend a wind of forty miles per
hour, the average value of the gradient is very much reduced.
Thus we find that by combining in a common average the

observations from all portions of the United States in the man-
ner adopted in my second paper, we obtain an average gradient
which is too great for the small velocities of the wind, and too
small for the high velocities. For a velocity of the wind
amounting to about twenty -two miles per hour, the gradients
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ud p:ipei\

• 117 o! ili.

irery well with th

; paper. These re iili< iable II on page 4

m carefully examined, do not appear to De 1

results of the present article ; but in order to test in a satis-

inner the formulae here given, the observations should

be classified so as to show, not merely the velocity of the wind

corresponding to a given graf"

pressure, the temperature of the

the barometric

air, the inclination of the wind

of each station from the center

low pressure. It also seems undesirable to combine in a

mmon average observations from stations which differ greatly

their local peculiarities.

Several European meteorologists have determined the baro-

etric gradient corresponding to different velocities of the wind,

' comparing observations at a single station with observa-

>ns at neighboring stations. Messrs. Whipple and Baker

,ve determined the barometric gradients at Kew by compar-

g the Kew observations for five years with observations made

other stations distant about 100 miles. The gradients thus

determined accord well with the results of the present paper,

• second,
as will be seen from the following table, i

shows the velocity of the wind expressed i.. —~
and column second shows the corresponding gradient expressed

in millimeters for a distance of one degree. The incl

the wind to the isobars was found to be nearly the same for all

velocities of the wind and is taken equal to 38°. T
of Kew from the centers of low pressure is not given, but since

60 per cent of all the observations were employed, it is pre-

Mac w » ». MP-

u .40 3-048 1-772 2-914 + 0-134

+ •208

2T.40

1
•!.-,<) 1-886

'ii

1-712

*S
335 -•145

•508 -•292
2-23 203 •347 570 -•367

it in about half of the cases the pressure <

the mean, and that in most of the remaining cases tin

the isobars was large. We are therefore obliged neglect
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the direct effect of centrifugal force, and it is presumed that
the error resulting from this omission is not very great. Since
the pressure and temperature of the air corresponding to the
different wind velocities is not given, we are obliged to neglect
the influence of these terms. The latitude of Kew is 51°'28'.

Under these conditions Ferrel's formula becomes

G = 0-1558s,

from which are deduced the values in column third. These
values (with the exception of the last) are all less than the ob-
served gradients shown in column second. If we multiply
each of the numbers in column third by 1"64, we obtain the

numbers in column fourth. The differences between the num-
bers in column second and those in column fourth, are shown
in column fifth. It will be seen that for velocities of the wind
greater than twelve miles per hour, the corresponding gradients
in column fourth are less than the observed gradients ; but for

velocities less than twelve miles per hour, the gradients in

column fourth are greater than the observed gradients. The
differences shown in column fifth may in part be ascribed to

the factors of the formula which we have been obliged to neg-
lect.

These results confirm the conclusions previously stated in

this paper, and appear to demonstrate that the principles of

Ferrel's formula are correct, except that the effect of friction ia

considerably greater than he has supposed.
The preceding paper was written and presented to the Na-

tional Academy of Sciences last April, but its publication has
oeen delayed by sickness.

Art. LI.—.4 Brief Study of Vesta ; by M. W. Harrington.

It has long been suspected that several of the asteroids have
v ari; 1 l light, but so far as I know they have not been studied
with reference to this point except bv Ferguson over thirty

years ago. One of the tasks which 1 'have 'desired to under-
take has been that of testing more accurately the variability of

the asteroids, and, last spring, while studying the character of

observations made with the wedge-photometer, I embraced the

opportunity of taking a series of observations on Vesta while
near her stationary point. She was at this time not far from
Argelander's stars, Durchmusterung, zone 22°, numbers 2163
and 2164, of which the former was fainter, the latter brighter

than Vesta. Mv observations were made b taking on 2164,
Vesta and 2163 each, five observations of extinction in as rapid

succession as possible. The mean of the five extinctions of
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each body was taken and is entered as the datura in the follow-

ing table. The variations in these numbers for the stars are

probably due to sources of photometric error, but I took especial

pains to have these errors the same for all three of the bodies

observed so that they would be eliminated in a comparison of

the three. I cannot hope that I have entirely succeeded, but it

was my special study to do so.

otteWn. «,. v„... M M
vf8Vf

April, 1883.

60-8 39-6 31-6

37-5 6-79

15
Si 19

36-2 290
360 E

6-59

677
6-65

6-55

6-95

. 7-07

XII 26 6-66

7-00

XIII 24 24-5

XIV 18 43-4 22-5

36-0 23-5 6-76

X 11 495 399 282
X 40

37-7

5 50 46-8 ll-l 26-4 6-76

5-84

26-2

453 692
23 XII 8 26-6 712

48-3

39-2 30-2 7-25

28 XII 27 52-0 40-7 31-2 7-20

In the first column are given the Ann Arbor sidereal times

of the middle of the set of observations on the three bodies.

In the second, third and fourth are the times taken by the stars

from entrance on the wedge to extinction. Argelander gives

as the magnitude of the first comparison star 5'3 and of tbe

second 8*8. If we adopt these magnitudes and assui

stars do not vary during the course of the observations, we

can easily determine the magnitude of the asteroid at the time

of observation. As the magnitude of the star and th

extinction in the wedge change as the logarithm of the ligMj

they can be compared directly. The fifth column was formed

by the proportion,
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where m„ m„ m
3 and ev es , e

3 are the magnitudes and times

Vesta respectively. The change
in brightness of Vesta due to change in dist nc - from the earth
would not be appreciable from day to day. Indeed, for the
whole interval during which observations were taken it would
be but about 0'25 of a magnitude. It may therefore be neg-
lected for the' present purpose.
Can we conclude from the observations that Vesta is variable ?

! think that we can. A test of the accuracy of f he observation
is obtained b\ .

,| ... , ,i,_ i ie difference in t'ime of extinction of
the two stars. It is fairly uniform and generally decreases at
the later hour- as the star- approached the hori/.on—as it should
do. The errors arising from this source would be large if we
attempted to obtain Vesta's light by comparison with one star,

but they are eliminated by comparing her with two between
which she falls in brightness.
As to the first magnitude obtained (which is the lowest of

all) the record gives no evidence of its being less trustworthy
than the others. On the contrary, Vesta was at that time in

the best position for comparison, and 1 had already had some
oiuparing her with a single star. Her faintness at

that time was so great as to strike my attention before putting
the wedge on my instrument. But leaving that out, the

observations show a maximum at about XVh on the 13th, one
approaching on the 15th at the close of the observations, a
curious variation on the 16th, and a minimum about xih on the
loth. In general, Vesta is brighter on the 17th than on the
16th, while as she was leaving opposition she should have
been slightly fainter if her light is not variable.

The series of observations on the 16th and 17th were taken
with the hopes of finding some periodicity which might lead
to some determination of Vesta's rotation on her axis, but

A few remarks as to Vesta's albedo may not be out of place.

Several attempts have been made to measure her diameter, and
though the measures are inharmonious, they agree among
themselves better than do the diffi I other aste-

roids—as Ceres and Pallas. The mean of the measures of

©evich, reduced to

Vesta's mean distance , om the Sun, as given b\ Houzeau
(Vade-mecum, p. 637), I find to be <>• "I'-'. Employing this,

liner's formula for computing albedo (Phot. Unter-
suchungen. ring Vesta a purely geometrical
phase, I find her albedo to be about 01 or much like that of
the Moon and Mercury. This suggests that she has something
°f the physical condition of the Moon, which is also suggested
oy her size. We may note, however, that if her angular diame-
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ter at mean distance from the Sun is 0'"49, her diameter in

miles must be not inconsiderable. In fact, a simple calculation

shows that with this angular diameter the diameter is about

520 miles, making her more than four times as large as Arge-

lander and others made her by assuming her to have the same

albedo as Saturn. Indeed, we may doubt if this
%
assumption is

justified on general principles. The albedo of Saturn is peculiar

and is approached only by that of Neptune. The asteroids are

much more likely to be like their nearest neighbors, Jupiter or

Mars. Considering their small size, however, and ren

how important a part the size plays in the process of cooling,

causing presence or absence of clouds, water, etc., we may con1

sider it more probable that these bodies resemble those other

small bodies, the Moon and Mercury.
As a result of my observations and of the other con-

just mentioned, we may, I think, conclude that the present state

of knowledge renders the following conclusions probable:

1. Vesta is a body upwards of 500 miles in diameter.

2. She is like the moon in her albedo and therefore probably

like her in lacking an appreciable atmosphere and water.

3. To account for the irregularities of her light, we may pre-

sume that she has a very rough surface and rotates on ber axis.

The time of rotation can not be guessed at, but the rapidity ot

the changes in her light indicates that it is short.

4. What is true of Vesta is likely to be true, mutatis mutan-

dis, of the other asteroids.

Subsequent observation may modify these conclusions mate-

rially, or may prove that the asteroids are even more
in their physical characters than they are in the elements of

their orbits. Until we are better informed, however, the above

may be of interest as the only indications we have of the physi-

cal condition of this large family of planetary bodies.
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New York City.

In the following pages I give, in a condensed form, the
chief results brought out in a paper presented by me to the
American Association for the Advancement of Science, at the
meeting at Minneapolis in August last.

The new form of selenium cell which I have devised has
the following features :

1st. Its resistance can readily be made as low as desired.
Some cells have been made having a resistance as low as nine
ohms. But I have generally used those measuring between
500 and 5,000 ohms.

2d. The light is caused to strike the cell in the same plane
or general direction as the current.

3d. They are made in any form to be easily handled and
used, and are practical working apparatus, both for scientific

researches and technical uses. The cost, when completed, is

ordinarily about SfoO each.
4th. They are far more sensitive to light than any before

known. One cell was cited which had lifteen times as high
resistance in dark as in ordinary diffused daylight in a room.

5th. They exhibit, other properties in an equally high degree,
as specified' in the paper.
The process of purifying the selenium was first explained,

resulting in the separation of the product into a number of

portions, having very pereeptible differences of behavior, both
in melting and annealing. One portion would become soft

while held in the hand, and could not be made to anneal prop-
erly at any temperature, while another portion would anneal
and become hard at a low heat and could not be melted with-
out previously going t ig process. Yet both
are supposed' to he : pure selenium. The
'-•oncliision is that commercial selenium is a mixture, consist-

ing of several distinct portions, which must either be different

Wlotropio forms of the element, or new elements, similar in

chemical reactions and physical properties, yet dis-

tinctly different in many respects.
I have found the "vitreous" form, or quickly cooled selen-

ium, to have many different colors even from the same small

dark brown les of brown, blue,

Purple, and violet, to a beautiful rose-red hue. These are dis-

tinct from the magnificent ruby-red color which vitreous selen-

ium shows when a very thin sheet of it is viewed by transmit-
ted light The granular or crystalline form also varies,—being
Am. Jour. Sci.-Third Series, Vol. XX VI, \o. IW.-Dko., 1883.
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sometimes of a very light lead color, at others a very dark

gray, a violet, a purple, a dull gold color, and occasionally a

blue. These colors are caused by heat.

I have tried many different metals and substances as bases

for selenium cells, including iron, brass, copper, zinc, tin, lead,

platinum, silver, gold, nickel, german silver, aluminum, bis-

muth, carbon, wood, mica and glass. My preference is for

brass, zinc, or iron or copper thinly coated with tin.

Descriptions were given of cells of the forms pi

known, especially of the "strip" cell, made for con

tests with my own form. The sensitiveness to light of cells

heretofore made has usually been quite low—one whose resist-

ance would fall to one-half," or 50 per cent change, by exposure

to sunlight, was uncommonly good. Probably the

ould not exceed 10 per cent of change from dark ^

light. The seieii

of Dr. Werner
have a resistance in dark 14-8

His measurements of this cell

hereto. Table B gives several

form, and the paper also gave
of other cells of m v

tiveness to light.* A lot of my

i cell

Siemens,

record
m

which was stated

great as in sunligb

. table A, annexed

isurements of a cell of my
measurements of a number

i show their extreme sensi-

3, five in number, presented

,
- t.iciiii'.'ii

'

~~^^~ B^
No. 24. 23 cells. 32,500 ohms. 1,300 ohms. 25- to 1 Sept. 4, 188

25! |j ;;
15^000 "

' s
1

302 to 1 " i -

22. 1,530 "

22.

no "

l

l: u 1::: :

3,

250 »

l?

Ei
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for inspection and trial by the members of the
then described.

As the result of some thousands of tests and
made by me, I have reached the following new conclu

1st. The electrical resistance of a cell changes
rent battery powers. There does not appear to be any

invariable law governing this change, but each cell seems to

have its individual character in this respect. In most cases the
resistance becomes lower as the electromotive force of the cur-
rent increases. One cell cited measured, with one 1

element, 14,000 ohms ; with 5 elements, 9,900 ohms; with 10
elements, 7,600 ohms ; with 23 elements, 4,600 ohms. Another
measured, with 23 elements, 3,600 ohms; with 10 elements,
8,000 ohms; with 5 elements, 10,000 ohms. In other cases,

ntly, the resistance increases as the battery power
These changes may be produced in either direction,

and as often as desired.*
1 2d. I have discovered that simply reversing the direction of
the current through a cell can make its resistance, in some
Mses, as much as ten or fifteen times as high as before, even

I increase should amount to millions of ohms. In

stances the change may be even greater, in others not
so much, but it is seldom less than twice as much, or as two to

"He. When the original direction of the current is restored,
the resistance also returns, and these effects can be repeated
any number of times. The cell is sensitive to light in both

the' selenium at the same surface which the light is acting upon.
Instances of such changes were given, and several hypothe-
ses were considered, but none were thought to satisfactorily

account for this '

;.,

'",;:,:
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After some speculations as to whether the foregoing actions

are properties of selenium, or are produced by the arrangement

of selenium in contact with substances so widely separated

from it in the electrical scale, I observed that it is at least evi-

dent that the peculiar construction of mv cells causes these

actions to be manifested many times more powerfully by them

than by cells of other forms, and then inquired: If it be possi-

ble, by such simple means as are employed in mv cells, to

obtain these results, may not means be found to still further

facilitate these manifestations, and so intensify and exaggerate

the results,—and even to obtain others yet unthought of, and

possibly still more surprising?

3d. Still I have found that the kind of battery em]

a great deal to do with the performance of the cell. Take iron

cell No. 1 as exemplifying this. This plate is one of the best,

having given. a change of b3 per cent, has been used in 'almost

every conceivable way, and always proved good. Yet on re-

moving the Leclanche" battery which was at

substituting the small bichromate plunge battery, this plate be-

came apparently sulky, and finally refused to respond at all to

the action of light. Changing from 24 cells to 48 cells of bat-

tery has but little effect, whether the gold is the anode or

cathode. It is still absolutely insensitive to light.

But on changing the battery to 96 cells its resisl i

from 265 ohms to 11,500 in dark and 5,000 ohms in light, re-

suming its old sensitiveness, but apparently under compos on.

On changing to gold cathode, it sinks from 9,000 to L,

in dark "then gradually falls to 275 in the (lark, and the same

in the light. Reversal to gold anode prodrugs no change
;

it

still remains at 275, sinks to^OO dark, and 245 light, and. ha'

another measurement been taken, would doubtless have proved

insensitive again. On removing the obnoxious battery for "

; -

dark

Id anode), and 5,000 in light; 'but gradual!

compan
n mediately becomes tractable,

ly 22 per cent change from df

d companion, the Leclanche

dark t

Brass cell No. 6, which hi i< -oven 85 and 88 pei

Leclanche' batten
,
appeared to be BJ most worthies-s with the

ite cells, i little i
'

!

;

':

was actually less i n dark than
Ltii the U-

3 to. light,
and 750
clanchek

ohms, r

'chafed^
But on putting it w

fairly sensitiv*

and beha self!

Brass 12 also iai led with the bicbromn te battery
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and became entirely ir

whatever between light

Brass cell No. 5, when connected with the bichromate bat-
tery, refused from the first to show any sensitiveness at all.

Its resistance varied continually, from high to low, and up
again,—most of the time changing too rapidly to admit of get-
sii-r.mv measurement. Changing the batterv power from 12
cells to 24, 48, and 96 cells made no difference— it still refused
to respond to light, although reversing the current varied the
resistance considerably. ' When one cell of the Leclanche
battery was substituted, it started at 10,100 ohms in dark,
and 5,700 ohms in light,—nearly 44 per cent decrease in

one's surprise. As before stated, the 1 iehromrite batteries had •

about the same surface in the liquid as the Leclanche. But
even supposing that the< urn nt of the former had much greater

quantity, intensity, or both, we might expect a change of resist-

ance, but how could it affect the semitiu was <>{' s< h nium to light ?

If one kind of battery current destroys its sensitiveness, may
we not sup; : of battery might increase its

sensitiveness? Although the Leclanche has operated well,

some other may operate still better, and by its special fitness

for use on selenium cells may intensify their actions, and so
bring to light other properties yet unthought of. If so, where
is the limit to this method of exalting the properties of

Is not here a promising field for experiment, in testing the

various forms of battery already known, or even devising some
new form especially adapted to the needs and peculiarities of

selenium cells?

4th. The effect of intermittent currents, and of rapidly l

r slight and may be disrega

practical work. But 'occasionally they produce very
rents, is usually very slight and may be disregarded

ring changes. Sometimes they reduce the resistance of

the selenium cell from many thousands of ohms to almost
nothing, and at others they raise it from next to nothing up
among the thousands. I have not been able to ascertain any
connection between conditions and results, but the effects are

certainly remarkable. They are not due to my mode of arrang-

ing the parts of the cells, for the same thing occurs with other

forms, as for example :

Experiment 1. The larue -'strip'' cell n ensured, in the dark,
l.<:<"' (1 !i!!K -Tried intermittent current Needle erratic

—

- at 2T.0O ohms." This experiment was with 22
cells of Leclanche*. On trying the same experiment on an-
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other day, no effect was produced, although the conditions w(

the same, so far as I could detect.

Experiment 2. Double cell No. 1, measured 50,000 ohr
"' reversing apparatus (arranged ^ T

break circuit and reverse the current about 800 times per

minute), with 22 cells of Leelanche", for three minutes. The

cell then measured, under the same conditions as before, only

30,000 ohms. A repetition of this treatment produced no

further effect. The change, produced as described, was perma-

The action of both intermittent and alternating currents

upon selenium are worthy of careful study, for and

conditions they are capable of effecting great changes in its

resistance, which might be utilized for practical purposes if

those conditions were understood.
o

5th. Very moderate changes of temperature (say 10° to 50

Fahr.), can sometimes change the resistance of a selenium cell

hundreds or even thousands of ohms in a few seconds, and I

think that this phenomenon has not been observed by others.

Experiment 1. Brass cell No. 6 measured, with gold anode,

23 cells Leelanche', in dark, 3,500 ohms. It was laid with its

back upon an iron block warmed to about 100° Fahr., when its

resistance fell almost instantly to 2,900 ohms, being a fall of

600 ohms.
Experiments. The same ceW, in the same condit

other time, measured 3,600 ohms. On putting the hot block

under it, it fell to 2,400 ohms ; in 30 seconds more it fell to

2,000 ohms; in another 30 seconds, to 1,850 ohms; in two

minutes more to 1,600 ohms. By this time the block was but

slightly warm.
Experiment 3. A cold block (i. e., not heated), was then put

under the cell, when it rose at once to 1,920 ohms; in 30 sec-

onds more, to 2,000 ohms; and continued to rise rapidly to

3,010 ohms. On repeating experiments 2 and 3, similar resujts

were again obtained.

It will be observed that these effects were obtained by very

small changes of temperature, and the phenomenon is distinct

from the ordinary changes in electrical conductivity observed

at different temperatures of the conductors, as well as from

those produced by very high temperatures. The fact that an

increase of temperature, so slight that the heated block barely

feels warm to the hand, can change the resistance of a selenium

cell many hundreds and even thousands of ohms, almost in-

stantly, and that the withdrawal of so little heat can produce a

change in the opposite direction, almost as great and as

is one of some importance, and has not been published before,

so far as I am aware.
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This action is more prominent in brass cell No. 6, than in
any of the others. The same experiment tried with iron cell

No. 1 produced no perceptible change in the resistance.

. Experiment 4. Double cell No. 1, measuring 33,000 ohms,
was laid on warm blocks, and fell instantly 3,000 ohms, then
M&k rapidly to 22,000 ohms. The same experiment, with
double cell No. 2, the mate to No. 1, produced* hardly any
effect. When the "strip" cell was tried in the same way, it

fell slowly, from 1,023 ohms to 955 ohms, in about five min-
utes. This action therefore appears to be exhibited much
more strikingly by cells of mv form than !>v those heretofore
made. But why it occurs with some cells and not with others,
has not been ascertained. The - nsitive ess to ght is greater
when the cell is cold.

New form of Selenium.— Since the foregoing paragraphs
were written, I have been trying some experiments long con-
templated, and have succeeded in producing colorless, trans-

parent selenium.

It is well known that vitreous selenium when very thin be-

comes translucent and has a beautiful ruby red color. The
new form of selenium just discovered by me has no color, but
looks like a thin coating of glass, through which the yellow
brass base is clearly seen,—even the fine scratches and marks
left in the hrass from the polishing being as distinct as if the

metal were bare. The mode of obtaining it is such as to

exclude everything but selenium. The conditions of its pro*

Auction are these: The exposure of the selenium to a pro-

longed heating, followed by gradual cooling, under pressure.

The plates so made have portions which are transparent,

situated apparently where the temperature was highest. The
remaining portions of the plates an Mack and red, interspersed

with gray. Thus upon one plate may be seen selenium in

four different states or colors. As yet, I have been able to

make only a partial examination of one of these plates. A
on of the transparent selenium having, perhaps,

one-half square inch of surface, luul a resistance of only
three ohms. It was found to be affected by light very little,

As circumstances compel me, much against my will, to

devote most of mv time to a wid ••f science.

I do not wish to" stand in the way of those who would work
out these subjects more rapidly, and therefore offer my results

for their consideration, and leave further researches to be
carried out by any desiring to do so who may have more
time and better facilities than myself for theoretical inves-

tigations.



Selenium in Relative Conductivities. Resistance in Ohms.

Deflection. | Ratio.

£ i I*
180- 5-6

2. Diffused daylight.
3.|LampIight. ..."... lRoOO

Brass Cell, No. 16.
Test

*?«. J;:', Sri.
Test

Xk.'t.

Dark
Diffused daylight ..

Per cent of change.

210-

49-

!!.•!;:; 68-8 88-]

•Jin-

4 7-G ns-o &
I.iirht on Selenium," by

Mr. R. E. Day, in Proc,

113, contains the following statements :

1st. That on reversing the direction of the current through

selenium the "resistance was always found to be different from

that previously obtained." As I have shown, the resistance is

not always different.

2d. " The first current through the selenium, if a strong one,

causes a permanent 'set' of the molecules, in consequence of

which the passage of the current during the remainder of the

experiments is more resisted in that direct ioi than it is when

passing in the opposite direction." As already stated, this

"set" is sometimes in the direction above laid down, some-

times in the opposite direction, sometimes there is no "set

at all, and in two cases the "set" changed and was reversed

during the measurements of the cells.

3d. "That with the same piece of selenium at the same tem-

perature, the resistance diminished as the battery power in-

creased." This I have found by experiments with more than

one hundred cells to be correct in some cases, while the oppo-

site occurs in other cases, and in still other instances the in-

r decrease of resistance -tops at a certain battery power,

the

be tneir experi
rent from mine, except on the three foregoi

As to them, so far as the above quotations agree w
suits, those investigators are entitled to the credit of first

discovery.
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Art. LIIL— 7%g Tschmn Earthquake of July 28, 1883; by
C. G. Rock wood, Jr., Princeton, N. J.

The island of Ischia is situated .-it the western extremity of
the bay of Naples, about twenty miles in a direct line from
Vesuvius. It forms apart of the Vesuvian volcanic district.

being an extension of the Phlegrean Fields with which it cor-
responds in geological character, as does also the smaller island
of Procida lying between Ischia and the mainland. Ischia
contains about twenty-six square miles, being eight kilometers
or about five miles long east and west, by 4-8 kilometers or
about three miles broad. In the center of the island rises

Mount Epomeo, 792 meters (2,782 feet) high, an old volcano
which during historic times has given no lava from its crater,
and for over five hundred years has been nearly silent. The
last emission of lava from its flanks occurred in 1302, since
which time the volcanic activity has been shown only by hot
springs and steam jets, and not 'infrequent earthquakes, the last

notable one having occuired March 4, 1881.
Ischia is noted for its thermal springs, which with the pleas-

ant climate make it a favorite summer resort, and
season the town of Casamicciola is usually crowded with
strangers. Other towns are Lschia on the east coast, Forio on
the west and Lacco Ameno on the north.

Before the earthquake, which wrought so much damage in

il island on July 28, 1883, there had been some in-

dications of unusual subteri meai activity; some of the hot
; s],own abnormal variations of temperature, but it

is doubtful whether to an extent greater than at other times
when no earthqu k< follow* I;- there had been a number of
slight earthquake shocks in different parts of the island,—and
the instruments in the seismological observatories at Naples
and Rome were in increased motion. It is said also that un-

indications of an approaching earthquake were
observed in Casamicciola. but were concealed from the public

so diminishing the irain- oi the hotel keepers. These indica-

tions, beginning from a fortnight before the
shock, gradually increased in intensity and frequency, and
Professor di Rossi of Rome said afterward that if then' had
been in Ischia any system of observation, by which at the

time he could have been informed of all these phenomena, "he
would not have hesitated an instant in p eating out the immi-
nent danger of an impending seismic disturbance

11 menacing
Casamicciola. But in the absence of observations in Ischia,
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ions of the instruments on the mainland wc

i before i

tieed at the Solfatara of Albano had increase.! to an alarming

extent, and numerous slight shocks were felt at Vesuvius and

?i©inity, indicating that the seismic disturbance was not yet

over. The violent shock came about 9.25 p. m. on Saturday,

July 28, and the greatest damage was done at CaE

and vicinity. This town, built on two small hills on the north

slope of Epomeo, was entirely destroyed, only one or two

houses being left standing. A performance was in progress at

the theatre, and when the building collapsed at the shock many

were buried in its ruins. Lacco Ameno, on the coast about

three miles northwest from Casamicciola, was also mostly de-

stroyed and Forio was greatly damaged. The town of Ischia,

on the east coast, was severely shaken, but without suffering

very much damage. But the villages of Fontana and Serrara,

situated in the interior of the island, and indeed within the old

crater, were great sufferers, as was also Barano more to the

south. Two large land-slips were caused on the north slope ot

Epomeo, but no true fissures were»found anywhere, and no

apparent changes of level.

The first accounts of the killed and wounded wei

exaggerated, the number of killed being stated as 4000, oOOO,

8000 and even 13,000. The numbers given by the ofl

mission (Sept. 26) were 1990 killed and 374 wounded. Many

perished beneath the ruins of fallen walls, and some were res-

cued from such a death after having been thus entombed for

longer or shorter periods ; in one case several persons were taken

out of the ruins alive nearly a week after the catastrophe.

The shocks were at first vertical, then undulal

lasted about fifteen seconds. The direction of the vibration is

variously stated by different observers.

In endeavoring to trace this earthquake to its cause, we must

not overlook the connection of this locality with the Vesuvian

volcanic district. It will be desirable also to state briefly the

location of the hot springs and stufas or steam jets, for which

the island is noted. As we follow then the northern coast

from east to west, we find thermal springs at Pontano, Fornelio

and Fontana near Ischia, stufas and thermal springs at Castig-

lione, stufas at Cacciuto, all near the northern coast,

abundant hot springs of Gurgitello near Casamice
roles at Monte Cito west of Casamicciola, and fina h
of Paolone on the slopes of Monte Nuovo near Forio. AH
these lie on a line slightly convex toward the north, and cross-

ing the island from east to west along the northern slopes oi

Epomeo. They are considered by L. Baldacci to mark an old
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line of cleavage, from whence come these manifestations of
subterranean activity. He also traces another line similarly
marked from north to south ; from the ho 1

; springs, of San Res-
titute near Lacco Ameno crossing the first line at Monte Cito,
almost under Casamicciola, cutting through the old crater of
Epomeo, along the precipitous valley of the Scarrupato, where
are found the inland villages of Fontana, Serrara, Meropune
and Barano, and meeti ist at the place where
are the hot springs of Fondolillo and the stufas of Testaccio.

The east-west line above i idieated might fi id it- pi elongation

in the volcanic islet of Procida, and in the elevated point which
projects from the m . connects It geologi-
cally v itli the Phlegrean Fields. Now these two lines coincide
nearly with the localities, where this earthquake shock was
felt, and at their intersection stood Casamicciola which was so
completely destroyed.

In view of these facts L. Bald -ions thus:
"That the residual volcanic activity of the island is manifested
along two

|

me a curve with its convexity to

the north, from the baths of Ischia to Forio, the other directed

approximately north-northwest and south-southeast between
Lacco Ameno and the stufas of Testaccio; and that the place
where Casamicciola stood is upon the intersection of these two
hues and, therefore, at the very focus of seismic activity and
that it always has been and always will be the locality most
liable to be devastated by earthquakes."
But other facts also point in the same direction. H. J. John-

ston-Lavia has drawn the isoseismal lines about the focus and
finds them to be elongated ellipses having their major axes
east and west, the lines lying much closer together in their

northern portion than in the southern. The minor axes of

these isoseismal ellipses is /<t-<o-/// in the lin< of Buldacci's north

and south fissure. Johnston-Lavis states his conclusion thus:

"From a careful examination of observed azimuths and angles
of emergence, all point to a plate-shaped focus whose strike

extends in a line from Fontana just west of Menella to near the

beach at Lacco. The plane of "this fissure is probably roughly

perpendicular to the surfae , but ma\ d p slig t!\ tou it 1 the

east, as the isoseismals are slightly nearer on the eastern side of
the seismic vertical, which, as a necessity, is not represented by
a point, but by a line on the surface. The rupturing of this

plate like fissure was apparently greatest at a point nearly mid-

way between its extremities."

To conclude, then, it seems to be pretty clearly made out as

probable, that this earthquake shock had
in a rupture taking place along an old vole

roughly north and south, and' extending radially
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the'northern slope of Epomeo ; and that the cause of the in-

creased tension resulting in this rupture is to be referred to

the residual volcanic a island shares with the

ainland rather than to any merely local subsidence,

has advanced the opinion that the local violence of

the shocks might be due to the collapse of subterranean cavi-

ties not very far below the surface. But it would seem likely

that any subsidence of sufficient magnitude to cause the surface

destruction, seen at Cusamicciola, and to give rise to vibrations

felt by instruments so far away as Rome, must have been

attended also by surface fissures and changes of level, none of

which were observed.

After the disastrous earthquake of July 28, slight shocks

continued to occur, at first daily, and afterward at longer inter-

vals, oven as late as September 23d.

fii preparing this notice free use has been made of the corre-

spondence published in various journals ami newspapers both

of America and Europe, but the writei is .-. v indebted to

articles contributed by Ch. Vehsin to La Nature (August 18,

J. Johnston-Lavis to Nature (Sept. 6, I8b3), and

by

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. Chemistry and Physics.

1. A method of isolating heat radhttim, from the luminous

id actinic radiation*.—hi' n note communicated to the French

cademv, M. F. Van Assche dt-M-rib.^ his m.-.k-pss, which consists

depositing a thin film „f di-;i!h d and melt, d selenium upon a

hambim'Vmmn .'.':"

g hiss' culled
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I lu> radiations into obscure radiat

c property of se

,
graphic chamber , ... ,

generally in the analysis of the radiation of the su
— Comptes Bendus, No. xvi, 15 October, 1883, pp

2. Telluric Oxygen lines.—M. Egokoff lias shown that the
lines A and B of the solar spectrum are due to the oxvueifin the
earth's atmosphere. He employed a tube twenty meter"- long-

closed at both ends hv glass plates; tilled this tube with <]vy oxy-
gen under a pressure of fifteen atmospheres; observed the light
from an oxydiydrogen dame and found that the lines due to the
absorption of the oxygen were identical with A and Ii in the solar

spectrum. The theory that these lines are due to a cosmical hy-
drocarbon gas diffused through space is controverted by the ex-

periments of }I, Kg.u-orr; who'found that several kinds of liydro-

3. A neir ( ,

t
l~ .

> \ -, M. A. Ci'm:vi;i lia- d. mm d

constructed and which will dmw a difference of potential from
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ters or departs "by one of the electrodes

the two others. The two partial currei

•ections through the two circuits of ea

iedemann galvanometer. A suitable

roduced the needle of the galvanomet
zero. \\ hen <

tween the poles of an elect ro-mugnet the dived ion of i!

opposite direction from the magnetizing current -for gold and

metals which have the same action as gold— and in thy

needle are obtaimd which show that the effect cannot I

by the direct action of magnetism upon the current.
^
M. Rigl»

promises to explain this in a forthcoming memoir. "1

in bismuth is very strong, being nearly 5000 times as strong :i> m
gold, with the sanu strength of current and the sam.'

or six times greater than a piece of gold leafo-onOOST"'
11 in t,nck "

ness. The effect can be obtained in bismuth with a
|

magnet instead of an elect ro-magnet, and the author hopes to be

able to show Hall's phenomenon by means of the earth's mag-

5. Note on the Vortex Atom Theory ; by James Ckoll. The

vortex-atom th.ory, \i. u.,1 In n, the p'liv-ieal -ide, i-

to me it appeal- to i,e tar otherwise. In fact, I am unable to

understand how the theory is to be reconcile.'! sutb the tiv-1 law

of motion. According to that law no body possessing inertia can

deviate from the straight line unless forced to do so. A planet

will not move round the sun unless it be constantly ad
a force deflecting it from the straigb.1 path. A grit

not rotate on its axis unless its particles are held tog-

fore..- preventing them from Hying off in a tangent to

anced t.v "o, ,tri| etui ".- M\ iTrt iit\ - t. tndcr-"l md \\h.it

force counterbalances tin- centrifugal force of the rot

rial of the vortex-atom, ft has been said that tie
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balances this centrifugal force must be equally enormous. Then

nious force on 1 nlvi ng niateri; being ii

n. then th( re does no be any l

It has further need, l.\ u

incompressible li M uid s unds the i•e'vulvi "^ liquid lik

"and that if th 1

l
'>

le in a liq

all sj " The in l.ility of
roumlino- fluid

ial do fly out, to

prevent portions of the th i

the wl il«.Iu.ir

inconi] -• ,'>'..( offers

notion of the at

the fluid in from : is <lis;plac<L'.l; but tli en tills npl\ mak

21 sheets in

s afforded up
gold to 57 of
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nae in amount ; Diabase, the older, forming tne east or irauj

;wall of the lode, the aoa,,,/,-,; known as "black dike," extend-

horizontally more t han a mile thron-h some of the mines, an
'

imbling'the trap of New Jersey, neither of the kin-Is havir

aicrolitic or glass-contamino' .JTound-mass : aa^/tr. havir

aierolitie -round-mass and 'often a fluidal structure, inchr

turliu- and /at r hnr,,hl, ,,,!. „„,/, sit, . and also some ata/i

;ite, the later h tu a called trachyte; an

'///, consisting chiefly of labradorite, augite and olivine.

unci, of ti,e ; ; zircons, in the granit

rtz-porphyry, dmritcs, and rarely in 1 1 1 e andesite; some hor:

the older of 'the rocks.
'

A, . . tl -c th. H mi _u al ordt

«Ht«y atei ^ov
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upposed to have formerly
mhydrie and carbonic acids for the decompositions

and the filling of the vein, though now affording onlv a mer$
trace of these gases. The assays of the rocks adjoining the vein
give mostly from 0-03 to 0-21 for the percentage of the precious
metals reckoned as silver.

The theory sets aside any supply of ore-material from below ex-
(

'

L
!

,f such a* um i avc come up as a constituent of the diabase,
and mostly of the augite of the diabase. The mine is on this view
dependent at all depths for its value on the existence of the ad-

" should be confined to the neiglneighborhood of this contact," and
"should this rock narrow to a mere dike between diorite walls,
the outlook would be gloomy."

" nple theory has doubts about it because nothing is

of all that happened, in the course of the vein, from the
the ejection of the diabas

when the temperature was that of the fused diabase—do
iiabase or the first opening of

• the time when it was 500° F. and

:jud carrying powers ; nothing as to whether the wall of the great
fissure may not, deep below, have contained metalliferous veins
or beds, or disseminated ore, that would have yielded the metals
or their ores easily to the powerful agents of extraction, those
highly heated vapors; nothing as to whether these sources of
supply may not have contributed to the diabase and other rocks
the traces of precious metals indicated by the assays.

The heat of the mine is proved to increase downward, at the
rate of about 3° F. for each additional hundred feet. "On the
3,000-foot level "—to which depth the country is honey-combed
with passages—"floods of water have entered the mines at 170°
F

;
," hot enough to cook food. The equation deduced from the facts

gives for a temperature of 212° F. a depth of 5,200 feet; and "a
boiling heat is likely to be struck at anv time after passing the
4,000-foot level," and in all probability short of 5,000 feet.

The facts show that the source of the heat "can hardly be less

than two miles from the surface, and is probably four, in short at

a volcanic distance. In the Sutro tunnel " the rise of temperatu
as the lode was approached is best expressed by a geometr
ratio," showing that the heat is derived from the lode, the moil
ure or aqueous vapor present enabling the rocks to conduct hes
Am. Jour. Sci.-Thikd Series, Vol. XXVI, No. 156.-Dec, 1883.



escaping aqueous \ apor. about 7,000,000 tons

Aj pumped from the lode, all of subter-

g in the high country of the

Sierra Xevada, as the preceding ideal section illustrates.

The question as to feldspar-decomposition (resulting- in the

making of kaolin) being the source of the heat, as urged by < 'hun-h,

is discussed, and made the subject of careful experiments l>y Dr.

Barus; the conclusion reached is that the amount of heat thus

derived is infinitesimal, or not enough to be detected by an appa-

Tatus sufficiently delicate to register 0-001° C. Further it is shown

that the so-called clay or kaolin is ehietly pulverized rock.

Mr. Becker's Report gives details also with reference to the

position of the lode and its contents, leaving much however to be

presented to those interested by the tine maps and sections of the

folio atlas. It treats also of the structural results oi

Besides, it gives the details of an electrical survey of the

Comstock and Eureka mines, in which the former affi

negative results, and the latter a slight action, perhaps
be of use in prospecting, especially where the ores are -

2. IT. S. Geological Survey: Field Work in the Gr>

—The division of the Survey to which the Great

baa been employed for several years in a si

system of lakes which in Quaternary time occupied that desert

region. During the past season the professional corps has consis-

ted of Mr. G. K. Gilbert, geologist in charge; Mr. Israel C. Rus-

sell, assistant geologist; Mr. W. D. Johnson, topograph- r
;

and

Ensign J. B. Bernadon, V. S. X., general assistant. Mr. K. Klis-

worth Call of David City, Nebraska, is not permanent!} connec-

ted with the work, but has been and is still engaged in tin- study

of the recent and Uuaternarv shells of the Great [!.-

accompanies a short Lime. Mr. Gi

a month with Mr. Call in the basins of Humboldt and

Lakes, and then proceeded to the Mono Basin where t

of the party hud been at work from the be-
Mr. Russell has had charge of the invest !_

Luhontan Basins, and has this year completed ids H-.

tions. The chief part of the summer was spent in the Mono -Ba-

sin including the adjacent eastern slope of the Sierra Xe\ ada. and

the m« si inn oi I mt sub] ets of s h \ » r< tin mei

of Mono Lake, and the ancient ulaoi, .- ,,; the Sierra. Some at-

All have now returned to tie- east except .Mr. Johnson,
ing completed a general survey of the Mono Basin, remain

topographic sketches of certain local features, especially >

moraines. The Survey has determined to discontinue t

tigation of the Quaternary lakes of the Great Basin.
r

\

of the most northern lakes is practically complete, but it

found impracticable to carry the work southward at pi
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account of the great draft on the energies of the Survey inciden-

tal to the recent extension of its field. A preliminary report on
Lake Bonneville was published in the Second Annual Report, :md
has been noticed in this Journal. The Third Annual Report will

contain a preliminary essay, by Mr. Russell, on Lake Laliontun,

and the Fourth, a brief description of the district north of Lake
Lahontan, where there was a group of smaller lakes. These are
now in type, and the preparation of the final memoirs is well ad-

3. Vol. VII of the Geology and Paleontology of Illinois.

—Volume VII of the series of Reports on the Geology and
Paleontology of Illinois, A. H. Worthed, State geologist, has
recently been issued. The first part, by Mr. Worthen, treats of
the development of the coal resources of the State since the pub-
lication of the last volume in 1875, and covers 62 pages. The
remainder of the volume, over 300 pages, is paleontological. Over
sixty species of fossil fishes are described by O. St. John and
A. H. Worthen, and illustrated on twenty-six plates, crowded
with figures. Descriptions and plates of many invertebrate

H. Barkis. The excellent figures are mostly from drawings by
C. K. Worthen. Added to those of previous volumes, the whole
number of plates issued in the Reports of the Illinois Survey is

now 196. Two more volumes, containing forty to fifty plates

each, will be required to complete. the paleontology. The series

of volumes has no rival in paleontolo^ical value among the State
reports, if those of New York are excepted.

4. On the recent formation of crystals of Cerussite.— M.
Lacroix has described the occurrence of several copper minerals
in connection with pieces of Roman money found among some
ruins in Algeria. The coins, as found, adhered to each other,

being cemented together by carbonate of copper; between each
pair there was a little cavity containing crystals of cerussite

and cuprite, with malachite ami a/.urite. hut varying ace. rding to

the degree of alteration which the coin had undergone. The
cerussite was in small mammillary crystalline groups, of a

distinct form. The composition of the coins was obtained, as

follows: Cu 79-76, Pb 16'26, Sn 3-97= 99'99. Somewhat similar

observations have been made by D&ubree on recent minerals

occurring at Bourbonne-les- Bain's, but in the latter case the

Cerussite was formed •!' - of lead, and not as

here, at the expense of the lead in the coin alloy.— Bull. 8oe.

Min., vi, 175.

5. Volumes I and II of the Reports on the Geology of
' ave recently been issued. They an volumes of great

geological importance. A notice of them is deferred.

6. Supposed Glacial strio3 on locust Mountain, Pa.—On page
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473, of the last volume of this Journal, the observation t

glacial striae occurred on Locust Mountain, south of the gla<

nted from remarks by Prof. Lesley in the geologi

Prof. H. C. Le?

that the supposed edacial -

7. The Pre- Carboniferous
Strata in Arizona ; by C.

D. Walcott.—The follow

ing cut represents a section,

by the author, of th<

Carboniferous strata

Grand Canon, in illustratio

ot his article on pages 437

We learn from "Prof. H. C. Lewis,

on of the region and finds

origin.

442. Owin the -li

the strata, a po
of the Pre-Ton

8. Notes on a new Topaz
Locality ; by Rev. R. T. |g
Cross, Denver, Colorado, pp—In the October number Epr

of the Journal for 1882, p§
Messrs. C. W. Cross and Pg
W. F. Hillebrand, of the pf
U. S. Survey, described \0
some topazes of unusual fe
size found near Pike's Peak. %^
The locality was in the dis- ^
integrated granite on one p|
of the steep slopes about p;
four miles from Manitou. f*£
Only a few crystals were L5Q
found, less than half a doz- ^
en good ones, and perhaps %£
twice that number of phe- v-fr.

nacites. M^
During the summer of y^L

1883, Mr. Walter B. Smith, j^
a collector, n

di-st it ute

ors, when
topaz cry
secured o

salll
ke's Peak, a region largely

auch traversed by prospect-

Mountain, a "pocket ot

, o month »e

e number have come into the possess
pocket was found in decomposed alb

uty is found pegmatite or graphic grani
srals were found in the pocket or very

ss for a month

mge fragment

sion of the
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_— t diameter. Many of the topaz

oken—being found out of place—but they
show an attempt on the part of nature to heal over the broken
surfaces by forming new planes. Some of the microcline crystals

show the same peculiarity. The largest topaz fragment weighs
eleven and one-half ounces and parts of it are very clear. It

evidently belonged to a very large crystal, only two planes of
which appear on the fragment. Another fragment, weighing
two and a half ounces, is perfectly limpid and colorless. The
largest and best crystal weighs four ounces. It is of a light

straw color and is perfectly clear, having no flaw in it. The
prism is perfect, showi i- t! o' pi mes 7", /-'_'. and >-•_. is distinct,

though slightly bruised. Domes, f, 1, f, 2-7, 24 (the latter

passing probably into *-/), 4-7, and f-7.

9. Jeremejeffite and Mchwaldite.—The chemical characters of
the remarkable new borate of alumina from Siberia, called by
M. Damour jeremejeffiite, have already been given in this Journal
(xxv, 478). The crystalline form of the species has since been
described by Websky. An optic;,! examination by him has con-
firmed the observation of Jeremejef, made in 1869 upon the same
crystals, which were then supposed to be beryl, viz : that only the

up of six segments, all alike biaxial. Websky found the two
parts of the crystal to be separated by a narrow nearly opaipie

hexagonal ring. The boundary lines oi the six interior segments
are perpendicular to the prismatic planes. The optical characters

of all the segments rorrcspond, the bi-^etrix b, in- parallel to the

vertical axis, and the plane of the optic axes making an angle of
30° with the adjacent sides' of the exterior hexagon. The two
parts of the crystal are morphologically different, and to the

ii'.iaxial part Websky proposes to restrict the name of Damour,
while to the interior part he u'ives the name I-Ji<-hiruldit> :

. from
that of the Director of the mines at Nertschinsk, who collected

the ervstals. A study of the crystalline form has convinced

Websky that the prismatic plain- and the pyramidal terminations

graphical relations, as also to shov
crystals have the same composition.
and it is natural to think of the v

same chemical substance is known to

and orthorhombic (or monoclinic) for

fessor Cooke on the iodides of ant in

Ak. Berlin, June 14, 1883.
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10. Mineralogical Notes ; by E. Claassen. (Communicated).

(1) On interesting crystals of Pyrife.—These crystals occur in a

bluish-gray shale, the so-called Cuyahoga shale of the Waverly
group, 'at Parma, Cuyahoga county, Ohio. They form combina-

tions of the cube, octahedron and generally the pyritohedron

( a 02), with the cube predominating. The largest crystal- found

measure about £ inch in diameter. The interest of these crystals

consists in the fact that the cubic planes have always a concave

surface, while the planes of the other forms are as even as usual.

In consequence of this fact the combination-edges of the cube and

octahedron are often curved linos. A single crystal among those

examined was peculiar in that the octahedral planes consisted of

a depressed triangular portion with an even surface, bounded by

three narrow raised parts ; the cubic planes have, with one excep-

tion, a concave surface; the pyritohedrai planes are d

two parts by a narrow depression. It seems probable that the

planes of the original crystal, in this and other cases, were even,

and that the concavity and other irregularities observed are due

to subsequent growth of the crystal over this nucleus.

(2) On Magnetite-crp$tal$ in . rfect crystals

of magnetite are found imbedded in a compact hematite of

metallic luster, brought from the Pake Superior Iron Mines.

They are octahedrons, have a red streak and give a red powder

exactly like the surrounding hematite, but < lifter <-

their being attracted by the magnet. Their appearanceis that

of unaltered magnetite and not that of martite, which often also

(•< V-not.Hn,,, ,,„",/ '/y'.\,?,n,n in Magnetite in the so-called

Chaffey ore.—This magnetic iron occurs near Xewbo
and , ontains f r per rent, of vanadic :t«-id and 9i per cent of tatanic

acid. The vanadic acid was determined in a quantity of nvc

pounds of pulverized and finely bolted ore, and separated as

11. Phytogeogenesis : 'Die vorweltliche E>d«- ''• ' ,v !r i '- r'''

kmxte ,/„",/ ',[,,'
pjfl.i„ z,„ ;,i (t ,,,,,. ir.ng. ,, ; ,hrrg><t, !It von Dr.

Otto Kunze. Le'ipzig, 1884. pp. 213, 8vo.—This eu

tise, on the , \ ,,f the earth's crust and it>

vegetation, is of a hh_dd v h vi.ot hetical character. Much of it we

must leave hu tin «_. ,!oJ,-t tod, i utmi/ • .. digest, as best he

mav; for instance, that our olohe was never an incandescent liquid,

nor melting hot, but onlv moderatelv red hot ; the ocean- ^W ^X

r-o..ling were Smugly impn-nated «

:'
•. ' :

•
.

... •'
. , , .

,:..•
.

;
.:.

' - -

it- s;dtnes<. The vegetation which il.uri-!. 1 on' the surface of

carbonated sea gave to the air its stock of carbonic

acid. All vegetation down to a comparatively hire period

» iy down ,v,.., , ih, T, iriai-v u - :

.T ,at and marine ;
the

vegetatioi h riod,theLepidodendra
higher cryptogams, formed floating islands of vegetation, t^*11

*

tlie
:

r
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Stigmaria roots floating on the surface in matted masses, their
stems rising like masts into the air. As the ocean grew Salter
this Carboniferous vegetation took to the strand; and then, or
ittbaeqnently, the vegetation of the woi-ld was in peril and verged
to extinction, as may be seen from the fact that there were 2 5 on

species of coal plants, and only 150 in later periods. It would

cryptogamic vegetation to the land before the continents were
prepared to receive it ; but finally, when the atmosphere had
:ie<[uir(Ml from the bicarb, mated ocean sufficient carbonic acid and
the rocks had worn down into soil, terrestrial vegetation was
established. In the ninth period, heretofore called the Tertiary-

period, land-plants came to prevail, and the differentiation of cli-

mates gives rise to differentiation of land vegetation. Man now
appear-, in all race- probably first with black skin. As there are
no indigenous blacks in America, the early population of this

continent was an immigration from the* old continents. Togo
back to the beginning : the earliest living things. Protista,

r\,fa/o>/ue of the Ph.rno'Kt
Ph»,ts of Worcester Co., .V<

Worcester. Published bv
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Hence relative thickness is an indication of distance traveled, and
" a layer near the bottom may have been traveling from the Pole
for the past 10,000 or 15,000 years," while one at top is not
twenty years old, and of short distance of travel.

From such facts Dr. Croll argues that the ice of the Antarctic
ice-harrier moved off from a low and even land-surface, and that
this kind o ; iuent." On
the ground that the moist winds flow in all directions toward the
south pole, and that the latitudinal extent diminishes poleward, it

is iir^ed that the loss by precipitation on going poleward does
not necessarily occasion a diminishing depth of ice. For if the
annual amount of precipitation between the parallels of 60° and
80° is thirty feet, and the amount of moisture left in the air on
reaching the line of 80° is only Ta tenth of thirty, this tenth would
give a snowfall there of twenty-four inches, because the area
between the line of 80° and the pole is only an eighth of that
between the parallels of 60° and 80°. Hence even if the border
of the Antarctic ice-region takes from the clouds the greater part
of their moisture, the thiukness of the ice may still increase pole-

ward. Moreover the region of the pole should be ever filling

with ice, however small the precipitation.

Dr. Croll regards the recent observations of Nordenskiold as

confirmatory of his views on Arctic and Antarctic ice-regions.

2. National Academy <>r' Sciences.—At the meeting of the
Academy held at New Haven, November 13-16, 1883, Professor
O. C. Marsh, President, the following papers were presented:

"'May

Asaph Hall : Notes on the mass of Saturn.

R. H. Chittenden : On some new primary cleavage forras of alb

S. Newcumb: On the use of the word "Light" in Physics; On the theory of

E. Loomis: The l ric observations to sea-level.

8. P. Laxclr-y: Atmospheric absorption.
W. H. Bhewes : On the subsidence of part*
H. A. Rowland: On a new photograph of the Solar Spectrin

"the Now Baven
-•:. ' ........ ;

.

:
; .

,

W. Gibbs: Preli ho-vaaadatea areen

aiuinioiiio-vanailates; On the probable existence of new acids oi

B. SlLLlMAS: \ ad lithology of the I

trict of California.
.». S. Sv.wimur a <<: North Amerie;

J. W. Powell: rfbal Society.

J. Hall : Note* upon the physical aspects of the higher members
Chemung Group and the <I, -. lion of the fossil

Ptychopteria and Leptodesma, preceded by a review of the Pecteni

- -n stem.
•

.

O. C. Marsh: On the affinities of the Dim -
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3. Signal Service Professional Papers.—The following papers

have been issued by the Signal Service. No. VIII. The motions

of fluids and solids on the earth's surface, by Professor War. Fer-

rel, reprinted with notes by Frank Waldo.—No. IX. Cham and

Tables showing geographical distribution of rain-fall in the United

States, based on observations from the establishment of the Mete-

orological Bureau of the Signal Service, in 1870 to January, 1881,

by H. H. C. Dunwoody, 1st Lieut. 4th Artillery, acting signal

officer.—No. XI. Meteorological and Physical Observations Offl

the East Coast of British America, by O. T. Sherman—No. XII.

Popular Essays on the Movements of the Atmosphere, by Pro-

fessor Wm. Febrel.

OBITUARY.

John Lawrence LeConte.—Doctor John L. LeConte, the able

ajist, died on the 15 th of November, at Phil a

nth year, having been bom in New York on the 18th

of May, 1825. He was a son of Major John E. LeConte, a dis-

tinguished member of the Engineer Corps and the author of

several papers on Botany and Zoology. Doctor LeConte's labors

in science were devoted especially to the Coleoptera, in which

department he made very large collections, and was high

authority. He is the author also of some mineralogh
and as early as 1847 presented to the Association of American

Geologists and Naturalist ^ ;i valuable paper on Fossil Mammalia
from Illinois. The Smithsonian Institution published in 1861-62

his t'ln^h- -;•./ ,./ Xnrth .-linen'rii, and in

1863-66 his List of the Coleoptera of North America. He was

a member of the National Academy of Sciences, and, for the year

1 87:5-7 t, President of the American Association.
Leonard D Gale.—Dr. Leonard D. Gale died in W

on October 22, in his eighty-fourth year. He was graduated

from the College of Physicians and Surgeons, in New York City,

in 1830, and was soon afterward employed as Assistant Professor

of Chemistry in that institution. His name is connected with

chemical papers in this Journal tor ls:;l and 1832. Later he was

Professor of Chemistry in the New York College
and Professor of Chemistry, Geology, and .Mineralogy in the

University of New York. While holding the latter position, m
1834, he rendered important aid to his tVllow-Professor, S. \ .

b.

Morse, in the perfection of the elect rie telegraph, bringing I' 1 h,s

knowledge the discoveries of Professor lie m\ the application
,

ot

which to the Morse machine assured its success. In 1838, Dr.

(rale made a geological survey of \\-w York island.

(4to, 1843) K,,,m 1 *4f. to fsr>7 he was

an Kxammer of Patents. Laving charge of the Department ot

< hemistry, and v is tltei , . i
•

.

, , \ years engaged in the

practice of patent law in Washington.
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